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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2004 10:46 AM
To: 'Amanda A. Avildsen'; 'Amanda Hill (amanda_hill@fws.gov)'; 

'DougC@SCDNR.STATE.SC.US'; 'Ed Eudaly (Ed_Eudaly@fws.gov)'; 'Gina Kirkland'; 'Hal 
Beard'; 'Hansel.Joel@epamail.epa.gov'; 'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 
'Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov'; 'WadeB@SCDNR.STATE.SC.US'; 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 
'TBebber@SCPRT.com'; 'Ronald.Mckitrick@FERC.gov'

Subject: Saluda Hydro Issues Workshops

Good morning,

We would like to cordially invite you to attend one of the Saluda Hydroelectric Project Relicensing Workshops that are to 
be held next week, October 26th, 27th, and 28th.    Attached is an announcement that gives the locations and times of 
each event.  We hope that everyone can make it to one of the sessions, as your opinions are very important to us!  If you 
have any questions please feel free to give me a call, and if you know of anyone else in your office that might be interested 
in coming to these meetings, please pass this email along to them. Thanks!

Sincerely,
Alison Guth
Relicensing Technician
Kleinschmidt Associates
(803) 822-3177

Public workshops 
release.doc (...



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Oct. 18, 2004

Contact: Public Affairs
(800) 562-9308

Workshops planned for relicensing Saluda Hydro

Columbia -- Workshops designed to receive input from the public and 

governmental agencies on issues related to the relicensing of the Saluda 

Hydroelectric Project on Lake Murray are scheduled for later this month. 

South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. (SCE&G) is offering the workshops as 

opportunities for the public to help identify issues of importance to them related to 

operations, economics and environmental considerations regarding the plant, 

whose license expires in 2010. 

“We believe a critical element of the relicensing process will be the 

involvement of all who are interested in the future operation of the project,” said 

Jim Landreth, vice president of fossil and hydro operations for SCE&G. “We 

invite the public to attend the upcoming issues identification workshops to 

express their interests and share their opinions on the Saluda Project.”

Those attending the workshops will be given an overview of the 

relicensing process and there will be individual breakout sessions focusing on 

specific topics including fish and wildlife, water quality, project operations, 

recreation and land management. 

Locations, dates and times for these workshops are as follows:

Oct. 26 Oct. 27      Oct. 28

American Legion Hut Community Hall Saluda Shoals Park
108 South Rudolph Street 1109 Main Street 5605 Old Bush River Rd.
Saluda, SC Newberry, SC Columbia, SC
1 to 4 p.m. 1 to 4 p.m. 1 to 4 p.m.
6 to 9 p.m. 6 to 9 p.m. 6 to 9 p.m.

- more -



“There is no cost to attend these workshops and the community’s 

involvement is greatly encouraged,” Landreth added. “We hope the public takes 

advantage of this opportunity to talk with SCE&G and others to identify issues 

related to Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda River and the relicensing of the 

Saluda Hydro Project.” 

Kleinschmidt Associates, a consulting firm which specializes in providing 

engineering, regulatory management and environmental services to the energy 

and water resource industries, is coordinating the workshops for SCE&G. For 

more information or if you plan to attend one of the workshops, call 803-822-

3177 or e-mail Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com or 

Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com.

SCE&G is the largest subsidiary of SCANA Corporation, an energy-based 

holding company principally engaged, through subsidiaries, in electric and 

natural gas utility operations, telecommunications and other energy-related 

businesses. Information about SCANA and its businesses is available at 

www.scana.com.

###





 
 "Please raise the lake to 360 and leave it at that 
    level. Obviously this depends on rainfall vs electric demand. I suggest you 
    slow the flow at night when less electricity is being consumed. Slow the 
    flow down so that the lake rises. Please do this and we will all be happy. 
    Sincerely, Sean Hart rational thinker, and Duke of Chapin" 



Lake level.txt
From: Richard.S.Kistner@gsk.com
Sent: Wednesday, February 09, 2005 12:01 PM
To: comments@SaludaHydroRelicense.com
Subject: Lake level

I would like to see SCE&G reduce the lake level fluctuation.  The difference between
winter and summer lake level is a considerable difference.  It plays havok with my 
dock, causes me to be frightened to boat in the winter months (stumps and sandbars),
upsets the entire ecosystem of the lake and shoreline (fish, animals and plants), 
and reduces the overall lake enjoyment by everyone. There are many lake in the 
southeast that seem to be able to keep the fluctuation to within a few feet, why not
Lake Murray as well?
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Lake Murray water level.txt
From: Dezzani, Michael M. [mike.dezzani@timken.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2005 11:16 AM
To: 'comments@saludahydrorelicense.com'
Subject: Lake Murray water level

I would like to express my opinion that 354 ft is excellent low water level for the 
winter draw down.  Barring any unforeseen events (damn work, weed control, etc....),
354 ft should be the low water mark for the year.  Thank you for taking the time to 
read my input.

Michael M. Dezzani
Plant Metallurgist
Timken
Tyger River Plant
Union SC

Ph (864) 466-1910
mike.dezzani@timken.com

-----------------------------------------
This message and any attachments are intended for the individual or entity named 
above. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not forward, copy, print, 
use or disclose this communication to others; also please notify the sender by 
replying to this message, and then delete it from your
system.    The Timken Company / The Timken Corporation
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2005 11:23 AM
To: 'Richard.S.Kistner@gsk.com'
Subject: Your Saluda Hydro Relicensing Comment

Dear Mr. Kistner, 
We would like to thank you for the comment that you submitted on February 9th.  We have forwarded your comment to 
SCE&G and will make sure that it is entered into the relicensing record for consideration during this proceeding.  

We hope that the website has aided in answering many of your questions regarding the Saluda Hydro relicensing.  We 
also suggest that you make frequent visits to the website, as this will be our primary source for the distribution of important 
information as the process continues.  

Thank you again for your participation in the relicensing process of Saluda Hydro.

Kleinschmidt 
Water Resource Consultants

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183 
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2005 11:18 AM
To: 'Michael Kletter'
Subject: Your Saluda Hydro Relicensing Comment

Dear Mr. Kletter, 
We would like to thank you for the comment that you submitted on March 2.  We have forwarded your comment to SCE&G 
and will make sure that it is entered into the relicensing record for consideration during this proceeding.  

We hope that the website has aided in answering many of your questions regarding the Saluda Hydro relicensing.  We 
also suggest that you make frequent visits to the website, as this will be our primary source for the distribution of important 
information as the process continues.  

Thank you again for your participation in the relicensing process of Saluda Hydro.

Kleinschmidt 
Water Resource Consultants

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183 



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2005 4:59 PM

To: BARGENTIERI@scana.com; tbebber@scprt.com; bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; ahler@dnr.sc.gov; 
ddoniphan@bellsouth.net; Jessicablanks@hotmail.com; Royparker38@earthlink.net; 
mwaddell@attglobal.com; woerner@bu.edu; Malcolml@gwm.sc.edu; bigbillcutler@aol.com; 
RMAHAN@scana.com; Bill_Hulslander@nps.gov; ceeggers@gmail.com; lakejake@usit.net; 
jeff_duncan@nps.gov; wkirby@bellsouth.net; kakustafik@columbiasc.net; torres@geol.sc.edu; 
tchandler@sc.edu; ssummer@scana.com; edurr@environ.sc.edu; ocainb@msn.com; 
crafton@usit.net; cstow@sc.edu; Cheetahtrk@yahoo.com; tyle6544@bellsouth.net; 
kayakduke@msn.com; Alison Guth; KDow@sc.edu; kirbywbb@bellsouth.net; 
BKAGrammy@aol.com; reskkeener@pbtcomm.net; ddoniphan@bellsouth.net; 
Johnsentell@saludatu.org; Alan Stuart; norm@sc.rr.com; keithcloud@yahoo.com

Subject: Workshop Feedback
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10/26/2007

Hello Workshop participants,
            
            I wanted to write and thank you all for coming to the March 12 workshop.  I have attached a feedback form 
that we forgot to include in your workshop packets.  Please take a minute to fill it out and shoot it back to me so 
we can make the next workshop even better and keep you involved in the relicensing process.
Thanks again for your interest,
Patrick Moore
Rivers Program
CCL



Saluda Dam Relicensing Workshop
May 12, 2005

Feedback Form

Name ________________________________________________

Email ________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________

City       __________________________  Phone   
_______________________

Has this workshop been informative and do you have any suggestions on 
how it could have been improved?

Would you like to receive any additional materials?

Would you like to receive additional information on citizen involvement in
the Saluda Dam relicensing process?

 Do you have any questions about relicensing? Please list.

Please complete this form and turn it in today!!
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Monday, May 09, 2005 11:16 AM
To: 'Courtney_Taylor/HQ/SOL/DOI?L@ios.doi.gov'
Subject: SCE&G Saluda Hydro Relicensing

Good morning,

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company has started the process of relicensing their Saluda Hydroelectric Project (FERC 
No. 516) and you are on the mailing list for the Initial Consultation Document.  However, the address that I have is not 
sufficient, and the package has been returned to us.  Could you provide me with a new shipping address?  The one that I 
currently have is as follows:

Courtney Taylor 
United States Department of Interior 
1849 C St NW # MS6546 
Washington, DC 20240-0001

Thanks so much, and we look forward to working with you through this relicensing process.

Sincerely,
Alison Guth

Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183 
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Cheryl Balitz

From: Prescott Brownell [Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2005 8:48 AM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: Re:

Alison Guth wrote:

> Good morning Prescott,
> I hope you are doing well and have had a good weekend. I hope that
> you received the ICD that we sent out last Friday. I have actually
> had some problems mailing the ICD to another NOAA address from the
> mailing list and was wondering if you could help me out. I have been
> on the NOAA website, however, I could not locate the information that
> I needed. The address we have is as follows:
>
> Chief
> National Oceanic & Atmospheric Admin.
> 14th & Constitution Ave N. W. RM. 6117
> Ecology and Conservation Office - HCHB SP
> Washington, DC 20230-0001
>
> Thanks so much for your help and I hope to hear from you soon.
>
> Sincerely,
> Alison Guth
> Licensing Coordinator
> /Kleinschmidt Associates/
> /101 Trade Zone Drive/
> /Suite 21A/
> /West Columbia, SC 29170/
> /P: (803) 822-3177/
> /F: (803) 822-3183/
>
>
>
Hello Alison,
like you, I searched all over the NOAA Fisheries website and could find
no address. I will call and get one for you....stand by

Prescott



From: BillReamerCPA@aol.com 
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2005 11:08 AM 
To: comments@saludahydrorelicense.com 
Subject: PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES 
Drownings and river rescues will continue on the Saluda River until SCE&G acts like a responsible neighbor 
and establishes planned releases from the Saluda-Hydro plant. 
  
It is my opinion that tourism could grow from this valuable asset, the Saluda River. 
  
However, the "at your own risk" use of the river now is extremely dangerous, unpredictable and eliminates the 
river as a focus of recreational use.  Furthermore, the siren and light warnings continue to go off when there is 
a "change" in river levels, up or down.  Therefore, 
they are not adhered to because they often cry wolfe.  That would be the first step to provide 
for the safety and well-being of the public utilizing the river for recreation. 
  
In my opionion, SCE&G could eliminate itself from future legal actions for drownings if they would simply print in 
the paper daily yesterday's CFS releases and today's CFS releases. 
  
If SCE&G would act like a responsible neighbor, concerned about the well-being of the general public, it would 
run the generators on scheduled release dates (ie. Tuesday and Thursday afternoons) to provide planned 
recreation on the river that would be safer and more usefull than it is today. 
  

Page 1 of 1
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth

Sent: Monday, June 20, 2005 11:18 AM

To: 'BillReamerCPA@aol.com'

Subject: RE: PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES

Page 1 of 2Message

10/26/2007

Dear Mr. Reamer, 

We would like to thank you for the comment that you submitted on June 20th. We have forwarded your 
comment to SCE&G and will make sure that it is entered into the relicensing record for consideration during this 
proceeding. 

We hope that the website has aided in answering many of your questions regarding the Saluda Hydro 
relicensing. We also suggest that you make frequent visits to the website, as this will be our primary source for 
the distribution of important information as the process continues. 

Thank you again for your participation in the relicensing process of Saluda Hydro.

 

Kleinschmidt 

Water Resource Consultants

 

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183 

-----Original Message-----
From: BillReamerCPA@aol.com [mailto:BillReamerCPA@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2005 11:08 AM
To: comments@saludahydrorelicense.com
Subject: PUBLIC SAFETY ISSUES

Drownings and river rescues will continue on the Saluda River until SCE&G acts like a responsible 
neighbor and establishes planned releases from the Saluda-Hydro plant.
 
It is my opinion that tourism could grow from this valuable asset, the Saluda River.
 
However, the "at your own risk" use of the river now is extremely dangerous, unpredictable and 
eliminates the river as a focus of recreational use.  Furthermore, the siren and light warnings continue to 
go off when there is a "change" in river levels, up or down.  Therefore,
they are not adhered to because they often cry wolfe.  That would be the first step to provide
for the safety and well-being of the public utilizing the river for recreation.



 
In my opionion, SCE&G could eliminate itself from future legal actions for drownings if they would simply 
print in the paper daily yesterday's CFS releases and today's CFS releases.
 
If SCE&G would act like a responsible neighbor, concerned about the well-being of the general public, it 
would run the generators on scheduled release dates (ie. Tuesday and Thursday afternoons) to provide 
planned recreation on the river that would be safer and more usefull than it is today.
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2005 11:41 AM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: Workshops

Alison, I filled out the forms and left them at the June 16 meeting for the 
following 3 workshops:
Fisheries
Water Quality
Recreation
I spoke to Alan when I gave them to him and we discussed that it was difficult 
at this time to know what exactly would be involved and whether I could handle 
all 3; but, that is the plan until more details are forthcoming. I received 
additional forms by mail, however, and passed those on to the Saluda River 
Chapter of Trout Unlimited - but did not complete any more for myself.  Please 
confirm that I am registered from the forms on June 16 for the above three as 
the representative for the SC Council of Trout Unlimited. Thanks...
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Bill Marshall [MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2005 11:18 AM
To: Malcolm Leaphart; Alison Guth
Subject: RE: Workshops ...and Saluda River corridor plans

Malcolm and Alison -

FYI: The Lower Saluda River corridor plans, the original from 1990 and the update of 2000,
are both on the DNR website as LARGE .pdf files. They are listed on the webpage -- 
http://www.dnr.state.sc.us/etc/conservation.html  near the bottom under Publications. 

They can also be accessed directly at....

http://www.dnr.state.sc.us/water/envaff/river/LowerSaludaPlanComplete.pd
f

http://www.dnr.state.sc.us/water/envaff/river/LowerSaludaUpdateComplete.
pdf

I think the first plan will open with Acrobat Reader v. 5 or 6 and the Update plan 
requires Acrobat Reader v. 6

Bill Marshall
S.C. Department of Natural Resources
1000 Assembly Street, Suite 354
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 734-9096
marshallb@dnr.sc.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Malcolm Leaphart [mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2005 10:03 AM
To: Alison Guth
Cc: Bill Marshall
Subject: RE: Workshops

Alison,
Many of the resource and citizens comments during relicensing will refer to the "Lower 
Saluda River Corridor Plan". This plan was a joint effort by by SC PRT and the SC DNR, 
Water Resources Division and copies should still be available from Bill Marshall - 
marshallb@dnr.sc.gov 734-9096. It would be very helpful in you could be sure that the 
original plan from July, 1990 and the updates from a 'charrette' in the late 90's are both
included in project 'documentation', including maybe even posting on the relicensing 
website or some other easily accessible medium? 
Also, the "Oxygen Dynamics" study by Dr. Hank McKellar done in 1988 jointly for SC DNR, SC
DHEC and Trout Unlimited is an extremely important work on which much research has been 
based since. Bill can probably help with a copy of that and it too would be a great 
addition as a documented reference during the relicensing process. 
Thanks. 

Quoting Alison Guth <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>:

> Goodmorning Malcolm,
> 
> Yes, I want to assure you that you are indeed signed up for all three
> workshops.  I am keeping track of everyone who has signed up, whether 
> it be from the meeting on the 16th or via mail, and as of now there 
> are still individuals sending in forms.  Alan and I are currently 
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> working on the details involved with the meetings, but you should here

> something from me in the near future.  Thanks for your interest and
> please feel free to email me with anymore questions that you might
have.
> 
> Sincerely,
> Alison
> 
> 
> Alison Guth
> Licensing Coordinator
> Kleinschmidt Associates
> 101 Trade Zone Drive
> Suite 21A
> West Columbia, SC 29170
> P: (803) 822-3177
> F: (803) 822-3183
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Malcolm Leaphart [mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
> Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2005 11:41 AM
> To: Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com
> Subject: Workshops
> 
> 
> Alison, I filled out the forms and left them at the June 16 meeting
> for the following 3 workshops:
> Fisheries
> Water Quality
> Recreation
> I spoke to Alan when I gave them to him and we discussed that it was 
> difficult at this time to know what exactly would be involved and 
> whether I could handle all 3; but, that is the plan until more details

> are forthcoming. I received additional forms by mail, however, and
> passed those on to the Saluda River Chapter of Trout Unlimited - but 
> did not complete any more for myself.
> Please
> confirm that I am registered from the forms on June 16 for the above 
> three as the representative for the SC Council of Trout Unlimited. 
> Thanks...
> 
> 



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth

Sent: Friday, August 12, 2005 9:29 AM

To: 'Bob Seibels'

Subject: RE: Resource Conservation Group committee interest.
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10/26/2007

Mr. Seibels,
 
I would be happy to place you in the Resource Conservation Groups, they should be getting started sometime in 
September.  You are more than welcome to join as many groups as you feel you can handle, however if your 
major concerns are regarding RTE species then I think your topics would be best addressed in the Fisheries and 
Wildlife Group.  Let me know if this sounds good to you and I will add you to the list.  Thanks so much.
 
Alison
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates 
101 Trade Zone Drive Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Bob Seibels [mailto:bseibels@riverbanks.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2005 9:18 AM
To: alison.guth@kleinschmidtUSA.com
Subject: Resource Conservation Group committee interest.

Hello Alison,

I am interested in being involved with the committee (Operations?)
responsible for Endangered/Threatened animal species conservation during
the Saluda Hydro relicensing project.  My personal information is provided 
below.

Thanks,

Bob Seibels

Robert E. Seibels

Curator of Birds

Riverbanks Zoological Park & Botanical Garden

PO Box 1060



From: Alison Guth
To: "Elymay2@aol.com"; 
Subject: RE: Trying again to attach
Date: Friday, September 16, 2005 1:58:44 PM

I just sent out the email to the other individuals.  I only had one problem, for some 
reason it does not want to send it to Leroy Barber at lbarber@rr.sc.com.  Now it could 
just be my computer because it has been giving me problems all day today and it is usually a 
bit touchy with email addresses.  If this is indeed the correct address I will try and send it 
again in a few minutes.  Thanks and sorry for the trouble.  Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Elymay2@aol.com [mailto:Elymay2@aol.com]  
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2005 1:41 PM 
To: Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com 
Subject: Trying again to attach 
 
Sorry  Joy

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:Elymay2@aol.com
mailto:lbarber@rr.sc.com


From: Alison Guth
To: "DeKozlowskiS@dnr.sc.gov"; 
Subject: Hard copy of the ICD
Date: Friday, July 29, 2005 1:20:33 PM

Mr. DeKozlowski, 
On behalf of Tommy Boozer and Bill Argentieri, I am sending to you a hard copy of the Saluda Hydro 
Initial Consultation Document.  However, I wanted to verify the address to which to send the document.  
In the past I have used the PO box 167 address for DNR, however Bill noted that it was his 
understanding that your address was 1000 Assembly Street, zip code 29201.  I just wanted to make sure 
that I had all my facts correct before shipping it out.  Thanks so much and just let me know. 
Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates 
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:DeKozlowskiS@dnr.sc.gov


From: Alison Guth
To: "Suzanne Rhodes"; 
Subject: RE: Relicensing workgroups
Date: Monday, November 07, 2005 4:25:20 PM

That is fine, as long as you don't mind me filling your inbox with meeting 
reminders.  I am keeping you on the master list, so along with all of the meeting 
notes you will also receive agendas and meeting dates, however you can 
disregard those.  Thanks for letting me know and hopefully we will see you at 
some point next year.  ~Alison  

-----Original Message----- 
From: Suzanne Rhodes [mailto:suzrhodes@juno.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2005 3:07 PM 
To: Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com 
Cc: Jenno@scwf.org; angelal@scwf.org 
Subject: Re: Relicensing workgroups 
 
I appreciate your messages, and I have read them all.  However, I 
have a personal/work problem which gets in the way of my 
attending workgroup meetings through the end of the calendar 
year.  There is a silly rule that says that State employees can't use 
more than 30 days of annual leave per year, even if they have 
accumulated more.  There is a cumbersome way to get around this 
rule, but my boss & I already have developed an informal system to 
accommodate for my family's holiday activities and a certain 
amount of practicing for retirement (which actually begins next 
summer).  My boss has been great, and I just can't push him 
further on this issue.  Somehow it didn't occur to me that all of the 
meetings would be scheduled for work hours, and I made the deal 
with him before I realized how much time would be involved with 
workgroups.
 
I promise to read everything, and Jenn O'Roark on staff of SCWF is 
at this point a silent participant.  I am encouraging her to become 
official.  Then she and I can try to attend meetings, although 
neither one of us has a whole lot of control over our daytime 
schedules.  But... as they say around here, "wait 'till next year."  In 
the meantime I'll be in communication with other participants and 
try to generally stay informed.
 
I hope there can be some flexibility.  I am currently on the Resource 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:suzrhodes@juno.com


Conservation, Land, Fish & Wildlife, Water Quality, Safety, and 
Recreation workgroups.  As I read what is going on, I will try to 
focus my attention to fewer workgroups and discuss options with 
you.  If there is anything to discuss, I am at 546-5800.  thank you.



From: Alison Guth
To: "DeKozlowskiS@dnr.sc.gov"; 
Subject: Hard copy of the ICD
Date: Friday, July 29, 2005 1:20:33 PM

Mr. DeKozlowski, 
On behalf of Tommy Boozer and Bill Argentieri, I am sending to you a hard copy of the Saluda Hydro 
Initial Consultation Document.  However, I wanted to verify the address to which to send the document.  
In the past I have used the PO box 167 address for DNR, however Bill noted that it was his 
understanding that your address was 1000 Assembly Street, zip code 29201.  I just wanted to make sure 
that I had all my facts correct before shipping it out.  Thanks so much and just let me know. 
Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates 
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:DeKozlowskiS@dnr.sc.gov


Columbia, SC 29202

Phone: 803.779.8717 x1109

Fax: 803.253.6381

E-mail: bseibels@riverbanks.org
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2005 11:38 AM
To: 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'
Subject: RE: Friday Meeting

Okay Steve, I will forward this to Alan, Thanks!

-----Original Message-----
From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net [mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net] 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2005 11:34 AM
To: Alison Guth
Cc: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Subject: Re: Friday Meeting

Hi Alison- We want to keep the group small so here is our invite list. Gerrit will be the 
group's spokesman.

Gerrit Jobsis- American Rivers, Patrick Moore- Coastial Conservation League, Bill Cutter-
negotiatins consultant, Steve Bell-Lake Watch, Larry Michelec- Lake Murray Homeowners 
Coalition, Susan Rhodes- SCWF, Ron Ahle-DNR, Mary Kelly- League of Women voters. 
> 
> From: Alison Guth <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> Date: 2005/08/15 Mon AM 11:12:22 EDT
> To: "'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'" <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>
> Subject: Friday Meeting
> 
> Steve,
> 
> In response to your questions, I just talked with Alan, the meeting
> Friday, August 19th will be in the 13th floor Conference Room of 
> SCE&G's Palmetto Center, downtown.  The meeting will start at 10:00 
> and include Randy Mahan, Bill Argentieri and Alan.  Let me know if you 
> have any further questions. Thanks, Alison
> 
> Alison Guth
> Licensing Coordinator
> Kleinschmidt Associates
> 101 Trade Zone Drive 
> Suite 21A 
> West Columbia, SC 29170 
> P: (803) 822-3177 
> F: (803) 822-3183 
>   
> 
> 
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2005 9:44 AM
To: Shane Boring
Subject: FW: Study Requests Doc.

-----Original Message-----
From: Alison Guth  
Sent: Friday, August 26, 2005 4:10 PM
To: 'ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R'
Cc: Alan Stuart
Subject: Study Requests Doc.

Hey Bill, 

Attached is the completed document containing Study, Information and Mitigation requests.  I was not sure who exactly to 
send it to, so I will let you disseminate it to the right individuals.  I hope you have a good weekend and I will see you on 
Monday. ~ Alison

Saluda Hydro 
Project Public-Ag...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 
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Study Requests:
Similar studies grouped together

1. A Maintenance/Emergency Protocol Study:  Requested in order to “develop a 
protocol for handling standard maintenance and emergencies on the project site that will 
meet the needs of SCE&G and protect public values to maximum extent possible.  The 
study should explore how to minimize impacts to water quality and recreation when 
performing routine maintenance and dealing with emergency conditions such as floods or 
inclement weather.”

Requested by:    CCL/American Rivers

2. Safety and Warning System Studies:  Request of studies to improve the water 
level rise safety warning systems on the LSR, as well as implementing additional 
measures to improve safety. It is requested that SCE&G “should examine various types 
of warning systems at all sites used by the public for recreation” and “should include the 
amount of time required for various volumes of release to reach the recreation sites to 
give an idea of exactly how much time river users have to react.  The study should also 
examine signs, lights and other visual warnings as well as horns or sirens to meet the 
needs of river users of all abilities.”  

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, Lake Watch, Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory 
Council (LSSRAC), S.C. Parks Rec and Tourism, SC Council Trout Unlimited

3. Ramping Study:  It was requested that the ramping of Project releases should be 
studied and potentially implemented, particularly during periods of high recreational use 
of the river.

Requested by:  American Whitewater, City of Columbia Parks and Recreation, LSSRAC

4. Public Information System Study: Request of studies in order to explore and 
decide the best way to disseminate Project operations information to river users as well as 
decide what information to release.  The study is suggested to explore which mode of 
communication would benefit the largest amount of people whether it be through the use 
of toll free telephone lines, kiosks, brochures or the internet.  CCL/Am. Rivers suggests 
that the public information system should include “an annual schedule of minimum flow 
requirements, recent rainfall, weekly forecasts of expected operations, real-time 
operations and flow information, and other useful information.  The information should 
include what rapids require what levels of paddling expertise at different water levels and 
include warnings about dangers present in varying flow scenarios.  The study should 
examine in what languages other than English the information should be published, such 
as Spanish.”  
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Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, City of Columbia Parks and Recreation, Lake 
Watch, River Runner Outdoor Center

5. Water Quality Studies:  Request of studies in order to assess the effects of 
Project operations on water quality, and consequently the aquatic habitat in the lake and 
river segments.  Suggested studies include those to determine the effectiveness of newly 
installed hub baffles, TMDL’s in Lake Murray, effects of project operations on summer 
habitat for striped bass including mitigative measures for fish kills, effects of operations
on water temperature as affecting the spawning and recruitment of diadromous and 
riverine fish in the Saluda and Congaree rivers, and the effects of D.O. and water 
temperature on mussel populations in the LSR and Congaree.  SCDNR recommends that 
water quality models be developed to identify any relationships between point and non-
point pollutants and operations.  The Lake Murray Association (LMA) and Lake Murray 
Homeowners Coalition (LMHC) specifically request information to be collected on cove 
water quality.  The League of Women Voters suggests that water quality studies also 
include a facet on the impacts of power boats and jet skis on drinking water quality.

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, American Whitewater, City of Columbia Parks 
and Recreation, SCDNR, LMA, LMHC, League of Women Voters, LSSRAC, National 
Marine Fisheries Service, S.C. Parks Rec and Tourism, SC Council Trout Unlimited, 
USFWS

6. Sediment Regimen and Sediment Transport Studies:    A request has been 
made that a study be performed on the sediment regimen in the Project area as well as the 
Project effects on the sediment regimen of the lower Saluda River.  Should include such 
things as sediment composition, bedload movement, gravel deposition, sediment storage 
behind dams, and bedload changes below the dam; and project effects on downstream 
geomorphometry, sediment availability and streambank erosion, and the possible addition 
of gravel to mitigate for project impacts.  Also, the effects of the Project operations on 
habitat requirements for spawning fishes.

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, USFWS

7. Reservoir Level Study:   Lake level fluctuation as it pertains to aquatic habitat, 
downstream flows, and recreation.  More specifically the effects of drawdown on 
recreational boating, the ability to release downstream flows using a 
hydrologic/operations a model including effects of inundation patterns on the Congaree.  
A look at the effects of yearly lake level fluctuations on the Saluda and Congaree as well 
as the Congaree National Park.  Also, to evaluate potential seasonal target elevations for 
Lake Murray that attempt to balance all related interest, including lakeside homeowners, 
municipal water users, environmental interests, power production capabilities, and 
downstream river users.

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, City of Columbia Parks and Recreation, LSSRAC
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8. Year-round 354’ Elevation Feasibility Study:  To determine the feasibility of a 
354’ elevation as the minimum year round lake level for Lake Murray.  

Requested by: LMA

9. Drawdown Impacts Study:  Requested in order to determine the impacts that 
lake drawdowns pose on public safety, economics, recreation, erosion, sedimentation and 
other resources.

Requested by: LMHC

10. Instream Flow Studies:  Requested for the Saluda River and the Confluence 
area.  An assessment on how Project operations affect stream flows, and which flow 
regimens would best meet the needs of the biota.
    
Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, City of Columbia Parks and Recreation, SCDNR*, 
LSSRAC, National Marine Fisheries Service, SC Council Trout Unlimited, USFWS

*[IFIM requested by SCDNR in lieu of implementing an instantaneous flow of at least 
470 cfs needed to support one-way downstream navigation, and flows of 590 cfs (July –
November), 1170 cfs (Jan-April), and 880 cfs (May, June and December) to provide 
seasonal aquatic habitat]

11. Ecologically Sustainable Water Management (ESWM):  Described by the 
National Park Service as a “inclusive, collaborative, and consensus-based process to 
determine a scientifically based set of river flow prescriptions in order to protect 
downstream resources while balancing upstream benefits.”  The NPS notes that they 
believe this process can be readily adapted to the Saluda Project and have already began 
gathering information and developing an interactive GIS tool to provide information 
regarding the effect of various Saluda operational scenarios on the degree of inundation 
at the Congaree National Park.  NPS seeks “partnership” with SCE&G as well as 
stakeholders in implementing this ESWM process.

Requested by: National Park Service

12. Comprehensive Habitat Assessment:  To provide quantitative and qualitative 
data in GIS format of available and potential spawning, rearing, and foraging habitats 
(i.e., riffles, shoals, open water, shallow coves, littoral zones) for diadromous and 
resident fishes in Lake Murray, the Saluda River and its major tributaries, and the Lower 
Saluda River below the Project.

Requested by: National Marine Fisheries Service, USFWS
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13. Floodplain Flow Evaluations:    A study was requested in order to evaluate the 
flows necessary for incremental levels of floodplain inundation for the Congaree 
River/Congaree National Park.  It is requested that it include an inventory of floodplain 
vegetation as well, in order to classify and characterize the vegetative species 
composition and structure of the floodplain areas within the zone of operational influence 
of the river reaches.

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers (requested floodplain inundation study as well as 
floodplain vegetation component), LSSRAC (requested floodplain vegetation component 
only) National Park Service

*In relation to this study, SCDNR requests that the hydrologic record associated with the 
operation of the project be compared to the unregulated hydrology that would have 
occurred under a natural flow regime over the life of the project.  Including an estimate 
of the timing, duration and magnitude of flood events that occurred and that would have 
occurred in absence of the project.

14. Temperature Analysis – Downstream Affects:  This request entails providing 
an analysis of the effects of the temperature of discharges from the Saluda Dam on 
downstream habitats including: (1) An analysis that determines the travel distance 
downstream to effectuate completion of temperature mixing in the Congaree River; (2) an 
evaluation of the affects to species and habitats within the downstream Congaree 
National Park; (3) an evaluation of the affects to upstream migrating diadromous fish.

Requested by: USFWS

15. Hydrologic/Hydraulic Operations Model:  Requested development of a 
computer simulation model that incorporates the operating characteristics of the Saluda 
Hydro Project. The model would be capable of simulating the Project’s operations using 
specific hydraulic relationships based on inflows from all drainages to Lake Murray 
ending downstream in the Congaree River floodplain. The model would also include 
water flows in the Broad River above its confluence with the Saluda to accurately model 
combined flow conditions at the confluence and in the Congaree River.

Requested by:  LSSRAC

16. Low Inflow Protocol Study:    Requested study to evaluate the effects of periods 
of low flow on elements such as reservoir levels, water availability, river flora and fauna 
habitat, etc.  Study leading to the development of a low flow operations plan for the 
Project.  According to the City of Columbia Parks and Recreation, this study should 
include the development of a “Hydrologic/Hydraulic Operations Model” 

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, City of Columbia Parks and Recreation, LSSRAC
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17. Diadromous Fish Studies:    Study requests from the CCL/American Rivers 
focused on a more in depth analysis of habitat conditions, feasibility of hatchery 
operations for diadromous fish, impacts analysis of the Project on diad. fish stocks of the 
Santee-Cooper Basin, the feasibility and costs of fish passage at the Project.  SCDNR 
requests that spawning and nursery habitat for diadromous fish species in the river and 
lake should be identified and quantified.

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, SCDNR, LSSRAC, National Marine Fisheries 
Service, USFWS

18. Mussel Surveys:  It was requested that the present status of mussels in the project 
area should be evaluated, their habitat needs assessed, and any project impacts on habitat 
be identified.  CCL requests an evaluation of the cumulative impact analysis that the 
Project has on mussel stocks in the Santee Cooper Basin.  

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, SCDNR, LSSRAC, USFWS

19. Benthic Macroinvertebrate Study:  Requested in order to determine if 
invertebrate fauna have increased in either number or species diversity as a result of 
turbine venting.  As well as how far downstream they are impacted.

Requested by: SCDNR, LSSRAC, National Marine Fisheries Service, SC Council Trout 
Unlimited, USFWS

20.   Fish Community Surveys:  It was requested that these surveys be performed 
and include small non-game species in the Saluda River above and below the reservoir as 
well as in Lake Murray, to supplement existing fish community data and/or replace dated 
information.  Specific sampling focused on determining presence or absence of the rare 
robust redhorse sucker, Carolina sucker, and the highfin carpsucker should be conducted 
in the lower Saluda River.

Requested by: USFWS

21. Fish Entrainment Desktop Study:  This study would include conducting a 
desktop study of potential entrainment using previous studies conducted at other similar
facilities. The objectives of the study should be to (1) quantify the numbers and sizes of 
fish entrained, by species, (2) estimate mortality rates associated by species, and (3) 
provide recommendations for project design and operation that can reasonably be made 
to prevent or minimize fish entrainment and associated injury/mortality.

Requested by: SCDNR, National Marine Fisheries Service, USFWS

22. Aquatic Habitat Decline Model:  In order to understand the reasons and 
contributing factors of seasonal habitat decline associated with the combination of 
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increasing water temperature and decreasing dissolved oxygen.  Thus resulting in a 
decrease in available cool-water habitat for some species.  This model would be 
developed to better understand the causative factors that result in habitat declines, and to 
evaluate scenarios that could reduce or eliminate this problem.

Requested by: SCDNR

23. Striped Bass Evaluations:  This study would involve an evaluation of project 
operations on the reservoir striped bass population, particularly regarding: (1) the 
effectiveness of current turbine operations, (2) potential additional enhancements in 
association with the summer thermocline near the powerhouse; and (3) determine if 
striped bass migrate upstream of the project within the Saluda River during the spring 
spawning season, and if and where spawning activities occur.

Requested by: USFWS

24. A Study to Determine the Factors Needed for a Self Sustaining Trout 
Fishery:  The purpose of this study should be to determine the factors needed for a self 
sustaining trout fishery that can reproduce and thrive year round, and how the operation 
can be modified to meet the habitat needs.  Dissolved oxygen, flows, spawning and 
rearing habitat, the aquatic food base, especially in the shallow, rocky foraging areas, and 
actual water chemistry should be key items in such an assessment.

Requested by: SC Council Trout Unlimited

25. Rare Threatened and Endangered Species/Habitat Studies:  A study was 
requested to assess the condition of rare threatened and endangered species in the Project 
area, as well as how Project operations are affecting these species and how Project 
operations can be used to protect, restore, or enhance populations.  Management plans be 
developed for species existing in the project area or under the influence of the project.  
Suggestions include Wood Stork and RSSL Surveys as well as SNS and American eel 
sampling. 

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, SCDNR, LSSRAC, National Marine Fisheries 
Service, USFWS

26. Migratory Bird Surveys:  This survey would evaluate the effects of the project 
on migratory bird use at Lake Murray and the Saluda River and riparian ecosystems.  
Surveys of migratory birds and their habitats to provide baseline information on 
populations.  Aerial surveys for potential roosting, nesting, and foraging sites for the 
federally endangered woodstork should also continue.

Requested by:  USFWS
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27. Shoreline Management Plan and Alternatives Study: A study of the 
shoreline classifications at Lake Murray as well as the LSR project land classifications.  
Land in and around the project boundary should be inventoried to best determine future 
management.  SCDNR requests that a rebalancing occur in shoreline classifications 
because current classifications are weighted towards development. LMHC suggests that 
this include elements such as the relationship in between shoreline development and lake 
congestion and boating safety.  Lake Watch requests a re-evaluation of “dock permitting 
policies on easement lands”.

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, City of Columbia Parks and Recreation, SCDNR, 
LMHC, Lake Watch, S. C. Parks and Recreation, USFWS

28. Recreational Uses and Needs Study:  Requested in order to evaluate present 
recreation in the project area as well as future recreational uses.  This study request also 
involves the evaluation of the best locations for future access points and what type of 
access is necessary.  SCDNR recommends that future plans should include the 
development of shore based recreational access and the location and property for a large, 
multi-lane boating event site should be explored.  SCPRT suggests that A “build out” 
scenario should be used to identify the volume of use based on future development 
proposed in the shoreline management plan and provide information on how the “build 
out” will affect boating carrying capacity, water quality, and fish and wildlife habitat.

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, City of Columbia Parks and Recreation, SCDNR, 
LMA, Lake Watch, LSSRAC, SC Parks Rec and Tourism, SC Council Trout Unlimited

29. “Total Build-Out Study”: Requested in order to identify areas not appropriate 
for private development and marinas.

Requested by:  Lake Murray Homeowners Coalition (LMHC)

30. Available Lands for Recreation and Protection of Environmental Resources 
Survey:  Requested inventory of land ownership around the project boundary to 
determine the feasibility of aggregating desirable parcels for parks, open space, other 
recreation, habitat preservation, and viewshed protection. Such an inventory could also 
provide valuable information about the current and proposed rate of development, 
thereby determining the urgency of assembling valuable parcels for the public benefit.

Requested by: LSSRAC

31. Boat Carrying Capacity Study:  This study was requested in order to identify 
concerns with current or future over-crowding and safety on Lake Murray.  As part of the 
process, this study includes an inventory of current and future residential docks, public 
and private marinas, dry storage, and other boat access opportunities.  Project related 
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accidents during the current license period should be identified for use in addressing 
safety needs.  This study will identify areas to target or avoid for new boating facilities.

Requested by:  S.C. Parks Rec and Tourism

32. Recreational Flow Study:   Requested to study the effects that Project operations 
have on instream flow and the recreation that occurs on the Saluda and at the confluence 
area.  This study requests that flow levels that best benefit anglers, paddlers and 
swimmers be evaluated as well as safety during recreational activity.  Also to determine 
flows needed to support boat passage (canoe, kayak, and small motor boat) on the lower 
Saluda and into the Congaree River

Requested by:  CCL/American Rivers, City of Columbia Parks and Recreation, SCDNR, 
LSSRAC, S.C. Parks Rec and Tourism

33. Spillway Releases for Recreational Purposes:  “The value of the spillway as a 
whitewater recreation resource should be studied following peer reviewed methods.  
These methods should include at a minimum an on-water single flow whitewater boating 
feasibility study, possibly followed by a controlled whitewater flow study.”

Requested by: American Whitewater

34. Pre-project and Project Inflows Study:  A study on “pre-Project and Project 
inflows” was requested by American Whitewater in order to be “used to inform decisions 
on flow regulation.”

Requested by: American Whitewater

35. Historic/Cultural Resources Survey:  This would involve the development of a plan in 
conjunction with resource agencies in order to identify and protect historic and cultural 
resources.

Requested by: SCDNR, LSSRAC, SC Parks Rec and Tourism

36. Dispute Resolution Study:  Requested study in order to determine how to best 
improve communication with public including  resolving disputes and/or complaints 
between the licensee and the public.

Requested by:  Lake Watch
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Requests for Additional Information:

Project Operations:

(1) An operations hydraulic model that reflects a basin-wide management 
capability. SCDNR

(2) A dataset that includes a sufficient period of record, preferably the life of the 
project. SCDNR

(3) A definition of dry, normal and wet water years. SCDNR

(4) Water level management strategies for the reservoir. SCDNR

(5) Spillway operation procedures. SCDNR

(6) Hydroelectric generation protocol. SCDNR

(7) Stage/storage relationships for the reservoir. SCDNR

(8) Runoff/storage relationships. SCDNR

(9) Critical lake level elevations and streamflow requirements for all water use 
interests (water supply, navigation, fish and wildlife, aquatic plants, hydropower, 
flood control, drought, boating access, recreation, etc. SCDNR

(10) Project inflows. SCDNR

(11) Other project related information, such as sediment control/flushing plans or 
facilities maintenance plans, should be provided if they result in significant water 
level manipulation or impacts to aquatic resources. SCDNR

(12) Generation and/or Operation reports that include information on the current 
generating “scheme”.  Lake Murray Homeowners Coalition

(13) Information that explains in detail SCE&G’s weather modeling and how the 
company uses weather predictions in managing lake levels. Lake Watch

(14) Information or a summary in layman’s terms on the probable maximum flood 
occurrence and how SCE&G uses this information in managing lake levels. Lake 
Watch
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(15) Information on minimum flow requirements for downstream industries.  
Lake Watch

(16)  Information or a study to determine reservoir evaporation rates and its affect 
on operations and lake levels. Lake Watch

(17)  Information regarding FERC requirements and/or restrictions relating to the 
use of flood gates. Information on impacts from using flood gates.  Lake Watch

(18)  A detailed description of current and past project operations pursuant to 
existing license conditions.  This analysis should include the frequency, 
magnitude, and duration of turbine discharges, spills, and reservoir drawdowns.  
USFWS

Water Quality:

(1) Request information that will help to a) forecast striped bass habitat reductions with 
new operational protocol implemented, and b)help develop an operational protocol to 
minimize impacts on striped bass habitat. SCDNR

(2) Temperature profiles, on at least a monthly basis, at the unit intakes in the reservoir 
(specifically June-September) to have a better understanding of the relationship between 
project operations and water temperature and dissolved oxygen as they pertain to our 
management programs. SCDNR

(3) We recommend that trends in water quality data associated with Lake Murray 
and the Lower Saluda River be reviewed and summarized. Special attention 
should be given to the stations and parameters that did not meet State standards or 
are declining. SCDNR

(4) Marina water quality monitoring records in order to understand the degree of 
water quality impacts related to large multi-slip docking facilities. Lake Murray 
Homeowners Coalition

(5)  An updated report on the status of dissolved oxygen concentrations in the 
lower Saluda River and the efficacy of existing enhancement measures.  USFWS

Reservoir Fluctuation:

(1)  Request a summary of water level fluctuations for the months of March, April 
and May for the period of the current license in order to assess the possible 
enhancement of the spawning success of shallow water nest builders, such as 
crappie, sunfish and bass. SCDNR
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(2)  Information from the existing license which sets parameters for reservoir 
levels.  Lake Watch

(3)  Newberry County requests the posting of draw-down dates due to safety 
concerns for lake users.

Project Lands:

(1)  SCDNR requests the completion of the following parts of the Shoreline 
Management Plan:

 an erosion and sedimentation control plan
 a map identifying intermittent and perennial streams and their associated 75’ 

buffer
 guidelines for restrictions within the 50” buffer surrounding the ESA’s
 a map showing the location of all ESA’s in front of all easement properties
 a woody debris and stump management plan
 a buffer zone restoration plan for buffer zone areas that have been improperly 

cleared by landowners
 the designation of new waterfowl hunting areas to compensate for those lost to 

land sales and development
 Per SCE&G’s revisions, SCDNR requests an updated land use classification that 

clearly describes the existing use of the property, acreage and mileage of 
shoreline associated with each classification.   

  SCDNR requests that specific management restrictions be developed and 
incorporated into the SMP that would control encroachments into ESA’s, 
conservation areas, and other natural areas 

(2)  We request a summary of project lands and their current classifications, to include 
acreage and mileage of shoreline.  SCDNR, Lake Murray Homeowners Coalition
(LMHC would like to see this information in the form of Land use maps)

(3)  SCDNR would like to know how many acres, within the project boundary, are 
associated with environmental, forest and game, and vegetated land classifications, as 
well as wetlands.

(4) Request of information displaying the relationship between lake levels and shallow 
water habitat. This knowledge will allow in evaluating the impacts of any proposed 
operations on this habitat.  SCDNR

(5)  Newberry County requests that buffer zone property be mapped and posted with the 
applicable restrictions in order to be made available through local government offices.
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Fish and Wildlife:

(1)  SCDNR requests a summary of emergency spill gate testing protocol to 
include the frequency, time of year, and any adaptive measures that are used to 
reduce fish mortality as a result of spill gate testing.

(2)  Information on species composition, location, and acreage of aquatic plants in the 
project is needed to aide in the development of an aquatic plant management plan. 
SCDNR  

(3)  Information be dispersed to lake users by SCE&G on aquatic weed control 
measures.  County of Newberry

Recreation:

(1) A description of public recreation sites that includes information capacity and 
handicapped accessibility. SCDNR  

Public Safety:

(1) A list of all project related accidents that occurred during the existing license period 
be provided, as well as any accommodations in project operations or facilities by the 
licensee to address these accidents. SCDNR  

Other:

(1)  Information on other SCE&G owned hydro electric generating resources and 
how these facilities interact with Saluda Hydro operations.  Lake Watch

(2)  An assessment and explanation of SCE&G’s responsibilities as stated in the 
standard license articles.  Lake Watch

(3) A study to determine any existing legal obligations which might exclude 
certain aspects of the project from the re-licensing process. Lake Watch

(4) A copy of the VACAR agreement. Lake Watch

(5) A financial breakdown of revenues SCE&G receives from permits and marina 
fees and the sale of project lands. This information will be necessary in order to 
evaluate any recommendations to increase residential permitting fees. Lake 
Watch
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(6)  A report on revenues paid to the FERC for administrative services Lake 
Watch

(7)  Base Flood Elevations on a lake map, preferably in GIS format, submitted in 
accordance with FEMA regulations.  Requested in an effort to prevent 
construction by property owners in flood zones associated with the project 
boundary.  County of Newberry

(8)  Please provide copies of the existing environmental studies conducted at the 
Saluda Hydroelectric Project by SCE&G contractors and the South Carolina 
Department of Natural Resources that are referenced in the literature cited section 
of the Initial Consultation Document.  These may be provided as hard copies or 
via CD (preferable). USFWS
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Requests for Potential Mitigation

 Upgrading and repairing of all existing access points. American Whitewater
 Creation of a take out above Mill Race Rapid (class IV,) to provide a safe and 

legal area above a known river hazard for float trips. American Whitewater
 Inclusion of all high and seasonally high use areas in the siren and flashing light 

system, to warn users of rapidly rising water and dangerous conditions. That 
includes Tail Race, Saluda Shoals, Hopes Ferry, Mill Race, Shandon Rapid, Oh 
Brother and Ocean Boulevard Rapids. American Whitewater

 Scheduled flow releases for recreational events and at desired times of the year 
when flows can support optimal conditions for recreational uses, such as 
whitewater boating, special events, and rescue training should be studied and 
provided. American Whitewater

 A dependable on-line and phone communication system informing of river flows 
and special conditions needs to be established. American Whitewater

 The Counties of Newberry and Saluda, and concerned citizen R.J. 
McClendon implore that SCE&G allow capitalization on the new developmental 
opportunities that are coming about with the increased growth of the Columbia 
area.

 Acreage be added to all small recreation access sites to the extent possible to 
allow for future expansion as recreational needs change and to provide options for 
shore based recreation.  SC Dept. of Parks Rec. and Tourism

 An estimate of remaining legal waterfowl hunting areas should be mapped for 
consideration of designated waterfowl hunting areas.  SC Dept. of Parks Rec. 
and Tourism

 A plan should be developed to protect islands in the lake and river while allowing 
recreational use.  Population growth and increasing boat use may severely affect 
these recreational resources over the term of the license. SC Dept. of Parks Rec. 
and Tourism







Cheryl Balitz

From: Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2005 12:22 PM

To: Alison Guth

Subject: RE: My mistake
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Hey Allison,
Please put me on the Resource group for Operations, Lake and Land Management, Recreation and Safety.

Please put me on the list for the recreation Tech working group.
Thanks

Patrick Moore
Water Quality Associate
Coastal Conservation League
1207 Lincoln St. Suite 203-C
Columbia, S.C. 29201
803.771.7102

-----Original Message-----
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2005 11:28 AM
To: Patrick Moore
Subject: RE: My mistake

Patrick,

I will be happy to add your email to the list. You are currently not on the list of participants in the
Resource Conservation Groups, so if this is something you are interested in just let me know which ones
you would like to be a participant of and I will place you on the list. You have the options of Operations;
Cultural; Lake and Land Management; Fisheries; Water Quality; Recreation; or the newly formed Safety
(which I will be sending an email out about soon). Thanks and just let me know. ~ Alison

-----Original Message-----
From: Patrick Moore [mailto:PatrickM@scccl.org]
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2005 11:11 AM
To: Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com
Subject: My mistake

Hey Allison,
You did reference the attachment in your email, I apologize. I had not seen the document yet and
was going on 2nd hand information. Please put me down as a Tier 1 participant.
Thanks

Patrick Moore
Water Quality Associate
Coastal Conservation League
1207 Lincoln St. Suite 203-C
Columbia, S.C. 29201
803.771.7102
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Cheryl Balitz 
 
From: Alison Guth 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2005 2:22 PM 
To: 'Suzanne Rhodes' 
Subject: RE: Role of SC Wildlife Federation as a Tier I participant in 
relicensing 
 
We look forward to meeting you on Thursday. I am posting the comments as 
we speak so keep 
your eyes peeled for them. I have also placed you in the Resource 
Conservation Groups, so 
you should receive all emails pertaining to that from this point 
forward. Let me know if 
you have any more questions. Thanks, Alison 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Suzanne Rhodes [mailto:suzrhodes@juno.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2005 1:58 PM 
To: Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com 
Subject: Re: Role of SC Wildlife Federation as a Tier I participant in 
rel icensing 
Thanks. The SCWF staffer who submitted the final (posting the draft is 
AOK with us) is 
out of the office for this week. We'll figure out what is going on at 
our end, and 
proceed. I hear good things about your firm, and wish you well - We look 
forward to 
working with you! I am going to be out of the office alot for the rest 
of the week, but 
plan to attend the Thursday evening meeting. Suzanne 
 
 
On Tue, 20 Sep 2005 13:27:46 -0400 Alison Guth 
<Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com 
<mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com> > writes: 
Dear Ms. Rhodes, 
Steve Bell brought this issue to my attention yesterday. I have since 
called Bill 
Argentieri at SCE&G who notified me that he has not received comments 
from SC Wildlife 
Federation. I have also checked the FERC website in search of your 
comments to no avail. 
Since you have provided your comments today they will be posted to the 
website and sent to 
SCE&G accordingly. Alan Stuart will further discuss the Operating 
Procedures in the 
meeting Thursday. 
Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates 
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 
2 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Suzanne Rhodes [mailto:suzrhodes@juno.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2005 1:10 PM 
To: Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com; Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com 
Cc: angiemV@aol.com 



Subject: Role of SC Wildlife Federation as a Tier I participant in 
relicensing 
The South Carolina Wildlife Federation has been commenting on the 
relicensing process 
since 2000 (perhaps before then, but my computer was new in '00), and 
were surprised to 
find (again) that our comments were not included, this time regarding 
the ICD. Attached 
is our attempt to "register." I am also including a draft of our 
comments submitted on 
the ICD. I plan to attend the evening meeting this Thursday and assume 
whatever problem 
there has been will be no more. As indicated on the attached, my cell 
phone is 803-546- 
5800. 
The Federation has understood that the relicensing process would involve 
stakeholders and 
be interactive, and we assume that the 9/5/05 Operating Procedures are 
draft. Our primary 
concern is the "directiveness" of the procedures, the rather fuzzy role 
of the natural 
resource agencies, whom we believe should have a very strong role in 
determining the 
completeness and validity of technical conclusions, and the independence 
of the 
facilitators. 
The Federation also wants to assume that the communication protocols now 
being developed, 
the meeting ground rules, and the manner in which NGO participation is 
"acceptable," are 
also in "draft" form. 
Two attachments: The Resource Conservation Group form and the 8/15/05 
letter commenting 
on the ICD 
 



Cheryl Balitz

From: Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]

Sent: Friday, September 23, 2005 1:37 PM

To: Alison Guth

Subject: RE:
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Thanks Alison

Patrick Moore
Water Quality Associate
Coastal Conservation League
1207 Lincoln St. Suite 203-C
Columbia, S.C. 29201
803.771.7102

-----Original Message-----
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2005 1:34 PM
To: Patrick Moore
Subject: RE:

Hello,

Hmmm, I believe that American Rivers was on there, however I will make sure before it is posted to the
website (Alan has yet to send me the presentation for posting). I can assure you though that any
exclusion of American Rivers from stakeholder lists is purely accidental, we have not forgotten about you
guys :). Also, you are on Op, Safety, Rec and L&LM groups, with Gerrit on Fish and WQ. As soon as I
get all of the "urgents" off of my to-do list I am posting the RCG Member list on the website. It should be
up by Monday or Tuesday. Thanks, Alison

-----Original Message-----
From: Patrick Moore [mailto:PatrickM@scccl.org]
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2005 12:07 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: RE:

Hey Allison,
I believe I noticed on the list of stakeholders slide in yesterdays presentation that American Rivers
wasn't listed as a stakeholder. Alan was moving through them so I may have overlooked it. We
have been involved since day 1 and appreciate inclusion on any further stakeholder lists.

Also, I want to confirm that I am the Operations, Safety, Recreation and Land Management RCGs
and that Gerrit is on Fisheries and Water Quality.

Thanks,

Patrick Moore
Water Quality Associate
Coastal Conservation League
1207 Lincoln St. Suite 203-C
Columbia, S.C. 29201
803.771.7102

-----Original Message-----
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2005 4:35 PM



To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com';
'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com';
'flyhotair@greenwood.net'; 'lmichalec@aol.com'; 'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com';
'royparker38@earthlink.net'; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'ahler@scdnr.gov';
'bill_hulslander@nps.gov'; 'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 'Norm@sc.rr.com';
'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 'jbutler@scana.com';
'moellerf@msn.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net';
'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; Amanda Hill (amanda_hill@fws.gov); Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard;
'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov'; Tony
Bebber (Tbebber@SCPRT.com); 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net';
'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net'; 'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net';
'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 'network@scpronet.com'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com';
'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; Patrick Moore; 'pgaines@scprt.com'; 'ipitts@scprt.com';
'mdavis@scprt.com'; 'leachs@dnr.sc.gov'; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'johned44@earthlink.net';
'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 'dlandis1@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com';
'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 'wwending@sc.rr.com'; 'samnancydrake@aol.com';
'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 'joyyalicki@aol.com'
Cc: Alan Stuart; 'ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R'; Shane Boring
Subject:

Goodafternoon,

Due to the occurrence of conflicts with several of the dates of the Resource Conservation
Groups, we are attempting to reschedule some of the meetings. It appears that there are
conflicts with the Catawba-Wateree, Santee-Cooper and Blewitt/Tillery project
relicensings. We do not have a good idea when these relicensings meet but it appears
that they meet toward the latter part of the month as opposed to the beginning. Therefore,
we are attempting to schedule our meetings at the beginning of the month. We would
appreciate if those involved with those other relicensings confirm our assumptions with
respect to the other relicensings and inform us as to when they typically meet. Although
we were planning to roll out RCG meetings at the beginning of October, there are conflicts
due to the turbine venting and DO testing at Saluda Hydro that is occurring the first two
weeks in October. Consequently, in an attempt to get as much participation as possible
we will push all Resource Conservation Group meetings to November.

There are several dates in November that appear acceptable as originally set. These
include:

1. Water Quality: Wednesday, November 9th @ 9:30 am
2. Fisheries and Wildlife: Thursday, November 10th @ 9:30 am
3. Recreation: Friday, November 18th @ 9:30 am
4. Cultural: Friday, October 14th @ 9:30 am

Due to the lack of objections we are assuming that the above listed November meetings
are acceptable. If this is not the case, please notify me immediately. The Cultural
Resources Conservation Group which is meeting October 14th will also remain as
scheduled. Bill Green, the program manager of TRC, is handling the meeting of the
Cultural Group and has already contacted those individuals involved, as well as the
appropriate agencies that primarily deal with Section 106, to cement that date as best for
those involved. For those interested meeting minutes will be made available so you can
keep informed.

However, there appears to be many conflicts with the following meeting dates:

1. Operations- Monday, September 26th @ 9:30
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2. Lake and Land Management - Friday, September 30th @ 9:30
3. Safety (newly formed) - Wednesday, October 26th @ 9:30

I propose the following dates as alternatives please email me with the dates that best fit
your schedule:

1. Operations: Tuesday, November 1
or
Monday, November 14

2. Lake and Land Management: Wednesday, November 2
or
Tuesday, November 15

3. Safety: Friday November 4th
or
Wednesday, November 16th

Please let me know as soon as possible so that we can get the ball rolling with the
scheduling. Thanks again for your interest in the relicensing and we look forward to
working with you.

Sincerely,
Alison

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2005 10:11 AM
To: 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'
Subject: Resource Conservation Groups

David,

In reference to what we discussed on the phone, below are examples of what each group may discuss.  These items are 
not limiting, it is likely that issues may vary slightly depending on what is presented in the meeting.  

Water Quality Resource Conservation Group:

Primary Technical Issues Non-issues Raised

Nutrients No discharge Zones
Thermal effects in LSR
DO in the LSR
Cove water Quality
Septic tank seepage

Fish and Wildlife Resource Conservation Group:

Primary Technical Issues Non issues Raised

Entrainment and Mortality None
Trout Growth 
Diadromous Fish Usage of the LSR
Instream Flows
Effects of Impoundment fluctuations on spawning 
Effects of Buffer Zones on Wildlife
Threatened & Endangered Species – SNS, Wood Storks

Lake and Land Use:

Primary Technical Issues Non issues Raised

Lake Levels None
- Boater Safety
- Recreation/Dock Access
- Aesthetics 

Fringelands and Buffer Zones
- Sale of Fringelands
- Longer Term Updates of SMP
- Impacts on WQ and wildlife

Future Development
- standardize Project Boundary
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- sale of fringelands and buffer zones
- economic development in Newberry and Saluda County

Dock Permitting
- rising costs to SCE&G for permitting (increasing dock fees to industry standards)

Operations:

Primary Technical Issues Non issues Raised

- Reserve operations None
- Current Operation
- Instream Flows
- Effects on the Congaree National Park
- Effects on the Santee Basin
- Ramping

Recreation:

Primary Technical Issues Non issues Raised

- Future development of Recreational areas None
Waterfowl hunting 
Primitive recreational sites

- Recreational flow releases

- Boat Storage and Mooring sites for Sailboats

- Access
LSR
Lake Murray

- Current recreational usage of Lake Murray 

Cultural Resource:

Primary Technical Issues Non issues Raised

Phase 1 Studies None
Phase 2 Studies
Programmatic Agreement

Safety:

Primary Technical Issues:

- Safety
Downstream warning systems
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Effects of flow on safety

Lake Safety

I will be sending you a lot more information on dates and so forth.  Please let me know if there are any other 
RCG's you would like to join besides safety and recreation.  Also, please send me your contact information so 
that I may place you on the list.  Thanks so much!

Alison

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 
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Cheryl Balitz

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2005 4:05 PM
To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org';

'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net';
'lmichalec@aol.com'; 'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com'; 'royparker38@earthlink.net';
'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'ahler@scdnr.gov'; 'bill_hulslander@nps.gov';
'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov';
'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 'jbutler@scana.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net';
'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Gina Kirkland'; 'Hal
Beard'; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov';
'Tony Bebber'; 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net';
'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net'; 'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net';
'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 'network@scpronet.com'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com';
'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'pgaines@scprt.com'; 'ipitts@scprt.com';
'mdavis@scprt.com'; 'leachs@dnr.sc.gov'; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'johned44@earthlink.net';
'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 'dlandis1@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com';
'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 'wwending@sc.rr.com'; 'samnancydrake@aol.com';
'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 'bbull@sc.rr.com'; 'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com';
'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'bill25
@sc.rr.com'; 'skfox@bellsouth.net'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us';
'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'djones@scprt.com';
'judgec@dnr.sc.gov'; 'leader@sc.edu'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'snorris@trcsolutions.com';
'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'robinsonj@icrc.net'; 'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net';
'zajacm@icrc.net'; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com;
'jdevereaux@scana.com'; 'ssummer@scana.com'; 'tbowles@scana.com';
'vhoffman@scana.com'; 'msummer@scana.com'; 'tboozer@scana.com';
'dhancock@SCANA.com'; 'btrump@scana.com'; Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson; Marty Phillips;
Shane Boring

Subject: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Website Update

Goodafternoon folks,

I just wanted to point out that the website is now updated with new information, including the greatly anticipated Resource
Conservation Group members list (www.saludahydrorelicense.com). Many thanks to those of you who were able to
participate in the September 22nd Quarterly Public Meeting. Meeting transcripts will be posted soon for those individuals
who were unable to attend.

Also, please let me know by October 15th your preferred date for the Resource Conservation Group meetings if you are
involved in one or more of the following groups: Operations, Lake and Land Mgt., and Safety. I apologize for the repetition
for those of you who have already responded. Let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Alison

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: kayakduke@bellsouth.net

Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2005 8:55 AM

To: Alison Guth

Cc: Larry Michalec; Steve Bell; Bertina Floyd

Subject: Resourse teams
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Alison, the Lake Murray Homeowners Coalition met last night and the following are additions and deletions to the 
teams.
Please add George Duke to all teams as we discussed before
 
Recreation: add Larry Michelec as a second tier member
 
Water Quality: delete Larry Michalec,add Charles Floyd
 
Lake and Land Management: delete Larry Michalec, add Bertina Floyd
 
Operations: add Larry Michalec as second tier member
 
 
We may have further changes, if so I will let you know.
 
Thank you
George Duke
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P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2005 2:14 PM
To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 

'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net'; 
'lmichalec@aol.com'; 'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com'; 'royparker38@earthlink.net'; 
'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'ahler@scdnr.gov'; 'bill_hulslander@nps.gov'; 
'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 
'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 'jbutler@scana.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 
'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Gina Kirkland'; 'Hal 
Beard'; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov'; 
'Tony Bebber'; 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 
'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net'; 'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net'; 
'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 'network@scpronet.com'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 
'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'pgaines@scprt.com'; 'ipitts@scprt.com'; 
'mdavis@scprt.com'; 'leachs@dnr.sc.gov'; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'johned44@earthlink.net'; 
'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 'dlandis1@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com'; 
'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 'wwending@sc.rr.com'; 'samnancydrake@aol.com'; 
'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 'bbull@sc.rr.com'; 'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com'; 
'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'bill25
@sc.rr.com'; 'skfox@bellsouth.net'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us'; 
'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'djones@scprt.com'; 
'judgec@dnr.sc.gov'; 'leader@sc.edu'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'snorris@trcsolutions.com'; 
'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'robinsonj@icrc.net'; 'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net'; 
'zajacm@icrc.net'; 'parkin@parkinhunter.com'; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com; 'jdevereaux@scana.com'; 'SUMMER, 
STEPHEN E'; 'tbowles@scana.com'; 'vhoffman@scana.com'; 'msummer@scana.com'; 
'tboozer@scana.com'; 'dhancock@SCANA.com'; 'btrump@scana.com'; Alan Stuart; Dave 
Anderson; Marty Phillips; Shane Boring

Subject: November Resource Group Dates

Dear Resource Group Participants,

Thanks to all of you who responded with date preferences for the November Resource Conservation Groups.  The dates 
were chosen according to when the majority of the respondents could attend.  The final dates are listed below.  

Operations: November 1st
Lake and Land Management:  November 2nd
Water Quality:  November 9th
Wildlife and Fisheries:  November 10th
Safety:  November 16th
Recreation:  November 18th

If you have conflicts, and cannot attend your first Resource Group meeting, we encourage you to contact another 
individual who is attending the meeting (members list is posted on www.saludahydrorelicense.com) who you trust will 
accurately express any issues you may have to the group.  

All meetings will begin at 9:30 in the morning and will occur at the SCE&G Lake Murray Training Center on the dam.  
Please bring a picture ID with, as it is required at the guard station.  Agendas will be posted on the website soon.  Thanks 
so much and we hope to see you in November.

Sincerely,
Alison Guth

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: BARGENTIERI@scana.com

Sent: Friday, November 18, 2005 4:02 PM

To: Alan Stuart

Cc: Alison Guth

Subject: Saluda Relicensing Monthly Update Meeting
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Alan,
 
Attached is the agenda and tracking spreadsheet for our next monthly update meeting.  Please 
check it over and return to me with any comments.  Also, please make sure Alison has 
information on all of the KA related items on both the agenda and tracking spreadsheet.
 
William R. Argentieri
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
111 Research Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
 
Phone - (803) 217-9162
Fax - (803) 933-7849
Cell - (803) 331-0179
 
 



Saluda Hydro New License Application
Project Management & Schedule Agenda

November 30, 2005

1. Status of all contracts, reports, meeting minutes, purchase orders
 Discuss issues on New License Tracking Sheet

2. Website
 Updating sections

3. Public Meeting & Workshops
 Resource Conservation Groups/Technical Working Group Meetings

4. Studies status
 Diadromous Fish Study – working on final reports
 Wood Stork Surveys

5. Schedule

6. Misc. activities
 Letter to land owners for Stage II Cultural Resource Survey
 SCCCL Negotiations Workshop
 Corporate Communications - Public/Media Information

7. SCCCL/AR Settlement
 Status of turbine vent testing and USGS Gage Relocation Data Processing

8. Schedule next update meeting for December/January.



Saluda Hydro
New License Application

Activity and Purchase Order Tracking

Activity P.O. Contractor/Responsible Person Status Comments
Relicensing Information 
Management (Website)

FH-0100007789 Kleinschmidt/ Bill Argentieri Activated 12/15/2004
Legal disclaimer needs to be added per 
Ellenor Kellett's request.
KA submitted draft wording on 
2/24/05.  
Ellenor responded on 5/18/05.  KA 
resolved these issues on 6/8/05.
Website still active.

Implementation of Diadromous 
Fish Study Plan

FH-0100008389 Kleinschmidt/ Bill Argentieri/ 
Steve Summer

KA developed a proposal to perform 
the studies, 
P.R. FH-0000003500 was generated on 
1/3/05
P.O. issued 1/5/05
Study started in February 2005
This was a one year study.  Field 
sampling ended May 31.
Both fish and eel field reports were 
submitted to Steve S. for review and 
comment.
Eel report was issued to agencies for 
review on 11/3/05.

Implementation of Wood Stork 
Study Plan

FH-0100009471 Kleinschmidt/ Bill Argentieri/ 
Steve Summer

SCE&G requested a proposal to 
perform this work on 2/21/05.
KA submitted proposal on 3/2/05.
P.O. issued on 3/8/05.
Initial set of questions submitted by 
KA on 3/25/05.  Distributed within 
SCE&G on 3/31/05
Kick-off meeting held 5/16/05 and site 
visit 5/17
Receiving monthly reports from 
Shane Boring of Kleinschmidt.
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Saluda Hydro
New License Application

Activity and Purchase Order Tracking

Activity P.O. Contractor/Responsible Person Status Comments
Shoreline Management Plan
Erosion & sedimentation plan
woody debris & stump 
management plan
buffer zone restoration plan 

FH-010008334 Kleinschmidt/Tommy Boozer KA submitted proposal on 12/10/2004
P.R. FH-0000003425 generated on 
12/14/2004
P.O. issued on 1/5/05
Met with USFWS & SCDNR on 4/4/05
Time extenson until 1/31/06 request 
was submitted to FERC on May 31, 
2005 for all three plans.
Met with Natural Resource 
Conservation Service on 7/21/05, 
8/12/05 (lake), 8/31/05, 9/19/05 (lake) 
for input to our plans.
Draft BZR plan was issued internally 
10/13/05.  Comments provided by 
RRM & WRA.
KA issued draft WD&SM and S&EC 
plans to SCE&G for review and 
comment.  Meeting held on 10/24/05 to 
review, comment, and rewrite all three 
plan.
Issued draft WD&SM and S&EC 
plans to agencies on 11/7/05
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Saluda Hydro
New License Application

Activity and Purchase Order Tracking

Activity P.O. Contractor/Responsible Person Status Comments
Stage I assistance, public/ 
agency meetings, develop study 
plans

FH-0100009752 Kleinschmidt/ Bill Argentieri KA submitted proposal on 3/2/05. 
P.O. issued on 3/8/05.
Joint agency & public meeting was 
held on 6/16/05.
By 8/16/05, received agency & public 
comments to ICD and study requests.
36 Study Request, 44 Requests for 
Additional Information, and 9 Requests 
for Potential Mitigation were received 
from 3 Federal agencies, 2 State 
agencies, one county agency, two city 
agencies, one university, one local 
business, 11 NGOs, and six 
individuals. 
Initial quarterly public meeting was 
held on September 22 at Saluda Shoals 
Park.  Next Public meeting is scheduled 
for January 22, 2006.
Seven (7) Resource Conservation 
Groups were developed, Cultural, 
Operations, Land & Lake Management, 
Water Quality, Fish & Wildlife, Safety, 
and Recreation.

Initial RCG meetings started 
October 14, 2005.  Other scheduled 
for 11/1, 11/2, 11/9, 11/10, 11/16, & 
11/18.
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Saluda Hydro
New License Application

Activity and Purchase Order Tracking

Activity P.O. Contractor/Responsible Person Status Comments
Saluda River and Lake Murray 
Aquatic Plant Survey

David and Tommy 
generate new P.O. each 
year

Botanical Services of 
SC/Tommy Boozer/David 
Haddon

Tommy and David work with Cindy 
Aulbach directly on this. We 
determined that we didn't have to do 
this study for the Saluda River until 
requested by agencies.  The 2005 
survey for the lake is complete, waiting 
for report.    Primrose survey is posted 
on the SCE&G website.

This is annual study.

USC/Lake Murray Initiative
USC requested this 
presentation each Spring 
Semester.

n/a USC/Bill Argentieri USC Professors will work with us 
through the Relicensing process.
Tommy, Randy, and Bill made 
presentation to USC Class on March 
23, 2005 on Shoreline Management 
and Relicensing.

Dwayne requested that Tommy 
and I make this presentation next 
year for his Spring semester 
class.
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Saluda Hydro
New License Application

Activity and Purchase Order Tracking

Activity P.O. Contractor/Responsible Person Status Comments
Detailed Project Equipment 
Upgrade Study

FH-0100009751 Kleinschmidt/ Bill Argentieri SCE&G requested a proposal to 
perform this work on 2/21/05.
KA submitted proposal on 3/2/05.
P.O. issued on 3/8/05.
Initial set of questions submitted by 
KA on 3/25/05.  Distributed within 
SCE&G on 3/31/05
Kick-off meeting held 5/16/05 and site 
visit 5/17 - 18/05.  KA issued meeting 
minutes on 5/23/05.
Conference call with system control, 
resource planning, and economic 
resource commitment was held on 
5/25/05 (minutes issued 6/8), 6/9/05 
(minutes issued 6/27), and 7/12/05 
(minutes issued on 7/13/05).
All turbine and generator budget 
information was received week of 
9/26/05.  KA finalizing base case run 
for scenarios and economic 
considerations.

SCE&G Resource Planning is trying 
to figure how to incorporate 
ramping into the model.  The model 
should include the reserve value of 
Saluda.  Status report of their model 
was provided on 10/28/05.
Discussion is needed on how we plan 
to dispatch Saluda in future.
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Saluda Hydro
New License Application

Activity and Purchase Order Tracking

Activity P.O. Contractor/Responsible Person Status Comments
ESA Inventory on Lake Murray 
Shoreline

FH-0100009210 Milliken Forestry Company, 
Inc./Tommy Boozer

P.R. 0000003782 generated on 2/7/05
P.O. generated on February 11, 2005
Met with USFWS & SCDNR on 4/7/05
Time extenson until 2/28/06 request 
was submitted to FERC on May 31, 
2005.
Field identification started in May 
2005. Completed August 22, 2005.  
Data was given to Orbis to plot.

Endangered Species Act 
research permit application for 
shortnose sturgeon

FH-0100008389 Kleinschmidt/Steve Summer Permit application is being completed 
by KA, conference call with NMFS 
was held on 5/5/05.  Permit application 
was submitted on 6/7/05.
On 8/15/05 Federal Register Notice 
published our permit application for 30-
day comment period.
Permit is under Section 7 
consultation in the Endangered 
Species Division.
KA issued internal draft study plan for 
SCE&G comment on 8/31/05.
Draft study plan was submitted to the 
agencies on 9/7/05.  Final study plan 
was issued on 10/31/05.
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Saluda Hydro
New License Application

Activity and Purchase Order Tracking

Activity P.O. Contractor/Responsible Person Status Comments
Cultural Resource Stage 1 
Study

FH-0100010414 TRC, Environmental / Bill 
Argentieri

P.O. FH-0100010414 was issued on 
4/12/05.
Field survey started on April 25, 2005, 
finished July 29, 2005.
Draft report was issued September 6, 
2005.  Comments received from SHPO 
& SCE&G.
Final report issued November 10, 
2005.

Cultural Resource Stage 2 
Study

FH-0100013201 TRC, Environmental / Bill 
Argentieri

P.O. FH-0100013201 was issued on 
9/26/05.
TRC started Stage II survey week of 
October 24.

Turbine Venting Test and 
USGS Monitor Location to 
support DO level compliance.

Through Jones Day Kleinschmidt/Steve 
Summer/Bill Argentieri

Efficiency testing proposal from KA 
was submitted to JD on 7/4/05.
Turbine venting & relocating USGS 
monitor plan submitted to SCE&G on 
8/24/05.  Last comments submitted by 
SCE&G on 8/26/05.
Plan was submitted to Gerrit Jobsis on 
9/1/05.  No comments were received.
Testing scheduled for first two weeks 
of October.  Various units were 
unavailable, completed turbine vent test 
on Units 1 & 5.
USGS monitor relocation testing is 
rescheduled for week of October 31, 
2005.
Turbine vent test for Units 2, 3, & 4 
will be rescheduled for October 
2006.

Alternative Source Energy internal Bill Argentieri/ Carl Hoadley/ 
Jim Neely

Jim Neely provided an estimate on 
September 13, 2005.
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Saluda Hydro
New License Application

Activity and Purchase Order Tracking

Activity P.O. Contractor/Responsible Person Status Comments
Property Ownership for lake 
and lower Saluda River

internal Beth Trump/ Van Hoffman Requested property ownership for 
cultural resource lands by January 
2006 and total lake and lower Saluda 
River by June 2007. 
Lexingotn and Saluda counties, 
including all islands and lower river 
will be done by end of November 
2005.  Newberry and Richland 
counties will be done by end of 
January 2006.
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth

Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2005 4:06 PM

To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 
'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net'; 'lmichalec@aol.com'; 
'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com'; 'royparker38@earthlink.net'; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 
'ahler@scdnr.gov'; 'bill_hulslander@nps.gov'; 'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 
'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 'jbutler@scana.com'; 
'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda Hill'; 
'Gina Kirkland'; 'Hal Beard'; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 
'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov'; 'Tony Bebber'; 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 
'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net'; 'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 
'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net'; 'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 'network@scpronet.com'; 
'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'pgaines@scprt.com'; 
'ipitts@scprt.com'; 'mdavis@scprt.com'; 'leachs@dnr.sc.gov'; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 
'johned44@earthlink.net'; 'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 'dlandis1@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 
'mdmurr@sc.rr.com'; 'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 'wwending@sc.rr.com'; 'samnancydrake@aol.com'; 
'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 'bbull@sc.rr.com'; 'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com'; 
'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 
'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'skfox@bellsouth.net'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us'; 
'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'djones@scprt.com'; 
'judgec@dnr.sc.gov'; 'leader@sc.edu'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'snorris@trcsolutions.com'; 
'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'robinsonj@icrc.net'; 'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net'; 
'zajacm@icrc.net'; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com; 'jdevereaux@scana.com'; 
'ssummer@scana.com'; 'tbowles@scana.com'; 'vhoffman@scana.com'; 'msummer@scana.com'; 
'tboozer@scana.com'; 'dhancock@SCANA.com'; 'btrump@scana.com'; Alan Stuart; Dave 
Anderson; Marty Phillips; Shane Boring

Subject: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Website Update

Page 1 of 2Saluda Hydro Relicensing Website Update

10/29/2007

Goodafternoon folks,

I just wanted to point out that the website is now updated with new information, including the greatly anticipated 
Resource Conservation Group members list (www.saludahydrorelicense.com).  Many thanks to those of you who 
were able to participate in the September 22nd Quarterly Public Meeting.  Meeting transcripts will be posted soon 
for those individuals who were unable to attend. 

Also, please let me know by October 15th your preferred date for the Resource Conservation Group meetings if 
you are involved in one or more of the following groups:  Operations, Lake and Land Mgt., and Safety.  I 
apologize for the repetition for those of you who have already responded.  Let me know if you have any 
questions.

Thanks,
Alison

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183



Cheryl Balitz

From: Alison Guth

Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2005 9:56 AM

To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org';
'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net'; 'lmichalec@aol.com';
'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com'; 'royparker38@earthlink.net'; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov';
'bill_hulslander@nps.gov'; 'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov';
'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 'jbutler@scana.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net';
'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Gina Kirkland'; 'Hal Beard';
'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov'; 'Tony Bebber';
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net';
'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net'; 'Lucky8Lady@aol.com';
'network@scpronet.com'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org';
'pgaines@scprt.com'; 'ipitts@scprt.com'; 'mdavis@scprt.com'; 'leachs@dnr.sc.gov';
'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'johned44@earthlink.net'; 'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 'dlandis1@sc.rr.com';
'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com'; 'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 'wwending@sc.rr.com';
'samnancydrake@aol.com'; 'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 'bbull@sc.rr.com';
'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net';
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'skfox@bellsouth.net'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov';
'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com';
'djones@scprt.com'; 'judgec@dnr.sc.gov'; 'leader@sc.edu'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us';
'snorris@trcsolutions.com'; 'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'robinsonj@icrc.net';
'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net'; 'parkin@parkinhunter.com'; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net';
'BadrB@dnr.sc.gov'; 'ahler@dnr.sc.gov'; 'mzajac@icrc.net'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us';
'sandrar@ccppcrafts.com'; 'wenonahh@ccppcrafts.com'; 'crafton@usit.net';
'karen@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'Stowc@gwm.sc.edu'; 'ediebold@riverbanks.org';
'mark_Leao@fws.gov'; 'tflach@thestate.com'; 'mwaddell@esri.sc.edu'; 'PageC@dnr.sc.gov';
'MikeDuffy@sc.rr.com'; 'camlittlejohn@yahoo.com'; 'wildlife@sc.rr.com'; 'Bigbillcutler@aol.com';
'dianlog8@aol.com'; 'rscott@lex-co.com'; 'BertFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'JCharlesFloyd@sc.rr.com';
'rbickley@lex-co.com'; 'tpowers@newberrycounty.net'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov';
'McKellarH@sc.dnr.gov'; 'k.westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov'; 'ccompton@lex-co.com';
'vinsont@dnr.sc.gov'; Alison Guth

Cc: Alan Stuart; BARGENTIERI@scana.com

Subject: FW: What are VARs?
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6/18/2007

Good Morning All:

Attached below is a copy of the Energy Industry Issues Newsletter, which
provides an informative article entitled "What are VARs". SCE&G recognizes
your interest in power and thought this link would provide beneficial
information, not only to those in the Operations RCG, but to the other
Resource Group members as well. I hope you find this article interesting and
informative. Thanks, Alison

From: Energy Industry Issues Newsletter [mailto:ISSUEALERTHTML@HAWK.ATWK.COM] On Behalf Of
IssueAlert@UTILIPOINT.COM
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2005 3:08 PM
To: ISSUEALERTHTML@HAWK.ATWK.COM
Subject: What are VARs?
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November 21, 2005

What are VARs?

By Bob Bellemare
President and CEO

.

Back in 2003 I wrote an IssueAlert on the topic,
"What is a Megawatt?" (see
http://www.utilipoint.com/issuealert/article.asp?
id=1728). In response to that article, one of our
readers challenged me to write an article about VARs.
No, I am not talking here about the financial concept,
Value At Risk, but something even more mysterious
than that-Volt Amperes Reactive. VAR is a unit of
measure for what we call imaginary or reactive
power. In this IssueAlert we explore some of the
basic concepts behind the VAR issue in power
systems.

How is Power Measured?

In an alternating current (AC) power system we
measure power in two distinct forms known as
and reactive power. Real power is often thought of
as the power that "does the work" we want, such as
the torque created by a motor, while reactive (also
known as imaginary power) is the power needed to
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"allow the work" to happen. A simple illustration
demonstrates the concept.

Suppose we want to roll a ball across a hill, from spot
A to spot B in our drawing. We have two problems to
address. First we musts have a force, Mr. VARs, just
to hold the ball in place on our hill. Mr. VARs is not
the force used to do our "real work" of moving the
ball across the surface, but he is needed to "allow the
work" to happen because without Mr. VARs, the ball
would simply roll down the hill. In fact, in engineering
lingo, if Mr. VARs is not sufficiently strong our power
system will experience something called a voltage
collapse and we will have a blackout.

Now enter Mr. MW (Mega-Watt). While Mr. VARs holds
the ball on the hill, Mr. MW is the force that pushes
the ball across the surface to accomplish the "real"
work we want to do, moving the ball from A to B.

Notice that if, instead of a hill, we have a completely
flat road, Mr. VARs is no longer needed for Mr. MW to
do his work. A completely level surface would be
considered ideal because less power is required to do
our work since Mr. VARs is no longer needed. In
power systems we measure the steepness, or angle,
of our hill by something called the power factor
power factor of 1.0 would be an optimal power
system where our surface is, in concept, perfectly
level.

What Really are These VARs?

Of course, a power system does not literally have hills
and valleys in it. The physical example we just
discussed was to illustrate a concept that two forces
can be needed to do work we want to do. One force
just to keep the ball from rolling downhill and another
force to move the ball along the surface.

In alternating current power systems, we have
electro-magnetic and electric fields that consume or
generate VARs depending on the device. Many
devices in the electric power system are "inductive
meaning the current flowing in the devices creates
electro-magnetic fields that "consume" VARs. For
example, an induction motor commonly used in
industry or even in a household appliance such as
refrigerator motor driving a compressor, creates
magnetic fields when current flows through the wires
of the motor. This magnetic field pushes our fictional
power system hill more upward because the magnetic
field created by the current flowing in wires produces
a counter-force in the power system that actually
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repels changes in current flow. We measure this
"inductance" using VARs.

Capacitors, by contrast, "generate" VARs and are
therefore used by power engineers to offset the
negative effects of inductive type devices. Power
system operators work to keep VARs generated and
VARs consumed in balance to prevent the power
system from experiencing a voltage collapse.

The Power Triangle

As mentioned, power systems have two distinct power
components. 1.) Real power, typically measured in
watts (W), kilowatts (kW, one thousand watts), or
Mega watts (MW, one million watts), and 2.) Reactive
or Imaginary power, typically measured in VARs,
kVARs or MVARs. We measure the combination of
these two powers as Apparent Power, which is
measured in Volt-Amps (VA), kVA, or MVA. Equipment
ratings in power systems are usually given by their
apparent power, or MVA, capability. For example, a
typical transformer size serving you and your
neighbor's house would be rated somewhere in the
range of 5 to 50 kVA.

The relationship between the three power
measurements is defined by what is known as the
power triangle. Here's where we need a little
trigonometry.

Remember Pythagoras Theorem? Sorry if that brought
back some painful memories, but the Theorem is
actually useful in power system calculations. That is,
apparent power is square root of real power
squared plus reactive power squared or, in this
example

Now recall power factor is a way to measure the
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"steepness" of our power triangle, or hill if you like.
One way to calculate power factor is to divide Real
Power (MW) by the Apparent Power (MVA), or:

Power Factor = 100 MW/112 MVA = 0.893, or 89.3
percent

For those who remember their trigonometry, the
power factor is really the cosine of our triangle, in this
case 27 degrees, since the cosine of 27 degrees is
0.893.

Can You Help Our Power Engineer?

An engineer is working with an industrial customer
who is expanding a plant. The industrial client tells
the engineer that the new plant when operating at full
capacity will consume a maximum of 50 MW of real
power and 20 MVARs of reactive power. What is the
minimum size transformer, in MVA, that must be
purchased to supply the plant (hint: calculate the
apparent power using Pythagoras Theorem)?

The local utility has a policy that if an industrial
customer's power factor is below 90 percent (0.90)
then the industrial customer will be charged a power
factor penalty. In this case will the industrial customer
pay such a penalty (hint: calculate the power factor
using the formula Real Power divided by Apparent
Power)?

©2005, UtiliPoint® International, Inc. All rights reserved.
This article is protected by United States copyright and

other intellectual property laws and may not be
reproduced, rewritten, distributed, redisseminated,

transmitted, displayed, published or broadcast, directly
or indirectly, in any medium without the prior written

permission of UtiliPoint® International, Inc.
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CONFERENCES

Our staff is comprised of leading energy experts with diverse
backgrounds in utility generation, transmission and
distribution, retail markets, new technologies, I/T, renewable
energy, regulatory affairs, community relations, and
international issues. Contact consulting@utilipoint.com

We encourage our readers to contact us with their comments
about IssueAlert®. We look forward to hearing from you.

IssueAlert® Editor.

Reach thousands of utility analysts and decision-makers
every day with your advertisement on UtiliPoint's®

IssueAlert®. Contact Susan Pollack at 713-785-4347 for
more information on rates, scheduling and bundled services.

UtiliPoint's® IssueAlert ®articles are compiled based on the

independent analysis of UtiliPoint® consultants, researchers
and analysts. The opinions expressed in UtiliPoint's®

IssueAlert® articles are not intended to predict financial
performance for companies discussed, or to be the basis for
investment decisions of any kind. UtiliPoint's® sole purpose in
publishing its IssueAlert® articles is to offer an independent
perspective regarding the key events occurring in the energy
industry, based on its long-standing reputation as an expert
on energy issues.

If you no longer wish to receive UtiliPoint's® daily
IssueAlert®, please send an e-mail to
issuealert@utilipoint.com If you wish to be removed from
all UtiliPoint® IssueAlert® lists, please click here.

© - 2005 UtiliPoint International, Inc.
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Cheryl Balitz 
>>> Alison Guth <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com> 11/29/2005 3:03 PM >>> 
Hello Folks, 
As many of you may already know, there is a joint Water Quality and Fish 
and Wildlife RCG 
on December 7th (next Wednesday). The purpose of this meeting will 
primarily be 
educational, with presentations from Gina Kirkland and Andy Miller from 
DHEC, as well as 
Jim Ruane, noted water quality expert with Reservoir Environmental 
Management. A review 
of the Site-Specific DO Standard will be given by members of the 
Kleinschmidt Team as well 
(an agenda is located at 
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/rcgroups.htm 
<http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/rcgroups.htm> ). We encourage you 
to come even if 
you are in another RCG, and bring a interested college/coworker/friend 
as well. This 
meeting will likely last all day and begins at 9:00am at the Saluda 
Shoals Park 
Environmental Center. If you would like to attend this meeting it is 
very important that 
you let me know by December 1st, along with any individuals that are 
coming with you. 
Thanks so much and hope to see you there. ~ Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates 
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 
1 

Cheryl Balitz 
From: Kim [k.westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 12:12 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: December 7th RSVP 
I have a major initiative meeting that morning as well and won't be able 
to attend myself. 
PLEASE keep me on the list for future meetings. 
Thanks- 
Kim R. Westbury 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Prescott Brownell [mailto:Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 9:55 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Cc: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com'; 
'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 
'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com'; 
'royparker38@earthlink.net'; 
'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill_hulslander@nps.gov'; 
'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 
'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 
'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 
'jbutler@scana.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 
'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 
'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda Hill'; Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; 
'Elymay2@aol.com'; 
'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 'Tony Bebber'; 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2005 5:49 PM
To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 

'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net'; 
'lmichalec@aol.com'; 'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com'; 'royparker38@earthlink.net'; 
'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill_hulslander@nps.gov'; 'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 
'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 
'jbutler@scana.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 
'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Gina Kirkland'; 'Hal Beard'; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 
'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov'; 'Tony Bebber'; 
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net'; 
'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net'; 'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 
'network@scpronet.com'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 
'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'pgaines@scprt.com'; 'ipitts@scprt.com'; 'mdavis@scprt.com'; 
'leachs@dnr.sc.gov'; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'johned44@earthlink.net'; 'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 
'dlandis1@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com'; 'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 
'wwending@sc.rr.com'; 'samnancydrake@aol.com'; 'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 
'bbull@sc.rr.com'; 'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 
'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 
'skfox@bellsouth.net'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us'; 
'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'djones@scprt.com'; 
'judgec@dnr.sc.gov'; 'leader@sc.edu'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'snorris@trcsolutions.com'; 
'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'robinsonj@icrc.net'; 'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net'; 
'parkin@parkinhunter.com'; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'BadrB@dnr.sc.gov'; 'ahler@dnr.sc.gov'; 
'mzajac@icrc.net'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'sandrar@ccppcrafts.com'; 
'wenonahh@ccppcrafts.com'; 'crafton@usit.net'; 'karen@lakemurraycountry.com'; 
'Stowc@gwm.sc.edu'; 'ediebold@riverbanks.org'; 'mark_Leao@fws.gov'; 
'tflach@thestate.com'; 'mwaddell@esri.sc.edu'; 'PageC@dnr.sc.gov'; 'MikeDuffy@sc.rr.com'; 
'camlittlejohn@yahoo.com'; 'wildlife@sc.rr.com'; 'Bigbillcutler@aol.com'; 'dianlog8@aol.com'; 
'rscott@lex-co.com'; 'BertFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'JCharlesFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'rbickley@lex-
co.com'; 'tpowers@newberrycounty.net'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'McKellarH@sc.dnr.gov'; 
'k.westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov'; 'ccompton@lex-co.com'; 'vinsont@dnr.sc.gov'; 'rkelly1
@sc.rr.com'

Subject: Agenda and Reminder

Good Evening RCG Members,

Attached to this email is a copy of the meeting agenda for the combined Water Quality and Fish & Wildlife meeting on 
December 7th.  Now remember, anyone is welcome to come to this meeting and it is likely to last all day.  RSVP's were 
due today.  However, you can still let me know by first thing tomorrow morning.  Another thing to notice, this meeting will 
start at 9:00 in the morning and is at Saluda Shoals Park's Rivers Center.  I just wanted to point that out in order to 
make sure we didn't have any individuals wondering why they were the only ones at the usual meeting location.  Thanks so 
much and have a good night.  Alison

WQ and FW 
12705.pdf (103 KB)

  

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 



Saluda Hydro Relicensing 
Water Quality Resource Conservation Group 

Meeting Agenda 

December 7, 2005 
9:00 AM 

Saluda Shoals Park, The Rivers Center 

Presentations:

Standards and Classifications of Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda 
River

Gina Kirkland - SCDHEC 

Status on Impaired Areas within Lake Murray 
Andy Miller - SCDHEC 

A Review of 25 years of Water Quality in Lake Murray 
Jim Ruane - Reservoir Environmental Management 

A Review of the QUAL 2 -E Water Quality Model and its Application to 
Lake Murray

Jim Ruane- Reservoir Environmental Management 

A Review of the Site-Specific Dissolved Oxygen Standard 
Alan Stuart/Shane Boring -Kleinschmidt 



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alan Stuart

Sent: Monday, December 05, 2005 8:51 AM

To: 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'

Cc: Alison Guth

Subject: Standard L Articles

Page 1 of 1Message

10/30/2007

Steve,  
 
I believe one of my homework assignments was to provide you with the Standard License 
Articles.  The link I've pasted below takes you to all Standard L Articles.  Saluda is considered 
a motor project on navigable waters of the US and  I believe this is L-3.  However, the link 
provides all standard Articles from minor unconstructed to conduit facilities.
 
http://www.ferc.gov/industries/hydropower/gen-info/l-forms.asp
 
Look forward to seeing you tomorrow.
 
regards,
Alan
 

*********************************

Alan W. Stuart 
Senior Licensing Coordinator

KLEINSCHMIDT

Energy & Water Resource Consultants

 101 Trade Zone Drive Suite 21

West Columbia, SC  29170

phone: (803) 822-3177

Cellular: (803) 640-8765

fax: (803) 822-3183

                www.kleinschmidtusa.com



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: BARGENTIERI@scana.com

Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2005 7:32 AM

To: Alan Stuart; Alison Guth

Subject: Operations MS and Model Outputs

Page 1 of 1

10/30/2007

Alan / Alison,
 
Attached please find the subject documents that were developed at yesterday’s meeting.
 
William R. Argentieri
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
111 Research Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
 
Phone - (803) 217-9162
Fax - (803) 933-7849
Cell - (803) 331-0179
 



OPERATIONS RESOURCE CONSERVATION GROUP

MISSION STATEMENT

The Mission of the Operations Resource 
Conservation Group (ORCG) is to develop a 
robust hydrologic model for the Saluda 
Project which will establish a baseline of 
current hydrologic, hydraulic, and 
operational conditions, and aid in analyzing 
and understanding the potential upstream 
and downstream effects of potential changes 
to project operations, in support of the 
missions and goals of all other Saluda 
Hydroelectric Relicensing RCGs.  The 
objective is to fairly consider those impacts 
to include low-flow conditions as a part of 
developing consensus-based; operations 
focused recommendations for the FERC 
license application.  Model results are to be 
presented in readily understandable terms 
and format.  A key measure of success in 
achieving the mission and goals will be a 



published Protection, Mitigation, and 
Enhancement (PM&E) Agreement.



Model Outputs

Lake levels
LSR Flows
Inflows
Generation
Storage
Frequency, Magnitude and Duration of demand 
satisfaction
Graphic Ability
Interactive Model Front
Format Friendly – software compatible with 
other models



'bellsteve9339 
@bellsouth.net'; 'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net'; 'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 
'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net'; 'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 
'network@scpronet.com'; 
'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 
'pgaines@scprt.com'; 'ipitts@scprt.com'; 'mdavis@scprt.com'; 
'leachs@dnr.sc.gov'; 
'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'johned44@earthlink.net'; 'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 
'dlandis1 
@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com'; 
'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 
'wwending@sc.rr.com'; 'samnancydrake@aol.com'; 'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 
'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 'bbull@sc.rr.com'; 
'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com'; 
'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'bill25 
@sc.rr.com'; 'skfox@bellsouth.net'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 
'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us'; 
'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 
'djones@scprt.com'; 
'judgec@dnr.sc.gov'; 'leader@sc.edu'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 
'snorris@trcsolutions.com'; 'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 
'robinsonj@icrc.net'; 
'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net'; 'parkin@parkinhunter.com'; 
'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 
'BadrB@dnr.sc.gov'; 'ahler@dnr.sc.gov'; 'mzajac@icrc.net'; 
'sandrar@ccppcrafts.com'; 
'wenonahh@ccppcrafts.com'; 'crafton@usit.net'; 
'karen@lakemurraycountry.com'; 
'Stowc@gwm.sc.edu'; 'ediebold@riverbanks.org'; 'mark_Leao@fws.gov'; 
'tflach@thestate.com'; 
'mwaddell@esri.sc.edu'; 'PageC@dnr.sc.gov'; 'MikeDuffy@sc.rr.com'; 
'camlittlejohn@yahoo.com'; 'wildlife@sc.rr.com'; 
'Bigbillcutler@aol.com'; 'dianlog8 
@aol.com'; 'rscott@lex-co.com'; 'BertFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 
'JCharlesFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 
'rbickley@lex-co.com'; 'tpowers@newberrycounty.net'; 
'McKellarH@sc.dnr.gov'; 
'k.westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov'; 'ccompton@lex-co.com'; 
'vinsont@dnr.sc.gov' 
Subject: Re: December 7th RSVP 
Hello Alison, 
National Marine Fisheries Service will not attend the December 7 
meeting nor other RCG meetings next week. I will be at another project 
meeting that date. 
regards 
P. Brownell 
Alison Guth wrote: 
> Hello Folks, 
>> 
As many of you may already know, there is a joint Water Quality and 
> Fish and Wildlife RCG on December 7th (next Wednesday). The purpose 
> of this meeting will primarily be educational, with presentations from 
2 
> Gina Kirkland and Andy Miller from DHEC, as well as Jim Ruane, noted 
> water quality expert with Reservoir Environmental Management. A 
> review of the Site-Specific DO Standard will be given by members of 
> the Kleinschmidt Team as well (an agenda is located at 
> _http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/rcgroups.htm_). We encourage you 
> to come even if you are in another RCG, and bring a interested 
> college/coworker/friend as well. This meeting will likely last all 
> day and begins at 9:00am at the Saluda Shoals Park Environmental 
> Center. If you would like to attend this meeting it is very important 
> that you let me know by December 1st, along with any individuals that 



> are coming with you. Thanks so much and hope to see you there. ~ 
Alison 
>>>> 
Alison Guth 
> Licensing Coordinator 
> /Kleinschmidt Associates/ 
> 101 Trade Zone Drive 
> Suite 21A 
> West Columbia, SC 29170 
> P: (803) 822-3177 
> F: (803) 822-3183 
>> 
Cheryl Balitz 
From: Tom Stonecypher [Stonecypher@iStreamConsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 4:22 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Cc: Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com; Bill Marshall 
Subject: Re: December 7th RSVP 
Page 1 of 3 Message 
6/18/2007 
Hello, Alison, 
I apologize for using disparaging words about the process. Especially after you offered lunch! I 
know you all are 
working very hard to satisfy a number of fundamentally opposing requirements. This is a tough 
job and I very 
much appreciate your efforts to this end. I understand about the need for agency involvement and 
that people 
have travel constraints and family lives. 
Ultimately, these agencies are the servants of the people. The laws that created the agencies 
were derived from 
the will of the people. The agency budgets derive from the tax base that we all generate. I argue 
that it's 
important to include the populace, who are the ultimate bosses of the agencies (and customers of 
SCE&G), in the 
process. The only way to do this is to build in some compromise in scheduling. I gather that the 
relicensing 
process is all about compromise - shouldn't scheduling be included in the compromises? I think 
people will 
probably be satisfied with schedules that greatly favor agency personnel, as long as there's some 
opportunity for 
others to participate. 
I realize this is a tough problem and SCE&G is attempting to deal with realities as best they can. 
thanks, 
Tom 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Alison Guth 
To: 'Tom Stonecypher' 
Cc: Alan Stuart ; 'rmahan@scana.com' 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 10:33 AM 
Subject: RE: December 7th RSVP 
Dear Tom, 
I am very sorry that you feel this way. It is very hard, near impossible to please everyone in this 
regard. As, 
you may surmise, the subject of evening meetings has come up to benefit those working 
individuals who would 
like to participate. However this truly is a difficult issue to address with the host of countervailing 
considerations 



to take into account. It has been noted by both Alan and Randy in the meetings that should it be 
decided by a 
particular resource group that an evening meeting, or some other alternate meeting time be 
deemed better for 
those involved, then it is certainly viable. It is absolutely required, however, that the State and 
federal resource 
agency representatives be accommodated in the meeting schedules. Their participation and input 
is not 
optional. Any application SCE&G might file without evidence of full and fair agency participation 
and 
consideration will fail. Hence, the daytime schedule works best for those folks, who also are 
involved in the 
Catawba/Wateree and the Santee Cooper relicensing processes, and others. Every agency's 
resources are 
being stretched very thin, and to expect those folks to be available for evening meetings is not 
realistic. More 
than one agency representative has expressed that sentiment strongly as well. Even so, the 
possibility of 
having an evening meeting was brought up in the Operations RCG last week. It was not met with 
much favor. 
Please understand - in no way are we trying to exclude anyone's participation. Consider, 
however, the following 
issues and potential problems associated with evening meetings: 1) As the process moves 
forward we expect 
to require all day meetings to make the most efficient use of participants' times possible. 2) Many 
(if not most) of 
these meetings will go for 6-8 hours , and on occasion more, in order to accomplish what is 
necessary. The 
experience of other hydro relicensing group meetings proves this not to be unlikely, 3) Should we 
begin a 
meeting after 6:00 p.m., we could continue into the "witching hour" and beyond. This would pose 
an even more 
difficult work problem for those who may have to travel some distance to get home. For example, 
the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service personnel are stationed in Charleston. The travel time for them to get here to 
Columbia also 
rules out the option of starting the meeting too early in the morning. And, even though we might 
not like to hear 
it, we are told with some frequency and earnestness that travel budgets for agency personnel are 
tight, and 
overnight stays are frowned upon unless absolutely necessary. It is difficult to ask folks to put in 
an 8 hour day 
and a 5 hour night. 
Due to the fact that many stakeholders (both agencies and NGO representatives) are involved 
with other 
relicensing proceedings in the region, we plan our meetings at the beginning of the month. These 
other 
relicensing proceedings largely have blocked out time at the end of the month for their meetings. 
As those other 
relicensing proceedings wind down, we may have more flexibility, but at this point we see little 
room for latitude. 
Nevertheless, should you still believe an alternative time would be better for the group as a 
whole, please let 
someone in your group that you trust will well present your suggestion know, or you are more 
than welcome to 
submit any comments to myself and SCE&G. The meeting time issue ultimately will be resolved 



within the 
resource groups, subject to the requirement that agency personnel availability control. In the 
future, we would 
hope to be able to prepare the agenda to schedule those interests which are of special 
importance to specific 
groups for a time certain in the morning or the afternoon to assist in accommodating some of the 
individual 
needs. We will plan activities for the rest of those days to meet the necessities of the regulatory 
framework. 
We recognize that you have a great deal of interest in, and a lot to contribute to, the relicensing of 
Saluda 
Hydro. We hope you can continue to be an active participant throughout the process. There is no 
process that 
guarantees that everyone who might wish to do so, can participate in person at every session. 
We strongly 
encourage persons whose life schedules do not allow their attendance at the meetings to work 
through others 
who will be involved to assure that their issues are raised and addressed. We appreciate your 
comments and 
efforts and hope to see you at upcoming meetings. 
Regards, 
Alison 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Tom Stonecypher [mailto:Stonecypher@iStreamConsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 10:04 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Re: December 7th RSVP 
Hello, Alison, 
I won't be able to attend this meeting. 
Please pass on my regrets and my sincere hope that future meetings will be scheduled in such a 
way 
that a majority of stakeholders can participate. The process so far is going very badly simply due 
to 
scheduling. 
thanks 
Tom 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Alison Guth 
To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov' ; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com' ; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org' ; 
Page 2 of 3 Message 
6/18/2007 
'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com' ; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com' ; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net' ; 
'lmichalec@aol.com' ; 
'tufford@sc.edu' ; 'truple@sc.rr.com' ; 'royparker38@earthlink.net' ; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov' ; 
'bill_hulslander@nps.gov' ; 'bseibels@riverbanks.org' ; 'Norm@sc.rr.com' ; 
'millerca@dhec.sc.gov' ; 
'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com' ; 'jbutler@scana.com' ; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net' ; 
'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net' ; 'guyjones@sc.rr.com' ; 'Amanda Hill' ; Gina Kirkland ; Hal Beard ; 
'Elymay2@aol.com' ; 'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov' ; 'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov' ; 'Tony Bebber' 
; 
'dchristie@infoave.net' ; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net' ; 'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net' ; 
'rkidder@pbtcomm.net' ; 'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net' ; 'Lucky8Lady@aol.com' ; 
'network@scpronet.com' ; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com' ; 'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu' ; 
'PatrickM@scccl.org' ; 
'pgaines@scprt.com' ; 'ipitts@scprt.com' ; 'mdavis@scprt.com' ; 'leachs@dnr.sc.gov' ; 



'lbarber@sc.rr.com' ; 'johned44@earthlink.net' ; 'rjernigan@scfbins.com' ; 'dlandis1@sc.rr.com' ; 
'billeast@sc.rr.com' ; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com' ; 'tyle6544@bellsouth.net' ; 'wwending@sc.rr.com' ; 
'samnancydrake@aol.com' ; 'rlavisky@alltel.net' ; 'joyyalicki@aol.com' ; 'bbull@sc.rr.com' ; 
'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com' ; 'suzrhodes@juno.com' ; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net' ; 
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com' ; 'bill25@sc.rr.com' ; 'skfox@bellsouth.net' ; 
'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov' ; 
'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us' ; 'bgreen@trcsolutions.com' ; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com' ; 
'djones@scprt.com' ; 'judgec@dnr.sc.gov' ; 'leader@sc.edu' ; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us' ; 
'snorris@trcsolutions.com' ; 'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com' ; 'robinsonj@icrc.net' ; 
'r1shealy@aol.com' ; 'jwells@icrc.net' ; 'parkin@parkinhunter.com' ; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net' ; 
'BadrB@dnr.sc.gov' ; 'ahler@dnr.sc.gov' ; 'mzajac@icrc.net' ; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us' ; 
'sandrar@ccppcrafts.com' ; 'wenonahh@ccppcrafts.com' ; 'crafton@usit.net' ; 
'karen@lakemurraycountry.com' ; 'Stowc@gwm.sc.edu' ; 'ediebold@riverbanks.org' ; 
'mark_Leao@fws.gov' ; 'tflach@thestate.com' ; 'mwaddell@esri.sc.edu' ; 'PageC@dnr.sc.gov' ; 
'MikeDuffy@sc.rr.com' ; 'camlittlejohn@yahoo.com' ; 'wildlife@sc.rr.com' ; 'Bigbillcutler@aol.com' 
; 
'dianlog8@aol.com' ; 'rscott@lex-co.com' ; 'BertFloyd@sc.rr.com' ; 'JCharlesFloyd@sc.rr.com' ; 
'rbickley@lex-co.com' ; 'tpowers@newberrycounty.net' ; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov' ; 
'McKellarH@sc.dnr.gov' ; 'k.westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov' ; 'ccompton@lex-co.com' ; 
'vinsont@dnr.sc.gov' 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005 3:03 PM 
Subject: December 7th RSVP 
Hello Folks, 
As many of you may already know, there is a joint Water Quality and Fish and Wildlife RCG on 
December 7th (next Wednesday). The purpose of this meeting will primarily be educational, with 
presentations from Gina Kirkland and Andy Miller from DHEC, as well as Jim Ruane, noted water 
quality expert with Reservoir Environmental Management. A review of the Site -Specific DO 
Standard 
will be given by members of the Kleinschmidt Team as well (an agenda is located at 
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/rcgroups.htm). We encourage you to come even if you are 
in 
another RCG, and bring a interested college/coworker/friend as well. This meeting will likely last 
all day 
and begins at 9:00am at the Saluda Shoals Park Environmental Center. If you would like to 
attend this 
meeting it is very important that you let me know by December 1st, along with any individuals that 
are 
coming with you. Thanks so much and hope to see you there. ~ Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates 
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 
Page 3 of 3 Message 
6/18/2007 
Cheryl Balitz 
From: Bill Marshall [MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, December 05, 2005 1:49 PM 
To: Tom Stonecypher; Alison Guth 
Cc: Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com 
Subject: RE: December 7th RSVP 
Page 1 of 4 Message 



6/18/2007 
Friends, 
I agree with Tom on this. 
The meetings thus far seem to be taking 5 or 6 hours, including a lunch hour. Perhaps you could 
suggest a schedule from 1:00 to 6:00 PM (a no lunch, just snacks schedule), or perhaps a 2:00 to 
8:00 pm 
schedule with a simple supper. 
We could propose some such schedule and see if it will make a difference for those concerned. 
Thanks, 
Bill Marshall 
From: Tom Stonecypher [mailto:Stonecypher@iStreamConsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 4:22 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Cc: Alan Stuart; rmahan@scana.com; Bill Marshall 
Subject: Re: December 7th RSVP 
Hello, Alison, 
I apologize for using disparaging words about the process. Especially after you offered lunch! I 
know you all are 
working very hard to satisfy a number of fundamentally opposing requirements. This is a tough 
job and I very 
much appreciate your efforts to this end. I understand about the need for agency involvement and 
that people 
have travel constraints and family lives. 
Ultimately, these agencies are the servants of the people. The laws that created the agencies 
were derived from 
the will of the people. The agency budgets derive from the tax base that we all generate. I argue 
that it's 
important to include the populace, who are the ultimate bosses of the agencies (and customers of 
SCE&G), in the 
process. The only way to do this is to build in some compromise in scheduling. I gather that the 
relicensing 
process is all about compromise - shouldn't scheduling be included in the compromises? I think 
people will 
probably be satisfied with schedules that greatly favor agency personnel, as long as there's some 
opportunity for 
others to participate. 
I realize this is a tough problem and SCE&G is attempting to deal with realities as best they can. 
thanks, 
Tom 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Alison Guth 
To: 'Tom Stonecypher' 
Cc: Alan Stuart ; 'rmahan@scana.com' 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2005 10:33 AM 
Subject: RE: December 7th RSVP 
Dear Tom, 
I am very sorry that you feel this way. It is very hard, near impossible to please everyone in this 
regard. As, you 
may surmise, the subject of evening meetings has come up to benefit those working individuals 
who would like 
to participate. However this truly is a difficult issue to address with the host of countervailing 
considerations to 
take into account. It has been noted by both Alan and Randy in the meetings that should it be 
decided by a 
particular resource group that an evening meeting, or some other alternate meeting time be 



1

Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: BARGENTIERI@scana.com
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2005 5:02 PM
To: Alison Guth
Cc: Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com
Subject: FW: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Project - January 12 Public Meeting Newspaper Ads

Lake Murray News 
5.083x7.pdf (...

Lexington Chronicle 
5.667x10.5...

Newberry Observer 
5.667x10.75....

Saluda Sentinel 
6.4375x10.pdf ...

The State Ad 
5.173x10.5.pdf (1...

Alison,

This is the correct copy of the newspaper ad for our January 12 public meeting.  Please 
send this to all of the members of the RCGs and ask that they notify their membership of 
this meeting.

Thanks for your assistance with this matter.

Bill

-----Original Message-----
From: YANITY, ROBERT 
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2005 12:09 PM
To: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
Subject: FW: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Project - January 12 Public Meeting Newspaper Ads

 Bill, here are the new ads.  ---Robert

-----Original Message-----
From: PEARSON, JAMES H JR 
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2005 10:04 AM
To: YANITY, ROBERT
Subject: FH-05-141 Saluda Hydro Relicensing Project



www.sceg.com

Saluda
Y D R OH

RELICENSINGRELICENSING PUBLIC MEETING
South Carolina Electric & Gas will apply for a new license for the 

Saluda Hydroelectric Project at Lake Murray. State and federal
resource agencies, homeowners groups, environmental and
recreational groups will play significant roles in this process.

Quarterly public meetings will be held to enhance the process, 
which is designed to increase public involvement 

for identifying issues and alternatives.

The next meetings will be held at the following times and location:

JANUARY 12
10 A.M. AND 7 P.M.

SALUDA SHOALS PARK
5605 Old Bush River Road

Columbia, SC

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
visit the Web site at 

www.SaludaHydroRelicense.com.

See you there.
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Saluda
Y D R OH

RELICENSINGRELICENSING PUBLIC MEETING
South Carolina Electric & Gas will apply for a new license for 

the Saluda Hydroelectric Project at Lake Murray. State and federal resource
agencies, homeowners groups, environmental and recreational groups will play

significant roles in this process.

Quarterly public meetings will be held to enhance the process, which is designed
to increase public involvement for identifying issues and alternatives.

The next meetings will be held at the following times and location:

JANUARY 12
10 A.M. AND 7 P.M.

SALUDA SHOALS PARK
5605 Old Bush River Road, Columbia, SC

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
visit the Web site at 

www.SaludaHydroRelicense.com.

See you there.
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Friday, December 16, 2005 2:24 PM
To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 

'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net'; 
'lmichalec@aol.com'; 'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com'; 'royparker38@earthlink.net'; 
'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill_hulslander@nps.gov'; 'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 
'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 
'jbutler@scana.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 
'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Gina Kirkland'; 'Hal Beard'; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 
'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov'; 'Tony Bebber'; 
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net'; 
'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net'; 'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 
'network@scpronet.com'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 
'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'pgaines@scprt.com'; 'ipitts@scprt.com'; 'mdavis@scprt.com'; 
'leachs@dnr.sc.gov'; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'johned44@earthlink.net'; 'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 
'dlandis1@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com'; 'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 
'wwending@sc.rr.com'; 'samnancydrake@aol.com'; 'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 
'bbull@sc.rr.com'; 'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 
'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 
'skfox@bellsouth.net'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us'; 
'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'djones@scprt.com'; 
'judgec@dnr.sc.gov'; 'leader@sc.edu'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'snorris@trcsolutions.com'; 
'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'robinsonj@icrc.net'; 'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net'; 
'parkin@parkinhunter.com'; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'BadrB@dnr.sc.gov'; 'ahler@dnr.sc.gov'; 
'mzajac@icrc.net'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'sandrar@ccppcrafts.com'; 
'wenonahh@ccppcrafts.com'; 'crafton@usit.net'; 'karen@lakemurraycountry.com'; 
'Stowc@gwm.sc.edu'; 'ediebold@riverbanks.org'; 'mark_Leao@fws.gov'; 
'tflach@thestate.com'; 'mwaddell@esri.sc.edu'; 'PageC@dnr.sc.gov'; 'MikeDuffy@sc.rr.com'; 
'camlittlejohn@yahoo.com'; 'wildlife@sc.rr.com'; 'Bigbillcutler@aol.com'; 'dianlog8@aol.com'; 
'rscott@lex-co.com'; 'BertFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'JCharlesFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'rbickley@lex-
co.com'; 'tpowers@newberrycounty.net'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'McKellarH@dnr.sc.gov'; 
'k.westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov'; 'ccompton@lex-co.com'; 'vinsont@dnr.sc.gov'; 'rkelly1
@sc.rr.com'; 'adventurec@mindspring.com'; 'bargentieri@scana.com'; 'rmahan@scana.com'; 
'jdevereaux@scana.com'; 'ssummer@scana.com'; 'tbowles@scana.com'; 
'vhoffman@scana.com'; 'msummer@scana.com'; 'tboozer@scana.com'; 
'dhancock@SCANA.com'; 'btrump@scana.com'; Alan Stuart; Shane Boring

Subject: Dispatch and Hydro Tours

Good Afternoon RCG Participants,

SCE&G has set up the opportunity for interested RCG members to tour the Dispatch Area, located on the 20th floor of the 
Palmetto Center, and Saluda Hydro.  Due to the limited resources available for escorting visitors, three tour times have 
been chosen for each location.  Each tour will be limited to 8 people and will be on a first come first serve basis.  Please 
understand that these tours are limited to RCG members only.  If there is more interest than we can accommodate with 
these six tours we will consider additional tours later in the year.  Individual responses are required and all responses must 
be received by January 3rd.  

So how do you go about signing up?  Well, I have listed below the tour dates for each location.  When you have decided 
upon a date, please send me an email with the date and time of the tour that you would like to attend.  I will then add your 
name to the sign-up sheet posted on the website for that particular date and time 
(http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/rcgroups.htm , and scroll down to announcements).  It would be beneficial to check 
that sign up sheet beforehand to make sure there are still places available for the date and time that you prefer.  

These are the dates and times of the upcoming tours:

DISPATCH TOURS:

Attendees will meet on the mezzanine in front of the SCE&G security desk at the Palmetto Center: 1426 Main Street, 
Columbia, 29201
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Dispatch Tour 1:  Monday, January 9th from 10:00-11:00 am

Dispatch Tour 2:  Monday, January 9th from 2:00-3:00 pm

Dispatch Tour 3:   Tuesday, January 10th from 10:00-11:00 am

SALUDA HYDRO TOURS:

Attendees will meet at the security gate entrance on Bush River Road, between 6 & 60 intersection and Saluda Shoals 
Park

Saluda Hydro Tour 1:  Thursday, January 5th from 10:00-11:00 am

Saluda Hydro Tour 2:  Thursday, January 12th from 1:00-2:00 pm

Saluda Hydro Tour 3:  Friday, January 13th from 10:00-11:00 am

Thanks and Happy Holidays,

Alison

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 



Sent: Friday, December 16, 2005 2:24 PM
To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org';
'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net'; 'lmichalec@aol.com'; 'tufford@sc.edu';
'truple@sc.rr.com'; 'royparker38@earthlink.net'; 'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill_hulslander@nps.gov';
'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com';
'jbutler@scana.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda
Hill'; Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov';
Tony Bebber; 'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net';
'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net'; 'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 'network@scpronet.com';
'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; Phil Gaines; Irvin Pitts; Mark Davis;
'leachs@dnr.sc.gov'; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'johned44@earthlink.net'; 'rjernigan@scfbins.com';
'dlandis1@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com'; 'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 'wwending@sc.rr.com';
'samnancydrake@aol.com'; 'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 'bbull@sc.rr.com';
'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net';
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'skfox@bellsouth.net'; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov';
'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com'; David Jones;
'judgec@dnr.sc.gov'; 'leader@sc.edu'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'snorris@trcsolutions.com';
'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'robinsonj@icrc.net'; 'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net';
'parkin@parkinhunter.com'; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'BadrB@dnr.sc.gov'; 'ahler@dnr.sc.gov'; 'mzajac@icrc.net';
'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'sandrar@ccppcrafts.com'; 'wenonahh@ccppcrafts.com'; 'crafton@usit.net';
'karen@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'Stowc@gwm.sc.edu'; 'ediebold@riverbanks.org'; 'mark_Leao@fws.gov';
'tflach@thestate.com'; 'mwaddell@esri.sc.edu'; 'PageC@dnr.sc.gov'; 'MikeDuffy@sc.rr.com';
'camlittlejohn@yahoo.com'; 'wildlife@sc.rr.com'; 'Bigbillcutler@aol.com'; 'dianlog8@aol.com'; 'rscott@lex-co.com';
'BertFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'JCharlesFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'rbickley@lex-co.com'; 'tpowers@newberrycounty.net';
'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'McKellarH@dnr.sc.gov'; 'k.westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov'; 'ccompton@lex-co.com';
'vinsont@dnr.sc.gov'; 'rkelly1@sc.rr.com'; 'adventurec@mindspring.com'; bargentieri@scana.com;
rmahan@scana.com; jdevereaux@scana.com; ssummer@scana.com; tbowles@scana.com;
vhoffman@scana.com; msummer@scana.com; tboozer@scana.com; dhancock@SCANA.com;
btrump@scana.com; Alan Stuart; Shane Boring
Subject: Dispatch and Hydro Tours

Good Afternoon RCG Participants,

SCE&G has set up the opportunity for interested RCG members to tour the Dispatch Area, located on the 20th
floor of the Palmetto Center, and Saluda Hydro. Due to the limited resources available for escorting visitors, three
tour times have been chosen for each location. Each tour will be limited to 8 people and will be on a first come
first serve basis. Please understand that these tours are limited to RCG members only. If there is more interest
than we can accommodate with these six tours we will consider additional tours later in the year. Individual
responses are required and all responses must be received by January 3rd.

So how do you go about signing up? Well, I have listed below the tour dates for each location. When you have
decided upon a date, please send me an email with the date and time of the tour that you would like to attend. I
will then add your name to the sign-up sheet posted on the website for that particular date and time
(http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/rcgroups.htm , and scroll down to announcements). It would be beneficial
to check that sign up sheet beforehand to make sure there are still places available for the date and time that you
prefer.

These are the dates and times of the upcoming tours:
DISPATCH TOURS:
Attendees will meet on the mezzanine in front of the SCE&G security desk at the Palmetto Center: 1426 Main
Street, Columbia, 29201

Dispatch Tour 1: Monday, January 9th from 10:00-11:00 am
Dispatch Tour 2: Monday, January 9th from 2:00-3:00 pm
Dispatch Tour 3: Tuesday, January 10th from 10:00-11:00 am
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SALUDA HYDRO TOURS:
Attendees will meet at the security gate entrance on Bush River Road, between 6 & 60 intersection and Saluda
Shoals Park

Saluda Hydro Tour 1: Thursday, January 5th from 10:00-11:00 am
Saluda Hydro Tour 2: Thursday, January 12th from 1:00-2:00 pm
Saluda Hydro Tour 3: Friday, January 13th from 10:00-11:00 am

Thanks and Happy Holidays,
Alison

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Hank McKellar"; 
Subject: RE: Dispatch and Hydro Tours
Date: Thursday, December 29, 2005 12:33:48 PM

Hello Hank, I just got back into the office and received your email.  There was 
one spot left for Jan. 5th and I signed you up for it.  Hope you have a good 
holiday weekend.  Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Hank McKellar [mailto:McKellarH@dnr.sc.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, December 28, 2005 3:37 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Dispatch and Hydro Tours 
 
Alison; Can I get on the Jan 5 Hydro tour?
Hank McKellar

-----Original Message----- 
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.
com] 
Sent: Friday, December 16, 2005 2:24 PM 
To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.
com'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 'cheetahtrk@yahoo.
com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net'; 
'lmichalec@aol.com'; 'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com'; 
'royparker38@earthlink.net'; Bill Marshall; 
'bill_hulslander@nps.gov'; 'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 
'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 
'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 'jbutler@scana.com'; 
'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 
'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda Hill'; Gina Kirkland; Hal 
Beard; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 
'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov'; 'Tony Bebber'; 
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 
'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net'; 'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 
'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net'; 'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 
'network@scpronet.com'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 
'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 
'pgaines@scprt.com'; 'ipitts@scprt.com'; 'mdavis@scprt.
com'; Steve Leach; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 
'johned44@earthlink.net'; 'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 
'dlandis1@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.
com'; 'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 'wwending@sc.rr.com'; 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:McKellarH@dnr.sc.gov


'samnancydrake@aol.com'; 'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 
'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 'bbull@sc.rr.com'; 
'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 
'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.
com'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 'skfox@bellsouth.net'; 
'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us'; 
'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.
com'; 'djones@scprt.com'; Chris Judge; 'leader@sc.edu'; 
'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'snorris@trcsolutions.com'; 
'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'robinsonj@icrc.net'; 
'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net'; 'parkin@parkinhunter.
com'; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; Bud Badr; Ron Ahle; 
'mzajac@icrc.net'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 
'sandrar@ccppcrafts.com'; 'wenonahh@ccppcrafts.com'; 
'crafton@usit.net'; 'karen@lakemurraycountry.com'; 
'Stowc@gwm.sc.edu'; 'ediebold@riverbanks.org'; 
'mark_Leao@fws.gov'; 'tflach@thestate.com'; 
'mwaddell@esri.sc.edu'; Chris Page; 'MikeDuffy@sc.rr.com'; 
'camlittlejohn@yahoo.com'; 'wildlife@sc.rr.com'; 
'Bigbillcutler@aol.com'; 'dianlog8@aol.com'; 'rscott@lex-co.
com'; 'BertFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'JCharlesFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 
'rbickley@lex-co.com'; 'tpowers@newberrycounty.net'; 
'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; Hank McKellar; 'k.
westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov'; 'ccompton@lex-co.com'; 
Tim Vinson; 'rkelly1@sc.rr.com'; 'adventurec@mindspring.
com'; bargentieri@scana.com; rmahan@scana.com; 
jdevereaux@scana.com; ssummer@scana.com; 
tbowles@scana.com; vhoffman@scana.com; 
msummer@scana.com; tboozer@scana.com; 
dhancock@SCANA.com; btrump@scana.com; Alan Stuart; 
Shane Boring 
Subject: Dispatch and Hydro Tours 
 

Good Afternoon RCG Participants, 

SCE&G has set up the opportunity for interested RCG 
members to tour the Dispatch Area, located on the 20th 
floor of the Palmetto Center, and Saluda Hydro.  Due to the 
limited resources available for escorting visitors, three tour 
times have been chosen for each location.  Each tour will be 
limited to 8 people and will be on a first come first serve 
basis.  Please understand that these tours are limited to 
RCG members only.  If there is more interest than we can 



accommodate with these six tours we will consider 
additional tours later in the year.  Individual responses are 
required and all responses must be received by January 
3rd.  

So how do you go about signing up?  Well, I have listed 
below the tour dates for each location.  When you have 
decided upon a date, please send me an email with the 
date and time of the tour that you would like to attend.  I will 
then add your name to the sign-up sheet posted on the 
website for that particular date and time (http://www.
saludahydrorelicense.com/rcgroups.htm , and scroll down to 
announcements).  It would be beneficial to check that sign 
up sheet beforehand to make sure there are still places 
available for the date and time that you prefer.  

These are the dates and times of the upcoming tours:  
DISPATCH TOURS:  
Attendees will meet on the mezzanine in front of the 
SCE&G security desk at the Palmetto Center: 1426 Main 
Street, Columbia, 29201

        Dispatch Tour 1:  Monday, January 9th from 10:00-
11:00 am  
        Dispatch Tour 2:  Monday, January 9th from 2:00-
3:00 pm  
        Dispatch Tour 3:          Tuesday, January 10th from 
10:00-11:00 am 

SALUDA HYDRO TOURS:  
Attendees will meet at the security gate entrance on Bush 
River Road, between 6 & 60 intersection and Saluda Shoals 
Park

        Saluda Hydro Tour 1:  Thursday, January 5th from 
10:00-11:00 am  
        Saluda Hydro Tour 2:  Thursday, January 12th from 
1:00-2:00 pm  
        Saluda Hydro Tour 3:  Friday, January 13th from 
10:00-11:00 am 

http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/rcgroups.htm
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/rcgroups.htm


Thanks and Happy Holidays,  
Alison 

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183 

 



Cheryl Balitz

From: Tony Bebber [tbebber@scprt.com]

Sent: Monday, December 19, 2005 8:59 AM

To: Alison Guth

Subject: RE: Dispatch and Hydro Tours
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Please sign me up for the

Dispatch Tour, Jan 9, 10:00 (alternate Jan 9, 2:00)
Hydro Tour, Jan 12, 1:00 (alternate Jan 5, 10:00)

Thanks,
Tony

Tony Bebber, AICP

Planning Manager

South Carolina Dept. of Parks,

Recreation & Tourism

1205 Pendleton Street

Columbia, SC 29201

803-734-0189

803-734-1042 fax

tbebber@scprt.com

websites: www.discoversouthcarolina.com

www.SouthCarolinaParks.com

www.SCTrails.net

So many parks. So much FALL fun! So what are you waiting for? Make your State Park vacation plans
for FALL today! Call 1-866-345-PARK (7275) or reserve online at www.SouthCarolinaParks.com .

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2006 4:14 PM
To: 'Jeff_Duncan@NPS.gov'; 'Keith_Ganz_Sarto@hotmail.com'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org'; 

'cheetahtrk@yahoo.com'; 'Bkawasi@sc.rr.com'; 'flyhotair@greenwood.net'; 
'lmichalec@aol.com'; 'tufford@sc.edu'; 'truple@sc.rr.com'; 'royparker38@earthlink.net'; 
'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill_hulslander@nps.gov'; 'bseibels@riverbanks.org'; 
'Norm@sc.rr.com'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'Stonecypher@istreamconsulting.com'; 
'jbutler@scana.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; 
'guyjones@sc.rr.com'; 'Amanda Hill'; 'Gina Kirkland'; 'Hal Beard'; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 
'mark_a_cantrell@fws.gov'; 'Prescott.Brownell@NOAA.gov'; 'Tony Bebber'; 
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net'; 'RESKKEENER@PBTCOMM.Net'; 
'rkidder@pbtcomm.net'; 'tbrooks@newberrycounty.net'; 'Lucky8Lady@aol.com'; 
'network@scpronet.com'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu'; 
'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'pgaines@scprt.com'; 'ipitts@scprt.com'; 'mdavis@scprt.com'; 
'leachs@dnr.sc.gov'; 'lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'johned44@earthlink.net'; 'rjernigan@scfbins.com'; 
'dlandis1@sc.rr.com'; 'billeast@sc.rr.com'; 'mdmurr@sc.rr.com'; 'tyle6544@bellsouth.net'; 
'wwending@sc.rr.com'; 'samnancydrake@aol.com'; 'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 'joyyalicki@aol.com'; 
'bbull@sc.rr.com'; 'syalicki@carolinacareplan.com'; 'suzrhodes@juno.com'; 
'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; 
'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov'; 'dobrasko@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'bgreen@trcsolutions.com'; 
'Wenonahh@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'djones@scprt.com'; 'judgec@dnr.sc.gov'; 
'leader@sc.edu'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'snorris@trcsolutions.com'; 
'sandrar@www.ccppcrafts.com'; 'robinsonj@icrc.net'; 'r1shealy@aol.com'; 'jwells@icrc.net'; 
'parkin@parkinhunter.com'; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'BadrB@dnr.sc.gov'; 'ahler@dnr.sc.gov'; 
'mzajac@icrc.net'; 'long@scdah.state.sc.us'; 'sandrar@ccppcrafts.com'; 
'wenonahh@ccppcrafts.com'; 'crafton@usit.net'; 'karen@lakemurraycountry.com'; 
'Stowc@gwm.sc.edu'; 'ediebold@riverbanks.org'; 'mark_Leao@fws.gov'; 
'tflach@thestate.com'; 'mwaddell@esri.sc.edu'; 'PageC@dnr.sc.gov'; 'MikeDuffy@sc.rr.com'; 
'camlittlejohn@yahoo.com'; 'wildlife@sc.rr.com'; 'Bigbillcutler@aol.com'; 'dianlog8@aol.com'; 
'rscott@lex-co.com'; 'BertFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'JCharlesFloyd@sc.rr.com'; 'rbickley@lex-
co.com'; 'tpowers@newberrycounty.net'; 'millerca@dhec.sc.gov'; 'McKellarH@dnr.sc.gov'; 
'k.westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov'; 'ccompton@lex-co.com'; 'vinsont@dnr.sc.gov'; 'rkelly1
@sc.rr.com'; 'adventurec@mindspring.com'; 'skfox@sc.rr.com'; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; 
'ryanity@scana.com'; Alan Stuart; RMAHAN@scana.com

Subject: Tree Seedling Giveaway

Hello all,

Attached is SCE&G's most recent news release that is regarding the Tree Seedling Giveaway to Lake property owners.  
You can find this article, along with other recent articles, on the News Releases page of the Relicensing Website 
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/NewsReleases.htm.  Thanks! Alison

02-02-2006 Tree 
Seedlings.pdf ...

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator

Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive 
Suite 21A 
West Columbia, SC 29170 
P: (803) 822-3177 
F: (803) 822-3183 
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 For Immediate Release 

  
 Contact: Public Affairs 1-800-562-9308 
  

 
SCE&G to give away tree seedlings to enhance Lake Murray shoreline 
 

COLUMBIA, S.C. (Jan. 17, 2006) – As part of the shoreline enhancement project for Lake 

Murray, SCE&G will give away tree seedlings later this month. The giveaway will take place on 

Friday, Feb. 17, from 3 to 6 p.m. and on Saturday, Feb. 18, from 9 a.m. until noon at the SCE&G 

Public Park located on the Irmo side of the Lake Murray Dam.  

 

The Lake Murray Shoreline Habitat Enhancement Project is a cooperative effort between SCE&G, 

the Department of Natural Resources and lake interest groups. It is designed to improve the 

aesthetics of the lake’s shoreline, help control erosion, re-establish shoreline vegetation and 

protect water quality. 

  

Tommy Boozer, who heads up SCE&G’s lake management activities, said the planting of bald 

Cypress trees and other vegetation helps enhance the fishing habitat and reduce shoreline 

erosion. “This program is designed as a long-term project to re-establish shoreline vegetation,“ 

said Boozer. “It will take a cooperative effort between lake management agencies, the general 

public and individual property owners to make the project a success.” 

  

The seedlings will be distributed in bundles of 10 and 15 trees and will be free of charge for lake  

residents. Planting instructions will be provided.   

 

This is the ninth year of the tree giveaway, which has provided trees for hundreds of property 

owners. The trees that will be available this year are Cypress, River Birch, Willows and Button 

Bushes. “This is a great opportunity for individuals and lake groups to get involved by planting 

shoreline vegetation and enhancing wildlife habitat,” said Boozer. “They will be available for lake 

property owners to pick up and plant on the shoreline in front of their lots.”  

--more-- 
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SCE&G to give away tree seedlings to enhance Lake Murray shoreline  continued 

 

If you have any questions concerning the Habitat Enhancement Project, please call SCE&G’s 

Lake Management Department at 803-217-9221 for information. 

 

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company is a regulated public utility engaged in the generation, 

transmission, distribution and sale of electricity to approximately 597,000 customers in 24 

counties in the central, southern and southwestern portions of South Carolina. The company 

also provides natural gas service to approximately 283,000 customers in 34 counties in the 

state. Information about SCE&G is available on the company’s web site at www.sceg.com. 

  

### 

 



Cheryl Balitz

From: RMAHAN@scana.com

Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2006 3:59 PM

To: C Coleman

Subject: RE: Warning Sirens Report---answering a requested reply
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6/26/2007

A question just for you, Charlene. No need to respond. Just think about it. For this is my concern. We can talk
about it in the context of the Safety and/or Operations RCG process.

The only safe response of folks recreating in the river (contact recreation and rock sitting, not boating or shoreline
fishing) is to leave the river - until it is clear that the river is not rising to a level that makes continued contact
recreation or rock sitting within the river unsafe. Exactly how does “ramping” enhance the likelihood of that “leave
the river” response? Isn’t it more likely to work against it? Won’t folks allowed to become accustomed to
“ramping,” i.e. not worrying that the river will continue to come up at a rate that requires them to exercise good
judgment and to leave, be “lulled” into a false sense of security? Won’t they believe that the first rise is just a
small one – a sort of warning that more may come later, but also in “manageable” increments, and that plenty of
time remains for them to get out? And if so, what happens when we must respond to a system emergency with
Saluda and must get 200+ MW online within 15 minutes? How do we alert them that, “It ain’t a ramping flow; it’s
the whole enchilada. Get out of the river – NOW!”? You aren’t suggesting that SCE&G just give up on Saluda as
reserves or just pretend that they are reserves and hope against hope that we’ll never be called upon to meet our
reserve obligations with Saluda, are you?

I am absolutely convinced that when dealing with the public, keeping with the KISS principle is imperative. Keep
It Simple Stupid! If you hear the siren and/or see the flashing lights, GET OUT OF THE RIVER!” Even the most
ignorant and stupid segment of the population can understand a simple action/reaction relationship like, “siren or
light, get out.” To attempt anything more complex or requiring more individual judgment than that is to invite
disaster. The experienced river users such as you and your cohorts can read the river. You can understand the
subtleties and make good, informed judgments. Likewise most of the experienced trout fishermen pay attention.
But unless you can come up with some way to share that experience-driven ability to an ignorant, unwilling, and
often inebriated public, I just can’t see any benefit to public safety trying to do more than educate the public that
sirens and lights meant “Get out.” Of course, as we both know there is a segment of the public, who believe
themselves immune to warnings and good advice, and who will not leave no matter what – until they are washed
or dragged out. No help for them. As one political commentator puts it, “We all have the right to be morons, and
many of us exercise that right every day.” And in any case SCE&G must do what it can to assure appropriate
siren and light operations.

Just food for thought. Thanks for caring enough to be involved and pay attention. We need that experience and
care. Hope to see you soon.

Randy Mahan

From: C Coleman [mailto:cheetahtrk@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2006 3:17 PM
To: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
Cc: Alison Guth; arsbhs@bellsouth.net; cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net; Alan Stuart; marshallb@dnr.sc.gov;
bill25@sc.rr.com; Dave Anderson; pricedc@dhec.sc.gov; dchristie@infoave.net; eschnepel@sc.rr.com;
kayakduke@bellsouth.net; gjobsis@americanrivers.org; meddynamic@aol.com; kakustafik@columbiasc.net;
Lbarber@sc.rr.com; Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu; miriam@lakemurraycountry.com; PatrickM@scccl.org;
bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; suzrhodes@juno.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R;
mark_Leao@fws.gov; Amanda_Hill@fws.gov; Elymay2@aol.com; skfox@sc.rr.com; Bret Hoffman; EPPINK,
THOMAS G; larana@mindspring.com; DEVEREAUX, JAMES; mwaddel@attglobal.net
Subject: RE: Warning Sirens Report---answering a requested reply

Bill,



sure. i'll let you know about the siren. how do i get in touch with someone at that time? It's usually late
afternoon or weekends when i'd be there.
it sure seems like the new horns were installed after the report.
thanks for fixing it. How about the strobe it's been blinking long enough to burn out by now.
yes, i'm certain we will discuss ramping. as certain as i am i'll hear from Randy soon.
have a great day.

Charlene

"ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R" <BARGENTIERI@scana.com> wrote:
Charlene,

The report that was attached to the original email is for the new siren system. The new
sirens were installed in late 2002 and this report was generated in 2004. As far as the
sirens activating with the river level going down, after you brought it to my attention, we
investigated the situation and found some damaged hardware. This hardware was
replaced and the system should be working as designed. We also check the system
each week to verify it activates properly. If you are out there when the siren activates
with the water level going down, please call me so I can have the appropriate checks
done on the system. I am sure we will discuss the benefits and shortcomings of
ramping in the RCG meetings.

Bill

From: C Coleman [mailto:cheetahtrk@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2006 1:02 PM
To: Alison Guth; 'arsbhs@bellsouth.net'; 'cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net'; Alan Stuart;
'marshallb@dnr.sc.gov'; 'bill25@sc.rr.com'; Dave Anderson; 'pricedc@dhec.sc.gov';
'dchristie@infoave.net'; 'eschnepel@sc.rr.com'; 'kayakduke@bellsouth.net'; 'gjobsis@americanrivers.org';
'meddynamic@aol.com'; 'kakustafik@columbiasc.net'; 'Lbarber@sc.rr.com'; 'Malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu';
'miriam@lakemurraycountry.com'; 'PatrickM@scccl.org'; 'bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net';
'suzrhodes@juno.com'; BOOZER, THOMAS C; ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R;
'mark_Leao@fws.gov'; 'Amanda_Hill@fws.gov'; 'Elymay2@aol.com'; 'skfox@sc.rr.com'; Bret Hoffman;
EPPINK, THOMAS G; 'larana@mindspring.com'; DEVEREAUX, JAMES; 'mwaddel@attglobal.net'
Subject: Re: Warning Sirens Report---answering a requested reply

Hello everyone.
Work and bill paying requires my making only certain meetings so you can expect e mail

correspondence as I juggle many projects for American Whitewater and the boating community.
This Report, though impressive, doesn’t have any true validity for the present system. The

horns were recently replaced with a new system. It is way more obnoxious than the old system
but fails in the same sense as the old one did.

As I have repeatedly stated, a Hydro Facility has a pulse effect on the river. Whether it is
rising or lowering its initial pulse causes the river to change level upwards. So the warning
system effectually registers change. The end result is the “cry wolf” effect.

Anyone, that frequents the “rapids”, knows the horns go off if the water is coming up or going
down. These people also know there is a 20 minute lag in the actual river’s reaction to the Hydro
plant. In English, we have time for one more beer while we wait to see if it is going up or down.

End result: a change in river level of 250 CFS (cubic feet per second) to 5000 CFS in 20
minutes will strand the unknowing, drunk and stupid.

I realize SCE&G truly believes this system registers rising water only, but to date, I do not
know of any of their engineers that have done a visual test at the Zoo on the system for both
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circumstances.
So it is literally just bells and whistles. What you need is better education on the river, its

dangers and a more reliable system to warn the public.
To add to this problem, there are two areas that need equal attention. Oh Brother Rapid, where

trout fishermen and local children converge on the river in its wilderness setting and below the
Zoo, where most of the “rescues” (drunken sunbathers) occur.

Answer----To protect the public and do the responsibly conscious thing, would be to use
Ramping during high public use seasons and also use warning and information resources.
Ramping is a gradual release of water. Ie: 250CFS to 1000cfs in 45 minutes….1000cfs to
3000cfs in 45 more minutes. At a river level of 1000 CFS people can self rescue during rising
water and will be able to “see” the changing level. 1000-3000 gives the rescue squad time to
start a rescue without endangering themselves, and actually being able to rescue, as opposed to
recovering a body.

Thank you for your time. Have a safe day.
Charlene Coleman

Alison Guth <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com> wrote:
Hello All
Attached is the Operational Warning Sirens Acoustical Testing Report that we discussed in our last
Safety RCG meeting. This report is also posted on our website at
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/StudyReports.htm . I hope you find this helpful and I will
hopefully see you at our next meeting. Thanks, Alison.
<<Acoustical Testing Report.pdf>>
Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183

Learn to get in touch with the silence within yourself and know that everything in this life has a
purpose.
- Elizabeth Kubler-Ross

Yahoo! Photos
Ring in the New Year with Photo Calendars. Add photos, events, holidays, whatever.

Learn to get in touch with the silence within yourself and know that everything in this life has a purpose.
- Elizabeth Kubler-Ross

Yahoo! Photos
Ring in the New Year with Photo Calendars. Add photos, events, holidays, whatever.
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Recreation Issues Standard Process

The following is a list of standard questions designed to help characterize existing 
recreation resources and aid in development of an appropriate recreation plan for the 
Saluda Project.  Questions pertaining to recreation management are categorized 
according to a four-step recreation planning process developed for the project.  Questions 
pertaining to reservoir levels and downstream flows are listed following the facility 
management material.

STEP 1 – DETERMINE DESIRED FUTURE CONDITION

1. Identify Lake Murray and/or Lower Saluda River (LSR) qualities important to keep 
and any qualities that need changes.

Change:
Relative water level stability
Predictability
Accessibility and amenities (boardwalk accessible from land and water) 
Water quality

Keep:
Water quality
Natural shoreline
Aesthetics
Fishing opportunities
Hunting opportunities
Wildlife watching
Living on lake/river
Solitude
Keep islands natural
Safety/security 
Public-private balance
Shoreline Management Program
Contingency reserve capacity

2. Are there unique characteristics of Lake Murray and/or the LSR relative to other 
reservoirs/tailraces in the area?

Location
Size
Uninterrupted by bridges
Amount of land owned by SCE&G
Extensive shoreline
Usable/accessible shoreline
Purple Martin habitat
Whitewater paddling



Cold water fisheries

3. What is the overall vision for Lake Murray and/or the LSR, in terms of recreation 
experiences and opportunities?  Vision is to maintain quality of resource over the 
license period.  Achieved by cooperation among political, business, developmental 
and user self regulation.  Provide measurable benchmarks to be audited on a 
constant basis and communicated to the stakeholders.  

What would you like to see for Lake Murray and the LSR in 30 years?

4. Are there sensitive biological or cultural resources associated with the Project that 
need to be considered?  Where are these resources located and are there seasonal 
sensitivities (e.g., nesting or spawning times, etc.)?

ESA
Lands that support wildlife habitat
See Cultural RCG

5. Identify specific goals and objectives for managing recreation at Lake Murray and/or 
in the LSR.  

Lake levels
River levels and flows
Minimum flows
Recreational flows
Management of flows
Scheduled recreational releases
Knowledge of current and anticipated generation releases
Park on Lexington side of lake
Provide takeout point above Zoo at Millrace Rapids
LSR trail (River Alliance / Saluda Shoals Park)
Assure long term stability of Billy Dreher Island, Flotilla Island, and Saluda Shoals Park
Large tournament facility
Reasonable avoid negatively impacting commercial facilities
Conservation of existing project lands for wildlife and scenic values
Estimate current and future recreational use of reservoir and river
Year-round access for recreation sites

STEP 2 – ESTABLISH BASELINE CONDITIONS

6. What is the nature of existing recreational access to Lake Murray and the LSR?
a. How many public accessible, developed recreation sites are there? 
b. Where are they located/how are they distributed around the Project?
c. Of these publicly accessible access sites how many are owned and operated by 

public versus private entities and how are they supervised?
d. How many sites, open to the public, provide boat access to the reservoir and the 



LSR? 
e. How many provide shoreline fishing?
f. Identify the most heavily used facilities. 
g. Are there informal, undeveloped use areas?  Where are they?

7. What types of existing developed facilities are there? 
a. Enumerate boat ramps, restrooms, docks, and other facilities.
b. What is the existing capacity at each site?
c. What is the general condition of each site and its facilities?
d. Ideas for improving existing facilities.

8. Describe notable recreation activities on Lake Murray and/or the LSR.
a. List recreation activities currently occurring and identify most prominent 

activities. Greatest activity is indepent family recreation.
b. Where are these uses occurring, and are they concentrated in certain areas?
c. Identify existing impediments to these activities, if any.

9. Are there known management issues associated with use?
a. Are there areas of congestion, and if so where?
b. Are there known conflicts between users, and if so where and when?/  Fishing 

tournaments are disruptive to other boaters and residents.  There needs to be an 
established, enforced protocal for organizes fishing tournaments.

c. Are there other known management issues, such as littering, trespassing, etc.?  
Enforcement of established rules are excellent but limited by funding and political 
boundries.  

10. What is the expected future demand for recreation activities at Lake Murray?
a. Will existing facility capacity likely be exceeded, and if so where and when?
b. Would accommodating this demand be consistent with the long-term vision for 

the reservoir?
c. Will demand introduce new or additional congestion, conflicts, or other 

management issues?

11. Identify current local benefits from recreation and any local detriments.

STEP 3 – DETERMINE WHAT IS NEEDED AND WHEN

12. Ideas for better or different access, consistent with Step 2 above.

13. Potential facility enhancements or upgrades, consistent with Step 2 above.

14. Potential new facilities, or other management actions, consistent with Step 2 above.

15. What are the priorities regarding identified needs both in terms of resources and time?  
How do priorities compare across the entire Project?



STEP 4 – DECIDE HOW NEEDS WILL BE MET AND WHO IS RESPONSIBLE



QUESTIONS REGARDING RESERVOIR LEVELS

16. How is the Project currently operated and what are the typical reservoir levels during 
key recreation seasons?

17. Are there changes to Project operations that you would like to see addressed to 
improve the overall value of the reservoir, and how specifically would such changes 
benefit recreation?

18. Are there seasonal and/or daily variations in reservoir level that can occur without 
adversely affecting the overall value of the project (including impoundment 
objectives such as recreation, fish and wildlife, flood control, generation, navigation, 
etc.)?

19. What are the reservoir levels at which recreation problems tend to occur (may be 
different for different locations or problems)?

20. When (i.e., what time of year) and how frequently do problems occur related to 
reservoir levels? 

21. Why are the current operating water levels important to the operation of the project 
and the overall system?

22. Are there state or federal operating requirements that stipulate specific operating 
goals?

QUESTIONS REGARDING DOWNSTREAM FLOWS

23. Are there riverine recreation opportunities below the dam?  If yes, move to additional 
questions, if not, stop.

24. Do we know how different flow levels affect recreation opportunities and specific 
recreation activities?

25. Can opportunities be enhanced by modifying releases, and in what way?

26. How would modified releases affect upstream lake levels?

27. How would suggested modified downstream flows affect project operations at the 
project and at upstream and downstream projects?

28. Are there additional concerns with regard to state and federal requirements or existing 
ecological issues that limit suggested changes to downstream flows?



Cheryl Balitz

Subject: FW: Emailing: stories.htm
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I’ll try it again.  It may be that you cannot open it. I got a funky message as well, but it opened anyway.
 

From: MIKELL, GEORGE L
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2006 9:32 AM
To: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R
Subject: Emailing: stories.htm
 
 
FYI

 
             

  Monday, February 20, 2006 - Last Updated: 8:04 AM 

Water cases could ripple across area
BY BO PETERSEN
The Post and Courier
 

The U.S. Supreme Court will hear arguments Tuesday about 
George Steele's backyard swamp.

The court will take on two controversial, possibly precedent-
setting cases: one about wetlands, the other about 
hydroelectric dams. Environmentalists say they're worried 
the rulings could undermine water quality protection across 
the nation because state environmental regulations hinge on 
federal law. 

In the Lowcountry, the dam ruling could decide whether 
Santee Cooper must meet state water quality standards in 
how it handles water in the Marion-Moultrie lakes, the 
source of drinking water for many people, and along miles 
of coastal river basin. 

The wetlands ruling could decide whether developers must 
leave natural buffers around places as small as the 
hardwood swamp running behind Steele's Johns Island
home.

"It's been called a mud puddle by some developers," said 
Steele, a database manager. "It's a beautiful thing."

The dam case, called SD Warren, challenges whether the 
water that flows through dams should be regulated under 
the Clean Water Act as discharge or potential pollution. The higher-profile wetlands lawsuit challenges 
whether the Army Corps of Engineers should be able to regulate waterways that aren't traditionally navigable.
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The wetlands case, Rapanos and Carabell, is significant enough that 34 state attorneys general, including 
South Carolina's Henry McMaster, and others have filed or supported briefs against the plaintiffs; 26 
development-related groups, including Centex Homes, have filed or supported briefs favoring them. Centex is 
a national builder with developments in the Lowcountry.

The precedent set by the ruling could play into ongoing court cases in South Carolina concerning whether 
isolated wetlands, or wetlands not considered part of a stream flow, should be regulated.

"If the decision results in less protection for wetlands, that will have very serious negative consequences for 
South Carolinians. Low-lying neighborhoods will be subject to increased flooding as wetlands are filled for new 
development. And there is no question that we have plenty of new development," said Nancy Vinson of the 
Coastal Conservation League.

"Our state Legislature should pass legislation to safeguard wetlands instead of leaving our citizens at risk by 
relying on federal rules," she said.

"The (navigable waters) definition is just too broad," said Mark Nix, South Carolina Landowners Association 
director. A farmer Nix knows ran a track down a field with his tractor then found out the ditch was considered 
an isolated wetland and required to be buffered, he said. 

"We need to protect wetlands. We need to keep the rivers clean. But we need to use some common sense."

The dam case could remove state water quality certification from the requirements for a Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission hydroelectric project license. The demanding relicensing process is now under way for 
both Santee Cooper's Marion-Moultrie lakes and Duke Energy's Catawba- Wateree lakes.

The two companies' lakes pool and release most of the river water that flows through the state into the 
Lowcountry. Water flow from the dams generates electric power. The flow is critical to water quality and 
habitat in the lakes and the rivers above and below the dams. How water moves through the lakes affects 
everything from drinking water to estuary fisheries.

"The timing couldn't be worse for South Carolina," said Gerrit Jobsis, regional director for American Rivers, an 
environmental advocate. "If SD Warren goes the wrong way, utilities such as Santee-Cooper, Duke Energy 
and SCE&G could bypass state water quality certifications. Their impacts to public waters could go unchecked 
for the next license term - 30 years or longer."

Santee Cooper and Duke Power representatives said the companies cooperate with state regulators and 
operate to ensure water quality.

Asked if the company would seek state water quality certification if the court's decision made it unnecessary 
for relicensing, Duke Power spokesman Jason Walls said the company would evaluate the court's decision and 
"comply to the letter of the law."

Santee Cooper spokeswoman Laura Varn said the company couldn't comment until a ruling is made, but "We 
are watching it very closely." 

The court will hear oral arguments on both cases Tuesday. Rulings wouldn't be expected immediately and 
could take weeks or months.

On a recent afternoon, Steele stood at the water's edge of the wooded swamp he shares with nearby property 
owners, listening to barred owls call back and forth. He has picked out more than 40 species of birds, he said. 
He worries about losing the wetlands if his neighbors develop their properties.

"I think it's a shame that the court decision hinges on the definition of 'navigable,'?" he said. "It's such vital 
habitat, in my opinion. That ought to be sufficient" to protect it.

Reach Bo Petersen at 745-5852 or bpetersen@postandcourier.com.
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2006 3:44 PM
To: Tim Vinson; Alan Stuart; Bill Argentieri; Dave Anderson; Dick Christie; Lee Barber; Steve Bell
Subject: First Meeting

I just wanted to send a quick message out the Lake Levels TWC formed under the Recreation RCG so that everyone 
would have the list of email addresses for people in this group.  Although I am not a member of this TWC, I have included 
my name on the email list so that I can keep up with what is going on.  Have y'all set a date/time/place for your first 
meeting?

As I have told the other groups, one of the first thing on your agenda is to determine the adequacy of the questions on the 
standard process form dealing with lake levels.
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2006 3:38 PM
To: Tony Bebber; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; 

BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Charlie Rentz; Dave 
Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Guy 
Jones; James Smith; Jeff Duncan; JoAnn Butler; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-
Sarto; Larry Michalec; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Marty Phillips; Mike 
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norman Ferris; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton; 
RMAHAN@scana.com; Stanley Yalicki; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tim Flach; Tim Vinson; 
Tommy Boozer

Subject: Standard Process Form and Homework Reminder

I have attached a Word document of the Standard Process Form for your use (and a PDF for George).  Please review the 
form and let me know if there are any questions that need to be deleted/changed/added in your opinion.  We will agree on 
these changes as a group before proceeding.

Also, don't forget that your homework before the next RCG meeting is to draft a vision statement and send it to me prior to 
next meeting.  I will synthesize the vision statements I receive and we will finalize a vision statement at the next RCG 
meeting (April 20th).  I have attached an example Standard Process Form that we used on a project in Alabama.  Not only 
can you get a feel for the vision statement, you can see what a completed form will provide us as we move into filing the 
application.

I have also attached a draft of the Solution Principles that I read at the last meeting.  If you have any comments on these, 
please provide them by the next meeting so that we can finalize them.

Many of you will be participating in the TWCs over the next few weeks.  Don't forget that the larger group will be expecting 
some sort of progress report on April 20th.

Recreation 
Standard Process Fo...

Recreation 
Standard Process Fo...

Example Standard 
Process Form....

Solution Principles 
(02-22-06;...
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Smith 
Recreation Issues R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5 

Standard Process Tracking Document 
 
Meetings 
• October 10, 2001 – Conference Call 

• October 24, 2001 – Meeting 

• December 4, 2001 – Conference Call 

• January 30, 2002 – Meeting 

• March 12, 2002 – Meeting 

• April 2, 2002 – Conference Call 

• May 22, 2002 – Meeting 

• June 18, 2002 – Conference Call 

• July 16, 2002 – Meeting 

• August 7, 2002 – Conference Call 

• January 14, 2003 – Meeting 

• March 19, 2003 – Meeting 

• August 26, 2003 – Meeting 

• October 01, 2003 – Meeting  
 
Work Products 
• Work Plan – Final October 17, 2001 

• Final Vision Statement – Final February 12, 2002 

• Recreation Inventory Data – Draft 

• Final October 10, 2001 Meeting Summary 

• Final October 24, 2001 Meeting Summary 

• Final December 4, 2001 Meeting Summary 

• Final January 30, 2002 Meeting Summary – February 22, 2002 

• Final March 12, 2002 Meeting Summary – April 2, 2002 

• Final April 2, 2002 Meeting Summary – June 13, 2002 

• Final May 22, 2002 Meeting Summary – July 2, 2002 

• Final June 18, 2002 Meeting Summary – July 16, 2002 

• Final July 16, 2002 Meeting Summary – August 30, 2002 

• Final August 7, 2002 Meeting Summary – March 28, 2003 

• Final January 14, 2003 Meeting Summary – March 28, 2003 

• Final March 19, 2003 – Meeting Summary – August 26, 2003 

• Final August 26, 2003 – Meeting Summary – October 11, 2003 

• Final October 01, 2003 – Meeting Summary – November 30, 2003 
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STEP 1 – DETERMINE DESIRED FUTURE CONDITION 
 
1. Identify impoundment and/or downstream tailrace qualities important to keep and any 

qualities that need changes. 

• The Lewis Smith development provides a highly attractive natural setting. 

• There are very good boating and fishing opportunities on the reservoir. 

• The reservoir, which supports a trophy striped bass fishery, draws out-of-state visitors  
and supports large bass fishing tournaments and businesses around the lake. 

• Development pressures around the lake are expected to result in continuing residential 
development of the shoreline.  Over time this development will likely threaten water 
quality, impact scenic values and limit public access to the shoreline in some areas. 

 
2. Are there unique characteristics of the reservoir and/or tailrace relative to other 

reservoirs/tailraces on the river? 

• There are unique fishing opportunities in the tailwater of the dam.  The tailwater 
supports the only year-round cold water (stocked) trout fishery in the state. 

• The reservoir exhibits excellent water quality, particularly in the Sipsey Fork, much of 
which is located in the Bankhead National Forest and bordered by tracts of federal land.   

• Portions of the Sipsey Fork have been designated as an Outstanding Natural Resource 
Water by the State as well as a national Wild and Scenic River. 

 
3. What is the overall vision for the reservoir and/or tailrace, in terms of recreation 

experiences and opportunities, and how does that vision compare with the vision for 
other reservoirs/tailraces in the Project? 
• The long-term vision for the Lewis-Smith development is to recognize, protect and 

enhance the fishery, water quality, and recreational opportunities, while recognizing the 
need to protect aquatic communities supporting threatened, endangered and sensitive 
species of the reservoir and tailwater, and ensure adequate facilities and public access 
are provided.  Given the size of the reservoir it is felt that it can continue to support a 
diversity of recreation opportunities.   

 
4. Are there sensitive biological or cultural resources associated with the Project that need 

to be considered?  Where are these resources located and are there seasonal sensitivities 
(e.g. nesting or spawning times, etc)? 
• This will be determined from findings of other IAGs.  Currently, the USFS has raised 

issues concerning protecting sensitive biological (T&E species) and cultural resource 
areas. 

 
5. Identify specific goals and objectives for managing recreation at the reservoir and/or in 

the tailrace. 

• Redesigning existing public shoreline facilities, where necessary, to accommodate higher 
spring reservoir levels and extending boat ramps to improve access at winter water 
levels. 

• Providing appropriate operations and maintenance of public recreation facilities. 

• Optimizing the capacity of existing public recreation facilities to accommodate existing 
and future demand. 
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• Improving access and safety in the publicly accessible waters below the dam for bank 
angling and minimizing impacts of project operations on downstream recreation, 
recognizing the need to meet flood control, power generation, and downstream flow 
responsibilities at Smith. 

• Protecting the existing character of the Sipsey Wild and Scenic River by discouraging 
motorized use within the Wild and Scenic River designated corridor. 

• Managing lake level drawdowns so as to minimize the occurrence of surface elevations 
lower than 495’l. 

• Ensuring public access areas for the non-boating public remain available along the 
shoreline. 

• Development of new facilities if a proven need arises. 

• The Walker County Commission originally requested the development of a park (similar 
to Clear Creek) in the proximity of the boat launch located in the Smith forebay.  The 
county has since recognized the low capacity use issues at the nearby FS facilities and 
has agreed that setting aside land, for possible future recreational development, is the 
best course of action at this time.   

 
STEP 2 – ESTABLISH BASELINE CONDITIONS 
 
6. What is the nature of existing recreational access to the reservoir?  

a. How many public accessible, developed recreation sites are there?  
• 73 
 

b. Where are they located/how are they distributed around reservoir? 
• See the Smith Recreation Inventory Map 
 

c. Of these publicly accessible access sites how many are owned and operated by public 
versus private entities and how are they supervised? 
• Ownership distribution: 36 Public, 30 Private, 7 Closed Private 
• Most of the private facilities are supervised daily. 
• Most of the public facilities are not supervised but are maintained on a regular basis, 

with the exception of the FS recreation areas, where daily supervision is exercised.  
 

d. How many sites, open to the public, provide boat access to the reservoir?  
• 39 of the sites have boat ramps; 24 of the 36 sites are privately owned 
 

e. How many provide shoreline fishing? 
• There are a total of 26 known bankfishing sites, 5 of these are privately owned 
 

f. Identify the most heavily used facilities.  
• Smith Lake Park 
• Waters near: 

• Smith Lake Park and the Smith Lake Fishing Resort; 
• Castle Rock and Ryan’s Creek Marinas (near County Rd 222); and 
• Duskin Point and Richards Marinas. 
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g. Are there informal, undeveloped use areas?  Where are they? 
• As of November 2004, there were 49 informal or undeveloped access areas.  For 

locations see the Smith Recreation Inventory Map 
 
7. What types of existing developed facilities are there?  For more detailed information see 

the recreation inventory detailed spreadsheet 
a. Enumerate boat ramps, restrooms, docks, and other facilities 

• There are a total of 45 boat ramps 
• There are a total of 53 launching lanes 
• There are a total of 13 ramps with 19 launching lanes available at winter pool 
• 22 sites have docks for a total of 50 docks 
• There are a total of 32 informal sites that are primarily used for launching small 

boats and bank fishing.   
 

b. What is the existing capacity at each site? 
• The capacity of the boat ramps overall is 526 trailer parking spaces distributed 

between 27 of the 39 sites with ramps.  There are 145 (single car) vehicle parking 
spaces available.  There are a total of 5 ADA parking spaces available. 

 
c. What is the general condition of each site and its facilities? 

• See condition information within site reports filed in the GIS system.  
 
d. Ideas for improving existing facilities. 

• See Question 16. 
 

8. Describe notable recreation activities on the reservoir. 
a. List recreation activities currently occurring and identify most prominent activities.  

• Fishing and recreational boating are both very popular activities on the reservoir. 
• The following table presents the recreational activity for the Smith Lake.  The 

numbers indicate total recreation hours for each activity by year.  The activities are 
ordered in the table by the most to least prominent. 

 
 Activity 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 

Lewis Smith Reservoir  
 Boating 461,928 457,308 459,612 461,928 466,524
 Land Recreation 384,940 392,639 403,880 415,735 429,836
 Water Recreation 384,940 369,542 380,915 392,639 404,022
 Boat Fishing 261,759 266,994 284,095 315,345 362,428
 Bank Fishing 46,193 47,117 50,134 55,649 63,958
Lewis Smith Tailrace  
 Bank Fishing 53,244 54,309 56,655 59,101 61,194
 Land Recreation 13,480 13,749 14,143 14,558 15,052
 Boat Fishing 674 687 717 748 775

 
• See Preliminary Recreational Usage Estimates and Forecast for the Lewis Smith 

Project – May 22, 2002 for further detail and explanation of the above estimates. 
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b. Where are these uses occurring, and are they concentrated in certain areas? 
Smith Lake has over 500 miles of shoreline and a surface area of 21,200 acres at a 
normal water surface elevation of 510 ft msl.  Due to the size of the lake most 
recreational use occurs in the vicinities of the major access sites and in areas of high 
residential development.   

 
c. Identify existing impediments to these activities, if any. 

• Adequate boat access is available to support current use.  Bank fishing access is 
primarily informal in nature and the site locations are not advertised.  In general, it 
has been determined that local users know where bank fishing opportunities exist and 
field investigators have not heard of any problems, from the locals, about finding 
shore access to the lake.  Visitors to the area are at a disadvantage with regard to 
knowing the locations of informal access sites and as a result generally take 
advantage of commercial facilities for water access activities.   

• October 24, 2001 Meeting – An IAG member stated that Walker County has limited 
public access.  The IAG noted that a small portion of the Smith Lake shoreline is 
within Walker County.  The majority of the shoreline lies within Cullman and Winston 
County.   

 
9. Are there known management issues associated with use ? 

a. Are there areas of congestion, and if so where? 
• October 24, 2001 Meeting – An IAG member noted that night fishing tournaments 

help relieve congestion (day-time) on the lake.   
• Several issues were raised regarding congestion in areas that have two recreation 

facilities located in close proximity to each other.  These areas realize a relatively 
high volume of boat traffic.  During periods of low water, the navigable portion of the 
waterway decreases causing increased congestion.  The areas specifically noted 
were: 

• Smith Lake Park and the Smith Lake Fishing Resort; 
• Castle Rock and Ryan’s Creek Marinas (near County Rd 222); and 
• Duskin Point and Richards Marinas. 

• The parking lot at Smith Lake Park experiences heavy use, primarily during spring 
and summer months.  There is a potential capacity issue at this site. 

• There is some congestion at the boat launch located near the Smith spillway.  The 
congestion occurs on several weekends throughout the year and is due primarily to 
large fishing tournaments.  This, however, is not a chronic problem.  Congestion at 
this site could be alleviated through improved coordination of fishing tournaments. 

 
b. Are there known conflicts between users, and if so where and when? 

• October 24, 2001 Meeting – There is an issue with the size of some of the boats on the 
lake.  These boats produce wakes that cause bank erosion and dock damage.  This is 
more of a public and legislative issue and will not be dealt with in this IAG. 

• Jet ski use was noted as a general conflict around the lake.  Specific items noted for 
this conflict were jet ski use in the Wild and Scenic River Corridor, near fisherman 
and near shore.  

• There is a conflict between large boats on the lake and other recreational boaters and 
shoreline property owners. 
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• USFS recreation facilities experience use by people illegally docking boats and 
utilizing the parks’ facilities. 

 
c. Are there other known management issues, such as littering, trespassing, etc? 

• October 24, 2001 Meeting – There is a issue regarding dumping of waste from boats 
into the lake.  There are limited boat pumping facilities on the lake.  Look into the 
potential of having additional stations on the lake (this may not be economical 
feasible form the marina owner’s perspective) or addressing this issue either in the 
water quality or public education IAG. 

• The ADCNR has initiated a pump out station assistance program that covers 75% of 
the cost of installing pump out facilities for private commercial facilities.  Few 
commercial establishments have taken advantage of the program. 

• Litter around the lake was identified as a management issue.  In particular, large 
pieces of styrofoam from docks was identified. 

• Security and policing issues have also been raised at several sites. 
• ADA access is also an issue at several recreation sites. 
• Traffic flow and vehicle parking are also issues at several recreation sites. 

 
10. What is the expected future demand for recreation activities at the reservoir? 

a. Will existing facility capacity likely be exceeded, and if so where and when? 
• There are no perceived capacity issues on the west side (Sipsey side) of Smith Lake. 
• Smith Lake Park, a County and ADCNR site, has a perceived capacity issue resulting 

from parking problems.   
 

b. Would accommodating this demand be consistent with the long-term vision for the 
reservoir? 
• Yes. 

 
c. Will demand introduce new or additional congestion, conflicts, or other management 

issues? 
• Actions taken and discussed in this document (as described in Step 3) are designed to 

prevent additional congestion, conflicts and other management issues.   
 

11. Identify current local benefits from recreation and any local detriments. 

• The reservoir, which supports a trophy striped bass fishery, draws out-of-state visitors  
and supports large bass fishing tournaments and businesses around the lake. 

• The lack of participation from some state departments as well as a few local public and 
private entities may hinder recreation development at the reservoir.   

 
12. Identify information on specific public safety issues. 

 
13. Identify specific shoreline problems. 

• The use of “Goat Island” was noted as a potential shoreline problem.  Individuals utilize 
this island for boat docking and camping.   

• Litter, particularly styrofoam from old docks, is a problem. 
• Informal camping causes sanitation and littering problems. 
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14. Are there existing public lands immediately adjacent to the project (within 200 feet of 
the FERC boundary) that offer, or might offer, recreation opportunities? 
• Yes there are public lands adjacent to the project. 
• APC is currently working with the USFS to identify lands and areas of use at Smith Lake.   
• Smith Lake Park is a County Park. 
• The Bankhead National Forest is located within a portion of the Project area.  The 

Forest Service has 505 acres of land and 473,927 linear feet of shoreline located within 
the Project Boundary.  These numbers include Forest Service Lands and Public Domain 
Lands.   

 
STEP 3 – DETERMINE WHAT IS NEEDED AND WHEN 
 
15. Ideas for better or different access, consistent with Step 2 above. 

• Parking realignment improvements. 
• Improved recreation facilities, boat launches, ramps, piers, docks, etc. 
• Road improvements to some informal sites have been suggested. 
• Increased litter removal and policing services. 

 
16. Potential facility enhancements or upgrades, consistent with Step 2 above. 
 

• Site 48 Boat Launch, Parking and Bank Fishing Improvements 
Potential improvements to this site could be implemented utilizing a phased approach 
where in Phase 1 the realignment of the existing parking lot (improving/expanding trailer 
rig parking) is completed, in Phase 2 additional single car parking is added and a new 
fishing pier is installed and in Phase 3 a new parking lot is constructed adjacent to the 
existing facility.  In addition, the County and the ADCNR are currently working on 
installing new sanitation facilities.  

 
• Site 49 Bank Fishing Piers  

Potential improvements to this site include informal (drawdown area) road modifications 
and the installation of fishing piers to improve bank fishing access. 

 
• Site 89 Mims Family Carry-in 

Potential improvements to this site include erosion repairs, road improvements, and 
enhancements to the turnaround area.   

 
• Site 3 Sipsey River Boat Launch at Route 278 

Potential improvements to this site include the creation of additional parking and the 
realignment of the existing parking lot as well as improved policing services and the 
repositioning of the existing boat ramp to allow boat access at winter pool water levels. 

 
• Site 40 Boat Launch/Parking at Smith Dam 

Potential improvements to this site could be implemented utilizing a phased approach 
where in Phase 1 a new boat ramp and courtesy dock are installed and in Phase 2 the 
parking lot is expanded.  Phase one of this project has been expedited (not for 
recreational use issues) to assist with the removal of debris (Styrofoam) from project 
waters.  
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• Site 96B Bank Fishing Area (Downstream of Pumphouse) 

Several bank fishing access sites have been identified.  Improvements would include 
parking improvements, erosion control and easier access (stairways) to the river bank.  
Also, a future ADA access site has been identified for engineering consideration. 

 
• Site 96A Bank Fishing Area (Upstream of Pumphouse) 

Consultation is on-going with stakeholders on this issue. Public access in this area 
involves resolution of public safety liability and security issues.   
• Additional field evaluation will be conducted to establish limits of wading water, 

locations of trails and locations for habitat enhancement structures. 
 

• Site 76 Bank Fishing 
Potential improvements to this site include better access and more formal bank fishing 
opportunities.  However, this site is located on FS property and currently the FS is not 
interested in attracting additional users to this site due to (entrance/exit) highway safety 
concerns.   

 
• Site 16 Boat Launch on Bushy Creek 

Potential improvements to this site include enhancements that will allow for better low 
water access, road improvements, and erosion control applications.  However, as with 
the site discussed above, this site is on FS property and currently the FS is not interested 
in attracting additional users to this site due to (entrance/exit) highway safety concerns. 

 
• Site 97 Route 278 Brushy Creek Bank Fishing 

This site is located on ALDOT ROW and potential improvements could include improving 
and formalizing this bank fishing area.  However, county officials have indicated that 
there are ongoing social behavioral problems at this site and the sheriff's department 
recommends this site not be used as a formal recreation site.    

 
• Site 96C Bank Fishing Access – Downstream of Route 69 

ADCNR has suggested that a bank fishing opportunity exists downstream of the bridge 
for warm water fish species.  Access to the suggested area would be difficult to secure, 
maintain and police.  The Licensee will investigate this option in consultation with 
Walker County. This location is low on the ADCNR priority list at this time. 

 
• Sites 9, 11 & 20, FS Recreation Area Improvements 

Multiple meeting have been conducted with the FS with regard to recreational needs 
within the developed FS facilities at Houston, Corinth and Clear Creek.  Currently these 
issues remain unresolved.    

 
17. Potential new facilities, or other management actions, consistent with Step 2 above. 

• There are no new facilities planned for the Smith Reservoir. 
 
18. Are items #15, 16, and 17 above consistent with agreed upon Solution Principles? 

• Yes. 
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19. What are the priorities regarding identified needs both in terms of resources and time?  
How do priorities compare across the entire Project? 
• Site 48 Boat Launch, Parking and Bank Fishing Improvements 
• Site 49 Bank Fishing Piers  
• Site 89 Mims Family Carry-in 
• Site 3 Sipsey River Boat Launch at Route 278 
• Site 40 Boat Launch/Parking at Smith Dam 
• Site 96B Bank Fishing Area (Downstream of Pumphouse) 
• Site 96A Bank Fishing Area (Upstream of Pumphouse) 
• Site 76 Bank Fishing 
• Site 16 Boat Launch on Bushy Creek 
• Site 97 Route 278 Brushy Creek Bank Fishing 
• Site 96C Bank Fishing Access – Downstream of Route 69 

 
STEP 4 – DECIDE HOW NEEDS WILL BE MET AND WHO IS RESPONSIBLE 
 
 

• Site 48 Boat Launch, Parking and Bank Fishing Improvements 
Alabama Power will implement the three phased improvements.  The ADCNR will 
continue to operate the site as is done under the current O&M arrangements.  Cullman 
County will provide the land for the new parking lot highlighted in Phase 3.  The County 
will also continue its litter clean-up and law enforcement services. 

 
• Site 49 Bank Fishing Piers  

Alabama Power will be responsible for the initial road improvements as well as the 
installation of the fishing pier.  Cullman County will incorporate the new improved 
facilities into the current O&M plan for the park. 

 
• Site 89 Mims Family Carry-in 

 Alabama Power will contact the owner and other supporters of the area to review the 
proposed improvements and to receive permission to implement agreed upon 
improvements.  APC will cover the expense of coordinating, planning, permitting, and 
materials needed for this site.  Winston County has volunteered to assist in the 
rehabilitation of this site through the use of equipment and personnel.  Future O&M 
responsibilities will remain the same as they area now.      

 
• Site 3 Sipsey River Boat Launch at Route 278 

Winston County will reposition the ramp, improve the parking area and conduct all day-
to-day and long-term maintenance at the site.  APC will assist the County with design 
review, permitting and materials funding for the ramp and expanded parking lot.  
Winston County will be responsible for all O&M, day to day upkeep and Law 
enforcement patrol.   

 
• Site 40 Boat Launch/Parking at Smith Dam 

Alabama Power will perform all construction improvements and will share the long term 
upkeep and maintenance with the ADCNR.  Walker County will be responsible for 
routine litter removal, and policing services.   
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• Site 96B Bank Fishing Area (Downstream of Pumphouse) 

APC will be responsible for implementation of all improvements to the area.  Cullman 
County has suggested that Cullman and Walker Counties work out a schedule of O&M, 
litter patrol and law enforcement patrol that avoids duplication of effort at this site and 
Site 40 (located in Walker County) that will reduce oversight costs for both counties.  
This will probably entail a specific agreement between the counties that allows 
cooperation between O&M crews and sheriff's departments to operate in these border 
areas to the benefit of both counties.   

 
• Site 96A Bank Fishing Area (Upstream of Pumphouse) 

This area remains under discussion.  However, if the area is opened to public access, it 
will be walk-in access only and APC will most likely be responsible for any improvements 
and O&M issues. 

 
• Site 76 Bank Fishing 

This site will be reevaluated for implementation as demand rises in the future. 
 

• Site 16 Boat Launch on Bushy Creek 
This site will be reevaluated for implementation as demand rises in the future. 

 
• Site 97 Route 278 Brushy Creek Bank Fishing 

This site will be reevaluated for implementation as demand rises in the future. 
 

• Site 96C Bank Fishing Access – Downstream of Route 69 
This site will be evaluated in consultation with ADCNR and Walker County with regard 
to need and feasibility. 
 

QUESTIONS REGARDING RESERVOIR LEVELS (R3) 
 
20. How is the reservoir currently operated and what are the typical reservoir levels during 

key recreation seasons? 
• APC operates the Smith development as a multi-purpose storage project. The seasonal 

change in elevations provide hydroelectric generation, flood control, maintenance of 
downstream water quality, a unique tailrace fishery, assures navigation depths and 
municipal/industrial water supply. 

• From early April through the end of June the lake is operated near the normal full pool 
level of el. 510 ft above mean sea level (msl).   

• Drawdown begins in early July and ends in late November near the winter pool level of 
496 ft msl.   

• The winter pool level is maintained until January 31, and the lake is refilled from early 
February through the end of March.  

• The plant normally schedules power operations on the basis of system demands and 
availability, seeking to keep the pool at or below el. 510 ft msl at all times except during 
flood conditions.   

• Power generation may be restricted during periods of downstream flooding and may be 
increased to release flood control storage within the limitations described below. 
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• The lake's flood control pool is from el. 510 to 522 ft msl.  Smith Lake is typically 
lowered to near el. 496 ft msl during the winter which can result in additional flood 
storage. 

• During flooding when reduction of flow is necessary in view of downstream conditions, 
outflows are to be restricted as specified by the Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) 
regulation plan down to but not lower than 2,100 acre-feet each 24-hour period.  As 
flooding conditions downstream recede, the regulation plan requires releases up to full 
plant capacity to empty flood storage and be prepared for the next flooding event.   

• The Smith Reservoir is the only source of stored water in the Warrior River Basin.  
During periods of low flows downstream, releases from storage provide cheap, clean 
hydroelectricity, improve water quality, sustain a trout fishery, maintain municipal and 
industrial water supply and assure adequate river depths for navigation. 

 
21. Are there changes to reservoir level operations that you would like to see addressed to 

improve the overall value of the reservoir, and how specifically would such changes 
benefit recreation?   
• October 24, 2001 Meeting – Minimize lake level fluctuations to provide better access and 

recreation. 
• The USFS is currently reviewing operations data from 1988 to 2001 to identify any 

change in lake levels and how those changes may have impacted USFS facilities (beaches 
and ramps) or the Wild and Scenic River. 

• The Vision Statement indicates that Smith Lake should be managed so as to minimize the 
occurrence of surface elevations lower than 495’ msl in the late summer and early fall. 

• Current reservoir level operations balance the multi-purpose use of the reservoir.  An 
increase in reservoir level fluctuations would have a beneficial effect of increasing the 
efficiency of daily and weekly power generation operations however recreation would see 
a likewise reduction in benefits.  Conversely, limiting the seasonal fluctuation may have 
recreational benefits but other project purposes would be compromised (power 
generation, flood control, water quality maintenance, navigation and water supply). 

 
22. Are there seasonal and/or daily variations in reservoir level that can occur without 

adversely impacting the overall value of the project (including impoundment objectives 
such as recreation, fish and wildlife, flood control, generation, navigation, etc)?   
• October 24, 2001 Meeting – Low water levels impact launching of boats, navigation in 

sloughs, and at 495 ft msl marinas close (this usually occurs in August). 
• There appears to be a potential impact to recreational resources at both the high and low 

range of the lake level operations.  This is dependent on the design of the facilities. 
• There was a brief discussion of a beach area at a USFS park.  This area is impacted at 

el. 510’ msl and above.  Potential reasonable modifications to this area will be discussed 
in future meetings. 

• There are not large daily fluctuations at Smith Lake. 
 
23. What are the reservoir levels at which recreation problems tend to occur (may be 

different for different locations or problems)? 
• October 24, 2001 Meeting – Low water levels impact launching of boats, navigation in 

sloughs, and at 495 ft msl marinas close (this usually occurs in August). 
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• There appears to be a potential impact to recreational resources at both the high and low 
range of the lake level operations.  This is dependent on the design of the facilities. 

• Lake levels of 510’ msl or higher cause some problems at the USFS facilities.  This is a 
problem primarily in late spring.  There was a brief discussion of a beach area at a USFS 
park.  This area is impacted at el. 510’ msl and above.  Potential reasonable 
modifications to this area will be discussed in future meetings. 

 
24. When (i.e. what time of year) and how frequently do problems occur related to 

reservoir levels?  
• The USFS is currently checking operations data to determine frequency of various lake 

levels which impact some of their facilities. 
• Note that APC has been holding the lake level steady for spawning since 1993. 
• In general, the operations of the Smith development have been consistent throughout all 

years except during drought conditions. 
 

25. Why are the current operating water levels important to the operation of the project 
and the overall system? 
• The Smith Project is a multi-purpose storage reservoir.  The current operating water 

levels are critical for the project to meet its required purposes.  The changes in water 
level have many beneficial impacts both upstream and downstream of the dam : 

• Electricity (inexpensive, clean, renewable) 
• Electric system ancillary services (transmission line maintenance & /overload 

protection, blackstart, loss of large generating unit) 
• Flood control 
• Navigation support 
• Trout fishery 
• Downstream water quality and aquatic habitat  

• Municipal and industrial water supply 
 

26. Are there state or federal operating requirements that stipulate specific operating 
goals?  
• Alabama Power, the Corps of Engineers, the Smith Lake Civic Association and the 

Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources have an agreement to  
stabilize lake levels in the spring during bass spawning.  After notification by the 
ADCNR, the lake level is held constant or slightly rising for a period of 14 days provided 
the level remains below 510 ft msl.  Impacts on flood control are coordinated with the 
Corps of Engineers. The stable lake level enhances fish spawning habitats in the lake.  

• Articles 17 & 18 of the FERC license require that reservoir levels and discharge from 
storage be controlled by reasonable rules and regulations of the Secretary of the Army in 
the interest of navigation. 

• Article 33 of the FERC license details the flood control operations for Smith Dam 
including elevations and release rates. 

• Article 34 of the FERC license stipulates the bottom of the power pool to be Elev. 488.  
• Pages A-14 through A-17 of the Smith Dam Reservoir Regulation Manual describe the 

flood control plan and navigation support releases. 
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QUESTIONS REGARDING DOWNSTREAM FLOWS (R4) 
 
27. Are there riverine (free-flowing) recreation opportunities below the dam?  If yes, move 

to additional questions, if not, stop.  
• Yes.  

 
28. Do we know how different flow levels affect recreation opportunities and specific 

recreation activities? 
• Different flow levels may increase aquatic habitat which could improve the recreational 

fishery.  
• Increased flow levels may create public safety issues in the tailrace that may limit 

recreational opportunities.  
• Modified flow levels may influence when people recreate in the tailrace area. 
• Several IAG members indicated that this stretch of the river supported a warmwater 

fishery prior to the construction of the project.  They also expressed interest in 
investigating the possibility of changing the releases from cold to warmwater. 

• ADCNR stated that until the issue of the release temperature is resolved within the IAG, 
we can not look at how different flow levels affect recreation opportunities.  This is 
because different releases would require different fisheries management practices and 
would attract different fisherman. 

• There was a discussion regarding the management of the coldwater fishery in the Smith 
tailrace.  Currently the cold water fishery is dependent on the stocking of rainbow trout 
by ADCNR.  These trout are provided to ADCNR by the USFWS.  This is a non-
reproducing fishery and without the stocking efforts the population would gradually 
decline.  ADCNR would like to have the IAG investigate the potential for alternate 
supplies for trout stocking, however the increase cost of the alternate supply would not be 
ADCNR’s responsibility. 

• It was noted that there are safety concerns with recreating (fishing, canoeing, power 
boating) on the river when two units are running at Smith.  This is a result of the channel 
being wetted to full bank or higher which may result in safety hazards/obstacles along on 
the shoreline (trees).  However, if an individual was very familiar with canoeing/power 
boating and with the Smith tailrace than it may be all right to recreate on the river. 

• One IAG member explained that when one unit is running at Smith conditions are safer, 
however the stream is near full bank and overhanging trees may prove to be dangerous.  
Conditions vary along the course of the river. 

• Most people recreate when the turbines are not running.  Some people have been 
observed fishing when the turbines are running, but the catch rate is relatively low. 

• Typically APC operates the Project from noon to 6 PM on weekdays during the summer, 
depending on power demand or lake levels.  Therefore the majority of fishing and 
canoeing takes place in the morning and early evening.  The timing of recreational 
activities and operation of the Smith development varies seasonally. 

• It was noted that there may be an impact to the tailrace fishery when the turbines do not 
run for an extended period of time. 

 
29. Can opportunities be enhanced by modifying releases, and in what way? 

• Recreation opportunities can be enhanced by a modified flow release.  Additional 
releases should improve the recreational fishery and bank fishing access.  
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• The Walker County Commission requested to change the water temperature of the project 

releases below Smith Dam.  The Commission would like to see increased water 
temperatures below the dam in order to support a warm water fishery. 

• The IAG decided that the current operation conditions do not need to be altered, pending 
further release temperature discussion.  Recreational activities are occurring during the 
existing operations.  However if the releases could be altered, perhaps additional time 
for recreation could be allotted (i.e., less generation). 

 
30. How would modified releases affect upstream lake levels? 

•  Lake level fluctuations will not be significantly affected.   
 

31.  How would suggested modified downstream flows affect project operations at the 
project and at upstream and downstream projects? 
• Project operations will not be affected. 

 
32. Are there additional concerns with regard to state and federal requirements or existing 

ecological issues that limit suggested changes to downstream flows. 
• No. 

  
QUESTIONS REGARDING FLOOD CONTROL (R5) 
 
33. Do current flood control operations have an impact on recreation, if so in what way and 

when?  
• Smith is the only flood control project on the Warrior River. 
• The IAG had no comments on the flood control operations for the Smith development. 
• Flood control operations tend to cause the lake level to rise above normal summer pool 

(Elev.  510) and can also result in long periods of continuous turbine releases.  Flood 
control operations typically occur in the Winter and Spring. 

• The effects of lake level fluctuations are discussed in Questions 20 through 26. 
 
34. How might modified operations to enhance recreation (either changing lake levels or 

releases) affect flood control capabilities and other resource values?   

• If the lake level is higher prior to flood releases, the result is spilling water, loosing 
hydro generation and possibly higher levels in the reservoir and downstream of the dam 
(ie, increased flooding).  If the level were lower prior to flood releases, the opposite 
occurs; less spill, more hydro generation, possibly lower reservoir levels and less 
flooding downstream.  A change in release requirements would have a similar affect, ie, 
higher initial releases would produce less spill, more hydro generation, lower reservoir 
levels and less flooding downstream, whereas lower releases would eventually require 
spilling more water, loosing hydro generation and possibly higher levels in the reservoir 
and downstream of the dam (ie, increased flooding). 

• Decrease the flood control fluctuations, if they are determined to be extraneous.  APC 
explained that there is not an excess of flood storage capability at Smith.  

• The project must provide releases for downstream flow requirements. 
• APC explained the schedule for releases during potential or actual flooding events. 
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QUESTIONS REGARDING PUBLIC SAFETY (R2) 
 
35. What federal/state/local regulations apply to public safety within these FERC project 

waters? 
 

• Alabama Power Company operates its hydroelectric projects under licenses issued by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.  As a requirement of these licenses, APC must 
comply with FERC’s regulations and orders concerning public safety. 

• Alabama Power Company has a public safety program for each development that 
includes signage and buoys in the tailrace and forebays of the projects.  Much of this 
program has been approved by FERC, after consultation with the appropriate resource 
agencies and stakeholders, and it is amended from time to time as public safety needs 
change or additional needs are identified. 

• The State of Alabama has a variety of regulations, rules and laws that are intended to 
enhance public safety.  These regulations, rules and laws cover such subjects as boat 
operator licensing, navigation “Rules of the Road,” and requirements for personal 
floatation devices.  In addition, Alabama State law has placed responsibility for 
regulatory markings and establishing restricted areas on the project reservoirs with the 
Alabama Marine Police. 

• Alabama law also places additional responsibility on individuals to ensure their own 
safety.  The Alabama Recreational Use Statute encourages large land owners, such as 
Alabama Power Company, to permit public recreation on these land holdings, and does 
so by eliminating property owner liability for certain types of incidents.  The public, 
therefore, has more responsibility for ensuring their own safety when recreating on lands 
and waters covered by the Recreational Use Statute.   

• The Alabama Marine Police stated that they would assist individuals placing buoys on 
the water, but are not obligated to provide the buoys.  The Alabama Marine Police also 
stated that they are only required to mark restricted areas. 

• All individuals placing buoys on the lakes must contact the Alabama Marine Police 
before installing the buoy. 

• Several stakeholders noted that many buoys are either stolen or vandalized.  
Replacement costs for buoys and keeping the buoys in the water are major considerations 
when trying to identify solutions for boating hazards. 

 
36. What public safety programs currently exist for these waters? 

• Alabama Power Company's hydro public safety program consists of (1) warning signs 
attached to and in the vicinity of project structures alerting recreational users to dangers 
around the structures (turbulent intake/discharge flows, etc.), (2) buoys above (and below 
most) structures alerting boaters that they are approaching a dam and (3) in some 
instances, audible alarms that precede generation and spillway operations.  The alarms 
at Logan Martin and Mitchell sound at one-minute intervals beginning three minutes 
before generation begins. 

• Restricted public access areas have been designated due to hazards inherent to the 
operation of the electric generating plant or other hazards. 

• The Alabama Marine Police are responsible for several public safety programs on APC 
project reservoirs.   
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• Under a new five-year partnership to improve boater safety, Alabama Power will donate 
$145,000 to the Alabama Marine Police.  The Alabama Marine Police will use the funds 
to further develop and implement boater and recreational safety programs and projects 
such as marking hazards, promoting personal flotation device usage and other safety 
related programs. 

• In the Land Use Plans, restricted public access areas have been identified due to hazards 
inherent to the operation of the electric generating plant or other hazards. 

 
37. Acknowledging the fact that recreation on and around lakes has inherent safety risks, 

are there public safety issues associated with recreation on this reservoir?  If yes, 
continue, if not, stop. 
• Yes. 
 
a. What public safety issue(s) exist on this reservoir? 
• Standard boating safety issues common to all lakes.  
 
b. Where does this issue(s) exist? 
• In high use area close to boat access sites. 

 
c. When is this issue(s) perceived to be a problem? 
• Questions 37 a, b, and c are answered together as follows: 

• Potential conflicts between users including conflict between motorized and non-
motorized boaters. 

• Jet ski use. 
• Floating docks. 
• Stumps and trees during extreme low water levels. 
• Note that the elevation for the top of the trees under Smith Lake is el. 483’ msl. 
• Since operation, the lake has not been lower than el. 488’ msl. 
• Boating traffic congestion is a safety concern.  Several areas have two high use 

marinas located in close proximity to each other.  These marinas include: Ryan’s 
Creek and Castle Rock and Duskin Point and Richards.  Note that there is a relatively 
narrow channel in front of Castle Rock and Ryans Creek and a submerged island 
located on the right bank of the channel.  Both of these factors contribute to heavy 
congestion in this area. 

• There are submerged islands located at the mouth of Clear Creek, Dismal Creek, and 
Miller Flats that are hazardous during low water levels.  These areas used to be 
marked with buoys.  The submerged islands are perceived to be a problem at water 
levels below el. 495’ msl.  Note that normal winter pool is el. 496’ msl.  One 
stakeholder noted that Miller Flats once marked by the Water Patrol. 

• There is a large rock outcrop located just downstream of Dismal Creek. 
• One stakeholder noted that the breaching of mining dams cause some sedimentation 

and floating debris in Smith Lake and its tributaries.  
• There are six areas that the IAG identified that should be marked, effecting 

approximately 4 acres of water.   
 
d. Has this problem recently developed? 

• No.  
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e. List all those conditions and/or behaviors that contribute to the problem?  

• Boaters are unaware of the hazardous areas.  
• Boaters are operating irresponsible. 
• The buoys are stolen and/or vandalized. 

 
f. Does the current operation of the project contribute to the problem?  Has project 

operation changed in recent years?     
• Operation of the Smith Project has not changed in recent years. 
• The above public safety issues occur fairly infrequently.  However, when water levels 

are low, they tend to remain for several months.  The lake is generally at its lowest 
level in October.   

• The lake level may reach an elevation of 488’ msl maybe once in every 20 years. 
 
38. Are there going to be changes to this reservoir in the next 50 years that will affect 

public safety? 
• User conflicts and congestion may increase over time.  Several stakeholders are 

concerned that congestion in certain areas could get really bad over time. 
• It was suggested that signage may help to alleviate congestion and conflict. 
 

39. Is this an issue that can be addressed within the relicensing process, or do 
solutions lie elsewhere?  

 
QUESTIONS REGARDING PUBLIC EDUATION (R8) 

 

40. Can education and information (R8) help resolve the issue? 
• Several IAG members discussed if the creek areas and submerged islands should be 

marked.  The primary issue with marking these areas is the vandalism and theft of the 
markings/buoys.   

• The IAG members agreed that education alone can’t eliminate the public safety issues 
and that some buoys should be installed.  Buoys in open water areas should be given 
priority when marking and maintaining the buoys. 

• Bob Huffaker of the Alabama Marine Police will investigate and report to the IAG the 
number, location, and maintenance of registered buoys on the lake. 

• One IAG member suggested that navigation maps be developed with safety markings at 
various lake levels.  Several stakeholders noted that there is not a map currently in print 
that indicates buoys and other safety markings.  It was also suggested that maps could be 
placed on placards at boat launches and other public access sites.  Note that that IAG 
concurred that the Carto-Craft map is utilized by many boaters. 

• APC noted that publishing maps with safety markings in them is a potential liability. 
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Recreation Issues Standard Process 
 
The following is a list of standard questions designed to help characterize existing 
recreation resources and aid in development of an appropriate recreation plan for the 
Saluda Project.  Questions pertaining to recreation management are categorized 
according to a four-step recreation planning process developed for the project.  Questions 
pertaining to reservoir levels and downstream flows are listed following the facility 
management material. 
 
STEP 1 – DETERMINE DESIRED FUTURE CONDITION 
 
1. Identify Lake Murray and/or Lower Saluda River (LSR) qualities important to keep 

and any qualities that need changes. 
 
Change: 
Relative water level stability 
Predictability 
Accessibility and amenities (boardwalk accessible from land and water)  
Water quality 
 
Keep: 
Water quality 
Natural shoreline 
Aesthetics 
Fishing opportunities 
Hunting opportunities 
Wildlife watching 
Living on lake/river 
Solitude 
Keep islands natural 
Safety/security  
Public-private balance 
Shoreline Management Program 
Contingency reserve capacity 
 
2. Are there unique characteristics of Lake Murray and/or the LSR relative to other 

reservoirs/tailraces in the area? 
 
Location 
Size 
Uninterrupted by bridges 
Amount of land owned by SCE&G 
Extensive shoreline 
Usable/accessible shoreline 
Purple Martin habitat 
Whitewater paddling 



Cold water fisheries 
 
3. What is the overall vision for Lake Murray and/or the LSR, in terms of recreation 

experiences and opportunities? 
 
What would you like to see for Lake Murray and the LSR in 30 years? 
 
4. Are there sensitive biological or cultural resources associated with the Project that 

need to be considered?  Where are these resources located and are there seasonal 
sensitivities (e.g., nesting or spawning times, etc.)? 

 
ESA 
Lands that support wildlife habitat 
See Cultural RCG 
 
5. Identify specific goals and objectives for managing recreation at Lake Murray and/or 

in the LSR. 
 
Lake levels 
River levels and flows 
Minimum flows 
Recreational flows 
Management of flows 
Scheduled recreational releases 
Knowledge of current and anticipated generation releases 
Park on Lexington side of lake 
Provide takeout point above Zoo at Millrace Rapids 
LSR trail (River Alliance / Saluda Shoals Park) 
Assure long term stability of Billy Dreher Island, Flotilla Island, and Saluda Shoals Park 
Large tournament facility 
Reasonable avoid negatively impacting commercial facilities 
Conservation of existing project lands for wildlife and scenic values 
Estimate current and future recreational use of reservoir and river 
Year-round access for recreation sites 
 
STEP 2 – ESTABLISH BASELINE CONDITIONS 
 
6. What is the nature of existing recreational access to Lake Murray and the LSR? 

a. How many public accessible, developed recreation sites are there?  
b. Where are they located/how are they distributed around the Project? 
c. Of these publicly accessible access sites how many are owned and operated by 

public versus private entities and how are they supervised? 
d. How many sites, open to the public, provide boat access to the reservoir and the 

LSR?  
e. How many provide shoreline fishing? 
f. Identify the most heavily used facilities.  



g. Are there informal, undeveloped use areas?  Where are they? 
 
7. What types of existing developed facilities are there?  

a. Enumerate boat ramps, restrooms, docks, and other facilities. 
b. What is the existing capacity at each site? 
c. What is the general condition of each site and its facilities? 
d. Ideas for improving existing facilities. 

 
 
8. Describe notable recreation activities on Lake Murray and/or the LSR. 

a. List recreation activities currently occurring and identify most prominent 
activities. 

b. Where are these uses occurring, and are they concentrated in certain areas? 
c. Identify existing impediments to these activities, if any. 

 
9. Are there known management issues associated with use? 

a. Are there areas of congestion, and if so where? 
b. Are there known conflicts between users, and if so where and when? 
c. Are there other known management issues, such as littering, trespassing, etc.? 

 
10. What is the expected future demand for recreation activities at Lake Murray? 

a. Will existing facility capacity likely be exceeded, and if so where and when? 
b. Would accommodating this demand be consistent with the long-term vision for 

the reservoir? 
c. Will demand introduce new or additional congestion, conflicts, or other 

management issues? 
 
11. Identify current local benefits from recreation and any local detriments. 
 
STEP 3 – DETERMINE WHAT IS NEEDED AND WHEN 
 
12. Ideas for better or different access, consistent with Step 2 above. 
 
13. Potential facility enhancements or upgrades, consistent with Step 2 above. 
 
14. Potential new facilities, or other management actions, consistent with Step 2 above. 
 
15. What are the priorities regarding identified needs both in terms of resources and time?  

How do priorities compare across the entire Project? 
 
STEP 4 – DECIDE HOW NEEDS WILL BE MET AND WHO IS RESPONSIBLE 



QUESTIONS REGARDING RESERVOIR LEVELS 
 
16. How is the Project currently operated and what are the typical reservoir levels during 

key recreation seasons? 
 
17. Are there changes to Project operations that you would like to see addressed to 

improve the overall value of the reservoir, and how specifically would such changes 
benefit recreation? 

 
18. Are there seasonal and/or daily variations in reservoir level that can occur without 

adversely affecting the overall value of the project (including impoundment 
objectives such as recreation, fish and wildlife, flood control, generation, navigation, 
etc.)? 

 
19. What are the reservoir levels at which recreation problems tend to occur (may be 

different for different locations or problems)? 
 
20. When (i.e., what time of year) and how frequently do problems occur related to 

reservoir levels?  
 
21. Why are the current operating water levels important to the operation of the project 

and the overall system? 
 
22. Are there state or federal operating requirements that stipulate specific operating 

goals? 
 
QUESTIONS REGARDING DOWNSTREAM FLOWS 
 
23. Are there riverine recreation opportunities below the dam?  If yes, move to additional 

questions, if not, stop. 
 
24. Do we know how different flow levels affect recreation opportunities and specific 

recreation activities? 
 
25. Can opportunities be enhanced by modifying releases, and in what way? 
 
26. How would modified releases affect upstream lake levels? 
 
27. How would suggested modified downstream flows affect project operations at the 

project and at upstream and downstream projects? 
 
28. Are there additional concerns with regard to state and federal requirements or existing 

ecological issues that limit suggested changes to downstream flows? 



Recreation Issues Standard Process

The following is a list of standard questions designed to help characterize existing 
recreation resources and aid in development of an appropriate recreation plan for the 
Saluda Project.  Questions pertaining to recreation management are categorized 
according to a four-step recreation planning process developed for the project.  Questions 
pertaining to reservoir levels and downstream flows are listed following the facility 
management material.

STEP 1 – DETERMINE DESIRED FUTURE CONDITION

1. Identify Lake Murray and/or Lower Saluda River (LSR) qualities important to keep 
and any qualities that need changes.

Change:
Relative water level stability
Predictability
Accessibility and amenities (boardwalk accessible from land and water) 
Water quality

Keep:
Water quality
Natural shoreline
Aesthetics
Fishing opportunities
Hunting opportunities
Wildlife watching
Living on lake/river
Solitude
Keep islands natural
Safety/security 
Public-private balance
Shoreline Management Program
Contingency reserve capacity

2. Are there unique characteristics of Lake Murray and/or the LSR relative to other 
reservoirs/tailraces in the area?

Location
Size
Uninterrupted by bridges
Amount of land owned by SCE&G
Extensive shoreline
Usable/accessible shoreline
Purple Martin habitat
Whitewater paddling



Cold water fisheries

3. What is the overall vision for Lake Murray and/or the LSR, in terms of recreation 
experiences and opportunities?

What would you like to see for Lake Murray and the LSR in 30 years?

4. Are there sensitive biological or cultural resources associated with the Project that 
need to be considered?  Where are these resources located and are there seasonal 
sensitivities (e.g., nesting or spawning times, etc.)?

ESA
Lands that support wildlife habitat
See Cultural RCG

5. Identify specific goals and objectives for managing recreation at Lake Murray and/or 
in the LSR.

Lake levels
River levels and flows
Minimum flows
Recreational flows
Management of flows
Scheduled recreational releases
Knowledge of current and anticipated generation releases
Park on Lexington side of lake
Provide takeout point above Zoo at Millrace Rapids
LSR trail (River Alliance / Saluda Shoals Park)
Assure long term stability of Billy Dreher Island, Flotilla Island, and Saluda Shoals Park
Large tournament facility
Reasonable avoid negatively impacting commercial facilities
Conservation of existing project lands for wildlife and scenic values
Estimate current and future recreational use of reservoir and river
Year-round access for recreation sites

STEP 2 – ESTABLISH BASELINE CONDITIONS

6. What is the nature of existing recreational access to Lake Murray and the LSR?
a. How many public accessible, developed recreation sites are there? 
b. Where are they located/how are they distributed around the Project?
c. Of these publicly accessible access sites how many are owned and operated by 

public versus private entities and how are they supervised?
d. How many sites, open to the public, provide boat access to the reservoir and the 

LSR? 
e. How many provide shoreline fishing?
f. Identify the most heavily used facilities. 



g. Are there informal, undeveloped use areas?  Where are they?

7. What types of existing developed facilities are there? 
a. Enumerate boat ramps, restrooms, docks, and other facilities.
b. What is the existing capacity at each site?
c. What is the general condition of each site and its facilities?
d. Ideas for improving existing facilities.

8. Describe notable recreation activities on Lake Murray and/or the LSR.
a. List recreation activities currently occurring and identify most prominent 

activities.
b. Where are these uses occurring, and are they concentrated in certain areas?
c. Identify existing impediments to these activities, if any.

9. Are there known management issues associated with use?
a. Are there areas of congestion, and if so where?
b. Are there known conflicts between users, and if so where and when?
c. Are there other known management issues, such as littering, trespassing, etc.?

10. What is the expected future demand for recreation activities at Lake Murray?
a. Will existing facility capacity likely be exceeded, and if so where and when?
b. Would accommodating this demand be consistent with the long-term vision for 

the reservoir?
c. Will demand introduce new or additional congestion, conflicts, or other 

management issues?

11. Identify current local benefits from recreation and any local detriments.

STEP 3 – DETERMINE WHAT IS NEEDED AND WHEN

12. Ideas for better or different access, consistent with Step 2 above.

13. Potential facility enhancements or upgrades, consistent with Step 2 above.

14. Potential new facilities, or other management actions, consistent with Step 2 above.

15. What are the priorities regarding identified needs both in terms of resources and time?  
How do priorities compare across the entire Project?

STEP 4 – DECIDE HOW NEEDS WILL BE MET AND WHO IS RESPONSIBLE



QUESTIONS REGARDING RESERVOIR LEVELS

16. How is the Project currently operated and what are the typical reservoir levels during 
key recreation seasons?

17. Are there changes to Project operations that you would like to see addressed to 
improve the overall value of the reservoir, and how specifically would such changes 
benefit recreation?

18. Are there seasonal and/or daily variations in reservoir level that can occur without 
adversely affecting the overall value of the project (including impoundment 
objectives such as recreation, fish and wildlife, flood control, generation, navigation, 
etc.)?

19. What are the reservoir levels at which recreation problems tend to occur (may be 
different for different locations or problems)?

20. When (i.e., what time of year) and how frequently do problems occur related to 
reservoir levels? 

21. Why are the current operating water levels important to the operation of the project 
and the overall system?

22. Are there state or federal operating requirements that stipulate specific operating 
goals?

QUESTIONS REGARDING DOWNSTREAM FLOWS

23. Are there riverine recreation opportunities below the dam?  If yes, move to additional 
questions, if not, stop.

24. Do we know how different flow levels affect recreation opportunities and specific 
recreation activities?

25. Can opportunities be enhanced by modifying releases, and in what way?

26. How would modified releases affect upstream lake levels?

27. How would suggested modified downstream flows affect project operations at the 
project and at upstream and downstream projects?

28. Are there additional concerns with regard to state and federal requirements or existing 
ecological issues that limit suggested changes to downstream flows?



02-22-06; DRAFT

Solution Principles for the Recreation Resource Conservation Group

1. Consideration of new recreational facilities should be based on demonstrated need 
and the potential impact on existing facilities.

2. Priority should be given to demonstrated need within the FERC project boundary.

3. Priority should be given to recreational proposals where multiple stakeholders 
offer significant participation.

4. Recreational facilities should appeal to a broad public.

5. Reasonable access for the disabled should be provided.

6. Recreational needs should be prioritized for the project.

7. The improvement or expansion of existing recreational facilities should be 
considered first.

8. Additional recreational studies (if needed) should be only of sufficient scope and 
duration to provide necessary information to develop issue solutions.

9. Consensus based solutions are preferred over studies, unless solutions cannot be 
developed with existing information.

Preferred consideration will be given to ideas that:

 do not promote facilities that would adversely impact existing commercial 
operations;

 identify actual recreational needs that are not filled by existing facilities;

 receive broad public support;

 expand existing recreational facilities prior to developing green field sites;

 require doing recreational studies only if consensus cannot be reached 
with existing information (It is preferred to put financial resources into 
recreational facilities and opportunities that benefit the overall Project, 
rather than fund unnecessary/subjective studies).
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006 10:54 AM
To: Tom Eppink; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; Guy Jones; Jennifer 

Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Malcolm Leaphart; Patrick Moore
Subject: Instream Flow Analysis DVD

I have tried to get the video to work on every machine in my office (including two different computers and a DVD player), 
but something is wrong with the sound on this copy.  Do we want to pursue getting a working copy of this video?  Has 
anybody seen it?
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Thursday, March 09, 2006 11:08 AM
To: Dave Anderson
Cc: Tony Bebber; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; 

BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Charlie Rentz; Dave 
Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Guy 
Jones; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); James Smith; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer Summerlin; JoAnn 
Butler; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Larry Michalec; Lee Barber; Mark Leao; 
Marty Phillips; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norman Ferris; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; 
Ralph Crafton; RMAHAN@scana.com; Richard Mikell; Stanley Yalicki; Steve Bell; Suzanne 
Rhodes; Tim Flach; Tim Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tommy Boozer

Subject: Re: Downstream Flows TWC Draft Meeting Notes

Quoting Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>:

> Here are the draft meeting notes for the Downstream Flows TWC, which 
> met last Wednesday.  Don't forget that only those people in attendance 
> can edit the content of the meeting notes; other RCG members may 
> comment on the topics discussed.
> 
> Please have any comments/edits back to me by March 20th.
> 
>  <<2006-03-01 DFTWC Meeting Notes (DRAFT).doc>>
> 

Dave: Some clafications follow. Thanks for getting the drafts out quickly.

current paragraph:
Malcolm L. questioned the group as to what “recreational flows” means. Dave 
replied that he thinks it means flows conducive to certain activities, or 
optimal flows. Malcolm replied that their only concern with the LSR is that we 
don't know about project releases in advance and that getting onto or out of 
the river is not easy. Tom E. believed these issues will be dealt with in the 
Safety RCG. 

suggested paragraph:
Malcolm L. questioned the group as to what “recreational flows” means. Dave 
replied that he thinks it means flows conducive to certain activities, or 
optimal flows. Malcolm replied that their main concerns with the LSR are that 
project releases are not announced in advance and that recreating is often  
unsafe because of the extreme flow level changes; and, that TU advocates for 
the best flows to be set based on scientific studies for the fish, not for the 
fishermen or other rereationists. Tom E. believed the flow issues will be 
dealt with in the Safety RCG and in the Fish & Wildlife RCG. 

current paragraph:
Tom questioned the group as to what would be each groups “preferred” flow for 
the LSR, not taking other Project uses into account (i.e., what would each 
group like to see if their respective uses were the only consideration). 
Malcolm replied that he would like to see a naturally flowing river, but knows 
this can't be the case. Malcolm questioned if we should examine Project 
effects on a naturally flowing river. Tom replied there will ultimately be a 
flow regime. Dave also noted the FERC will be using the current license as a 
baseline and they will not go back to pre-Project conditions in an 
environmental analysis. 

suggested paragraph:

Tom questioned the group as to what would be each groups “preferred” flow for 
the LSR, not taking other Project uses into account (i.e., what would each 
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group like to see if their respective uses were the only consideration). 
Malcolm replied that he would like to see more  of a 'run of the river' flow 
regime with flows out of the lake based on flows into the lake with scheduled 
releases that averaged those flows over a 24 hour period for less fluctuation. 
Tom replied there will ultimately be a flow regime. Dave also noted the FERC 
will be using the current license as a baseline and they will not go back to 
pre-Project conditions in an environmental analysis. 
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Sent: Friday, March 10, 2006 9:49 AM
To: Dave Anderson; Tony Bebber; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill 

Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Charlie Rentz; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; 
Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Guy Jones; Irvin Pitts 
(ipitts@scprt.com); James Smith; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer Summerlin; JoAnn Butler; Joy Downs; 
Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Larry Michalec; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; 
Marty Phillips; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norman Ferris; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; 
Ralph Crafton; Randy Mahan; Richard Mikell; Stanley Yalicki; Suzanne Rhodes; Tim Flach; 
Tim Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tommy Boozer

Cc: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
Subject: Re: 03-03-06 Rec Management TWC Draft Meeting Notes

2006-03-03_Recrea
tion_Manageme...

Dave - See below  for suggested changes - Also attachment with edits.

 Existing
(Steve Bell questioned the recreational use of the buffer zone around the lake.  He 
wondered if we need to include the buffer zone as part of the list of recreational sites. 
He was mainly worried that the public is not aware of this recreational resource and that 
this buffer zone remains a recreational resource in the future.  David and Tommy expressed
their concern about advertising this area as a recreational site and the potential for 
conflict it may create.  Tommy pointed out that the buffer zone, as well as future 
recreational areas and game management areas are open to the public.  The group agreed 
that these areas would not be added to the list of recreational sites, but would be 
identified and described on a map of shoreline classifications that will be produced in 
the Lake and Land Management RCG.)

Change to:

Steve B. indicated that shorelines in the forest management, future development 
classification and buffer zones are open to the public for passive recreational uses and 
should be included in the inventory of areas available for public use. Tommy Boozer 
indicated that he did not want to include these in the inventory of areas “designated” as 
recreational sites. Steve B. noted that the islands which have no amenities are included 
so why not the forest management lands, future development, and buffers. David and Tommy 
expressed their concern about advertising buffer zones as designated recreational sites 
due to the potential for conflict it may create. Steve B indicated that members of the 
Recreational Resource Committee should be aware that these shorelines while not designated
as recreational sites are available for public use noting that the FERC recently ruled 
that public access paths to the buffers should be provided as needed. Steve B. suggested 
that for the purpose of inventory, forest management, future development, and buffers 
should be listed as a separate category i.e. (non designated areas, impromptu, passive) 
and included as part of the recreational resource inventory. The group agreed to include 
the information including acreage and length of shoreline. 

> 
> From: Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>
> Date: 2006/03/07 Tue PM 02:24:02 EST
> To: Tony Bebber <tbebber@scprt.com>,  Alan Axson <cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net>,  
> Alan Stuart <alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com>,  Alison Guth
>  <alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com>,  Amanda Hill <amanda_hill@fws.gov>,  
> Bill Argentieri <bargentieri@scana.com>,  Bill Marshall
>  <marshallb@dnr.sc.gov>,  Charlene Coleman <cheetahtrk@yahoo.com>,  
> Charlie Rentz <flyhotair@greenwood.net>,  Dave Anderson
>  <dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com>,  David Hancock <dhancock@scana.com>,  
> Dick Christie <dchristie@infoave.net>,  George Duke
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>  <kayakduke@bellsouth.net>,  "Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers)"
>  <gjobsis@americanrivers.org>,  Guy Jones <guyjones@sc.rr.com>,  
> "Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com)" <ipitts@scprt.com>,  James Smith
>  <bkawasi@sc.rr.com>,  Jeff Duncan <jeff_duncan@nps.gov>,  
> Jennifer Summerlin <Jennifer.Summerlin@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,  JoAnn Butler
>  <jbutler@scana.com>,  Joy Downs <elymay2@aol.com>,  Karen Kustafik
>  <kakustafik@columbiasc.net>,  Keith Ganz-Sarto
>  <keith_ganz_sarto@hotmail.com>,  Larry Michalec <lmichalec@aol.com>,  
> Lee Barber <lbarber@sc.rr.com>,  Malcolm Leaphart
>  <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>,  Mark Leao <mark_leao@fws.gov>,  Marty Phillips
>  <marty.phillips@kleinschmidtusa.com>,  Mike Waddell
>  <mwaddell@esri.sc.edu>,  Miriam Atria <miriam@lakemurraycountry.com>,  
> Norman Ferris <norm@sc.rr.com>,  Patricia Wendling <wwending@sc.rr.com>,  
> Patrick Moore <patrickm@scccl.org>,  Ralph Crafton <crafton@usit.net>,  
> Randy Mahan <rmahan@scana.com>,  Richard Mikell
>  <adventurec@mindspring.com>,  Stanley Yalicki <joyyalicki@aol.com>,  
> Steve Bell <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,  Suzanne Rhodes
>  <suzrhodes@juno.com>,  Tim Flach <tflach@thestate.com>,  Tim Vinson
>  <vinsont@dnr.sc.gov>,  Tom Brooks <tbrooks@newberrycounty.net>,  
> Tommy Boozer <tboozer@scana.com>
> Subject: 03-03-06 Rec Management TWC Draft Meeting Notes
> 
> Please have any comments/edits to me by March 21st.
> 
>  <<2006-03-03 Recreation Management TWC Meeting Notes (DRAFT).doc>>
> 
> 
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ATTENDEES:

Name Organization Name Organization
David Hancock SCE&G George Duke LMHC
Dave Anderson Kleinschmidt Associates Tim Vinson SCDNR
Tommy Boozer SCE&G Tony Bebber SCPRT
Steve Bell Lake Murray Watch Jennifer Summerlin Kleinschmidt Associates

HOMEWORK ITEMS:

 Tommy B. – send out acreage of current management prescriptions
 All – research(dock restrictions and any boating capacity studies that the Corps used)

restrictions on Lake Lanier
 Dave – scan and email existing boating use study
 Tim – send Dave questions used by DNR during previous surveys
 Dave – draft inventory form and inventory database

PARKING LOT ITEMS:



DATE OF NEXT MEETING: March 17, 2006 at 10:00 a.m.
Conference Call
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MEETING NOTES:

These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not 
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.

Dave A. opened the meeting by briefly going over the objectives of the TWC and what the 
committee needs to accomplish by the start of the recreation season.  The first thing that the 
committee went over is the facility inventory that has been discussed in the Recreation RCG 
meetings.  Dave reminded the group that they need to have the complete list of amenities by the end 
of the day in order to complete the facility inventory.

There was some discussion as to how the information would be maintained after it was collected.  
Dave explained the benefits of storing the information in a database, which would allow SCE&G to 
easily update the information, and will allow the data to be used in a variety of ways (GIS, 
brochure, website, etc.).  Tommy reminded the group that SCE&G goes through the updating 
process when it is time to submit their Form 80s and also during the 5-year review of the lake 
management plan.  Tommy noted that the 5-year review was originally a recreational review and 
has evolved to encompass the entire lake and land management program.  The group also discussed 
how this information would be available on a website.

Dave reminded the group that a website is peripheral to collecting the information; we need to focus 
since the recreation season is approaching.  There was a group discussion of additional variables 
that need to be collected for purposes of a complete facility inventory.  One of the main points from 
this discussion focuses on ADA compliance.  The group agreed that we must contact the 
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation and have them evaluate all of SCE&G’s park sites as part 
of the facility inventory.  The group agreed to a final set of variables (to be shown on the inventory 
form—attached) that must be collected as part of the inventory.  Dave will send out a draft form 
with the information to be collected prior to next meeting and will also begin to design the database 
that will store the information.

Steve B. indicated that shorelines in the forest management, future development classification and 
buffer zones are open to the public for passive recreational uses and should be included in the 
inventory of areas available for public use. Tommy Boozer indicated that he did not want to include 
these in the inventory of areas “designated” as recreational sites. Steve B. noted that the islands 
which have no amenities are included so why not the forest management lands, future development, 
and buffers. David and Tommy expressed their concern about advertising buffer zones as
designated recreational sites due to the potential for conflict it may create. Steve B indicated that 
members of the Recreational Resource Committee should be aware that these shorelines while not 
designated as recreational sites are available for public use noting that the FERC recently ruled that 
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public access paths to the buffers should be provided as needed. Steve B. suggested that for the 
purpose of inventory, forest management, future development, and buffers should be listed as a 
separate category i.e. (non designated areas, impromptu, passive) and included as part of the 
recreational resource inventory. The group agreed to include the information including acreage and 
length of shoreline. Delete-

(Steve Bell questioned the recreational use of the buffer zone around the lake.  He wondered if we 
need to include the buffer zone as part of the list of recreational sites.  He was mainly worried that 
the public is not aware of this recreational resource and that this buffer zone remains a recreational 
resource in the future.  David and Tommy expressed their concern about advertising this area as a 
recreational site and the potential for conflict it may create.  Tommy pointed out that the buffer 
zone, as well as future recreational areas and game management areas are open to the public.  The 
group agreed that these areas would not be added to the list of recreational sites, but would be 
identified and described on a map of shoreline classifications that will be produced in the Lake and 
Land Management RCG.)

The group briefly returned to the discussion of facility inventory.  Dave wanted to make sure that 
the list of amenities the group has agreed to will satisfy the comments from the SCPRT on the 
Initial Consultation Document.  Tony B. indicated they would, but he would like to see numbers 
with those variables where a count makes sense (parking spaces, tables, etc.).  Dave also wanted to 
make sure the group agreed that this information would only be collected for SCE&G public areas 
and not for private or commercial areas.  The group agreed, but wanted to make sure the 
information we already have on private/commercial facilities is not lost.

There was some discussion as to whether the islands need to be taken off the SCE&G facilities list.  
Tommy wants them to stay on the list because they are an important part of recreational use on the 
lake.  The group agreed to leave the islands on the list and indicate they can be used for primitive 
camping.  Dave questioned the numbers assigned to some private facilities and not others.  David H. 
replied they have not updated the numbers and need to do so as part of this exercise.

After lunch, the group concentrated on existing use data and the need to collect additional data for 
purposes of relicensing.  Dave summarized the study request for recreation and went over the 
studies that need to be in place by the start of recreation season.  Dave asked the group if a carrying 
capacity study was necessary given SCE&G cannot regulate the numbers of boats on the lake.  
Dave preferred the term boat density study and reminded the group that SCE&G has conducted this 
type of study in 2001.  There was some discussion as to how the boat counts provide useful 
information and possible uses of this information in analyses of crowding on the lake.  The group 
agreed to look at the existing boating count study and make a determination if this type of study 
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needs to be conducted again.  Dave will scan the report and send to the group so they can make a 
determination by Friday, March 10.

The group then discussed some of the studies done in support of the Catawba-Wateree relicensing 
for Duke Power.  Tony pointed out the user surveys they conducted at existing sites as well as the 
surveys done of the surrounding region to determine the need for more access sites.  Tommy B. 
questioned if this information was useful for locating new recreation sites.  Tony replied that not 
only did the surveys do that, but also provided information as to satisfaction with existing facilities.  
Tommy reminded the group that the main determination they will use in deciding locations of new 
sites is whether SCE&G owns the property—it is highly unlikely that SCE&G will purchase 
additional properties for future sites.

Dave questioned the group if it would be possible to use counts conducted during the remediation 
project to estimate use at recreation facilities.  The group agreed this information might prove 
useful, but is probably not an accurate reflection of use.  The group discussed doing a use estimate 
of SCE&G facilities as well as conducting a survey of users at these sites.  Tim mentioned the DNR 
has some questions they use for these types of surveys and he will send the questions to Dave.  
Dave will also look at the Catawba-Wateree study and see if there are any applicable questions the 
group can use.  Dave will draft a questionnaire for the group’s consideration at the next meeting.

Dave reminded the group that we must reach a decision on the boat density study as soon as 
possible so the group can finalize plans for the recreation season.  Tony pointed out the season starts 
on April 1 and he would like to see the survey conducted over an entire year.  The group examined
the calendar for the coming weeks and agreed to have conference call on March 17 to talk about a 
user questionnaire.  Dave reminded the group that the LSR needs to be included in any studies.  
After reviewing the homework items, the meeting adjourned.
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Cheryl Balitz

From: RMAHAN@scana.com
Sent: Monday, March 13, 2006 11:31 AM
To: Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson; EPPINK, THOMAS G; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Alison Guth
Subject: RE: RE Steve Bell message

Correct. And Steve Bell's insistence that all his pearls of wisdom be captured verbatim,
as well as all others he believes support his positions, is unpersuasive. We want to
capture the essence of points made and questions asked. If we have not doe so, we need to
amend. If we have done so, that should be the end of the discussion. And by the way, it
should not be Steve Bell's job to correct the record of what someone else said and is
summarized in the record if that person also is reviewing the minutes and has not objected
to the way in which his/her ideas/comments are represented.

-----Original Message-----
From: Alan Stuart [mailto:Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Monday, March 13, 2006 10:26 AM
To: Dave Anderson; EPPINK, THOMAS G; ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R; Alison Guth
Subject: RE: RE Steve Bell message

I agree, this is not a transcript.

-----Original Message-----
From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Monday, March 13, 2006 10:22 AM
To: 'EPPINK, THOMAS G'; Alan Stuart; ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R; Dave
Anderson; Alison Guth
Subject: RE: RE Steve Bell message

Check the second copy of the meeting notes and see if I captured Tom's comment. I agree
we don't want quotes in these notes.

-----Original Message-----
From: EPPINK, THOMAS G [mailto:TEPPINK@scana.com]
Sent: Monday, March 13, 2006 9:20 AM
To: Alan Stuart; ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R; Dave Anderson; Alison Guth
Subject: RE Steve Bell message

I would recommend staying away from quotes or anything else that smacks of a verbatim
transcription. While specificity is fine (e.g., "Mr. Smith of PRT said there are five
public parks on the lake") I would avoid trying to capture verbatim quotes such as "Lee
Barber said 'we need to find out if there is a safety factor, we have made an assumption
that there is an issue based on no data'" and would instead go with "Lee Barber suggested
finding out if there was a safety factor, and questioned the basis for..."

-----Original Message-----
From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net [mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net]
Sent: Friday, March 10, 2006 8:49 AM
Subject:

To: "Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>,"Dave Anderson"
<Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,"Tommy Boozer" <tboozer@scana.com>,"Aaron Small"
<arsbhs@bellsouth.net>,"Alan Axson" <cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net>,"Alan Stuart"
<alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com>,"Alison Guth" <alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com>,"Amanda
Hill" <amanda_hill@fws.gov>,"Bill Argentieri" <bargentieri@scana.com>,"Bill Mathias"
<bill25@sc.rr.com>,"Bret Hoffman" <bret.hoffman@kleinschmidtusa.com>,"Charlene Coleman"
<cheetahtrk@yahoo.com>,"David Price" <pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,"Dick Christie"
<dchristie@infoave.net>,"Edward Schnepel" <eschnepel@sc.rr.com>,"George Duke"
<kayakduke@bellsouth.net>,"Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers)"
<gjobsis@americanrivers.org>,"Jerry Wise" <meddynamic@aol.com>,"Jim Devereaux"
<jdevereaux@scana.com>,"John and Rob Altenberg" <seatowlakemurray@seatow.com>,"Karen
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Kustafik" <kakustafik@columbiasc.net>,"Kenneth Fox" <skfox@sc.rr.com>,"Lee Barber"
<lbarber@sc.rr.com>,"Malcolm Leaphart" <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>,"Mark Leao"
<mark_leao@fws.gov>,"Mike Waddell" <mwaddel@attglobal.net>,"Miriam Atria"
<miriam@lakemurraycountry.com>,"Norm Nicholson" <larana@mindspring.com>,"Norman Ferris"
<norm@sc.rr.com>,"Patrick Moore" <patrickm@scccl.org>,"Randy Mahan" <rmahan@
scana.com>,"Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,"Tom Eppink" <teppink@scana.com>
Subject: Re: RE: 02-14-06 Draft Meeting Notes - Saftey RCG - Saluda Hydro
Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2006 8:48:08 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Message-Id: <20060310134809.DOV2285.ibm58aec.bellsouth.net@mail.bellsouth.net>
X-esp: ESP<0>=RBL:<0> SHA:<0> UHA:<0> SLS:<0> BAYES:<0> SenderID:<0> Spam

Dictionary (TRU10):<0> Obscenities Dictionary (TRU10):<0>
Scam Dictionary (TRU10):<0> Adult Dictionary (TRU10):<0>
Embed HTML Dictionary (TRU10):<0> Float Dictionary
(TRU10):<0> HTML Dictionary (TRU10):<0> URL Real-Time
Signatures:<0> Spam Dictionary 2 (TRU10):<0>

Return-Path: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 10 Mar 2006 13:48:33.0864 (UTC) FILETIME=[52C5E480:01C64449]

Dave- Below is suggested changes to summary. In addition, I would recommend that actual
quotes from members regarding the lake levels/safety be included for instance, Lee Barber
said "we need to find out if there is a safety factor, we have made an assumption that
there is an issue based on no data", George Duke said said " I am assuming that there is
a reason that DNR has marked the lake for 354, if would make sense to mark it a lower
levels." etc.

Delete-- "Most of the group agreed that lake levels are probably not a safety issue, and
the inherent dangers of boating are the cause for people not knowing about the existing
shoal markers" Include comments from those members who indicated that "lake levels are
probably not a safety issue"

Thanks Steve Bell

> From: "Bill Marshall" <MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov>
> Date: 2006/03/07 Tue PM 03:04:05 EST
> To: "Dave Anderson" <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>,
> "Tommy Boozer" <tboozer@scana.com>,
> "Aaron Small" <arsbhs@bellsouth.net>,
> "Alan Axson" <cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net>,
> "Alan Stuart" <alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com>,
> "Alison Guth" <alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com>,
> "Amanda Hill" <amanda_hill@fws.gov>,
> "Bill Argentieri" <bargentieri@scana.com>,
> "Bill Mathias" <bill25@sc.rr.com>,
> "Bret Hoffman" <bret.hoffman@kleinschmidtusa.com>,
> "Charlene Coleman" <cheetahtrk@yahoo.com>,
> "David Price" <pricedc@dhec.sc.gov>,
> "Dick Christie" <dchristie@infoave.net>,
> "Edward Schnepel" <eschnepel@sc.rr.com>,
> "George Duke" <kayakduke@bellsouth.net>,
> "Gerrit Jobsis \(American Rivers\)"
<gjobsis@americanrivers.org>,
> "Jerry Wise" <meddynamic@aol.com>,
> "Jim Devereaux" <jdevereaux@scana.com>,
> "John and Rob Altenberg" <seatowlakemurray@seatow.com>,
> "Karen Kustafik" <kakustafik@columbiasc.net>,
> "Kenneth Fox" <skfox@sc.rr.com>,
> "Lee Barber" <lbarber@sc.rr.com>,
> "Malcolm Leaphart" <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>,
> "Mark Leao" <mark_leao@fws.gov>,
> "Mike Waddell" <mwaddel@attglobal.net>,
> "Miriam Atria" <miriam@lakemurraycountry.com>,
> "Norm Nicholson" <larana@mindspring.com>,
> "Norman Ferris" <norm@sc.rr.com>,
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> "Patrick Moore" <patrickm@scccl.org>,
> "Randy Mahan" <rmahan@scana.com>,
> "Steve Bell" <bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net>,
> "Suzanne Rhodes" <suzrhodes@juno.com>,
> "Tom Eppink" <teppink@scana.com>
> Subject: RE: 02-14-06 Draft Meeting Notes - Saftey RCG - Saluda Hydro
>
> Dave and others,
>
> FYI - I have attached the draft mtg notes of the Feb 14 Safety RCG mtg
> with my suggested changes.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Bill Marshall
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2006 11:27 AM
> To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth;
> Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret
Hoffman;
> Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; Edward
> Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jerry Wise;
Jim
> Devereaux; John and Rob Altenberg; Karen Kustafik; Kenneth Fox; Lee
> Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm
> Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Steve Bell;
> Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink
> Subject: 02-14-06 Draft Meeting Notes
>
>
>
> I am resending this to the entire RCG (originally went out yesterday).
> Changes to the notes can only be made by attendees; comments on what
> transpired will be taken from all members.
>
> Here are the draft meeting notes from our Feb. 14 Safety RCG. Please
> have any comments/changes back to me by March 15th.
>
> <<2006-02-14 Meeting Notes - Safety (DRAFT).doc>>
>
>
>



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Lee Barber [lbarber@sc.rr.com]

Sent: Wednesday, March 15, 2006 9:50 PM

To: Dave Anderson

Cc: Ken Fox; Bob Keener; Dave Landis; Joy Downs; Mike Murrell; Richard Kidder; Tom Ruple

Subject: Re: Draft On-Site User Questionnaire

Page 1 of 1Draft On-Site User Questionnaire

11/7/2007

Dave
I have seen Steve Bells e-mail re: his recommendation that the public use of buffer zones be put on hold for now.  
First, I suggest that this decision is your call. Second, I want it made clear that the LMA will demand that this 
issue be addressed.  We (and by we I mean the entire board of directors) are vehemently opposed to Steve's 
position on this issue.  We understand it may be in some sort of FERC reg. but that does not mean we can't 
present our objections.
When is our next meeting of either the RCG or TWC meeting?  Thanks much.
Lee Barber

----- Original Message -----
From: Dave Anderson
To: Van Hoffman ; Dave Anderson ; David Hancock ; Dick Christie ; George Duke ; Lee Barber ; Malcolm 
Leaphart ; Patrick Moore ; Steve Bell ; Tim Vinson ; Tommy Boozer ; Tony Bebber
Sent: Tuesday, March 14, 2006 5:09 PM
Subject: Draft On-Site User Questionnaire

Here is a draft survey to be used at SCE&G recreation sites.  I would like to collect comments on this during 
Friday's call.  Right now, we are thinking an on-site self-administered questionnaire (hand out clipboards and let 
recreationists fill them out), but are open to other suggestions.

Some of these questions we have to have to estimate use for the sites; others are for information collection 
only.  I am trying to keep the number of questions to around 25 so the questionnaire can be completed in about 
5 minutes (someone may want to test this without looking at the questionnaire first--just open it and mentally 
complete it, or print it out and fill it in).

Any questions?

<<Public Access Survey Draft.doc>> 
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006 5:41 PM
To: Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer 

Summerlin; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; 
Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber

Cc: Alan Stuart; 'Bill Argentieri'
Subject: Agenda for Friday and Docs to Review

Please remember that we have a conference call scheduled for 9:30 am EST on Friday, March 24.  In order to call in, dial 
1-800-504-8071 and then punch in the access code 2179162 followed by the # sign.

Here is the agenda:

9:30 - 10:00 Review and Finalize SCE&G Public Site Inventory Form (attached)

10:00 - 10:30 Review Public Access Site Questionnaire (attached)

10:30 - 11:00 Discussion of Recreation Site Assessment Schedule

11:00 - 11:15 Schedule Next Meeting and Moving Forward

As you are probably aware, we were not able to distribute a draft study plan for the group's review.  We have been working 
diligently and hope to have a draft available for review next week.  Considering the tasks we have in order to get the study 
plan in place (hiring clerks and training, pre-test questionnaire, site inventory), we will not be able to start the study on April 
1.  I would like to discuss what we may be missing by not including April in the sampling frame, and hear comments on 
starting the counts and interviews on Memorial Day (May 29).

If anyone has anything else they would like to add to the agenda, please let me know.

SCE&G Public Site 
Inventory Fo...

Public Access Site 
Questionnai...
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006 11:15 AM
To: Van Hoffman; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; 

Charlene Coleman; Charlie Rentz; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George 
Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Guy Jones; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); James 
Smith; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Summerlin; Jim Devereaux; JoAnn Butler; 
Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Kelly Maloney; Larry Michalec; Larry Turner 
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Marty Phillips; Mike 
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norman Ferris; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton; 
Randy Mahan; Richard Mikell; Stanley Yalicki; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tim Flach; Tim 
Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber

Subject: Final 03-01-2006 Downstream Flow TWC Meeting Notes

Here are the final meeting notes.

2006-03-01 DFTWC 
Meeting Notes...



SCE&G Public Site Inventory Form

Inspected by: ___________ Date: ____________

Site Name: _________________ Site Code: __________

Site Address: ____________________________________________________________

City: _____________________ State: _____ Zip Code: ___________

Facility Type:

_____ Primitive Camp _____ Picnic Area _____ Day Use

_____ Overlook Site _____ Informal Site _____ Launch Ramp

Road Access:

_____ Paved access........................................______ # of lanes

_____ Unpaved access...................................______ # of lanes

Operations:

_____ Manned _____ Seasonal (From_____To_____)

_____ Unmanned _____ Year Round

_____ Fee ($) ........... (Site_____; Parking;_____)

Site Amenities:

# Type # Type

_____ Picnic Tables _____ Potable Water

_____ Grills _____ Boat Fuel

_____ Firepit/ring _____ Trash Cans

_____ Boat Pump Out _____ Docks

_____ Trails (specify use_____________: Miles_____) _____ Playground

_____ Shelter _____ Showers

_____ Designated Swim Area _____ Concession

_____ Store _____Marina (# of slips_____)

_____ Dumping Station



Parking Lots:

Estimated Estimated
Type # Paved # Gravel

ADA Spaces _____ _____ _____ Spaces delineated?

Regular Spaces _____ _____ _____ Curbs?

Vehicle & trailer spaces _____ _____

Sanitation Facilities:

Flush (ADA?) Portable (ADA?) Showers (ADA?)

Unisex _____ (_____) _____ (_____) _____ (_____)

Women _____ (_____) _____ (_____) _____ (_____)

Men _____ (_____) _____ (_____) _____ (_____)

Campground/Campsite:

RV sites Cabins Tent sites Primitive sites

# of sites ______ ______ ______ ______

On site parking ______ ______ ______ ______

Water front ______ ______ ______ ______

ADA compliant ______ ______ ______ ______

Boat Launch Facilities:

_____ Hard surface _____ Unimproved _____ # of Lanes

_____ Gravel _____ Carry In _____ Boat Prep Area?

Courtesy/Fishing Docks:

Courtesy/Fishing Dimensions ADA Compliant

__________ __________ _____

__________ __________ _____

__________ __________ _____

__________ __________ _____

__________ __________ _____



Notes: ________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Picture Number From _____ To _____
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2006 5:36 PM
To: Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer 

Summerlin; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; 
Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber

Subject: ADA Assessment

I have contacted the South Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation Department and they do not perform ADA assessments.  I 
was given the number to the Building Code Licensure Board and spoke to Gary Wiggins.  At one time they performed this 
service, but don't do it anymore due to budgetary constraints.  Gary did provide me with a couple of interesting links about 
building codes and accessibility:

The South Carolina Building Codes Council: http://www.llr.state.sc.us/POL/BCC/

Adopted Building Codes: http://www.llr.state.sc.us/POL/BCC/index.asp?file=GENERAL_CodeView.htm

Building Accessibility Program: http://www.llr.state.sc.us/POL/BCC/index.asp?file=PROGRAM_BAP.htm

Since we can't find a government service to provide the assessment, I am suggesting that, as part of the facility inventory, 
we qualitatively assess SCE&G public sites.  This would involve common sense observations as to whether a site, or 
components of a site, are accessible.  If, after this qualitative assessment is completed, we propose to bring some sites 
under ADA compliance, we (Kleinschmidt) have the expertise to make specific engineering recommendations for those 
sites.

Input?



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Tony Bebber [tbebber@scprt.com]

Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2006 12:17 PM

To: Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; 
Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim 
Vinson; Tommy Boozer

Subject: RE: ADA Assessment

Page 1 of 2ADA Assessment

11/7/2007

Though you may not find much new information, you may also want to review the following (I haven’t reviewed all 
these either):
 
National Center for Accessibility has technical assistance information for beaches, boating/fishing, general 
accessibility, outdoor developed areas, playgrounds, trails, and other recreation information.
http://www.ncaonline.org/tech/
 

I suggest that an Inventory of Accessibility be included in the study plan.  Dave suggested it be included as part of 
the facility inventory and I think that makes sense (whichever contractual service does it).  It was interesting in the 
LLR website that Dave provided access to, that “recent settlements” included Florence County being required to 
do a quite extensive survey of all county facilities.
 
 
Tony Bebber, AICP
Planning Manager
South Carolina Dept. of Parks,
  Recreation & Tourism
1205 Pendleton Street
Columbia, SC  29201
803-734-0189
803-734-1042 fax
tbebber@scprt.com
websites: www.discoversouthcarolina.com
               www.SouthCarolinaParks.com
               www.SCTrails.net

So many parks.  So much fun!  So what are you waiting for?   Make your State Park weekend and 
vacation plans today!  Call 1-866-345-PARK (7275) or reserve online at www.SouthCarolinaParks.com.
 
 

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2006 4:36 PM
To: Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; Kelly 
Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; 
Tony Bebber

Recreation Regulatory Negotiation Committee - Final Report This section of the 
preamble contains a summary of the proposed accessibility guidelines for trails, outdoor 
recreation access routes, beach access routes, ...
www.access-board.gov/outdoor/outdoor-rec-rpt.htm - 192k
 
USDA Forest Service Accessibility Forest Service Outdoor Recreation Accessibility
Guidelines. Forest Service accessibility guidelines are being developed to provide 
guidance for the agency ...
www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/accessibility/ - 25k
 
 



Subject: ADA Assessment
 

I have contacted the South Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation Department and they do not perform ADA
assessments.  I was given the number to the Building Code Licensure Board and spoke to Gary Wiggins.  At one 
time they performed this service, but don't do it anymore due to budgetary constraints.  Gary did provide me with 
a couple of interesting links about building codes and accessibility:

The South Carolina Building Codes Council: http://www.llr.state.sc.us/POL/BCC/

Adopted Building Codes: http://www.llr.state.sc.us/POL/BCC/index.asp?file=GENERAL_CodeView.htm

Building Accessibility Program: http://www.llr.state.sc.us/POL/BCC/index.asp?file=PROGRAM_BAP.htm

Since we can't find a government service to provide the assessment, I am suggesting that, as part of the facility 
inventory, we qualitatively assess SCE&G public sites.  This would involve common sense observations as to 
whether a site, or components of a site, are accessible.  If, after this qualitative assessment is completed, we 
propose to bring some sites under ADA compliance, we (Kleinschmidt) have the expertise to make specific 
engineering recommendations for those sites.

Input?

Page 2 of 2ADA Assessment

11/7/2007



From: Alison Guth
To: "RBICKLEY@LEX-CO.COM"; 
Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Monday, October 23, 2006 3:30:48 PM

basically just a hydrology 101, discussing the watershed and rainfall and such.

-----Original Message----- 
From: RHETT BICKLEY [mailto:RBICKLEY@LEX-CO.COM]  
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 7:41 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
Alison, What is the nature of Jon's presentation on hydrology? Rhett 
 
 Original Message----- 
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 4:02 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; 
Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill 
Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; BGreen@smeinc.com; Bill Hulslander; 
Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; bseibels@yahoo.com; Brandon 
Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; 
Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie 
Rentz; Chris Judge; Chris Page; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave 
Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dick 
Christie; Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.
us; Edward Schnepel; aregaf@dnr.sc.gov; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis 
(American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; 
ipitts@scprt.com; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jennifer 
Summerlin; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim 
Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; 
johned44@bellsouth.net; jsfrick@mindspring.com; Jon Leader; Joy 
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; 
Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee 
Barber; Linda Lester ; Malcolm Leaphart; Marianne Zajac; Mary Kelly; 
Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; msummer@scana.com; Mike 
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; 
Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal 
Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; 
rbull@davisfloyd.com; Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; 
SKEENER@sc.rr.com; Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald 
Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra 
Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Steve 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:RBICKLEY@LEX-CO.COM


Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; tpowers@newberrycounty.net; Theresa 
Thom; Tim Vinson; tbowles@scana.com; Tom Eppink; Tom Ruple; Tom 
Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Valerie Marcil; Van Hoffman; 
balesw@dnr.sc.gov; Wenonah Haire; Mike Schimpff 
Subject: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 

When: Thursday, October 26, 2006 9:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-
05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).  
Where: Saluda Shoals Park - Environmental Education Center 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

Good Afternoon All, 

Just a reminder that there will be a Quarterly Public Meeting next 
Thursday, October 26th.  Please note that the meeting times are a 
little different this time, 9am and 6pm.  You will notice that the 
same presentations that were presented at the All RCG's Meeting 
last week will be presented again at the Quarterly Public Meeting.  
Dr. Bud Badr, who presented the Hydrology 101 presentation to 
the group last week, has a previous engagement that he must 
attend on the 26th, however, Jon Quebbeman will be presenting 
similar material to the group at the Quarterly Meeting.  Thanks, and 
feel free to contact me with any questions.  Alison

<<Quarterly Public Meeting Agenda 102606 - 9am.doc>> 
<<Quarterly Public Meeting Agenda 102606 - 6pm.doc>> 
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Cheryl Balitz

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Friday, March 31, 2006 12:12 PM
To: 'Gina Kirkland'
Subject: RE: listing of different committees

RCG flow chart.doc
(39 KB)

Hello Gina,

Sorry I am just now getting back to you. I have attached a flowchart to show you the
break down of the committees. For your planning purposes, it looks like under the
Fisheries and Wildlife RCG the RT&E, Mussels & Inverts, and Terrestrial TWCs have been
meeting on one day. Thanks and hope you have a good weekend. Alison

-----Original Message-----
From: Gina Kirkland [mailto:KIRKLAGL@dhec.sc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2006 4:06 PM
To: Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com
Subject: Re: listing of different committees

Alison,

Please do me a favor and send me a listing of the resource groups and their technical
committees. I need it for work. We are attempting to "parcel" the workload and it would
be very helpful to have all of the different committees and subcommittees listed.
Thanks!!!!!!!!

Gina



Saluda Hydro Relicensing
RCG’s and their respective TWC’s

Operations RCG

Operations TWC

Cultural RCG

Lake and Land Management RCG

Lake & Land Mgt TWC

Fish and Wildlife RCG
IFIM/Aquatic Habitat TWC

Diadromous Fish TWC

Terrestrial TWC

RT&E Species TWC

Fish Entrainment TWC

Mussels & Invertebrates TWC



Water Quality RCG

Water Quality TWC

Safety RCG

Recreation RCG

Lake Levels TWC

Recreation Management TWC

Downstream Flows TWC



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Tim Vinson [VinsonT@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 9:14 AM

To: Dave Anderson

Subject: RE: ADA Assessment

Page 1 of 1ADA Assessment

11/7/2007

Just remember, building codes don't always apply to water rec facilities at certain locations of cases.

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2006 4:36 PM
To: Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; Kelly 
Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; 
Tony Bebber
Subject: ADA Assessment

I have contacted the South Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation Department and they do not perform ADA 
assessments.  I was given the number to the Building Code Licensure Board and spoke to Gary Wiggins.  At one 
time they performed this service, but don't do it anymore due to budgetary constraints.  Gary did provide me with 
a couple of interesting links about building codes and accessibility:

The South Carolina Building Codes Council: http://www.llr.state.sc.us/POL/BCC/

Adopted Building Codes: http://www.llr.state.sc.us/POL/BCC/index.asp?file=GENERAL_CodeView.htm

Building Accessibility Program: http://www.llr.state.sc.us/POL/BCC/index.asp?file=PROGRAM_BAP.htm

Since we can't find a government service to provide the assessment, I am suggesting that, as part of the facility 
inventory, we qualitatively assess SCE&G public sites.  This would involve common sense observations as to 
whether a site, or components of a site, are accessible.  If, after this qualitative assessment is completed, we 
propose to bring some sites under ADA compliance, we (Kleinschmidt) have the expertise to make specific 
engineering recommendations for those sites.

Input?



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]

Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2006 12:38 PM

To: Dave Anderson

Subject: RE: Recreation Site Questionnaires

Page 1 of 1Recreation Site Questionnaires

11/7/2007

Hey Dave,
I have been thinking about Mill Race and excluding it from interviews and I think we need on site interviews at Mill
Race. Mostly because it is were more than 50% of the access takes place, where most of the accidents take
place, and where the greatest variety of recreation goes on.

I don’t know exactly how to move forward here but I wanted to let you know that many of us feel this way and will
probably request it at some point. I am sorry I did not catch it sooner and will do anything to help that I can.

I am attaching a copy of the hot-off-the-press REC flow study from HRC and NPS.

Patrick Moore
Water Quality Associate
Coastal Conservation League
1207 Lincoln St. Suite 203-C
Columbia, S.C. 29201
803.771.7102

-----Original Message-----
From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 4:19 PM
To: Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; Kelly
Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy
Boozer; Tony Bebber
Subject: Recreation Site Questionnaires

As promised earlier, here are the latest drafts of the questionnaires for the lake and river. We can talk
about these on Friday; if you aren't able to make it on Friday, please submit any comments via email
and/or phone. Also, I have included the map we are planning on using for the lake questionnaire to
estimate where people are going on the water. These segments correspond to the segments used in the
boat counts (the Berger study), but are broken up into smaller segments (there are a number of smaller
segments that make up one of the segments in the Berger study).

<<Public Access Site Questionnaire LSR (04-03-06).doc>> <<Public Access Site Questionnaire (04-03-
06).doc>> <<Recreation Areas.pdf>>



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: C Coleman [cheetahtrk@yahoo.com]

Sent: Thursday, March 09, 2006 12:46 PM

To: Dave Anderson; Tony Bebber; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; 
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Marshall; Charlie Rentz; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick 
Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Guy Jones; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); 
James Smith; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer Summerlin; JoAnn Butler; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith 
Ganz-Sarto; Larry Michalec; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Marty Phillips; Mike 
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norman Ferris; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton; 
RMAHAN@scana.com; Richard Mikell; Stanley Yalicki; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tim Flach; 
Tim Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tommy Boozer

Subject: Re: Downstream Flows TWC Draft Meeting Notes

Page 1 of 1

11/7/2007

seems ok to me
 
here's your list
 
user flow levels to follow.
Charlene

Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> wrote: 

Here are the draft meeting notes for the Downstream Flows TWC, which met last Wednesday.  Don't 
forget that only those people in attendance can edit the content of the meeting notes; other RCG 
members may comment on the topics discussed.
Please have any comments/edits back to me by March 20th.
<<2006-03-01 DFTWC Meeting Notes (DRAFT).doc>> 

Learn to get in touch with the silence within yourself and know that everything in this life has a purpose.
- Elizabeth Kubler-Ross 

Yahoo! Mail
Bring photos to life! New PhotoMail makes sharing a breeze. 



RIVER USERS                                                              Original list 3/7/06
Swimmers
   -Children & teenagers on the river banks
   -people at access areas
    -rock people
    -educational groups and clubs
Tubers
Fishermen
   -bank
       -trout
       -food—people that actually fish to feed their families
       -bass and other
       -father and son type outings to learn to fish
        -scouts and other clubs, groups
     -boat
        -trout
         -trophy bass
         -recreational
         -food
         --business (Oriental group that fishes near bridges)
       -wade
          -trout
           -children w/ parents
Charity groups
        -canoe, raft, sit on tops, etc
Social groups
Clubs
Educational groups
        -schools and university
        -Scouts
        -club field trips
Outdoor clubs
Hikers
Mountain bikers
Kayakers and canoeists—(skilled)
Recreational boaters (rental and less skilled)
4X4 clubs
Zoo visitors
Rescue Training
Kayak and Canoe classes
US team boaters practicing (Olympic and world team level)
Bird watchers
Nature lovers

        



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Tim Vinson [VinsonT@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2006 9:54 AM

To: Dave Anderson

Subject: Meeting and phone call

Page 1 of 1

11/7/2007

Hey Dave,

Just wanted to drop a line to you and let you know that I wont be able to do the phone call Friday. I will be out in
the field and in the water.

The surveys look good to me.

The only thing I have gotten out of LE down in Charleston is there were 43 events in Lexington County and 18
events in Newberry County in the year 2004.

He sent me an email this last week and stated there were 34 or 36 events in the year 2005. Not sure what this
number is. May have to get down there an look for what is needed.

Take care, Tim.



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]

Sent: Wednesday, April 05, 2006 12:47 PM

To: Dave Anderson

Subject: RE: Recreation Site Questionnaires

Page 1 of 1Recreation Site Questionnaires

11/7/2007

The LSR questionnaire looks good.

My only addition is “Have you ever been on the river when the siren sounds?” and “What happened after the siren
sounded”

This would give us an idea of people’s reactions. Again, upon further reflection, this questionnaire needs to go
out at Mill Race as well.

Patrick Moore
Water Quality Associate
Coastal Conservation League
1207 Lincoln St. Suite 203-C
Columbia, S.C. 29201
803.771.7102

-----Original Message-----
From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006 4:19 PM
To: Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; Kelly
Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy
Boozer; Tony Bebber
Subject: Recreation Site Questionnaires

As promised earlier, here are the latest drafts of the questionnaires for the lake and river. We can talk
about these on Friday; if you aren't able to make it on Friday, please submit any comments via email
and/or phone. Also, I have included the map we are planning on using for the lake questionnaire to
estimate where people are going on the water. These segments correspond to the segments used in the
boat counts (the Berger study), but are broken up into smaller segments (there are a number of smaller
segments that make up one of the segments in the Berger study).

<<Public Access Site Questionnaire LSR (04-03-06).doc>> <<Public Access Site Questionnaire (04-03-
06).doc>> <<Recreation Areas.pdf>>



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Tony Bebber [tbebber@scprt.com]

Sent: Friday, April 21, 2006 4:01 PM

To: Marty Phillips

Cc: Dave Anderson

Subject: RE: Dreyer Island State Park Contact

Page 1 of 2Dreyer Island State Park Contact

11/8/2007

Yes, Dreher Island contact is Ashley Berry, Park Manager, at 803-364-4152, dreherisland@scprt.com. Let him
know that it is part of the Re-licensing project.

Also, I talked to someone here in the office about what data you may expect the park to have available. They will
have numbers for entrance to the park, numbers for camping and cabins, and numbers for picnic shelter use (fee)
but not general picnicking. They don’t charge for boat ramps so may not have a good number for that. They may
be able to estimate fishing, hiking, swimming, or other usage – but it will be a wild guess. Day use info will be
more limited than camping/cabin use.

Good luck.

Tony Bebber, AICP
Planning Manager
South Carolina Dept. of Parks,
Recreation & Tourism

1205 Pendleton Street
Columbia, SC 29201
803-734-0189
803-734-1042 fax
tbebber@scprt.com
websites: www.discoversouthcarolina.com

www.SouthCarolinaParks.com
www.SCTrails.net

So many parks. So much fun! So what are you waiting for? Make your State Park weekend and vacation
plans today! Call 1-866-345-PARK (7275) or reserve online at www.SouthCarolinaParks.com.

From: Marty Phillips [mailto:Marty.Phillips@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, April 21, 2006 11:46 AM
To: Tony Bebber
Cc: Dave Anderson
Subject: Dreyer Island State Park Contact

Tony,

Soon we will need to contact a park manager at Dreyer Island State Park. We need to coordinate our site
inventory and survey efforts with him/her. Do you have a contact name of someone who we could call to talk
with?

Marty

Marty Phillips
Kleinschmidt Associates
75 Main Street P.O. Box 576



Pittsfield, ME 04967
phone: (207) 487-3328
fax: (207) 487-3124

Page 2 of 2Dreyer Island State Park Contact

11/8/2007
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Friday, April 21, 2006 4:51 PM
To: Dave Anderson
Cc: Van Hoffman; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;

BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Charlie Rentz; Dave
Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Guy
Jones; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Summerlin; Jim
Devereaux; JoAnn Butler; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Kelly Maloney; Larry
Michalec; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Mark Leao; Marty Phillips; Mike
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norman Ferris; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Richard Mikell; Stanley Yalicki; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tim
Flach; Tim Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber

Subject: Re: Draft Recreation RCG Work Plan {SpamScore: sss}

Dave,
I have included at the bottom of this email specific issues that need
to be added to the Recreation Work Plan under IDENTIFIED ISSUES. This list is
a followup to your request at the meeting April to provide issues that have
not been documented to date. As I commented to you in my notes before the
April 17 Recreation RCG meeting, identifying issues and noting clearly whether
they pertain to the river and/or the lake is very important. All of these
issues have been raised previously by many, including Trout Unlimited, the SC
DNR Lower Saluda River Advisory Council, and SC State Parks, in published
documents or correspondence such as the ICD comments last August, and are not
new, and are well thought and developed by broad consensus over time. I'm sure
all the stakeholders will look forward to discussing each of these and others
that I have not included at the appropriate time in the process as you
explained in your April 11 email. Would appreciate you adding these to the
Recreation Work Plan before the next distribution, and also clarifying
IDENTIFIED ISSUES by adding FOR LAKE MURRAY AND THE LOWER SALUDA RIVER after
that section heading.

Also, here is the 'vision statement' you requested for Recreation:

Recreational opportunities for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River over the
next 30 to 50 years of the pending new FERC license for SCE&G should
incorporate the following attributes:

-- Recreational sites access areas on the lake and the river should be
adequate to allow for the continued rapid population growth in the midlands
over the term of the new license based on surveys of the public and input from
the stakeholders and public.

-- Sites should be spaced around the lake and along the river corridor to
provide legal public access to the different geographic sections of both.

-- Uncrowded conditions should be available most of the time at the sites,
with natural viewscapes and provisions for most of the current and anticipated
popular recreational activities incorporated into the overall provisions.

-- Patrols and/or assistance for emergencies should be provided, though not
necessarily manned, such as adequate phone boxes.

-- Safe recreational opportunities should be available for boaters on the lake
with adequate lake levels for the navigational markers, and on the river with
release levels that are not life-threatening to the average person.

-- The recommendations of the Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council
should be implemented to reflect the broad community-based consensus for river
access, with consideration of additional river access to areas where
trespassing is now the only way to enter an area.
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***
'IDENTIFIED ISSUES FOR LAKE MURRAY AND THE LOWER SALUDA RIVER' for the
Recreation RCG Work Plan:

-- A riverfront greenway trail is wanted by the community as expoused by the
River Alliance. Assistance by SCE&G will in making this trail a reality will
also help by opening up many areas of the river now only reached by boat, or
by trespassing. The River Alliance has proposed a trail to extend up the north
shore of the Saluda from the Riverbanks Zoo to I26. Continuation of the trail
to Saluda Shoals, connecting the Gardendale site and an additional access area
between I20 and I26 is also envisioned by the LSRAC and Saluda Shoals. Also,
there is no legal access except by boat to the stretch of river upstream of
the rapids above Saluda Shoals which should be remedied with a riverfront
trail connection if possible, or through seperate access. The trail should
parallel the river and not disturb the scenic integrity of the riverbank, but
should allow for sufficient viewscapes and even water access by foot,
especially to the popular, shallower riffle areas.

-- consideration of a boat ramp for small trailered boats at Gardendale or
further downstream, but above I26, to allow safer upstream motoring towards
Hopes Ferry. Many boaters have carried in their heavy rigs for years at the
Gardendale 'throw-in' to be able to more safely boat the Saluda.

-- public access with parking and trails on the Lexington (south) side such as
the public park at the confluence of 12 Mile Creek and the Saluda River
proposed in the Corridor Plan by SC PRT and the SC DNR (Lower Saluda River
Advisory Council).

-- safe recreational opportunities should be available on the Saluda below
the lake through daily flow release schedules, and with release rates deemed
to be not life threatening through a controlled study using river experts and
stakeholders.

Quoting Malcolm Leaphart <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>:

Dave, Thanks for sending out the work plan this afternoon.
The Identified Issues need clarification. For example, I assume that all that you have
listed apply to both the lake and lower Saluda River unless
specifically noted as only for one - as the first two items are (Mill Race and reservoir)?
If that is correct would you please make the following change - expand "the need for
better public access" to "the need for better public
access for Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River". Or as an alternative
approach we can discuss and clearly indicate for each issue whether it applies to the
lake or river or both... I also note that the specific suggested access sites I sent to
you previously for the lower Saluda River are not included in the RCG Identified Issues.
That is okay as long as we address each of those and additional ones as raised
in the Recreation Management TWC at the appropriate time.
Also, the overall process should be issue driven and more information should be tracked
for each. For example, who raises an issue, the pros and cons
dentified for each, etc... Will that be done in the appropriate committee, or should the
documentatiion for the RCG expanded? The goal should be make
sure there is a clear 'audit trail' for each issue raised and its dispositon
during the process, right?
Will be offline until the meeting Monday. Look forward to discussing these
points then. Thanks and best wishes over the Easter weekend.

Quoting Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>:

Here is the draft work plan for the Recreation RCG that we will be discussing on Monday.
See you then!

Draft Recreation RCG Work Plan.doc>>
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]
Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2006 11:08 AM
To: EPPINK, THOMAS G; Dave Anderson
Cc: Jennifer Summerlin
Subject: Study Contact

I forgot to include the contact info for Bunny Johns:

bunnyjohns@yahoo.com
828.488.8539

She helped design and conduct the C-W study and works at the Nantahala Outdoor Center.

Patrick Moore
Water Quality Associate
Coastal Conservation League
1207 Lincoln St. Suite 203-C
Columbia, S.C. 29201
803.771.7750

-----Original Message-----
From: EPPINK, THOMAS G [mailto:TEPPINK@scana.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 19, 2006 10:15 AM
To: Kustafik, Karen; Patrick Moore; Dave Anderson; Malcolm Leaphart
Cc: C Coleman; Bill Marshall; Guy Jones; Jennifer Summerlin
Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?

I don't disagree and would repeat my comment that while a recreation study is best done by
survey, safety issues are best addressed by observation, empirical data, and expert input
and analysis. I don't think Karen gives herself enough credit - I think what an expert
such as she is in her area has to say is far more than mere anecdote.

-----Original Message-----
From: Kustafik, Karen [mailto:kakustafik@columbiasc.net]
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2006 4:45 PM
To: 'Patrick Moore'; Dave Anderson; Malcolm Leaphart
Cc: C Coleman; EPPINK, THOMAS G; Bill Marshall; Guy Jones; Jennifer Summerlin
Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?

Agree with Patrick on his edits/comments.

While the anecdotal experience regarding level that many of us bring to the process is
valuable, Patrick's concern about gathering more objective information, especially as it
relates to casual river users who are not involved in this process, has merit.

Appreciate hearing us out. KAK

-----Original Message-----
From: Patrick Moore [mailto:PatrickM@scccl.org]
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2006 4:04 PM
To: Dave Anderson; Malcolm Leaphart
Cc: C Coleman; EPPINK, THOMAS G; Bill Marshall; Guy Jones; Jennifer Summerlin; Kustafik,
Karen
Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?

Hey Dave,
That captures it pretty well, only a couple changes,

1) understanding the "rate of change" of the river at various flows at various river
reaches
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2) an analysis of different flows for various user groups and skill levels that provide
the safest conditions. We discussed coming up with parameters for safest, like when folks
feel compelled to get off the river based on rate of change, etc.

Thanks for helping craft this,

Patrick Moore
Water Quality Associate
Coastal Conservation League
1207 Lincoln St. Suite 203-C
Columbia, S.C. 29201
803.771.7750

-----Original Message-----
From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2006 3:49 PM
To: Malcolm Leaphart; Dave Anderson
Cc: C Coleman; Dave Anderson; EPPINK, THOMAS G; Bill Marshall; Guy Jones; Jennifer
Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Patrick Moore
Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?

We had an informal meeting today after the Safety RCG to talk about a flow study. We
reached agreement on providing a draft study plan with the goals
of:

1) understanding the "rate of change" of the river at various flows

2) an analysis of different flows for various user groups that provide the safest
conditions

I think I captured that right; Jennifer Summerlin took notes for us and can correct me if
I am wrong. Another employee at Kleinschmidt (Kelly Maloney) will be providing us with a
draft study plan to begin discussions. She is an experienced whitewater rafter and has
more experience with flow studies than I do.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact any of the TWC members for answers. Mike
Waddell sat in on it too and hopefully provided the same perspective that you would have.

I will be back in town in two weeks if we want to go ahead and schedule a meeting for May
3, 4, or 5. Kelly will be here also, and I have asked her if we can at least have a
"straw man" to look at that week.

-----Original Message-----
From: Malcolm Leaphart [mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, April 18, 2006 8:36 AM
To: Dave Anderson
Cc: C Coleman; Dave Anderson; EPPINK, THOMAS G; Bill Marshall; Guy Jones; Jennifer
Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Patrick Moore
Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?

I encourage a face to face ASAP also. The 5:00 pm time frame for a weekday
works great, as does a downtown location. Maybe Bill Marshall will host again
as he offered for this week too, and we can work around his schedule for the

earliest available day?? Give us some dates, Bill... Thanks.

Quoting Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>:

> I know Karen couldn't make it; Tom informed me there would not be a
> meeting--I think he and Bill talked about it. Pretty much any time
> next week works for me (for a call).
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: C Coleman [mailto:cheetahtrk@yahoo.com]
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> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 6:02 PM
> To: Dave Anderson; EPPINK, THOMAS G; Bill Marshall; Guy Jones;
> Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Malcolm Leaphart; Patrick Moore
> Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?
>
>
> gee Dave in my life Wed is ASAP
> i believe we should all be there tomorrow
>
>
> Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> wrote:
>
> Just so we are all on the same page, there will NOT be a meeting on
> Wednesday night. We need to schedule a meeting ASAP to talk about our
> working document and Patrick's request for a recreational flow study.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: EPPINK, THOMAS G [mailto:TEPPINK@scana.com]
> Sent: Monday, April 17, 2006 7:54 AM
> To: Bill Marshall; Dave Anderson; Charlene Coleman; Guy Jones;
> Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Malcolm Leaphart; Patrick Moore
> Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?
>
>
> Can do.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Bill Marshall [mailto:MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov
> <mailto:MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov> ]
> Sent: Fri Apr 14 11:49:55 2006
> To: Dave Anderson; EPPINK, THOMAS G; Charlene Coleman; Guy Jones;
> Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Malcolm Leaphart; Patrick Moore
> Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?
>
> We can meet at the DNR offices again on Wednesday at 5:00 or so, if
> that works for others. We know Karen cannot make Wednesday, haven't
> heard from others yet.
>
> Bill
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
> <mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> ]
> Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2006 4:47 PM
> To: EPPINK, THOMAS G; Bill Marshall; Dave Anderson; Charlene Coleman;
> Guy Jones; Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Malcolm Leaphart;
> Patrick Moore
> Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?
>
>
> I already have a Recreation Management TWC meeting after the RCG
> meeting on Monday but Tuesday would work. I am sure Malcolm and
> others would still prefer an evening session because of work
> constraints.
>
> Wednesday evening works for me too.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: EPPINK, THOMAS G [mailto:TEPPINK@scana.com
> <mailto:TEPPINK@scana.com> ]
> Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2006 2:08 PM
> To: Bill Marshall; Dave Anderson; Charlene Coleman; Guy Jones;
> Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Malcolm Leaphart; Patrick Moore
> Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?
>
>
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>
> Might it be more time efficient to meet after one of the RCG
> meetings Monday or Tuesday?
>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
> From: Bill Marshall [mailto:MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov
> <mailto:MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov> ]
> Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2006 3:02 PM
> To: Dave Anderson; EPPINK, THOMAS G; Charlene Coleman; Guy
> Jones; Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Malcolm Leaphart; Patrick
> Moore
> Subject: RE: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?
>
>
>
> Friends, I am available to meet next Wednesday if others want
> to so so.
>
> Also, I took a stab at adding information (and guesstimation)
> to the working document/list that Dave adapted from Charlene. See
> attachment.
>
>
>
> Bill
>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
>
>
> From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com
> <mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com> ]
> Sent: Tuesday, April 11, 2006 3:56 PM
> To: Tom Eppink; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Dave
> Anderson; Guy Jones; Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Malcolm
> Leaphart; Patrick Moore
> Subject: Downstream Flows TWC Meeting?
>
> I haven't seen much communication between this group regarding
> our "Downstream Flows Working Document". I will be in town next week
> and am free on Wednesday, or in the evenings if y'all want to get
> together and chat. Let me know and I will plan something.
>
> As an update, I haven't received the Instream Flows DVD. I
> talked to someone at the Rivers Alliance and they indicated they
> wanted to make sure we got a working copy, but I haven't heard
> anything since then. I'll double check and let everyone know what I
> find out.
>
> Dave
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Learn to get in touch with the silence within yourself and know that
> everything in this life has a purpose.
> - Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
>
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Marty Phillips
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2006 11:22 AM
To: 'larana@mindspring.com'
Cc: 'tboozer@scana.com'; Alan Stuart; Kelly Maloney; Dave Anderson
Subject: Law Enforcement Information Letter

001-Police Dept Ltr
5-16-06.pd...

Norm,

Thank you again for offering to distribute this letter for us. I appreciate you help.

Most of the individuals copied on the letter are copied via this email. There are a couple who will receive a hard copy.

If you have any questions at all, please feel free to call me at any time.

Sincerely,
Marty Phillips

Kleinschmidt Associates
75 Main Street P.O. Box 576
Pittsfield, ME 04967
phone: (207) 487-3328
fax: (207) 487-3124



 

 
75 Main Street, P.O. Box 576 • Pittsfield, ME 04967 • Phone: 207-487-3328 • Fax: 207-487-3124 • www.KleinschmidtUSA.com 

- Offices Nationwide - 

 
 

 
 
May 16, 2006 

 
 
VIA E-MAIL 
 
 
Mr. Norm Nicholson 
Lexington County Sheriff’s Department 
521 Gibson Road 
Lexington, SC  29072 
 
 
SCE&G Recreation Site Assessment 
 
 
Dear Mr. Nicholson: 

 
It was nice to talk with you last Friday about our recreation study.  Thank you for 

offering to assist us in alerting local law enforcement agencies about our efforts.  In addition to 
Lexington County, we are interested in distributing this information to the Sheriff’s offices in 
Saluda, Newberry and Richland Counties, as well as the City of Columbia Police Department.  
Below is a description of what we will be doing in the field this year.  We will also alert the SC 
Department of Natural Resources by copy of this letter, as I understand they also patrol 
recreation sites that we will be monitoring. 

 

Kleinschmidt Associates will be conducting recreational use counts and on-site 
interviews of recreation site users at Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda River for South 
Carolina Electric & Gas as part of a scientific study associated with the Saluda Hydroelectric 
Project.  We wanted to let you know as a courtesy that we will be counting and interviewing 
users at select recreation areas on the lake and river between May 2006 and September 2006.  
Attached is a list of the recreation sites we will visit. 

 

On one to two days each week, a survey clerk will visit the recreation sites provided in 
the attached list to count the number of vehicles and boat trailers at each recreation site, as well 
as conduct interviews with individuals exiting the site.  Counts and surveys will occur on 
weekdays, weekend days, and some holidays, and may also occur at various times during the 
day, sometimes early in the morning or late in the evening.  Our staff will carry identification at 
all times. 

 



Mr. Norm Nicholson 
May 16, 2006  2. 
 

If you have any questions or comments about the counts, please feel free to contact me at 
(207) 487-3328 or Tommy Boozer, of SCE&G, at (803) 748-3007.  Thank you very much for 
your time. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES 
 
 
 
Marty Phillips 
Technical Study Lead 

 
Enclosure 
MLP:mas 
cc: Mr. Tommy Boozer, SCE&G  
 Mr. Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates Project Manager 
 Mr. Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates 
 Ms. Kelly Maloney, Kleinschmidt Associates 
 Captain Harvin Brock, SCDNR Law Enforcement 
 Mr. Dan Wells, Irmo Chapin Recreation Department 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

J:\455\029\Docs\Recreation Site Assessment\Survey Clerk Docs\001-Police Dept Ltr 5-15-06.doc 



RECREATION SITES TO BE MONITORED 
 

LAKE MURRAY 
RECREATION SITES 

(SITE NUMBER) 

LOWER SALUDA RIVER 
RECREATION SITES 

(SITE NUMBER) 
Parksite (1-1) Gardendale (Saluda River Canoe Portage) (1-15) 
Shull Island/Larry Koon (1-2) Mett’s Landing (1-10) 
Shull Island (1-2b) Saluda Shoals Park (1-9) 
Murray Shores (1-3) Mill Race 
River Bend (1-4) Confluence Area 
Sunset (1-5)   
Rock Creek (1-6)  
Hilton (1-7)  
Dam (1-8)  
Billy Dreher State Park (1-11)  
Macedonia Church (1-12)  
Higgins Bridge (1-13)  
Kempson Bridge (1-14)  
Bundrick Island (1-21)  
Lake Murray Estates Park (1-22)  
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Tim Vinson [VinsonT@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2006 11:52 AM

To: Dave Anderson

Subject: Saluda FERC Question

Page 1 of 1

11/8/2007

Hey Dave,

What is the lastest day that you need the regada information on Lake Murray? I have the number for each county
for 2004 & 2005, but not location. That will take a trip down to Charleston.

Thanks,
Tim



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Bill Marshall [MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006 11:59 AM

To: Dave Anderson

Cc: Dick Christie; Tony Bebber; Tim Vinson; Malcolm Leaphart; kakustafik@columbiasc.net; Charlene
Coleman; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Guy Jones; Mike Waddell

Subject: RE: Reminder: Vision Statement and Identified Issues

Page 1 of 1Reminder: Vision Statement and Identified Issues

11/8/2007

Dave,
Attached is the Recreation RCG working document with my input in track-changes mode.
I went as far as Step 2, Item 8.b (page 11 of attached) and realized I may have gone further than what you
wanted; so I stopped there.

Thanks for considering these edits.

Bill Marshall
S.C. Department of Natural Resources
1000 Assembly Street, Suite 354
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 734-9096
marshallb@dnr.sc.gov

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 07, 2006 5:05 PM
To: Van Hoffman; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Charlene
Coleman; Charlie Rentz; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American
Rivers); Guy Jones; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Summerlin; Jim
Devereaux; JoAnn Butler; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Kelly Maloney; Larry Michalec; Larry
Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Marty Phillips; Mike Waddell; Miriam
Atria; Norman Ferris; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton; Randy Mahan; Richard Mikell; Stanley
Yalicki; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tim Flach; Tim Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber
Subject: Reminder: Vision Statement and Identified Issues

Just a quick reminder that I would like to collect comments on the recreation vision statement and the "Identified
Issues" section of the Work Plan by next week (Thursday, June 15). At that point I will redistribute the document
for final approval.

If you have misplaced your copy of the working document, just let me know.



Recreation Resource Conservation Group
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Recreation RCG Work Plan
Page 1 of 4

Facilitator:

Dave Anderson Kleinschmidt Associates dave.anderson@kleinschmidtusa.com

Members:

Name Organization E-mail

Alan Axson Columbia Fire Department cfdwaxson@columbiasc.net

Alan Stuart KA alan.stuart@kleinschmidtusa.com

Alison Guth KA alison.guth@kleinschmidtusa.com

Amanda Hill USFWS amanda_hill@fws.gov
Bill Argentieri SCE&G bargentieri@scana.com

Bill Marshall Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council, DNR marshallb@dnr.sc.gov

Charlene Coleman American Whitewater cheetahtrk@yahoo.com

Charles (Charlie) Rentz flyhotair@greenwood.net

David Hancock SCE&G dhancock@scana.com

Dick Christie SCDNR dchristie@infoave.net

George Duke LMHC kayakduke@bellsouth.net

Gerrit Jobsis Coastal Conservation League & American Rivers gerritj@scccl.org; gjobsis@americanrivers.org

Guy Jones River Runner Outdoor Center guyjones@sc.rr.com

Irvin Pitts SCPRT ipitts@scprt.com

James A. Smith LMA bkawasi@sc.rr.com

Jeff Duncan National Park Service jeff_duncan@nps.gov

Jennifer O'Rourke South Carolina Wildlife Federation jenno@scwf.org

Jennifer Summerlin Kleinschmidt Associates jennifer.summerlin@kleinschmidtusa.com

Jim Devereaux SCE&G jdevereaux@scana.com

JoAnn Butler resident jbutler@scana.com

Joy Downs Lake Murray Assn. elymay2@aol.com
Karen Kustafik City of Columbia Parks and Recreation kakustafik@columbiasc.net

Keith Ganz-Sarto keith_ganz_sarto@hotmail.com

Kelly Maloney Kleinschmidt Associates kelly.maloney@kleinschmidtusa.com

Larry Michalec Lake Murray Homeowners Coalition lmichalec@aol.com

Larry Turner SCDHEC turnerle@dhec.sc.gov

Leroy M. Barber Jr. LMA lbarber@sc.rr.com

Malcolm Leaphart Trout Unlimited malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu

Mark Leao USFWS mark_leao@fws.gov

Marty Phillips Kleinschmidt Associates marty.phillips@kleinschmidtusa.com

Michael Waddell TU - Saluda River Chapter mwaddell@esri.sc.edu

Miriam S. Atria Capitol City Lake Murray Country miriam@lakemurraycountry.com

Norman Ferris Trout Unlimited norm@sc.rr.com

Patricia Wendling LMA wwending@sc.rr.com

Patrick Moore SCCCL AR patrickm@scccl.org

Ralph Crafton LMA crafton@usit.net

Randy Mahan SCANA rmahan@scana.com

Richard Mikell Adventure Carolina adventurec@mindspring.com

Stanley Yalicki LMA joyyalicki@aol.com
Steve Bell Lake Murray Watch bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net

Suzanne Rhodes SC Wildlife Federation suzrhodes@juno.com

Tim Vinson SCDNR vinsont@dnr.sc.gov

Tom Brooks Newberry Co. tbrooks@newberrycounty.net

Tommy Boozer SCE&G tboozer@scana.com

Tony Bebber SCPRT tbebber@scprt.com

Van Hoffman SCANA Land Mgt. vhoffman@scana.com
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Mission Statement

The mission of the Recreation RCG is to ensure adequate and environmentally-balanced public
recreational access and opportunities related to the Saluda Hydroelectric Project for the term of
the new license. The objective is to assess the recreational needs associated with the lower
Saluda River and Lake Murray and to develop a comprehensive recreation plan to address the
recreation needs of the public for the term of the new license. This will be accomplished by
collecting and developing necessary information, understanding interests and issues and
developing consensus-based recommendations.

Identified Issues

 ensure that recreational facilities and opportunities are protected and enhanced for current
and future users, on and near the lake and river

o access site above the Mill Race rapids
o creation of a state park on the south side of the reservoir
o creation of a multi-lane boating facility that can accommodate large tournaments
o boating access
o non-boating access
o paddling access
o expansion of existing SCE&G and public commercial facilities to accommodate

future growth
o security at recreation facilities
o sufficient egress points on lower Saluda River

 conservation of lands to protect the scenic integrity of the Project and to provide wildlife
habitat areas

 using the concept of adaptive management in future recreation planning
 creation of a communication system that would encompass information to better inform the

public of existing and projected conditions regarding on lake levels and river flows
 protection of the cold water fishery on the lower Saluda River
 identification of flows needed for the lower Saluda River to support a variety of recreational

uses
 creation of scheduled recreation flows for the lower Saluda River
 identification of a reliable lake level that will provide year round access for a majority of lake

users
 consideration of The Lower Saluda River Corridor Plan and the Lower Saluda Scenic River

Corridor Plan Update and their related public access sites and greenway-trail concepts
 identification and conservation of undeveloped shoreline and adjacent land for recreational

use
 management of river flows to improve safety for river users (coordinate with Safety RCG)
 minimum flows to provide for recreational navigation and to protect and enhance aquatic life

in river (coordinate with Fish and Wildlife RCG)

RCG Tasks and Responsibilities
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 Utilizing and modifying the Standard Process for evaluating and addressing recreation
management and access issues specific to the Saluda Project, including developing a vision
statement for the Project.

 Identifying specific areas where lake and river levels, river flows, and/or lake and river level
fluctuations may be adversely affecting recreation including the nature and timing of the
effect (e.g., access to sections of water, access to facilities, and aesthetics).

 Working with the Operations Resource Conservation Group to identify “reasonable” (based
on hydrologic, structural, and other limitations identified) changes in Project operations that
would benefit recreation.

 (??) Working with the Safety RCG and the Fish and Wildlife RCG to coordinate actions on
issues of mutual interests such as river flows, lake levels, and the siting and management
recreational facilities

 Identifying any studies, if applicable, that need to be performed for identifying and/or
evaluating changes to Project operations, enhancements to existing facilities, and creation of
new facilities to provide for public recreational access and opportunities.

 Make recommendations to the Lake and Land Management RCG to ensure adequate project
lands are retained to meet recreational needs.

 Presenting a range of reasonable alternatives or recommendations to the Saluda Hydro
Relicensing Group (SHRG) regarding modifications to facilities or current Project operations
and provide recommendations for recreation access, facilities, and use.

Work Scope and Product

 Task 1 – Utilize the stepwise process diagram and solution principles to guide the planning
process for addressing recreation management issues at the Saluda Project.

 Task 2 – Develop a Vision Statement for the Saluda Project.
 Task 3 – Review the operational constraints and current operations of the Saluda Project (see

Initial Consultation Document).
 Task 4 – Answer the list of questions on the Standard Process Form in order to characterize

the existing and potential future condition of access and lake levels and river flows – from a
recreation setting perspective.

 Task 5 – Review stakeholder requests for particular studies and/or enhancement measures to
ensure that these are incorporated into study planning, if applicable

 Task 6 – Develop and recommend operation scenarios to the Operations RCG for analysis.
These scenarios should reflect initial thinking on potential solutions and be designed to
narrow the focus of Task 10 below. Analysis by the Operations RCG will focus on an
assessment of potential recreational impacts associated with any suggested changes to
operations.

 Task 7 – Discuss results of the Operations RCG analyses.
 Task 8 – Develop study designs/methods/plans and review agreed upon studies, literature

reviews, etc.
 Task 9 – Check the solution principles to ensure proposed study plans are consistent.
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 Task 10 – Provide recommendations for Project operations and recreation access, facilities,
and use to be considered in conjunction with all ecological (including water quality),
recreational, and safety issues.

 Task 11 – Develop a consensus based Recreation Plan for the Saluda Project that addresses
all of the issues and tasks identified above.

Schedule

Late 2005/Early 2006—Finalize Mission Statement, Standard Process Form, Solution
Principles, and Work Plan
Mid-2006—Complete identification of studies, literature reviews, etc. that need to be completed
to address issues and tasks identified in the Work Plan
Late 2006—Begin compilation of existing information, review preliminary study results, and
draft an outline of the Recreation Plan
2007—Complete any studies identified in Task 8 and review results; draft recommendations to
SHRG, complete draft Recreation Plan
2008—Finalize Recreation Plan and provide comments on Draft License Application
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The long-term vision for the Saluda Project is to recognize, protect, and enhance the fishery,
water quality, aesthetic values, cultural resources, and public recreational opportunities on the
reservoir and the Lower Saluda River, while recognizing the need to protect habitat supporting
threatened, endangered, and sensitive species of Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River, and
ensure adequate facilities and public access are provided. Given the size of the reservoir / hydro-
project area, it is felt that it can continue to support a diversity of recreation opportunities.
Recognizing that needs and demands will change, recreational uses will be monitored and
managed to balance access/uses with the protection of natural resources and environmental
quality; and planning for new facilities and management schemes will remain adaptive to
changes.

Improvements to be considered at the Saluda Project include:

Evaluation of SCE&G-owned Project lands for possible reclassification for recreation activities.

Providing appropriate operations and maintenance of public recreation facilities.

Optimizing the capacity of existing public recreation facilities to accommodate existing and
future demand.

Improving access and safety in the public waters below the dam and minimizing impacts of
project operations on downstream recreation, recognizing the need to meet power generation,
and downstream flow responsibilities at Saluda.

Managing lake level drawdowns so as to optimize safety and recreational opportunities.

Managing river flows so as to optimize safety and recreational opportunities

Ensuring public access areas for the non-boating public remain available along the lake and river
shorelines.

Development of new facilities in accordance with the comprehensive plan as the need arises.
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Stepwise Process Diagram
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Solution Principles

Consideration of new recreational facilities should be based on demonstrated need and the
potential impact on existing facilities.

1. Priority should be given to demonstrated need within the FERC project boundary.

2. Priority should be given to recreational proposals where multiple stakeholders offer
significant participation.

3. Recreational facilities should appeal to a broad public.

4. Reasonable access for the disabled should be provided.

5. Recreational needs should be prioritized for the project.

6. The improvement or expansion of existing recreational facilities should be considered first.

7. Additional recreational studies (if needed) should be only of sufficient scope and duration to
provide necessary information to develop issue solutions.

8. Consensus based solutions are preferred over studies, unless solutions cannot be developed
with existing information.

Preferred consideration will be given to ideas that:

 do not promote facilities that would adversely impact existing commercial operations;

 identify actual recreational needs that are not filled by existing facilities;

 receive broad public support;

 expand existing recreational facilities prior to developing green field sites;

 require doing recreational studies only if consensus cannot be reached with existing
information (It is preferred to put financial resources into recreational facilities and
opportunities that benefit the overall Project, rather than fund unnecessary/subjective
studies).
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Standard Process Form

The following is a list of standard questions designed to help characterize existing recreation
resources and aid in development of an appropriate recreation plan for the Saluda Project.
Questions pertaining to recreation management are categorized according to the four-step
recreation plan stepwise process diagram developed for the project. Questions pertaining to
reservoir levels and downstream flows are listed following the facility management material.

STEP 1 – DETERMINE DESIRED FUTURE CONDITION

1. Identify Lake Murray and/or Lower Saluda River (LSR) qualities important to keep and any
qualities that need changes.

Change:
Relative water level stability
Predictability– desire flows in river to be more predictable; desire advanced notice of flows to be
available to public
Accessibility and amenities (boardwalk accessible from land and water)
Water quality– desire to resolve DO problems in the tailrace and in the reservoir
Minimum flow – desire minimum flow standards that will protect aquatic health in river
Management of flow increases – desire slower rates for increasing flows in river to increase
margin of safety for downstream river users

Keep:
Water quality
Natural shoreline and riverbanks
Undeveloped lands remain undeveloped
Aesthetics
Fishing opportunities
Hunting opportunities
Wildlife watching
Living on lake/river
Solitude
Keep islands natural
Safety/security
Public-private balance
Shoreline Management Program
Contingency reserve capacity

2. Are there unique characteristics of Lake Murray and/or the LSR relative to other
reservoirs/tailraces in the area?

Location – near and within metropolitan area
Size
Uninterrupted by bridges
Amount of land owned by SCE&G
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Extensive shoreline
Usable/accessible shoreline
Purple Martin habitat
Whitewater paddling in river
Cold water fisheries in river

3. What is the overall vision for Lake Murray and/or the LSR, in terms of recreation
experiences and opportunities?

Insert Final Vision Statement

4. Are there sensitive biological or cultural resources associated with the Project that need to be
considered? Where are these resources located and are there seasonal sensitivities (e.g.,
nesting or spawning times, etc.)?

ESA
Lands that support wildlife habitat
See Cultural RCG
Rocky shoals spider lily; Saluda River
Spawning, migrating fishes; lower Saluda and Congaree River
Trout; lower Saluda

5. Identify specific goals and objectives for managing recreation at Lake Murray and/or in the
LSR.

Lake levels
River levels and flows
Minimum flows to support aquatic community health and recreational uses in the river
Recreational flows
Management of flow changes from the hydro to improve safety for downstream river users
Scheduled recreational releases
Knowledge of current and anticipated generation releases made accessible to the public
Park on Lexington side of lake
Park/preserve on Lexington side of river at Twelve-mile Creek as describe in LSR Corridor Plan
Provide takeout point above Zoo at Millrace Rapids
LSR greenway trail described in LSSR Corridor Plan Update (involves River Alliance/City of
Columbia and ICRC/Saluda Shoals Park)
Assure long term stability of Billy Dreher Island, Flotilla Island, and Saluda Shoals Park
Large tournament facility
Reasonable avoid negatively impacting commercial facilities
Conservation of existing project lands for wildlife and scenic values
Estimate current and future recreational use of reservoir and river
Year-round access for recreation sites

STEP 2 – ESTABLISH BASELINE CONDITIONS
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6. What is the nature of existing recreational access to Lake Murray and the LSR?
a. How many public accessible, developed recreation sites are there?
b. Where are they located/how are they distributed around the Project?
c. Of these publicly accessible access sites how many are owned and operated by

public versus private entities and how are they supervised?
d. How many sites, open to the public, provide boat access to the reservoir and the

LSR?
e. How many provide shoreline fishing?
f. Identify the most heavily used facilities.
g. Are there informal, undeveloped use areas? Where are they?

7. What types of existing developed facilities are there?
a. Enumerate boat ramps, restrooms, docks, and other facilities.
b. What is the existing capacity at each site?
c. What is the general condition of each site and its facilities?
d. Ideas for improving existing facilities.

8. Describe notable recreation activities on Lake Murray and/or the LSR.
a. List recreation activities currently occurring and identify most prominent

activities.

Greatest activity is independent family recreation.
Motor boating
Sailing
Fishing from boats
Fishing from banks
Wade fishing
Swimming and sunning
Picnicking
Canoeing and kayaking (flatwater and whitewater)
Floating with tubes and rafts

b. Where are these uses occurring, and are they concentrated in certain areas?

Lower Saluda River supports all above activities except sailing
Whitewater boating concentrated on Saluda River below I-26 Bridge
Swimming and sunning on Lower Saluda concentrated at Riverbanks Zoo area; and will expand
upriver when greenway trail opens in 2007
Wade fishing concentrated at shoal areas of lower River: at least four areas along river

c. Identify existing impediments to these activities, if any.

9. Are there known management issues associated with use?
a. Are there areas of congestion, and if so where?
b. Are there known conflicts between users, and if so where and when?
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Fishing tournaments are disruptive to other boaters and residents. There needs to be an
established, enforced protocol for organizes fishing tournaments.

c. Are there other known management issues, such as littering, trespassing, etc.?

Enforcement of established rules are excellent but limited by funding and political boundaries.

10. What is the expected future demand for recreation activities at Lake Murray?
a. Will existing facility capacity likely be exceeded, and if so where and when?
b. Would accommodating this demand be consistent with the long-term vision for

the reservoir?
c. Will demand introduce new or additional congestion, conflicts, or other

management issues?

11. Identify current local benefits from recreation and any local detriments.

STEP 3 – DETERMINE WHAT IS NEEDED AND WHEN

12. Ideas for better or different access, consistent with Step 2 above.

13. Potential facility enhancements or upgrades, consistent with Step 2 above.

14. Potential new facilities, or other management actions, consistent with Step 2 above.

15. What are the priorities regarding identified needs both in terms of resources and time? How
do priorities compare across the entire Project?

STEP 4 – DECIDE HOW NEEDS WILL BE MET AND WHO IS RESPONSIBLE

QUESTIONS REGARDING RESERVOIR LEVELS

16. How is the Project currently operated and what are the typical reservoir levels during key
recreation seasons?

 SCE&G operates Saluda Hydroelectric Project as a multi-purpose project. The seasonal
changes in elevations provide hydroelectric generation, maintenance of downstream water
quality, a unique tailrace fishery, and municipal/industrial water supply.

 SCE&G has a verbal agreement with SCDHEC for a minimum flow of 180 cfs.
 During the low DO season which generally runs from late June to early December, SCE&G

will try to maintain a minimum flow of 400 – 500 cfs to help maintain a higher level of DO
in the Lower Saluda River.

 From April through the end of August the lake is operated near the normal operating high
water level of el. 358 ft Plant Datum (PD). Maximum full pool is el. 360.
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 Drawdown begins near the end of August or early September and ends in late December near
the winter pool level of 350 - 352 ft PD. This allows additional storage capacity in
anticipation of the late winter and early spring rainy season.

 At the beginning of January the lake is allowed to refill during the rainy season so it will be
at the normal operating high water level of 358 ft. PD by April.

 The plant normally schedules power operations for contingency reserve to meet our
obligation to the Virginia/Carolinas Reserve Sharing Group (VACAR), a member of the
Southeastern Electric Reliability Council (SERC), which is governed by the North American
Electric Reliability Council (NERC). During the fall and in anticipation of heavy rains from
a tropical storm or hurricane the plant will generate as necessary to manage the lake level,
system reserve, and emergency generation requirements.

 Power generation may be increased to allow SCE&G to meet their obligations of
contingency reserve as part of our VACAR agreement with neighboring utilities.

17. Are there changes to Project operations that you would like to see addressed to improve the
overall value of the reservoir, and how specifically would such changes benefit recreation?

 What minimum lake elevation will provide recreational benefits during each season of the
year?

 Current reservoir level operations balance the multi-purpose use of the reservoir.
Maintaining the existing reservoir level fluctuations would allow for continued water level
management through daily and weekly power generation operations however recreation
would see no additional benefits. Conversely, limiting the seasonal fluctuation may have
recreational benefits but other project purposes would be compromised (power generation,
water level management, water quality maintenance, and aquatic weed control).

18. Are there seasonal and/or daily variations in reservoir level that can occur without adversely
affecting the overall value of the project (including impoundment objectives such as
recreation, fish and wildlife, flood control, generation, navigation, etc.)?

 There are not large daily fluctuations at the Saluda Hydroelectric Project.

19. What are the reservoir levels at which recreation problems tend to occur (may be different for
different locations or problems)?

 There appears to be a potential impact to recreational resources when the lake level is lower.
 SCE&G already extended boat ramps at several of their public access parks to accommodate

a water level down to el. 345 ft PD.

20. When (i.e., what time of year) and how frequently do problems occur related to reservoir
levels?

 In general, the operation of Saluda Hydroelectric Project has been consistent throughout the
years except for 1990, 1996, 2002 – 2004, and 2006. During those years the lake level was
lowered to around el. 345 – 348 ft PD for the following project maintenance requirements:

1990 – Intake towers maintenance
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1996 – Hydrilla control as requested by SCDNR
2002 – 2004 – FERC Order for safety during dam remediation project
2006 – Upstream riprap repair

 It will be necessary to lower the lake level to around el. 345 ft PD in the future for
maintenance of project structures and installing new recreational access.

21. Why are the current operating water levels important to the operation of the project and the
overall system?

 The Saluda Hydroelectric Project is a multi-purpose reservoir. The current operating water
levels are critical for the project to meet its required purposes. The changes in water level
have many beneficial impacts both upstream and downstream of the dam :

 The project is used to meet our contingency reserve capacity obligation as part of the
VACAR agreement. This is for a loss on our own system or by one of our neighboring
Reserve Sharing Group utilities.

 Electricity (inexpensive, clean, renewable)
 Electric system ancillary services (transmission line maintenance & overload protection,

security resource for VCS Nuclear Statino)
 Navigation support
 Trout fishery
 Downstream water quality and aquatic habitat
 Municipal and industrial water supply

22. Are there state or federal operating requirements that stipulate specific operating goals?

 SCE&G and SCDHEC have an agreement to discharge a minimum flow or 180 cfs from the
project.

 Article 12 of the FERC license requires that reservoir levels and discharge from storage be
controlled by reasonable rules and regulations of the Commission for the protection of life,
health, and property and for other beneficial public uses including recreational purposes.

 Exhibit H of the latest FERC license application identifies the lower lake level to be Elev.
350 during normal flow years and Elev. 345 during low flow years.

 Our McMeekin Generating Station NPDES permit requires a minimum of 2,500 cfs
discharge from Saluda prior to discharging the fossil plant circulating water return directly
into the Lower Saluda River.

QUESTIONS REGARDING DOWNSTREAM FLOWS

23. Are there riverine recreation opportunities below the dam? If yes, move to additional
questions, if not, stop.

24. Do we know how different flow levels affect recreation opportunities and specific recreation
activities?

25. Can opportunities be enhanced by modifying releases, and in what way?
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26. How would modified releases affect upstream lake levels?

27. How would suggested modified downstream flows affect project operations at the project and
at upstream and downstream projects?

28. Are there additional concerns with regard to state and federal requirements or existing
ecological issues that limit suggested changes to downstream flows?
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Dave Anderson
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2006 9:34 AM
To: Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer

Summerlin; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore;
Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber

Cc: Alison Guth; Alan Stuart; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com
Subject: Recreation Management TWC Meeting

Based on responses, it looks like the best time for us to meet will be next Wednesday, July 19 at 3 pm. We will be
meeting at the Lake Murray Training Center in Room 104. Be prepared to discuss the boat density study plan.
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2006 4:30 PM
To: Dave Anderson
Cc: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth;

tbebber@scprt.com; rmahon@scana.com; kayakduke@bellsouth.net; patrickm@scccl.org;
marshallb@dnr.sc.gov

Subject: RE: Recreation Management TWC Meeting

I will be in meetings at work Wed pm so cannot participate via telephone with
you then. But thanks... Will have to stay in the loop via emails.

Written comments as requested:
My main concern with the study plans for the lake and river facilities is that
they will likely not identify new sites with the emphasis on evaluating
existing sites and the audience reached. We need new sites identified and
evaluated by the Recreation RCG on both the river and the lake by those
actively participating in the relicensing process. Many of those were covered
in ICD responses and need to emerge in the process and be tracked as issues. I
also submitted specific suggestions for the river previously and am
anticipating that those and others will be addressed in the near future.
There have been several marinas in the news lately too on the lake that are
closing or going private, both actions increasing the demand for public lake
access. I anticipate that Steve Bell and George Duke and others will bring us
up on those situations as the discussions of new sites are begun. Also, the
Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council has been developing a consensus on
river access needs for years from a broad spectrum of citizens and groups,
including landowners. Those recommendations for new sites need to be on the
table.

Quoting Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>:

> If you want to submit written comments to the study plan prior to the
> meeting, that will be fine. I am thinking of bringing in a phone if
> you think you can participate that way.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Malcolm Leaphart [mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
> Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2006 3:04 PM
> To: Dave Anderson
> Cc: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu;
> Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com; Alison.guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com;
> tbebber@scprt.com; rmahon@scana.com
> Subject: Re: Recreation Management TWC Meeting
>
>
> Regrets... I have arranged to be off of work on Thursday for the
> Safety
> meeting; but, cannot attend Wed pm and Friday meetings too next week. Please
>
> consider spacing future meetings across more weeks to help working
> volunteers
> attend.
>
>
> Quoting Dave Anderson <Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com>:
>
> > Based on responses, it looks like the best time for us to meet will
> > be
> > next Wednesday, July 19 at 3 pm. We will be meeting at the Lake
> > Murray Training Center in Room 104. Be prepared to discuss the boat
> > density study plan.
> >
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From: Patrick Moore [PatrickM@scccl.org]

Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2006 1:42 PM

To: Dave Anderson; Bill Marshall

Cc: Tom Eppink; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Guy Jones; Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik;
Kelly Maloney; Malcolm Leaphart

Subject: RE: Special Presentation on Three Rivers Greenway

Page 1 of 3Message

11/9/2007

Great,
I look forward to reviewing the plan. The rate of change analysis logically should include different “types” of river
i.e. pool, riffle, shoal, etc. and gauge from below the dam throughout the PBL and to the confluence, as all are
project impacted reaches with varying rates of change. The Federal Power Act requires us to equally consider all
types of recreation. The Clean Water Act requires our settlement to protect all existing and beneficial uses.
Logically, this will require some type of in river analysis on different uses as laid out in the sample rec plan I
submitted. Just some thoughts before draft one comes out.

Thanks

Patrick

-----Original Message-----
From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2006 1:03 PM
To: Patrick Moore; Dave Anderson; Bill Marshall
Cc: Tom Eppink; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Guy Jones; Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Kelly
Maloney; Malcolm Leaphart
Subject: RE: Special Presentation on Three Rivers Greenway

This study plan will include a "rate of change" component.

-----Original Message-----
From: Patrick Moore [mailto:PatrickM@scccl.org]
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2006 11:34 AM
To: Dave Anderson; Bill Marshall
Cc: Tom Eppink; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Guy Jones; Jennifer Summerlin; Karen Kustafik;
Kelly Maloney; Malcolm Leaphart
Subject: RE: Special Presentation on Three Rivers Greenway

Dave,
So there, is, or is not, a rate of change study aimed at different river reaches and different
designated uses being designed by Kleinshcmidt for distribution to the TWC? Internal review
process is unclear to me.

Thanks,



Patrick

-----Original Message-----
From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2006 9:38 AM
To: 'Bill Marshall'
Cc: Tom Eppink; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; Guy Jones; Jennifer
Summerlin; Karen Kustafik; Kelly Maloney; Malcolm Leaphart; Patrick Moore
Subject: RE: Special Presentation on Three Rivers Greenway

You haven't missed anything. The Downstream Recreation Flow Assessment Study Plan
is under going an internal review process. I expect it to go out within the next week. We
will schedule a meeting to discuss it once everyone has sufficient time to review it.

-----Original Message-----
From: Bill Marshall [mailto:MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2006 4:20 PM
To: Dave Anderson
Subject: RE: Special Presentation on Three Rivers Greenway

Dave,
I'll admit that I've been busy and have not been looking for it so maybe I've missed
it ...but could you let me know what has resulted from decisions made at our last
meeting of the rec flows twc. Patrick has made reference on a couple of occassions
to some work (flow change study) that is moving forward. Again, maybe I missed it
or my aging mind has forgotten... but I'm not aware of what is going on, so please
let me know (and others on the TWC?) .
Thanks,

Bill

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Monday, July 10, 2006 4:48 PM
To: Van Hoffman; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill
Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Charlene Coleman; Charlie Rentz; Dave Anderson; David
Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Guy Jones;
Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Summerlin;
Jim Devereaux; JoAnn Butler; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Kelly
Maloney; Larry Michalec; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm
Leaphart; Mark Leao; Marty Phillips; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norman Ferris;
Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Ralph Crafton; Randy Mahan; Richard Mikell;
Stanley Yalicki; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tim Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tommy
Boozer; Tony Bebber
Subject: Special Presentation on Three Rivers Greenway

I wanted to invite those of you that aren't in the Safety RCG to attend a presentation
by Mike Dawson on the Three Rivers Greenway Plan on Thursday, July 20 at 9:30
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am. The presentation should last about an hour.

Also, as a result of writing this e-mail I discovered that I put the wrong date in
previous e-mails for our Recreation RCG meeting. Our meeting is on July 21 at
9:30 am, as noted on the last set of meeting notes.

If you plan on attending the presentation (and are not in the Safety RCG), please let
Alison G. know so that we may make appropriate arrangements for seating.
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From: Kustafik, Karen [kakustafik@columbiasc.net]

Sent: Monday, August 14, 2006 10:05 AM

To: Dave Anderson; Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Axson, William; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda
Hill; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman;
David Price; Dick Christie; Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers);
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs;
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao;
Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore;
RMAHAN@scana.com; Roger Hovis; Skeet Mills; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Eppink; Van
Hoffman; Bill Brebner; Charlie Rentz; David Hancock; Guy Jones; ipitts@scprt.com; Jeff Duncan;
Jennifer Summerlin; JoAnn Butler; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Kelly Maloney; Larry Michalec; Marty Phillips;
Patricia Wendling; Ralph Crafton; rparsons12@alltel.net; Richard Mikell; Stanley Yalicki; Tim
Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tony Bebber

Subject: RE: Article in State

Page 1 of 1Article in State

11/9/2007

Having looked at numbers in the safety RCG, I cannot resist noting the author's claim:

Wilkinson writes:

Dozens of people have died in the dangerous water

from archived Monk article:

Since 1997, seven people have drowned near the zoo.

Dozens--plural--would get us past 24. Have we missed something?

Either way, we look forward to caring for that stretch of Greenway.

Cheers, Karen

-----Original Message-----
From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Monday, August 14, 2006 9:48 AM
To: Tommy Boozer; Aaron Small; Axson, William; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill
Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie;
Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Jennifer O'Rourke; Jerry Wise; Jim
Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; Kustafik, Karen; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth
Fox; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Leao; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Patrick Moore; Randy Mahan; Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Suzanne
Rhodes; Tom Eppink; Van Hoffman; Bill Brebner ; Charlie Rentz; David Hancock; Guy Jones;
ipitts@scprt.com; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer Summerlin; JoAnn Butler; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Kelly Maloney; Larry
Michalec; Marty Phillips; Patricia Wendling; Ralph Crafton; rparsons12@alltel.net; Richard Mikell; Stanley
Yalicki; Tim Vinson; Tom Brooks; Tony Bebber
Subject: Article in State

Apologies to those of you that receive this twice (if your on the Safety and Recreation RCGs).

http://www.thestate.com/mld/thestate/2006/08/13/news/local/15262844.htm
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>
>
> I just wanted to remind everyone that Marty would like any names by
> September 8th.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Dave Anderson
> Sent: Monday, August 21, 2006 1:54 PM
> To: Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George
> Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart;
> Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer;
> Tony Bebber
>
> Cc: Alan Stuart; Bill Argentieri
> Subject: Request for names of waterfowl hunters
>
> Please see the attached memo from Marty Phillips. The deadline for
> submitting any names to her is September 8th.
>
>
>
> << File: Request for Names.doc >>
>
>
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: BOOZER, THOMAS C [TBOOZER@scana.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 23, 2006 12:54 PM
To: tkc@connellybuilders.com
Cc: Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson
Subject: RE: Hammock Bay

Kevin, I think you and David have discussed this issue. I have got a request of you. I
know that you are a member of Ducks Unlimited. We are looking for a few hunters who hunt
waterfowl on Lake Murray to participate in a hunting survey. If you could provide me with
a couple of names of hunters who might like to participate in this survey I would
appreciate it. Give me a call if you want to discuss. We would like to talk to people who
actually kill ducks on Lake Murray. I hope you are one of them. Thanks Tommy

-----Original Message-----
From: Kevin Connelly [mailto:tkc@connellybuilders.com]
Sent: Friday, August 18, 2006 3:21 PM
To: HANCOCK, DAVID E; BOOZER, THOMAS C
Cc: Bill Chamblin
Subject: Hammock Bay

Tommy,
When did this "conservation area" get added to my land and why? Please call me. 803 513
1056
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Recreation Management TWC

FROM: Marty Phillips

DATE: August 21, 2006

RE: Waterfowl Focus Group

We are in the process of preparing for the focus group of waterfowl hunters, and it is time to ask
members of the Recreation Management Technical Working Committee to help us identify
people who we could recruit to participate. We are sampling looking for names and contact
information, preferably a telephone number, of people who have experience waterfowl hunting
on Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda River. Kleinschmidt will take care of recruiting these
folks.

I cannot promise that every one whose name is submitted will be recruited for the group. That
will depend on the number of names we receive and the availability of everyone on the selected
date. Please have people send names and contact information to me at
Marty.Phillips@KleinschmidtUSA.com. There is no need to send this information to everyone
in the group. That will limit the distribution of people’s personal telephone numbers and will
allow us to retain a degree of confidentiality with people’s personal contact information.

If you have any questions, please let me know.

Thank you for your help.



Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:24 PM
To: Bob Perry
Cc: Margie Rish
Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question

Bob, There are always privacy restrictions involved so I am sending this to Margie Rish. She always
give the final agency approval for these request. She will send you the guidelines and you can see if
they restrict the consultants from obtaining the list. Thanks

From: Bob Perry
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 11:48 AM
To: Sandra Hartley
Cc: Buddy Baker
Subject: Duck Hunters Question

Sandra,
In the context of FERC relicensing of Lake Murray could we provide one of SCE&G's consultants a
list of duck hunters in Lexington, Richland, Saluda and Newberry counties?

How difficult would it be to pull the duck stamp purchasers (Names, addresses, phone
numbers) from these counties from FY 05-06?

Are there any privacy restrictions involved?
Thanks,
Bob
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Actually, I'm not a hunter, but am fortunate to have many friends and family who support my love of game
meats!

Next Friday, September 22 is my deadline for names. After that, we'll start recruiting people to
participate.

Thank you so much. I hope the weekend comes soon for you!

Marty

-----Original Message-----
From: R Patten Watson [mailto:rpw@sc.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 4:01 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Subject: RE: Duck hunters

Are you a duck hunter? I am and I do not think of duck hunting as a recreation. I do it for love &
food. I am also a bit of a smartass but I will be glad to help y'all out in anyway I can.

I am also a damn CPA and I am overwhelmed until tomorrow around 9:00 PM. Then it will be beer
time.

I will look at things and pass along all the names I can when the time permits. Do you have a strict
deadline?

And by the way, I am aware of the relicensing. A lot of people concerned about water levels and
the trout population of been raising a stink. I do not see how you can have both.

Thanks for the info.

Patten

-----Original Message-----
From: Marty Phillips [mailto:Marty.Phillips@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 3:41 PM
To: R Patten Watson
Subject: RE: Duck hunters

Patton:

I'm not certain how much you're tracking the Saluda relicensing, but hopefully this will help.

The focus group is generally described in the recreation site assessment study plan, which
is located on the Saluda relicensing website:

http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/StudyReports.htm

If you look under the Recreation heading, you will see the study plan. Hopefully that will
answer your questions. Please feel free to peruse the website to learn more about
SCE&G's relicensing.

If you would like additional information, I refer you to Alan Stuart (our project manager) or
Dave Anderson (our facilitator on recreation issues). Alan can be reached by email at
Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com. Dave can be reached at
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com.

Thank you very much for your offer to help and for your interest in this topic.
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Tony Bebber [tbebber@scprt.com]

Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 4:26 PM

To: Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin;
Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim
Vinson; Tommy Boozer

Cc: Alan Stuart; BARGENTIERI@scana.com

Subject: RE: Request for names of waterfowl hunters

Page 1 of 2RE: Request for names of waterfowl hunters

11/11/2007

Marty/Dave:
I have forwarded your request to a few people I know but don’t know if they will respond. I suggest you check out
the Ducks Unlimited website (a Columbia Recruitment meeting lists Andy Stevenson 803-513-5739 as a local
contact) and the SC Waterfowl Association. These two groups should be able to put you in touch with a few
volunteers to survey.

Tony Bebber, AICP
Planning Manager, Recreation, Planning & Engineering Office
SC Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism
1205 Pendleton Street
Columbia, SC 29201
Phone 803-734-0189
Fax 803-734-1042
tbebber@scprt.com

Shaping & Sharing a Better South Carolina

websites: www.DiscoverSouthCarolina.com www.SouthCarolinaParks.com www.SCTrails.net

From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 12:08 PM
To: Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer
Summerlin; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson;
Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber
Cc: Alan Stuart; Bill Argentieri
Subject: RE: Request for names of waterfowl hunters

I just wanted to remind everyone that Marty would like any names by September 8th.

-----Original Message-----

From: Dave Anderson

Sent: Monday, August 21, 2006 1:54 PM

To: Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm
Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber

Cc: Alan Stuart; Bill Argentieri

Subject: Request for names of waterfowl hunters

Please see the attached memo from Marty Phillips. The deadline for submitting any names to her is
September 8th.



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Marty Phillips

Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 1:01 PM

To: 'Bob Perry'

Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question
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Thank you, Bob. I appreciate your assistance with this.

Don't worry too much about getting that to me today. Sometime within the next week or two would be fine.

Have a great weekend.

Marty

-----Original Message-----
From: Bob Perry [mailto:PerryB@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 12:57 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Subject: FW: Duck Hunters Question

Hey Marty,
Here is the request I sent down to our license coordinator. Please let me know if you will want these
names, etc. I will have the other data summarized today . . . I hope. Thanks,
Bob

From: Sandra Hartley
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:24 PM
To: Bob Perry
Cc: Margie Rish
Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question

Bob, There are always privacy restrictions involved so I am sending this to Margie Rish. She always give
the final agency approval for these request. She will send you the guidelines and you can see if they
restrict the consultants from obtaining the list. Thanks

From: Bob Perry
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 11:48 AM
To: Sandra Hartley
Cc: Buddy Baker
Subject: Duck Hunters Question

Sandra,
In the context of FERC relicensing of Lake Murray could we provide one of SCE&G's consultants a list of
duck hunters in Lexington, Richland, Saluda and Newberry counties?

How difficult would it be to pull the duck stamp purchasers (Names, addresses, phone numbers) from
these counties from FY 05-06?

Are there any privacy restrictions involved?
Thanks,



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Bob Perry [PerryB@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 12:57 PM

To: Marty Phillips

Subject: FW: Duck Hunters Question
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Hey Marty,
Here is the request I sent down to our license coordinator. Please let me know if you will want these names, etc.
I will have the other data summarized today . . . I hope. Thanks,
Bob

From: Sandra Hartley
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:24 PM
To: Bob Perry
Cc: Margie Rish
Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question

Bob, There are always privacy restrictions involved so I am sending this to Margie Rish. She always give the final
agency approval for these request. She will send you the guidelines and you can see if they restrict the
consultants from obtaining the list. Thanks

From: Bob Perry
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 11:48 AM
To: Sandra Hartley
Cc: Buddy Baker
Subject: Duck Hunters Question

Sandra,
In the context of FERC relicensing of Lake Murray could we provide one of SCE&G's consultants a list of duck
hunters in Lexington, Richland, Saluda and Newberry counties?

How difficult would it be to pull the duck stamp purchasers (Names, addresses, phone numbers) from these
counties from FY 05-06?

Are there any privacy restrictions involved?
Thanks,
Bob
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, September 05, 2006 12:06 PM
To: Tony Bebber
Cc: Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer

Summerlin; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson;
Tommy Boozer; Alan Stuart; BARGENTIERI@scana.com

Subject: RE: Request for names of waterfowl hunters

Great point, Tony. Those should be essential contacts for information from the
public on waterfowl hunting on Lake Murray... I don't know of any active
representatives from them in the relicensing process; but, seeking those would
be the best way to get the best information on this use of the lake,
especially how the shoreline developments have impacted or may have even
eliminated waterfowl hunting there.

Quoting Tony Bebber <tbebber@scprt.com>:

> Marty/Dave:
>
> I have forwarded your request to a few people I know but don't know if
> they will respond. I suggest you check out the Ducks Unlimited
> website (a Columbia Recruitment meeting lists Andy Stevenson
> 803-513-5739 as a local contact) and the SC Waterfowl Association.
> These two groups should be able to put you in touch with a few
> volunteers to survey.
>
>
>
> Tony Bebber, AICP
> Planning Manager, Recreation, Planning & Engineering Office
>
> SC Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism
> 1205 Pendleton Street
> Columbia, SC 29201
> Phone 803-734-0189
> Fax 803-734-1042
> tbebber@scprt.com
>
>
>
> Shaping & Sharing a Better South Carolina
>
>
> websites: www.DiscoverSouthCarolina.com
> <http://www.discoversouthcarolina.com/> www.SouthCarolinaParks.com
> <http://www.southcarolinaparks.com/> www.SCTrails.net
> <http://www.sctrails.net/>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> From: Dave Anderson [mailto:Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
> Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 12:08 PM
> To: Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; Dave Anderson; David Hancock; Dick
> Christie; George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber;
> Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson;
> Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber
> Cc: Alan Stuart; Bill Argentieri
> Subject: RE: Request for names of waterfowl hunters
>



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Marty Phillips

Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 3:41 PM

To: 'R Patten Watson'

Subject: RE: Duck hunters
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Patton:

I'm not certain how much you're tracking the Saluda relicensing, but hopefully this will help.

The focus group is generally described in the recreation site assessment study plan, which is located on the
Saluda relicensing website:

http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/StudyReports.htm

If you look under the Recreation heading, you will see the study plan. Hopefully that will answer your questions.
Please feel free to peruse the website to learn more about SCE&G's relicensing.

If you would like additional information, I refer you to Alan Stuart (our project manager) or Dave Anderson (our
facilitator on recreation issues). Alan can be reached by email at Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com. Dave can
be reached at Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com.

Thank you very much for your offer to help and for your interest in this topic.

Marty

Kleinschmidt Associates
75 Main Street P.O. Box 576
Pittsfield, ME 04967
phone: (207) 487-3328
fax: (207) 487-3124

From: R Patten Watson [mailto:rpw@sc.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 3:18 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Subject: RE: Duck hunters

By the way, exactly what is it y'all are trying to do?

-----Original Message-----
From: Marty Phillips [mailto:Marty.Phillips@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 2:26 PM
To: R Patten Watson
Subject: RE: Duck hunters

Hi,

I sure am. We are soliciting names and phone numbers from the Recreation TWC and from Ducks
Unlimited. When we finish collecting names, we'll pool them all and randomly start calling folks to
see who can participate in our focus group.

If you have names of people who you believe have experience hunting on Lake Murray, please send



them along. The more names we have, the better are chances are of recruiting enough people to
participate.

Marty
Kleinschmidt Associates
75 Main Street P.O. Box 576
Pittsfield, ME 04967
phone: (207) 487-3328
fax: (207) 487-3124

-----Original Message-----
From: R Patten Watson [mailto:rpw@sc.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 2:19 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Subject: Duck hunters

I just received the email regarding the search for duck hunters. It had been delivered to my
"trash" file as the computer did not identify the sender. Are y'all still looking for hunters and
information.
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Marty Phillips

Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 2:26 PM

To: 'R Patten Watson'

Subject: RE: Duck hunters
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Hi,

I sure am. We are soliciting names and phone numbers from the Recreation TWC and from Ducks Unlimited.
When we finish collecting names, we'll pool them all and randomly start calling folks to see who can participate in
our focus group.

If you have names of people who you believe have experience hunting on Lake Murray, please send them along.
The more names we have, the better are chances are of recruiting enough people to participate.

Marty
Kleinschmidt Associates
75 Main Street P.O. Box 576
Pittsfield, ME 04967
phone: (207) 487-3328
fax: (207) 487-3124

-----Original Message-----
From: R Patten Watson [mailto:rpw@sc.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 2:19 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Subject: Duck hunters

I just received the email regarding the search for duck hunters. It had been delivered to my "trash" file as
the computer did not identify the sender. Are y'all still looking for hunters and information.



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Marty Phillips

Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 8:55 AM

To: 'Scott McWatty'

Subject: RE: Duck hunters
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Dear Mr. McWatty:

Thank you for your email. If you are interested in participating in a focus group of waterfowl hunters, I would be
pleased to include your name and phone number on a list from which our participants will be drawn. A focus
group is simply a discussion guided by predefined questions.

Please provide your telephone number so that we can call you if your name is selected. At the time of the call, we
will provide additional details, including the meeting date, time, and directions.

Sincerely,
Marty Phillips
Kleinschmidt Associates
75 Main Street P.O. Box 576
Pittsfield, ME 04967
phone: (207) 487-3328
fax: (207) 487-3124

-----Original Message-----
From: Scott McWatty [mailto:smcwatty@sc.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 9:29 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Cc: R Patten Watson
Subject: Re: Duck hunters

Marty,

Patten sent me the information on the Saluda (Lake Murray) relicensing. I am a duck hunter and like Patten
said I do it for the love of the sport! I would be delighted to help in any way I can with your efforts.

Scott McWatty

----- Original Message -----
From: R Patten Watson
To: smcwatty@sc.rr.com
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 7:26 PM
Subject: FW: Duck hunters

Squatty - Marty asked that her/his email address just not be thrown out there. You now have all that I
know about this.

-----Original Message-----
From: Marty Phillips [mailto:Marty.Phillips@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 4:12 PM
To: R Patten Watson
Subject: RE: Duck hunters



Marty

Kleinschmidt Associates
75 Main Street P.O. Box 576
Pittsfield, ME 04967
phone: (207) 487-3328
fax: (207) 487-3124

From: R Patten Watson [mailto:rpw@sc.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 3:18 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Subject: RE: Duck hunters

By the way, exactly what is it y'all are trying to do?

-----Original Message-----
From: Marty Phillips [mailto:Marty.Phillips@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 2:26 PM
To: R Patten Watson
Subject: RE: Duck hunters

Hi,

I sure am. We are soliciting names and phone numbers from the Recreation
TWC and from Ducks Unlimited. When we finish collecting names, we'll pool
them all and randomly start calling folks to see who can participate in our
focus group.

If you have names of people who you believe have experience hunting on
Lake Murray, please send them along. The more names we have, the better
are chances are of recruiting enough people to participate.

Marty
Kleinschmidt Associates
75 Main Street P.O. Box 576
Pittsfield, ME 04967
phone: (207) 487-3328
fax: (207) 487-3124

-----Original Message-----
From: R Patten Watson [mailto:rpw@sc.rr.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2006 2:19 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Subject: Duck hunters

I just received the email regarding the search for duck hunters. It had
been delivered to my "trash" file as the computer did not identify the
sender. Are y'all still looking for hunters and information.
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Bob Perry [PerryB@dnr.sc.gov]

Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 4:30 PM

To: Marty Phillips

Cc: Ron Ahle; Dick Christie; Ed Duncan; Buddy Baker; Derrell Shipes

Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question
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Marty,
I have researched my files for the relevant waterfowl hunter questionnaire info as it may pertain to FERC
relicensing of Lake Murray. Listed from the most recent to the oldest:

1. Responsive Management. 2005. South Carolina waterfowl hunter survey. 71 pp.

This contracted survey took a random sample of all duck stamp purchasers in SC from the 2004-05 license
period. The survey was designed to reflect the population of SC waterfowl hunters. A variety of questions were
asked, including: 1) In which county do you live? 2) In which county do you most often hunt waterfowl? and 3)
Do you support the creation of new waterfowl sanctuaries on public waters?

According to the survey 9% of the SC waterfowl hunters lived in Lexington Co., 8% in Richland Co., 2% lived in
Newberry Co., and 1% lived in Saluda Co. A total of 20% of the waterfowl hunters in SC lived in the counties
surrounding Lake Murray. 4% hunted most often in Lexington Co., 3% hunted most often in Newberry Co., 3%
hunted most often in Richland Co., and 2% hunted most often in Saluda Co. so a total of 12% of SC waterfowl
hunters hunted most often in the counties surrounding Lake Murray. There is, of course, other waterfowl habitat
in these counties not connected with Lake Murray, but these data are heavily influenced by the presence of the
lake and associated waterfowl habitat/wintering waterfowl. The survey instrument did not break down the third
question by county, but 62% of the waterfowl hunters in SC were estimated to favor creation of new waterfowl
sanctuaries.

2. SCDNR. 1998. A survey of FY 1997-1998 waterfowl stamp purchasers: a summary report. 35 pp.

This was an in-house produced instrument from a stratified, random sample of SC duck stamp purchasers.
According to the survey 5.8% of the SC waterfowl hunters lived in Lexington Co., 8.0% lived in Richland Co.,
1.5% lived in Newberry Co., and 0.5% lived in Saluda Co. A total of 15.8% of the waterfowl hunters in SC lived in
the counties surrounding Lake Murray. 2.2% hunted most often in Lexington Co., 2.6% hunted most often in
Newberry Co., 2.3% hunted most often in Richland Co., and 1.0% hunted most often in Saluda Co. so a total of
8.1% of SC waterfowl hunters hunted most often in the counties surrounding Lake Murray.

3. SCWMRD. 1989. SC waterfowl hunter questionnaire. Unpublished data.

This was an in-house, 100% one-time sampling of all SC duck stamp purchasers. According to the survey 4.10%
of the SC waterfowl hunters lived in Lexington Co., 8.38% lived in Richland Co., 0.66% lived in Newberry Co., and
0.28% lived in Saluda Co. A total of 13.42% of the waterfowl hunters in SC lived in the counties surrounding Lake
Murray. 4.10% hunted most often in Lexington Co., 2.16% hunted most often in Newberry Co., 2.48% hunted
most often in Richland Co., and 0.52% hunted most often in Saluda Co. so a total of 7.35% of SC waterfowl
hunters hunted most often in the counties surrounding Lake Murray.

4. SCWMRD. 1986. Waterfowl hunter questionnaire. Unpublished data.

This was an in-house, 100% one-time sampling of all SC duck stamp purchasers. According to the survey 4.2%
of the SC waterfowl hunters lived in Lexington Co., 7.7% lived in Richland Co., 1.0% lived in Newberry Co., and
3.6% lived in Saluda Co. A total of 16.5% of the waterfowl hunters in SC lived in the counties surrounding Lake
Murray. 1.5% hunted most often in Lexington Co., 1.6% hunted most often in Newberry Co., 2.3% hunted most
often in Richland Co., and 0.5% hunted most often in Saluda Co. so a total of 5.9% of SC waterfowl hunters
hunted most often in the counties surrounding Lake Murray. This instrument also asked a question about hunters



preferences for development of new waterfowl habitat, and 77.6% of Lexington Co. duck hunters wanted our
agency to develop additional waterfowl habitat. Similar numbers in the other counties were noted: 79.6% of
Newberry Co. duck hunters, 79.3% of Richland Co. duck hunters, and 70.6% of Saluda Co. duck hunters.

See the attached EXCEL file for a summary. Hope this meets your needs. Thanks,
Bob

From: Marty Phillips [mailto:Marty.Phillips@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 1:01 PM
To: Bob Perry
Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question

Thank you, Bob. I appreciate your assistance with this.

Don't worry too much about getting that to me today. Sometime within the next week or two would be fine.

Have a great weekend.

Marty

-----Original Message-----
From: Bob Perry [mailto:PerryB@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 12:57 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Subject: FW: Duck Hunters Question

Hey Marty,
Here is the request I sent down to our license coordinator. Please let me know if you will want these
names, etc. I will have the other data summarized today . . . I hope. Thanks,
Bob

From: Sandra Hartley
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 1:24 PM
To: Bob Perry
Cc: Margie Rish
Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question

Bob, There are always privacy restrictions involved so I am sending this to Margie Rish. She always give
the final agency approval for these request. She will send you the guidelines and you can see if they
restrict the consultants from obtaining the list. Thanks

From: Bob Perry
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2006 11:48 AM
To: Sandra Hartley
Cc: Buddy Baker
Subject: Duck Hunters Question

Sandra,
In the context of FERC relicensing of Lake Murray could we provide one of SCE&G's consultants a list of
duck hunters in Lexington, Richland, Saluda and Newberry counties?

How difficult would it be to pull the duck stamp purchasers (Names, addresses, phone numbers) from
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these counties from FY 05-06?

Are there any privacy restrictions involved?
Thanks,
Bob
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Marty Phillips

Sent: Tuesday, September 26, 2006 12:41 PM

To: 'Bob Perry'

Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question
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Bob,

Thank you so much for sending this and for all the effort you put in to preparing the summaries. I'll incorporate
this information into our overall report.

Sincerely,

Marty
Kleinschmidt Associates
75 Main Street P.O. Box 576
Pittsfield, ME 04967
phone: (207) 487-3328
fax: (207) 487-3124

-----Original Message-----
From: Bob Perry [mailto:PerryB@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Monday, September 18, 2006 4:30 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Cc: Ron Ahle; Dick Christie; Ed Duncan; Buddy Baker; Derrell Shipes
Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question

Marty,
I have researched my files for the relevant waterfowl hunter questionnaire info as it may pertain to FERC
relicensing of Lake Murray. Listed from the most recent to the oldest:

1. Responsive Management. 2005. South Carolina waterfowl hunter survey. 71 pp.

This contracted survey took a random sample of all duck stamp purchasers in SC from the 2004-05 license
period. The survey was designed to reflect the population of SC waterfowl hunters. A variety of questions
were asked, including: 1) In which county do you live? 2) In which county do you most often hunt
waterfowl? and 3) Do you support the creation of new waterfowl sanctuaries on public waters?

According to the survey 9% of the SC waterfowl hunters lived in Lexington Co., 8% in Richland Co., 2%
lived in Newberry Co., and 1% lived in Saluda Co. A total of 20% of the waterfowl hunters in SC lived in
the counties surrounding Lake Murray. 4% hunted most often in Lexington Co., 3% hunted most often in
Newberry Co., 3% hunted most often in Richland Co., and 2% hunted most often in Saluda Co. so a total
of 12% of SC waterfowl hunters hunted most often in the counties surrounding Lake Murray. There is, of
course, other waterfowl habitat in these counties not connected with Lake Murray, but these data are
heavily influenced by the presence of the lake and associated waterfowl habitat/wintering waterfowl. The
survey instrument did not break down the third question by county, but 62% of the waterfowl hunters in SC
were estimated to favor creation of new waterfowl sanctuaries.

2. SCDNR. 1998. A survey of FY 1997-1998 waterfowl stamp purchasers: a summary report. 35 pp.

This was an in-house produced instrument from a stratified, random sample of SC duck stamp
purchasers. According to the survey 5.8% of the SC waterfowl hunters lived in Lexington Co., 8.0% lived
in Richland Co., 1.5% lived in Newberry Co., and 0.5% lived in Saluda Co. A total of 15.8% of the
waterfowl hunters in SC lived in the counties surrounding Lake Murray. 2.2% hunted most often in



Lexington Co., 2.6% hunted most often in Newberry Co., 2.3% hunted most often in Richland Co., and
1.0% hunted most often in Saluda Co. so a total of 8.1% of SC waterfowl hunters hunted most often in the
counties surrounding Lake Murray.

3. SCWMRD. 1989. SC waterfowl hunter questionnaire. Unpublished data.

This was an in-house, 100% one-time sampling of all SC duck stamp purchasers. According to the survey
4.10% of the SC waterfowl hunters lived in Lexington Co., 8.38% lived in Richland Co., 0.66% lived in
Newberry Co., and 0.28% lived in Saluda Co. A total of 13.42% of the waterfowl hunters in SC lived in the
counties surrounding Lake Murray. 4.10% hunted most often in Lexington Co., 2.16% hunted most often in
Newberry Co., 2.48% hunted most often in Richland Co., and 0.52% hunted most often in Saluda Co. so a
total of 7.35% of SC waterfowl hunters hunted most often in the counties surrounding Lake Murray.

4. SCWMRD. 1986. Waterfowl hunter questionnaire. Unpublished data.

This was an in-house, 100% one-time sampling of all SC duck stamp purchasers. According to the survey
4.2% of the SC waterfowl hunters lived in Lexington Co., 7.7% lived in Richland Co., 1.0% lived in
Newberry Co., and 3.6% lived in Saluda Co. A total of 16.5% of the waterfowl hunters in SC lived in the
counties surrounding Lake Murray. 1.5% hunted most often in Lexington Co., 1.6% hunted most often in
Newberry Co., 2.3% hunted most often in Richland Co., and 0.5% hunted most often in Saluda Co. so a
total of 5.9% of SC waterfowl hunters hunted most often in the counties surrounding Lake Murray. This
instrument also asked a question about hunters preferences for development of new waterfowl habitat, and
77.6% of Lexington Co. duck hunters wanted our agency to develop additional waterfowl habitat. Similar
numbers in the other counties were noted: 79.6% of Newberry Co. duck hunters, 79.3% of Richland
Co. duck hunters, and 70.6% of Saluda Co. duck hunters.

See the attached EXCEL file for a summary. Hope this meets your needs. Thanks,
Bob

From: Marty Phillips [mailto:Marty.Phillips@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 1:01 PM
To: Bob Perry
Subject: RE: Duck Hunters Question

Thank you, Bob. I appreciate your assistance with this.

Don't worry too much about getting that to me today. Sometime within the next week or two would be fine.

Have a great weekend.

Marty

-----Original Message-----
From: Bob Perry [mailto:PerryB@dnr.sc.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006 12:57 PM
To: Marty Phillips
Subject: FW: Duck Hunters Question

Hey Marty,
Here is the request I sent down to our license coordinator. Please let me know if you will want these
names, etc. I will have the other data summarized today . . . I hope. Thanks,
Bob

From: Sandra Hartley

Page 2 of 3Message

11/11/2007
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11:21 AM
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill;

Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green
(BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels
(bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com;
Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz;
Chris Judge; Chris Page; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David
Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dick Christie; Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed
Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega
(aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy
Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); Jeff Duncan; Jennifer
O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jennifer Summerlin; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim
Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; John
Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick (jsfrick@mindspring.com); Jon Leader; Joy
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim
Westbury; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ;
Malcolm Leaphart; Marianne Zajac; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; Mike
Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman
Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell;
Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull
(rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener
(SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker;
Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Skeet
Mills ; Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Theresa Powers
(tpowers@newberrycounty.net); Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles
(tbowles@scana.com); Tom Eppink; Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony
Bebber; Valerie Marcil; Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire;
Mike Schimpff

Subject: Presentations on the Web

Hello All,

I just wanted to inform everyone that the Alternative Generation Presentation as well as the Operations Model Presentation
are both uploaded to the website and are located on the Operations RCG page. Thank you for your patience. Feel free to
email me with any questions. Alison

http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/operations.htm

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator
Kleinschmidt Associates
101 Trade Zone Drive
Suite 21A
West Columbia, SC 29170
P: (803) 822-3177
F: (803) 822-3183
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2006 12:09 PM
To: Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson
Subject: RE: River Barrier

Alan,
I wanted to make sure that both you and Dave had a copy of the following email
exchange with Tommy. It might make the exchange with Carroll Lorick last night
more meaningful as his unvarnished reaction is typical of many as the river
barrier proposal is finally becoming known to those who will be the most
affected, and upset as Mr. Lorick demonstrated.
I am glad Tommy is willing to discuss the issue, especially since it is an
obvious one for the Recreation stakeholders along with other new areas not yet
tackled. There needs to be reasoning why shutting off the river so far below
the dam is necessary for security. There are no facilites from below the
transmission lines all the way down to the trestle... just wooded riverbanks
and one of the most productive striper fishing stretches in the country. And
why deny the public that take the initiative to paddle or motor boat upstream
the sight of the magnificent new structure from the water? It could be a
signature photo op for the company instead of a "no man's land" as now
proposed.
I just cannot repeat enough that the company would be much better served by
being open and soliciting input, instead of moving along quietly with only
permit notices to notify the public about such major proposals as sealing off
a significant stretch of river. While legal, it is certainly not a smart PR
move... And you are probably aware that many utilities make below their dams
tourist attractions/destinations with parking, observation points, catwalks
for fishing or observation areas, and even tours of the hydro facility to
better tell about their company. I can reference Fontana Dam from personal
experience as trips there as a kid with my folks was always anticipated and
exciting, especially being so close to the thunderous water releases below the
dam when generation was taking place. SCE&G would be smart to strongly
consider that approach versus their 'top secret area - keep out' approach. And
security would not have to be compromised at all with the proper design and
other reasonable measures. Maybe they would listen to the idea better if it
came from their consultants??

Quoting Malcolm Leaphart <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>:

> Thanks for your reply, Tommy. Obviously the permit flew right under
> everybody's radar and the comment period for the DHEC and Corps permits was
> missed... But that doesn't lessen its impact and the need to have it better
> known and discussed, especially in the relicensing process...
>
> I am glad to know that you are willing to discuss the plans, and that
> a final
>
> decision has not been made. I'm sure you know that this is an
> extremely
> volatile issue and your company would be greatly served to both solicit
> public
> comments with a much broader dissemination of what is proposed beyond the
> permitting process; and, to also put the issue on the table in the
> appropriate
> FERC meetings. It is disconcerting to say the least to participate in the
> relicensing process for over a year and not even know that a plan was in the
>
> works to block river access, especially so far downstream from the
> facilities.
>
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> It definitely is a Recreation RCG issue, and a credible Fisheries
> issue too. I have noted before, we have still not discussed new access
> areas with the emphasis to date by that RCG and TWC on the site
> surveys and recreational flows. One of the requests to be proposed
> when new access areas are finally on
> the agenda will be for public facilities and access to the river near the dam
>
> which the public had for more than 60 years until it was shut off in
> the
> nineties. Dave Anderson indicates that new access proposals will be discussed
>
> in the future, and I am glad to know that a possible river barrier
> blocking
> boating access on the lower Saluda below the lake can be discussed then. As I
>
> noted before, everyone should be sensitive to your security concerns,
> but
> absolutely no more river access should be lost to the public than is
> absolutely necessary for that. Every inch of river is precious and
> irreplaceable...
>
> I would encourage that the plans be detailed to all of the RCGs in the
> near
> future. I did not mean to be insulting in any way, certainly not personally
> to
> anyone; but, by not presenting such a major issue with huge implications to
> date in the relicensing process, it makes it looks as if the issue is being
> kept secret deliberately. It is definitely one that should be on the table
> during the process and I'm sure all will appreciate it reaching that point
> soon.
>
> Thanks again for your quick and cordial reply. I am honestly still not
> sure
> whether the relicensing is intended to be a consensus building or an input
> gathering process; but, getting all issues out and discussed will best serve
>
> all involved, regardless of what plans your company develop. Like me,
> I think
>
> that most of the stakeholders are making sacrifices of time, energy,
> and money to attend and participate. All we ask is that all issues be
> on the table and
>
> discussed with open minds. So, again your willingness to discuss an
> issue
> initially declined as an agenda topic this week is appreciated.
>
>
>
> Quoting "BOOZER, THOMAS C" <TBOOZER@scana.com>:
>
> > Malcolm this permit was obtained by going through the DHEC and Corps
> > public permitting process. It went through the DEHC public
> > notification process and was reviewed by the Corps staff. The
> > project was initiated by the SCE&G security dept. and evaluated
> > based on Federal guidelines concerning Home Land Security. As far as
> > the end run comment, this permit was issued on August 21, 2004
> > before any stakeholder groups were established. We are still
> > evaluating whether to install the barrier at this time. SCE&G will
> > evaluated everyone concerns in this issue and base our decision on
> > safety and plant security. We fully understand that some people use
> > this section of the river and their access would be impacted. We
> > would be glad to discuss this issue with you at anytime. Thanks
> > Tommy
> >
> >
> > -----Original Message-----
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> > From: Malcolm Leaphart [mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
> > Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 9:01 AM
> > To: EPPINK, THOMAS G; BOOZER, THOMAS C
> > Subject: Fwd: RE: River Barrier
>
>
> Tommy and Tom: I noticed you were both not on the distribution for
> this
> exchange with Bill A. and am forwarding it to you. I hope both of you
> gentlemen will contribute your wise counsel to this issue, and will keep
> in mind that every foot of river is precious to the public and that no more
> of it should be taken from them than what is absolutely necessary for
> reasonable security of the hydro and coal facilities. And not discussing this
>
> issue with the public and the stakeholder groups will certainly make
> it appear as if an 'end run' is being made... That would be the direct
> opposite from the
> open > relicensing process. Thanks for your consideration of different
> viewpoints.
>
>
> >
> > ----- Forwarded message from Malcolm Leaphart
> > <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>
> > -----
> > Date: Tue, 24 Oct 2006 16:10:15 -0400
> > From: Malcolm Leaphart <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>
> > Reply-To: Malcolm Leaphart <malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu>
> > Subject: RE: River
> > To: "ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R" <BARGENTIERI@scana.com>
> >
> > Thanks, Bill, for your reply. I don't think many will question the
> > need for adequate security for the hydro and coal plants. Boaters
> > however
> should
> > not be high risks and the problems with them that you described are
> legitimate management concerns, but are not reasons to completely
> close off a
> > public waterway. Most citizens will understand the need for
> > reasonable and common-sensical security measures or barriers; so,
> > the real question will
> be
> > the location of a barrier to upstream boating and recreation
> > immediately below the dam... To the public, a barrier of 50 yards or
> > so downstream from the transmission lines below the plants would
> > make sense; but closing anything
>
> beyond there to the public in such a significant stretch of this
> irreplaceable public waterway would not make sense or be fair at all;
> and, would surely bring strong opposition and ill-will - especially if
> done without any public
>
> input.
> > I encourage SCE&G to discuss the issue openly, both with the public
> > at large, and especially in the relicensing meetings where you
> > already have a signficant and credible stakeholder group. An open
> > exchange would
> definitely
> help to formulate the best long range policy for security and identify a
> > reasonable stretch of river to be taken away from the public to
> > ensure
> plant
> > safety. As in the case of the new sirens that were installed without
> significant public input, formulating your plans after hearing from
> the public would produce better plans - rather than fielding
> complaints about the
> intrusive new sirens as installed.
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> > I have boated and fished this stretch of the lower Saluda for years
> > along with many others, paddling for pleasure and chasing trout in
> > the
> winter and stripers in the spring and summer. Ever foot of it needs to
> be
> carefully evaluated to be sure that it is absolutely vital to securing your
> > operations.
> > The presence of the old trestle as a possible construction cost savings
> > is not a valid consideration to the public for it to be a downstream
> barrier
> > point.
> > And the thinking for the stretch of river to be lost to the public must
> > be carefully thought out and reasonable for the security gains versus the
> > drastic, complete loss of such a beautiful and significant stretch of
> > river. Again, you can only formulate such plans with public input, and I
> hope
> > you and the other managers will give serious thought to doing this.
> >
> >
> > Quoting "ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R" <BARGENTIERI@scana.com>:
> >
> > > Malcolm,
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Most hydro dams have exclusion areas in the vicinity of the
> > > discharge structures. We just never did in the past. The old
> > > warning signs are universally ignored. Too often, we have to tell
> > > folks not to anchor right in front of the penstocks, etc. And yet
> > > we still end up dealing with folks who get into trouble because
> > > they got to near the dam when
> > we
> > > have to generate. Believe it or not, as a critical
> > > infrastructure,
> > the
> > > dam is the object of special homeland security focus, enforced by
> > > FERC security efforts, and this is consistent with the pressure we
> > > get to maintain an appropriate exclusionary distance from the dam
> > > and powerhouse. We also have a coal fired power plant accessible
> > > from
> > that
> > > area of the river. Another issue is that we have to relocate the
> > USGS
> > > monitoring station to the center of the river, or at least more
> > towards
> > > the center and at a point that makes its data more representative
> > > of
> > the
> > > water quality across the river rather than next to the bank
> > > farthest from Unit 5, as is the case now. And, we need to be able
> > > to keep
> > folks
> > > out of that area for equipment protection and safety as well. We
> > > need
> > a
> > > positive boat barrier. And finally, the old trestle bulwarks
> > > provide good anchorage for the new boat barrier and are downstream
> > > of the USGS gage. As long as this is a homeland security issue it
> > > is not up for discussion in our RCGs or will it be affected by
> > > relicensing. If it solely becomes a safety and equipment
> > > protection issue, than we might
> > be
> > > able to discuss it in the RCGs. I will let you know if the status
> > > changes.
> > >
> > >
> > >
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2006 4:10 PM
To: BARGENTIERI@scana.com
Cc: marshallb@dnr.sc.gov; tbebber@scprt.com; beardh@dnr.sc.gov; balesw@dnr.sc.gov;

dchristie@infoave.net; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; patrickm@scccl.org;
gjobsis@americanrivers.org; Alison.Gurth@KleinschmidtUSA.com; RMAHAN@scana.com;
Dave Anderson; Alan Stuart; Shane Boring; bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net

Subject: RE: River

Thanks, Bill, for your reply. I don't think many will question the need for
adequate security for the hydro and coal plants. Boaters however should not be
high risks and the problems with them that you described are legitimate
management concerns, but are not reasons to completely close off a public
waterway. Most citizens will understand the need for reasonable and common- sensical
security measures or barriers; so, the real question will be the
location of a barrier to upstream boating and recreation immediately below the
dam...
To the public, a barrier of 50 yards or so downstream from the transmission
lines below the plants would make sense; but closing anything beyond there to
the public in such a significant stretch of this irreplaceable public waterway
would not make sense or be fair at all; and, would surely bring strong
opposition and ill-will - especially if done without any public input.
I encourage SCE&G to discuss the issue openly, both with the public at large,
and especially in the relicensing meetings where you already have a signficant
and credible stakeholder group. An open exchange would definitely help to
formulate the best long range policy for security and identify a reasonable
stretch of river to be taken away from the public to ensure plant safety. As
in the case of the new sirens that were installed without significant public
input, formulating your plans after hearing from the public would produce
better plans - rather than fielding complaints about the intrusive new sirens
as installed.
I have boated and fished this stretch of the lower Saluda for years along with
many others, paddling for pleasure and chasing trout in the winter and
stripers in the spring and summer. Ever foot of it needs to be carefully
evaluated to be sure that it is absolutely vital to securing your operations.
The presence of the old trestle as a possible construction cost savings is not
a valid consideration to the public for it to be a downstream barrier point.
And the thinking for the stretch of river to be lost to the public must be
carefully thought out and reasonable for the security gains versus the
drastic, complete loss of such a beautiful and significant stretch of river.
Again, you can only formulate such plans with public input, and I hope you and
the other managers will give serious thought to doing this.

Quoting "ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R" <BARGENTIERI@scana.com>:

> Malcolm,
>
>
>
> Most hydro dams have exclusion areas in the vicinity of the discharge
> structures. We just never did in the past. The old warning signs are
> universally ignored. Too often, we have to tell folks not to anchor
> right in front of the penstocks, etc. And yet we still end up dealing
> with folks who get into trouble because they got to near the dam when
> we have to generate. Believe it or not, as a critical infrastructure,
> the dam is the object of special homeland security focus, enforced by
> FERC security efforts, and this is consistent with the pressure we get
> to maintain an appropriate exclusionary distance from the dam and
> powerhouse. We also have a coal fired power plant accessible from that
> area of the river. Another issue is that we have to relocate the USGS
> monitoring station to the center of the river, or at least more
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> towards the center and at a point that makes its data more
> representative of the water quality across the river rather than next
> to the bank farthest from Unit 5, as is the case now. And, we need to
> be able to keep folks out of that area for equipment protection and
> safety as well. We need a positive boat barrier. And finally, the
> old trestle bulwarks provide good anchorage for the new boat barrier
> and are downstream of the USGS gage. As long as this is a homeland
> security issue it is not up for discussion in our RCGs or will it be
> affected by relicensing. If it solely becomes a safety and equipment protection issue,
than we might be
> able to discuss it in the RCGs. I will let you know if the status
> changes.
>
>
>
> Bill
>
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Malcolm Leaphart [mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
> Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 3:22 PM
> To: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
> Cc: marshallb@dnr.sc.gov; tbebber@scprt.com; beardh@dnr.sc.gov;
> balesw@dnr.sc.gov; dchristie@infoave.net; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu;
> patrickm@scccl.org; gjobsis@americanrivers.org;
> Alison.Gurth@KleinschmidtUSA.com; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R;
> Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com; Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com;
> shane.boring@KleinschmidtUSA.com
> Subject: River
>
>
>
>
>
> Bill,
>
> I've heard second-hand that a 'barrier' of some kind was being
> considered at
>
> the old trestles just downstream from the dam for Homeland security
> reasons.
>
> Would you confirm that with some intentions, or set us straight if
> that is
>
> actually not being considered? The Recreation RCG would be an
> appropriate time
>
> to do that as blocking upstream access there is definitely a
> controversial
>
> issue that should be discussed with river recreationists. Thanks.
>
>
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> > > Bill
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > -----Original Message-----
> > > From: Malcolm Leaphart [mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
> > > Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 3:22 PM
> > > To: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
> > > Cc: marshallb@dnr.sc.gov; tbebber@scprt.com; beardh@dnr.sc.gov;
> > > balesw@dnr.sc.gov; dchristie@infoave.net; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu;
> > > patrickm@scccl.org; gjobsis@americanrivers.org;
> > > Alison.Gurth@KleinschmidtUSA.com; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R;
> > > Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com; Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com;
> > > shane.boring@KleinschmidtUSA.com
> > > Subject: River
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > > Bill,
> > >
> > > I've heard second-hand that a 'barrier' of some kind was being
> > > considered at
> > >
> > > the old trestles just downstream from the dam for Homeland
> > > security reasons.
> > >
> > > Would you confirm that with some intentions, or set us straight if
> > that
> > > is
> > >
> > > actually not being considered? The Recreation RCG would be an
> > > appropriate time
> > >
> > > to do that as blocking upstream access there is definitely a
> > > controversial
> > >
> > > issue that should be discussed with river recreationists. Thanks.
> > >
> > >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > ----- End forwarded message -----
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
>
>
>
>
>
>



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R [BARGENTIERI@scana.com]

Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2006 9:11 AM

To: Malcolm Leaphart

Cc: marshallb@dnr.sc.gov; tbebber@scprt.com; beardh@dnr.sc.gov; balesw@dnr.sc.gov;
dchristie@infoave.net; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; patrickm@scccl.org; gjobsis@americanrivers.org;
Alison.Gurth@KleinschmidtUSA.com; RMAHAN@scana.com; Dave Anderson; Alan Stuart; Shane
Boring

Subject: RE: River
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Malcolm,

Most hydro dams have exclusion areas in the vicinity of the discharge structures. We just
never did in the past. The old warning signs are universally ignored. Too often, we have to tell
folks not to anchor right in front of the penstocks, etc. And yet we still end up dealing with folks
who get into trouble because they got to near the dam when we have to generate. Believe it or
not, as a critical infrastructure, the dam is the object of special homeland security focus,
enforced by FERC security efforts, and this is consistent with the pressure we get to maintain
an appropriate exclusionary distance from the dam and powerhouse. We also have a coal
fired power plant accessible from that area of the river. Another issue is that we have to
relocate the USGS monitoring station to the center of the river, or at least more towards the
center and at a point that makes its data more representative of the water quality across the
river rather than next to the bank farthest from Unit 5, as is the case now. And, we need to be
able to keep folks out of that area for equipment protection and safety as well. We need a
positive boat barrier. And finally, the old trestle bulwarks provide good anchorage for the new
boat barrier and are downstream of the USGS gage. As long as this is a homeland security
issue it is not up for discussion in our RCGs or will it be affected by relicensing. If it solely
becomes a safety and equipment protection issue, than we might be able to discuss it in the
RCGs. I will let you know if the status changes.

Bill

-----Original Message-----
From: Malcolm Leaphart [mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 3:22 PM
To: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
Cc: marshallb@dnr.sc.gov; tbebber@scprt.com; beardh@dnr.sc.gov;
balesw@dnr.sc.gov; dchristie@infoave.net; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu;
patrickm@scccl.org; gjobsis@americanrivers.org;
Alison.Gurth@KleinschmidtUSA.com; MAHAN, RANDOLPH R;
Dave.Anderson@KleinschmidtUSA.com; Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com;
shane.boring@KleinschmidtUSA.com
Subject: River

Bill,
I've heard second-hand that a 'barrier' of some kind was being
considered at



the old trestles just downstream from the dam for Homeland security
reasons.
Would you confirm that with some intentions, or set us straight if
that is
actually not being considered? The Recreation RCG would be an
appropriate time
to do that as blocking upstream access there is definitely a
controversial
issue that should be discussed with river recreationists. Thanks.

Page 2 of 2
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Bud Badr"; 
Subject: RE: Hydrology Presentation
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11:29:58 AM

Thanks Bud.  Yes, I hear you are being pulled in a number of different 
directions.  However we appreciate your willingness to help out.  I am sure many 
people are looking forward to reviewing your presentation on the website again.  
Take care, Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Bud Badr [mailto:BadrB@dnr.sc.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11:27 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Hydrology Presentation 
 
Alison,
I will be glad to send you my presentation. I’m sorry I can’t make the 26th 
meetings.
 
Bud Badr
 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 8:46 AM 
To: Bud Badr 
Subject: Hydrology Presentation
 

Good Morning Bud, 

Thank you again for the great presentation last Thursday.  I heard quite a 
few positive responses to your presentation.  Alan noted that he discussed 
the Quarterly Public Meeting next Thursday with you and noted that you 
would let us know if your busy schedule allowed time for you to present it at 
those meetings.  

I am currently in the process of posting Mike's and SCE&G's presentations 
to our relicensing website and was wondering if it would be possible if we 
could post your PowerPoint as well.  If you don’t mind, if you could email it to 
me, it would be much appreciated!  Thanks again for the great presentation 
and I hope to hear it again at the Quarterly Public Meeting!  Thanks!  Alison

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:BadrB@dnr.sc.gov


Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183 

 



From: Alison Guth
To: "Bill Grant"; 
Subject: RE: Saluda Hydroelectric Project Request to be a  First Tier  Member 
Date: Tuesday, July 25, 2006 5:33:18 PM

Thanks Bill, 
I have placed the commodore@windwardpoint.org address on the Tier 
1 distribution list.  Feel free to email me with any questions.
 
Alison
 
Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Bill Grant [mailto:bill2sail@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, July 21, 2006 9:46 AM 
To: Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com 
Cc: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Bill2sail@Hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Saluda Hydroelectric Project Request to be a First Tier 
Member  
 

Windward Point Yacht Club
PO Box 327

Irmo, SC  29063
 
July 21, 2006
 
Alison Guth
Kleinschmidt

Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com

Re:  Saluda Hydroelectric Project 
        Request to be a “First Tier” Member 
 
Dear Ms. Guth,

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:bill2sail@hotmail.com
mailto:commodore@windwardpoint.org
mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com


From: Alison Guth
To: "bbull@sc.rr.com"; 
Subject: FW: Resource Meetings on February 1 & 2.
Date: Wednesday, February 01, 2006 3:06:34 PM

 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Alison Guth  
Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2006 3:04 PM 
To: 'Reed Bull' 
Subject: RE: Resource Meetings on February 1 & 2. 
 
Reed, I was just going through my old emails and noticed that this email address 
is different than the one that I have on my email list for you.  Has your address 
changed?  I also wanted to make sure that you had gotten the notice that today 
and tomorrows RCGs have been cancelled.  Let me know if I need to add this 
email address to my list, thanks, Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Reed Bull [mailto:rbull@davisfloyd.com]  
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2006 1:02 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Resource Meetings on February 1 & 2. 
 
Alison, Were will the meetings be on February the 1 and 2?  Have a Great 
weekend. REED BULL

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:bbull@sc.rr.com


From: Alison Guth
To: "George Duke"; 
Subject: RE: directions
Date: Monday, October 30, 2006 9:49:11 AM
Attachments: CarolinaResearchPark-Directions.pdf 

Hello George,
Directions are attached, are you attending tomorrow.  If so I need to order you a 
lunch.
 
Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: George Duke [mailto:kayakduke@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2006 7:37 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: directions 
 
Alison, please give me directions to Carolina Research Park?
Is it still in our Galaxy
George

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:kayakduke@bellsouth.net



SCE&G 
111 Research Drive 
Columbia, SC  29203 
 
From Columbia Airport 
• Head WEST on I-26 (towards Spartanburg) 
• Take I-20 East (towards Florence) Exit 107 
• Take Exit 73, I-77 (Charlotte) 
• Take Parklane Road exit 
• Make a left at the stoplight, onto Parklane Road 
• Cross the RR tracks and cross the intersection (Farrow Road and Parklane Road) 


into Carolina Research Park 
• At the stop sign, make a left 
• Make the next right 
• The second building on the right is the SCE&G office. 
 
From Charlotte 
• Head South on I-77 (towards Columbia) 
• Take Exit 19, Research Industrial Park and bear right onto Farrow Rd. 
• Take the first right, which leads into the Research Industrial Park. 
• At the stop sign, make a left 
• Make the next right 
• The second building on the right is the SCE&G office. 
 
From Downtown Columbia 
• Take Bull Street to I-277 
• Take Parklane Road exit 
• Make a left at the stoplight, onto Parklane Road 
• Cross the RR tracks and cross the intersection (Farrow Road and Parklane Road) 
• This takes you into Carolina Research Park 
• At the stop sign, make a left 
• Make the next right 
• The second building on the right is the SCE&G office. 
 
Directions from Charleston 
• Take I-26 West to I-77 North 
• I-77 to Farrow Road Exit, Bear right 
• At the stoplight, turn right (into Carolina Research Park) 
• At the stop sign, turn left 
• Take the next right 
• Second building on the right 







 
 
 
 
MAP OF CAROLINA RESEARCH PARK 
 
 


 







Survey Year Lexington Newberry Richland Saluda Total
2005 9.00 2.00 8.00 0.00 19.00
1998 5.80 1.50 8.00 0.50 15.80
1989 4.10 0.66 8.38 0.28 13.42
1986 4.20 1.00 7.70 3.60 16.50

Average 5.78 1.29 8.02 1.10 16.18

Year Lexington Newberry Richland Saluda Total
2005 4.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 12.00
1998 2.20 2.60 2.30 1.00 8.10
1989 2.19 2.16 2.48 0.52 7.35
1986 1.50 1.60 2.30 0.50 5.90

Average 2.47 2.34 2.52 1.01 8.34

Select SC Waterfowl Hunter Data Revealed Through Survey Instruments

Percent of SC Waterfowl Hunters Residing in Lake Murray Associated Counties

Percent of SC Waterfowl Hunters Hunting in Lake Murray Associated Counties



Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: George Duke [kayakduke@bellsouth.net]

Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2006 10:58 AM

To: Dave Anderson

Subject: vision

Page 1 of 1

11/5/2007

Dave;
I recieved your assignment and have added some other comments along with a lame vison statement.  I was able 
to get the documents in rich text so my comments are attached
George Duke



From: Alison Guth 
Sent: Monday, November 13, 2006 4:51 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison 

Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; 
Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill 
Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); 
Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; 
Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie 
Rentz; Chris Judge; Chris Page; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave 
Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dick Christie; 
Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan 
(duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega 
(aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina 
Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts 
(ipitts@scprt.com); Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jennifer 
Summerlin; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; 
JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; John 
Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick (jsfrick@mindspring.com); Jon 
Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken 
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner 
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; 
Malcolm Leaphart; Marianne Zajac; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; 
Mike Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam 
Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Patricia Wendling; 
Patrick Moore; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy 
Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull 
(rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert 
Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; 
Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra 
Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Steve 
Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Theresa Powers 
(tpowers@newberrycounty.net); Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles 
(tbowles@scana.com); Tom Eppink; Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy 
Boozer; Tony Bebber; Valerie Marcil; Van Hoffman; Wade Bales 
(balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire; Mike Schimpff 

Subject: Final Meeting Notes - All RCG's Meeting 
Hello All, 
 
Attached is the final set of meeting notes from the October 12th All RCG's Meetings.  Thanks, 
Alison 
 
  
 

A

2006-10-12 final 
Meeting Minut...

ison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  
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ATTENDEES: 
 
Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates Shane Boring, Kleinschmidt Associates   
Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates  Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates 
David Price, LM Power Squadron  Amy Bennett, SCDHEC 
Kim Westbury, Saluda County   Jim Ruane, REMI 
Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates Trisha Priester, Lexington County 
Ronald Scott, Lexington County  Andy Miller, SCDHEC 
Patrick Moore, CCL, AR   Reed Bull, Midlands Striper Club 
Ron Ahle, SCDNR    Brandon Stutts, SCANA Services 
Kristina Massey, Kleinschmidt Associates Mike Schimpff, Kleinschmidt Associates 
Bob Olson, NRE    Tom Bowles, SCE&G 
Jenn O’Rourke, SCWF   Richard Mikell, Adventure Carolina  
Dick Christie, SCDNR   Bob Perry, SCDNR 
Jeff Duncan, NPS    Theresa Thom, NPS 
Tony Bebber, SCPRT    Ed Schnepel, LMA 
Tom Ruple, LMA    Ed Diebold, Riverbanks Zoo 
Bob Seibels, Riverbanks Zoo    Jon Quebbeman, Kleinschmidt Associates 
Bill Argentieri, SCE&G   Mike Waddell, Saluda TU 
Karen Kustafik, CoC Parks & Rec  Amanda Hill, USFWS 
Bill Brebner, YCOA    Kenneth Fox, LMA 
Roy Parker, LMA    Bob Keener, LMA & LMSCA 
Steve Summer, SCANA Services  Bud Badr, SCDNR 
Randy Mahan, SCANA Services  Bob Keener, LMA 
Ray Ammarell, SCE&G 
 
 
 
MEETING NOTES: 
 
These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not 
intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting. 
 
Alan Stuart of Kleinschmidt Associates welcomed the group and noted that the purpose of this 
meeting was to introduce two items to the RCG members, a presentation on the research SCE&G 
has done on Alternative Energy Sources, and secondly to discuss the HEC-ResSim Operations 
Model.  Alan noted that in order to aid in the understanding of hydrology when discussing the 
model, Dr. Bud Badr would also be providing the group with a hydrology 101 presentation.  
Subsequent to Alan’s introduction, the following presentations were given (click below to view) 
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Alternative Energy Source Presentation – Carl Hoadley & Skip Smith SCE&G: 
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/documents/ALTERNATIVEGENERATION.pdf 
 
An Understanding Of Hydrology – Dr. Bud Badr : Coming Soon 
 
Discussion On The HEC-ResSim Operations Model – Mike Schmipff &  Jon Quebbeman – 
Kleinschmidt Associates : http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/documents/SaludaProject10-
12a.pdf 
 
Following the presentation on Alternative Generation, the floor was opened up for questions.  One 
individual asked how the reliability numbers presented in the presentation were calculated.  Carl H. 
replied that in order to calculate those numbers, they looked at forced outage rates, routine 
maintenance, as well as industry numbers.  Bill A. also explained that many of the equipment cost 
numbers come from recent numbers that the vendors supplied.  The group also briefly discussed 
how future demands will be fulfilled.  One individual asked if SCE&G has evaluated how Saluda 
may be used in the future.  Steve S. replied that SCE&G is looking at fulfilling future capacity 
needs through a nuclear station.   There was also brief discussion regarding the use of Saluda over 
the past year.  Bill A. explained that last year SCE&G tried to keep the lake level up around 358’ 
and because of this, they had to get rid of the rainwater that entered the system rapidly to avoid 
exceeding the normal high water level.  Due to problems with some of the other units at Saluda, 
Unit 5 was run to expel the excess rainwater.  Reed B. also asked if there was any way to look at 
how Saluda was used for reserve in the past in order to predict how Saluda may be used for reserve 
in the future.  Randy M. noted that because of the unpredictable nature of reserve calls, it would be 
difficult to forecast how often they may be called upon for reserve in the future.  Patrick Moore 
asked if the alternatives analysis had considered partial replacement of only 50 or 100 MW because 
the most problematic impacts occurred at high flows.  Bill A. replied that the Code of Fed. 
Regulations only required the full replacement cost analysis and that no partial analysis had been 
done.  Later in the meeting Patrick commented that the 34 million dollar relicensing cost cap was an 
internal, SCE&G figure and that it in no way limited what SCE&G would be required to spend to 
address project impacts.  He cited a recent court of appeals case that stated FERC has no obligation 
to issue an economically viable license.   
 
After a short break, Dr. Bud Badr gave a presentation on hydrology to the group.  There were no 
questions following Dr. Badr’s presentation. 
 
The next presentation was given by Mike Schmipff and Jon Quebbeman on the HEC-ResSim model 
developed for Saluda.  The presentation can be viewed from the link above.  Mike S. explained that 
the HEC-ResSim model was used for Lake Murray and was incorporated with the HEC-Ras model 
for the lower Saluda River.  The floor was open for questions throughout the presentation.  Tony B. 
noted that in the last 16 years he doesn’t believe there have been any major flood events, and asked 
if something was built into the model to account for this.  Mike S. explained that this being a water 
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allocation model, he was not as concerned about the high flow times because water can be allocated 
for all the needs.  He noted that the concern lies in the low flow times.  Jeff D. asked if data from 
the Catawba Wateree model could be integrated into the Saluda model.  Jon Q. noted that it was 
possible to add in other data to the model, however he noted that he did not believe it would be 
necessary or appropriate to add the Catawba data in.  
 
The group began to discuss in a little more detail the constraints to be developed by the Resource 
Conservation Groups.  Dave A. asked if the flows in the lower Saluda River can be calculated at the 
gage by the Zoo.  Jon Q. replied that it could.  Dave A. also asked if the model could predict what 
would happen when Saluda is used for reserve.  Jon Q. explained that they were going to handle this 
by adding in, for example, 200 MW, 1 day a month, for 24 hours.  Dave A. asked how the 
constraints will be obtained from the Resource Conservation Groups.  Jon Q. noted that it depended 
on the RCGs time schedule, once an RCG makes a recommendation for the model, he could input 
the data.  Ron A. added that he believed that instream flows would be the last input to the model.  
Mike S. and Jon Q. concluded their presentation and the group adjourned.      



Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; tpowers@newberrycounty.net; Theresa 
Thom; Tim Vinson; tbowles@scana.com; Tom Eppink; Tom Ruple; Tom 
Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Valerie Marcil; Van Hoffman; 
balesw@dnr.sc.gov; Wenonah Haire; Mike Schimpff 
Subject: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 

When: Thursday, October 26, 2006 9:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-
05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).  
Where: Saluda Shoals Park - Environmental Education Center 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

Good Afternoon All, 

Just a reminder that there will be a Quarterly Public Meeting next 
Thursday, October 26th.  Please note that the meeting times are a 
little different this time, 9am and 6pm.  You will notice that the 
same presentations that were presented at the All RCG's Meeting 
last week will be presented again at the Quarterly Public Meeting.  
Dr. Bud Badr, who presented the Hydrology 101 presentation to 
the group last week, has a previous engagement that he must 
attend on the 26th, however, Jon Quebbeman will be presenting 
similar material to the group at the Quarterly Meeting.  Thanks, and 
feel free to contact me with any questions.  Alison

<<Quarterly Public Meeting Agenda 102606 - 9am.doc>> 
<<Quarterly Public Meeting Agenda 102606 - 6pm.doc>> 



From: Alison Guth
To: "Bud Badr"; 
Subject: RE: Hydrology Presentation
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11:29:58 AM

Thanks Bud.  Yes, I hear you are being pulled in a number of different 
directions.  However we appreciate your willingness to help out.  I am sure many 
people are looking forward to reviewing your presentation on the website again.  
Take care, Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Bud Badr [mailto:BadrB@dnr.sc.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11:27 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Hydrology Presentation 
 
Alison,
I will be glad to send you my presentation. I’m sorry I can’t make the 26th 
meetings.
 
Bud Badr
 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 8:46 AM 
To: Bud Badr 
Subject: Hydrology Presentation
 

Good Morning Bud, 

Thank you again for the great presentation last Thursday.  I heard quite a 
few positive responses to your presentation.  Alan noted that he discussed 
the Quarterly Public Meeting next Thursday with you and noted that you 
would let us know if your busy schedule allowed time for you to present it at 
those meetings.  

I am currently in the process of posting Mike's and SCE&G's presentations 
to our relicensing website and was wondering if it would be possible if we 
could post your PowerPoint as well.  If you don’t mind, if you could email it to 
me, it would be much appreciated!  Thanks again for the great presentation 
and I hope to hear it again at the Quarterly Public Meeting!  Thanks!  Alison

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:BadrB@dnr.sc.gov


Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183 

 



From: Alison Guth
To: "Bill Grant"; 
Subject: RE: Saluda Hydroelectric Project Request to be a  First Tier  Member 
Date: Tuesday, July 25, 2006 5:33:18 PM

Thanks Bill, 
I have placed the commodore@windwardpoint.org address on the Tier 
1 distribution list.  Feel free to email me with any questions.
 
Alison
 
Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Bill Grant [mailto:bill2sail@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, July 21, 2006 9:46 AM 
To: Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com 
Cc: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net; Bill2sail@Hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Saluda Hydroelectric Project Request to be a First Tier 
Member  
 

Windward Point Yacht Club
PO Box 327

Irmo, SC  29063
 
July 21, 2006
 
Alison Guth
Kleinschmidt

Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com

Re:  Saluda Hydroelectric Project 
        Request to be a “First Tier” Member 
 
Dear Ms. Guth,

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:bill2sail@hotmail.com
mailto:commodore@windwardpoint.org
mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com


From: Alison Guth
To: "RBICKLEY@LEX-CO.COM"; 
Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Monday, October 23, 2006 3:30:48 PM

basically just a hydrology 101, discussing the watershed and rainfall and such.

-----Original Message----- 
From: RHETT BICKLEY [mailto:RBICKLEY@LEX-CO.COM]  
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 7:41 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
Alison, What is the nature of Jon's presentation on hydrology? Rhett 
 
 Original Message----- 
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006 4:02 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; 
Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill 
Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; BGreen@smeinc.com; Bill Hulslander; 
Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; bseibels@yahoo.com; Brandon 
Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; 
Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie 
Rentz; Chris Judge; Chris Page; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave 
Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dick 
Christie; Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.
us; Edward Schnepel; aregaf@dnr.sc.gov; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis 
(American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; 
ipitts@scprt.com; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jennifer 
Summerlin; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim 
Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; 
johned44@bellsouth.net; jsfrick@mindspring.com; Jon Leader; Joy 
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; 
Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee 
Barber; Linda Lester ; Malcolm Leaphart; Marianne Zajac; Mary Kelly; 
Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; msummer@scana.com; Mike 
Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; 
Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal 
Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; 
rbull@davisfloyd.com; Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; 
SKEENER@sc.rr.com; Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald 
Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra 
Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Steve 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:RBICKLEY@LEX-CO.COM


 
Windward Point Yacht Club (WPYC), chartered in 1985, is a sailing club with a 
membership of approximately 150 persons and docking more than 150 boats on 
Lake Murray. The boats of Windward Point Yacht Club vary in length to 42’ and 
drafts of 7’.  There are two other sailing clubs on Lake Murray of similar size. 
 
WPYC continues to support the various organizations and agencies of the State of 
South Carolina in their efforts to preserve and protect the natural shoreline of 
Lake Murray.  In addition, WPYC is concerned with the various issues 
surrounding preservation of shorelines for public use and safety concerns with 
overhead power lines crossing various points of Lake Murray.
 
WPYC would appreciate the opportunity to continue participation in the Saluda 
Hydroelectric Relicensing process as a “First Tier” member.
 
Sincerely,
 
Bill Grant
2006 Commodore
WPYC Board of Stewards
 
commodore@windwardpoint.org
 
C: Steve Bell Lake Murray Watch bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
    Bill Grant Bill2sail@Hotmail.com
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Bigbillcutler@aol.com"; 
Subject: RE: Bill Cutler is leaving SC
Date: Friday, September 22, 2006 8:24:39 AM

Thanks Bill,
 
I will pass the word along and remove you from the mailing list.  Thank you for your 
involvement in this process and good luck in California!
 
Best Wishes, Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Bigbillcutler@aol.com [mailto:Bigbillcutler@aol.com]  
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2006 9:26 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Bill Cutler is leaving SC 
 
Alison,
 
In about a month I will be leaving South Carolina to take up residence in 
Northern California.  Please remove my name from your distribution list.
 
Also, please pass the word to Alan and all the SCE&G folks. I have enjoyed 
the opportunity to participate in the relicensing process, and greatly 
appreciate their good work, done in such a gracious manner.  I believe that 
the relicensing process, as carried out by SCE&G and Kleinschmidt, 
represents an important movement toward collaborative proceedings.  In my 
opinion this is the only way to go when important decicions are needed 
about complex and potentially contentious issues.
 
Best Regards,
Bill Cutler

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:Bigbillcutler@aol.com


From: Alison Guth
To: Alison Guth; "Winward point Yacht Club "; "Aaron Small"; "Alan Axson"; 

Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; "Amanda Hill"; "Amy Bennett"; "Andy Miller"; 
"Bertina Floyd"; "Bill Argentieri"; "Bill Brebner "; "Bill East"; 
"Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com)"; "Bill Hulslander"; "Bill Marshall"; 
"Bill Mathias"; "Bob Olsen"; "Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com)"; 
"Brandon Stutts "; Bret Hoffman; "Brett Bursey"; "btrump@scana.com"; 
"Bud Badr"; "Buddy Baker "; "Charlene Coleman"; "Charles Floyd"; 
"Charlie Compton"; "Charlie Rentz"; "Chris Judge"; "Chris Page"; 
"Daniel Tufford"; Dave Anderson; "Dave Landis"; "David Allen"; 
"David Hancock"; "David Jones"; "David Price"; "Dick Christie"; "Don Tyler"; 
"Donald Eng"; "Ed Diebold"; "Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us)"; 
"Edward Schnepel"; "Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov)"; "George Duke"; 
"Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers)"; "Gina Kirkland"; "Guy Jones"; "Hal Beard"; 
"Hank McKellar"; "Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com)"; "Jeff Duncan"; 
"Jennifer O"Rourke"; "Jennifer Price "; Jennifer Summerlin; "Jerry Wise"; 
"Jim Devereaux"; "Jim Glover"; "Jim Goller"; "Jim Ruane "; "JoAnn Butler"; 
"Joe Logan"; "Joel Huggins "; "John and Rob Altenberg"; 
"John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net)"; "John Frick (jsfrick@mindspring.
com)"; "Jon Leader"; "Joy Downs"; "Karen Kustafik"; "Keith Ganz-Sarto"; 
"Ken Styer "; "Ken Uschelbec"; "Kenneth Fox"; "Kim Westbury"; 
"Kristina Massey"; "Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov)"; "Lee Barber"; 
"Linda Lester "; "Malcolm Leaphart"; "Marianne Zajac"; "Mary Kelly"; 
"Michael Murrell"; "Mike Duffy"; "Mike Sloan"; 
"Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com)"; "Mike Waddell"; "Miriam Atria"; 
"Norm Nicholson"; "Norman Ferris"; "Parkin Hunter"; "Patricia Wendling"; 
"Patrick Moore"; "Phil Hamby "; "Prescott Brownell"; "Randal Shealy"; 
"Randy Mahan"; "Ray Ammarell"; "Rebekah Dobrasko"; 
"Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com)"; "Rhett Bickley"; "Richard Kidder"; 
"Richard Mikell"; "Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com)"; "Robert Lavisky"; 
"Roger Hovis "; "Ron Ahle"; "Ronald Scott"; "Roy Parker"; 
"Russell Jernigan"; "ryanity@scana.com"; "Sandra Reinhardt"; 
"Sean Norris"; Shane Boring; "Skeet Mills "; "Steve Bell"; "Steve Summer"; 
"Suzanne Rhodes"; "Theresa Powers (tpowers@newberrycounty.net)"; 
"Theresa Thom"; "Tim Vinson"; "Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com)"; 
"Tom Eppink"; "Tom Ruple"; "Tom Stonecypher"; "Tommy Boozer"; 
"Tony Bebber"; "Valerie Marcil"; "Van Hoffman"; "Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.
sc.gov)"; "Wenonah Haire"; Mike Schimpff; 

Subject: RE: All RCG"s Draft Meeting Notes
Date: Monday, November 06, 2006 5:10:59 PM
Attachments: 2006-10-12 draft Meeting Minutes -All RCG"s Meeting comments.doc 

Hello All, 
Attached is a revised set of meeting notes from October 12th (All RCG's Meeting) containing comments 
in track changes.  Please review these comments and have any additional comments back to me by 
November 8th.  Thanks, Alison 
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MEETING NOTES


SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY


SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING


All RCGs Operations Meeting

Saluda Shoals Park

October 12, 2006


Draft acg 10-25-06 ________________________________________________________________________________________________



ATTENDEES:

Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates
Shane Boring, Kleinschmidt Associates



Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates

Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates

David Price, LM Power Squadron

Amy Bennett, SCDHEC


Kim Westbury, Saluda County 

Jim Ruane, REMI


Bret Hoffman, Kleinschmidt Associates
Trisha Priester, Lexington County


Ronald Scott, Lexington County

Andy Miller, SCDHEC


Patrick Moore, CCL, AR


Reed Bull, Midlands Striper Club


Ron Ahle, SCDNR



Brandon Stutts, SCANA Services


Kristina Massey, Kleinschmidt Associates
Mike Schimpff, Kleinschmidt Associates

Bob Olson, NRE



Tom Bowles, SCE&G


Jenn O’Rourke, SCWF


Richard Mikell, Adventure Carolina


Dick Christie, SCDNR


Bob Perry, SCDNR

Jeff Duncan, NPS



Theresa Thom, NPS


Tony Bebber, SCPRT



Ed Schnepel, LMA


Tom Ruple, LMA



Ed Diebold, Riverbanks Zoo


Bob Seibels, Riverbanks Zoo 


Jon Quebbeman, Kleinschmidt Associates

Bill Argentieri, SCE&G


Mike Waddell, Saluda TU


Karen Kustafik, CoC Parks & Rec

Amanda Hill, USFWS


Bill Brebner, YCOA



Kenneth Fox, LMA
Roy Parker, LMA



Bob Keener, LMA & LMSCA

Steve Summer, SCANA Services

Bud Badr, SCDNR

Randy Mahan, SCANA Services

Bob Keener, LMA


Ray Ammarell, SCE&G




MEETING NOTES:

These notes serve to be a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.

Alan Stuart of Kleinschmidt Associates welcomed the group and noted that the purpose of this meeting was to introduce two items to the RCG members, a presentation on the research SCE&G has done on Alternative Energy Sources, and secondly to discuss the HEC-ResSim Operations Model.  Alan noted that in order to aid in the understanding of hydrology when discussing the model, Dr. Bud Badr would also be providing the group with a hydrology 101 presentation.  Subsequent to Alan’s introduction, the following presentations were given (click below to view)

Alternative Energy Source Presentation – Carl Hoadley & Skip Smith SCE&G: http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/documents/ALTERNATIVEGENERATION.pdf

An Understanding Of Hydrology – Dr. Bud Badr : Coming Soon

Discussion On The HEC-ResSim Operations Model – Mike Schmipff & 
Jon Quebbeman – Kleinschmidt Associates : http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/documents/SaludaProject10-12a.pdf

Following the presentation on Alternative Generation, the floor was opened up for questions.  One individual asked how the reliability numbers presented in the presentation were calculated.  Carl H. replied that in order to calculate those numbers, they looked at forced outage rates, routine maintenance, as well as industry numbers.  Bill A. also explained that many of the equipment cost numbers come from recent numbers that the vendors supplied.  The group also briefly discussed how future demands will be fulfilled.  One individual asked if SCE&G has evaluated how Saluda may be used in the future.  Steve S. replied that SCE&G is looking at fulfilling future capacity needs through a nuclear station.   There was also brief discussion regarding the use of Saluda over the past year.  Bill A. explained that last year SCE&G tried to keep the lake level up around 358’ and because of this, they had to get rid of the rainwater that entered the system rapidly to avoid exceeding the normal high water level.  Due to problems with some of the other units at Saluda, Unit 5 was run to expel the excess rainwater.  Reed B. also asked if there was any way to look at how Saluda was used for reserve in the past in order to predict how Saluda may be used for reserve in the future.  Randy M. noted that because of the unpredictable nature of reserve calls, it would be difficult to forecast how often they may be called upon for reserve in the future.  Patrick Moore asked if the alternatives analysis had considered partial replacement of only 50 or 100 MW because the most problematic impacts occurred at high flows.  Bill A. replied that the code of fed. Regulations only required the full replacement cost analysis and that no partial analysis had been done.  Later in the meeting Patrick commented that the 34 million dollar relicensing cost cap was an internal, SCE&G figure and that it in no way limited what SCE&G would be required to spend to address project impacts.  He cited a recent court of appeals case that stated FERC has no obligation to issue an economically viable license.  


After a short break, Dr. Bud Badr gave a presentation on hydrology to the group.  There were no questions following Dr. Badr’s presentation.


The next presentation was given by Mike Schmipff and Jon Quebbeman on the HEC-ResSim model developed for Saluda.  The presentation can be viewed from the link above.  Mike S. explained that the HEC-ResSim model was used for Lake Murray and was incorporated with the HEC-Ras model for the lower Saluda River.  The floor was open for questions throughout the presentation.  Tony B. noted that in the last 16 years he doesn’t believe there has been any major flood events, and asked if something was built into the model to account for this.  Mike S. explained that this being a water allocation model, was not as concerned about the high flow times because water can be allocated for all the needs.  He noted that the concern lies in the low flow times.  Jeff D. asked if data from the Catawba Wateree model could be integrated into the Saluda model.  Jon Q. noted that it was possible to add in other data to the model, however he noted that he did not believe it would be necessary or appropriate to add the Catawba data in. 

The group began to discuss in a little more detail the constraints to be developed by the Resource Conservation Groups.  Dave A. asked if the flows in the lower Saluda River can be calculated at the gage by the Zoo.  Jon Q. replied that it could.  Dave A. also asked if the model could predict what would happen when Saluda is used for reserve.  Jon Q. explained that they were going to handle this by adding in, for example, 200 MW, 1 day a month, for 24 hours.  Dave A. asked how the constraints will be obtained from the Resource Conservation Groups.  Jon Q. noted that it depended on the RCGs time schedule, once an RCG makes a recommendation for the model, he could input the data.  Ron A. added that he believed that instream flows would be the last input to the model.  Mike S. and Jon Q. concluded their presentation and the group adjourned.     
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 -----Original Message----- 
From:  Alison Guth   
Sent: Wednesday, October 25, 2006 3:50 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy 
Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.
com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon 
Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; 
Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Judge; Chris Page; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; 
Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dick Christie; Don Tyler; Donald 
Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega 
(aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal 
Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; 
Jennifer Summerlin; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe 
Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick 
(jsfrick@mindspring.com); Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken 
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee 
Barber; Linda Lester ; Malcolm Leaphart; Marianne Zajac; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike 
Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman 
Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; 
Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; 
Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron 
Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; 
Shane Boring; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Theresa Powers 
(tpowers@newberrycounty.net); Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); Tom 
Eppink; Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Valerie Marcil; Van Hoffman; 
Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire; Mike Schimpff 
Subject: All RCG's Draft Meeting Notes 
Hello All, 
Attached are the draft meeting notes from the All RCG's Meeting on October 12.  The sign in sheets did 
not make it all the way around the room so if you were left off the attendance list let me know.  Please 
let me know of any changes or additions to the notes by November 8th.  Thanks, Alison 
 << File: 2006-10-12 draft Meeting Minutes -All RCG's Meeting.doc >>  
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  



From: Alison Guth
To: "bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net"; 
Subject: Over quota
Date: Thursday, May 11, 2006 9:26:06 AM

Hello Steve, 
I sent out the draft meeting notes from April 6th last night but got a returned mail noting that your 
inbox was over quota. The email is 2 MB due to the scan of Charlene's handout I had to attach to it.  Let 
me know when I can resend it.  Thanks, Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Bud Badr"; 
Subject: Presentation
Date: Thursday, October 05, 2006 10:59:06 AM

Hello Bud, 
I am developing the agenda for the meeting next week on the 12th and I was wondering how long you 
would need for your presentation.  Thanks so much!  Alison  
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  
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From: Susan Kay Keener
To: Gennie Woerner; Bill and Pat Wendling; William Tefs; 

syalicki@carolinacareplan.com; ItsDeductible Support; Linda Steele; 
ssample@hqs.nasa.gov; Rosmary Spradlin; Dennis Ronnie COLUMBIA SC; 
Dave Sampson; MAHAN RANDOLPH R; ARGENTIERI WILLIAM R; 
pwen@bellsouth.net; Adam Pehrson; Misti Payne; Patrick Moore; 
John Marshall; LANDRETH, JAMES M; laketours@sc.rr.com; Kathry Kurtz; 
kaygordon; jmmartinez@pbtcomm.net; Robert Inabinette; Hewlett-Packard; 
Patio Hearth; Nikki R. Haley; Alison Guth; greg@fountainsoflivingwaters.
com; James Duke; George Duke; Duensing , Georgia; Billy Derrick; 
crafton@usit.net; Gordon Combest; Mel Coker; Marina Cantlon; billklein; 
abaquat@bellsouth.net; 

Subject: New E-mail Address
Date: Sunday, March 19, 2006 4:28:00 PM

Effective immediately we have a new email address:
SKEENER@sc.rr.com
Bob and Kay Keener
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From: Alison Guth
To: "dchristie@infoave.net"; "amanda_hill@fws.gov"; "tbebber@scprt.com"; 

"ahler@dnr.sc.gov"; "Tommy Boozer"; "David Hancock"; "Van Hoffman"; 
"Andy Miller"; Alan Stuart; "bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net"; "Elymay2@aol.
com"; "Ronald Scott"; 

Subject: Lunches Thursday
Date: Monday, March 06, 2006 11:59:46 AM

Hello Folks, 
In the interest of variety, I was planning on ordering Bellacino's Grinders for lunch on Thursday.  If you 
have any preferences or dietary needs please let me know so I can make arrangements.  Also, if you are 
on this email and you are NOT planning to attend, please email me as soon as possible.  I should have 
the agenda out this afternoon.  Thanks, Alison   
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  
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From: Alison Guth
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; 

Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; 
Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); 
Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; 
Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; 
Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; 
Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; 
Chris Judge; Chris Page; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; 
David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dick Christie; 
Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.
us); Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; 
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; 
Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); Jeff Duncan; 
Jennifer O"Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jennifer Hand; Jerry Wise; 
Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; 
Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; 
John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick (jsfrick@mindspring.com); 
Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; 
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; 
Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; 
Malcolm Leaphart; Marianne Zajac; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; 
Mike Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; 
Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; 
Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; 
Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; 
Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; 
Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; 
Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; 
ryanity@scana.com; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; 
Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; 
Theresa Powers (tpowers@newberrycounty.net); Theresa Thom; 
Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); Tom Eppink; Tom Ruple; 
Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Valerie Marcil; 
Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire; 
Mike Schimpff; 

Subject: Oct 12th agenda
Date: Monday, October 09, 2006 1:43:21 PM
Attachments: All RCG"s Agenda 101206.doc 

Good Afternoon Everyone, 
Just a reminder that the "All RCGs Meeting" is this Thursday, Oct 12th, at 9:30 at Saluda Shoals Park.  I 
have attached the agenda below.  Feel free to email me with any questions or concerns.  Thanks, Alison 
  
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
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Saluda Hydro Relicensing

All RCGs Meeting

Meeting Agenda


October 12, 2006

9:30 AM

Saluda Shoals Park – Environmental Center

· 9:30 to 10:45  
Alternative Energy Source Presentation – Carl Hoadley & Skip Smith 

SCE&G

· 10:45 to 10:50 
Break

· 10:50 to 12:00  
An Understanding Of Hydrology – Dr. Bud Badr - SCDNR

· 12:00 to 12:30
Lunch

· 12:30 to 3:30
Discussion On The HEC-ResSim Operations Model – Mike Schmipff & 
Jon Quebbeman – Kleinschmidt Associates


Adjourn
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101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  



RE: Saluda Generation Review Draft Notes

Hello TWC, 

There has been a couple changes to the meeting notes.  Please note these changes in the attached 
draft.  All changes will become final by this Thursday (8/3).  Thanks, Alison

<<2006-07-11 draft Meeting Minutes with changes - Generation Review TWC.DOC>> 

 -----Original Message-----  
From:   Alison Guth   
Sent:   Monday, July 17, 2006 2:44 PM  
To:     Theresa Thom; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Bill Argentieri; Bill Cutler; Bill Marshall; Jennifer O'Rourke; Karen 
Kustafik; Mike Waddell; Patrick Moore; Steve Bell

Cc:     Tony Bebber; Amanda Hill; Bill Hulslander; Bud Badr; Charlene Coleman; Dave Landis; Dick Christie; Feleke 
Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Hank McKellar; Jeff 
Duncan; Joy Downs; Kristina Massey; Larry Michalec; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Mark Leao; Mike 
Summer (msummer@scana.com); Parkin Hunter; Ralph Crafton; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; 
Russell Jernigan; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Bret Hoffman

Subject:        Saluda Generation Review Draft Notes 

Hello all, 

Attached is the draft set of notes from the Saluda Generation Review TWC that was held July 
11th.  Please have any comments to me by July 31st.  Thanks, Alison

 << File: 2006-07-11 draft Meeting Minutes - Generation Review TWC.DOC >> 

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183 

 

http://owa.kleinschmidtusa.com/public/Jobs/455/45...%20Review%20Draft%20Notes-759352946.EML?Cmd=open [5/21/2008 12:37:15 PM]



From: Alison Guth
To: "bbull@sc.rr.com"; 
Subject: FW: Resource Meetings on February 1 & 2.
Date: Wednesday, February 01, 2006 3:06:34 PM

 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Alison Guth  
Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2006 3:04 PM 
To: 'Reed Bull' 
Subject: RE: Resource Meetings on February 1 & 2. 
 
Reed, I was just going through my old emails and noticed that this email address 
is different than the one that I have on my email list for you.  Has your address 
changed?  I also wanted to make sure that you had gotten the notice that today 
and tomorrows RCGs have been cancelled.  Let me know if I need to add this 
email address to my list, thanks, Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Reed Bull [mailto:rbull@davisfloyd.com]  
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2006 1:02 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Resource Meetings on February 1 & 2. 
 
Alison, Were will the meetings be on February the 1 and 2?  Have a Great 
weekend. REED BULL

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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From: Alison Guth
To: "George Duke"; 
Subject: RE: directions
Date: Monday, October 30, 2006 9:49:11 AM
Attachments: CarolinaResearchPark-Directions.pdf 

Hello George,
Directions are attached, are you attending tomorrow.  If so I need to order you a 
lunch.
 
Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: George Duke [mailto:kayakduke@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2006 7:37 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: directions 
 
Alison, please give me directions to Carolina Research Park?
Is it still in our Galaxy
George

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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SCE&G 
111 Research Drive 
Columbia, SC  29203 
 
From Columbia Airport 
• Head WEST on I-26 (towards Spartanburg) 
• Take I-20 East (towards Florence) Exit 107 
• Take Exit 73, I-77 (Charlotte) 
• Take Parklane Road exit 
• Make a left at the stoplight, onto Parklane Road 
• Cross the RR tracks and cross the intersection (Farrow Road and Parklane Road) 


into Carolina Research Park 
• At the stop sign, make a left 
• Make the next right 
• The second building on the right is the SCE&G office. 
 
From Charlotte 
• Head South on I-77 (towards Columbia) 
• Take Exit 19, Research Industrial Park and bear right onto Farrow Rd. 
• Take the first right, which leads into the Research Industrial Park. 
• At the stop sign, make a left 
• Make the next right 
• The second building on the right is the SCE&G office. 
 
From Downtown Columbia 
• Take Bull Street to I-277 
• Take Parklane Road exit 
• Make a left at the stoplight, onto Parklane Road 
• Cross the RR tracks and cross the intersection (Farrow Road and Parklane Road) 
• This takes you into Carolina Research Park 
• At the stop sign, make a left 
• Make the next right 
• The second building on the right is the SCE&G office. 
 
Directions from Charleston 
• Take I-26 West to I-77 North 
• I-77 to Farrow Road Exit, Bear right 
• At the stoplight, turn right (into Carolina Research Park) 
• At the stop sign, turn left 
• Take the next right 
• Second building on the right 







 
 
 
 
MAP OF CAROLINA RESEARCH PARK 
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Danielle Fitzpatrick

From: Malcolm Leaphart [malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2006 3:22 PM
To: BARGENTIERI@scana.com
Cc: marshallb@dnr.sc.gov; tbebber@scprt.com; beardh@dnr.sc.gov; balesw@dnr.sc.gov;

dchristie@infoave.net; mwaddell@esri.sc.edu; patrickm@scccl.org;
gjobsis@americanrivers.org; Alison.Gurth@KleinschmidtUSA.com; RMAHAN@scana.com;
Dave Anderson; Alan Stuart; Shane Boring

Subject: River

Bill,
I've heard second-hand that a 'barrier' of some kind was being considered at
the old trestles just downstream from the dam for Homeland security reasons.
Would you confirm that with some intentions, or set us straight if that is
actually not being considered? The Recreation RCG would be an appropriate time
to do that as blocking upstream access there is definitely a controversial
issue that should be discussed with river recreationists. Thanks.
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Carl Bussells

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 3:50 PM
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alex Harmon 

(aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina 
Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill 
Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); 
Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; 
Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck 
Cantley (ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; 
Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; 
Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan 
(duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); 
George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank 
McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; 
Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; 
Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; 
John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; 
Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner 
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; 
Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; 
Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy 
Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; 
Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; 
Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S 
padget; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; Stan 
Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia 
Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); 
Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-
cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire

Subject: Issuance of Draft Application for New License

Hello All,

We are pleased to announce the issuance of the Draft Application for New License for the Saluda Hydroelectric Project.  
Today, CD-ROM copies of the Draft Application were issued to those agencies, organizations and individuals on the 
Service List for the Project.  The Draft Application, in its entirety, has also been uploaded to the relicensing website at the 
link provided below.  If you are not on the Service List and would like to receive a CD-ROM copy of the application, please 
email me.  

In accordance with 18 C.F.R §16.8 (c)(5), formal comments specifically in reference to the Draft Application are due 90 
days after issuance.  Thus, they should be received by March 14, 2008.  Please direct comments on the content of the 
Draft Application for New License to:

Mr. James M. Landreth, Vice President
Fossil & Hydro Operations
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
111 Research Drive
Columbia, SC 29203

Attn: Mr. William R. Argentieri
bargentieri@scana.com

Thanks to everyone who has been involved in this process.  We look forward to continuing to work with you in the coming 
new year!  

Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays,
Alison



2

http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/DraftApplication.htm

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124
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application, please email me.  

In accordance with 18 C.F.R §16.8 (c)(5), formal comments specifically in reference to the Draft Application are due 
90 days after issuance.  Thus, they should be received by March 14, 2008.  Please direct comments on the content 
of the Draft Application for New License to:

Mr. James M. Landreth, Vice President

Fossil & Hydro Operations

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

111 Research Drive

Columbia, SC 29203

Attn: Mr. William R. Argentieri

bargentieri@scana.com

Thanks to everyone who has been involved in this process.  We look forward to continuing to work with you in the 
coming new year!  

Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays,

Alison

http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/DraftApplication.htm 

Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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Carl Bussells

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 11:35 AM
To: 'R1Shealy@aol.com'
Subject: RE: Issuance of Draft Application for New License

Hello Randall,
 
Will you send me the address of where you want the CD's sent???  Thanks!
 
Alison

-----Original Message-----
From: R1Shealy@aol.com [mailto:R1Shealy@aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 11:11 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: Re: Issuance of Draft Application for New License

Alison,
I would like a copy of the CD-ROM of the Draft Application to add to my collection for the Lake 
Murray Historical Society. Hope you have a wonderful Christmas.
Randall

  _____  

See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.



From: Alison Guth
To: "clyderward@bellsouth.net"; 
Subject: RE: Attend meeting
Date: Thursday, October 04, 2007 11:20:43 AM

Mr. Ward,  
If you would like to give a presentation at the Quarterly Public Meeting, we can certainly find time for 
you to do so. However, the nature of these meetings allows little opportunity for interaction and 
discussion of stakeholder issues and interests.  As an alternative, we believe that your concerns would 
be better served in a presentation to the Lake and Land Management Technical Working Committee 
(TWC).  This group of stakeholders, state and federal resource agencies and SCE&G representatives has 
been meeting on a regular basis throughout relicensing, specifically discusses lake management issues 
and allows for a more open exchange of information for discussion.  Concerns presented at both 
meetings will be included in the public record, however the TWC will potentially be making proposals for 
inclusion into the new operating license for the Saluda Project.  The Lake and Land Management TWC 
will be meeting on October 16th from 9:30 to 4.  If you choose to give your presentation at this meeting 
you may come for all, or part of the meeting.  We have had numerous presentations given by 
homeowners at our TWC meetings and found them both valuable and informative. Should you decide to 
attend the TWC meeting in part on October 16th, we would be more than happy to schedule your 
presentation at time which is convenient for you.  In any case, is there any information that Kleinschmidt 
or SCE&G can provide to you prior to your presentation? Also, is there any equipment that you need for 
your presentation such as a projector or computer?   
To answer a few of the questions from your email, the Quarterly Public Meeting convenes at 10 AM and 
7 PM, with the same information being presented at both meetings.  If you choose to give your 
presentation in this setting, you may give it at one or both of the meeting times.  The Saluda Shoals 
Park is located off of Old Bush River Rd (directions are included below). 
You may also find the relicensing website beneficial (www.saludahydrorelicense.com), as it provides 
meeting notes from past meetings of the Lake and Land Management TWC.  Again, based on the 
content of your email, we suggest your interests would be better served through the TWC. Please let us 
know of your intentions as soon as possible so that we may make the necessary plans on our part. If 
there is any more questions that you may have, please let me know. 
Alison Guth   
Directions to Saluda Shoals: From Columbia, take I–26 west toward Spartanburg. Exit Piney Grove Road 
and turn left. Proceed approximately 1.5 miles to St. Andrews Road. Turn right, then left at the first 
traffic light. Saluda Shoals Park will be 1.5 miles on your left    
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
    
-----Original Message----- 
From: Clyde Ward [mailto:clyderward@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2007 5:55 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Attend meeting 
 
I would like to attend the meeting at Saluda Shoals on October 25 and   
give a short presentation on the mismanagement of lake levels in   
three of the last four years. 
I have built a house adjacent to Lake Murray and have only had one   
good summer out of six due to the low lake level. 
Can I make the presentation? 
What time is the meeting? 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:clyderward@bellsouth.net


Where is Saluda Shoals Environmental Park? 
An email response would be fine.  My cell phone is 803/215-0048, if   
you would like to speak to me. 



From: Alison Guth
To: "Leah Wingard"; Tommy Boozer; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; 

Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bret Hoffman; 
Charlene Coleman; Dave Anderson; David Price; Dick Christie; 
Edward Schnepel; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); 
J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jennifer O"Rourke; Jerry Wise; 
Jim Devereaux; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; Joy Downs; 
Karen Kustafik; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.
sc.gov); Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; 
Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Jim Cumberland ; Randy Mahan; 
Roger Hovis ; Skeet Mills ; Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); 
Stephan Curry; Steve Bell; Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.
com); Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Daniel Tufford; Gina Kirkland; 
Jennifer Hand; Jim Glover; Jim Ruane ; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); 
Richard Kidder; Roger Hall; Ron Ahle; Roy Parker; Shane Boring; 

Subject: Construction Changes: Upcoming RCG Meetings
Date: Monday, July 16, 2007 12:03:54 PM

Hello All, 
Bill asked me to make everyone aware of the changes being made to the entrance of the Lake Murray 
Training Center:   
The access road from North Lake Drive (Hwy 6) into the Lake Murray Training Center is being shifted 
slightly north towards Irmo. Eventually, a traffic light will be installed at the new access point. Everyone 
is reminded to be extra careful when entering and exiting the LMTC access road from Hwy 6. We want 
everyone to have a safe trip to and from our meetings.  
Feel free to contact Bill or I if you have any questions regarding the construction changes.  Thanks, and 
see all of you in the next several weeks.  Alison 
 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  
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From: Alison Guth
To: "GKing11363@aol.com"; 
Subject: RE: Draft license.
Date: Monday, December 03, 2007 12:11:54 PM

Hello,
 
It is now due to be issued on December 13th.  It will be posted at that time.
 
Thanks!  Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: GKing11363@aol.com [mailto:GKing11363@aol.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2007 12:11 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Draft license. 
 
Alison...when will the draft on the licence been posted on the web site?
 
George King, Gilbert, SC
 
 
 

Check out AOL Money & Finance's list of the hottest products and top 
money wasters of 2007.

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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FW: QPM Reminder

Hello Clyde, 

Attached below is the agenda for Thursday.  You will see that there is time at the end for public 
comments. Alan will note at that time that you have a few items to present to the group and welcome 
you to the front.  See you Thursday evening, Alison

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

 
 -----Original Message-----  
From:   Alison Guth   
Sent:   Friday, October 19, 2007 8:44 AM  
To:     Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alex Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison 
Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green 
(BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon 
Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; 
Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley (ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us); Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; 
Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie 
(dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward 
Schnepel; Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal 
Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer 
O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; 
Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; Jon Leader; Joy 
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; Larry 
Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; Mary Kelly; Michael 
Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; 
Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah 
Dobrasko; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.
com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra 
Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; 
Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles 
(tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-cherokee.
com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire

Subject:        QPM Reminder 

Hello All, 

Just a reminder that the Saluda Hydro Quarterly Public Meeting will be held next Thursday, October 
25th at both 10 AM and 7 PM.  It will be held at the Saluda Shoals Park Environmental Center (first 
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FW: QPM Reminder

building down to your right as you enter the gates).  Attached below is the agenda for this meeting.  It 
is not necessary to RSVP for the Quarterly Public Meetings.  Thanks!  Alison

<<QPM Agenda 10-25-07.doc>> 

http://owa.kleinschmidtusa.com/public/Jobs/45.../FW:%20QPM%20Reminder-758766790.EML?Cmd=open (2 of 2) [5/21/2008 9:04:55 AM]



From: Dick Christie
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: email address change
Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2007 5:50:42 PM

Hi Alison - please be advised my email address has changed. Thanks!  

mailto:dchristie@comporium.net
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth


FW: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meeting

Mr. Gustafson, 

Although this is the calendar reminder for the 10 AM session, the agenda for the 7PM session is also 
attached. Both sessions will occur at the Saluda Shoals Park environmental center (first building down 
on the right as you come past the toll booth).  Thanks, Alison

 -----Original Appointment-----  
From:   Alison Guth   
Sent:   Monday, January 08, 2007 3:02 PM  
To:     Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alex Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison 
Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green 
(BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon 
Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; 
Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Judge; Chris Page; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David 
Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dick Christie; Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.
sc.us); Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; 
Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; 
Jennifer Price ; Jennifer Summerlin; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe 
Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; Jon Leader; Joy Downs; 
Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner 
(turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; Marianne Zajac; Mary Kelly; 
Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm 
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; 
Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard 
Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell 
Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; Steve Bell; 
Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles 
(tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Valerie Marcil; Van Hoffman; Wade 
Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire; Mike Schimpff

Cc:     Bret Hoffman; Dave Anderson; 'YANITY, ROBERT'; 'ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R'; 'jenno@scwf.org'; 'AMMARELL, 
RAYMOND R'; 'Marcil, Valerie'; 'Tony Bebber'; 'Bill Marshall'; 'SUMMER, STEPHEN E'; Mike Schimpff; 'rlavisky@alltel.net'; 
'MAHAN, RANDOLPH R'; 'swilliams@lex-co.com'

Subject:        Updated: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meeting  
When:   Thursday, January 11, 2007 10:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).  
Where:  Saluda Shoals Park - Environmental Education Center Auditorium 

http://owa.kleinschmidtusa.com/public/Jobs/455/455-...uarterly%20Public%20Meeting-756801556.EML?Cmd=open [5/21/2008 9:44:18 AM]



From: Alison Guth
To: "GKing11363@aol.com"; 
Subject: RE: The Draft Application for New License
Date: Monday, December 17, 2007 11:24:20 AM

Yes, I can definitely say that that is the topic that is brought up the most during the 
quarterly public meetings.  However, balancing these desires with the downstream 
desires is something that has been and will take time.  Unfortunately, due to the 
large amount of discussion still needed on this as well as many other issues, there 
was not much that could be included in the draft Application on this topic.  It is not 
unusual during relicensing processes for any issue resolution agreements to be 
included at the time of the final license application.  Comments on the final license 
application should be directed to the FERC.  
 
Thanks, Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: GKing11363@aol.com [mailto:GKing11363@aol.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 11:08 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Re: The Draft Application for New License 
 
In a message dated 12/17/2007 9:30:12 A.M. Eastern Standard Time, Alison.
Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com writes:

As you can see there is still quite a bit of work to be had on 
this, and any target water levels will likely be included in the 
final application.  

Thanks Allison...As I'm sure you have observed from the "public 
meetings".....most stakeholders, and I dare say all property owners, are 
most concerned with three issues.....water level commitments/objectives, 
water quality and development concerns....probably just water levels!
 
I've now read most on the Draft Application document and was disappointed 
that these "hot" issues were not addressed. Actually I found nothing to 
comment on other than what was missing. I also don't see how this doc 
can be called a "Draft Application for New license"...surely the FERC and all 
stakeholders want to see those same commitments /objectives on water 
quality,water level, development, etc.
 
Will they be available for "public comment" prior the final submission in late 
2008?
 
George King, Shull Island    

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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From: Alison Guth
To: "David Lansbury (LansburyD@dnr.sc.gov)"; 
Subject: Downstream flow assessment and focus group
Date: Friday, May 11, 2007 4:34:17 PM
Attachments: flow assessment letters - lansbury.doc 

Focus Group Letters 2 - Lansbury.doc 

Hello Mr. Lansbury, 
I was informed that you have an interest in participating in next week's downstream flow activities for 
the Saluda Hydro Relicensing.  I have sent you two letters addressing the focus group and the 
downstream flow assessment via snail mail, however I was unsure if I had the correct mailing address 
for you.  Subsequently, I have attached copies of the letters below, just in case you do not receive the 
hard copies.  Thanks, and contact me if you have any questions.  Alison 
   
 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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May 11, 2007


VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL


David Lansbury


SCDNR


P.O. Box 12559


Charleston, SC, 29422

SCE&G Downstream Flow Assessment


Dear Mr. Lansbury:



Thank you for agreeing to participate in our evaluation of flows on the lower Saluda River.  



The exercise will take place over four days, on Thursday, May 17; Friday, May 18; Saturday, May 19; and Sunday, May 20.  Participants will meet at the upstream part of Mill Race Rapids, which we refer to as Mill Race A (see enclosed map).  Events begin each day at 8:00 am.  The evaluations will last anywhere from 1 to 6 hours, depending on the activity in which you participate or observe.  



Directions to Mill Race A, a daily itinerary, and equipment list are enclosed.  Kleinschmidt will provide transportation and shuttle service, lunch each day of the evaluation, and personal recreation and safety equipment, upon request.  If you are in need of any equipment, please call myself or Jennifer Summerlin at 803-822-3177 by May 15, 2007.



If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me or Jennifer Summerlin at 
803-822-3177.  I look forward to meeting you!




Sincerely,




KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES




Ms. Kelly Maloney




Technical Lead


KOM: mt


Enclosures


cc:
Mr. Tommy Boozer, SCE&G 


Mr. Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates Project Manager



Dr. Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates


Ms. Jennifer Summerlin, Kleinschmidt Associates



Ms. Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates


Z:\Guth\Flow Assessment Letters\Flow Assessment Letters.doc

Directions to Mill Race A


River Banks Zoo
500 Wildlife Parkway
Columbia, SC 29212

From Downtown Columbia, take I–126 (76) west toward Spartanburg.


Exit at Greystone Blvd./Riverbanks Zoo. Follow signs to the zoo.

Mill Race A is the small parking area located to the right of the main Riverbanks Zoo parking lot.



SCE&G DOWNSTREAM FLOW ASSESSMENT

SCHEDULE

DATE:
May 17, 2007 through May 20, 2007


TIME:
8:00 am


LOCATION:
Mill Race A access site (right side of Riverbanks Zoo parking lot)


SCHEDULE OF EVENTS: 


8:00 to 9:00 am


· Meet at Mill Race A – Riverbanks Zoo parking lot


· Registration


· Orientation


· Safety Lecture


· Safety boaters identified (as appropriate)


· Pre-Flow Survey (one per participant)


9:00 am


· On-water/on-land evaluations to begin at appropriate access sites.


10:00 am to 4:00 pm


· On-water/on-land evaluations to end.  Time of evaluation will vary depending upon activity.


· Participants to check in at Mill Race A once flow evaluation is complete.


· Flow Evaluations.


· Lunch at Riverbanks Zoo Public Picnic Area. 


SCE&G DOWNSTREAM FLOW ASSESSMENT

WHAT TO BRING

REQUIRED

• CG Type III PFD (min. 15 lbs. floatation)


• 2 water bottles


• Hat or sunglasses and safety strap


• Sunscreen


• Personal recreation equipment (kayak, paddle, sprayskirt, waders, fishing rod, etc.)


• Personal safety equipment (helmet, throw bag, whistle, etc.)


• Any personal medication (epi-pens, inhalers, etc.)


Kleinschmidt Associates will provide any needed personal recreation or safety equipment for use in the evaluation.  If any equipment is needed, call Kelly or Jeni, at 803-822-3177 by May 15, 2007!   A limited number of PFDs and other safety items will be available.


OPTIONAL:


• Light synthetic undergarment (polypropylene, bergalene, capilene) top & bottom


• Wetsuit




• Dry top


• Booties/Wet shoes



• Towel and change of clothes


To the extent possible, we ask that you refrain from wearing cotton clothing on the water.  Synthetic layering garments are appropriate.  The risk of hypothermia is greatest when the water and air temperature added together is less than 120 degrees.  Please plan accordingly for a full day on the water.

WE WILL PROVIDE:


• Transportation/Shuttle service


• Lunch


• Personal recreation equipment (as needed upon advanced notice)


• Extra PFDs, throw bags, first aid kit and other emergency safety equipment
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Mr. Dennis Hunter


August 8, 2006

1.






May 11, 2007


VIA FIRST CLASS MAIL

David Lansbury


SCDNR


P.O. Box 12559


Charleston, SC 29422

Downstream Flows Assessment Expert Panel Focus Group


Dear Mr. Lansbury:



Thank you for agreeing to participate in our discussion of downstream recreation and safety issues on the lower Saluda River.  



The meeting will be held at Saluda Shoals Park, Environmental Education Center on Wednesday, May 16, 2007 at 7:00 PM.  It will last approximately two hours and refreshments will be provided.  Directions to the Park’s Environmental Education Center are enclosed.  



If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me or Jennifer Summerlin at 
803-822-3177.  I look forward to meeting you!




Sincerely,




KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES




Ms. Kelly Maloney




Technical Lead


KOM: mt


Enclosure


cc: 
Tommy Boozer, SCE&G



Jennifer Summerlin, Kleinschmidt Associates



Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates



Dave Anderson, Kleinschmidt Associates



Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates


C:\Documents and Settings\Alison Guth\My Documents\Attachment 1 - Invite Letter and Directions1.doc

Directions to Saluda Shoals Park


Saluda Shoals Park
5605 Bush River Rd.
Columbia, SC 29212

From Downtown Columbia, take I–26 west toward Spartanburg.


  
Exit Piney Grove Road and turn left. 



Proceed on Piney Grove Rd. approximately 1.5 miles until it meets St. Andrews Road. 



Turn right onto St. Andrews Rd, then left at the first traffic light (Bush River Rd). 



Saluda Shoals Park will be 1.5 miles on your left.


Proceed through the entrance (you do not have to pay the admission fee in order to attend the meeting) and the Environmental Education Center will be on your right.
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Bill Post"; 
Subject: RE: Columbia Fishway Meeting/Saluda Diadromous Fish Meeting
Date: Monday, October 08, 2007 1:22:26 PM
Attachments: Driving Directions to Training Center.doc 

Here you go..
 
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Bill Post [mailto:PostB@dnr.sc.gov]  
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2007 1:20 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Columbia Fishway Meeting/Saluda Diadromous Fish Meeting 
 

Alison,

I will need directions to the Lake Murray Training Center for the 

meeting on Nov. 13th.

Thanks,

Bill

Bill Post 
S.C. Department of Natural Resources 
Diadromous Fishes Coordinator 
P.O. Box 12559 
Charleston, SC 29422-2559 
Office:  (843)953-9821 
Fax:     (843)953-9820 
*NOTE:  My e-mail address has changed. 
 
Please update your address book.

-----Original Appointment----- 
From: Ross Self On Behalf Of Alison Guth 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2007 12:34 PM 
To: Bill Post 
Subject: FW: Columbia Fishway Meeting/Saluda Diadromous Fish Meeting 
When: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 9:30 AM-3:00 PM (GMT-05:00) 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:PostB@dnr.sc.gov

Driving Directions to SCE&G’s Lake Murray Training Center:

· The TWC meetings will occur at the SCE&G Lake Murray Training Center located on the Saluda dam.  


· If you are crossing the dam, coming FROM Lexington and traveling TO Irmo, you will make a right at the first traffic light you encounter (the only light that is actually located on the dam) (I believe that they are currently doing construction on this area, so the light may not be up and functioning yet).  


· You will then make an immediate left and will see a guard station.  


· The training center is the first building you come to once you pass through the guard station.  




Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Lake Murray Training Center

_____________________________________________

From:   Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 

Sent:   Monday, October 08, 2007 12:00 PM

To:     Alison Guth; mquattlebaum@scana.com; Jarrett Gibbons; Ross Self; Steve 
Summer; Alan Stuart; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; dchristie@comporium.net; Gerrit 
Jobsis (American Rivers); Jennifer Summerlin; Jim Glover; Prescott Brownell; Randy 
Mahan; Shane Boring

Subject:        Columbia Fishway Meeting/Saluda Diadromous Fish Meeting

When:   Tuesday, November 13, 2007 9:30 AM-3:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US 
& Canada).

Where:  Lake Murray Training Center

Good morning all, 

It is time again to convene our meeting to discuss fishway monitoring at 
Columbia Hydro for the 2008 operation season and to discuss 
diadromous fish sampling for Saluda Hydro relicensing.  What we have 
planned is to dedicate the morning to discuss Columbia monitoring efforts, 
break for lunch (provided), and dedicate the afternoon to Saluda Hydro 
efforts.  Please come prepared to briefly discuss the Fishway Monitoring 
Report, sent out 10-1-07 by Jeni.  The meeting will be held at SCE&G's 
Lake Murray Training Center (email me if you need directions) and begin 
at 9:30 a.m.  Please RSVP for lunch by Wednesday, November 7th.  We 
look forward to seeing everyone.  Thank you for your continuing efforts on 
the Columbia and Saluda Projects.

Alison 

mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com


From: Dick Christie
To: Alison Guth; Jennifer Hand; 
Subject: Columbia fish passage report
Date: Friday, November 09, 2007 10:19:05 AM

Hi Jenni and Alison - I have misplaced the fish passage report Jenni sent out in October. Can you send 
me another copy? Thanks. 

mailto:dchristie@comporium.net
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From: Gina Kirkland
To: Ed Duncan; Bob Perry; Hugh Barwick; David Coughlan; Ernest M Oakley; 

Jeff Lineberger; Amanda_Hill@fws.gov; Mark_A_Cantrell@fws.gov; 
Dick Christie; Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; Chris Goudreau; Pace Wilber; 
BARGENTIERI@scana.com; MILTON QUATTLEBAUM; MICHAEL C SUMMER; 
RMAHAN@scana.com; STEPHEN E SUMMER; 

cc: JAMES M LANDRETH; 
Subject: Re: Accord - Temporary Delay
Date: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 12:17:03 PM

Bill,
 
This is a real disappointment.  For our part, we believed that the accord 
and the important studies derived from it, were important to the 
restoration, maintenance, and protection of our State's valuable 
resources.  We are sorry for this news.
 
Gina 
 
>>> "ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R" <BARGENTIERI@scana.com> 9/18/2007 
9:37 AM >>> 
To all,
 
In light of several issues that have arisen during the last few Accord 
meetings, SCE&G has decided to re-evaluate our participation in the 
Accord.  It is with much regret that I must advise you that SCE&G 
would like to postpone discussions associated with the Accord until 
sometime in 2008.    As part of this re-evaluation process we will not 
be able to participate in the upcoming Accord meeting scheduled for 
October 18, 2007.  There are several other major issues that our 
management is involved in at this time and they will not be able to 
provide their attention to this Accord until early next year.  I know we 
have all spent much time and effort in trying to develop a program 
that will be beneficial to the diadromous fish populations in the Santee 
River Basin; however, our management would like the time to re-
evaluate our involvement in this program based on the issues 
discussed in recent meetings.  I will contact you once we have made 
a decision whether or not to continue our participation in the Accord.
 
William R. Argentieri
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South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
111 Research Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
 
Phone - (803) 217-9162
Fax - (803) 933-7849
Cell - (803) 331-0179
 
 



From: Alison Guth
To: "GKing11363@aol.com"; 
Subject: RE: Draft license.
Date: Monday, December 03, 2007 12:11:54 PM

Hello,
 
It is now due to be issued on December 13th.  It will be posted at that time.
 
Thanks!  Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: GKing11363@aol.com [mailto:GKing11363@aol.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2007 12:11 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Draft license. 
 
Alison...when will the draft on the licence been posted on the web site?
 
George King, Gilbert, SC
 
 
 

Check out AOL Money & Finance's list of the hottest products and top 
money wasters of 2007.

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:GKing11363@aol.com
http://money.aol.com/special/hot-products-2007?NCID=aoltop00030000000001
http://money.aol.com/top5/general/ways-you-are-wasting-money?NCID=aoltop00030000000002
http://money.aol.com/top5/general/ways-you-are-wasting-money?NCID=aoltop00030000000002


From: Dave A. Lansbury
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: Downstream flow assessment and focus group
Date: Friday, May 18, 2007 3:45:34 PM

Alison, 
would you be willing to send me a copy fo the survey forms that participants are 
to fill out....I'm just curious as to the questions and format of the survey.
thanks,
David Lansbury
 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2007 4:34 PM 
To: Dave A. Lansbury 
Subject: Downstream flow assessment and focus group 
 
Hello Mr. Lansbury, 

I was informed that you have an interest in participating in next week's 
downstream flow activities for the Saluda Hydro Relicensing.  I have sent you 
two letters addressing the focus group and the downstream flow assessment via 
snail mail, however I was unsure if I had the correct mailing address for you.  
Subsequently, I have attached copies of the letters below, just in case you do not 
receive the hard copies.  Thanks, and contact me if you have any questions.  
Alison

<<flow assessment letters - lansbury.doc>> <<Focus Group Letters 2 - Lansbury.
doc>> 

 
 
Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183 

 

mailto:LansburyD@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
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Carl Bussells

From: Alan Stuart
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2007 11:17 AM
To: Tony Bebber; Kelly Maloney; Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; Bill Marshall; David Hancock; 

dchristie@comporium.net; George Duke; Jennifer Hand; Joy Downs; Lee Barber; Malcolm 
Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Jim Cumberland ; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Alison 
Guth

Cc: BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com
Subject: RE: Spring Addendum Draft Report

Hey Tony,
 
We in no way took offense.  I know personally, I'm just trying to understand what our intent was in the spring addendum 
and exactly what type of group we were targeting.  Again it's, my limited recreational experience that's offensive, in no 
way was it your comments.
 
Please don't apologize, I thought your comments were all good.
 
Alan 

  _____  

From: Tony Bebber [mailto:tbebber@scprt.com]
Sent: Tue 9/11/2007 10:19 AM
To: Kelly Maloney; Alan Stuart; Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; Bill Marshall; David Hancock; dchristie@comporium.net; 
George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; Joy Downs; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Jim Cumberland ; Steve 
Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Alison Guth
Cc: BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com
Subject: RE: Spring Addendum Draft Report

I did not intend to offend anyone and I am sorry if I did.  I only wanted to make the point, and document it, that we did not 
do any on-site surveys except in May through September.  We only have our personal opinions about what people do 
during October through April and how that impacts recreation resources of the hydro project, and because of time frames 
we will have to accept that.  I think KA’s recreation team did a valiant effort with limited resources available.

 

Thank you.

 

Tony Bebber, AICP
Planning Manager, Recreation, Planning & Engineering Office

SC Department of Parks, Recreation & Tourism
1205 Pendleton Street
Columbia, SC  29201
Phone 803-734-0189
Fax     803-734-1042
tbebber@scprt.com
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Shaping & Sharing a Better South Carolina

websites: www.DiscoverSouthCarolina.com    www.SouthCarolinaParks.com    www.SCTrails.net

 

  _____  

From: Kelly Maloney [mailto:Kelly.Maloney@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2007 9:38 AM
To: Alan Stuart; Tony Bebber; Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; Bill Marshall; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; 
Jennifer Summerlin; Joy Downs; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Jim Cumberland ; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; 
Tommy Boozer; Alison Guth
Cc: BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com
Subject: RE: Spring Addendum Draft Report

 

All,

 

Good morning.  I have to agree with Alan regarding the college student issue.  We made reasonable attempts to 
coordinate a focus group with USC students, USC outing clubs, etc. and received no response whatsoever.  In our 
attempts to provide some level of coverage for "college students", we decided to conduct interviews during the third week 
of May when we were out in the field for the flow study.   The overwhelming majority (Dave has exact figures) were actual 
college students with a small percentage being military or non-college students but certainly of college age (whom we 
specifically targeted).  The majority of individuals interviewed during this time also indicated June was the month they 
spent the most time at the Mill Race sites.

 

Commencement at USC was May 12; the interviews were conducted during two days between May 17 - 20.  First, I think 
it's reasonable to assume that college students do not all fly the coop the day after graduation.  Students participate in 
May session courses or even summer courses; students may have apartment leases that are not up until the end of the 
month; students may have part-time and/or summer jobs/internships in Columbia that keep them here over the summer, 
etc.  Second, as Alan said, we have no reason to believe that the 20-something individuals that we interviewed that were 
non-college students (though they were the minority) would feel any differently or participate in different activities than 
college students interviewed.  

 

Although we agreed to target college students during the Spring Addendum to address the TWC concern that college 
students may have been "missed" during the Rec Assessment, the results show these groups to be synonymous.  We 
have no reason to believe that the individuals interviewed during the Spring Addendum at these sites are any different 
than the individuals interviewed during the Recreation Assessment.  A full 26% of individuals interviewed at Mill Race A 
and 49% of individuals interviewed at Mill Race B during the Recreation Assessment were 26 years of age or younger, 
the youngest patrons of all rec site usage.  In comparison, 22% of Gardendale users, 14% of Saluda Shoals Park users, 
and 16% of Hope Ferry users were 26 years and younger.  For use patterns and opinions, both reports show that the Mill 
Race sites are frequented by younger patrons; these individuals participate in swimming, sunbathing, rock hopping 
activities (31% of Mill Race A patrons and 36% of Mill Race B patrons during the Rec Assessment and ALL individuals 
interviewed during the Spring Addendum because "college students" were targeted); and we have no reason to believe 
that opinions for improvements, conditions, knowledge of the sirens, etc. is any different from those individuals 
interviewed in the spring than in the summer.  
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With respect to use patterns, we assumed that use levels at Dreher Island State Park in spring are indicative of typical 
use patterns at other Lake Murray sites and use patterns at Saluda Shoals Park in spring are indicative of typical use 
patterns at other lower Saluda River sites.  The methodology was outlined in the study plan approved by the TWC, though 
slightly modified as data needs dictated.  Specifically, the study plan outlined the methods for applying Saluda Shoals 
Park use patterns to other LSR sites.  Use patterns could not be determined from the drawdown reports (as outlined in 
the study plan) and use patterns from Dreher Island State Park were used as a proxy instead (similar to our approach for 
the LSR sites).  Barring some corrections that Tony indicated below, we have no reason to believe that "the lack of data 
for February and March in the drawdown report is another reason real surveying was needed during this January through 
May time period, rather than dependence on secondary data."  The TWC approved the use of park data as an indicator of 
spring use distributions in the study plan and, if anything, the use of this data may have slightly overestimated spring use 
at other sites because of the additional amenities provided by these parks in comparison with the other project recreation 
sites.  

 

My additional 1 cent and apologies for the long-winded email. 

 

Thank you,

Kelly Maloney

 

 

-----Original Message-----
From: Alan Stuart 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2007 8:28 PM
To: 'Tony Bebber'; Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; Bill Marshall; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer 
Summerlin; Joy Downs; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Jim Cumberland ; Steve Bell; 
Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Alison Guth
Cc: BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com
Subject: RE: Spring Addendum Draft Report

All,

 

I have read Tony's comments on the report find them interesting and appreciative for him providing them.  Not being a 
recreational specialist, something I'm still struggling with is with respect to these USC/college students.  It is my 
understanding we did not potentially capturing some usage patterns of these individuals during the first study.  I was 
out during the IFIM study (early June) and we had transects established at both Shandon Rapids and Millrace and 
made a point to carefully observe these folks.  The users were both PREVELANT all during the day (from about noon 
to dusk) and they appeared to be overwhelmingly college age students (late teens to mid/late 20's)  Whether 
these folks were actually registered at a local college I cannot say for certain. However, I did notice some cars with 
student parking stickers, some without.  My point I guess I'm getting at, they all appeared to be engaged in all similar 
activities, sunbathing, some floating on pool floats, partying and what I would simply call general socializing (which 
included ALL kinds of activities from what appeared to be two grizzly bears locked in a grappling match for mating 
rights to well I'll leave that to everyone's imagination ).  I guess I'm still trying to figure out how use patterns of the 
"college students" would deviate significantly from the "non-college students" we observed in the Rec Study.  
Honestly, I didn't see the opportunity to do much more than what they were doing.  I did notice the tremendous 
amount of dogs these people seemed to bring with them.  It literally reminded me of the dog park at Saluda Shoals 
but on a much larger scale.  On a more positive note, I did notice DNR was actively patrolling the areas (kudos to Bill 
Marshall's and Tim Vinson's group).      
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I agree with Tony that we may have not captured the actual Jan-May period.  However, what I do question is, am I to 
understanding we were attempting to collect use data (patterns) on "college age" folks we may have missed or were 
we attempting to gather usage information specifically from USC college age students (with the assumption they 
participated in some activity outside what's been described and previously observed in the other study).  I know we 
attempted to convene a focus group with students and where unsuccessful.  However, based on my observations and 
the conflicts during the IFIM study with "student age users", I'm not sure we missed anything in terms of use patterns 
from Jan-May that we didn't collect during the regular survey.  Short of they may not have been in the water as much 
during the Jan-May period because of air temperatures.  Even still I can't imagine it would significantly deviate from 
what I observed and how current education level would influence the use patterns.  With all of this said, I'll leave it to 
you recreational folks to work through this. 

 

My 1 cent worth of worthless of anecdotal information....thanks for allowing me to ramble...Alan

 

 

Alan Stuart 
Senior Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Energy and Water Resources 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone: (803)951-2077 
Cell 803.640.8765 

-----Original Message-----
From: Tony Bebber [mailto:tbebber@scprt.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2007 5:16 PM
To: Dave Anderson; Van Hoffman; Bill Marshall; David Hancock; Dick Christie; George Duke; Jennifer Summerlin; 
Joy Downs; Kelly Maloney; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; Marty Phillips; Jim Cumberland ; Steve Bell; Tim 
Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Alison Guth; Alan Stuart
Cc: BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com
Subject: RE: Spring Addendum Draft Report

Dave and others:

My comments on the “Spring Addendum” are as follows:

 

General: 

It appears that the only “new” on-site data collected was in late May and only on three (?) dates on the lower 
Saluda River.  This was after local colleges adjourned in early May.  This time period likely reflects similar usage 
as the “Summer” study done in 2006 and adds very little to the concern about different usage patterns in January 
through May.  Some new data was collected from user groups – anglers at a special meeting of the Saluda River 
Chapter of Trout Unlimited/Federation of Fly Fishers, and knowledgeable river users during the test flows for 
another study in late May.  Specific responses to the questions were not provided in an appendix so it could 
reviewed by those on the committees.  The “Spring Addendum” uses the “Summer” study and two other 
secondary data sources to estimate January through May usage, providing very suspect data and negates the 
original reason for the “Spring Addendum.”  I am not sure the goals of the study were met.
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Specific:

Page 1-4, Goal 1:  should be (January-May, 2007).

 

Page 2-1, Section 2.1, 4th sentence:  “Primary data entailed facilitated meetings and two days of personal 
interviews of recreationists who use recreation sites on the lower Saluda River. 

 

Page 2-2, Table 2.1:  provide a footnote for both mentions of the “2006 Recreation Assessment”:  A. Includes 
data from public recreation sites only from Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day weekend, 2006.

 

Page 2-2, Table 2.1:  provide a footnote for “Public site monitoring reports during drawdown”:  B. Excludes 
February and March data.

 

Page 2-2, Table 2.1:  there is a discrepancy from the study plan to the draft addendum in the source column.  
Originally it should have been the Recreation Management TWC rather than knowledgeable river users.  Perhaps 
this should be explained in a footnote.

 

Page 2-4, discussion of USC Students:  provide a statement that USC (and other local colleges?) adjourn in early 
May (perhaps students did not respond because they were in exams or at home by the time the attempted 
contact was made?).  Provide how many students were interviewed.

            Edit:  Interviews occurred on one week days and one weekend days during a period of warm sunny 
weather.

 

Page 2-5, 2.1.3:  the lack of data for February and March in the drawdown report is another reason real surveying 
was needed during this January through May time period, rather than dependence on secondary data.  Thank 
you for explaining in the addendum that the estimate provided gives a poor relationship between month and 
recreational use.

 

Page 3-3, Table 3.4:  Note that Parksite is closed January through March and these 1,730 estimated recreation 
days should be distributed to other nearby recreation sites.  Also, Bundrick Island is primarily a summer venue 
(swimming, skiing, gathering).  Its usage should also be distributed to other nearby sites – at least January 
through March.

 

Page 3-7, 1st paragraph:  did the recreational use on the river “mirror the pattern of use on Lake Murray” because 
it was estimated from Dreher Island State Park data, with no adequate river usage data from the same time 
period?

 

Page 3-8, 1st sentence:  “Most (58%) of this effort was from the bank (including wade fishing).”



From: Alison Guth
To: "Dee Dee Simmons"; 
Subject: RE: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meetings
Date: Friday, April 13, 2007 9:25:19 AM
Attachments: QPM Agenda 4-19-07 PM.doc 

QPM Agenda 4-19-07 AM.doc 

Sure.  they are attached below
 
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Dee Dee Simmons [mailto:dsimmons@thefittscompany.com]  
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2007 8:23 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meetings 
 
Alison, 
The agendas are not attached or I can not open them.  Could you please 
send me the agendas?
 
Thanks,  
Dee Dee
 

DEE DEE SIMMONS  |  THE FITTS COMPANY, INC  
DEPARTMENTS OF GRAPHICS AND MARKETING 
441 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE | LEXINGTON, SC 29072  
O: 803-356-5947  |  M: 803-730-8174  |  F: 803-356-5987 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2007 2:56 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; 
aharmon@lpagroup.com; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy 
Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; 
BGreen@smeinc.com; Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob 
Olsen; bseibels@yahoo.com; Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett 
Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; 
Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; 
ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; 
David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dee Dee 
Simmons ; Dick Christie; Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; 
duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us; Edward Schnepel; aregaf@dnr.sc.gov; 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:dsimmons@thefittscompany.com

Saluda Hydro Relicensing

Quarterly Public Meeting

Meeting Agenda


April 19, 2007

7:00 PM

Saluda Shoals Park – Environmental Education Center

· 7:00 to 7:05

Welcome  - Alan Stuart

· 7:05 to 8:00

Discussion on the Recreation Assessment Study for Lake Murray


                                   and the Lower Saluda River – Dave Anderson

· 8:00 to 8:15

Update on the Progress of the Relicensing and on Upcoming 


Studies – Alan Stuart

· 8:15 to 8:45

Final Questions and Close – Alan Stuart


Adjourn





_1190641136.bin




Saluda Hydro Relicensing

Quarterly Public Meeting

Meeting Agenda


April 19, 2007

10:00 AM

Saluda Shoals Park – Environmental Education Center

· 10:00 to 10:05

Welcome  - Alan Stuart

· 10:05 to 11:00

Discussion on the Recreation Assessment Study for Lake Murray


                                   and the Lower Saluda River – Dave Anderson

· 11:00 to 11:15

Update on the Progress of the Relicensing and on Upcoming 


Studies – Alan Stuart

· 11:15 to 11:45

Final Questions and Close – Alan Stuart


Adjourn





_1190641136.bin





From: Alison Guth
To: "GKing11363@aol.com"; Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; 

Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alex Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); 
Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; 
Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); 
Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; 
Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; 
Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; 
Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; 
Chris Page; Chuck Cantley (ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us); Daniel Tufford; 
Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; 
David Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie; Don Tyler; Donald Eng; 
Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; 
Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; 
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; 
Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; 
Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O"Rourke; Jennifer Price ; 
Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; 
Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; 
John and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; 
Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; 
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; 
Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; 
Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; 
Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); 
Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; 
Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; 
Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); 
Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.
rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; 
Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; 
Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; 
Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; 
Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; 
Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; 
Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-
cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); 
Wenonah Haire; 

Subject: Quarterly Public Meetings
Date: Monday, July 16, 2007 11:46:26 AM

Hello All, 
Just a reminder that there will be Quarterly Public Meetings this Thursday, July 19th, at 10 AM and 7 
PM.  The meetings will be held at the Rivers Conference Center at Saluda Shoals Park.  I will post an 
agenda to the Calendar page of the relicensing website tomorrow.  Feel free to email me if you have any 
questions.  Thanks, Alison 
Alison Guth 
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Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  



George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; 
Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; ipitts@scprt.com; J. Hamilton Hagood; Jeff 
Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Devereaux; 
Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel 
Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; johned44@bellsouth.net; John Frick; 
Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; 
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; 
turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; 
Malcolm Leaphart; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; 
msummer@scana.com; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; 
Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Phil 
Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; 
Rebekah Dobrasko; rbull@davisfloyd.com; Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; 
Richard Mikell; SKEENER@sc.rr.com; Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron 
Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; 
Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet 
Mills ; sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne 
Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; 
tbowles@scana.com; Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; 
Tony Bebber; tylehowe@nc-cherokee.com; Van Hoffman; balesw@dnr.sc.
gov; Wenonah Haire 
Subject: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meetings 
 
When: Thursday, April 19, 2007 10:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-05:00) 
Eastern Time (US & Canada).  
Where: Saluda Shoals Park - Environmental Center 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

Hello All, 

Just a reminder that we will be holding the Quarterly Public Meetings next 
Thursday, April 19th at 10AM and 7PM.  The meetings will be held at the 
Saluda Shoals Park Environmental Center (first building on your right as 
you enter the gate).  Agendas are attached below.  Thank you, Alison

<<QPM Agenda 4-19-07 AM.doc>> <<QPM Agenda 4-19-07 PM.doc>> 



From: Alison Guth
To: "Dee Dee Simmons "; 
Subject: Presentation
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2007 12:51:13 PM

Hey Dee Dee, 
Thanks so much for your presentation last Thursday.  I was wondering if you could send me a final copy 
of the presentation at your convenience for posting to the relicensing website.  Hope you had a great 
Memorial Day!  Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:dsimmons@thefittscompany.com


From: Alison Guth
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; 

Alex Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; 
Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; 
Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; 
Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); 
Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; 
Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; 
Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley (ccantley@scdah.
state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; 
Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; 
Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; 
Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); 
Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; 
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; 
Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; 
Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O"Rourke; Jennifer Price ; 
Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; 
Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; 
John and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; 
Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; 
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.
sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; 
Mike Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; 
Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; 
Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; 
Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; 
Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); 
Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; 
Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; Sandra Reinhardt; 
Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; 
Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; 
Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; 
Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; 
Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-
cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); 
Wenonah Haire; 

Subject: Issuance of Draft Application for New License
Date: Thursday, December 13, 2007 3:49:31 PM

Hello All, 
We are pleased to announce the issuance of the Draft Application for New License for the Saluda 
Hydroelectric Project.  Today, CD-ROM copies of the Draft Application were issued to those agencies, 
organizations and individuals on the Service List for the Project.  The Draft Application, in its entirety, 
has also been uploaded to the relicensing website at the link provided below.  If you are not on the 
Service List and would like to receive a CD-ROM copy of the application, please email me.   
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In accordance with 18 C.F.R §16.8 (c)(5), formal comments specifically in reference to the Draft 
Application are due 90 days after issuance.  Thus, they should be received by March 14, 2008.  Please 
direct comments on the content of the Draft Application for New License to: 
Mr. James M. Landreth, Vice President 
Fossil & Hydro Operations 
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company 
111 Research Drive 
Columbia, SC 29203 
Attn: Mr. William R. Argentieri 
bargentieri@scana.com 
Thanks to everyone who has been involved in this process.  We look forward to continuing to work with 
you in the coming new year!   
Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays, 
Alison 
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/DraftApplication.htm 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 



From: Alison Guth
To: "Kerri Nell Rabon"; 
cc: "ryanity@scana.com"; 
Subject: RE:  Lexington County Chronicle - relicensing meetings 
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2007 9:48:53 AM

Hello Kerri,
 
We would like to welcome you to attend the Quarterly Public Meeting on October 
25th.  It will take place at the Saluda Shoals Park Environmental Center at both 
10:00 AM and 7:00 PM, with the same material being discussed at both 
meetings.  We will be reviewing the process in general and you may find the 
information helpful.  The meeting notes from the TWC meetings are also posted 
to the website (www.saludahydrorelicense.com) under the resource groups, and 
you may find these helpful as well.  I have cc'ed Robert Yanity, Public Relations 
at SCANA, on this email.  He noted that he would be happy to talk to you on this 
in more detail if you would like.  Thanks!  Alison
 
Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Kerri Nell Rabon [mailto:kerrirabon@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2007 11:10 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Lexington County Chronicle - relicensing meetings  
 
HI, I am with the Lexington County Chronicle and I would like to 
print a brief about the relicensing meetings taking place within the 
next few weeks. I would like some more detailed information on the 
October 16 and 25 meeting please.
 
Thanks.
Kerri nell Rabon
 
803-800-4503

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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Tonight's top picks. What will you watch tonight? Preview the 
hottest shows on Yahoo! TV. 

http://us.rd.yahoo.com/tv/mail/tagline/tonightspicks/evt=48220/*http://tv.yahoo.com/
http://us.rd.yahoo.com/tv/mail/tagline/tonightspicks/evt=48220/*http://tv.yahoo.com/


From: Alison Guth
To: "Mike Waddell"; 
Subject: RE: Issuance of Draft Application for New License
Date: Monday, December 17, 2007 9:50:04 AM

Input submitted on the draft before March 14th, and what comes out of the RCGs 
and TWCs will be included in the Final license application

-----Original Message----- 
From: Mike Waddell [mailto:mwaddell@esri.sc.edu]  
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 9:47 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Issuance of Draft Application for New License 
 
Alison:  I am bit confused.  If this a draft Application, and we have to 
comment on it before March 14th, what about input into the application 
from the RCGs that information will not be included.
 
Mike
 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 3:50 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; 
aharmon@lpagroup.com; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy 
Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; 
BGreen@smeinc.com; Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob 
Olsen; bseibels@yahoo.com; Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett 
Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; 
Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; 
ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us; Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave 
Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David 
Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; dchristie@comporium.net; Don Tyler; Donald 
Eng; Ed Diebold; duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us; Edward Schnepel; 
aregaf@dnr.sc.gov; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina 
Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; ipitts@scprt.com; J. 
Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; 
Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; 
Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and 
Rob Altenberg; johned44@bellsouth.net; John Frick; Jon Leader; Joy 
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; 
Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Linda 
Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; giffinma@dhec.sc.gov; Mary 
Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; msummer@scana.com; 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin 
Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; 
Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; rbull@davisfloyd.com; Rhett Bickley; 
Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; SKEENER@sc.rr.com; Robert Lavisky; 
Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; 
ryanity@scana.com; S padget; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane 
Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell; 
Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; 
Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; tbowles@scana.com; Tom Ruple; Tom 
Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; tylehowe@nc-cherokee.com; 
Van Hoffman; balesw@dnr.sc.gov; Wenonah Haire 
Subject: Issuance of Draft Application for New License 
 
Hello All, 

We are pleased to announce the issuance of the Draft Application for New 
License for the Saluda Hydroelectric Project.  Today, CD-ROM copies of 
the Draft Application were issued to those agencies, organizations and 
individuals on the Service List for the Project.  The Draft Application, in its 
entirety, has also been uploaded to the relicensing website at the link 
provided below.  If you are not on the Service List and would like to 
receive a CD-ROM copy of the application, please email me.  

In accordance with 18 C.F.R §16.8 (c)(5), formal comments specifically in 
reference to the Draft Application are due 90 days after issuance.  Thus, 
they should be received by March 14, 2008.  Please direct comments on 
the content of the Draft Application for New License to:

Mr. James M. Landreth, Vice President

Fossil & Hydro Operations

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

111 Research Drive

Columbia, SC 29203

Attn: Mr. William R. Argentieri

bargentieri@scana.com



Thanks to everyone who has been involved in this process.  We look 
forward to continuing to work with you in the coming new year!  

Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays,

Alison

http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/DraftApplication.htm 

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

 

http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/DraftApplication.htm


From: GKing11363@aol.com
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Re: The Draft Application for New License
Date: Monday, December 17, 2007 12:04:22 PM

In a message dated 12/17/2007 11:24:47 A.M. Eastern Standard Time, Alison.
Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com writes:

It is not unusual during relicensing processes for any issue 
resolution agreements to be included at the time of the final 
license application.  

Allison...I really appreciate the information and your help....There a thousands of 
us who are very upset with the water levels we've seen the last six years.....since 
the 2001 backup dam project.....Please give us some water...!  George

 
 
 
 

See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.

mailto:GKing11363@aol.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
http://food.aol.com/top-rated-recipes?NCID=aoltop00030000000004
http://body.aol.com/fitness/winter-exercise?NCID=aoltop00030000000003


From: Alison Guth
To: "Amy Bennett"; 
Subject: RE: Updated: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Tuesday, January 16, 2007 2:42:49 PM

Hello Amy,  
It was good to see you at the meetings last week.  We had a really good turnout, which was 
encouraging.  I definitely need to update the website list because they have not been updated in a few 
months.  I will make those changes as well as add your name to the water quality and operations RCG's 
and TWC's mailing lists.  Hopefully our emails will not clog up your inbox too bad!  I look forward to 
working with you and if you need anything at all just email me or give me a call.  Thanks!  Alison 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Amy Bennett [mailto:BENNETAM@dhec.sc.gov]  
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2007 2:56 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Re: Updated: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
Alison, 
I attended the meeting this morning and found it very helpful to hear what each RCG is working on.  I 
looked at the website and I see that Gina Kirkland with DHEC is still listed on some of the groups.  I will 
be responsible for writing the 401 certification when we get to that point.  I should replace Gina Kirkland 
on the Operations RCG and the Water Quality RCG and TWC.  To my knowledge those are the groups I 
will need to work most closely with during this process.  Please forward this to the appropriate person if 
it's not you.   
Thanks 
Amy M. Bennett, SCDHEC 
803-898-4249 
bennetam@dhec.sc.gov  
>>> "Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com> 1/8/2007 3:02 PM >>> 
When: Thursday, January 11, 2007 10:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Saluda Shoals Park - Environmental Education Center Auditorium 
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
Good Afternoon All: 
Attached are the agendas for the Quarterly Public Meeting scheduled for this Thursday.  Thanks!  Alison 
 <<QPM Agenda 1-11-07 AM.doc>>  <<QPM Agenda 1-11-07 PM.doc>>  
Previous Message: 
Good Afternoon All, 
Just a reminder that there will be a Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meeting next Thursday, 
January 11th at 10am and 7pm.  This meeting will include updates on the progress of the various 
resource groups.  The 10 am session and the 7 pm session will be identical in content so feel free to 
chose the meeting that best fits into your schedule, or you may come to both.  Thanks, and you are 
welcome to contact me with any questions.  Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183  
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Gerrit Jobsis"; 
Subject: RE: Reed Bull Contact info
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2007 10:15:31 AM

 (803) 256-4121
rbull@davisfloyd.com
 -----Original Message----- 
From: Gerrit Jobsis [mailto:gjobsis@americanrivers.org]  
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2007 5:04 PM 
To: Alison Guth; Alan Stuart 
Subject: Reed Bull Contact info 
 
Can one of you send me Reed’s telephone and email contact information?
 
Thanks
 
_____________________________________________
Gerrit Jöbsis
Director of Southeast Conservation
American Rivers
2231 Devine Street, Suite 100 • Columbia, S.C. 29205
803/771-7114
803/771-7580 Fax
gjobsis@americanrivers.org
 
www.AmericanRivers.org
 
American Rivers protects and restores healthy natural rivers for the 
benefit of communities, fish and wildlife.
 
 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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From: Kim Westbury
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: QPM Reminder
Date: Friday, October 19, 2007 3:34:45 PM

Will you please replace my email address with s.padget@saludacounty.sc.
gov ? Mrs. Padget will be taking over how Saluda is represented in the 
FERC process as today is my last day. I may attend some of the meetings 
as a community stakeholder just to stay in the loop.
 
It has been nice working with you Alison. Take care-
 
Kim R. Westbury
www.saludacounty.org
 
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2007 8:44 AM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; 
aharmon@lpagroup.com; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; 
Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; BGreen@smeinc.com; Bill 
Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; bseibels@yahoo.com; Brandon 
Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; 
Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; 
ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David 
Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; 
dchristie@comporium.net; Don Tyler; Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; duncane@mrd.dnr.
state.sc.us; Edward Schnepel; aregaf@dnr.sc.gov; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis 
(American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; 
ipitts@scprt.com; J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer 
O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; 
Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob 
Altenberg; johned44@bellsouth.net; John Frick; Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen 
Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim 
Westbury; Kristina Massey; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda 
Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; 
msummer@scana.com; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman 
Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy 
Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; rbull@davisfloyd.com; Rhett Bickley; 
Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; SKEENER@sc.rr.com; Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; 
Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra 
Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; 
sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia 
Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; tbowles@scana.com; Tom 
Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; tylehowe@nc-cherokee.

mailto:k.westbury@saludacounty.sc.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:s.padget@saludacounty.sc.gov
mailto:s.padget@saludacounty.sc.gov


com; Van Hoffman; balesw@dnr.sc.gov; Wenonah Haire 
Subject: QPM Reminder
 

Hello All, 

Just a reminder that the Saluda Hydro Quarterly Public Meeting will be held next 
Thursday, October 25th at both 10 AM and 7 PM.  It will be held at the Saluda 
Shoals Park Environmental Center (first building down to your right as you enter the 
gates).  Attached below is the agenda for this meeting.  It is not necessary to RSVP 
for the Quarterly Public Meetings.  Thanks!  Alison

<<QPM Agenda 10-25-07.doc>> 

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

 



From: Dave A. Lansbury
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: Downstream flow assessment and focus group
Date: Friday, May 18, 2007 3:45:34 PM

Alison, 
would you be willing to send me a copy fo the survey forms that participants are 
to fill out....I'm just curious as to the questions and format of the survey.
thanks,
David Lansbury
 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2007 4:34 PM 
To: Dave A. Lansbury 
Subject: Downstream flow assessment and focus group 
 
Hello Mr. Lansbury, 

I was informed that you have an interest in participating in next week's 
downstream flow activities for the Saluda Hydro Relicensing.  I have sent you 
two letters addressing the focus group and the downstream flow assessment via 
snail mail, however I was unsure if I had the correct mailing address for you.  
Subsequently, I have attached copies of the letters below, just in case you do not 
receive the hard copies.  Thanks, and contact me if you have any questions.  
Alison

<<flow assessment letters - lansbury.doc>> <<Focus Group Letters 2 - Lansbury.
doc>> 

 
 
Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183 

 

mailto:LansburyD@dnr.sc.gov
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Suzanne Rhodes"; 
cc: Alan Stuart; 
Subject: RE: FW: Nav. Aids Reporting Form
Date: Wednesday, October 17, 2007 10:19:17 AM

I haven't gotten any other comments on the form, but it hasn't been sent out as 
final yet.  I will get in touch with Alan and make sure we haven't received any 
other comments on it and will send it out as final in the next few days.  At that 
point I assume it will be okay to get in touch with the sail clubs.    
 
Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Suzanne Rhodes [mailto:suzrhodes@juno.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2007 10:12 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Re: FW: Nav. Aids Reporting Form 
 
Alison - thanks - the form looks good.  Later today I'll test the 
system by reporting the blown away bouy.  Can I assume that the 
form is final and get in touch with the sail clubs, or should I hold 
back?  I'll let you know if the system doesn't seem to be 
working, otherwise I'll stay mum.  The SMP really looks great, 
although I admit I only read the parts that I think most critical.  
Best wishes. 
 
-- "Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com> wrote: 

Hello Suzanne, 

You must not have been on the TWC emailing list.  Attached is the form 
below, take a few days to look at it and just let me know.  Thanks!  Alison

 -----Original Message-----  
From:   Alison Guth   
Sent:   Friday, September 28, 2007 10:20 AM  
To:     'wardg@dnr.sc.gov'; 'taylora@dnr.sc.gov'; Tommy Boozer; Bill Argentieri; Dave 
Anderson; David Price; J. Hamilton Hagood; Joy Downs; Kenneth Fox; Norm Nicholson; 
Steve Bell; Alan Stuart

Subject:        Nav. Aids Reporting Form 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:suzrhodes@juno.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan Stuart


Good Morning All, 

As you may recall, there was discussion on developing a Navigational 
Aids Reporting form in order to assist DNR in locating the whereabouts of 
any damaged or lost buoys or any unmarked shoals on Lake Murray.  We 
have developed this strawman in consultation with DNR and would also 
like feedback from the TWC.  If you have any suggestions, please provide 
them by October 9th.  Thanks and have a good weekend, Alison

<<Nav Aids Marking Form.doc>>  
Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

 



From: GKing11363@aol.com
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: The Draft Application for New License 
Date: Saturday, December 15, 2007 10:14:13 AM

Allison...As you said, The Draft Application for New License is on the relicensing 
web site....it must be 1000 plus pages...Please tell me which section addresses 
water levels?  George King
 
 
 http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/DraftApplication.htm
 
 
 

See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.
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From: Gina Kirkland
To: Alison Guth; 
cc: Mark Giffin; 
Subject: Re: Contact info changes
Date: Monday, October 15, 2007 1:40:39 PM

Alison,
 
Mark Giffin is replacing me on the accord meeting this Thursday.  Would 
you please send him directions.  I told him, but wanted to make sure that 
I was correct.  Thanks.
 
Gina 
 
>>> "Alison Guth" <Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com> 10/2/2007 9:10 
AM >>> 

Good Morning All, 

Jeni has asked me to inform you that both her last name and her email address 
has changed.  Her full name is now Jennifer S Hand, and she can be reached at 
Jennifer.Hand@KleinschmidtUSA.com.  Also, please note that our office phone 
number has changed.  Our new number is 803-951-2077.  Thanks!  Alison

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 
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From: Brandon Kulik
To: Alison Guth; Amanda Soucier; Bret Hoffman; Jennifer Hand; 

Jesse Wechsler; Matt Bernier; Nicholas Morgan; Shane Boring; Steve Knapp; 
Trevor Lykens; Torrey Sheafe; 

cc: Alan Stuart; 
Subject: Saluda IFIM report
Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2007 3:07:33 PM

The draft report is now out the door. , and I just wanted to send a short note to say thanks for your help 
on all the different aspects of this study.  
If working on the study didn't fully satisfy your masochistic tendencies and you are curious to see the 
final product, you can glance through it here - all 155 pages of it. 
<<file://J:\455\058\REPORT\001-Saluda IFIM draft report.doc>> 
Again, thank you for contributing to this challenging project  - everyone did an excellent job. 
Brandon 
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From: Elymay2@aol.com
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: Permitting Handbook and SMP Comments
Date: Thursday, January 03, 2008 8:23:30 AM
Attachments: PermittingHandbook2007-11-06withComments[1].doc 

I've reviewed the attached document.
 
 
Sorry to be so slow  Joy
 
 
 
 
 

See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Work of clearing the site for the Saluda River Hydroelectric Development was started in April of 1927 under a permit granted by the Federal Power Commission to the Lexington Water Power Company.  In July of 1930 Lake Murray reached an elevation of 300 feet.  The following December, the first electric power, 10,000 kilowatts, was delivered.

At the time of its completion, Saluda Dam was the largest earth dam in cubical content for power purposes in the world.  The dam itself is 211 feet high and contains over 11 million cubic yards of material.  Lake Murray is 41 miles long and 14 miles wide at its widest point and contains 763 billion gallons of water.  It has a shoreline of approximately 650 miles including the islands.

Lake Murray experiences considerable water level fluctuations.  In the Saluda River watershed, about 75 percent of the normal rainfall comes in the first six months of the calendar year.  The lake level can reach 360 feet; however the normal high lake level is usually reached in May at about 358 feet plant datum.  When rainfall decreases during the summer months and the demand for power increases, the elevation begins to drop with a normal minimum of about 350
 feet elevation coming in the fall of the year.

Over the years, Lake Murray has been, and still is, a major power generation source and provider of recreational and commercial resources for the residents and visitors of South Carolina.  In the late 1960’s a rapid change in the character and rate of development of the lake began to take place due primarily to Lake Murray’s close proximity to the Columbia Metropolitan area.  Today, there are numerous formal recreation sites dispersed around Lake Murray that support boat launches, marinas, boat slips, wet and dry storage, campgrounds, picnic areas, beaches, fishing areas and piers, trails, and playgrounds.  The irregular shoreline perimeter, with its numerous forested peninsulas, inlets and islands, provide excellent outdoor recreational opportunities.  The shoreline also supports many permanent residences.

As development increases, however, the very values that attract families and visitors to the lake can be threatened unless a substantial effort is made to protect the lake environment from degradation.  South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (SCE&G), as owner and Licensee of Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Project No. 516, realizes the need for formulation of rules and regulations to promote and enhance the recreational potential of Lake Murray and protect its environmental quality while continuing to use Lake Murray as a major part of SCE&G’s power production capabilities.

SCE&G manages its lands around Lake Murray according to a Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), which is designed to comply with the terms of the Project License, regulations, and orders of the FERC.  Its aim is to provide a balance between shoreline development, recreational use, and environmental protection.  A component of the SMP is SCE&G’s Permitting Program, which is operated under a general permit (GP) issued by the US Corps of Engineers and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC).  This GP authorizes SCE&G to be the residential permitting authority on Lake Murray.  Project proponents
 and lake users must obtain appropriate permit(s) for various activities and developments, and must adhere to the established regulations that help protect the lake shoreline and waters.  SCE&G’s Lake Management Department is responsible for enforcing FERC directives regarding unauthorized uses of Lake Murray waters and land within the project boundary.  FERC directives require SCE&G to prevent or halt unauthorized actions by taking measures to stop such actions.

Regulations and policies affecting the Lake Murray shoreline and waters, and the specifics of SCE&G’s Permitting Program are detailed in this Handbook.  More information is available by contacting the Lake Management Department at . In general, it is wise to check with the Lake Management Department before beginning any project around the lake217-9221.

2.0 LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS

SCE&G has identified four distinct land management classifications for the land within the Project boundary linelines (PBL).  Although SCE&G aims to manage their lands according to this classification system, the public has the right of entry on SCE&G-owned lands regardless of classification, with the exception of lands reserved and used for Project operations and certain leased property that are operated under a fee agreement.  The classifications consist of Multi-purpose
, Public Recreation, Natural Areas, and Project Operations, which are described below.

2.1 Multi-Purpose
 (Development)

Multi-purpose lands include lands owned by SCE&G, lands sold by SCE&G as well as lands never owned but over which SCE&G retained certain easement rights.  All of the lands are contained within the PBL.  Generally, SCE&G divides them into four general types: easement, commercial, 75-foot buffer zone, and future development lands.


2.1.1 Easement


Lands that SCE&G has sold/or never owned but holds and retains easements on within the PBL.  These lands may support a variety of uses including privately run commercial ventures and residential developments.

2.1.2 Commercial


SCE&G manages lands within this sub-classification primarily through their permitting program, which guides new or modified developments (e.g., expansion of existing facilities) as detailed in this document (see Section VII).  Such uses include the following:


· Commercial and
 private marinas and yacht clubs (for-profit and nonresidential);


· Commercial docks, boat ramps, bulkheads, and other supporting facilities.


· Commercial RV parks, hotels, resorts, bait shops, boat tours, etc.;


· Restaurants, eateries and bars with shoreline access such as docks, decks, etc.;


· Golf courses with lake access facilities; and

· Industrial facilities.

2.1.3 75-Foot 
Setback/Buffer Zone

A 75-foot wide vegetated buffer zone, located between the 360-foot contour and the back property development, is maintained adjacent to all easement lands sold by SCE&G after the issuance of the 1984 license.  Buffer zone lands are maintained as vegetated areas intended to protect and enhance the Project’s scenic, recreational and environmental values in the area bordering the Lake Murray shoreline.  Buffer Zones associated with lands sold after 2006 will be managed as non-disturbance areas.

Use of SCE&G’s 75-foot buffer zone is entirely at the discretion of SCE&G as landowner.  Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the buffer zone, but are not permitted to encroach on the land without written consent from SCE&G (see Section VII-K for information on limited brushing policies for Buffer Zones established with lands sold prior 2006).  Lands sold after 2006 have limited access through the buffer zone, limited to a narrow winding path in accordance with a dock permit.

2.1.4 Future Development


Lands classified as future development are SCE&G-owned and located between the 360-foot contour and the PBL.  They are available for sale
 to and development by the back property with certain restrictions encompassed in SCE&G’s permitting program, as detailed in this document (See Section VII), and regulated by FERC.

2.2 Public Recreation


SCE&G lands devoted to public recreation include existing parks, properties set aside for future recreation, and publicly available islands owned by SCE&G.  SCE&G manages the areas individually based on the specific, designated recreational activities including swimming, picnicking, boat launching, etc.  Dreher Island State Park is the only public site that provides formal camping; however, individuals can also camp on SCE&G -owned islands and other lands such as Bundrick Island, River Bend, and Sunset, unless otherwise posted. 

SCE&G also manages forest resources on its lands that are available for public recreation although recreation is only one of several uses.  Forest resources located within ¼ - mile of Lake Murray 
are managed according to the South Carolina Forestry Commission’s Best Management Practices.  SCE&G does not allow logging in certain areas, such as cliffs, steep slopes, or atypical groups of trees.

2.3 Natural Areas


Natural areas consist of lands that warrant special protection because they provide important habitat for various wildlife species, including the recreational fishery.  Large wetland areas, areas having cultural and/or historical significance, and Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs) are also included in the natural areas classification and are protected.  ESAs are generally located below the 360-foot contour (high water mark).

Natural Areas are not available for sale, nor are docks, excavations, or shoreline activity permitted in these areas.  In addition, ESAs in natural areas have a 50-foot natural buffer zone designated around them.  SCE&G prohibits clearing of vegetation within ESAs contained within natural areas, below the 360-foot contour, or within buffer zones associated with these areas.


2.4 Project Operations


SCE&G-owned and managed lands required for operation of the Saluda Project.  Public access to these lands is restricted to ensure public safety or to assure the security of the infrastructure system.


3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES


3.1 General Policy and Purpose


The implementation by SCE&G of the Lake Murray Shoreline Management Program shall maintain and conserve the area’s natural and man-made resources.

The purpose of the policy is to comply with the terms of the Project No. 516 License, the regulations and the orders of the FERC and to assist in providing a balance between recreation and environmental control.


3.2 Water Quality Standards


SCE&G will conduct a continuing water quality monitoring program at Lake Murray.  Waters of Lake Murray are classified as “Freshwater” by the SCDHEC, which are suitable for swimming, fishing and other water-related recreational activities.

3.3 Effluent Discharges


Lake Murray is classified as a no sewage discharge lake.  SCE&G personnel will continue to notify appropriate governmental officials of any unauthorized effluent discharges which are discovered.  Anyone found to have an unauthorized discharge source within the project boundary line will be required to remove it.

Installation of Sewage Pumping Stations at Marinas - Commercial marinas must have facilities to remove effluent wastes from boats pursuant to SCDHEC regulations. 


3.4 Aquatic Plants


The management of the Aquatic Weed Program on Lake Murray is a cooperative agreement between the SCDNR and SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.  To assist the program, Lake visitors are requested to help prevent the spread of aquatic weeds by cleaning boats and trailers before launching into the waters of Lake Murray.

It is against both State and Federal regulations for individuals to spray or treat aquatic growth in the waters of Lake Murray without the necessary permits.  Report all unauthorized spraying or aquatic weed problems to SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.

3.5 Undeveloped Areas


Undeveloped SCE&G-owned land around the lake is managed by the Land Department.  These properties will be maintained through a sound forest management program, where appropriate, to ensure forest health.  Timber will be managed in a multiple use manner in compliance with the S. C. Forestry Commission Best Management Practices to maintain a balance of quality watershed conditions, recreational opportunities, wildlife habitat and promotion of new timber growth.


3.6 Game Management


Portions of Project lands may be leased to the SCDNR as part of the statewide Wildlife Management Area (WMA) Program.  If leased to SCDNR, they are open to the public for hunting or other recreational activities in accordance with WMA regulations.


4.0 EXCLUSION ZONE


Lands categorized as Project Operations house the various Project facilities, buildings, and structures.

5.0 PUBLIC FISHING, BOATING & HUNTING


The SCDNR is responsible for enforcing State rules and regulations regarding fishing, boating, and hunting activities at Lake Murray.  Recreators are encouraged to contact SCDNR at the following address and/or visit their website for information regarding regulations of these activities.

S.C. Department of Natural Resources


Wildlife and Fresh Water Fisheries


1000 Assembly Street


Columbia, South Carolina 29201


(803)734-3886


http://www.dnr.sc.gov/regulations.html

5.1 Fishery Management

The SCDNR maintains an annual stocking program in Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.  Since 1971, over 30 million striped bass have been stocked in Lake Murray at annual rates varying from a low of 8,800 in 1986 to a high of 1,771,761 in 1983.  Trout are not native to the lower Saluda River, and this fishery is also maintained through stocking of sub-adult rainbow and brown trout.  Presently, the SCDNR trout stocking program runs from early December until mid-April.  The total number of trout stocked annually typically averages around 35,000 but varies annually based primarily on availability of fish from the Walhalla State Fish Hatchery.  Anglers are required to familiarize themselves with State fishing and safety regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address given above.  Anglers in the Lower Saluda River should be aware of the possibility of rapidly rising waters at any time.

5.2 Boating Safety

Buoys, signs, and access restrictions may be placed throughout the project as part of the Public Safety Plan, which is on file with FERC.  Public safety measures include warning signs near hazardous areas of the project, buoys in the impoundment that serve to warn or inform boaters of conditions that warrant caution, and restraining devices such as fences around the powerhouse and downstream project area.

Due to operation of the Project, the waters of Lake Murray can fluctuate annually.  Changes in depth may affect boating conditions in various locations.  Also, overhead power lines cross the waters of Lake Murray and should always be approached with caution.  These aspects of the lake environment make it important for boaters and other lake recreators to assume a high degree of personal responsibility for their own safety by being aware and cautious, and following posted warnings.  In addition, recreators must follow the boating rules and regulations as set forth by SCDNR.  They are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.  Boaters in the lower Saluda River should be aware of the possibility of rapidly rising water at any time.

5.3 Public Hunting

Approximately 6,000 acres of watershed land within and adjacent to Project No. 516 are leased to the SCDNR as a part of the statewide Wildlife Management Area (WMA) Program.  This land is located adjacent to the western portions of Lake Murray and in many cases, adjacent to other privately held lands that are also in the management program.  Public hunting areas are shown on WMA maps available through the SCDNR and boundaries are marked with SCDNR signage.  Waterfowl hunting is also available around Lake Murray in areas away from buildings and marinas.  Hunters must familiarize themselves with State hunting rules and regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.

6.0 PUBLIC ACCESS


SCE&G owns 15 formal public access sites on Lake Murray and has set aside 64 SCE&G-owned islands in Lake Murray for public recreation.  Of the 15 formal recreation sites, SCE&G operates 13 of them, and leases the remaining two sites, Dreher Island State Park and Larry L. Koon Boat Landing, to others for use as public recreation.  Dreher Island State Park is the only public site to offer overnight uses such as camping and villa rentals.  More information on recreation opportunities including private and commercial recreation sites is available from the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (SCDPRT) at www.discoversouthcarolina.com and SCE&G’s Recreation Brochure.

7.0 SHORELINE ACTIVITIES/DEVELOPMENT PERMITTING

7.1 General


It is the policy of the SCE&G Lake Management Department to authorize certain private uses of and/or acts upon Project land by permit when such uses or acts are compatible with the public interest and comply with the requirements of the license for Project 516.  It is the Company’s position that the shorelines of Lake Murray are to be managed and protected in a manner that will protect the environmental and aesthetic integrity of the existing shoreline.  The Lake Murray Shoreline Management Plan plays an integral part in protecting the area’s natural and man-made resources.

Be advised, SCE&G does not guarantee daily or annual usable water access to the waters of the Lake Murray.  Each lot along the shoreline will have different slopes and contours that will determine water depth in front of the lot.  The fluctuation of the reservoir will, at times, limit or restrict the use of some docks on the lake shoreline.  SCE&G reserves the right for final design and placement of docks, marinas, etc. and other permitted activities.

7.2 Docks

SCE&G requires that anyone desiring to make major repairs, replace, add to, or construct a dock must file an application for a permit, which must be issued prior to start of construction.  Docks, whether fixed or floating, must not interfere with surface water activities or navigation and must be compatible with scenic values in the vicinity.  Dock construction is not to endanger health, create a nuisance, or otherwise be incompatible with overall Project recreation use.  Use of common docks will be encouraged where practical.  SCE&G requires that all docks, fixed, floating or combinations, be inspected by SCE&G agents to comply with Section 7, and that an inspection decal be prominently displayed on the approved dock.  Ultimately, the placement and design of all docks is under the authority of SCE&G, as landowner.  SCE&G will work with applicants to develop an acceptable plan.

The following guidelines apply to permits for the creation, replacement, or addition of any dock.  Drawings depicting dock specifications are provided as Attachment XX.

7.2.1 Private Individual Docks


General requirements for individual docks are as follows and dependent upon SCE&G Land Management Department approval:


· A minimum lot width of 100 feet along the 360-foot contour 
is required before an individual residential dock application will be considered.

· All docks must be kept in good repair.

· Lots measuring less than 100 feet in width platted prior to 1989 where the adjacent lots have existing docks may be considered for limited size docks.

· No watercraft exceeding 30 feet 
in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a residential or common area dock.

· Private docks, fixed or floating or combination of the two, may not exceed 750 sq. feet in overall size and 75 feet in length and may not interfere with navigation 
or restrict access to adjoining property. 

· Floating docks may be permitted to be moved out as the Lake level recedes during special drawdown periods provided they do not interfere with adjacent property owner’s access.

· Docks may be longer where conformity with existing structures would be practical and in cases where exception would be desirable due to curvature or slope of the shoreline.

· The decking of the fixed walkway must be built above the 360 contour.


· Docks must be located a minimum of 15 feet from adjacent property lines and the projected extension should not cross over the imaginary projected lot lines.


· The projection of the imaginary property line is a management tool to assist Lake Management Representatives and may be waived under certain circumstances.

· Covers on docks are not permissible unless the covered portion is located within 16 feet of the 360 contour.

· Hand railing is permissible 
provided the sides are not enclosed. 


· No sinks, toilets, showers, or fueling systems are permitted.

· Flotation for floating docks must be encased or encapsulated flotation.

· No permanent screening or enclosures are permitted.

· Docks must be single story structures.


7.2.2 Private Common Docks


Common docks to provide lake access may be permitted for two residential lots.  Each property owner participating in a common dock must have a minimum of 75 feet along the 360 foot contour interval (Lake high water mark).  Common docks are encouraged and may be mandated in certain circumstances as an alternative to individual docks and may be allowed for property with inadequate lake frontage, or in such other circumstances that SCE&G deems appropriate.  Private common docks shall follow all of the guidelines described for private individual docks.

7.2.3 Community Access Areas – Boat Ramps and Courtesy Docks


Community access areas consist of boat ramps and courtesy docks open to property owners who have lake access associated with a lakeside development.  General requirements for community access development are as follows:


· Initial consultation and site inspection by a SCE&G Lake Management representative is required for development of common access areas.


· Common areas must be located within the confines of the proposed development with a minimum of 100 feet to the nearest adjoining property, or a buildable lot designated on both sides of the common area with a minimum linear shoreline footage of 100 feet.

· All common areas must have a minimum of 100 feet of linear shoreline.  Common areas serving more than 50 property/residential units must have an additional 1.5 feet of linear shoreline per property/residential unit served.

· No common access area, dock, or ramp will be permitted in a cove less than 200 feet wide measured from the 360’ to 360’ contour across the cove.

· County Zoning Requirements:  SCE&G requires a letter from the County Zoning Administration stating that the proposed site location meets existing County regulations to construct a Boat Ramp or Courtesy Dock.

· Existing slope and water depth must accommodate ramp and dock at a minimum lake level elevation of 352 feet. Ramps will be constructed of reinforced concrete and may not exceed 12 feet wide.

· Common access areas serving 10 or fewer property/residential units will meet the established existing guidelines for private docks, generally permitting up to 750 square feet in size and 75 feet in length. Common access areas serving more than 10 property/residential units may be eligible for a slip dock.

· No destruction or removal of critical shoreline vegetation growing below the 360' contour will be permitted for the installation of a boat ramp or dock.  Critical vegetation includes, but is not limited to; button bush, willows and significant hardwood species (see Section V. E. for information on critical vegetation).

· From the end of the proposed courtesy dock there must be a minimum of 150 feet across the cove to the 360' contour on the opposite shore.  Clearance between structures on opposing banks must be a minimum of 75 feet.

· All common access docks are approved for short term day use only.

7.2.4 Private Multi-Slip


In lieu of individual docks, multi-slip docks may be permitted based on shoreline footage.  Under certain conditions, private land owners may voluntarily establish ‘Greenspaces’ along the shoreline, which are undeveloped lands that have been set aside by and maintained as vegetated areas.  The presence of Greenspaces are used to help determine eligibility for multi-slip development
.  The following specifications apply to private multi slip docks:

· To participate in the multi-slip dock program the development must have a minimum of 500 feet of shoreline.  Property with less than 500 feet will be evaluated for individual or shared docks.

· Two slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with a minimum 50-foot Greenspace.  Up to 1.5 slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with no associated Greenspaces or ESA shoreline.

· One slip will be allowed for each 100 feet of shoreline with an ESA.  And 1.5 slips per 100 ft of ESA shoreline with a minimum 50 ft Greenspace on the entire shoreline.

· Fractions of slips for properties without a Greenspace will be rounded down to an even number of slips (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded down to 14 slips).  Fractions of slips for properties with Greenspace will be rounded up (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded up to 16 slips).

· No individual dock will be permitted within a multi-slip dock development.

· The outside edge of all multi-slip docks at the 360’ contour line must be a minimum of 150 feet from the nearest common property line (e.g., adjoining properties), and meet minimum County zoning requirements; which ever provides for greater distance.  A graphic illustration of this requisite is provided in Attachment XY.

· Final placement of the multi-slip facility will be subject to SCE&G Lake Management approval.

· A minimum distance of 500 feet, measured from the 360’ contour elevation, is required across coves and docks may not extend more than 1/3 the distance across a cove or channel.


· The minimum 50-foot Greenspace Landscape Plan that must be consistent with the established Buffer Zone Management Plan. Guidelines shall be submitted and approved by SCE&G Lake Management.

· Access to multi-slip docks must be provided by the developer. 


· An narrow access path will be allowed in the Greenspace and must be identified in the Greenspace Landscape Plan.

· SCE&G requires the developer to establish a homeowner’s association to administer the neighborhood multi-slip dock program.  The Greenspace should be deeded to the homeowner’s association.  SCE&G encourages the homeowner’s association to create an environmental stewardship committee within the homeowner’s association to help monitor the Greenspace.


· 
Multi-slip dock facilities that accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.




7.2.5 Commercial Marinas (Inclusive of Sail Clubs and Public Marinas)


The development and expansion of new or existing commercial docks that are open to the general public for profit will be negotiated on a case by case basis.  The necessary Federal, State and Local approved permits must be obtained before final approval by SCE&G and FERC.

General requirements for commercial marinas are as follows:


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating twenty 
(20ten (10) watercraft or fewer at a time will be permitted any closer than ¼-mile radius to an existing private multi-slip facility or commercial marina
.

No Commercial Marina facility accommodating between twenty-This section gets confusing,  consider grouping into one (21bullet all the requirements for commercial marina facilities accommodating ten (10) watercraft or fewer, another bullet listing all the requirements for commercial facilities accommodating  between eleven (11) and one hundred twenty-five (125)
 watercraft(100), etc. 

· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating ten (10) watercraft or fewer at a time will be permitted any closer than ¼-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.

· ½-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility. 


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than 1-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.


· Any proposed Commercial Marina facility located within the ½ (¼)
 -mile radius of an existing facility but separated by a peninsula may be located on the opposite side of the peninsula if there is a minimum linear shoreline distance along the 360’ contour of three (3)(1)
 miles between the existing and proposed Multi-use facility.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time must be located a minimum of 150 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 250 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 300 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· [insert new bullet about “commercial marinas permit cannot be converted to private multi-slip use - without some application process”]

· The proposed Commercial Marina should be located within the confines of the imaginary projected property lines as they extend lakeward.


· Commercial Marina facilities must be located a minimum of 100 feet from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA).


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating Twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 350 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 500 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 750 feet extending from the 360’ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· No Commercial Marina facility may encroach or extend more than one-third the distance 
across any cove area or waterway.


· A maximum development limit of three hundred (300)
 on-water slips to accommodate watercraft will be permitted.  The buildout period must conform to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and SCDHEC permit time frame.

· No
 Commercial Marina facilities will be permitted to have covers over the requested slips
.


· Excavations for Commercial Marina facilities to improve public access is discouraged but may be considered on a case-by-case basis with consultation with appropriate State and federal resource agencies and regulatory authorities.

· The construction or use of Commercial Marina facilities must in no way be detrimental to the existing water quality.


· Applicant will be required to conduct a 5-year Baseline Environmental Water Quality Monitoring Plan – see attached sheet.

· Commercial Marina facilities with greater than ten (10) watercraft or which accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

· Commercial Marina facilities must provide public restrooms.


· Commercial Marina facilities are encouraged to provide public fishing access areas.


· Commercial Marina facilities must comply with all local, county, state and federal regulations.

· Applicant must sign and complete the Commercial Marina Application Agreement before SCE&G will process a permit request.

· No local, state or federal agency, nor SCE&G may construct, operate or lease a marina within ten (10) miles of an existing marina.

· Existing marinas may expand, remodel, and/or rebuild within their existing footprint with the approval of the local, state and federal agencies.

7.2.6 Watercraft Limitations


No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be allowed to permanently dock at a residential or common area dock.  Watercraft exceeding 30 feet must be docked at a Commercial marina or multi-slip facility with pump out facilities. 


7.2.7 Dock Modifications


Major dock modifications that may temporarily or permanently affect the land or water of the shoreline require submittal of a permit application.  However, general maintenance and repairs of docks such as replacing boards, etc. do not require permitting.  Dock owners’ are encouraged to contact SCE&G’s Lake Management Department at (803) 217-9221 for more information and guidance regarding the need for a permit to conduct dock work.

7.3 Boat Ramps


SCE&G encourages the use of boat ramps at public and semi-public facilities versus construction of private ramps
.  The following specifications apply to boat ramp construction:


· Ramps may be up to 12 feet wide and required length to be functional.  Public and semi -public ramps may be granted a variance.


· Ramps will be constructed of concrete.  Asphalt compounds or petroleum based products are prohibited.

· All ramps should be located as not to interfere with neighboring property owners. Adjoining property owners are encouraged to agree to common use of the ramp.
  A copy of the written agreement between a minimum of three (3) participating shoreline property owners will be furnished to SCE&G.

7.4 Boat Lifts


The following specifications apply to the construction of boat lifts:


· All boat lifts will be constructed at the owners’ dock.

· Boat lifts should be located so as not to interfere with the adjoining property owners’ access.

· Only one boat lift will be approved per dock.

· No covers are to be constructed over boatlifts.

7.5 Personal Watercraft Lifts


Personal Watercraft lifts will require a permit from SCE&G and must comply with other guidelines for boat lifts. (??)

7.6 Marine Railways


· Marine railways are permitted for access to the lake from facilities located above the 360 foot contour.

· Railways constructed below the 360 foot contour area are restricted to no more than two-foot elevation above the natural lake basin.




7.7 Floating Platforms or Tubes and other water toys

· 
Not allowed to be permanently installed and must be removed before sunset on each day.

· Must not inhibit navigation or extend more than 1/3 of the cove at the high water mark.

7.8 

7.9 Water Removal


Commercial and residential requests for water withdrawals require a permit through SCE&G.  Water removal permits for residential property will be for irrigation purposes only.  Applicants should contact SCE&G Lake Management Department for permit applications and additional information.  If there is a conflict between the proposed water removal and the public interest, the application will be rejected.  If no conflict is identified, the application may be forwarded to FERC for approval. 
 However, SCE&G will not endorse such applications.  SCE&G will impose limits (such as pump size or pipe size) in granting permits for approved applications.  The applicant will be required to compensate SCE&G for water withdrawn and to bear expenses of filing the application.  SCE&G reserves the right to prohibit irrigation during times of drought or water drawdown.

A commercial application to withdraw water from the lake must include the following information:


· a complete description of the purpose for the removal;

· removal processes to be used;

· volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters;

· copies of all required local, state, and federal permits and reports; and

· required fee.

7.10 Erosion Control (Shoreline Stabilization)


All shoreline stabilization efforts, including construction or repair of riprapping, seawalls, retaining walls and bioengineering, must be approved in writing by SCE&G Lake Management prior to implementation and/or construction.  Furthermore, there are some areas of the lake where facilities may not be permitted because of environmental considerations, development patterns, physical lake characteristics, impacts to cultural resources, or other reasons.

Adjoining property owners should be aware that conducting any shoreline stabilization activities at a federally licensed hydroelectric project (e.g., Saluda Hydroelectric Project, FERC Project No. P-516) is a privilege that can only be granted with authorization from the Licensee.  Since every possible situation cannot be anticipated, SCE&G Lake Management reserves the right to make special rulings in cases not specifically covered by these guidelines.  Shoreline stabilization projects must adhere to the following specifications.



General Requirements

· The applicant must be the owner of the tract of land immediately adjoining the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) or SCE&G-owned buffer  zone, or have the written permission of the easement property owner on water rights tracts (e.g., where SCE&G only has a flowage easement).

· SCE&G Lake Management will hold the applicant fully responsible for ongoing adherence with the current SMP, including maintaining structures in good repair.  This responsibility transfers automatically along with ownership.

· Prior to beginning any activity/construction within the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation), the applicant must obtain all necessary governmental permits or approvals, and written authorization from SCE&G Lake Management.

· Consultation with SCDNR and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) will be required for stabilization that exceeds 500 linear feet of shoreline. 

· The SCDHEC may require an individual permit for large shoreline stabilization projects.

· In order to protect aquatic resources, shoreline stabilization activities shall typically be performed when water elevation is below the work area.  When the water elevation is above the work area, critical/emergency shoreline stabilization activities may be performed in the inundated work area during the months of July through February.

· The applicant shall make every reasonable effort to minimize any adverse impact on fish, wildlife, shoreline vegetation and other natural resources.


· New or expanding stabilization activities (excluding bio-engineering) may not be undertaken within a 50-foot offset from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) classification as identified in the SMP.  All shoreline stabilization activities affecting an ESA will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

· Minimal clearing below the high water mark (360-foot elevation) may be allowed to create corridors for equipment access for stabilization projects.  Access corridors should be incorporated into fixed pier/dock access corridors (i.e. foot paths) where practical.  Vegetation removed to accommodate construction access for shoreline stabilization shall be replaced with native vegetation.

· Shoreline stabilization activities are limited to the eroded bank.  Any unavoidable impacts to existing emergent aquatic vegetation, as a result of stabilization installation, require the replanting of vegetation in the impacted area(s).

Bio-Engineering Stabilization

· Bio-engineering is a preferred shoreline stabilization technique and is encouraged, especially in eroded areas associated with emergent aquatic vegetation.  Applicants are encouraged to avoid activities (including stabilization) that could have an adverse impact upon existing native aquatic plants.

· Approved bioengineering techniques are generally required for eroded banks of two feet or less of erosional scarp.  Approved bioengineering and/or vegetated riprap techniques are preferred for eroded banks exceeding two feet of erosional scarp.


· The type of plantings utilized in bioengineering and landscape-planting projects should be native to South Carolina, and must be reviewed and approved by SCE&G Lake Management prior to introduction.

Rip rap Stabilization

· Rip rap installed below the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation) in vegetated areas must be limited to one layer deep to allow spaces between the stone for vegetation recruitment.

· Riprap material must be SCDOT Class B, or larger, quarry-run stone, natural stone, or other material approved by SCE&G.  Tires, scrap metal, crushed block, construction/demolition debris, or other types of material, are not allowed for stabilization.

· Riprap use should be limited to only that area necessary to adequately stabilize the existing eroded bank.  Riprap should be confined to the area between 6 feet below the high water mark (360 foot elevation) and high water mark (360 foot elevation) except where the entire placement is on/above severely eroded banks.  These areas must be sloped back or terraced to provide minimum bank stability.


· Stabilization of eroded banks that are 2 feet in height or higher, or that are not associated with emergent aquatic vegetation, can be stabilized using SCDOT Class B or larger size riprap with filter cloth, bio-engineering using significant live staking and planting, or other forms of bio-engineering within the riprap.

Retaining Wall Stabilization

· Retaining walls are only allowed for erosion control where the average eroded bank height is greater than 3 feet and the wall is constructed at the high water mark (360’ contour elevation).  Earth fills below the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) are prohibited.


· A layer of riprap (SCDOT Class B or larger) extending 6 feet lake-ward from full pond must be placed along the entire base of all retaining walls. The 6-foot requirement is measured vertically for steep slopes and horizontally for more gradual slopes where the vertical requirement would prove impractical.

· No sand shall be placed below the 360’ contour.  Effective measures must be used to keep sand from migrating below the 360’ contour.


7.11 Excavation Activities

Escavation activities below the 360’ contour is discouraged.  Excavating of soils can release erodable earth material into the environment if precautions are not taken.  SCE&G monitors excavation activities by requiring that a permit be obtained for work performed below the 360’ contour.  All authorized excavations must be in accordance with SCE&G specifications and requirements, which may include an environmental assessment plan or report.  Any permitted excavation work must meet the following specifications:


· SCE&G Lake Management Department must be notified prior to commencement and upon completion of work.

· All displaced soil must be taken off site or otherwise stabilized above the 360’ contour in accordance with SCE&G requirements if in Richland, Saluda and Newberry Counties, and in accordance with recommendations of the Lexington County Sediment Control Representative if in Lexington County.

· A 4 to 1 slope is the maximum slope allowed.


· All excavating must be done directly in front of the applicant's property and below the 354’ contour, unless otherwise approved by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.

· No excavation will be permitted in a wooded or vegetated area, or other areas that may be identified by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.  The protection of shallow water habitat must be considered at all times.  A Lake Management representative will designate the area to be excavated.


· Excavation activities generally will not be allowed between January 15 and October 1.  Exceptions may be granted by SCE&G based on hydrological or meteorological conditions.  Permits are valid for one (1) year from the date of issue only.  See date on approved permit.


· Water must not cover the excavation site during excavation activities.


· The contractor must have a copy of the approved permit and drawing while on the job site at all times.


· All excavation must be completed by using the following equipment:  (1) dragline; (2) track backhoe; or other equipment approved by Lake Management personnel.


7.12 Prohibited Activities


The following activities are prohibited on Lake Murray.  These prohibitions will be enforced by SCE&G or an appropriate State or Federal agency.

7.12.1 360-Foot Contour (High Water Mark)


· Earth fills and non-permitted structures such as retaining walls, docks, ramps, etc. below the 360’ contour are prohibited.  Any that occurred prior to January 1, 1974, will be handled on a case by case basis.

· No sand will be placed below the 360’ contour elevation.

· No Fences below the 360’ contour or the Buffer Zone.

7.12.2 75-Foot Buffer Zone


As explained previously, all SCE&G property between the adjacent back property and the waters of Lake Murray lies within that area defined and managed as a Protected Buffer Zone.  The following activities are prohibited within the Buffer Zone:


· No fixed structures.

· No land-based structures, storage buildings, shelters, patios, gazebos, fences, swimming pools, satellite dish, signs, boat storage, and other water craft or automobiles without written consent from the Lake Management Department.

· No septic tanks and/or drain fields.

· No planting of grass except as a permitted erosion control measure.

· No storage or stockpiling of construction material.

· No vegetation removal of any type except in a permitted 10-foot wide access path to the shoreline.

· No limbing or trimming or cutting of Buffer Zone vegetation to create views or visual corridors.

· No overnight camping or fires.

· No unauthorized removal of merchantable timber.


7.12.3 General


· No roofs or covers over docks unless it is within 16 feet of the 360’ contour.


· No roofs or covers over Boat Lifts.


· No boathouses.

· No fueling facilities permitted on dock.

· No mooring.

· No water craft exceeding 30 Feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a Private Dock.  Docking for more than 14 days is considered to be permanent for the purpose of this provision.


· No excavation/dredging above the 354’ contour or in shallow water habitat and ESA’s.

· No effluent discharges.

· Drive on docks will not be permitted in addition to an existing floating dock.


· Permanent screening or enclosures will not be allowed on Fixed Seating Areas of Docks.


· No Upland Water Gardens will be permitted to drain into the Lake.


· No spraying of herbicides in the waters of Lake Murray.

7.13 Access Path

Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the 75-foot buffer zone.  For lands sold as of xx, back property owners are allowed to create an access path that measures 10-foot wide and leads down to the lake.  To prevent erosion and to protect the aesthetics of the shoreline the route should not be direct and instead will have a meandering design.  No trees larger than 10 inches (in diameter or circumference?) at breast height can be removed within the access path.  A Lake Management representative must identify and designate the location of access paths.


7.14 Limited Brushing


A. For 75-foot buffer zones that are established after approval of the 2007 SMP, SCE&G will maintain a policy of no-disturbance of vegetation.  Limited brushing will not be allowed on these lands under any circumstances.  There may be no vegetation removal below the 360’ ft contour without prior approval from SCE&G.

B. For buffer zones established prior to approval of the 2007 SMP, limited brushing of adjacent properties by the back property owner may be allowed to remove exotic and invasive vegetation.  Permission will only be granted by SCE&G Lake Management after a site visit with the applicant to assess the need for brushing.  Once limited brushing is completed according to the permit, the applicant may maintain the site in said condition.

In general, certain critical vegetation cannot be removed when limited brushing is permitted.  Some species and types of vegetation provide important benefits such as bank stabilization, water quality functions, habitat, shade in near shore environments, and terrestrial input for aquatic ecosystems.  For the purposes of a limited brushing permit, the following vegetation can not be cleared:

		· Black gum

		· Oaks

		· Sycamore



		· Black willow

		· Persimmon

		· Tag alder



		· Buttonbush

		· River birch

		· Tulip poplar



		· Cottonwood

		· Some hardwood species


		· Water Hickory



		· Green ash

		

		





Plants that can be cleared through limited brushing are generally undesirable species that are invasive and in some cases, exotic.  Included in this group are the following:

· Vines such as green briars, Japanese honey suckle, poison ivy, poison oak
, wisteria, and kudzu;

· Shrubs such as black berry 
and privet;

· Trees such as mimosa and Bradford Pear; and

· Trees that are dead and create a hazard may also be removed.

Some selective clearing of native, non-invasive species will be allowed through limited brushing.  Generally, this will include certain softwood species that are less than 3 inches diameter at breast height (dbh).  Species that could be cleared in this category include the following:

		· Loblolly pine

		· Red maple



		· Longleaf pine

		· Sweetgum



		· Red cedar

		· Virginia pine





Any vegetation that does not meet the above listed criteria, but the back property owner would still like the vegetation removed, will have to be addressed individually with SCE&G Lake Management Staff.  It is likely that any tree removal that is not consistent with limited brushing, as outlined above, will have to be mitigated and may include revocation of the property owner’s dock permit.

7.15 Woody Debris Management

Submerged and shoreline woody debris provides habitat for many species of fish,  macroinvertebrates, birds, reptiles and mammals. It also helps protect the shoreline from erosion.  SCE&G maintains a policy of no-disturbance for any and all woody debris unless its removal is necessary for reasons of health and human safety, or the debris is so minimal that it is insignificant in the provision of fish or wildlife habitat.  Under some conditions, approval may be granted to remove particular woody material.  SCE&G’s woody debris management policy may allow the removal of woody debris below elevation 360’ if it poses a clear safety or navigation concern, is brought to the attention of SCE&G’s Lake Management Department personnel (Lake Management), and is approved by Lake Management.  Guidelines for particular woody debris are as follows:

7.15.1 Submerged Woody Debris


· SCE&G’s Shoreline Management Program allows limited removal of shoreline vegetation necessary for the construction and installation of docks and other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G prior to removing shoreline woody debris below the 360 foot contour.

· If a dock is proposed for an area that contains significant, stable woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock.

· For tree stumps which pose a material threat to safety, landowners may be allowed to cut them off to an appropriate level, depending on expected water depth and proximity to docks and other activity-related facilities.


7.15.2 Floating Woody Debris


· Floating woody debris may be removed by SCE&G, SCDNR, or any member of the boating public when encountered if it is reasonably considered a material public safety issue or impediment to navigation.

· The debris should be removed from open water areas and taken to the shoreline.

· SCE&G encourages that it be secured onshore in undeveloped areas, such as the backs of coves and/or undeveloped lands, or other areas not readily available to boaters for high speed navigation.


7.15.3 Shoreline Woody Debris


Shoreline woody debris is managed in a manner similar to submerged woody debris:


· Limited removal of shoreline woody debris may be permitted to accommodate construction and installation of docks or other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Should a dock be proposed for an area that contains significant shoreline woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock or prohibit the dock altogether.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G to remove shoreline woody debris below the 360’ foot contour.

· Unauthorized removal of stable shoreline woody debris may result in the cancellation of dock permits and/or other shoreline amenity permits and a requirement that there be appropriate mitigation for the improper woody debris removal.


· Shoreline woody debris agreed by SCE&G to be a navigation hazard may be removed.


7.16 Permitting Application Procedure

The following application procedure applies for all projects requiring a permit issued by SCE&G.  Such activities or developments include the following:

· New construction, additions or replacement of structures


· Erosion control projects

· Excavations

· Water removal


The applicant will be required to apply to SCE&G in writing and submit the following:

· A copy of applicant’s deed and plat to the property reflecting county tax map information.

· Sketch showing location, design and dimensions of the proposed structure, or the type and location of erosion control proposed.  Excavation projects will require a drawing to scale of area to be excavated.

· Commercial applications to withdraw water from the lake also must include a complete description of the purpose for the removal and processes to be used, the volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters.

· Applications for an excavation not exceeding 150 cubic yards can be processed by SCE&G personnel.  Any commercial excavation or individual excavation exceeding 150 cubic yards must be processed through the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and State agencies.


· Permitting fee required.

· Specific directions by land to applicant’s property on Lake Murray.

· Required local, state and federal permits and/or reports.  Lake Management Department of SCE&G will assist in preparation of required local, state and federal permit applications.


7.17 Permitting Fee


SCE&G charges a processing fee for its efforts in managing various activities around the lakes.  Permit fees are due with the applications.  If an application is denied, a portion of the permit fee will be returned.

Annual Administration Fee
:
$X.00

7.18 Violations


SCE&G conducts annual surveys of the land below the 360-ft contour to inventory and inspect docks built and permitted throughout the year.  Dock applicants are responsible for maintaining their structures in good repair and safe condition.  If at any time a dock is determined by a SCE&G Lake Management representative to be in disrepair or a hazardous condition, it must be repaired or removed from the Lake Murray waters immediately.  SCE&G reserves the right to remove any dock on its property as conditions warrant.

SCE&G also makes note of unauthorized structures during their surveys, and urge residents and other lake visitors to report what they believe may be unauthorized activity below the 360-ft contour as well as in 75-ft buffer zones.  SCE&G Lake Management representatives will issue Stop Work Directives for any violations that are detected on SCE&G property.  Any unauthorized clearing of the trees or underbrush will result in the immediate cancellation of an individual’s dock permit as well as action to require re-vegetation of the affected area.  Removal of merchantable timber will require reimbursement to SCE&G Company subject to valuation of the Land Department.  Additional, consequences for violations may include loss of consideration for future permits, fines, or legal action.

7.19 Miscellaneous


· Deeds, permits or other instruments affecting Project 516 lands and waters will contain all standard covenants customarily imposed upon project property and such other covenants as in the sole discretion of SCE&G may be desirable or appropriate.  The instrument may contain indemnity clauses and insurance provisions.

· Permitting fees do not constitute a charge for admission to Project lands.

· SCE&G retains the right to vary the amount of inspection fees.

· No vested right or rights enforceable by third parties are created by SCE&G’s Policies or Procedures.


Maps of Lake Murray showing public and commercial landings, parks, navigational markings and other information are available free of charge from SCE&G.  Inquiries concerning policies, procedures, applications or regulations as outlined in this booklet, or requests for maps or applications, should be directed to SCE&G:


South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

Lake Murray Management Department

Columbia, South Carolina 29218

Telephone (803) 217-9221



South Carolina Electric & Gas Company


Lake Murray Management Department


Mail Code 096

Columbia, South Carolina 29218
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�Why is 350 in the document.  This is yet to be decided





�Isn’t there a better term?  Consider “potential applicants”, “proposed development proponents”, or something else.  Project proponents sounds like those that support the Hydro Project.


�See note at 2.1.


�I still have a concern about the use of this term.  I think “development” is better or perhaps you could come up with something else.  I understand you are trying to avoid residential, etc. like zoning, and agree that is a good idea. “Multi-purpose” conjures up “anything is allowed”.  How about listing the Public Recreation, Natural Areas, and Project Operations first, then call this category “Other Project Lands”?  It also conflicts with your term Multi-use facility on page 19.


�Are there private marinas that are non residendial and for profi?t


�There was some discussion of 100 ft, what’s the verdict?


�Delete sell


�I hope the other properties are also.


�Is this the same for “back property” owners?


�Could reduce this and help the marina operators?


�Would be good to add comment about “no more than 1/3 the cove or channel.”


� Is there a minimum requirement – 1 inch, 1 foot?


�Doesn’t the building code require handrails if walk surface is more than X inches above the water and vertical posts must be no more than 4 inch spacing?


�What safeguards are added to prevent it becoming a parking lot expansion in a year?


�What keeps the assoc. from disbanding


� How are the type of watercraft that will eventually use the slips determined.


�Change to twenty (20) per the meeting


�Or did you mean to say multi-slip facility and include all of them?


�Change to twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty – five (125)per  the meeting





�Change to twenty-six (126) per  the meeting





�Change to ¼ mile peninsulas are narrow, most under ¼ mile


�Change to 1 mile same as radius, what difference straight line or along curved contour


�Same rule for all docks/marinas.


�This number should be allowed to be larger in special instances where marinas conform to all other guidelines 


�Delete the word “No”


�Add – on a case by case basis.


�I thought new private ramps were eliminated? Or at least provide a disincentive – docks must be smaller/shorter, limited # of boats or something.


�We need to watch out for those “unintended consequences.”  Does this open up non-adjacent use and folks in the next county, etc.?


�What about these?


�What about these?


�Clarification please What constitute a conflict


�Need more info here to make it clear that moving away for the day and coming back does not start the 14 day clock over again.  How about “14 days in one year”?


�More specific?


�Not native?


�Not native?


� Is the “Permitting Fee” and the “Annual Administration Fee” the same thing?







From: Alison Guth
To: "Brooks.Carter@ferc.gov"; 
cc: "bargentieri@scana.com"; "jlandreth@scana.com"; 

Alan Stuart; 
Subject: RE: P-516 Draft License Application: Vol III
Date: Friday, December 28, 2007 11:16:17 AM

Mr. Carter,
 
Today separate CD-Roms for Vol. III were sent directly to you via Fed-Ex.  You 
should receive them by the middle of next week.  I have removed quite a few of 
the figures from the document and placed them on two separate CD's, greatly 
reducing the main document's file size.  The main document is now around 9 Mb, 
and each of the figures is around 45 Mb.  If you have any questions or 
need anything else, feel free to email me.  Thanks and Happy New Year.
 
Alison Guth

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Brooks Carter <Brooks.Carter@ferc.gov> 
To: LANDRETH, JAMES M 
Sent: Wed Dec 19 15:00:55 2007 
Subject: P-516 Draft License Application: Vol III 
 
Mr Landreth; 
 
On Dec. 17, we received your Draft Application for New License for the Saluda 
Hydro Project in P-516.  The CD for Vol. III, containing the Stage I Cultural 
Resources Reconnaissance Survey contained one 1.4Gb fie.  We are unable to 
process such a large file into our eLibrary document management system.  The 
material is Non-Public and not accessible to the Public, but eLibrary is the means 
by which staff working on the project access the Non-Public material. 
 
We would appreciate a replacement CD with files no larger than 50 Mb each.  
Would it be possible to break the document up into smaller segments?   

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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Brooks Carter 
 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
 
OED/DCIO - Room 1A 
 
888 First Street N.E. 
 
Washington, DC 20426 
 
202-502-8145 
 



From: Alison Guth
To: "GKing11363@aol.com"; 
Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Monday, October 15, 2007 9:44:02 AM

It will be posted to the website

-----Original Message----- 
From: GKing11363@aol.com [mailto:GKing11363@aol.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2007 9:40 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Re: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
In a message dated 10/15/2007 9:25:45 A.M. Eastern Daylight Time, Alison.
Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com writes:

Sure,
 
Probably sometime mid to late November

Allison...how can I get a cc when the draft is published?
 
George King
 
 
 

See what's new at AOL.com and Make AOL Your Homepage.

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Allan.Creamer@ferc.gov"; 
Subject: Saluda Draft Application P-516
Date: Tuesday, December 11, 2007 3:07:26 PM

Hello Allan, 
I hope all is well.  South Carolina Electric & Gas is preparing to send out the Draft Application for New 
License on Thursday to the agencies and stakeholders, and I was wondering if the Commission would 
prefer one CD-ROM copy of the document, or if you would like 9 CD-ROM copies.  Just let me know.  
Thanks and I will talk to you soon.   Alison Guth, Kleinschmidt Associates   
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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From: Alison Guth
To: "GKing11363@aol.com"; 
Subject: RE: The Draft Application for New License
Date: Monday, December 17, 2007 11:24:20 AM

Yes, I can definitely say that that is the topic that is brought up the most during the 
quarterly public meetings.  However, balancing these desires with the downstream 
desires is something that has been and will take time.  Unfortunately, due to the 
large amount of discussion still needed on this as well as many other issues, there 
was not much that could be included in the draft Application on this topic.  It is not 
unusual during relicensing processes for any issue resolution agreements to be 
included at the time of the final license application.  Comments on the final license 
application should be directed to the FERC.  
 
Thanks, Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: GKing11363@aol.com [mailto:GKing11363@aol.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 11:08 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Re: The Draft Application for New License 
 
In a message dated 12/17/2007 9:30:12 A.M. Eastern Standard Time, Alison.
Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com writes:

As you can see there is still quite a bit of work to be had on 
this, and any target water levels will likely be included in the 
final application.  

Thanks Allison...As I'm sure you have observed from the "public 
meetings".....most stakeholders, and I dare say all property owners, are 
most concerned with three issues.....water level commitments/objectives, 
water quality and development concerns....probably just water levels!
 
I've now read most on the Draft Application document and was disappointed 
that these "hot" issues were not addressed. Actually I found nothing to 
comment on other than what was missing. I also don't see how this doc 
can be called a "Draft Application for New license"...surely the FERC and all 
stakeholders want to see those same commitments /objectives on water 
quality,water level, development, etc.
 
Will they be available for "public comment" prior the final submission in late 
2008?
 
George King, Shull Island    
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See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.

http://food.aol.com/top-rated-recipes?NCID=aoltop00030000000004
http://body.aol.com/fitness/winter-exercise?NCID=aoltop00030000000003


From: Amanda_Hill@fws.gov
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Re: Upcoming meetings and locations
Date: Friday, November 02, 2007 2:06:45 PM

 
Thank You! 
Amanda Hill 
Fisheries Biologist 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
176 Croghan Spur Rd., Suite 200 
Charleston, SC 29407 
843-727-4707 ext. 303 
843-727-4218 fax 
amanda_hill@fws.gov 
"For all at last returns to the sea - 
to Oceanus, the ocean river, 
like the everflowing stream of time, 
the beginning and the end."              -Rachel Carson 
 
 
                                                                            
             "Alison Guth"                                                  
             <Alison.Guth@Klei                                              
             nschmidtUSA.com>                                           To  
                                       <Amanda_Hill@fws.gov>                
             11/02/2007 10:50                                           cc  
             AM                                                             
                                                                   Subject  
                                       Upcoming meetings and locations      
                                                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            
 
 
Hey Amanda, 
 
Here are the upcoming meetings, 
 
Tuesday - 11-6-07 - Water Quality - Lake Murray Training Center Thursday - 11-8-07 - Lake and Land 
Mgt - Carolina Research Park Tuesday - 11-13-07 - Diadromous Fish TWC - Lake Murray Training Center 
Tuesday - 11-27-07 - Accord Meeting - Carolina Research Park Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday - Dec. 
11, 12, 13 - IFIM Workshop - Lake Murray Training Center 
 
Alison 
 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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From: Alison Guth
To: "regis parsons"; 
Subject: RE: TWC Meeting
Date: Thursday, December 06, 2007 1:25:58 PM

That is correct!
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: regis parsons [mailto:rparsons12@alltel.net]  
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2007 12:07 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: TWC Meeting 
 
Alison,
 
Would you please include me on the list of attendees for the TWC meeting 
on Monday, Dec 10. If I can get free I’d like to sit in and update myself on 
what is happening. 
 
Thanks!
Regis
 
PS:  Is the meeting at 9:30 at the Education Center at the Dam? 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Harmon, Alex"; 
Subject: RE: THURS. MEETING 
Date: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 1:14:23 PM

The meeting that was originally scheduled for Thursday has been moved to 
Tuesday the 25th.  It will be at 9:30 at the SCE&G Training Center.   Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Harmon, Alex [mailto:AHARMON@lpagroup.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2007 1:12 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: THURS. MEETING  
Importance: High 
 
MY DAD (ELLIS HARMON) WILL ATTEND THE MEETING THURSDAY.  
NEED TO KNOW WHAT TIME IT STARTS AT THE SCE&G TRAINING 
CENTER.  
IF YOU COULD EMAIL THE TIME I WILL LET HIM KNOW 

THANKS  
ALEX 

ALEX HARMON  
WATER RESOURCES DESIGNER  
COLUMBIA HYDROLOGY  
THE LPA GROUP INCORPORATED  
700 HUGER STREET  
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201  
EMAIL: AHARMON@LPAGROUP.COM  
PHONE 803-231-3806 

 

Confidentiality Notice

This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. This communication may contain information 
that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally 
exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this 
message or any part of it. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately either by phone (800-
572-1115) or reply to this e-mail and delete all copies of this 
message.

 



From: Alison Guth
To: "Nevin Biser"; 
Subject: RE: twc meeting
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2007 11:54:42 AM

Hello,
 
I apologize that it has taken me so long to get back with you.  The meeting has 
been moved to Tuesday, August 25.  It is at the SCE&G Lake Murray Training 
Center (located on the Dam).  It begins at 9:30 am.   Thanks, Alison
 

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Nevin Biser [mailto:biser@windstream.net]  
Sent: Sunday, September 16, 2007 1:02 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: twc meeting 
 
What time and where is the Sept 20th meeting
Carl Shealy  carlshealy@aol.com
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From: Alison Guth
To: Theresa Thom; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bud Badr; 

Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); 
Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; Jennifer Hand; Jim Glover; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mike Waddell; 
Milton Quattlebaum (mquattlebaum@scana.com); Prescott Brownell; 
Randy Mahan; Ron Ahle; Scott Harder; Shane Boring; Steve Summer; 
Brandon Kulik; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: IFIM Workshops
Date: Wednesday, December 05, 2007 11:31:18 AM

Hello all, 
Just a reminder that the IFIM workshop will be held next Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 
11, 12, and 13.  If you have not already RSVP'ed for all or some of the day's, please do so.  The 
meetings will be held at the Lake Murray Training Center.  Thanks! Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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Carl Bussells

Subject: IFIM workshop
Location: Lake Murray Training Center

Start: Wed 12/12/2007 9:30 AM
End: Wed 12/12/2007 3:30 PM
Show Time As: Tentative

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Not yet responded

Required Attendees: Fish & Wildlife TWC - IFIM/Aquatic Habitat

Hello all,

We are planning a 3 day IFIM workshop on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 11th, 12th and 13th.  This 
workshop will be held at the Lake Murray Training Center.  Also, we anticipate issuing the IFIM report by November 9th.  
Please RSVP for these meetings by December 3rd.  I will be sending out two more notices for this meeting for the 12th 
and 13th, so that it will reserve the dates for those of you that use Outlook.  Thanks!  Alison

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124



From: Carl Sundius
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Input on the Permitting hand book
Date: Friday, December 21, 2007 4:41:43 PM
Attachments: Permitting Handbook 2007-11-06.doc 

Alison
 
Hope you have a great Christmas and a Happy New  Year
 
See you next year
 
Carl

mailto:CSundius@SC.RR.com
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Work of clearing the site for the Saluda River Hydroelectric Development was started in April of 1927 under a permit granted by the Federal Power Commission to the Lexington Water Power Company.  In July of 1930 Lake Murray reached an elevation of 300 feet.  The following December, the first electric power, 10,000 kilowatts, was delivered.

At the time of its completion, Saluda Dam was the largest earth dam in cubical content for power purposes in the world.  The dam itself is 211 feet high and contains over 11 million cubic yards of material.  Lake Murray is 41 miles long and 14 miles wide at its widest point and contains 763 billion gallons of water.  It has a shoreline of approximately 650 miles including the islands.

Lake Murray experiences considerable water level fluctuations.  In the Saluda River watershed, about 75 percent of the normal rainfall comes in the first six months of the calendar year.  The lake level can reach 360 feet; however the normal high lake level is usually reached in May at about 358 feet above mean sea level.  When rainfall decreases during the summer months and the demand for power increases, the elevation begins to drop with a normal minimum of about 350 feet elevation coming in the fall of the year.

Over the years, Lake Murray has been, and still is, a major power generation source and provider of recreational and commercial resources for the residents and visitors of South Carolina.  In the late 1960’s a rapid change in the character and rate of development of the lake began to take place due primarily to Lake Murray’s close proximity to the Columbia Metropolitan area.  Today, there are numerous formal recreation sites dispersed around Lake Murray that support boat launches, marinas, boat slips, wet and dry storage, campgrounds, picnic areas, beaches, fishing areas and piers, trails, and playgrounds.  The irregular shoreline perimeter, with its numerous forested peninsulas, inlets and islands, provide excellent outdoor recreational opportunities.  The shoreline also supports many permanent residences.

As development increases, however, the very values that attract families and visitors to the lake can be threatened unless a substantial effort is made to protect the lake environment from degradation.  South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (SCE&G), as owner and Licensee of Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Project No. 516, realizes the need for formulation of rules and regulations to promote and enhance the recreational potential of Lake Murray and protect its environmental quality while continuing to use Lake Murray as a major part of SCE&G’s power production capabilities.

SCE&G manages its lands around Lake Murray according to a Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), which is designed to comply with the terms of the Project License, regulations, and orders of the FERC.  Its aim is to provide a balance between shoreline development, recreational use, and environmental protection.  A component of the SMP is SCE&G’s Permitting Program, which is operated under a general permit (GP) issued by the US Corps of Engineers and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC).  This GP authorizes SCE&G to be the residential permitting authority on Lake Murray.  Project proponents and lake users must obtain appropriate permit(s) for various activities and developments, and must adhere to the established regulations that help protect the lake shoreline and waters.  SCE&G’s Lake Management Department is responsible for enforcing FERC directives regarding unauthorized uses of Lake Murray waters and land below the 360-foot contour elevation.  FERC directives require SCE&G to prevent or halt unauthorized actions by taking measures to stop such actions.

Regulations and policies affecting the Lake Murray shoreline and waters, and the specifics of SCE&G’s Permitting Program are detailed in this Handbook.  More information is available by contacting the Lake Management Department at xxx.

2.0 LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS

SCE&G has identified four distinct land management classifications for the land within the Project boundary (PBL).  Although SCE&G aims to manage their lands according to this classification system, the public has the right to access SCE&G-owned lands regardless of classification, with the exception of lands reserved and used for Project operations.  The classifications consist of Multi-purpose, Public Recreation, Natural Areas, and Project Operations, which are described below.

2.1 Multi-Purpose


Multi-purpose lands include lands owned by SCE&G, lands sold by SCE&G as well as lands never owned but over which SCE&G retained certain easement rights.  All of the lands are contained within the PBL.  Generally, SCE&G divides them into four general types: easement, commercial, 75-foot buffer zone, and future development lands.


2.1.1 Easement


Lands that SCE&G has sold/or never owned but holds and retains easements on within the PBL.  These lands may support a variety of uses including privately run commercial ventures and residential developments.

2.1.2 Commercial


SCE&G manages lands within this sub-classification primarily through their permitting program, which guides new or modified developments (e.g., expansion of existing facilities) as detailed in this document (see Section VII).  Such uses include the following:


· Commercial and private marinas and yacht clubs (for-profit and nonresidential);


· Commercial docks, boat ramps, bulkheads, and other supporting facilities.


· Commercial RV parks, hotels, resorts, bait shops, boat tours, etc.;


· Restaurants, eateries and bars with shoreline access such as docks, decks, etc.;


· Golf courses with lake access facilities; and

· Industrial facilities.

2.1.3 75-Foot Setback/Buffer Zone

A 75-foot wide vegetated buffer zone, located between the 360-foot contour and the back property development, is maintained adjacent to all easement lands sold by SCE&G after the issuance of the 1984 license.  Buffer zone lands are maintained as vegetated areas intended to protect and enhance the Project’s scenic, recreational and environmental values in the area bordering the Lake Murray shoreline.  Buffer Zones associated with lands sold after 2006 will be managed as non-disturbance areas.

Use of SCE&G’s 75-foot buffer zone is entirely at the discretion of SCE&G as landowner.  Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the buffer zone, but are not permitted to encroach on the land without written consent from SCE&G (see Section VII-K for information on limited brushing policies for Buffer Zones established with lands sold prior 2006).

2.1.4 Future Development


Lands classified as future development are SCE&G-owned and located between the 360-foot contour and the PBL.  They are available for sell to and development by the back property with certain restrictions encompassed in SCE&G’s permitting program, as detailed in this document (See Section VII), and regulated by FERC.

2.2 Public Recreation


SCE&G lands devoted to public recreation include existing parks, properties set aside for future recreation, and publicly available islands owned by SCE&G.  SCE&G manages the areas individually based on the specific, designated recreational activities including swimming, picnicking, boat launching, etc.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site that provides formal camping; however, individuals can also camp on SCE&G -owned islands and other lands such as Bundrick Island, River Bend, and Sunset.


SCE&G also manages forest resources on its lands that are available for public recreation although recreation is only one of several uses.  Forest resources located within ¼ - mile of Lake Murray are managed according to the South Carolina Forestry Commission’s Best Management Practices.  SCE&G does not allow logging in certain areas, such as cliffs, steep slopes, or atypical groups of trees.

2.3 Natural Areas


Natural areas consist of lands that warrant special protection because they provide important habitat for various wildlife species, including the recreational fishery.  Large wetland areas, areas having cultural and/or historical significance, and Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA)s are also included in the natural areas classification are protected.  ESAs are generally located below the 360-foot contour (high water mark).

Natural Areas are not available for sale, nor are docks, excavations, or shoreline activity permitted in these areas.  In addition, ESAs in natural areas have a 50-foot natural buffer zone designated around them.  SCE&G prohibits clearing of vegetation within ESAs contained within natural areas, below the 360-foot contour, or within buffer zones associated with these areas.


2.4 Project Operations


SCE&G-owned and managed lands required for operation of the Saluda Project.  Public access to these lands is restricted to ensure public safety or to assure the security of the infrastructure system.


3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES


3.1 General Policy and Purpose


The implementation by SCE&G of the Lake Murray Shoreline Management Program shall maintain and conserve the area’s natural and man-made resources.

The purpose of the policy is to comply with the terms of the Project No. 516 License, the regulations and the orders of the FERC and to assist in providing a balance between recreation and environmental control.


3.2 Water Quality Standards


SCE&G will conduct a continuing water quality monitoring program at Lake Murray.  Waters of Lake Murray are classified as “Freshwater” by the SCDHEC, which are suitable for swimming, fishing and other water-related recreational activities.

3.3 Effluent Discharges


Lake Murray is classified as a no sewage discharge lake.  SCE&G personnel will continue to notify appropriate governmental officials of any unauthorized effluent discharges which are discovered.  Anyone found to have an unauthorized discharge source within the project boundary line will be required to remove it.

Installation of Sewage Pumping Stations at Marinas - Commercial marinas must have facilities to remove effluent wastes from boats pursuant to SCDHEC regulations. 


3.4 Aquatic Plants


The management of the Aquatic Weed Program on Lake Murray is a cooperative agreement between the SCDNR and SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.  To assist the program, Lake visitors are requested to help prevent the spread of aquatic weeds by clearing off boats and trailers before launching into the waters of Lake Murray.

It is against both State and Federal regulations for individuals to spray or treat aquatic growth in the waters of Lake Murray without the necessary permits.  Report all unauthorized spraying or  aquatic weed problems to SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.

3.5 Undeveloped Areas


Undeveloped SCE&G-owned land around the lake is managed by the Land Department.  These properties will be maintained through a sound forest management program, where appropriate, to ensure forest health.  Timber will be managed in a multiple use manner in compliance with the S. C. Forestry Commission Best Management Practices to maintain a balance of quality watershed conditions, recreational opportunities, wildlife habitat and promotion of new timber growth.


3.6 Game Management


Portions of Project lands may be leased to the SCDNR as part of the statewide Game Management Program.  If leased they are open to the public for hunting or other recreational activities.


4.0 EXCLUSION ZONE


Lands categorized as Project Operations house the various Project facilities, buildings, and structures.

5.0 PUBLIC FISHING, BOATING & HUNTING


The SCDNR is responsible for enforcing State rules and regulations regarding fishing, boating, and hunting activities at Lake Murray.  Recreators are encouraged to contact SCDNR at the following address and/or visit their website for information regarding regulations of these activities.

S.C. Department of Natural Resources


Wildlife and Fresh Water Fisheries


1000 Assembly Street


Columbia, South Carolina 29201


(803)734-3886


http://www.dnr.sc.gov/regulations.html

5.1 Fishery Management

The SCDNR maintains an annual stocking program in Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.  Since 1971, over 30 million striped bass have been stocked in Lake Murray at annual rates varying from a low of 8,800 in 1986 to a high of 1,771,761 in 1983.  Trout are not native to the lower Saluda River, and this fishery is also maintained through stocking of sub-adult rainbow and brown trout.  Presently, the SCDNR stocking program runs from early December until mid-April.  The total number of trout stocked annually typically averages around 35,000 but varies annually based primarily on availability of fish from the Walhalla State Fish Hatchery.  Anglers are required to familiarize themselves with State fishing and safety regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address given above.

5.2 Boating Safety

Buoys, signs, and access restrictions may be placed throughout the project as part of the Public Safety Plan, which is on file with FERC.  Public safety measures include warning signs near hazardous areas of the project, buoys in the impoundment that serve to warn or inform boaters of conditions that warrant caution, and restraining devices such as fences around the powerhouse and downstream project area.

Due to operation of the Project, the waters of Lake Murray can fluctuate annually.  Changes in depth may affect boating conditions in various locations.  Also, overhead power lines cross the waters of Lake Murray and should always be approached with caution.  These aspects of the lake environment make it important for boaters and other lake recreators to assume a high degree of personal responsibility for their own safety by being aware and cautious, and following posted warnings.  In addition, recreators must follow the boating rules and regulations as set forth by SCDNR.  They are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.


5.3 Public Hunting

Approximately 6,000 acres of watershed land within and adjacent to Project No. 516 are leased to the SCDNR as a part of the statewide Game Management Program.  This land is located adjacent to the western portions of Lake Murray and in many cases, adjacent to other privately held lands that are also in the management program.  Public hunting areas are shown on Game Management Area Maps available through the SCDNR.  Waterfowl hunting is also available around Lake Murray.  Hunters must familiarize themselves with State hunting rules and regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.

6.0 PUBLIC ACCESS


SCE&G owns 15 formal public access sites on Lake Murray and has set aside 64 SCE&G-owned islands in Lake Murray for public recreation.  Of the 15 formal recreation sites, SCE&G operates 13 of them, and leases the remaining two sites, Dreher Island State Park and Larry L. Koon Boat Landing, to others for use as public recreation.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site to offer overnight uses such as camping and villa rentals.  More information on recreation opportunities including private and commercial recreation sites is available from the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (SCDPRT) and SCE&G’s Recreation Brochure.

7.0 SHORELINE ACTIVITIES/DEVELOPMENT PERMITTING

7.1 General


It is the policy of the SCE&G Lake Management Department to authorize certain private uses of and/or acts upon Project land by permit when such uses or acts are compatible with the public interest and comply with the requirements of the license for Project 516.  It is the Company’s position that the shorelines of Lake Murray are to be managed and protected in a manner that will protect the environmental and aesthetic integrity of the existing shoreline.  The Lake Murray Shoreline Management Plan plays an integral part in protecting the area’s natural and man-made resources.

Be advised, SCE&G does not guarantee daily or annual usable water access to the waters of the Lake Murray.  Each lot along the shoreline will have different slopes and contours that will determine water depth in front of the lot.  The fluctuation of the reservoir will, at times, limit or restrict the use of some docks on the lake shoreline.  Not all SCE&G reserves the right for final design and placement of docks, marinas, etc.

7.2 Docks

SCE&G requires that anyone desiring to make major repairs, replace, add to, or construct a dock must file an application for a permit, which must be issued prior to start of construction.  Docks, whether fixed or floating, must not interfere with surface water activities or navigation and must be compatible with scenic values in the vicinity.  Dock construction is not to endanger health, create a nuisance, or otherwise be incompatible with overall Project recreation use.  Use of common docks will be encouraged where practical.  SCE&G requires that all docks, fixed, floating or combinations, be inspected by SCE&G agents to comply with Section 7, and that an inspection decal be prominently displayed on the approved dock.  Ultimately, the placement and design of all docks is under the authority of SCE&G, as landowner.  SCE&G will work with applicants to develop an acceptable plan

The following guidelines apply to permits for the creation, replacement, or addition of any dock.  Drawings depicting dock specifications is provided as Attachment XX.

7.2.1 Private Individual Docks


General requirements for individual docks are as follows:


· A minimum lot width of 100 feet along the 360-foot contour is required before an individual residential dock application will be considered.

· All docks must be kept in good repair.

· Lots measuring less than 100 feet in width platted prior to 1989 where the adjacent lots have existing docks may be considered for limited size docks.

· No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a residential or common area dock.

· Private docks, fixed or floating or combination of the two, may generally be up to 750 sq. feet in overall size and 75 feet in length provided they do not interfere with navigation or restrict access to adjoining property.

· Floating docks may be moved out as the Lake level recedes provided they do not interfere with adjacent property owner’s access.

· Docks may be longer where conformity with existing structures would be practical and in cases where exception would be desirable due to curvature or slope of the shoreline.

· The decking of the fixed walkway must be built above the 360 contour.

· Docks must be located a minimum of 15 feet from adjacent property lines and the projected extension should not cross over the imaginary projected lot lines.


· The projection of the imaginary property line is a management tool to assist Lake Management Representatives and may be waived under certain circumstances.

· Covers on docks are not permissible unless the covered portion is located within 16 feet of the 360 contour.

· Hand railing is permissible provided the sides are not enclosed. 


· No sinks, toilets, showers, or fueling systems are permitted.

· Flotation for floating docks must be encased or encapsulated flotation.

· No permanent screening or enclosures are permitted.

· Docks must be single story structures.


7.2.2 Private Common Docks


Common docks to provide lake access may be permitted for two residential lots.  Each property owner participating in a common dock must have a minimum of 75 feet along the 360 foot contour interval (lake high water mark).  Common docks are encouraged and may be mandated in certain circumstances as an alternative to individual docks and will be required on property with inadequate lake frontage, or in such other circumstances that SCE&G deems appropriate.  Private common docks shall follow all of the guidelines described for private individual docks.

7.2.3 Community Access Areas – Boat Ramps and Courtesy Docks


Community access areas consist of boat ramps and courtesy docks open to property owners who have lake access associated with a lakeside development.  General requirements for community access development are as follows:


· Initial consultation and site inspection by a SCE&G Lake Management representative is required for development of common access areas.


· Common areas must be located within the confines of the proposed development with a minimum of 100 feet to the nearest adjoining property, or a buildable lot designated on both sides of the common area with a minimum linear shoreline footage of 100 feet.

· All common areas must have a minimum of 100 feet of linear shoreline.  Common areas serving more than 50 property/residential units must have an additional 1.5 feet of linear shoreline per property/residential unit served.

· No common access area, dock, or ramp will be permitted in a cove less than 200 feet wide measured from the 360’ to 360’ contour across the cove.

· County Zoning Requirements:  SCE&G requires a letter from the County Zoning Administration stating that the proposed site location meets existing County regulations to construct a Boat Ramp or Courtesy Dock.

· Existing slope and water depth must accommodate ramp and dock at a minimum lake level elevation of 352 feet. Ramps will be constructed of reinforced concrete and may not exceed 12 feet wide.

· Common access areas serving 10 or fewer property/residential units will meet the established existing guidelines for private docks, generally permitting up to 750 square feet in size and 75 feet in length. Common access areas serving more than 10 property/residential units may be eligible for a slip dock.

· No destruction or removal of critical shoreline vegetation growing below the 360' contour will be permitted for the installation of a boat ramp or dock.  Critical vegetation includes, but is not limited to, button bush, willows and significant hardwood species (see Section V. E. for information on critical vegetation).

· From the end of the proposed courtesy dock there must be a minimum of 150 feet across the cove to the 360' contour on the opposite shore.  Clearance between structures on opposing banks must be a minimum of 75 feet.

· All common access docks are approved for short term day use only.

7.2.4 Private Multi-Slip


In lieu of individual docks, multi-slip docks may be permitted based on shoreline footage.  Under certain conditions, private land owners may voluntarily establish ‘Greenspaces’ within the shoreline, which are undeveloped lands that have been set aside and maintained as vegetated areas.  The presence of Greenspaces are used to help determine eligibility for multi-slip development.  The following specifications apply to private multi slip docks:

· To participate in the multi-slip dock program the development must have a minimum of 500 feet of shoreline.  Property with less than 500 feet will be evaluated for individual or shared docks.

· Two slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with a minimum 50-foot Greenspace.  Up to 1.5 slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with no associated Greenspaces or ESA shoreline.

· One slip will be allowed for each 100 feet of shoreline with an ESA.  And 1.5 slips per 100 ft of ESA shoreline with a minimum 50 ft Greenspace on the entire shoreline.

· Fractions of slips for properties without a Greenspace will be rounded down to an even number of slips (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded down to 14 slips).  Fractions of slips for properties with Greenspace will be rounded up (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded up to 16 slips).

· No individual dock will be permitted within a multi-slip dock development.

· The outside edge of all multi-slip docks at the 360’ contour line must be a minimum of 150 feet from the nearest common property line (e.g., adjoining properties), or meet minimum County zoning requirements; which ever provides for greater distance.  A graphic illustration of this requisite is provided in Attachment XY.

· Final placement of the multi-slip facility will be subject to SCE&G Lake Management approval.

· A minimum distance of 500 feet, measured from the 360’ contour elevation, is required across coves.


· The minimum 50-foot Greenspace Landscape Plan that must be consistent with the established Buffer Zone Management Plan. Guidelines shall be submitted and approved by SCE&G Lake Management.

· Access to multi-slip docks must be provided by the developer. 


· An access path will be allowed in the Greenspace and must be identified in the Greenspace Landscape Plan.

· SCE&G requires the developer to establish a homeowner’s association to administer the neighborhood multi-slip dock program.  The Greenspace should be deeded to the homeowner’s association.  SCE&G encourages the homeowner’s association to create an environmental stewardship committee within the homeowner’s association to help monitor the Greenspace.


· Multi-slip dock facilities that accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

7.2.5 Commercial Marinas (Inclusive of Sail Clubs and Public Marinas)


The development and expansion of new or existing commercial docks that are open to the general public for profit will be negotiated on a case by case basis.  The necessary Federal, State and Local approved permits must be obtained before final approval by SCE&G and FERC.

General requirements for commercial marinas are as follows:


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating twenty 
(20) watercraft or fewer at a time will be permitted any closer than ¼-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.

· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than ½-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility. 


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than 1-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.


· Any proposed Commercial Marina facility located within the ½ (¼)
 -mile radius of an existing facility but separated by a peninsula will be located on the opposite side of the peninsula and will be required to have a minimum linear shoreline distance along the 360’ contour of three (3)(1)
 miles between the existing and proposed Multi-use facility.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time must be located a minimum of 150 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 250 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 300 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· The proposed Commercial Marina should be located within the confines of the imaginary projected property lines as they extend lakeward.


· Commercial Marina facilities must be located a minimum of 100 feet from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA).


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating Twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 350 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 500 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 750 feet extending from the 360’ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· No Commercial Marina facility may encroach or extend more than one-third the distance across any cove area or waterway.


· A maximum development limit of three hundred (300)
 on-water slips to accommodate watercraft will be permitted.  The buildout period must conform to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and SCDHEC permit time frame.

· No
 Commercial Marina facilities will be permitted to have covers over the requested slips
.


· Excavations for Commercial Marina facilities to improve public access may be considered on a case-by-case basis with consultation with appropriate State and federal resource agencies and regulatory authorities.

· The construction or use of Commercial Marina facilities must in no way be detrimental to the existing water quality.


· Applicant will be required to conduct a 5-year Baseline Environmental Water Quality Monitoring Plan – see attached sheet.

· Commercial Marina facilities with greater than ten (10) watercraft or which accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

· Commercial Marina facilities must provide public restrooms.


· Commercial Marina facilities are encouraged to provide public fishing access areas.


· Commercial Marina facilities must comply with all local, county, state and federal regulations.

· Applicant must sign and complete the Commercial Marina Application Agreement before SCE&G will process a permit request.

· No local, state or federal agency, nor SCE&G may construct, operate or lease a marina within ten (10) miles of an existing marina.

· Existing marinas may expand, remodel, and/or rebuild within their existing footprint with the approval of the local, state and federal agencies.

7.2.6 Watercraft Limitations


No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be allowed to permanently dock at a residential or common area dock.  Watercraft exceeding 30 feet must be docked at a Commercial marina or multi-slip facility with pump out facilities. 


7.2.7 Dock Modifications


Major dock modifications that may temporarily or permanently affect the land or water of the shoreline require submittal of a permit application.  However, general maintenance and repairs of docks such as replacing boards, etc. do not require permitting.  Dock owners’ are encouraged to contact SCE&G’s Lake Management Department at (803) 217-9221 for more information and guidance regarding the need for a permit to conduct dock work.

7.3 Boat Ramps


When feasible, SCE&G encourages the use of boat ramps at public and semi-public facilities versus construction of private ramps.  The following specifications apply to boat ramp construction:


· Ramps may be up to 12 feet wide and required length to be functional.  Public and semi -public ramps may be granted a variance.


· Ramps will be constructed of concrete.  Asphalt compounds or petroleum base products are prohibited.

· All ramps should be located as not to interfere with neighboring property owners. Adjoining property owners are encouraged to agree to common use of the ramp.  A copy of the written agreement between participating property owners will be furnished to SCE&G.

7.4 Boat Lifts


The following specifications apply to the construction of boat lifts:


· All boat lifts will be constructed at the owners’ dock.

· Boat lifts should be located as not to interfere with the adjoining property owners’ access.

· Only one boat lift will be approved per dock.

· No covers are to be constructed over boatlifts.

7.5 Personal Watercraft Lifts


Personal Watercraft lifts will require a permit from SCE&G.

7.6 Marine Railways


· Marine railways are permitted for access to the lake from facilities located above the 360 foot contour.

· Railways constructed below the 360 foot contour area are restricted to two-foot elevation above the natural lake basin.


7.7 Floating Platforms or Tubes





7.8 Water Removal


Commercial and residential requests for water withdrawals require a permit through SCE&G.  Water removal permits for residential property will be for irrigation purposes only.  Applicants should contact SCE&G Lake Management Department for permit applications and additional information.  If there is a conflict between the proposed water removal and the public interest, the application will be rejected.  If no conflict is identified, the application may be forwarded to FERC for approval.  However, SCE&G will not endorse such applications.  SCE&G will impose limits in granting permits for approved applications.  The applicant will be required to compensate SCE&G for water withdrawn and to bear expenses of filing the application.

A commercial application to withdraw water from the lake must include the following information:


· a complete description of the purpose for the removal;

· removal processes to be used;

· volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters;

· copies of all required local, state, and federal permits and reports; and

· required fee.

7.9 Erosion Control (Shoreline Stabilization)


All shoreline stabilization efforts, including construction or repair of riprapping, seawalls, retaining walls and bioengineering, must be approved in writing by SCE&G Lake Management prior to implementation and/or construction.  Furthermore, there are some areas of the lake where facilities may not be permitted because of environmental considerations, development patterns, physical lake characteristics, impacts to cultural resources, or other reasons.

Adjoining property owners should be aware that conducting any shoreline stabilization activities at a federally licensed hydroelectric project (e.g., Saluda Hydroelectric Project, FERC Project No. P-516) is a privilege that can only be granted with authorization from the Licensee.  Since every possible situation cannot be anticipated, SCE&G Lake Management reserves the right to make special rulings in cases not specifically covered by these guidelines.  Shoreline stabilization projects must adhere to the following specifications.

· The applicant must be the owner of the tract of land immediately adjoining the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) or SCE&G-owned buffer  zone, or have the written permission of the easement property owner on water rights tracts (e.g., where SCE&G only has a flowage easement).

· SCE&G Lake Management will hold the applicant fully responsible for ongoing adherence with the current SMP, including maintaining structures in good repair.  This responsibility transfers automatically along with ownership.

· Prior to beginning any activity/construction within the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation), the applicant must obtain all necessary governmental permits or approvals, and written authorization from SCE&G Lake Management.

· Consultation with SCDNR and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) will be required for stabilization that exceeds 500 linear feet of shoreline. 

· The SCDHEC may require an individual permit for large shoreline stabilization projects.

· In order to protect aquatic resources, shoreline stabilization activities shall typically be performed when water elevation is below the work area.  When the water elevation is above the work area, critical/emergency shoreline stabilization activities may be performed in the inundated work area during the months of July through February.

· The applicant should make every reasonable effort to minimize any adverse impact on fish, wildlife, shoreline vegetation and other natural resources.


· New or expanding stabilization activities (excluding bio-engineering) may not be undertaken within a 50-foot offset from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) classification as identified in the SMP.  All shoreline stabilization activities affecting an ESA will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

· Minimal clearing below the high water mark (360-foot elevation) is allowed to create corridors for equipment access for stabilization projects.  Access corridors should be incorporated into fixed pier/dock access corridors (i.e. foot paths) where practical.  Vegetation removed to accommodate construction access for shoreline stabilization shall be replaced with native vegetation.

· Shoreline stabilization activities are limited to the eroded bank.  Any unavoidable impacts to existing emergent aquatic vegetation, as a result of stabilization installation, require the replanting of vegetation in the impacted area(s).

· Bio-engineering is a preferred shoreline stabilization technique and is encouraged, especially in eroded areas associated with emergent aquatic vegetation.  Applicants are encouraged to avoid activities (including stabilization) that could have an adverse impact upon existing native aquatic plants.

· Approved bioengineering techniques are generally required for eroded banks of two feet or less of erosional scarp.  Approved bioengineering and/or vegetated riprap techniques are preferred for eroded banks exceeding two feet of erosional scarp.


· The type of plantings utilized in bioengineering and landscape-planting projects should be native to South Carolina, and must be reviewed and approved by SCE&G Lake Management prior to introduction.

· Rip rap installed below the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation) in vegetated areas must be limited to one layer deep to allow spaces between the stone for vegetation recruitment.

· Riprap material must be SCDOT Class B, or larger, quarry-run stone, natural stone, or other material approved by SCE&G.  Tires, scrap metal, crushed block, construction/demolition debris, or other types of material, are not allowed for stabilization.

· Riprap use should be limited to only that area necessary to adequately stabilize the existing eroded bank.  Riprap should be confined to the area between 6 feet below the high water mark (360 foot elevation) and high water mark (360 foot elevation) except where the entire placement is on/above severely eroded banks.  These areas must be sloped back or terraced to provide minimum bank stability.


· Stabilization of eroded banks that are 2 feet in height or higher, or that are not associated with emergent aquatic vegetation, can be stabilized using SCDOT Class B or larger size riprap with filter cloth, bio-engineering using significant live staking and planting, or other forms of bio-engineering within the riprap.


· Retaining walls are only allowed for erosion control where the average eroded bank height is greater than 3 feet and the wall is constructed at the high water mark (360’ contour elevation).  Earth fills below the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) are prohibited.


· A layer of riprap (SCDOT Class B or larger) extending 6 feet lake-ward from full pond must be placed along the entire base of all retaining walls. The 6-foot requirement is measured vertically for steep slopes and horizontally for more gradual slopes where the vertical requirement would prove impractical.

· No sand shall be placed below the 360’ contour.  Effective measures must be used to keep sand from migrating below the 360’ contour.


7.10 Excavation Activities

Excavating of soils can release erodable earth material into the environment if precautions are not taken.  SCE&G monitors excavation activities by requiring that a permit be obtained for work performed below the 360’ contour.  All authorized excavations must be in accordance with SCE&G specifications and requirements, which may include an environmental assessment plan or report.  Any permitted excavation work must meet the following specifications:


· SCE&G Lake Management Department must be notified prior to commencement and upon completion of work.

· All displaced soil must be taken off site or otherwise stabilized above the 360’ contour in accordance with SCE&G requirements if in Richland, Saluda and Newberry Counties, and in accordance with recommendations of the Lexington County Sediment Control Representative if in Lexington County.

· A 4 to 1 slope is the maximum slope allowed.


· All excavating must be done directly in front of the applicant's property and below the 354’ contour, unless otherwise approved by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.

· No excavation will be permitted in a wooded or vegetated area, or other areas that may be identified by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.  The protection of shallow water habitat must be considered at all times.  A Lake Management representative will designate the area to be excavated.


· Excavation activities generally will not be allowed between January 15 and October 1.  Exceptions may be granted by SCE&G based on hydrological or meteorological conditions.  Permits are valid for one (1) year from the date of issue only.  See date on approved permit.


· Water must not cover the excavation site during excavation activities.


· The contractor must have a copy of the approved permit and drawing while on the job site at all times.


· All excavation must be completed by using the following equipment:  (1) dragline; (2) track backhoe; or other equipment approved by Lake Management personnel.


7.11 Prohibited Activities


The following activities are prohibited on Lake Murray.  These prohibitions will be enforced by SCE&G or an appropriate State or Federal agency.

7.11.1 360-Foot Contour (High Water Mark)


· Earth fills and non-permitted structures such as retaining walls, docks, ramps, etc. below the 360’ contour are prohibited.  Any that occurred prior to January 1, 1974, will be handled on a case by case basis.

· No sand will be placed below the 360’ contour elevation.

· No Fences below the 360’ contour or the Buffer Zone.

7.11.2 75-Foot Buffer Zone


As explained previously, all SCE&G property between the adjacent back property and the waters of Lake Murray lies within that area defined and managed as a Protected Buffer Zone.  The following activities are prohibited within the Buffer Zone:


· No fixed structures.

· No land-based structures, storage buildings, shelters, patios, gazebos, fences, swimming pools, satellite dish, signs, boat storage, and other water craft or automobiles without written consent from the Lake Management Department.

· No septic tanks and/or drain fields.

· No planting of grass except as a permitted erosion control measure.

· No storage or stockpiling of construction material.

· No vegetation removal of any type except in a permitted 10-foot wide access path to the shoreline.

· No limbing or trimming of Buffer Zone vegetation to create views or visual corridors.

· No overnight camping or fires.

· No unauthorized removal of merchantable timber.


7.11.3 General


· No roofs or covers over docks unless it is within 16 feet of the 360’ contour.


· No roofs or covers over Boat Lifts.


· No boathouses.

· No fueling facilities permitted on dock.

· No mooring.

· No water craft exceeding 30 Feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a Private Dock.  Docking for more than 14 days is considered to be permanent for the purpose of this provision.

· No excavation/dredging above the 354’ contour or in shallow water habitat and ESA’s.

· No effluent discharges.

· Drive on docks will not be permitted in addition to an existing floating dock.


· Permanent screening or enclosures will not be allowed on Fixed Seating Areas of Docks.


· No Upland Water Gardens will be permitted to drain into the Lake.


· No spraying of herbicides in the waters of Lake Murray.

7.12 Access Path

Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the 75-foot buffer zone.  For lands sold as of xx, back property owners are allowed to create an access path that measures 10-foot wide and leads down to the lake.  To prevent erosion and to protect the aesthetics of the shoreline the route should not be direct and instead will have a meandering design.  No trees larger than 10 inches at breast height can be removed within the access path .  A Lake Management representative must identify and designate the location of access paths.


7.13 Limited Brushing


For 75-foot buffer zones that are established after approval of the 2007 SMP, SCE&G will maintain a policy of no-disturbance of vegetation.  Limited brushing will not be allowed on these lands under any circumstances.  There may be no vegetation removal below the 360’ ft contour without prior approval from SCE&G.

For buffer zones established prior to approval of the 2007 SMP, limited brushing of adjacent properties by the back property owner may be allowed to remove exotic and invasive vegetation.  Permission will only be granted by SCE&G Lake Management after a site visit with the applicant to assess the need for brushing.  Once limited brushing is completed according to the permit, the applicant may maintain the site in said condition.

In general, certain critical vegetation cannot be removed when limited brushing is permitted.  Some species and types of vegetation provide important benefits such as bank stabilization, water quality functions, habitat, shade in near shore environments, and terrestrial input for aquatic ecosystems.  For the purposes of a limited brushing permit, the following vegetation can not be cleared:

		· Black gum

		· Oaks

		· Sycamore



		· Black willow

		· Persimmon

		· Tag alder



		· Buttonbush

		· River birch

		· Tulip poplar



		· Cottonwood

		· Some hardwood species

		· Water Hickory



		· Green ash

		

		





Plants that can be cleared through limited brushing are generally undesirable species that are invasive and in some cases, exotic.  Included in this group are the following:

· Vines such as green briars, Japanese honey suckle, poison ivy, poison oak, wisteria, and kudzu;

· Shrubs such as black berry and privet;

· Trees such as mimosa and Bradford Pear; and

· Trees that are dead and create a hazard may also be removed.

Some selective clearing of native, non-invasive species will be allowed through limited brushing.  Generally, this will include certain softwood species that are less than 3 inches diameter at breast height (dbh).  Species that could be cleared in this category include the following:

		· Loblolly pine

		· Red maple



		· Longleaf pine

		· Sweetgum



		· Red cedar

		· Virginia pine





Any vegetation that does not meet the above listed criteria, but the back property owner would still like to remove, will have to be addressed individually with SCE&G Lake Management Staff.  It is likely that any tree removal that is not consistent with limited brushing, as outlined above, will have to be mitigated and may include revocation of the property owner’s dock permit.

7.14 Woody Debris Management

Submerged and shoreline woody debris provides habitat for many species of fish,  macroinvertebrates, birds, reptiles and mammals. It also helps protect the shoreline from erosion.  As a baseline, SCE&G maintains a policy of no-disturbance for any and all woody debris unless its removal is necessary for reasons of health and human safety, or the debris is so minimal that it is insignificant in the provision of fish or wildlife habitat.  Under some conditions, ,approval may be granted to remove particular woody material.  SCE&G’s woody debris management policy may allow the removal of woody debris below elevation 360’ if it poses a clear safety or navigation concern, is brought to the attention of SCE&G’s Lake Management Department personnel (Lake Management), and is approved by Lake Management.  Guidelines for particular woody debris is as follows:

7.14.1 Submerged Woody Debris


· SCE&G’s Shoreline Management Program allows limited removal of shoreline vegetation necessary for the construction and installation of docks and other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G prior to removing shoreline woody debris below the 360 foot contour.

· If a dock is proposed for an area that contains significant, stable woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock.

· For tree stumps which pose a material threat to safety, landowners may be allowed to cut them off to an appropriate level, depending on expected water depth and proximity to docks and other activity-related facilities.


7.14.2 Floating Woody Debris


· Floating woody debris, may be removed by SCE&G, SCDNR, or any member of the boating public when encountered if it is reasonably considered a material public safety issue or impediment to navigation.

· The debris is typically removed from open water areas and taken to the shoreline.

· SCE&G encourages that it be secured onshore in undeveloped areas, preferably in areas not readily available to boaters for high speed navigation, such as the backs of coves and/or undeveloped lands.


7.14.3 Shoreline Woody Debris


Shoreline woody debris is managed in a manner similar to submerged woody debris:


· Limited removal of shoreline woody debris may be permitted to accommodate construction and installation of docks or other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Should a dock be proposed for an area that contains significant shoreline woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock or prohibit the dock altogether.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G to remove shoreline woody debris below the 360’ foot contour.

· Unauthorized removal of stable shoreline woody debris may result in the cancellation of dock permits and/or other shoreline amenity permits and a requirement that there be appropriate mitigation for the improper woody debris removal.


· Shoreline woody debris agreed by SCE&G to be a navigation hazard may be removed.


7.15 Permitting Application Procedure

The following application procedure applies for all project requiring a permit issued by SCE&G.  Such activities or developments include the following:

· New construction, additions or replacement of structures


· Erosion control projects

· Excavations

· Water removal


The applicant will be required to apply to SCE&G in writing and submit the following:

· A copy of applicant’s deed and plat to the property reflecting, among other things, county tax map information.

· Sketch showing location, design and dimensions of the proposed structure, or the type and location of erosion control proposed.  Excavation  projects will require a drawing to scale of area to be excavated.

· Commercial applications to withdraw water from the lake also must include a complete description of the purpose for the removal and processes to be used, the volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters.

· Applications for an excavation not exceeding 150 cubic yards can be processed by SCE&G personnel.  Any commercial excavation or individual excavation exceeding 150 cubic yards must be processed through the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and State agencies.


· Permitting fee required.

· Specific directions by land to applicant’s property on Lake Murray.

· Required local, state and federal permits and/or reports.  Lake Management Department of SCE&G will assist in preparation of required local, state and federal permits.


7.16 Permitting Fee


SCE&G has charged a one-time processing fee for its efforts in managing various activities around the lakes.  Permit fees are due with the applications.  If an application is denied the permit fee will be returned.

Annual Administration Fee:
$X.00

7.17 Violations


SCE&G conducts annual surveys of the land below the 360-ft contour to inventory and inspect docks built and permitted throughout the year.  Dock applicants are responsible for maintaining their structures in good repair and safe condition.  If at any time a dock is determined by a SCE&G Lake Management representative to be in disrepair or a hazardous condition, it must be repaired or removed from the Lake Murray waters immediately.  SCE&G reserves the right to remove any dock on its property as conditions warrant.

SCE&G also makes note of unauthorized structures during their surveys, and urge residents and other lake visitors to report what they believe may be unauthorized activity below the 360-ft contour as well as in 75-ft buffer zones.  SCE&G Lake Management representatives will issue Stop Work Directives for any violations that are detected on SCE&G property.  Any unauthorized clearing of the trees or underbrush will result in the immediate cancellation of an individual’s dock permit as well as action to require re-vegetation of the affected area.  Removal of merchantable timber will require reimbursement to SCE&G Company subject to valuation of the Land Department.  Additional, consequences for violations may include loss of consideration for future permits, fines, or legal action.

7.18 Miscellaneous


· Deeds, permits or other instruments affecting Project 516 lands and waters will contain all standard covenants customarily imposed upon project property and such other covenants as in the sole discretion of SCE&G may be desirable or appropriate.  The instrument may contain indemnity clauses and insurance provisions.

· Permitting fees do not constitute a charge for admission to Project lands.

· SCE&G retains the right to vary the amount of inspection fees.

· No vested right or rights enforceable by third parties are created by SCE&G’s Policies or Procedures.


Maps of Lake Murray showing public and commercial landings, parks, shoal markings and other information are available free of charge from SCE&G.  Inquiries concerning policies, procedures, applications or regulations as outlined in this booklet, or requests for maps or applications, should be directed to SCE&G:


South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

Lake Murray Management Department

Columbia, South Carolina 29218

Telephone (803) 217-9221



South Carolina Electric & Gas Company


Lake Murray Management Department


Mail Code 096

Columbia, South Carolina 29218
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�Change to twenty (20) per the meeting


�Change to twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty – five (125)per  the meeting





�Change to twenty-six (126) per  the meeting





�Change to ¼ mile peninsulas are narrow, most under ¼ mile


�Change to 1 mile same as radius, what difference straight line or along curved contour


�This number should be allowed to be larger in special instances where marinas conform to all other guidelines 


�Delete the word “No”


�Add – on a case by case basis.


�What about these?







From: Alison Guth
To: Theresa Thom; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bud Badr; 

Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); 
Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; Jennifer Hand; Jim Glover; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mike Waddell; 
Milton Quattlebaum (mquattlebaum@scana.com); Prescott Brownell; 
Randy Mahan; Ron Ahle; Scott Harder; Shane Boring; Steve Summer; 
Brandon Kulik; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: IFIM Workshops
Date: Wednesday, December 05, 2007 11:31:18 AM

Hello all, 
Just a reminder that the IFIM workshop will be held next Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 
11, 12, and 13.  If you have not already RSVP'ed for all or some of the day's, please do so.  The 
meetings will be held at the Lake Murray Training Center.  Thanks! Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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Carl Bussells

Subject: IFIM workshop
Location: Lake Murray Training Center

Start: Wed 12/12/2007 9:30 AM
End: Wed 12/12/2007 3:30 PM
Show Time As: Tentative

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Not yet responded

Required Attendees: Fish & Wildlife TWC - IFIM/Aquatic Habitat

Hello all,

We are planning a 3 day IFIM workshop on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 11th, 12th and 13th.  This 
workshop will be held at the Lake Murray Training Center.  Also, we anticipate issuing the IFIM report by November 9th.  
Please RSVP for these meetings by December 3rd.  I will be sending out two more notices for this meeting for the 12th 
and 13th, so that it will reserve the dates for those of you that use Outlook.  Thanks!  Alison

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124



From: Carl Sundius
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Input on the Permitting hand book
Date: Friday, December 21, 2007 4:41:43 PM
Attachments: Permitting Handbook 2007-11-06.doc 

Alison
 
Hope you have a great Christmas and a Happy New  Year
 
See you next year
 
Carl

mailto:CSundius@SC.RR.com
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Work of clearing the site for the Saluda River Hydroelectric Development was started in April of 1927 under a permit granted by the Federal Power Commission to the Lexington Water Power Company.  In July of 1930 Lake Murray reached an elevation of 300 feet.  The following December, the first electric power, 10,000 kilowatts, was delivered.

At the time of its completion, Saluda Dam was the largest earth dam in cubical content for power purposes in the world.  The dam itself is 211 feet high and contains over 11 million cubic yards of material.  Lake Murray is 41 miles long and 14 miles wide at its widest point and contains 763 billion gallons of water.  It has a shoreline of approximately 650 miles including the islands.

Lake Murray experiences considerable water level fluctuations.  In the Saluda River watershed, about 75 percent of the normal rainfall comes in the first six months of the calendar year.  The lake level can reach 360 feet; however the normal high lake level is usually reached in May at about 358 feet above mean sea level.  When rainfall decreases during the summer months and the demand for power increases, the elevation begins to drop with a normal minimum of about 350 feet elevation coming in the fall of the year.

Over the years, Lake Murray has been, and still is, a major power generation source and provider of recreational and commercial resources for the residents and visitors of South Carolina.  In the late 1960’s a rapid change in the character and rate of development of the lake began to take place due primarily to Lake Murray’s close proximity to the Columbia Metropolitan area.  Today, there are numerous formal recreation sites dispersed around Lake Murray that support boat launches, marinas, boat slips, wet and dry storage, campgrounds, picnic areas, beaches, fishing areas and piers, trails, and playgrounds.  The irregular shoreline perimeter, with its numerous forested peninsulas, inlets and islands, provide excellent outdoor recreational opportunities.  The shoreline also supports many permanent residences.

As development increases, however, the very values that attract families and visitors to the lake can be threatened unless a substantial effort is made to protect the lake environment from degradation.  South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (SCE&G), as owner and Licensee of Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Project No. 516, realizes the need for formulation of rules and regulations to promote and enhance the recreational potential of Lake Murray and protect its environmental quality while continuing to use Lake Murray as a major part of SCE&G’s power production capabilities.

SCE&G manages its lands around Lake Murray according to a Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), which is designed to comply with the terms of the Project License, regulations, and orders of the FERC.  Its aim is to provide a balance between shoreline development, recreational use, and environmental protection.  A component of the SMP is SCE&G’s Permitting Program, which is operated under a general permit (GP) issued by the US Corps of Engineers and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC).  This GP authorizes SCE&G to be the residential permitting authority on Lake Murray.  Project proponents and lake users must obtain appropriate permit(s) for various activities and developments, and must adhere to the established regulations that help protect the lake shoreline and waters.  SCE&G’s Lake Management Department is responsible for enforcing FERC directives regarding unauthorized uses of Lake Murray waters and land below the 360-foot contour elevation.  FERC directives require SCE&G to prevent or halt unauthorized actions by taking measures to stop such actions.

Regulations and policies affecting the Lake Murray shoreline and waters, and the specifics of SCE&G’s Permitting Program are detailed in this Handbook.  More information is available by contacting the Lake Management Department at xxx.

2.0 LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS

SCE&G has identified four distinct land management classifications for the land within the Project boundary (PBL).  Although SCE&G aims to manage their lands according to this classification system, the public has the right to access SCE&G-owned lands regardless of classification, with the exception of lands reserved and used for Project operations.  The classifications consist of Multi-purpose, Public Recreation, Natural Areas, and Project Operations, which are described below.

2.1 Multi-Purpose


Multi-purpose lands include lands owned by SCE&G, lands sold by SCE&G as well as lands never owned but over which SCE&G retained certain easement rights.  All of the lands are contained within the PBL.  Generally, SCE&G divides them into four general types: easement, commercial, 75-foot buffer zone, and future development lands.


2.1.1 Easement


Lands that SCE&G has sold/or never owned but holds and retains easements on within the PBL.  These lands may support a variety of uses including privately run commercial ventures and residential developments.

2.1.2 Commercial


SCE&G manages lands within this sub-classification primarily through their permitting program, which guides new or modified developments (e.g., expansion of existing facilities) as detailed in this document (see Section VII).  Such uses include the following:


· Commercial and private marinas and yacht clubs (for-profit and nonresidential);


· Commercial docks, boat ramps, bulkheads, and other supporting facilities.


· Commercial RV parks, hotels, resorts, bait shops, boat tours, etc.;


· Restaurants, eateries and bars with shoreline access such as docks, decks, etc.;


· Golf courses with lake access facilities; and

· Industrial facilities.

2.1.3 75-Foot Setback/Buffer Zone

A 75-foot wide vegetated buffer zone, located between the 360-foot contour and the back property development, is maintained adjacent to all easement lands sold by SCE&G after the issuance of the 1984 license.  Buffer zone lands are maintained as vegetated areas intended to protect and enhance the Project’s scenic, recreational and environmental values in the area bordering the Lake Murray shoreline.  Buffer Zones associated with lands sold after 2006 will be managed as non-disturbance areas.

Use of SCE&G’s 75-foot buffer zone is entirely at the discretion of SCE&G as landowner.  Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the buffer zone, but are not permitted to encroach on the land without written consent from SCE&G (see Section VII-K for information on limited brushing policies for Buffer Zones established with lands sold prior 2006).

2.1.4 Future Development


Lands classified as future development are SCE&G-owned and located between the 360-foot contour and the PBL.  They are available for sell to and development by the back property with certain restrictions encompassed in SCE&G’s permitting program, as detailed in this document (See Section VII), and regulated by FERC.

2.2 Public Recreation


SCE&G lands devoted to public recreation include existing parks, properties set aside for future recreation, and publicly available islands owned by SCE&G.  SCE&G manages the areas individually based on the specific, designated recreational activities including swimming, picnicking, boat launching, etc.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site that provides formal camping; however, individuals can also camp on SCE&G -owned islands and other lands such as Bundrick Island, River Bend, and Sunset.


SCE&G also manages forest resources on its lands that are available for public recreation although recreation is only one of several uses.  Forest resources located within ¼ - mile of Lake Murray are managed according to the South Carolina Forestry Commission’s Best Management Practices.  SCE&G does not allow logging in certain areas, such as cliffs, steep slopes, or atypical groups of trees.

2.3 Natural Areas


Natural areas consist of lands that warrant special protection because they provide important habitat for various wildlife species, including the recreational fishery.  Large wetland areas, areas having cultural and/or historical significance, and Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA)s are also included in the natural areas classification are protected.  ESAs are generally located below the 360-foot contour (high water mark).

Natural Areas are not available for sale, nor are docks, excavations, or shoreline activity permitted in these areas.  In addition, ESAs in natural areas have a 50-foot natural buffer zone designated around them.  SCE&G prohibits clearing of vegetation within ESAs contained within natural areas, below the 360-foot contour, or within buffer zones associated with these areas.


2.4 Project Operations


SCE&G-owned and managed lands required for operation of the Saluda Project.  Public access to these lands is restricted to ensure public safety or to assure the security of the infrastructure system.


3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES


3.1 General Policy and Purpose


The implementation by SCE&G of the Lake Murray Shoreline Management Program shall maintain and conserve the area’s natural and man-made resources.

The purpose of the policy is to comply with the terms of the Project No. 516 License, the regulations and the orders of the FERC and to assist in providing a balance between recreation and environmental control.


3.2 Water Quality Standards


SCE&G will conduct a continuing water quality monitoring program at Lake Murray.  Waters of Lake Murray are classified as “Freshwater” by the SCDHEC, which are suitable for swimming, fishing and other water-related recreational activities.

3.3 Effluent Discharges


Lake Murray is classified as a no sewage discharge lake.  SCE&G personnel will continue to notify appropriate governmental officials of any unauthorized effluent discharges which are discovered.  Anyone found to have an unauthorized discharge source within the project boundary line will be required to remove it.

Installation of Sewage Pumping Stations at Marinas - Commercial marinas must have facilities to remove effluent wastes from boats pursuant to SCDHEC regulations. 


3.4 Aquatic Plants


The management of the Aquatic Weed Program on Lake Murray is a cooperative agreement between the SCDNR and SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.  To assist the program, Lake visitors are requested to help prevent the spread of aquatic weeds by clearing off boats and trailers before launching into the waters of Lake Murray.

It is against both State and Federal regulations for individuals to spray or treat aquatic growth in the waters of Lake Murray without the necessary permits.  Report all unauthorized spraying or  aquatic weed problems to SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.

3.5 Undeveloped Areas


Undeveloped SCE&G-owned land around the lake is managed by the Land Department.  These properties will be maintained through a sound forest management program, where appropriate, to ensure forest health.  Timber will be managed in a multiple use manner in compliance with the S. C. Forestry Commission Best Management Practices to maintain a balance of quality watershed conditions, recreational opportunities, wildlife habitat and promotion of new timber growth.


3.6 Game Management


Portions of Project lands may be leased to the SCDNR as part of the statewide Game Management Program.  If leased they are open to the public for hunting or other recreational activities.


4.0 EXCLUSION ZONE


Lands categorized as Project Operations house the various Project facilities, buildings, and structures.

5.0 PUBLIC FISHING, BOATING & HUNTING


The SCDNR is responsible for enforcing State rules and regulations regarding fishing, boating, and hunting activities at Lake Murray.  Recreators are encouraged to contact SCDNR at the following address and/or visit their website for information regarding regulations of these activities.

S.C. Department of Natural Resources


Wildlife and Fresh Water Fisheries


1000 Assembly Street


Columbia, South Carolina 29201


(803)734-3886


http://www.dnr.sc.gov/regulations.html

5.1 Fishery Management

The SCDNR maintains an annual stocking program in Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.  Since 1971, over 30 million striped bass have been stocked in Lake Murray at annual rates varying from a low of 8,800 in 1986 to a high of 1,771,761 in 1983.  Trout are not native to the lower Saluda River, and this fishery is also maintained through stocking of sub-adult rainbow and brown trout.  Presently, the SCDNR stocking program runs from early December until mid-April.  The total number of trout stocked annually typically averages around 35,000 but varies annually based primarily on availability of fish from the Walhalla State Fish Hatchery.  Anglers are required to familiarize themselves with State fishing and safety regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address given above.

5.2 Boating Safety

Buoys, signs, and access restrictions may be placed throughout the project as part of the Public Safety Plan, which is on file with FERC.  Public safety measures include warning signs near hazardous areas of the project, buoys in the impoundment that serve to warn or inform boaters of conditions that warrant caution, and restraining devices such as fences around the powerhouse and downstream project area.

Due to operation of the Project, the waters of Lake Murray can fluctuate annually.  Changes in depth may affect boating conditions in various locations.  Also, overhead power lines cross the waters of Lake Murray and should always be approached with caution.  These aspects of the lake environment make it important for boaters and other lake recreators to assume a high degree of personal responsibility for their own safety by being aware and cautious, and following posted warnings.  In addition, recreators must follow the boating rules and regulations as set forth by SCDNR.  They are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.


5.3 Public Hunting

Approximately 6,000 acres of watershed land within and adjacent to Project No. 516 are leased to the SCDNR as a part of the statewide Game Management Program.  This land is located adjacent to the western portions of Lake Murray and in many cases, adjacent to other privately held lands that are also in the management program.  Public hunting areas are shown on Game Management Area Maps available through the SCDNR.  Waterfowl hunting is also available around Lake Murray.  Hunters must familiarize themselves with State hunting rules and regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.

6.0 PUBLIC ACCESS


SCE&G owns 15 formal public access sites on Lake Murray and has set aside 64 SCE&G-owned islands in Lake Murray for public recreation.  Of the 15 formal recreation sites, SCE&G operates 13 of them, and leases the remaining two sites, Dreher Island State Park and Larry L. Koon Boat Landing, to others for use as public recreation.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site to offer overnight uses such as camping and villa rentals.  More information on recreation opportunities including private and commercial recreation sites is available from the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (SCDPRT) and SCE&G’s Recreation Brochure.

7.0 SHORELINE ACTIVITIES/DEVELOPMENT PERMITTING

7.1 General


It is the policy of the SCE&G Lake Management Department to authorize certain private uses of and/or acts upon Project land by permit when such uses or acts are compatible with the public interest and comply with the requirements of the license for Project 516.  It is the Company’s position that the shorelines of Lake Murray are to be managed and protected in a manner that will protect the environmental and aesthetic integrity of the existing shoreline.  The Lake Murray Shoreline Management Plan plays an integral part in protecting the area’s natural and man-made resources.

Be advised, SCE&G does not guarantee daily or annual usable water access to the waters of the Lake Murray.  Each lot along the shoreline will have different slopes and contours that will determine water depth in front of the lot.  The fluctuation of the reservoir will, at times, limit or restrict the use of some docks on the lake shoreline.  Not all SCE&G reserves the right for final design and placement of docks, marinas, etc.

7.2 Docks

SCE&G requires that anyone desiring to make major repairs, replace, add to, or construct a dock must file an application for a permit, which must be issued prior to start of construction.  Docks, whether fixed or floating, must not interfere with surface water activities or navigation and must be compatible with scenic values in the vicinity.  Dock construction is not to endanger health, create a nuisance, or otherwise be incompatible with overall Project recreation use.  Use of common docks will be encouraged where practical.  SCE&G requires that all docks, fixed, floating or combinations, be inspected by SCE&G agents to comply with Section 7, and that an inspection decal be prominently displayed on the approved dock.  Ultimately, the placement and design of all docks is under the authority of SCE&G, as landowner.  SCE&G will work with applicants to develop an acceptable plan

The following guidelines apply to permits for the creation, replacement, or addition of any dock.  Drawings depicting dock specifications is provided as Attachment XX.

7.2.1 Private Individual Docks


General requirements for individual docks are as follows:


· A minimum lot width of 100 feet along the 360-foot contour is required before an individual residential dock application will be considered.

· All docks must be kept in good repair.

· Lots measuring less than 100 feet in width platted prior to 1989 where the adjacent lots have existing docks may be considered for limited size docks.

· No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a residential or common area dock.

· Private docks, fixed or floating or combination of the two, may generally be up to 750 sq. feet in overall size and 75 feet in length provided they do not interfere with navigation or restrict access to adjoining property.

· Floating docks may be moved out as the Lake level recedes provided they do not interfere with adjacent property owner’s access.

· Docks may be longer where conformity with existing structures would be practical and in cases where exception would be desirable due to curvature or slope of the shoreline.

· The decking of the fixed walkway must be built above the 360 contour.

· Docks must be located a minimum of 15 feet from adjacent property lines and the projected extension should not cross over the imaginary projected lot lines.


· The projection of the imaginary property line is a management tool to assist Lake Management Representatives and may be waived under certain circumstances.

· Covers on docks are not permissible unless the covered portion is located within 16 feet of the 360 contour.

· Hand railing is permissible provided the sides are not enclosed. 


· No sinks, toilets, showers, or fueling systems are permitted.

· Flotation for floating docks must be encased or encapsulated flotation.

· No permanent screening or enclosures are permitted.

· Docks must be single story structures.


7.2.2 Private Common Docks


Common docks to provide lake access may be permitted for two residential lots.  Each property owner participating in a common dock must have a minimum of 75 feet along the 360 foot contour interval (lake high water mark).  Common docks are encouraged and may be mandated in certain circumstances as an alternative to individual docks and will be required on property with inadequate lake frontage, or in such other circumstances that SCE&G deems appropriate.  Private common docks shall follow all of the guidelines described for private individual docks.

7.2.3 Community Access Areas – Boat Ramps and Courtesy Docks


Community access areas consist of boat ramps and courtesy docks open to property owners who have lake access associated with a lakeside development.  General requirements for community access development are as follows:


· Initial consultation and site inspection by a SCE&G Lake Management representative is required for development of common access areas.


· Common areas must be located within the confines of the proposed development with a minimum of 100 feet to the nearest adjoining property, or a buildable lot designated on both sides of the common area with a minimum linear shoreline footage of 100 feet.

· All common areas must have a minimum of 100 feet of linear shoreline.  Common areas serving more than 50 property/residential units must have an additional 1.5 feet of linear shoreline per property/residential unit served.

· No common access area, dock, or ramp will be permitted in a cove less than 200 feet wide measured from the 360’ to 360’ contour across the cove.

· County Zoning Requirements:  SCE&G requires a letter from the County Zoning Administration stating that the proposed site location meets existing County regulations to construct a Boat Ramp or Courtesy Dock.

· Existing slope and water depth must accommodate ramp and dock at a minimum lake level elevation of 352 feet. Ramps will be constructed of reinforced concrete and may not exceed 12 feet wide.

· Common access areas serving 10 or fewer property/residential units will meet the established existing guidelines for private docks, generally permitting up to 750 square feet in size and 75 feet in length. Common access areas serving more than 10 property/residential units may be eligible for a slip dock.

· No destruction or removal of critical shoreline vegetation growing below the 360' contour will be permitted for the installation of a boat ramp or dock.  Critical vegetation includes, but is not limited to, button bush, willows and significant hardwood species (see Section V. E. for information on critical vegetation).

· From the end of the proposed courtesy dock there must be a minimum of 150 feet across the cove to the 360' contour on the opposite shore.  Clearance between structures on opposing banks must be a minimum of 75 feet.

· All common access docks are approved for short term day use only.

7.2.4 Private Multi-Slip


In lieu of individual docks, multi-slip docks may be permitted based on shoreline footage.  Under certain conditions, private land owners may voluntarily establish ‘Greenspaces’ within the shoreline, which are undeveloped lands that have been set aside and maintained as vegetated areas.  The presence of Greenspaces are used to help determine eligibility for multi-slip development.  The following specifications apply to private multi slip docks:

· To participate in the multi-slip dock program the development must have a minimum of 500 feet of shoreline.  Property with less than 500 feet will be evaluated for individual or shared docks.

· Two slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with a minimum 50-foot Greenspace.  Up to 1.5 slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with no associated Greenspaces or ESA shoreline.

· One slip will be allowed for each 100 feet of shoreline with an ESA.  And 1.5 slips per 100 ft of ESA shoreline with a minimum 50 ft Greenspace on the entire shoreline.

· Fractions of slips for properties without a Greenspace will be rounded down to an even number of slips (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded down to 14 slips).  Fractions of slips for properties with Greenspace will be rounded up (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded up to 16 slips).

· No individual dock will be permitted within a multi-slip dock development.

· The outside edge of all multi-slip docks at the 360’ contour line must be a minimum of 150 feet from the nearest common property line (e.g., adjoining properties), or meet minimum County zoning requirements; which ever provides for greater distance.  A graphic illustration of this requisite is provided in Attachment XY.

· Final placement of the multi-slip facility will be subject to SCE&G Lake Management approval.

· A minimum distance of 500 feet, measured from the 360’ contour elevation, is required across coves.


· The minimum 50-foot Greenspace Landscape Plan that must be consistent with the established Buffer Zone Management Plan. Guidelines shall be submitted and approved by SCE&G Lake Management.

· Access to multi-slip docks must be provided by the developer. 


· An access path will be allowed in the Greenspace and must be identified in the Greenspace Landscape Plan.

· SCE&G requires the developer to establish a homeowner’s association to administer the neighborhood multi-slip dock program.  The Greenspace should be deeded to the homeowner’s association.  SCE&G encourages the homeowner’s association to create an environmental stewardship committee within the homeowner’s association to help monitor the Greenspace.


· Multi-slip dock facilities that accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

7.2.5 Commercial Marinas (Inclusive of Sail Clubs and Public Marinas)


The development and expansion of new or existing commercial docks that are open to the general public for profit will be negotiated on a case by case basis.  The necessary Federal, State and Local approved permits must be obtained before final approval by SCE&G and FERC.

General requirements for commercial marinas are as follows:


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating twenty 
(20) watercraft or fewer at a time will be permitted any closer than ¼-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.

· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than ½-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility. 


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than 1-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.


· Any proposed Commercial Marina facility located within the ½ (¼)
 -mile radius of an existing facility but separated by a peninsula will be located on the opposite side of the peninsula and will be required to have a minimum linear shoreline distance along the 360’ contour of three (3)(1)
 miles between the existing and proposed Multi-use facility.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time must be located a minimum of 150 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 250 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 300 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· The proposed Commercial Marina should be located within the confines of the imaginary projected property lines as they extend lakeward.


· Commercial Marina facilities must be located a minimum of 100 feet from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA).


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating Twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 350 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 500 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 750 feet extending from the 360’ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· No Commercial Marina facility may encroach or extend more than one-third the distance across any cove area or waterway.


· A maximum development limit of three hundred (300)
 on-water slips to accommodate watercraft will be permitted.  The buildout period must conform to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and SCDHEC permit time frame.

· No
 Commercial Marina facilities will be permitted to have covers over the requested slips
.


· Excavations for Commercial Marina facilities to improve public access may be considered on a case-by-case basis with consultation with appropriate State and federal resource agencies and regulatory authorities.

· The construction or use of Commercial Marina facilities must in no way be detrimental to the existing water quality.


· Applicant will be required to conduct a 5-year Baseline Environmental Water Quality Monitoring Plan – see attached sheet.

· Commercial Marina facilities with greater than ten (10) watercraft or which accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

· Commercial Marina facilities must provide public restrooms.


· Commercial Marina facilities are encouraged to provide public fishing access areas.


· Commercial Marina facilities must comply with all local, county, state and federal regulations.

· Applicant must sign and complete the Commercial Marina Application Agreement before SCE&G will process a permit request.

· No local, state or federal agency, nor SCE&G may construct, operate or lease a marina within ten (10) miles of an existing marina.

· Existing marinas may expand, remodel, and/or rebuild within their existing footprint with the approval of the local, state and federal agencies.

7.2.6 Watercraft Limitations


No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be allowed to permanently dock at a residential or common area dock.  Watercraft exceeding 30 feet must be docked at a Commercial marina or multi-slip facility with pump out facilities. 


7.2.7 Dock Modifications


Major dock modifications that may temporarily or permanently affect the land or water of the shoreline require submittal of a permit application.  However, general maintenance and repairs of docks such as replacing boards, etc. do not require permitting.  Dock owners’ are encouraged to contact SCE&G’s Lake Management Department at (803) 217-9221 for more information and guidance regarding the need for a permit to conduct dock work.

7.3 Boat Ramps


When feasible, SCE&G encourages the use of boat ramps at public and semi-public facilities versus construction of private ramps.  The following specifications apply to boat ramp construction:


· Ramps may be up to 12 feet wide and required length to be functional.  Public and semi -public ramps may be granted a variance.


· Ramps will be constructed of concrete.  Asphalt compounds or petroleum base products are prohibited.

· All ramps should be located as not to interfere with neighboring property owners. Adjoining property owners are encouraged to agree to common use of the ramp.  A copy of the written agreement between participating property owners will be furnished to SCE&G.

7.4 Boat Lifts


The following specifications apply to the construction of boat lifts:


· All boat lifts will be constructed at the owners’ dock.

· Boat lifts should be located as not to interfere with the adjoining property owners’ access.

· Only one boat lift will be approved per dock.

· No covers are to be constructed over boatlifts.

7.5 Personal Watercraft Lifts


Personal Watercraft lifts will require a permit from SCE&G.

7.6 Marine Railways


· Marine railways are permitted for access to the lake from facilities located above the 360 foot contour.

· Railways constructed below the 360 foot contour area are restricted to two-foot elevation above the natural lake basin.


7.7 Floating Platforms or Tubes





7.8 Water Removal


Commercial and residential requests for water withdrawals require a permit through SCE&G.  Water removal permits for residential property will be for irrigation purposes only.  Applicants should contact SCE&G Lake Management Department for permit applications and additional information.  If there is a conflict between the proposed water removal and the public interest, the application will be rejected.  If no conflict is identified, the application may be forwarded to FERC for approval.  However, SCE&G will not endorse such applications.  SCE&G will impose limits in granting permits for approved applications.  The applicant will be required to compensate SCE&G for water withdrawn and to bear expenses of filing the application.

A commercial application to withdraw water from the lake must include the following information:


· a complete description of the purpose for the removal;

· removal processes to be used;

· volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters;

· copies of all required local, state, and federal permits and reports; and

· required fee.

7.9 Erosion Control (Shoreline Stabilization)


All shoreline stabilization efforts, including construction or repair of riprapping, seawalls, retaining walls and bioengineering, must be approved in writing by SCE&G Lake Management prior to implementation and/or construction.  Furthermore, there are some areas of the lake where facilities may not be permitted because of environmental considerations, development patterns, physical lake characteristics, impacts to cultural resources, or other reasons.

Adjoining property owners should be aware that conducting any shoreline stabilization activities at a federally licensed hydroelectric project (e.g., Saluda Hydroelectric Project, FERC Project No. P-516) is a privilege that can only be granted with authorization from the Licensee.  Since every possible situation cannot be anticipated, SCE&G Lake Management reserves the right to make special rulings in cases not specifically covered by these guidelines.  Shoreline stabilization projects must adhere to the following specifications.

· The applicant must be the owner of the tract of land immediately adjoining the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) or SCE&G-owned buffer  zone, or have the written permission of the easement property owner on water rights tracts (e.g., where SCE&G only has a flowage easement).

· SCE&G Lake Management will hold the applicant fully responsible for ongoing adherence with the current SMP, including maintaining structures in good repair.  This responsibility transfers automatically along with ownership.

· Prior to beginning any activity/construction within the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation), the applicant must obtain all necessary governmental permits or approvals, and written authorization from SCE&G Lake Management.

· Consultation with SCDNR and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) will be required for stabilization that exceeds 500 linear feet of shoreline. 

· The SCDHEC may require an individual permit for large shoreline stabilization projects.

· In order to protect aquatic resources, shoreline stabilization activities shall typically be performed when water elevation is below the work area.  When the water elevation is above the work area, critical/emergency shoreline stabilization activities may be performed in the inundated work area during the months of July through February.

· The applicant should make every reasonable effort to minimize any adverse impact on fish, wildlife, shoreline vegetation and other natural resources.


· New or expanding stabilization activities (excluding bio-engineering) may not be undertaken within a 50-foot offset from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) classification as identified in the SMP.  All shoreline stabilization activities affecting an ESA will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

· Minimal clearing below the high water mark (360-foot elevation) is allowed to create corridors for equipment access for stabilization projects.  Access corridors should be incorporated into fixed pier/dock access corridors (i.e. foot paths) where practical.  Vegetation removed to accommodate construction access for shoreline stabilization shall be replaced with native vegetation.

· Shoreline stabilization activities are limited to the eroded bank.  Any unavoidable impacts to existing emergent aquatic vegetation, as a result of stabilization installation, require the replanting of vegetation in the impacted area(s).

· Bio-engineering is a preferred shoreline stabilization technique and is encouraged, especially in eroded areas associated with emergent aquatic vegetation.  Applicants are encouraged to avoid activities (including stabilization) that could have an adverse impact upon existing native aquatic plants.

· Approved bioengineering techniques are generally required for eroded banks of two feet or less of erosional scarp.  Approved bioengineering and/or vegetated riprap techniques are preferred for eroded banks exceeding two feet of erosional scarp.


· The type of plantings utilized in bioengineering and landscape-planting projects should be native to South Carolina, and must be reviewed and approved by SCE&G Lake Management prior to introduction.

· Rip rap installed below the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation) in vegetated areas must be limited to one layer deep to allow spaces between the stone for vegetation recruitment.

· Riprap material must be SCDOT Class B, or larger, quarry-run stone, natural stone, or other material approved by SCE&G.  Tires, scrap metal, crushed block, construction/demolition debris, or other types of material, are not allowed for stabilization.

· Riprap use should be limited to only that area necessary to adequately stabilize the existing eroded bank.  Riprap should be confined to the area between 6 feet below the high water mark (360 foot elevation) and high water mark (360 foot elevation) except where the entire placement is on/above severely eroded banks.  These areas must be sloped back or terraced to provide minimum bank stability.


· Stabilization of eroded banks that are 2 feet in height or higher, or that are not associated with emergent aquatic vegetation, can be stabilized using SCDOT Class B or larger size riprap with filter cloth, bio-engineering using significant live staking and planting, or other forms of bio-engineering within the riprap.


· Retaining walls are only allowed for erosion control where the average eroded bank height is greater than 3 feet and the wall is constructed at the high water mark (360’ contour elevation).  Earth fills below the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) are prohibited.


· A layer of riprap (SCDOT Class B or larger) extending 6 feet lake-ward from full pond must be placed along the entire base of all retaining walls. The 6-foot requirement is measured vertically for steep slopes and horizontally for more gradual slopes where the vertical requirement would prove impractical.

· No sand shall be placed below the 360’ contour.  Effective measures must be used to keep sand from migrating below the 360’ contour.


7.10 Excavation Activities

Excavating of soils can release erodable earth material into the environment if precautions are not taken.  SCE&G monitors excavation activities by requiring that a permit be obtained for work performed below the 360’ contour.  All authorized excavations must be in accordance with SCE&G specifications and requirements, which may include an environmental assessment plan or report.  Any permitted excavation work must meet the following specifications:


· SCE&G Lake Management Department must be notified prior to commencement and upon completion of work.

· All displaced soil must be taken off site or otherwise stabilized above the 360’ contour in accordance with SCE&G requirements if in Richland, Saluda and Newberry Counties, and in accordance with recommendations of the Lexington County Sediment Control Representative if in Lexington County.

· A 4 to 1 slope is the maximum slope allowed.


· All excavating must be done directly in front of the applicant's property and below the 354’ contour, unless otherwise approved by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.

· No excavation will be permitted in a wooded or vegetated area, or other areas that may be identified by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.  The protection of shallow water habitat must be considered at all times.  A Lake Management representative will designate the area to be excavated.


· Excavation activities generally will not be allowed between January 15 and October 1.  Exceptions may be granted by SCE&G based on hydrological or meteorological conditions.  Permits are valid for one (1) year from the date of issue only.  See date on approved permit.


· Water must not cover the excavation site during excavation activities.


· The contractor must have a copy of the approved permit and drawing while on the job site at all times.


· All excavation must be completed by using the following equipment:  (1) dragline; (2) track backhoe; or other equipment approved by Lake Management personnel.


7.11 Prohibited Activities


The following activities are prohibited on Lake Murray.  These prohibitions will be enforced by SCE&G or an appropriate State or Federal agency.

7.11.1 360-Foot Contour (High Water Mark)


· Earth fills and non-permitted structures such as retaining walls, docks, ramps, etc. below the 360’ contour are prohibited.  Any that occurred prior to January 1, 1974, will be handled on a case by case basis.

· No sand will be placed below the 360’ contour elevation.

· No Fences below the 360’ contour or the Buffer Zone.

7.11.2 75-Foot Buffer Zone


As explained previously, all SCE&G property between the adjacent back property and the waters of Lake Murray lies within that area defined and managed as a Protected Buffer Zone.  The following activities are prohibited within the Buffer Zone:


· No fixed structures.

· No land-based structures, storage buildings, shelters, patios, gazebos, fences, swimming pools, satellite dish, signs, boat storage, and other water craft or automobiles without written consent from the Lake Management Department.

· No septic tanks and/or drain fields.

· No planting of grass except as a permitted erosion control measure.

· No storage or stockpiling of construction material.

· No vegetation removal of any type except in a permitted 10-foot wide access path to the shoreline.

· No limbing or trimming of Buffer Zone vegetation to create views or visual corridors.

· No overnight camping or fires.

· No unauthorized removal of merchantable timber.


7.11.3 General


· No roofs or covers over docks unless it is within 16 feet of the 360’ contour.


· No roofs or covers over Boat Lifts.


· No boathouses.

· No fueling facilities permitted on dock.

· No mooring.

· No water craft exceeding 30 Feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a Private Dock.  Docking for more than 14 days is considered to be permanent for the purpose of this provision.

· No excavation/dredging above the 354’ contour or in shallow water habitat and ESA’s.

· No effluent discharges.

· Drive on docks will not be permitted in addition to an existing floating dock.


· Permanent screening or enclosures will not be allowed on Fixed Seating Areas of Docks.


· No Upland Water Gardens will be permitted to drain into the Lake.


· No spraying of herbicides in the waters of Lake Murray.

7.12 Access Path

Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the 75-foot buffer zone.  For lands sold as of xx, back property owners are allowed to create an access path that measures 10-foot wide and leads down to the lake.  To prevent erosion and to protect the aesthetics of the shoreline the route should not be direct and instead will have a meandering design.  No trees larger than 10 inches at breast height can be removed within the access path .  A Lake Management representative must identify and designate the location of access paths.


7.13 Limited Brushing


For 75-foot buffer zones that are established after approval of the 2007 SMP, SCE&G will maintain a policy of no-disturbance of vegetation.  Limited brushing will not be allowed on these lands under any circumstances.  There may be no vegetation removal below the 360’ ft contour without prior approval from SCE&G.

For buffer zones established prior to approval of the 2007 SMP, limited brushing of adjacent properties by the back property owner may be allowed to remove exotic and invasive vegetation.  Permission will only be granted by SCE&G Lake Management after a site visit with the applicant to assess the need for brushing.  Once limited brushing is completed according to the permit, the applicant may maintain the site in said condition.

In general, certain critical vegetation cannot be removed when limited brushing is permitted.  Some species and types of vegetation provide important benefits such as bank stabilization, water quality functions, habitat, shade in near shore environments, and terrestrial input for aquatic ecosystems.  For the purposes of a limited brushing permit, the following vegetation can not be cleared:

		· Black gum

		· Oaks

		· Sycamore



		· Black willow

		· Persimmon

		· Tag alder



		· Buttonbush

		· River birch

		· Tulip poplar



		· Cottonwood

		· Some hardwood species

		· Water Hickory



		· Green ash

		

		





Plants that can be cleared through limited brushing are generally undesirable species that are invasive and in some cases, exotic.  Included in this group are the following:

· Vines such as green briars, Japanese honey suckle, poison ivy, poison oak, wisteria, and kudzu;

· Shrubs such as black berry and privet;

· Trees such as mimosa and Bradford Pear; and

· Trees that are dead and create a hazard may also be removed.

Some selective clearing of native, non-invasive species will be allowed through limited brushing.  Generally, this will include certain softwood species that are less than 3 inches diameter at breast height (dbh).  Species that could be cleared in this category include the following:

		· Loblolly pine

		· Red maple



		· Longleaf pine

		· Sweetgum



		· Red cedar

		· Virginia pine





Any vegetation that does not meet the above listed criteria, but the back property owner would still like to remove, will have to be addressed individually with SCE&G Lake Management Staff.  It is likely that any tree removal that is not consistent with limited brushing, as outlined above, will have to be mitigated and may include revocation of the property owner’s dock permit.

7.14 Woody Debris Management

Submerged and shoreline woody debris provides habitat for many species of fish,  macroinvertebrates, birds, reptiles and mammals. It also helps protect the shoreline from erosion.  As a baseline, SCE&G maintains a policy of no-disturbance for any and all woody debris unless its removal is necessary for reasons of health and human safety, or the debris is so minimal that it is insignificant in the provision of fish or wildlife habitat.  Under some conditions, ,approval may be granted to remove particular woody material.  SCE&G’s woody debris management policy may allow the removal of woody debris below elevation 360’ if it poses a clear safety or navigation concern, is brought to the attention of SCE&G’s Lake Management Department personnel (Lake Management), and is approved by Lake Management.  Guidelines for particular woody debris is as follows:

7.14.1 Submerged Woody Debris


· SCE&G’s Shoreline Management Program allows limited removal of shoreline vegetation necessary for the construction and installation of docks and other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G prior to removing shoreline woody debris below the 360 foot contour.

· If a dock is proposed for an area that contains significant, stable woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock.

· For tree stumps which pose a material threat to safety, landowners may be allowed to cut them off to an appropriate level, depending on expected water depth and proximity to docks and other activity-related facilities.


7.14.2 Floating Woody Debris


· Floating woody debris, may be removed by SCE&G, SCDNR, or any member of the boating public when encountered if it is reasonably considered a material public safety issue or impediment to navigation.

· The debris is typically removed from open water areas and taken to the shoreline.

· SCE&G encourages that it be secured onshore in undeveloped areas, preferably in areas not readily available to boaters for high speed navigation, such as the backs of coves and/or undeveloped lands.


7.14.3 Shoreline Woody Debris


Shoreline woody debris is managed in a manner similar to submerged woody debris:


· Limited removal of shoreline woody debris may be permitted to accommodate construction and installation of docks or other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Should a dock be proposed for an area that contains significant shoreline woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock or prohibit the dock altogether.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G to remove shoreline woody debris below the 360’ foot contour.

· Unauthorized removal of stable shoreline woody debris may result in the cancellation of dock permits and/or other shoreline amenity permits and a requirement that there be appropriate mitigation for the improper woody debris removal.


· Shoreline woody debris agreed by SCE&G to be a navigation hazard may be removed.


7.15 Permitting Application Procedure

The following application procedure applies for all project requiring a permit issued by SCE&G.  Such activities or developments include the following:

· New construction, additions or replacement of structures


· Erosion control projects

· Excavations

· Water removal


The applicant will be required to apply to SCE&G in writing and submit the following:

· A copy of applicant’s deed and plat to the property reflecting, among other things, county tax map information.

· Sketch showing location, design and dimensions of the proposed structure, or the type and location of erosion control proposed.  Excavation  projects will require a drawing to scale of area to be excavated.

· Commercial applications to withdraw water from the lake also must include a complete description of the purpose for the removal and processes to be used, the volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters.

· Applications for an excavation not exceeding 150 cubic yards can be processed by SCE&G personnel.  Any commercial excavation or individual excavation exceeding 150 cubic yards must be processed through the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and State agencies.


· Permitting fee required.

· Specific directions by land to applicant’s property on Lake Murray.

· Required local, state and federal permits and/or reports.  Lake Management Department of SCE&G will assist in preparation of required local, state and federal permits.


7.16 Permitting Fee


SCE&G has charged a one-time processing fee for its efforts in managing various activities around the lakes.  Permit fees are due with the applications.  If an application is denied the permit fee will be returned.

Annual Administration Fee:
$X.00

7.17 Violations


SCE&G conducts annual surveys of the land below the 360-ft contour to inventory and inspect docks built and permitted throughout the year.  Dock applicants are responsible for maintaining their structures in good repair and safe condition.  If at any time a dock is determined by a SCE&G Lake Management representative to be in disrepair or a hazardous condition, it must be repaired or removed from the Lake Murray waters immediately.  SCE&G reserves the right to remove any dock on its property as conditions warrant.

SCE&G also makes note of unauthorized structures during their surveys, and urge residents and other lake visitors to report what they believe may be unauthorized activity below the 360-ft contour as well as in 75-ft buffer zones.  SCE&G Lake Management representatives will issue Stop Work Directives for any violations that are detected on SCE&G property.  Any unauthorized clearing of the trees or underbrush will result in the immediate cancellation of an individual’s dock permit as well as action to require re-vegetation of the affected area.  Removal of merchantable timber will require reimbursement to SCE&G Company subject to valuation of the Land Department.  Additional, consequences for violations may include loss of consideration for future permits, fines, or legal action.

7.18 Miscellaneous


· Deeds, permits or other instruments affecting Project 516 lands and waters will contain all standard covenants customarily imposed upon project property and such other covenants as in the sole discretion of SCE&G may be desirable or appropriate.  The instrument may contain indemnity clauses and insurance provisions.

· Permitting fees do not constitute a charge for admission to Project lands.

· SCE&G retains the right to vary the amount of inspection fees.

· No vested right or rights enforceable by third parties are created by SCE&G’s Policies or Procedures.


Maps of Lake Murray showing public and commercial landings, parks, shoal markings and other information are available free of charge from SCE&G.  Inquiries concerning policies, procedures, applications or regulations as outlined in this booklet, or requests for maps or applications, should be directed to SCE&G:


South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

Lake Murray Management Department

Columbia, South Carolina 29218

Telephone (803) 217-9221



South Carolina Electric & Gas Company


Lake Murray Management Department


Mail Code 096

Columbia, South Carolina 29218
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From: GKing11363@aol.com
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Fwd: The Draft Application for New License
Date: Saturday, December 15, 2007 2:49:12 PM
Attachments: The Draft Application for New License.msg 

Never mind...I understand the Exhibit D will cover cost and financing and will be 
available later. 
 
I did go through most of the CD version of  The Draft Application for New License 
and was unable to locate the year round "water level" objectives/commitments. 
Could you help me find them?  George
 
 
 

See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.

mailto:GKing11363@aol.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
http://food.aol.com/top-rated-recipes?NCID=aoltop00030000000004
http://body.aol.com/fitness/winter-exercise?NCID=aoltop00030000000003

The Draft Application for New License

		From

		GKing11363@aol.com
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		Alison Guth

		Recipients

		Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com




Allison, Both the web site and the CD versions are missing Exhibit D. 
What happened to that exhibit! 

 

George King
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From: Carl Sundius
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Input on the Permitting hand book
Date: Friday, December 21, 2007 4:41:43 PM
Attachments: Permitting Handbook 2007-11-06.doc 

Alison
 
Hope you have a great Christmas and a Happy New  Year
 
See you next year
 
Carl

mailto:CSundius@SC.RR.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Work of clearing the site for the Saluda River Hydroelectric Development was started in April of 1927 under a permit granted by the Federal Power Commission to the Lexington Water Power Company.  In July of 1930 Lake Murray reached an elevation of 300 feet.  The following December, the first electric power, 10,000 kilowatts, was delivered.

At the time of its completion, Saluda Dam was the largest earth dam in cubical content for power purposes in the world.  The dam itself is 211 feet high and contains over 11 million cubic yards of material.  Lake Murray is 41 miles long and 14 miles wide at its widest point and contains 763 billion gallons of water.  It has a shoreline of approximately 650 miles including the islands.

Lake Murray experiences considerable water level fluctuations.  In the Saluda River watershed, about 75 percent of the normal rainfall comes in the first six months of the calendar year.  The lake level can reach 360 feet; however the normal high lake level is usually reached in May at about 358 feet above mean sea level.  When rainfall decreases during the summer months and the demand for power increases, the elevation begins to drop with a normal minimum of about 350 feet elevation coming in the fall of the year.

Over the years, Lake Murray has been, and still is, a major power generation source and provider of recreational and commercial resources for the residents and visitors of South Carolina.  In the late 1960’s a rapid change in the character and rate of development of the lake began to take place due primarily to Lake Murray’s close proximity to the Columbia Metropolitan area.  Today, there are numerous formal recreation sites dispersed around Lake Murray that support boat launches, marinas, boat slips, wet and dry storage, campgrounds, picnic areas, beaches, fishing areas and piers, trails, and playgrounds.  The irregular shoreline perimeter, with its numerous forested peninsulas, inlets and islands, provide excellent outdoor recreational opportunities.  The shoreline also supports many permanent residences.

As development increases, however, the very values that attract families and visitors to the lake can be threatened unless a substantial effort is made to protect the lake environment from degradation.  South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (SCE&G), as owner and Licensee of Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Project No. 516, realizes the need for formulation of rules and regulations to promote and enhance the recreational potential of Lake Murray and protect its environmental quality while continuing to use Lake Murray as a major part of SCE&G’s power production capabilities.

SCE&G manages its lands around Lake Murray according to a Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), which is designed to comply with the terms of the Project License, regulations, and orders of the FERC.  Its aim is to provide a balance between shoreline development, recreational use, and environmental protection.  A component of the SMP is SCE&G’s Permitting Program, which is operated under a general permit (GP) issued by the US Corps of Engineers and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC).  This GP authorizes SCE&G to be the residential permitting authority on Lake Murray.  Project proponents and lake users must obtain appropriate permit(s) for various activities and developments, and must adhere to the established regulations that help protect the lake shoreline and waters.  SCE&G’s Lake Management Department is responsible for enforcing FERC directives regarding unauthorized uses of Lake Murray waters and land below the 360-foot contour elevation.  FERC directives require SCE&G to prevent or halt unauthorized actions by taking measures to stop such actions.

Regulations and policies affecting the Lake Murray shoreline and waters, and the specifics of SCE&G’s Permitting Program are detailed in this Handbook.  More information is available by contacting the Lake Management Department at xxx.

2.0 LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS

SCE&G has identified four distinct land management classifications for the land within the Project boundary (PBL).  Although SCE&G aims to manage their lands according to this classification system, the public has the right to access SCE&G-owned lands regardless of classification, with the exception of lands reserved and used for Project operations.  The classifications consist of Multi-purpose, Public Recreation, Natural Areas, and Project Operations, which are described below.

2.1 Multi-Purpose


Multi-purpose lands include lands owned by SCE&G, lands sold by SCE&G as well as lands never owned but over which SCE&G retained certain easement rights.  All of the lands are contained within the PBL.  Generally, SCE&G divides them into four general types: easement, commercial, 75-foot buffer zone, and future development lands.


2.1.1 Easement


Lands that SCE&G has sold/or never owned but holds and retains easements on within the PBL.  These lands may support a variety of uses including privately run commercial ventures and residential developments.

2.1.2 Commercial


SCE&G manages lands within this sub-classification primarily through their permitting program, which guides new or modified developments (e.g., expansion of existing facilities) as detailed in this document (see Section VII).  Such uses include the following:


· Commercial and private marinas and yacht clubs (for-profit and nonresidential);


· Commercial docks, boat ramps, bulkheads, and other supporting facilities.


· Commercial RV parks, hotels, resorts, bait shops, boat tours, etc.;


· Restaurants, eateries and bars with shoreline access such as docks, decks, etc.;


· Golf courses with lake access facilities; and

· Industrial facilities.

2.1.3 75-Foot Setback/Buffer Zone

A 75-foot wide vegetated buffer zone, located between the 360-foot contour and the back property development, is maintained adjacent to all easement lands sold by SCE&G after the issuance of the 1984 license.  Buffer zone lands are maintained as vegetated areas intended to protect and enhance the Project’s scenic, recreational and environmental values in the area bordering the Lake Murray shoreline.  Buffer Zones associated with lands sold after 2006 will be managed as non-disturbance areas.

Use of SCE&G’s 75-foot buffer zone is entirely at the discretion of SCE&G as landowner.  Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the buffer zone, but are not permitted to encroach on the land without written consent from SCE&G (see Section VII-K for information on limited brushing policies for Buffer Zones established with lands sold prior 2006).

2.1.4 Future Development


Lands classified as future development are SCE&G-owned and located between the 360-foot contour and the PBL.  They are available for sell to and development by the back property with certain restrictions encompassed in SCE&G’s permitting program, as detailed in this document (See Section VII), and regulated by FERC.

2.2 Public Recreation


SCE&G lands devoted to public recreation include existing parks, properties set aside for future recreation, and publicly available islands owned by SCE&G.  SCE&G manages the areas individually based on the specific, designated recreational activities including swimming, picnicking, boat launching, etc.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site that provides formal camping; however, individuals can also camp on SCE&G -owned islands and other lands such as Bundrick Island, River Bend, and Sunset.


SCE&G also manages forest resources on its lands that are available for public recreation although recreation is only one of several uses.  Forest resources located within ¼ - mile of Lake Murray are managed according to the South Carolina Forestry Commission’s Best Management Practices.  SCE&G does not allow logging in certain areas, such as cliffs, steep slopes, or atypical groups of trees.

2.3 Natural Areas


Natural areas consist of lands that warrant special protection because they provide important habitat for various wildlife species, including the recreational fishery.  Large wetland areas, areas having cultural and/or historical significance, and Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA)s are also included in the natural areas classification are protected.  ESAs are generally located below the 360-foot contour (high water mark).

Natural Areas are not available for sale, nor are docks, excavations, or shoreline activity permitted in these areas.  In addition, ESAs in natural areas have a 50-foot natural buffer zone designated around them.  SCE&G prohibits clearing of vegetation within ESAs contained within natural areas, below the 360-foot contour, or within buffer zones associated with these areas.


2.4 Project Operations


SCE&G-owned and managed lands required for operation of the Saluda Project.  Public access to these lands is restricted to ensure public safety or to assure the security of the infrastructure system.


3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES


3.1 General Policy and Purpose


The implementation by SCE&G of the Lake Murray Shoreline Management Program shall maintain and conserve the area’s natural and man-made resources.

The purpose of the policy is to comply with the terms of the Project No. 516 License, the regulations and the orders of the FERC and to assist in providing a balance between recreation and environmental control.


3.2 Water Quality Standards


SCE&G will conduct a continuing water quality monitoring program at Lake Murray.  Waters of Lake Murray are classified as “Freshwater” by the SCDHEC, which are suitable for swimming, fishing and other water-related recreational activities.

3.3 Effluent Discharges


Lake Murray is classified as a no sewage discharge lake.  SCE&G personnel will continue to notify appropriate governmental officials of any unauthorized effluent discharges which are discovered.  Anyone found to have an unauthorized discharge source within the project boundary line will be required to remove it.

Installation of Sewage Pumping Stations at Marinas - Commercial marinas must have facilities to remove effluent wastes from boats pursuant to SCDHEC regulations. 


3.4 Aquatic Plants


The management of the Aquatic Weed Program on Lake Murray is a cooperative agreement between the SCDNR and SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.  To assist the program, Lake visitors are requested to help prevent the spread of aquatic weeds by clearing off boats and trailers before launching into the waters of Lake Murray.

It is against both State and Federal regulations for individuals to spray or treat aquatic growth in the waters of Lake Murray without the necessary permits.  Report all unauthorized spraying or  aquatic weed problems to SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.

3.5 Undeveloped Areas


Undeveloped SCE&G-owned land around the lake is managed by the Land Department.  These properties will be maintained through a sound forest management program, where appropriate, to ensure forest health.  Timber will be managed in a multiple use manner in compliance with the S. C. Forestry Commission Best Management Practices to maintain a balance of quality watershed conditions, recreational opportunities, wildlife habitat and promotion of new timber growth.


3.6 Game Management


Portions of Project lands may be leased to the SCDNR as part of the statewide Game Management Program.  If leased they are open to the public for hunting or other recreational activities.


4.0 EXCLUSION ZONE


Lands categorized as Project Operations house the various Project facilities, buildings, and structures.

5.0 PUBLIC FISHING, BOATING & HUNTING


The SCDNR is responsible for enforcing State rules and regulations regarding fishing, boating, and hunting activities at Lake Murray.  Recreators are encouraged to contact SCDNR at the following address and/or visit their website for information regarding regulations of these activities.

S.C. Department of Natural Resources


Wildlife and Fresh Water Fisheries


1000 Assembly Street


Columbia, South Carolina 29201


(803)734-3886


http://www.dnr.sc.gov/regulations.html

5.1 Fishery Management

The SCDNR maintains an annual stocking program in Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.  Since 1971, over 30 million striped bass have been stocked in Lake Murray at annual rates varying from a low of 8,800 in 1986 to a high of 1,771,761 in 1983.  Trout are not native to the lower Saluda River, and this fishery is also maintained through stocking of sub-adult rainbow and brown trout.  Presently, the SCDNR stocking program runs from early December until mid-April.  The total number of trout stocked annually typically averages around 35,000 but varies annually based primarily on availability of fish from the Walhalla State Fish Hatchery.  Anglers are required to familiarize themselves with State fishing and safety regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address given above.

5.2 Boating Safety

Buoys, signs, and access restrictions may be placed throughout the project as part of the Public Safety Plan, which is on file with FERC.  Public safety measures include warning signs near hazardous areas of the project, buoys in the impoundment that serve to warn or inform boaters of conditions that warrant caution, and restraining devices such as fences around the powerhouse and downstream project area.

Due to operation of the Project, the waters of Lake Murray can fluctuate annually.  Changes in depth may affect boating conditions in various locations.  Also, overhead power lines cross the waters of Lake Murray and should always be approached with caution.  These aspects of the lake environment make it important for boaters and other lake recreators to assume a high degree of personal responsibility for their own safety by being aware and cautious, and following posted warnings.  In addition, recreators must follow the boating rules and regulations as set forth by SCDNR.  They are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.


5.3 Public Hunting

Approximately 6,000 acres of watershed land within and adjacent to Project No. 516 are leased to the SCDNR as a part of the statewide Game Management Program.  This land is located adjacent to the western portions of Lake Murray and in many cases, adjacent to other privately held lands that are also in the management program.  Public hunting areas are shown on Game Management Area Maps available through the SCDNR.  Waterfowl hunting is also available around Lake Murray.  Hunters must familiarize themselves with State hunting rules and regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.

6.0 PUBLIC ACCESS


SCE&G owns 15 formal public access sites on Lake Murray and has set aside 64 SCE&G-owned islands in Lake Murray for public recreation.  Of the 15 formal recreation sites, SCE&G operates 13 of them, and leases the remaining two sites, Dreher Island State Park and Larry L. Koon Boat Landing, to others for use as public recreation.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site to offer overnight uses such as camping and villa rentals.  More information on recreation opportunities including private and commercial recreation sites is available from the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (SCDPRT) and SCE&G’s Recreation Brochure.

7.0 SHORELINE ACTIVITIES/DEVELOPMENT PERMITTING

7.1 General


It is the policy of the SCE&G Lake Management Department to authorize certain private uses of and/or acts upon Project land by permit when such uses or acts are compatible with the public interest and comply with the requirements of the license for Project 516.  It is the Company’s position that the shorelines of Lake Murray are to be managed and protected in a manner that will protect the environmental and aesthetic integrity of the existing shoreline.  The Lake Murray Shoreline Management Plan plays an integral part in protecting the area’s natural and man-made resources.

Be advised, SCE&G does not guarantee daily or annual usable water access to the waters of the Lake Murray.  Each lot along the shoreline will have different slopes and contours that will determine water depth in front of the lot.  The fluctuation of the reservoir will, at times, limit or restrict the use of some docks on the lake shoreline.  Not all SCE&G reserves the right for final design and placement of docks, marinas, etc.

7.2 Docks

SCE&G requires that anyone desiring to make major repairs, replace, add to, or construct a dock must file an application for a permit, which must be issued prior to start of construction.  Docks, whether fixed or floating, must not interfere with surface water activities or navigation and must be compatible with scenic values in the vicinity.  Dock construction is not to endanger health, create a nuisance, or otherwise be incompatible with overall Project recreation use.  Use of common docks will be encouraged where practical.  SCE&G requires that all docks, fixed, floating or combinations, be inspected by SCE&G agents to comply with Section 7, and that an inspection decal be prominently displayed on the approved dock.  Ultimately, the placement and design of all docks is under the authority of SCE&G, as landowner.  SCE&G will work with applicants to develop an acceptable plan

The following guidelines apply to permits for the creation, replacement, or addition of any dock.  Drawings depicting dock specifications is provided as Attachment XX.

7.2.1 Private Individual Docks


General requirements for individual docks are as follows:


· A minimum lot width of 100 feet along the 360-foot contour is required before an individual residential dock application will be considered.

· All docks must be kept in good repair.

· Lots measuring less than 100 feet in width platted prior to 1989 where the adjacent lots have existing docks may be considered for limited size docks.

· No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a residential or common area dock.

· Private docks, fixed or floating or combination of the two, may generally be up to 750 sq. feet in overall size and 75 feet in length provided they do not interfere with navigation or restrict access to adjoining property.

· Floating docks may be moved out as the Lake level recedes provided they do not interfere with adjacent property owner’s access.

· Docks may be longer where conformity with existing structures would be practical and in cases where exception would be desirable due to curvature or slope of the shoreline.

· The decking of the fixed walkway must be built above the 360 contour.

· Docks must be located a minimum of 15 feet from adjacent property lines and the projected extension should not cross over the imaginary projected lot lines.


· The projection of the imaginary property line is a management tool to assist Lake Management Representatives and may be waived under certain circumstances.

· Covers on docks are not permissible unless the covered portion is located within 16 feet of the 360 contour.

· Hand railing is permissible provided the sides are not enclosed. 


· No sinks, toilets, showers, or fueling systems are permitted.

· Flotation for floating docks must be encased or encapsulated flotation.

· No permanent screening or enclosures are permitted.

· Docks must be single story structures.


7.2.2 Private Common Docks


Common docks to provide lake access may be permitted for two residential lots.  Each property owner participating in a common dock must have a minimum of 75 feet along the 360 foot contour interval (lake high water mark).  Common docks are encouraged and may be mandated in certain circumstances as an alternative to individual docks and will be required on property with inadequate lake frontage, or in such other circumstances that SCE&G deems appropriate.  Private common docks shall follow all of the guidelines described for private individual docks.

7.2.3 Community Access Areas – Boat Ramps and Courtesy Docks


Community access areas consist of boat ramps and courtesy docks open to property owners who have lake access associated with a lakeside development.  General requirements for community access development are as follows:


· Initial consultation and site inspection by a SCE&G Lake Management representative is required for development of common access areas.


· Common areas must be located within the confines of the proposed development with a minimum of 100 feet to the nearest adjoining property, or a buildable lot designated on both sides of the common area with a minimum linear shoreline footage of 100 feet.

· All common areas must have a minimum of 100 feet of linear shoreline.  Common areas serving more than 50 property/residential units must have an additional 1.5 feet of linear shoreline per property/residential unit served.

· No common access area, dock, or ramp will be permitted in a cove less than 200 feet wide measured from the 360’ to 360’ contour across the cove.

· County Zoning Requirements:  SCE&G requires a letter from the County Zoning Administration stating that the proposed site location meets existing County regulations to construct a Boat Ramp or Courtesy Dock.

· Existing slope and water depth must accommodate ramp and dock at a minimum lake level elevation of 352 feet. Ramps will be constructed of reinforced concrete and may not exceed 12 feet wide.

· Common access areas serving 10 or fewer property/residential units will meet the established existing guidelines for private docks, generally permitting up to 750 square feet in size and 75 feet in length. Common access areas serving more than 10 property/residential units may be eligible for a slip dock.

· No destruction or removal of critical shoreline vegetation growing below the 360' contour will be permitted for the installation of a boat ramp or dock.  Critical vegetation includes, but is not limited to, button bush, willows and significant hardwood species (see Section V. E. for information on critical vegetation).

· From the end of the proposed courtesy dock there must be a minimum of 150 feet across the cove to the 360' contour on the opposite shore.  Clearance between structures on opposing banks must be a minimum of 75 feet.

· All common access docks are approved for short term day use only.

7.2.4 Private Multi-Slip


In lieu of individual docks, multi-slip docks may be permitted based on shoreline footage.  Under certain conditions, private land owners may voluntarily establish ‘Greenspaces’ within the shoreline, which are undeveloped lands that have been set aside and maintained as vegetated areas.  The presence of Greenspaces are used to help determine eligibility for multi-slip development.  The following specifications apply to private multi slip docks:

· To participate in the multi-slip dock program the development must have a minimum of 500 feet of shoreline.  Property with less than 500 feet will be evaluated for individual or shared docks.

· Two slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with a minimum 50-foot Greenspace.  Up to 1.5 slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with no associated Greenspaces or ESA shoreline.

· One slip will be allowed for each 100 feet of shoreline with an ESA.  And 1.5 slips per 100 ft of ESA shoreline with a minimum 50 ft Greenspace on the entire shoreline.

· Fractions of slips for properties without a Greenspace will be rounded down to an even number of slips (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded down to 14 slips).  Fractions of slips for properties with Greenspace will be rounded up (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded up to 16 slips).

· No individual dock will be permitted within a multi-slip dock development.

· The outside edge of all multi-slip docks at the 360’ contour line must be a minimum of 150 feet from the nearest common property line (e.g., adjoining properties), or meet minimum County zoning requirements; which ever provides for greater distance.  A graphic illustration of this requisite is provided in Attachment XY.

· Final placement of the multi-slip facility will be subject to SCE&G Lake Management approval.

· A minimum distance of 500 feet, measured from the 360’ contour elevation, is required across coves.


· The minimum 50-foot Greenspace Landscape Plan that must be consistent with the established Buffer Zone Management Plan. Guidelines shall be submitted and approved by SCE&G Lake Management.

· Access to multi-slip docks must be provided by the developer. 


· An access path will be allowed in the Greenspace and must be identified in the Greenspace Landscape Plan.

· SCE&G requires the developer to establish a homeowner’s association to administer the neighborhood multi-slip dock program.  The Greenspace should be deeded to the homeowner’s association.  SCE&G encourages the homeowner’s association to create an environmental stewardship committee within the homeowner’s association to help monitor the Greenspace.


· Multi-slip dock facilities that accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

7.2.5 Commercial Marinas (Inclusive of Sail Clubs and Public Marinas)


The development and expansion of new or existing commercial docks that are open to the general public for profit will be negotiated on a case by case basis.  The necessary Federal, State and Local approved permits must be obtained before final approval by SCE&G and FERC.

General requirements for commercial marinas are as follows:


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating twenty 
(20) watercraft or fewer at a time will be permitted any closer than ¼-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.

· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than ½-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility. 


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than 1-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.


· Any proposed Commercial Marina facility located within the ½ (¼)
 -mile radius of an existing facility but separated by a peninsula will be located on the opposite side of the peninsula and will be required to have a minimum linear shoreline distance along the 360’ contour of three (3)(1)
 miles between the existing and proposed Multi-use facility.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time must be located a minimum of 150 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 250 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 300 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· The proposed Commercial Marina should be located within the confines of the imaginary projected property lines as they extend lakeward.


· Commercial Marina facilities must be located a minimum of 100 feet from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA).


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating Twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 350 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 500 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 750 feet extending from the 360’ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· No Commercial Marina facility may encroach or extend more than one-third the distance across any cove area or waterway.


· A maximum development limit of three hundred (300)
 on-water slips to accommodate watercraft will be permitted.  The buildout period must conform to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and SCDHEC permit time frame.

· No
 Commercial Marina facilities will be permitted to have covers over the requested slips
.


· Excavations for Commercial Marina facilities to improve public access may be considered on a case-by-case basis with consultation with appropriate State and federal resource agencies and regulatory authorities.

· The construction or use of Commercial Marina facilities must in no way be detrimental to the existing water quality.


· Applicant will be required to conduct a 5-year Baseline Environmental Water Quality Monitoring Plan – see attached sheet.

· Commercial Marina facilities with greater than ten (10) watercraft or which accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

· Commercial Marina facilities must provide public restrooms.


· Commercial Marina facilities are encouraged to provide public fishing access areas.


· Commercial Marina facilities must comply with all local, county, state and federal regulations.

· Applicant must sign and complete the Commercial Marina Application Agreement before SCE&G will process a permit request.

· No local, state or federal agency, nor SCE&G may construct, operate or lease a marina within ten (10) miles of an existing marina.

· Existing marinas may expand, remodel, and/or rebuild within their existing footprint with the approval of the local, state and federal agencies.

7.2.6 Watercraft Limitations


No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be allowed to permanently dock at a residential or common area dock.  Watercraft exceeding 30 feet must be docked at a Commercial marina or multi-slip facility with pump out facilities. 


7.2.7 Dock Modifications


Major dock modifications that may temporarily or permanently affect the land or water of the shoreline require submittal of a permit application.  However, general maintenance and repairs of docks such as replacing boards, etc. do not require permitting.  Dock owners’ are encouraged to contact SCE&G’s Lake Management Department at (803) 217-9221 for more information and guidance regarding the need for a permit to conduct dock work.

7.3 Boat Ramps


When feasible, SCE&G encourages the use of boat ramps at public and semi-public facilities versus construction of private ramps.  The following specifications apply to boat ramp construction:


· Ramps may be up to 12 feet wide and required length to be functional.  Public and semi -public ramps may be granted a variance.


· Ramps will be constructed of concrete.  Asphalt compounds or petroleum base products are prohibited.

· All ramps should be located as not to interfere with neighboring property owners. Adjoining property owners are encouraged to agree to common use of the ramp.  A copy of the written agreement between participating property owners will be furnished to SCE&G.

7.4 Boat Lifts


The following specifications apply to the construction of boat lifts:


· All boat lifts will be constructed at the owners’ dock.

· Boat lifts should be located as not to interfere with the adjoining property owners’ access.

· Only one boat lift will be approved per dock.

· No covers are to be constructed over boatlifts.

7.5 Personal Watercraft Lifts


Personal Watercraft lifts will require a permit from SCE&G.

7.6 Marine Railways


· Marine railways are permitted for access to the lake from facilities located above the 360 foot contour.

· Railways constructed below the 360 foot contour area are restricted to two-foot elevation above the natural lake basin.


7.7 Floating Platforms or Tubes





7.8 Water Removal


Commercial and residential requests for water withdrawals require a permit through SCE&G.  Water removal permits for residential property will be for irrigation purposes only.  Applicants should contact SCE&G Lake Management Department for permit applications and additional information.  If there is a conflict between the proposed water removal and the public interest, the application will be rejected.  If no conflict is identified, the application may be forwarded to FERC for approval.  However, SCE&G will not endorse such applications.  SCE&G will impose limits in granting permits for approved applications.  The applicant will be required to compensate SCE&G for water withdrawn and to bear expenses of filing the application.

A commercial application to withdraw water from the lake must include the following information:


· a complete description of the purpose for the removal;

· removal processes to be used;

· volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters;

· copies of all required local, state, and federal permits and reports; and

· required fee.

7.9 Erosion Control (Shoreline Stabilization)


All shoreline stabilization efforts, including construction or repair of riprapping, seawalls, retaining walls and bioengineering, must be approved in writing by SCE&G Lake Management prior to implementation and/or construction.  Furthermore, there are some areas of the lake where facilities may not be permitted because of environmental considerations, development patterns, physical lake characteristics, impacts to cultural resources, or other reasons.

Adjoining property owners should be aware that conducting any shoreline stabilization activities at a federally licensed hydroelectric project (e.g., Saluda Hydroelectric Project, FERC Project No. P-516) is a privilege that can only be granted with authorization from the Licensee.  Since every possible situation cannot be anticipated, SCE&G Lake Management reserves the right to make special rulings in cases not specifically covered by these guidelines.  Shoreline stabilization projects must adhere to the following specifications.

· The applicant must be the owner of the tract of land immediately adjoining the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) or SCE&G-owned buffer  zone, or have the written permission of the easement property owner on water rights tracts (e.g., where SCE&G only has a flowage easement).

· SCE&G Lake Management will hold the applicant fully responsible for ongoing adherence with the current SMP, including maintaining structures in good repair.  This responsibility transfers automatically along with ownership.

· Prior to beginning any activity/construction within the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation), the applicant must obtain all necessary governmental permits or approvals, and written authorization from SCE&G Lake Management.

· Consultation with SCDNR and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) will be required for stabilization that exceeds 500 linear feet of shoreline. 

· The SCDHEC may require an individual permit for large shoreline stabilization projects.

· In order to protect aquatic resources, shoreline stabilization activities shall typically be performed when water elevation is below the work area.  When the water elevation is above the work area, critical/emergency shoreline stabilization activities may be performed in the inundated work area during the months of July through February.

· The applicant should make every reasonable effort to minimize any adverse impact on fish, wildlife, shoreline vegetation and other natural resources.


· New or expanding stabilization activities (excluding bio-engineering) may not be undertaken within a 50-foot offset from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) classification as identified in the SMP.  All shoreline stabilization activities affecting an ESA will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

· Minimal clearing below the high water mark (360-foot elevation) is allowed to create corridors for equipment access for stabilization projects.  Access corridors should be incorporated into fixed pier/dock access corridors (i.e. foot paths) where practical.  Vegetation removed to accommodate construction access for shoreline stabilization shall be replaced with native vegetation.

· Shoreline stabilization activities are limited to the eroded bank.  Any unavoidable impacts to existing emergent aquatic vegetation, as a result of stabilization installation, require the replanting of vegetation in the impacted area(s).

· Bio-engineering is a preferred shoreline stabilization technique and is encouraged, especially in eroded areas associated with emergent aquatic vegetation.  Applicants are encouraged to avoid activities (including stabilization) that could have an adverse impact upon existing native aquatic plants.

· Approved bioengineering techniques are generally required for eroded banks of two feet or less of erosional scarp.  Approved bioengineering and/or vegetated riprap techniques are preferred for eroded banks exceeding two feet of erosional scarp.


· The type of plantings utilized in bioengineering and landscape-planting projects should be native to South Carolina, and must be reviewed and approved by SCE&G Lake Management prior to introduction.

· Rip rap installed below the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation) in vegetated areas must be limited to one layer deep to allow spaces between the stone for vegetation recruitment.

· Riprap material must be SCDOT Class B, or larger, quarry-run stone, natural stone, or other material approved by SCE&G.  Tires, scrap metal, crushed block, construction/demolition debris, or other types of material, are not allowed for stabilization.

· Riprap use should be limited to only that area necessary to adequately stabilize the existing eroded bank.  Riprap should be confined to the area between 6 feet below the high water mark (360 foot elevation) and high water mark (360 foot elevation) except where the entire placement is on/above severely eroded banks.  These areas must be sloped back or terraced to provide minimum bank stability.


· Stabilization of eroded banks that are 2 feet in height or higher, or that are not associated with emergent aquatic vegetation, can be stabilized using SCDOT Class B or larger size riprap with filter cloth, bio-engineering using significant live staking and planting, or other forms of bio-engineering within the riprap.


· Retaining walls are only allowed for erosion control where the average eroded bank height is greater than 3 feet and the wall is constructed at the high water mark (360’ contour elevation).  Earth fills below the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) are prohibited.


· A layer of riprap (SCDOT Class B or larger) extending 6 feet lake-ward from full pond must be placed along the entire base of all retaining walls. The 6-foot requirement is measured vertically for steep slopes and horizontally for more gradual slopes where the vertical requirement would prove impractical.

· No sand shall be placed below the 360’ contour.  Effective measures must be used to keep sand from migrating below the 360’ contour.


7.10 Excavation Activities

Excavating of soils can release erodable earth material into the environment if precautions are not taken.  SCE&G monitors excavation activities by requiring that a permit be obtained for work performed below the 360’ contour.  All authorized excavations must be in accordance with SCE&G specifications and requirements, which may include an environmental assessment plan or report.  Any permitted excavation work must meet the following specifications:


· SCE&G Lake Management Department must be notified prior to commencement and upon completion of work.

· All displaced soil must be taken off site or otherwise stabilized above the 360’ contour in accordance with SCE&G requirements if in Richland, Saluda and Newberry Counties, and in accordance with recommendations of the Lexington County Sediment Control Representative if in Lexington County.

· A 4 to 1 slope is the maximum slope allowed.


· All excavating must be done directly in front of the applicant's property and below the 354’ contour, unless otherwise approved by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.

· No excavation will be permitted in a wooded or vegetated area, or other areas that may be identified by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.  The protection of shallow water habitat must be considered at all times.  A Lake Management representative will designate the area to be excavated.


· Excavation activities generally will not be allowed between January 15 and October 1.  Exceptions may be granted by SCE&G based on hydrological or meteorological conditions.  Permits are valid for one (1) year from the date of issue only.  See date on approved permit.


· Water must not cover the excavation site during excavation activities.


· The contractor must have a copy of the approved permit and drawing while on the job site at all times.


· All excavation must be completed by using the following equipment:  (1) dragline; (2) track backhoe; or other equipment approved by Lake Management personnel.


7.11 Prohibited Activities


The following activities are prohibited on Lake Murray.  These prohibitions will be enforced by SCE&G or an appropriate State or Federal agency.

7.11.1 360-Foot Contour (High Water Mark)


· Earth fills and non-permitted structures such as retaining walls, docks, ramps, etc. below the 360’ contour are prohibited.  Any that occurred prior to January 1, 1974, will be handled on a case by case basis.

· No sand will be placed below the 360’ contour elevation.

· No Fences below the 360’ contour or the Buffer Zone.

7.11.2 75-Foot Buffer Zone


As explained previously, all SCE&G property between the adjacent back property and the waters of Lake Murray lies within that area defined and managed as a Protected Buffer Zone.  The following activities are prohibited within the Buffer Zone:


· No fixed structures.

· No land-based structures, storage buildings, shelters, patios, gazebos, fences, swimming pools, satellite dish, signs, boat storage, and other water craft or automobiles without written consent from the Lake Management Department.

· No septic tanks and/or drain fields.

· No planting of grass except as a permitted erosion control measure.

· No storage or stockpiling of construction material.

· No vegetation removal of any type except in a permitted 10-foot wide access path to the shoreline.

· No limbing or trimming of Buffer Zone vegetation to create views or visual corridors.

· No overnight camping or fires.

· No unauthorized removal of merchantable timber.


7.11.3 General


· No roofs or covers over docks unless it is within 16 feet of the 360’ contour.


· No roofs or covers over Boat Lifts.


· No boathouses.

· No fueling facilities permitted on dock.

· No mooring.

· No water craft exceeding 30 Feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a Private Dock.  Docking for more than 14 days is considered to be permanent for the purpose of this provision.

· No excavation/dredging above the 354’ contour or in shallow water habitat and ESA’s.

· No effluent discharges.

· Drive on docks will not be permitted in addition to an existing floating dock.


· Permanent screening or enclosures will not be allowed on Fixed Seating Areas of Docks.


· No Upland Water Gardens will be permitted to drain into the Lake.


· No spraying of herbicides in the waters of Lake Murray.

7.12 Access Path

Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the 75-foot buffer zone.  For lands sold as of xx, back property owners are allowed to create an access path that measures 10-foot wide and leads down to the lake.  To prevent erosion and to protect the aesthetics of the shoreline the route should not be direct and instead will have a meandering design.  No trees larger than 10 inches at breast height can be removed within the access path .  A Lake Management representative must identify and designate the location of access paths.


7.13 Limited Brushing


For 75-foot buffer zones that are established after approval of the 2007 SMP, SCE&G will maintain a policy of no-disturbance of vegetation.  Limited brushing will not be allowed on these lands under any circumstances.  There may be no vegetation removal below the 360’ ft contour without prior approval from SCE&G.

For buffer zones established prior to approval of the 2007 SMP, limited brushing of adjacent properties by the back property owner may be allowed to remove exotic and invasive vegetation.  Permission will only be granted by SCE&G Lake Management after a site visit with the applicant to assess the need for brushing.  Once limited brushing is completed according to the permit, the applicant may maintain the site in said condition.

In general, certain critical vegetation cannot be removed when limited brushing is permitted.  Some species and types of vegetation provide important benefits such as bank stabilization, water quality functions, habitat, shade in near shore environments, and terrestrial input for aquatic ecosystems.  For the purposes of a limited brushing permit, the following vegetation can not be cleared:

		· Black gum

		· Oaks

		· Sycamore



		· Black willow

		· Persimmon

		· Tag alder



		· Buttonbush

		· River birch

		· Tulip poplar



		· Cottonwood

		· Some hardwood species

		· Water Hickory



		· Green ash

		

		





Plants that can be cleared through limited brushing are generally undesirable species that are invasive and in some cases, exotic.  Included in this group are the following:

· Vines such as green briars, Japanese honey suckle, poison ivy, poison oak, wisteria, and kudzu;

· Shrubs such as black berry and privet;

· Trees such as mimosa and Bradford Pear; and

· Trees that are dead and create a hazard may also be removed.

Some selective clearing of native, non-invasive species will be allowed through limited brushing.  Generally, this will include certain softwood species that are less than 3 inches diameter at breast height (dbh).  Species that could be cleared in this category include the following:

		· Loblolly pine

		· Red maple



		· Longleaf pine

		· Sweetgum



		· Red cedar

		· Virginia pine





Any vegetation that does not meet the above listed criteria, but the back property owner would still like to remove, will have to be addressed individually with SCE&G Lake Management Staff.  It is likely that any tree removal that is not consistent with limited brushing, as outlined above, will have to be mitigated and may include revocation of the property owner’s dock permit.

7.14 Woody Debris Management

Submerged and shoreline woody debris provides habitat for many species of fish,  macroinvertebrates, birds, reptiles and mammals. It also helps protect the shoreline from erosion.  As a baseline, SCE&G maintains a policy of no-disturbance for any and all woody debris unless its removal is necessary for reasons of health and human safety, or the debris is so minimal that it is insignificant in the provision of fish or wildlife habitat.  Under some conditions, ,approval may be granted to remove particular woody material.  SCE&G’s woody debris management policy may allow the removal of woody debris below elevation 360’ if it poses a clear safety or navigation concern, is brought to the attention of SCE&G’s Lake Management Department personnel (Lake Management), and is approved by Lake Management.  Guidelines for particular woody debris is as follows:

7.14.1 Submerged Woody Debris


· SCE&G’s Shoreline Management Program allows limited removal of shoreline vegetation necessary for the construction and installation of docks and other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G prior to removing shoreline woody debris below the 360 foot contour.

· If a dock is proposed for an area that contains significant, stable woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock.

· For tree stumps which pose a material threat to safety, landowners may be allowed to cut them off to an appropriate level, depending on expected water depth and proximity to docks and other activity-related facilities.


7.14.2 Floating Woody Debris


· Floating woody debris, may be removed by SCE&G, SCDNR, or any member of the boating public when encountered if it is reasonably considered a material public safety issue or impediment to navigation.

· The debris is typically removed from open water areas and taken to the shoreline.

· SCE&G encourages that it be secured onshore in undeveloped areas, preferably in areas not readily available to boaters for high speed navigation, such as the backs of coves and/or undeveloped lands.


7.14.3 Shoreline Woody Debris


Shoreline woody debris is managed in a manner similar to submerged woody debris:


· Limited removal of shoreline woody debris may be permitted to accommodate construction and installation of docks or other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Should a dock be proposed for an area that contains significant shoreline woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock or prohibit the dock altogether.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G to remove shoreline woody debris below the 360’ foot contour.

· Unauthorized removal of stable shoreline woody debris may result in the cancellation of dock permits and/or other shoreline amenity permits and a requirement that there be appropriate mitigation for the improper woody debris removal.


· Shoreline woody debris agreed by SCE&G to be a navigation hazard may be removed.


7.15 Permitting Application Procedure

The following application procedure applies for all project requiring a permit issued by SCE&G.  Such activities or developments include the following:

· New construction, additions or replacement of structures


· Erosion control projects

· Excavations

· Water removal


The applicant will be required to apply to SCE&G in writing and submit the following:

· A copy of applicant’s deed and plat to the property reflecting, among other things, county tax map information.

· Sketch showing location, design and dimensions of the proposed structure, or the type and location of erosion control proposed.  Excavation  projects will require a drawing to scale of area to be excavated.

· Commercial applications to withdraw water from the lake also must include a complete description of the purpose for the removal and processes to be used, the volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters.

· Applications for an excavation not exceeding 150 cubic yards can be processed by SCE&G personnel.  Any commercial excavation or individual excavation exceeding 150 cubic yards must be processed through the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and State agencies.


· Permitting fee required.

· Specific directions by land to applicant’s property on Lake Murray.

· Required local, state and federal permits and/or reports.  Lake Management Department of SCE&G will assist in preparation of required local, state and federal permits.


7.16 Permitting Fee


SCE&G has charged a one-time processing fee for its efforts in managing various activities around the lakes.  Permit fees are due with the applications.  If an application is denied the permit fee will be returned.

Annual Administration Fee:
$X.00

7.17 Violations


SCE&G conducts annual surveys of the land below the 360-ft contour to inventory and inspect docks built and permitted throughout the year.  Dock applicants are responsible for maintaining their structures in good repair and safe condition.  If at any time a dock is determined by a SCE&G Lake Management representative to be in disrepair or a hazardous condition, it must be repaired or removed from the Lake Murray waters immediately.  SCE&G reserves the right to remove any dock on its property as conditions warrant.

SCE&G also makes note of unauthorized structures during their surveys, and urge residents and other lake visitors to report what they believe may be unauthorized activity below the 360-ft contour as well as in 75-ft buffer zones.  SCE&G Lake Management representatives will issue Stop Work Directives for any violations that are detected on SCE&G property.  Any unauthorized clearing of the trees or underbrush will result in the immediate cancellation of an individual’s dock permit as well as action to require re-vegetation of the affected area.  Removal of merchantable timber will require reimbursement to SCE&G Company subject to valuation of the Land Department.  Additional, consequences for violations may include loss of consideration for future permits, fines, or legal action.

7.18 Miscellaneous


· Deeds, permits or other instruments affecting Project 516 lands and waters will contain all standard covenants customarily imposed upon project property and such other covenants as in the sole discretion of SCE&G may be desirable or appropriate.  The instrument may contain indemnity clauses and insurance provisions.

· Permitting fees do not constitute a charge for admission to Project lands.

· SCE&G retains the right to vary the amount of inspection fees.

· No vested right or rights enforceable by third parties are created by SCE&G’s Policies or Procedures.


Maps of Lake Murray showing public and commercial landings, parks, shoal markings and other information are available free of charge from SCE&G.  Inquiries concerning policies, procedures, applications or regulations as outlined in this booklet, or requests for maps or applications, should be directed to SCE&G:


South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

Lake Murray Management Department

Columbia, South Carolina 29218

Telephone (803) 217-9221



South Carolina Electric & Gas Company


Lake Murray Management Department


Mail Code 096

Columbia, South Carolina 29218
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�Change to twenty (20) per the meeting


�Change to twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty – five (125)per  the meeting





�Change to twenty-six (126) per  the meeting





�Change to ¼ mile peninsulas are narrow, most under ¼ mile


�Change to 1 mile same as radius, what difference straight line or along curved contour


�This number should be allowed to be larger in special instances where marinas conform to all other guidelines 


�Delete the word “No”


�Add – on a case by case basis.
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From: GKing11363@aol.com
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Fwd: The Draft Application for New License
Date: Saturday, December 15, 2007 2:49:12 PM
Attachments: The Draft Application for New License.msg 

Never mind...I understand the Exhibit D will cover cost and financing and will be 
available later. 
 
I did go through most of the CD version of  The Draft Application for New License 
and was unable to locate the year round "water level" objectives/commitments. 
Could you help me find them?  George
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From: Alison Guth
To: Theresa Thom; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bud Badr; 

Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); 
Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; Jennifer Hand; Jim Glover; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mike Waddell; 
Milton Quattlebaum (mquattlebaum@scana.com); Prescott Brownell; 
Randy Mahan; Ron Ahle; Scott Harder; Shane Boring; Steve Summer; 
Brandon Kulik; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: IFIM Workshops
Date: Wednesday, December 05, 2007 11:31:18 AM

Hello all, 
Just a reminder that the IFIM workshop will be held next Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 
11, 12, and 13.  If you have not already RSVP'ed for all or some of the day's, please do so.  The 
meetings will be held at the Lake Murray Training Center.  Thanks! Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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3

Carl Bussells

Subject: IFIM workshop
Location: Lake Murray Training Center

Start: Wed 12/12/2007 9:30 AM
End: Wed 12/12/2007 3:30 PM
Show Time As: Tentative

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Not yet responded

Required Attendees: Fish & Wildlife TWC - IFIM/Aquatic Habitat

Hello all,

We are planning a 3 day IFIM workshop on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 11th, 12th and 13th.  This 
workshop will be held at the Lake Murray Training Center.  Also, we anticipate issuing the IFIM report by November 9th.  
Please RSVP for these meetings by December 3rd.  I will be sending out two more notices for this meeting for the 12th 
and 13th, so that it will reserve the dates for those of you that use Outlook.  Thanks!  Alison

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Suzanne Rhodes"; Tommy Boozer; Bill Argentieri; Dave Anderson; 

David Price; J. Hamilton Hagood; Joy Downs; Kenneth Fox; Norm Nicholson; 
Steve Bell; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: Navigational Aid Reporting Form FINAL
Date: Monday, October 29, 2007 1:43:19 PM
Attachments: Nav Aids Marking Form.doc 

Hello All, 
Attached is the Final navigational aid reporting form.  Thanks, Alison 
  
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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Lake Murray Navigation Aids Marking Assistance Program Report Form


Reporting Person's  Contact Information  


Name ________________________________            Date _______________________ 


Telephone number ________________ 


Email address_________________              


            
Nature of Problem (check one or more if applicable) 


Damaged Marker______     Marker free of its mooring ______      Unmarked area ________  Displaced Marker _______  Illegally Marked Area (i.e. no Wake zones, Non-DNR buoy or Navigation Aid etc.)  _______  Other (describe in detail)_____________________________  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________            


Missing/Displaced Marker number (if known or can be obtained from a map) _________ 

Lake Elevation at Time of Detection __________ 
County ____________________________

Location of unmarked Area or marker     GPS Coordinates ______________Lat.   _________Long.  

(Note: if GPS coordinates are not available identify area on a Topo map and remit)

Nearest Landmark (Island, Marina, Landing etc) ___________________________________________ 


Additional Information ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Forms should be faxed to SCDNR Attention Lt. Gary Sullivan at 843-953-9376 or emailed to SullivanG@SCNDR.gov.  Information may be called into Lt. Gary Sullivan at 843-953-9378 or 1-800-922-5403
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From: Carl Sundius
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Input on the Permitting hand book
Date: Friday, December 21, 2007 4:41:43 PM
Attachments: Permitting Handbook 2007-11-06.doc 

Alison
 
Hope you have a great Christmas and a Happy New  Year
 
See you next year
 
Carl

mailto:CSundius@SC.RR.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Work of clearing the site for the Saluda River Hydroelectric Development was started in April of 1927 under a permit granted by the Federal Power Commission to the Lexington Water Power Company.  In July of 1930 Lake Murray reached an elevation of 300 feet.  The following December, the first electric power, 10,000 kilowatts, was delivered.

At the time of its completion, Saluda Dam was the largest earth dam in cubical content for power purposes in the world.  The dam itself is 211 feet high and contains over 11 million cubic yards of material.  Lake Murray is 41 miles long and 14 miles wide at its widest point and contains 763 billion gallons of water.  It has a shoreline of approximately 650 miles including the islands.

Lake Murray experiences considerable water level fluctuations.  In the Saluda River watershed, about 75 percent of the normal rainfall comes in the first six months of the calendar year.  The lake level can reach 360 feet; however the normal high lake level is usually reached in May at about 358 feet above mean sea level.  When rainfall decreases during the summer months and the demand for power increases, the elevation begins to drop with a normal minimum of about 350 feet elevation coming in the fall of the year.

Over the years, Lake Murray has been, and still is, a major power generation source and provider of recreational and commercial resources for the residents and visitors of South Carolina.  In the late 1960’s a rapid change in the character and rate of development of the lake began to take place due primarily to Lake Murray’s close proximity to the Columbia Metropolitan area.  Today, there are numerous formal recreation sites dispersed around Lake Murray that support boat launches, marinas, boat slips, wet and dry storage, campgrounds, picnic areas, beaches, fishing areas and piers, trails, and playgrounds.  The irregular shoreline perimeter, with its numerous forested peninsulas, inlets and islands, provide excellent outdoor recreational opportunities.  The shoreline also supports many permanent residences.

As development increases, however, the very values that attract families and visitors to the lake can be threatened unless a substantial effort is made to protect the lake environment from degradation.  South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (SCE&G), as owner and Licensee of Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Project No. 516, realizes the need for formulation of rules and regulations to promote and enhance the recreational potential of Lake Murray and protect its environmental quality while continuing to use Lake Murray as a major part of SCE&G’s power production capabilities.

SCE&G manages its lands around Lake Murray according to a Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), which is designed to comply with the terms of the Project License, regulations, and orders of the FERC.  Its aim is to provide a balance between shoreline development, recreational use, and environmental protection.  A component of the SMP is SCE&G’s Permitting Program, which is operated under a general permit (GP) issued by the US Corps of Engineers and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC).  This GP authorizes SCE&G to be the residential permitting authority on Lake Murray.  Project proponents and lake users must obtain appropriate permit(s) for various activities and developments, and must adhere to the established regulations that help protect the lake shoreline and waters.  SCE&G’s Lake Management Department is responsible for enforcing FERC directives regarding unauthorized uses of Lake Murray waters and land below the 360-foot contour elevation.  FERC directives require SCE&G to prevent or halt unauthorized actions by taking measures to stop such actions.

Regulations and policies affecting the Lake Murray shoreline and waters, and the specifics of SCE&G’s Permitting Program are detailed in this Handbook.  More information is available by contacting the Lake Management Department at xxx.

2.0 LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS

SCE&G has identified four distinct land management classifications for the land within the Project boundary (PBL).  Although SCE&G aims to manage their lands according to this classification system, the public has the right to access SCE&G-owned lands regardless of classification, with the exception of lands reserved and used for Project operations.  The classifications consist of Multi-purpose, Public Recreation, Natural Areas, and Project Operations, which are described below.

2.1 Multi-Purpose


Multi-purpose lands include lands owned by SCE&G, lands sold by SCE&G as well as lands never owned but over which SCE&G retained certain easement rights.  All of the lands are contained within the PBL.  Generally, SCE&G divides them into four general types: easement, commercial, 75-foot buffer zone, and future development lands.


2.1.1 Easement


Lands that SCE&G has sold/or never owned but holds and retains easements on within the PBL.  These lands may support a variety of uses including privately run commercial ventures and residential developments.

2.1.2 Commercial


SCE&G manages lands within this sub-classification primarily through their permitting program, which guides new or modified developments (e.g., expansion of existing facilities) as detailed in this document (see Section VII).  Such uses include the following:


· Commercial and private marinas and yacht clubs (for-profit and nonresidential);


· Commercial docks, boat ramps, bulkheads, and other supporting facilities.


· Commercial RV parks, hotels, resorts, bait shops, boat tours, etc.;


· Restaurants, eateries and bars with shoreline access such as docks, decks, etc.;


· Golf courses with lake access facilities; and

· Industrial facilities.

2.1.3 75-Foot Setback/Buffer Zone

A 75-foot wide vegetated buffer zone, located between the 360-foot contour and the back property development, is maintained adjacent to all easement lands sold by SCE&G after the issuance of the 1984 license.  Buffer zone lands are maintained as vegetated areas intended to protect and enhance the Project’s scenic, recreational and environmental values in the area bordering the Lake Murray shoreline.  Buffer Zones associated with lands sold after 2006 will be managed as non-disturbance areas.

Use of SCE&G’s 75-foot buffer zone is entirely at the discretion of SCE&G as landowner.  Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the buffer zone, but are not permitted to encroach on the land without written consent from SCE&G (see Section VII-K for information on limited brushing policies for Buffer Zones established with lands sold prior 2006).

2.1.4 Future Development


Lands classified as future development are SCE&G-owned and located between the 360-foot contour and the PBL.  They are available for sell to and development by the back property with certain restrictions encompassed in SCE&G’s permitting program, as detailed in this document (See Section VII), and regulated by FERC.

2.2 Public Recreation


SCE&G lands devoted to public recreation include existing parks, properties set aside for future recreation, and publicly available islands owned by SCE&G.  SCE&G manages the areas individually based on the specific, designated recreational activities including swimming, picnicking, boat launching, etc.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site that provides formal camping; however, individuals can also camp on SCE&G -owned islands and other lands such as Bundrick Island, River Bend, and Sunset.


SCE&G also manages forest resources on its lands that are available for public recreation although recreation is only one of several uses.  Forest resources located within ¼ - mile of Lake Murray are managed according to the South Carolina Forestry Commission’s Best Management Practices.  SCE&G does not allow logging in certain areas, such as cliffs, steep slopes, or atypical groups of trees.

2.3 Natural Areas


Natural areas consist of lands that warrant special protection because they provide important habitat for various wildlife species, including the recreational fishery.  Large wetland areas, areas having cultural and/or historical significance, and Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA)s are also included in the natural areas classification are protected.  ESAs are generally located below the 360-foot contour (high water mark).

Natural Areas are not available for sale, nor are docks, excavations, or shoreline activity permitted in these areas.  In addition, ESAs in natural areas have a 50-foot natural buffer zone designated around them.  SCE&G prohibits clearing of vegetation within ESAs contained within natural areas, below the 360-foot contour, or within buffer zones associated with these areas.


2.4 Project Operations


SCE&G-owned and managed lands required for operation of the Saluda Project.  Public access to these lands is restricted to ensure public safety or to assure the security of the infrastructure system.


3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES


3.1 General Policy and Purpose


The implementation by SCE&G of the Lake Murray Shoreline Management Program shall maintain and conserve the area’s natural and man-made resources.

The purpose of the policy is to comply with the terms of the Project No. 516 License, the regulations and the orders of the FERC and to assist in providing a balance between recreation and environmental control.


3.2 Water Quality Standards


SCE&G will conduct a continuing water quality monitoring program at Lake Murray.  Waters of Lake Murray are classified as “Freshwater” by the SCDHEC, which are suitable for swimming, fishing and other water-related recreational activities.

3.3 Effluent Discharges


Lake Murray is classified as a no sewage discharge lake.  SCE&G personnel will continue to notify appropriate governmental officials of any unauthorized effluent discharges which are discovered.  Anyone found to have an unauthorized discharge source within the project boundary line will be required to remove it.

Installation of Sewage Pumping Stations at Marinas - Commercial marinas must have facilities to remove effluent wastes from boats pursuant to SCDHEC regulations. 


3.4 Aquatic Plants


The management of the Aquatic Weed Program on Lake Murray is a cooperative agreement between the SCDNR and SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.  To assist the program, Lake visitors are requested to help prevent the spread of aquatic weeds by clearing off boats and trailers before launching into the waters of Lake Murray.

It is against both State and Federal regulations for individuals to spray or treat aquatic growth in the waters of Lake Murray without the necessary permits.  Report all unauthorized spraying or  aquatic weed problems to SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.

3.5 Undeveloped Areas


Undeveloped SCE&G-owned land around the lake is managed by the Land Department.  These properties will be maintained through a sound forest management program, where appropriate, to ensure forest health.  Timber will be managed in a multiple use manner in compliance with the S. C. Forestry Commission Best Management Practices to maintain a balance of quality watershed conditions, recreational opportunities, wildlife habitat and promotion of new timber growth.


3.6 Game Management


Portions of Project lands may be leased to the SCDNR as part of the statewide Game Management Program.  If leased they are open to the public for hunting or other recreational activities.


4.0 EXCLUSION ZONE


Lands categorized as Project Operations house the various Project facilities, buildings, and structures.

5.0 PUBLIC FISHING, BOATING & HUNTING


The SCDNR is responsible for enforcing State rules and regulations regarding fishing, boating, and hunting activities at Lake Murray.  Recreators are encouraged to contact SCDNR at the following address and/or visit their website for information regarding regulations of these activities.

S.C. Department of Natural Resources


Wildlife and Fresh Water Fisheries


1000 Assembly Street


Columbia, South Carolina 29201


(803)734-3886


http://www.dnr.sc.gov/regulations.html

5.1 Fishery Management

The SCDNR maintains an annual stocking program in Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.  Since 1971, over 30 million striped bass have been stocked in Lake Murray at annual rates varying from a low of 8,800 in 1986 to a high of 1,771,761 in 1983.  Trout are not native to the lower Saluda River, and this fishery is also maintained through stocking of sub-adult rainbow and brown trout.  Presently, the SCDNR stocking program runs from early December until mid-April.  The total number of trout stocked annually typically averages around 35,000 but varies annually based primarily on availability of fish from the Walhalla State Fish Hatchery.  Anglers are required to familiarize themselves with State fishing and safety regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address given above.

5.2 Boating Safety

Buoys, signs, and access restrictions may be placed throughout the project as part of the Public Safety Plan, which is on file with FERC.  Public safety measures include warning signs near hazardous areas of the project, buoys in the impoundment that serve to warn or inform boaters of conditions that warrant caution, and restraining devices such as fences around the powerhouse and downstream project area.

Due to operation of the Project, the waters of Lake Murray can fluctuate annually.  Changes in depth may affect boating conditions in various locations.  Also, overhead power lines cross the waters of Lake Murray and should always be approached with caution.  These aspects of the lake environment make it important for boaters and other lake recreators to assume a high degree of personal responsibility for their own safety by being aware and cautious, and following posted warnings.  In addition, recreators must follow the boating rules and regulations as set forth by SCDNR.  They are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.


5.3 Public Hunting

Approximately 6,000 acres of watershed land within and adjacent to Project No. 516 are leased to the SCDNR as a part of the statewide Game Management Program.  This land is located adjacent to the western portions of Lake Murray and in many cases, adjacent to other privately held lands that are also in the management program.  Public hunting areas are shown on Game Management Area Maps available through the SCDNR.  Waterfowl hunting is also available around Lake Murray.  Hunters must familiarize themselves with State hunting rules and regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.

6.0 PUBLIC ACCESS


SCE&G owns 15 formal public access sites on Lake Murray and has set aside 64 SCE&G-owned islands in Lake Murray for public recreation.  Of the 15 formal recreation sites, SCE&G operates 13 of them, and leases the remaining two sites, Dreher Island State Park and Larry L. Koon Boat Landing, to others for use as public recreation.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site to offer overnight uses such as camping and villa rentals.  More information on recreation opportunities including private and commercial recreation sites is available from the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (SCDPRT) and SCE&G’s Recreation Brochure.

7.0 SHORELINE ACTIVITIES/DEVELOPMENT PERMITTING

7.1 General


It is the policy of the SCE&G Lake Management Department to authorize certain private uses of and/or acts upon Project land by permit when such uses or acts are compatible with the public interest and comply with the requirements of the license for Project 516.  It is the Company’s position that the shorelines of Lake Murray are to be managed and protected in a manner that will protect the environmental and aesthetic integrity of the existing shoreline.  The Lake Murray Shoreline Management Plan plays an integral part in protecting the area’s natural and man-made resources.

Be advised, SCE&G does not guarantee daily or annual usable water access to the waters of the Lake Murray.  Each lot along the shoreline will have different slopes and contours that will determine water depth in front of the lot.  The fluctuation of the reservoir will, at times, limit or restrict the use of some docks on the lake shoreline.  Not all SCE&G reserves the right for final design and placement of docks, marinas, etc.

7.2 Docks

SCE&G requires that anyone desiring to make major repairs, replace, add to, or construct a dock must file an application for a permit, which must be issued prior to start of construction.  Docks, whether fixed or floating, must not interfere with surface water activities or navigation and must be compatible with scenic values in the vicinity.  Dock construction is not to endanger health, create a nuisance, or otherwise be incompatible with overall Project recreation use.  Use of common docks will be encouraged where practical.  SCE&G requires that all docks, fixed, floating or combinations, be inspected by SCE&G agents to comply with Section 7, and that an inspection decal be prominently displayed on the approved dock.  Ultimately, the placement and design of all docks is under the authority of SCE&G, as landowner.  SCE&G will work with applicants to develop an acceptable plan

The following guidelines apply to permits for the creation, replacement, or addition of any dock.  Drawings depicting dock specifications is provided as Attachment XX.

7.2.1 Private Individual Docks


General requirements for individual docks are as follows:


· A minimum lot width of 100 feet along the 360-foot contour is required before an individual residential dock application will be considered.

· All docks must be kept in good repair.

· Lots measuring less than 100 feet in width platted prior to 1989 where the adjacent lots have existing docks may be considered for limited size docks.

· No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a residential or common area dock.

· Private docks, fixed or floating or combination of the two, may generally be up to 750 sq. feet in overall size and 75 feet in length provided they do not interfere with navigation or restrict access to adjoining property.

· Floating docks may be moved out as the Lake level recedes provided they do not interfere with adjacent property owner’s access.

· Docks may be longer where conformity with existing structures would be practical and in cases where exception would be desirable due to curvature or slope of the shoreline.

· The decking of the fixed walkway must be built above the 360 contour.

· Docks must be located a minimum of 15 feet from adjacent property lines and the projected extension should not cross over the imaginary projected lot lines.


· The projection of the imaginary property line is a management tool to assist Lake Management Representatives and may be waived under certain circumstances.

· Covers on docks are not permissible unless the covered portion is located within 16 feet of the 360 contour.

· Hand railing is permissible provided the sides are not enclosed. 


· No sinks, toilets, showers, or fueling systems are permitted.

· Flotation for floating docks must be encased or encapsulated flotation.

· No permanent screening or enclosures are permitted.

· Docks must be single story structures.


7.2.2 Private Common Docks


Common docks to provide lake access may be permitted for two residential lots.  Each property owner participating in a common dock must have a minimum of 75 feet along the 360 foot contour interval (lake high water mark).  Common docks are encouraged and may be mandated in certain circumstances as an alternative to individual docks and will be required on property with inadequate lake frontage, or in such other circumstances that SCE&G deems appropriate.  Private common docks shall follow all of the guidelines described for private individual docks.

7.2.3 Community Access Areas – Boat Ramps and Courtesy Docks


Community access areas consist of boat ramps and courtesy docks open to property owners who have lake access associated with a lakeside development.  General requirements for community access development are as follows:


· Initial consultation and site inspection by a SCE&G Lake Management representative is required for development of common access areas.


· Common areas must be located within the confines of the proposed development with a minimum of 100 feet to the nearest adjoining property, or a buildable lot designated on both sides of the common area with a minimum linear shoreline footage of 100 feet.

· All common areas must have a minimum of 100 feet of linear shoreline.  Common areas serving more than 50 property/residential units must have an additional 1.5 feet of linear shoreline per property/residential unit served.

· No common access area, dock, or ramp will be permitted in a cove less than 200 feet wide measured from the 360’ to 360’ contour across the cove.

· County Zoning Requirements:  SCE&G requires a letter from the County Zoning Administration stating that the proposed site location meets existing County regulations to construct a Boat Ramp or Courtesy Dock.

· Existing slope and water depth must accommodate ramp and dock at a minimum lake level elevation of 352 feet. Ramps will be constructed of reinforced concrete and may not exceed 12 feet wide.

· Common access areas serving 10 or fewer property/residential units will meet the established existing guidelines for private docks, generally permitting up to 750 square feet in size and 75 feet in length. Common access areas serving more than 10 property/residential units may be eligible for a slip dock.

· No destruction or removal of critical shoreline vegetation growing below the 360' contour will be permitted for the installation of a boat ramp or dock.  Critical vegetation includes, but is not limited to, button bush, willows and significant hardwood species (see Section V. E. for information on critical vegetation).

· From the end of the proposed courtesy dock there must be a minimum of 150 feet across the cove to the 360' contour on the opposite shore.  Clearance between structures on opposing banks must be a minimum of 75 feet.

· All common access docks are approved for short term day use only.

7.2.4 Private Multi-Slip


In lieu of individual docks, multi-slip docks may be permitted based on shoreline footage.  Under certain conditions, private land owners may voluntarily establish ‘Greenspaces’ within the shoreline, which are undeveloped lands that have been set aside and maintained as vegetated areas.  The presence of Greenspaces are used to help determine eligibility for multi-slip development.  The following specifications apply to private multi slip docks:

· To participate in the multi-slip dock program the development must have a minimum of 500 feet of shoreline.  Property with less than 500 feet will be evaluated for individual or shared docks.

· Two slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with a minimum 50-foot Greenspace.  Up to 1.5 slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with no associated Greenspaces or ESA shoreline.

· One slip will be allowed for each 100 feet of shoreline with an ESA.  And 1.5 slips per 100 ft of ESA shoreline with a minimum 50 ft Greenspace on the entire shoreline.

· Fractions of slips for properties without a Greenspace will be rounded down to an even number of slips (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded down to 14 slips).  Fractions of slips for properties with Greenspace will be rounded up (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded up to 16 slips).

· No individual dock will be permitted within a multi-slip dock development.

· The outside edge of all multi-slip docks at the 360’ contour line must be a minimum of 150 feet from the nearest common property line (e.g., adjoining properties), or meet minimum County zoning requirements; which ever provides for greater distance.  A graphic illustration of this requisite is provided in Attachment XY.

· Final placement of the multi-slip facility will be subject to SCE&G Lake Management approval.

· A minimum distance of 500 feet, measured from the 360’ contour elevation, is required across coves.


· The minimum 50-foot Greenspace Landscape Plan that must be consistent with the established Buffer Zone Management Plan. Guidelines shall be submitted and approved by SCE&G Lake Management.

· Access to multi-slip docks must be provided by the developer. 


· An access path will be allowed in the Greenspace and must be identified in the Greenspace Landscape Plan.

· SCE&G requires the developer to establish a homeowner’s association to administer the neighborhood multi-slip dock program.  The Greenspace should be deeded to the homeowner’s association.  SCE&G encourages the homeowner’s association to create an environmental stewardship committee within the homeowner’s association to help monitor the Greenspace.


· Multi-slip dock facilities that accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

7.2.5 Commercial Marinas (Inclusive of Sail Clubs and Public Marinas)


The development and expansion of new or existing commercial docks that are open to the general public for profit will be negotiated on a case by case basis.  The necessary Federal, State and Local approved permits must be obtained before final approval by SCE&G and FERC.

General requirements for commercial marinas are as follows:


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating twenty 
(20) watercraft or fewer at a time will be permitted any closer than ¼-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.

· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than ½-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility. 


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than 1-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.


· Any proposed Commercial Marina facility located within the ½ (¼)
 -mile radius of an existing facility but separated by a peninsula will be located on the opposite side of the peninsula and will be required to have a minimum linear shoreline distance along the 360’ contour of three (3)(1)
 miles between the existing and proposed Multi-use facility.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time must be located a minimum of 150 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 250 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 300 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· The proposed Commercial Marina should be located within the confines of the imaginary projected property lines as they extend lakeward.


· Commercial Marina facilities must be located a minimum of 100 feet from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA).


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating Twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 350 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 500 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 750 feet extending from the 360’ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· No Commercial Marina facility may encroach or extend more than one-third the distance across any cove area or waterway.


· A maximum development limit of three hundred (300)
 on-water slips to accommodate watercraft will be permitted.  The buildout period must conform to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and SCDHEC permit time frame.

· No
 Commercial Marina facilities will be permitted to have covers over the requested slips
.


· Excavations for Commercial Marina facilities to improve public access may be considered on a case-by-case basis with consultation with appropriate State and federal resource agencies and regulatory authorities.

· The construction or use of Commercial Marina facilities must in no way be detrimental to the existing water quality.


· Applicant will be required to conduct a 5-year Baseline Environmental Water Quality Monitoring Plan – see attached sheet.

· Commercial Marina facilities with greater than ten (10) watercraft or which accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

· Commercial Marina facilities must provide public restrooms.


· Commercial Marina facilities are encouraged to provide public fishing access areas.


· Commercial Marina facilities must comply with all local, county, state and federal regulations.

· Applicant must sign and complete the Commercial Marina Application Agreement before SCE&G will process a permit request.

· No local, state or federal agency, nor SCE&G may construct, operate or lease a marina within ten (10) miles of an existing marina.

· Existing marinas may expand, remodel, and/or rebuild within their existing footprint with the approval of the local, state and federal agencies.

7.2.6 Watercraft Limitations


No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be allowed to permanently dock at a residential or common area dock.  Watercraft exceeding 30 feet must be docked at a Commercial marina or multi-slip facility with pump out facilities. 


7.2.7 Dock Modifications


Major dock modifications that may temporarily or permanently affect the land or water of the shoreline require submittal of a permit application.  However, general maintenance and repairs of docks such as replacing boards, etc. do not require permitting.  Dock owners’ are encouraged to contact SCE&G’s Lake Management Department at (803) 217-9221 for more information and guidance regarding the need for a permit to conduct dock work.

7.3 Boat Ramps


When feasible, SCE&G encourages the use of boat ramps at public and semi-public facilities versus construction of private ramps.  The following specifications apply to boat ramp construction:


· Ramps may be up to 12 feet wide and required length to be functional.  Public and semi -public ramps may be granted a variance.


· Ramps will be constructed of concrete.  Asphalt compounds or petroleum base products are prohibited.

· All ramps should be located as not to interfere with neighboring property owners. Adjoining property owners are encouraged to agree to common use of the ramp.  A copy of the written agreement between participating property owners will be furnished to SCE&G.

7.4 Boat Lifts


The following specifications apply to the construction of boat lifts:


· All boat lifts will be constructed at the owners’ dock.

· Boat lifts should be located as not to interfere with the adjoining property owners’ access.

· Only one boat lift will be approved per dock.

· No covers are to be constructed over boatlifts.

7.5 Personal Watercraft Lifts


Personal Watercraft lifts will require a permit from SCE&G.

7.6 Marine Railways


· Marine railways are permitted for access to the lake from facilities located above the 360 foot contour.

· Railways constructed below the 360 foot contour area are restricted to two-foot elevation above the natural lake basin.


7.7 Floating Platforms or Tubes





7.8 Water Removal


Commercial and residential requests for water withdrawals require a permit through SCE&G.  Water removal permits for residential property will be for irrigation purposes only.  Applicants should contact SCE&G Lake Management Department for permit applications and additional information.  If there is a conflict between the proposed water removal and the public interest, the application will be rejected.  If no conflict is identified, the application may be forwarded to FERC for approval.  However, SCE&G will not endorse such applications.  SCE&G will impose limits in granting permits for approved applications.  The applicant will be required to compensate SCE&G for water withdrawn and to bear expenses of filing the application.

A commercial application to withdraw water from the lake must include the following information:


· a complete description of the purpose for the removal;

· removal processes to be used;

· volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters;

· copies of all required local, state, and federal permits and reports; and

· required fee.

7.9 Erosion Control (Shoreline Stabilization)


All shoreline stabilization efforts, including construction or repair of riprapping, seawalls, retaining walls and bioengineering, must be approved in writing by SCE&G Lake Management prior to implementation and/or construction.  Furthermore, there are some areas of the lake where facilities may not be permitted because of environmental considerations, development patterns, physical lake characteristics, impacts to cultural resources, or other reasons.

Adjoining property owners should be aware that conducting any shoreline stabilization activities at a federally licensed hydroelectric project (e.g., Saluda Hydroelectric Project, FERC Project No. P-516) is a privilege that can only be granted with authorization from the Licensee.  Since every possible situation cannot be anticipated, SCE&G Lake Management reserves the right to make special rulings in cases not specifically covered by these guidelines.  Shoreline stabilization projects must adhere to the following specifications.

· The applicant must be the owner of the tract of land immediately adjoining the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) or SCE&G-owned buffer  zone, or have the written permission of the easement property owner on water rights tracts (e.g., where SCE&G only has a flowage easement).

· SCE&G Lake Management will hold the applicant fully responsible for ongoing adherence with the current SMP, including maintaining structures in good repair.  This responsibility transfers automatically along with ownership.

· Prior to beginning any activity/construction within the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation), the applicant must obtain all necessary governmental permits or approvals, and written authorization from SCE&G Lake Management.

· Consultation with SCDNR and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) will be required for stabilization that exceeds 500 linear feet of shoreline. 

· The SCDHEC may require an individual permit for large shoreline stabilization projects.

· In order to protect aquatic resources, shoreline stabilization activities shall typically be performed when water elevation is below the work area.  When the water elevation is above the work area, critical/emergency shoreline stabilization activities may be performed in the inundated work area during the months of July through February.

· The applicant should make every reasonable effort to minimize any adverse impact on fish, wildlife, shoreline vegetation and other natural resources.


· New or expanding stabilization activities (excluding bio-engineering) may not be undertaken within a 50-foot offset from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) classification as identified in the SMP.  All shoreline stabilization activities affecting an ESA will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

· Minimal clearing below the high water mark (360-foot elevation) is allowed to create corridors for equipment access for stabilization projects.  Access corridors should be incorporated into fixed pier/dock access corridors (i.e. foot paths) where practical.  Vegetation removed to accommodate construction access for shoreline stabilization shall be replaced with native vegetation.

· Shoreline stabilization activities are limited to the eroded bank.  Any unavoidable impacts to existing emergent aquatic vegetation, as a result of stabilization installation, require the replanting of vegetation in the impacted area(s).

· Bio-engineering is a preferred shoreline stabilization technique and is encouraged, especially in eroded areas associated with emergent aquatic vegetation.  Applicants are encouraged to avoid activities (including stabilization) that could have an adverse impact upon existing native aquatic plants.

· Approved bioengineering techniques are generally required for eroded banks of two feet or less of erosional scarp.  Approved bioengineering and/or vegetated riprap techniques are preferred for eroded banks exceeding two feet of erosional scarp.


· The type of plantings utilized in bioengineering and landscape-planting projects should be native to South Carolina, and must be reviewed and approved by SCE&G Lake Management prior to introduction.

· Rip rap installed below the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation) in vegetated areas must be limited to one layer deep to allow spaces between the stone for vegetation recruitment.

· Riprap material must be SCDOT Class B, or larger, quarry-run stone, natural stone, or other material approved by SCE&G.  Tires, scrap metal, crushed block, construction/demolition debris, or other types of material, are not allowed for stabilization.

· Riprap use should be limited to only that area necessary to adequately stabilize the existing eroded bank.  Riprap should be confined to the area between 6 feet below the high water mark (360 foot elevation) and high water mark (360 foot elevation) except where the entire placement is on/above severely eroded banks.  These areas must be sloped back or terraced to provide minimum bank stability.


· Stabilization of eroded banks that are 2 feet in height or higher, or that are not associated with emergent aquatic vegetation, can be stabilized using SCDOT Class B or larger size riprap with filter cloth, bio-engineering using significant live staking and planting, or other forms of bio-engineering within the riprap.


· Retaining walls are only allowed for erosion control where the average eroded bank height is greater than 3 feet and the wall is constructed at the high water mark (360’ contour elevation).  Earth fills below the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) are prohibited.


· A layer of riprap (SCDOT Class B or larger) extending 6 feet lake-ward from full pond must be placed along the entire base of all retaining walls. The 6-foot requirement is measured vertically for steep slopes and horizontally for more gradual slopes where the vertical requirement would prove impractical.

· No sand shall be placed below the 360’ contour.  Effective measures must be used to keep sand from migrating below the 360’ contour.


7.10 Excavation Activities

Excavating of soils can release erodable earth material into the environment if precautions are not taken.  SCE&G monitors excavation activities by requiring that a permit be obtained for work performed below the 360’ contour.  All authorized excavations must be in accordance with SCE&G specifications and requirements, which may include an environmental assessment plan or report.  Any permitted excavation work must meet the following specifications:


· SCE&G Lake Management Department must be notified prior to commencement and upon completion of work.

· All displaced soil must be taken off site or otherwise stabilized above the 360’ contour in accordance with SCE&G requirements if in Richland, Saluda and Newberry Counties, and in accordance with recommendations of the Lexington County Sediment Control Representative if in Lexington County.

· A 4 to 1 slope is the maximum slope allowed.


· All excavating must be done directly in front of the applicant's property and below the 354’ contour, unless otherwise approved by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.

· No excavation will be permitted in a wooded or vegetated area, or other areas that may be identified by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.  The protection of shallow water habitat must be considered at all times.  A Lake Management representative will designate the area to be excavated.


· Excavation activities generally will not be allowed between January 15 and October 1.  Exceptions may be granted by SCE&G based on hydrological or meteorological conditions.  Permits are valid for one (1) year from the date of issue only.  See date on approved permit.


· Water must not cover the excavation site during excavation activities.


· The contractor must have a copy of the approved permit and drawing while on the job site at all times.


· All excavation must be completed by using the following equipment:  (1) dragline; (2) track backhoe; or other equipment approved by Lake Management personnel.


7.11 Prohibited Activities


The following activities are prohibited on Lake Murray.  These prohibitions will be enforced by SCE&G or an appropriate State or Federal agency.

7.11.1 360-Foot Contour (High Water Mark)


· Earth fills and non-permitted structures such as retaining walls, docks, ramps, etc. below the 360’ contour are prohibited.  Any that occurred prior to January 1, 1974, will be handled on a case by case basis.

· No sand will be placed below the 360’ contour elevation.

· No Fences below the 360’ contour or the Buffer Zone.

7.11.2 75-Foot Buffer Zone


As explained previously, all SCE&G property between the adjacent back property and the waters of Lake Murray lies within that area defined and managed as a Protected Buffer Zone.  The following activities are prohibited within the Buffer Zone:


· No fixed structures.

· No land-based structures, storage buildings, shelters, patios, gazebos, fences, swimming pools, satellite dish, signs, boat storage, and other water craft or automobiles without written consent from the Lake Management Department.

· No septic tanks and/or drain fields.

· No planting of grass except as a permitted erosion control measure.

· No storage or stockpiling of construction material.

· No vegetation removal of any type except in a permitted 10-foot wide access path to the shoreline.

· No limbing or trimming of Buffer Zone vegetation to create views or visual corridors.

· No overnight camping or fires.

· No unauthorized removal of merchantable timber.


7.11.3 General


· No roofs or covers over docks unless it is within 16 feet of the 360’ contour.


· No roofs or covers over Boat Lifts.


· No boathouses.

· No fueling facilities permitted on dock.

· No mooring.

· No water craft exceeding 30 Feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a Private Dock.  Docking for more than 14 days is considered to be permanent for the purpose of this provision.

· No excavation/dredging above the 354’ contour or in shallow water habitat and ESA’s.

· No effluent discharges.

· Drive on docks will not be permitted in addition to an existing floating dock.


· Permanent screening or enclosures will not be allowed on Fixed Seating Areas of Docks.


· No Upland Water Gardens will be permitted to drain into the Lake.


· No spraying of herbicides in the waters of Lake Murray.

7.12 Access Path

Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the 75-foot buffer zone.  For lands sold as of xx, back property owners are allowed to create an access path that measures 10-foot wide and leads down to the lake.  To prevent erosion and to protect the aesthetics of the shoreline the route should not be direct and instead will have a meandering design.  No trees larger than 10 inches at breast height can be removed within the access path .  A Lake Management representative must identify and designate the location of access paths.


7.13 Limited Brushing


For 75-foot buffer zones that are established after approval of the 2007 SMP, SCE&G will maintain a policy of no-disturbance of vegetation.  Limited brushing will not be allowed on these lands under any circumstances.  There may be no vegetation removal below the 360’ ft contour without prior approval from SCE&G.

For buffer zones established prior to approval of the 2007 SMP, limited brushing of adjacent properties by the back property owner may be allowed to remove exotic and invasive vegetation.  Permission will only be granted by SCE&G Lake Management after a site visit with the applicant to assess the need for brushing.  Once limited brushing is completed according to the permit, the applicant may maintain the site in said condition.

In general, certain critical vegetation cannot be removed when limited brushing is permitted.  Some species and types of vegetation provide important benefits such as bank stabilization, water quality functions, habitat, shade in near shore environments, and terrestrial input for aquatic ecosystems.  For the purposes of a limited brushing permit, the following vegetation can not be cleared:

		· Black gum

		· Oaks

		· Sycamore



		· Black willow

		· Persimmon

		· Tag alder



		· Buttonbush

		· River birch

		· Tulip poplar



		· Cottonwood

		· Some hardwood species

		· Water Hickory



		· Green ash

		

		





Plants that can be cleared through limited brushing are generally undesirable species that are invasive and in some cases, exotic.  Included in this group are the following:

· Vines such as green briars, Japanese honey suckle, poison ivy, poison oak, wisteria, and kudzu;

· Shrubs such as black berry and privet;

· Trees such as mimosa and Bradford Pear; and

· Trees that are dead and create a hazard may also be removed.

Some selective clearing of native, non-invasive species will be allowed through limited brushing.  Generally, this will include certain softwood species that are less than 3 inches diameter at breast height (dbh).  Species that could be cleared in this category include the following:

		· Loblolly pine

		· Red maple



		· Longleaf pine

		· Sweetgum



		· Red cedar

		· Virginia pine





Any vegetation that does not meet the above listed criteria, but the back property owner would still like to remove, will have to be addressed individually with SCE&G Lake Management Staff.  It is likely that any tree removal that is not consistent with limited brushing, as outlined above, will have to be mitigated and may include revocation of the property owner’s dock permit.

7.14 Woody Debris Management

Submerged and shoreline woody debris provides habitat for many species of fish,  macroinvertebrates, birds, reptiles and mammals. It also helps protect the shoreline from erosion.  As a baseline, SCE&G maintains a policy of no-disturbance for any and all woody debris unless its removal is necessary for reasons of health and human safety, or the debris is so minimal that it is insignificant in the provision of fish or wildlife habitat.  Under some conditions, ,approval may be granted to remove particular woody material.  SCE&G’s woody debris management policy may allow the removal of woody debris below elevation 360’ if it poses a clear safety or navigation concern, is brought to the attention of SCE&G’s Lake Management Department personnel (Lake Management), and is approved by Lake Management.  Guidelines for particular woody debris is as follows:

7.14.1 Submerged Woody Debris


· SCE&G’s Shoreline Management Program allows limited removal of shoreline vegetation necessary for the construction and installation of docks and other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G prior to removing shoreline woody debris below the 360 foot contour.

· If a dock is proposed for an area that contains significant, stable woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock.

· For tree stumps which pose a material threat to safety, landowners may be allowed to cut them off to an appropriate level, depending on expected water depth and proximity to docks and other activity-related facilities.


7.14.2 Floating Woody Debris


· Floating woody debris, may be removed by SCE&G, SCDNR, or any member of the boating public when encountered if it is reasonably considered a material public safety issue or impediment to navigation.

· The debris is typically removed from open water areas and taken to the shoreline.

· SCE&G encourages that it be secured onshore in undeveloped areas, preferably in areas not readily available to boaters for high speed navigation, such as the backs of coves and/or undeveloped lands.


7.14.3 Shoreline Woody Debris


Shoreline woody debris is managed in a manner similar to submerged woody debris:


· Limited removal of shoreline woody debris may be permitted to accommodate construction and installation of docks or other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Should a dock be proposed for an area that contains significant shoreline woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock or prohibit the dock altogether.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G to remove shoreline woody debris below the 360’ foot contour.

· Unauthorized removal of stable shoreline woody debris may result in the cancellation of dock permits and/or other shoreline amenity permits and a requirement that there be appropriate mitigation for the improper woody debris removal.


· Shoreline woody debris agreed by SCE&G to be a navigation hazard may be removed.


7.15 Permitting Application Procedure

The following application procedure applies for all project requiring a permit issued by SCE&G.  Such activities or developments include the following:

· New construction, additions or replacement of structures


· Erosion control projects

· Excavations

· Water removal


The applicant will be required to apply to SCE&G in writing and submit the following:

· A copy of applicant’s deed and plat to the property reflecting, among other things, county tax map information.

· Sketch showing location, design and dimensions of the proposed structure, or the type and location of erosion control proposed.  Excavation  projects will require a drawing to scale of area to be excavated.

· Commercial applications to withdraw water from the lake also must include a complete description of the purpose for the removal and processes to be used, the volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters.

· Applications for an excavation not exceeding 150 cubic yards can be processed by SCE&G personnel.  Any commercial excavation or individual excavation exceeding 150 cubic yards must be processed through the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and State agencies.


· Permitting fee required.

· Specific directions by land to applicant’s property on Lake Murray.

· Required local, state and federal permits and/or reports.  Lake Management Department of SCE&G will assist in preparation of required local, state and federal permits.


7.16 Permitting Fee


SCE&G has charged a one-time processing fee for its efforts in managing various activities around the lakes.  Permit fees are due with the applications.  If an application is denied the permit fee will be returned.

Annual Administration Fee:
$X.00

7.17 Violations


SCE&G conducts annual surveys of the land below the 360-ft contour to inventory and inspect docks built and permitted throughout the year.  Dock applicants are responsible for maintaining their structures in good repair and safe condition.  If at any time a dock is determined by a SCE&G Lake Management representative to be in disrepair or a hazardous condition, it must be repaired or removed from the Lake Murray waters immediately.  SCE&G reserves the right to remove any dock on its property as conditions warrant.

SCE&G also makes note of unauthorized structures during their surveys, and urge residents and other lake visitors to report what they believe may be unauthorized activity below the 360-ft contour as well as in 75-ft buffer zones.  SCE&G Lake Management representatives will issue Stop Work Directives for any violations that are detected on SCE&G property.  Any unauthorized clearing of the trees or underbrush will result in the immediate cancellation of an individual’s dock permit as well as action to require re-vegetation of the affected area.  Removal of merchantable timber will require reimbursement to SCE&G Company subject to valuation of the Land Department.  Additional, consequences for violations may include loss of consideration for future permits, fines, or legal action.

7.18 Miscellaneous


· Deeds, permits or other instruments affecting Project 516 lands and waters will contain all standard covenants customarily imposed upon project property and such other covenants as in the sole discretion of SCE&G may be desirable or appropriate.  The instrument may contain indemnity clauses and insurance provisions.

· Permitting fees do not constitute a charge for admission to Project lands.

· SCE&G retains the right to vary the amount of inspection fees.

· No vested right or rights enforceable by third parties are created by SCE&G’s Policies or Procedures.


Maps of Lake Murray showing public and commercial landings, parks, shoal markings and other information are available free of charge from SCE&G.  Inquiries concerning policies, procedures, applications or regulations as outlined in this booklet, or requests for maps or applications, should be directed to SCE&G:


South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

Lake Murray Management Department

Columbia, South Carolina 29218

Telephone (803) 217-9221



South Carolina Electric & Gas Company


Lake Murray Management Department


Mail Code 096

Columbia, South Carolina 29218
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Suzanne Rhodes"; Tommy Boozer; Bill Argentieri; Dave Anderson; 

David Price; J. Hamilton Hagood; Joy Downs; Kenneth Fox; Norm Nicholson; 
Steve Bell; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: Navigational Aid Reporting Form FINAL
Date: Monday, October 29, 2007 1:43:19 PM
Attachments: Nav Aids Marking Form.doc 

Hello All, 
Attached is the Final navigational aid reporting form.  Thanks, Alison 
  
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:suzrhodes@juno.com
mailto:tboozer@scana.com
mailto:bargentieri@scana.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=David.Anderson
mailto:pricedc@dhec.sc.gov
mailto:jhamilton@scana.com
mailto:elymay2@aol.com
mailto:skfox@sc.rr.com
mailto:larana@mindspring.com
mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan Stuart

Lake Murray Navigation Aids Marking Assistance Program Report Form


Reporting Person's  Contact Information  


Name ________________________________            Date _______________________ 


Telephone number ________________ 


Email address_________________              


            
Nature of Problem (check one or more if applicable) 


Damaged Marker______     Marker free of its mooring ______      Unmarked area ________  Displaced Marker _______  Illegally Marked Area (i.e. no Wake zones, Non-DNR buoy or Navigation Aid etc.)  _______  Other (describe in detail)_____________________________  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________            


Missing/Displaced Marker number (if known or can be obtained from a map) _________ 

Lake Elevation at Time of Detection __________ 
County ____________________________

Location of unmarked Area or marker     GPS Coordinates ______________Lat.   _________Long.  

(Note: if GPS coordinates are not available identify area on a Topo map and remit)

Nearest Landmark (Island, Marina, Landing etc) ___________________________________________ 


Additional Information ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Forms should be faxed to SCDNR Attention Lt. Gary Sullivan at 843-953-9376 or emailed to SullivanG@SCNDR.gov.  Information may be called into Lt. Gary Sullivan at 843-953-9378 or 1-800-922-5403
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From: Carl Sundius
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Input on the Permitting hand book
Date: Friday, December 21, 2007 4:41:43 PM
Attachments: Permitting Handbook 2007-11-06.doc 

Alison
 
Hope you have a great Christmas and a Happy New  Year
 
See you next year
 
Carl

mailto:CSundius@SC.RR.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Work of clearing the site for the Saluda River Hydroelectric Development was started in April of 1927 under a permit granted by the Federal Power Commission to the Lexington Water Power Company.  In July of 1930 Lake Murray reached an elevation of 300 feet.  The following December, the first electric power, 10,000 kilowatts, was delivered.

At the time of its completion, Saluda Dam was the largest earth dam in cubical content for power purposes in the world.  The dam itself is 211 feet high and contains over 11 million cubic yards of material.  Lake Murray is 41 miles long and 14 miles wide at its widest point and contains 763 billion gallons of water.  It has a shoreline of approximately 650 miles including the islands.

Lake Murray experiences considerable water level fluctuations.  In the Saluda River watershed, about 75 percent of the normal rainfall comes in the first six months of the calendar year.  The lake level can reach 360 feet; however the normal high lake level is usually reached in May at about 358 feet above mean sea level.  When rainfall decreases during the summer months and the demand for power increases, the elevation begins to drop with a normal minimum of about 350 feet elevation coming in the fall of the year.

Over the years, Lake Murray has been, and still is, a major power generation source and provider of recreational and commercial resources for the residents and visitors of South Carolina.  In the late 1960’s a rapid change in the character and rate of development of the lake began to take place due primarily to Lake Murray’s close proximity to the Columbia Metropolitan area.  Today, there are numerous formal recreation sites dispersed around Lake Murray that support boat launches, marinas, boat slips, wet and dry storage, campgrounds, picnic areas, beaches, fishing areas and piers, trails, and playgrounds.  The irregular shoreline perimeter, with its numerous forested peninsulas, inlets and islands, provide excellent outdoor recreational opportunities.  The shoreline also supports many permanent residences.

As development increases, however, the very values that attract families and visitors to the lake can be threatened unless a substantial effort is made to protect the lake environment from degradation.  South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (SCE&G), as owner and Licensee of Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Project No. 516, realizes the need for formulation of rules and regulations to promote and enhance the recreational potential of Lake Murray and protect its environmental quality while continuing to use Lake Murray as a major part of SCE&G’s power production capabilities.

SCE&G manages its lands around Lake Murray according to a Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), which is designed to comply with the terms of the Project License, regulations, and orders of the FERC.  Its aim is to provide a balance between shoreline development, recreational use, and environmental protection.  A component of the SMP is SCE&G’s Permitting Program, which is operated under a general permit (GP) issued by the US Corps of Engineers and the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC).  This GP authorizes SCE&G to be the residential permitting authority on Lake Murray.  Project proponents and lake users must obtain appropriate permit(s) for various activities and developments, and must adhere to the established regulations that help protect the lake shoreline and waters.  SCE&G’s Lake Management Department is responsible for enforcing FERC directives regarding unauthorized uses of Lake Murray waters and land below the 360-foot contour elevation.  FERC directives require SCE&G to prevent or halt unauthorized actions by taking measures to stop such actions.

Regulations and policies affecting the Lake Murray shoreline and waters, and the specifics of SCE&G’s Permitting Program are detailed in this Handbook.  More information is available by contacting the Lake Management Department at xxx.

2.0 LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS

SCE&G has identified four distinct land management classifications for the land within the Project boundary (PBL).  Although SCE&G aims to manage their lands according to this classification system, the public has the right to access SCE&G-owned lands regardless of classification, with the exception of lands reserved and used for Project operations.  The classifications consist of Multi-purpose, Public Recreation, Natural Areas, and Project Operations, which are described below.

2.1 Multi-Purpose


Multi-purpose lands include lands owned by SCE&G, lands sold by SCE&G as well as lands never owned but over which SCE&G retained certain easement rights.  All of the lands are contained within the PBL.  Generally, SCE&G divides them into four general types: easement, commercial, 75-foot buffer zone, and future development lands.


2.1.1 Easement


Lands that SCE&G has sold/or never owned but holds and retains easements on within the PBL.  These lands may support a variety of uses including privately run commercial ventures and residential developments.

2.1.2 Commercial


SCE&G manages lands within this sub-classification primarily through their permitting program, which guides new or modified developments (e.g., expansion of existing facilities) as detailed in this document (see Section VII).  Such uses include the following:


· Commercial and private marinas and yacht clubs (for-profit and nonresidential);


· Commercial docks, boat ramps, bulkheads, and other supporting facilities.


· Commercial RV parks, hotels, resorts, bait shops, boat tours, etc.;


· Restaurants, eateries and bars with shoreline access such as docks, decks, etc.;


· Golf courses with lake access facilities; and

· Industrial facilities.

2.1.3 75-Foot Setback/Buffer Zone

A 75-foot wide vegetated buffer zone, located between the 360-foot contour and the back property development, is maintained adjacent to all easement lands sold by SCE&G after the issuance of the 1984 license.  Buffer zone lands are maintained as vegetated areas intended to protect and enhance the Project’s scenic, recreational and environmental values in the area bordering the Lake Murray shoreline.  Buffer Zones associated with lands sold after 2006 will be managed as non-disturbance areas.

Use of SCE&G’s 75-foot buffer zone is entirely at the discretion of SCE&G as landowner.  Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the buffer zone, but are not permitted to encroach on the land without written consent from SCE&G (see Section VII-K for information on limited brushing policies for Buffer Zones established with lands sold prior 2006).

2.1.4 Future Development


Lands classified as future development are SCE&G-owned and located between the 360-foot contour and the PBL.  They are available for sell to and development by the back property with certain restrictions encompassed in SCE&G’s permitting program, as detailed in this document (See Section VII), and regulated by FERC.

2.2 Public Recreation


SCE&G lands devoted to public recreation include existing parks, properties set aside for future recreation, and publicly available islands owned by SCE&G.  SCE&G manages the areas individually based on the specific, designated recreational activities including swimming, picnicking, boat launching, etc.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site that provides formal camping; however, individuals can also camp on SCE&G -owned islands and other lands such as Bundrick Island, River Bend, and Sunset.


SCE&G also manages forest resources on its lands that are available for public recreation although recreation is only one of several uses.  Forest resources located within ¼ - mile of Lake Murray are managed according to the South Carolina Forestry Commission’s Best Management Practices.  SCE&G does not allow logging in certain areas, such as cliffs, steep slopes, or atypical groups of trees.

2.3 Natural Areas


Natural areas consist of lands that warrant special protection because they provide important habitat for various wildlife species, including the recreational fishery.  Large wetland areas, areas having cultural and/or historical significance, and Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA)s are also included in the natural areas classification are protected.  ESAs are generally located below the 360-foot contour (high water mark).

Natural Areas are not available for sale, nor are docks, excavations, or shoreline activity permitted in these areas.  In addition, ESAs in natural areas have a 50-foot natural buffer zone designated around them.  SCE&G prohibits clearing of vegetation within ESAs contained within natural areas, below the 360-foot contour, or within buffer zones associated with these areas.


2.4 Project Operations


SCE&G-owned and managed lands required for operation of the Saluda Project.  Public access to these lands is restricted to ensure public safety or to assure the security of the infrastructure system.


3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES


3.1 General Policy and Purpose


The implementation by SCE&G of the Lake Murray Shoreline Management Program shall maintain and conserve the area’s natural and man-made resources.

The purpose of the policy is to comply with the terms of the Project No. 516 License, the regulations and the orders of the FERC and to assist in providing a balance between recreation and environmental control.


3.2 Water Quality Standards


SCE&G will conduct a continuing water quality monitoring program at Lake Murray.  Waters of Lake Murray are classified as “Freshwater” by the SCDHEC, which are suitable for swimming, fishing and other water-related recreational activities.

3.3 Effluent Discharges


Lake Murray is classified as a no sewage discharge lake.  SCE&G personnel will continue to notify appropriate governmental officials of any unauthorized effluent discharges which are discovered.  Anyone found to have an unauthorized discharge source within the project boundary line will be required to remove it.

Installation of Sewage Pumping Stations at Marinas - Commercial marinas must have facilities to remove effluent wastes from boats pursuant to SCDHEC regulations. 


3.4 Aquatic Plants


The management of the Aquatic Weed Program on Lake Murray is a cooperative agreement between the SCDNR and SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.  To assist the program, Lake visitors are requested to help prevent the spread of aquatic weeds by clearing off boats and trailers before launching into the waters of Lake Murray.

It is against both State and Federal regulations for individuals to spray or treat aquatic growth in the waters of Lake Murray without the necessary permits.  Report all unauthorized spraying or  aquatic weed problems to SCE&G’s Lake Management Department.

3.5 Undeveloped Areas


Undeveloped SCE&G-owned land around the lake is managed by the Land Department.  These properties will be maintained through a sound forest management program, where appropriate, to ensure forest health.  Timber will be managed in a multiple use manner in compliance with the S. C. Forestry Commission Best Management Practices to maintain a balance of quality watershed conditions, recreational opportunities, wildlife habitat and promotion of new timber growth.


3.6 Game Management


Portions of Project lands may be leased to the SCDNR as part of the statewide Game Management Program.  If leased they are open to the public for hunting or other recreational activities.


4.0 EXCLUSION ZONE


Lands categorized as Project Operations house the various Project facilities, buildings, and structures.

5.0 PUBLIC FISHING, BOATING & HUNTING


The SCDNR is responsible for enforcing State rules and regulations regarding fishing, boating, and hunting activities at Lake Murray.  Recreators are encouraged to contact SCDNR at the following address and/or visit their website for information regarding regulations of these activities.

S.C. Department of Natural Resources


Wildlife and Fresh Water Fisheries


1000 Assembly Street


Columbia, South Carolina 29201


(803)734-3886


http://www.dnr.sc.gov/regulations.html

5.1 Fishery Management

The SCDNR maintains an annual stocking program in Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River.  Since 1971, over 30 million striped bass have been stocked in Lake Murray at annual rates varying from a low of 8,800 in 1986 to a high of 1,771,761 in 1983.  Trout are not native to the lower Saluda River, and this fishery is also maintained through stocking of sub-adult rainbow and brown trout.  Presently, the SCDNR stocking program runs from early December until mid-April.  The total number of trout stocked annually typically averages around 35,000 but varies annually based primarily on availability of fish from the Walhalla State Fish Hatchery.  Anglers are required to familiarize themselves with State fishing and safety regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address given above.

5.2 Boating Safety

Buoys, signs, and access restrictions may be placed throughout the project as part of the Public Safety Plan, which is on file with FERC.  Public safety measures include warning signs near hazardous areas of the project, buoys in the impoundment that serve to warn or inform boaters of conditions that warrant caution, and restraining devices such as fences around the powerhouse and downstream project area.

Due to operation of the Project, the waters of Lake Murray can fluctuate annually.  Changes in depth may affect boating conditions in various locations.  Also, overhead power lines cross the waters of Lake Murray and should always be approached with caution.  These aspects of the lake environment make it important for boaters and other lake recreators to assume a high degree of personal responsibility for their own safety by being aware and cautious, and following posted warnings.  In addition, recreators must follow the boating rules and regulations as set forth by SCDNR.  They are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.


5.3 Public Hunting

Approximately 6,000 acres of watershed land within and adjacent to Project No. 516 are leased to the SCDNR as a part of the statewide Game Management Program.  This land is located adjacent to the western portions of Lake Murray and in many cases, adjacent to other privately held lands that are also in the management program.  Public hunting areas are shown on Game Management Area Maps available through the SCDNR.  Waterfowl hunting is also available around Lake Murray.  Hunters must familiarize themselves with State hunting rules and regulations, which are available through SCDNR at the address provided above.

6.0 PUBLIC ACCESS


SCE&G owns 15 formal public access sites on Lake Murray and has set aside 64 SCE&G-owned islands in Lake Murray for public recreation.  Of the 15 formal recreation sites, SCE&G operates 13 of them, and leases the remaining two sites, Dreher Island State Park and Larry L. Koon Boat Landing, to others for use as public recreation.  Dreher Island State Park is the only site to offer overnight uses such as camping and villa rentals.  More information on recreation opportunities including private and commercial recreation sites is available from the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (SCDPRT) and SCE&G’s Recreation Brochure.

7.0 SHORELINE ACTIVITIES/DEVELOPMENT PERMITTING

7.1 General


It is the policy of the SCE&G Lake Management Department to authorize certain private uses of and/or acts upon Project land by permit when such uses or acts are compatible with the public interest and comply with the requirements of the license for Project 516.  It is the Company’s position that the shorelines of Lake Murray are to be managed and protected in a manner that will protect the environmental and aesthetic integrity of the existing shoreline.  The Lake Murray Shoreline Management Plan plays an integral part in protecting the area’s natural and man-made resources.

Be advised, SCE&G does not guarantee daily or annual usable water access to the waters of the Lake Murray.  Each lot along the shoreline will have different slopes and contours that will determine water depth in front of the lot.  The fluctuation of the reservoir will, at times, limit or restrict the use of some docks on the lake shoreline.  Not all SCE&G reserves the right for final design and placement of docks, marinas, etc.

7.2 Docks

SCE&G requires that anyone desiring to make major repairs, replace, add to, or construct a dock must file an application for a permit, which must be issued prior to start of construction.  Docks, whether fixed or floating, must not interfere with surface water activities or navigation and must be compatible with scenic values in the vicinity.  Dock construction is not to endanger health, create a nuisance, or otherwise be incompatible with overall Project recreation use.  Use of common docks will be encouraged where practical.  SCE&G requires that all docks, fixed, floating or combinations, be inspected by SCE&G agents to comply with Section 7, and that an inspection decal be prominently displayed on the approved dock.  Ultimately, the placement and design of all docks is under the authority of SCE&G, as landowner.  SCE&G will work with applicants to develop an acceptable plan

The following guidelines apply to permits for the creation, replacement, or addition of any dock.  Drawings depicting dock specifications is provided as Attachment XX.

7.2.1 Private Individual Docks


General requirements for individual docks are as follows:


· A minimum lot width of 100 feet along the 360-foot contour is required before an individual residential dock application will be considered.

· All docks must be kept in good repair.

· Lots measuring less than 100 feet in width platted prior to 1989 where the adjacent lots have existing docks may be considered for limited size docks.

· No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a residential or common area dock.

· Private docks, fixed or floating or combination of the two, may generally be up to 750 sq. feet in overall size and 75 feet in length provided they do not interfere with navigation or restrict access to adjoining property.

· Floating docks may be moved out as the Lake level recedes provided they do not interfere with adjacent property owner’s access.

· Docks may be longer where conformity with existing structures would be practical and in cases where exception would be desirable due to curvature or slope of the shoreline.

· The decking of the fixed walkway must be built above the 360 contour.

· Docks must be located a minimum of 15 feet from adjacent property lines and the projected extension should not cross over the imaginary projected lot lines.


· The projection of the imaginary property line is a management tool to assist Lake Management Representatives and may be waived under certain circumstances.

· Covers on docks are not permissible unless the covered portion is located within 16 feet of the 360 contour.

· Hand railing is permissible provided the sides are not enclosed. 


· No sinks, toilets, showers, or fueling systems are permitted.

· Flotation for floating docks must be encased or encapsulated flotation.

· No permanent screening or enclosures are permitted.

· Docks must be single story structures.


7.2.2 Private Common Docks


Common docks to provide lake access may be permitted for two residential lots.  Each property owner participating in a common dock must have a minimum of 75 feet along the 360 foot contour interval (lake high water mark).  Common docks are encouraged and may be mandated in certain circumstances as an alternative to individual docks and will be required on property with inadequate lake frontage, or in such other circumstances that SCE&G deems appropriate.  Private common docks shall follow all of the guidelines described for private individual docks.

7.2.3 Community Access Areas – Boat Ramps and Courtesy Docks


Community access areas consist of boat ramps and courtesy docks open to property owners who have lake access associated with a lakeside development.  General requirements for community access development are as follows:


· Initial consultation and site inspection by a SCE&G Lake Management representative is required for development of common access areas.


· Common areas must be located within the confines of the proposed development with a minimum of 100 feet to the nearest adjoining property, or a buildable lot designated on both sides of the common area with a minimum linear shoreline footage of 100 feet.

· All common areas must have a minimum of 100 feet of linear shoreline.  Common areas serving more than 50 property/residential units must have an additional 1.5 feet of linear shoreline per property/residential unit served.

· No common access area, dock, or ramp will be permitted in a cove less than 200 feet wide measured from the 360’ to 360’ contour across the cove.

· County Zoning Requirements:  SCE&G requires a letter from the County Zoning Administration stating that the proposed site location meets existing County regulations to construct a Boat Ramp or Courtesy Dock.

· Existing slope and water depth must accommodate ramp and dock at a minimum lake level elevation of 352 feet. Ramps will be constructed of reinforced concrete and may not exceed 12 feet wide.

· Common access areas serving 10 or fewer property/residential units will meet the established existing guidelines for private docks, generally permitting up to 750 square feet in size and 75 feet in length. Common access areas serving more than 10 property/residential units may be eligible for a slip dock.

· No destruction or removal of critical shoreline vegetation growing below the 360' contour will be permitted for the installation of a boat ramp or dock.  Critical vegetation includes, but is not limited to, button bush, willows and significant hardwood species (see Section V. E. for information on critical vegetation).

· From the end of the proposed courtesy dock there must be a minimum of 150 feet across the cove to the 360' contour on the opposite shore.  Clearance between structures on opposing banks must be a minimum of 75 feet.

· All common access docks are approved for short term day use only.

7.2.4 Private Multi-Slip


In lieu of individual docks, multi-slip docks may be permitted based on shoreline footage.  Under certain conditions, private land owners may voluntarily establish ‘Greenspaces’ within the shoreline, which are undeveloped lands that have been set aside and maintained as vegetated areas.  The presence of Greenspaces are used to help determine eligibility for multi-slip development.  The following specifications apply to private multi slip docks:

· To participate in the multi-slip dock program the development must have a minimum of 500 feet of shoreline.  Property with less than 500 feet will be evaluated for individual or shared docks.

· Two slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with a minimum 50-foot Greenspace.  Up to 1.5 slips per 100 feet of shoreline will be allowed with no associated Greenspaces or ESA shoreline.

· One slip will be allowed for each 100 feet of shoreline with an ESA.  And 1.5 slips per 100 ft of ESA shoreline with a minimum 50 ft Greenspace on the entire shoreline.

· Fractions of slips for properties without a Greenspace will be rounded down to an even number of slips (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded down to 14 slips).  Fractions of slips for properties with Greenspace will be rounded up (i.e., between 14 ½ and 15 ½ slips will be rounded up to 16 slips).

· No individual dock will be permitted within a multi-slip dock development.

· The outside edge of all multi-slip docks at the 360’ contour line must be a minimum of 150 feet from the nearest common property line (e.g., adjoining properties), or meet minimum County zoning requirements; which ever provides for greater distance.  A graphic illustration of this requisite is provided in Attachment XY.

· Final placement of the multi-slip facility will be subject to SCE&G Lake Management approval.

· A minimum distance of 500 feet, measured from the 360’ contour elevation, is required across coves.


· The minimum 50-foot Greenspace Landscape Plan that must be consistent with the established Buffer Zone Management Plan. Guidelines shall be submitted and approved by SCE&G Lake Management.

· Access to multi-slip docks must be provided by the developer. 


· An access path will be allowed in the Greenspace and must be identified in the Greenspace Landscape Plan.

· SCE&G requires the developer to establish a homeowner’s association to administer the neighborhood multi-slip dock program.  The Greenspace should be deeded to the homeowner’s association.  SCE&G encourages the homeowner’s association to create an environmental stewardship committee within the homeowner’s association to help monitor the Greenspace.


· Multi-slip dock facilities that accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

7.2.5 Commercial Marinas (Inclusive of Sail Clubs and Public Marinas)


The development and expansion of new or existing commercial docks that are open to the general public for profit will be negotiated on a case by case basis.  The necessary Federal, State and Local approved permits must be obtained before final approval by SCE&G and FERC.

General requirements for commercial marinas are as follows:


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating twenty 
(20) watercraft or fewer at a time will be permitted any closer than ¼-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.

· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than ½-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility. 


· No Commercial Marina facility accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126)
 watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than 1-mile radius to an existing Multi-use facility.


· Any proposed Commercial Marina facility located within the ½ (¼)
 -mile radius of an existing facility but separated by a peninsula will be located on the opposite side of the peninsula and will be required to have a minimum linear shoreline distance along the 360’ contour of three (3)(1)
 miles between the existing and proposed Multi-use facility.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time must be located a minimum of 150 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 250 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time must be located a minimum of 300 feet from each outside edge of the dock walkway to the nearest common property line between the proposed development property and the adjacent property owner, or meet minimum County zoning requirements, which ever provides for greater distance.


· The proposed Commercial Marina should be located within the confines of the imaginary projected property lines as they extend lakeward.


· Commercial Marina facilities must be located a minimum of 100 feet from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA).


· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating Twenty (20) watercraft or fewer at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 350 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating between twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty-five (125) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 500 feet extending from the 360‘ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· Commercial Marina facilities accommodating more than one hundred twenty-six (126) watercraft at a time shall be located within a minimum distance of 750 feet extending from the 360’ to the 360’ contour across the cove or waterway.

· No Commercial Marina facility may encroach or extend more than one-third the distance across any cove area or waterway.


· A maximum development limit of three hundred (300)
 on-water slips to accommodate watercraft will be permitted.  The buildout period must conform to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and SCDHEC permit time frame.

· No
 Commercial Marina facilities will be permitted to have covers over the requested slips
.


· Excavations for Commercial Marina facilities to improve public access may be considered on a case-by-case basis with consultation with appropriate State and federal resource agencies and regulatory authorities.

· The construction or use of Commercial Marina facilities must in no way be detrimental to the existing water quality.


· Applicant will be required to conduct a 5-year Baseline Environmental Water Quality Monitoring Plan – see attached sheet.

· Commercial Marina facilities with greater than ten (10) watercraft or which accommodate watercraft with marine sanitation facilities will be required to install, operate, and maintain sewer pump-out disposal systems.

· Commercial Marina facilities must provide public restrooms.


· Commercial Marina facilities are encouraged to provide public fishing access areas.


· Commercial Marina facilities must comply with all local, county, state and federal regulations.

· Applicant must sign and complete the Commercial Marina Application Agreement before SCE&G will process a permit request.

· No local, state or federal agency, nor SCE&G may construct, operate or lease a marina within ten (10) miles of an existing marina.

· Existing marinas may expand, remodel, and/or rebuild within their existing footprint with the approval of the local, state and federal agencies.

7.2.6 Watercraft Limitations


No watercraft exceeding 30 feet in length will be allowed to permanently dock at a residential or common area dock.  Watercraft exceeding 30 feet must be docked at a Commercial marina or multi-slip facility with pump out facilities. 


7.2.7 Dock Modifications


Major dock modifications that may temporarily or permanently affect the land or water of the shoreline require submittal of a permit application.  However, general maintenance and repairs of docks such as replacing boards, etc. do not require permitting.  Dock owners’ are encouraged to contact SCE&G’s Lake Management Department at (803) 217-9221 for more information and guidance regarding the need for a permit to conduct dock work.

7.3 Boat Ramps


When feasible, SCE&G encourages the use of boat ramps at public and semi-public facilities versus construction of private ramps.  The following specifications apply to boat ramp construction:


· Ramps may be up to 12 feet wide and required length to be functional.  Public and semi -public ramps may be granted a variance.


· Ramps will be constructed of concrete.  Asphalt compounds or petroleum base products are prohibited.

· All ramps should be located as not to interfere with neighboring property owners. Adjoining property owners are encouraged to agree to common use of the ramp.  A copy of the written agreement between participating property owners will be furnished to SCE&G.

7.4 Boat Lifts


The following specifications apply to the construction of boat lifts:


· All boat lifts will be constructed at the owners’ dock.

· Boat lifts should be located as not to interfere with the adjoining property owners’ access.

· Only one boat lift will be approved per dock.

· No covers are to be constructed over boatlifts.

7.5 Personal Watercraft Lifts


Personal Watercraft lifts will require a permit from SCE&G.

7.6 Marine Railways


· Marine railways are permitted for access to the lake from facilities located above the 360 foot contour.

· Railways constructed below the 360 foot contour area are restricted to two-foot elevation above the natural lake basin.


7.7 Floating Platforms or Tubes





7.8 Water Removal


Commercial and residential requests for water withdrawals require a permit through SCE&G.  Water removal permits for residential property will be for irrigation purposes only.  Applicants should contact SCE&G Lake Management Department for permit applications and additional information.  If there is a conflict between the proposed water removal and the public interest, the application will be rejected.  If no conflict is identified, the application may be forwarded to FERC for approval.  However, SCE&G will not endorse such applications.  SCE&G will impose limits in granting permits for approved applications.  The applicant will be required to compensate SCE&G for water withdrawn and to bear expenses of filing the application.

A commercial application to withdraw water from the lake must include the following information:


· a complete description of the purpose for the removal;

· removal processes to be used;

· volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters;

· copies of all required local, state, and federal permits and reports; and

· required fee.

7.9 Erosion Control (Shoreline Stabilization)


All shoreline stabilization efforts, including construction or repair of riprapping, seawalls, retaining walls and bioengineering, must be approved in writing by SCE&G Lake Management prior to implementation and/or construction.  Furthermore, there are some areas of the lake where facilities may not be permitted because of environmental considerations, development patterns, physical lake characteristics, impacts to cultural resources, or other reasons.

Adjoining property owners should be aware that conducting any shoreline stabilization activities at a federally licensed hydroelectric project (e.g., Saluda Hydroelectric Project, FERC Project No. P-516) is a privilege that can only be granted with authorization from the Licensee.  Since every possible situation cannot be anticipated, SCE&G Lake Management reserves the right to make special rulings in cases not specifically covered by these guidelines.  Shoreline stabilization projects must adhere to the following specifications.

· The applicant must be the owner of the tract of land immediately adjoining the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) or SCE&G-owned buffer  zone, or have the written permission of the easement property owner on water rights tracts (e.g., where SCE&G only has a flowage easement).

· SCE&G Lake Management will hold the applicant fully responsible for ongoing adherence with the current SMP, including maintaining structures in good repair.  This responsibility transfers automatically along with ownership.

· Prior to beginning any activity/construction within the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation), the applicant must obtain all necessary governmental permits or approvals, and written authorization from SCE&G Lake Management.

· Consultation with SCDNR and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) will be required for stabilization that exceeds 500 linear feet of shoreline. 

· The SCDHEC may require an individual permit for large shoreline stabilization projects.

· In order to protect aquatic resources, shoreline stabilization activities shall typically be performed when water elevation is below the work area.  When the water elevation is above the work area, critical/emergency shoreline stabilization activities may be performed in the inundated work area during the months of July through February.

· The applicant should make every reasonable effort to minimize any adverse impact on fish, wildlife, shoreline vegetation and other natural resources.


· New or expanding stabilization activities (excluding bio-engineering) may not be undertaken within a 50-foot offset from an Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) classification as identified in the SMP.  All shoreline stabilization activities affecting an ESA will be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

· Minimal clearing below the high water mark (360-foot elevation) is allowed to create corridors for equipment access for stabilization projects.  Access corridors should be incorporated into fixed pier/dock access corridors (i.e. foot paths) where practical.  Vegetation removed to accommodate construction access for shoreline stabilization shall be replaced with native vegetation.

· Shoreline stabilization activities are limited to the eroded bank.  Any unavoidable impacts to existing emergent aquatic vegetation, as a result of stabilization installation, require the replanting of vegetation in the impacted area(s).

· Bio-engineering is a preferred shoreline stabilization technique and is encouraged, especially in eroded areas associated with emergent aquatic vegetation.  Applicants are encouraged to avoid activities (including stabilization) that could have an adverse impact upon existing native aquatic plants.

· Approved bioengineering techniques are generally required for eroded banks of two feet or less of erosional scarp.  Approved bioengineering and/or vegetated riprap techniques are preferred for eroded banks exceeding two feet of erosional scarp.


· The type of plantings utilized in bioengineering and landscape-planting projects should be native to South Carolina, and must be reviewed and approved by SCE&G Lake Management prior to introduction.

· Rip rap installed below the high water mark (360‘ contour elevation) in vegetated areas must be limited to one layer deep to allow spaces between the stone for vegetation recruitment.

· Riprap material must be SCDOT Class B, or larger, quarry-run stone, natural stone, or other material approved by SCE&G.  Tires, scrap metal, crushed block, construction/demolition debris, or other types of material, are not allowed for stabilization.

· Riprap use should be limited to only that area necessary to adequately stabilize the existing eroded bank.  Riprap should be confined to the area between 6 feet below the high water mark (360 foot elevation) and high water mark (360 foot elevation) except where the entire placement is on/above severely eroded banks.  These areas must be sloped back or terraced to provide minimum bank stability.


· Stabilization of eroded banks that are 2 feet in height or higher, or that are not associated with emergent aquatic vegetation, can be stabilized using SCDOT Class B or larger size riprap with filter cloth, bio-engineering using significant live staking and planting, or other forms of bio-engineering within the riprap.


· Retaining walls are only allowed for erosion control where the average eroded bank height is greater than 3 feet and the wall is constructed at the high water mark (360’ contour elevation).  Earth fills below the high water mark (360’ contour elevation) are prohibited.


· A layer of riprap (SCDOT Class B or larger) extending 6 feet lake-ward from full pond must be placed along the entire base of all retaining walls. The 6-foot requirement is measured vertically for steep slopes and horizontally for more gradual slopes where the vertical requirement would prove impractical.

· No sand shall be placed below the 360’ contour.  Effective measures must be used to keep sand from migrating below the 360’ contour.


7.10 Excavation Activities

Excavating of soils can release erodable earth material into the environment if precautions are not taken.  SCE&G monitors excavation activities by requiring that a permit be obtained for work performed below the 360’ contour.  All authorized excavations must be in accordance with SCE&G specifications and requirements, which may include an environmental assessment plan or report.  Any permitted excavation work must meet the following specifications:


· SCE&G Lake Management Department must be notified prior to commencement and upon completion of work.

· All displaced soil must be taken off site or otherwise stabilized above the 360’ contour in accordance with SCE&G requirements if in Richland, Saluda and Newberry Counties, and in accordance with recommendations of the Lexington County Sediment Control Representative if in Lexington County.

· A 4 to 1 slope is the maximum slope allowed.


· All excavating must be done directly in front of the applicant's property and below the 354’ contour, unless otherwise approved by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.

· No excavation will be permitted in a wooded or vegetated area, or other areas that may be identified by SCE&G in consultation with SCDNR.  The protection of shallow water habitat must be considered at all times.  A Lake Management representative will designate the area to be excavated.


· Excavation activities generally will not be allowed between January 15 and October 1.  Exceptions may be granted by SCE&G based on hydrological or meteorological conditions.  Permits are valid for one (1) year from the date of issue only.  See date on approved permit.


· Water must not cover the excavation site during excavation activities.


· The contractor must have a copy of the approved permit and drawing while on the job site at all times.


· All excavation must be completed by using the following equipment:  (1) dragline; (2) track backhoe; or other equipment approved by Lake Management personnel.


7.11 Prohibited Activities


The following activities are prohibited on Lake Murray.  These prohibitions will be enforced by SCE&G or an appropriate State or Federal agency.

7.11.1 360-Foot Contour (High Water Mark)


· Earth fills and non-permitted structures such as retaining walls, docks, ramps, etc. below the 360’ contour are prohibited.  Any that occurred prior to January 1, 1974, will be handled on a case by case basis.

· No sand will be placed below the 360’ contour elevation.

· No Fences below the 360’ contour or the Buffer Zone.

7.11.2 75-Foot Buffer Zone


As explained previously, all SCE&G property between the adjacent back property and the waters of Lake Murray lies within that area defined and managed as a Protected Buffer Zone.  The following activities are prohibited within the Buffer Zone:


· No fixed structures.

· No land-based structures, storage buildings, shelters, patios, gazebos, fences, swimming pools, satellite dish, signs, boat storage, and other water craft or automobiles without written consent from the Lake Management Department.

· No septic tanks and/or drain fields.

· No planting of grass except as a permitted erosion control measure.

· No storage or stockpiling of construction material.

· No vegetation removal of any type except in a permitted 10-foot wide access path to the shoreline.

· No limbing or trimming of Buffer Zone vegetation to create views or visual corridors.

· No overnight camping or fires.

· No unauthorized removal of merchantable timber.


7.11.3 General


· No roofs or covers over docks unless it is within 16 feet of the 360’ contour.


· No roofs or covers over Boat Lifts.


· No boathouses.

· No fueling facilities permitted on dock.

· No mooring.

· No water craft exceeding 30 Feet in length will be permitted to be permanently docked at a Private Dock.  Docking for more than 14 days is considered to be permanent for the purpose of this provision.

· No excavation/dredging above the 354’ contour or in shallow water habitat and ESA’s.

· No effluent discharges.

· Drive on docks will not be permitted in addition to an existing floating dock.


· Permanent screening or enclosures will not be allowed on Fixed Seating Areas of Docks.


· No Upland Water Gardens will be permitted to drain into the Lake.


· No spraying of herbicides in the waters of Lake Murray.

7.12 Access Path

Owners of adjoining lands (back property owners) are given the right of access by foot to and from the lake through the 75-foot buffer zone.  For lands sold as of xx, back property owners are allowed to create an access path that measures 10-foot wide and leads down to the lake.  To prevent erosion and to protect the aesthetics of the shoreline the route should not be direct and instead will have a meandering design.  No trees larger than 10 inches at breast height can be removed within the access path .  A Lake Management representative must identify and designate the location of access paths.


7.13 Limited Brushing


For 75-foot buffer zones that are established after approval of the 2007 SMP, SCE&G will maintain a policy of no-disturbance of vegetation.  Limited brushing will not be allowed on these lands under any circumstances.  There may be no vegetation removal below the 360’ ft contour without prior approval from SCE&G.

For buffer zones established prior to approval of the 2007 SMP, limited brushing of adjacent properties by the back property owner may be allowed to remove exotic and invasive vegetation.  Permission will only be granted by SCE&G Lake Management after a site visit with the applicant to assess the need for brushing.  Once limited brushing is completed according to the permit, the applicant may maintain the site in said condition.

In general, certain critical vegetation cannot be removed when limited brushing is permitted.  Some species and types of vegetation provide important benefits such as bank stabilization, water quality functions, habitat, shade in near shore environments, and terrestrial input for aquatic ecosystems.  For the purposes of a limited brushing permit, the following vegetation can not be cleared:

		· Black gum

		· Oaks

		· Sycamore



		· Black willow

		· Persimmon

		· Tag alder



		· Buttonbush

		· River birch

		· Tulip poplar



		· Cottonwood

		· Some hardwood species

		· Water Hickory



		· Green ash

		

		





Plants that can be cleared through limited brushing are generally undesirable species that are invasive and in some cases, exotic.  Included in this group are the following:

· Vines such as green briars, Japanese honey suckle, poison ivy, poison oak, wisteria, and kudzu;

· Shrubs such as black berry and privet;

· Trees such as mimosa and Bradford Pear; and

· Trees that are dead and create a hazard may also be removed.

Some selective clearing of native, non-invasive species will be allowed through limited brushing.  Generally, this will include certain softwood species that are less than 3 inches diameter at breast height (dbh).  Species that could be cleared in this category include the following:

		· Loblolly pine

		· Red maple



		· Longleaf pine

		· Sweetgum



		· Red cedar

		· Virginia pine





Any vegetation that does not meet the above listed criteria, but the back property owner would still like to remove, will have to be addressed individually with SCE&G Lake Management Staff.  It is likely that any tree removal that is not consistent with limited brushing, as outlined above, will have to be mitigated and may include revocation of the property owner’s dock permit.

7.14 Woody Debris Management

Submerged and shoreline woody debris provides habitat for many species of fish,  macroinvertebrates, birds, reptiles and mammals. It also helps protect the shoreline from erosion.  As a baseline, SCE&G maintains a policy of no-disturbance for any and all woody debris unless its removal is necessary for reasons of health and human safety, or the debris is so minimal that it is insignificant in the provision of fish or wildlife habitat.  Under some conditions, ,approval may be granted to remove particular woody material.  SCE&G’s woody debris management policy may allow the removal of woody debris below elevation 360’ if it poses a clear safety or navigation concern, is brought to the attention of SCE&G’s Lake Management Department personnel (Lake Management), and is approved by Lake Management.  Guidelines for particular woody debris is as follows:

7.14.1 Submerged Woody Debris


· SCE&G’s Shoreline Management Program allows limited removal of shoreline vegetation necessary for the construction and installation of docks and other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G prior to removing shoreline woody debris below the 360 foot contour.

· If a dock is proposed for an area that contains significant, stable woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock.

· For tree stumps which pose a material threat to safety, landowners may be allowed to cut them off to an appropriate level, depending on expected water depth and proximity to docks and other activity-related facilities.


7.14.2 Floating Woody Debris


· Floating woody debris, may be removed by SCE&G, SCDNR, or any member of the boating public when encountered if it is reasonably considered a material public safety issue or impediment to navigation.

· The debris is typically removed from open water areas and taken to the shoreline.

· SCE&G encourages that it be secured onshore in undeveloped areas, preferably in areas not readily available to boaters for high speed navigation, such as the backs of coves and/or undeveloped lands.


7.14.3 Shoreline Woody Debris


Shoreline woody debris is managed in a manner similar to submerged woody debris:


· Limited removal of shoreline woody debris may be permitted to accommodate construction and installation of docks or other permitted shoreline amenities.

· Should a dock be proposed for an area that contains significant shoreline woody debris, SCE&G may propose an alternate location for the dock or prohibit the dock altogether.

· Shoreline property owners must obtain permission from SCE&G to remove shoreline woody debris below the 360’ foot contour.

· Unauthorized removal of stable shoreline woody debris may result in the cancellation of dock permits and/or other shoreline amenity permits and a requirement that there be appropriate mitigation for the improper woody debris removal.


· Shoreline woody debris agreed by SCE&G to be a navigation hazard may be removed.


7.15 Permitting Application Procedure

The following application procedure applies for all project requiring a permit issued by SCE&G.  Such activities or developments include the following:

· New construction, additions or replacement of structures


· Erosion control projects

· Excavations

· Water removal


The applicant will be required to apply to SCE&G in writing and submit the following:

· A copy of applicant’s deed and plat to the property reflecting, among other things, county tax map information.

· Sketch showing location, design and dimensions of the proposed structure, or the type and location of erosion control proposed.  Excavation  projects will require a drawing to scale of area to be excavated.

· Commercial applications to withdraw water from the lake also must include a complete description of the purpose for the removal and processes to be used, the volumes to be withdrawn and ultimately to be returned to the project waters.

· Applications for an excavation not exceeding 150 cubic yards can be processed by SCE&G personnel.  Any commercial excavation or individual excavation exceeding 150 cubic yards must be processed through the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and State agencies.


· Permitting fee required.

· Specific directions by land to applicant’s property on Lake Murray.

· Required local, state and federal permits and/or reports.  Lake Management Department of SCE&G will assist in preparation of required local, state and federal permits.


7.16 Permitting Fee


SCE&G has charged a one-time processing fee for its efforts in managing various activities around the lakes.  Permit fees are due with the applications.  If an application is denied the permit fee will be returned.

Annual Administration Fee:
$X.00

7.17 Violations


SCE&G conducts annual surveys of the land below the 360-ft contour to inventory and inspect docks built and permitted throughout the year.  Dock applicants are responsible for maintaining their structures in good repair and safe condition.  If at any time a dock is determined by a SCE&G Lake Management representative to be in disrepair or a hazardous condition, it must be repaired or removed from the Lake Murray waters immediately.  SCE&G reserves the right to remove any dock on its property as conditions warrant.

SCE&G also makes note of unauthorized structures during their surveys, and urge residents and other lake visitors to report what they believe may be unauthorized activity below the 360-ft contour as well as in 75-ft buffer zones.  SCE&G Lake Management representatives will issue Stop Work Directives for any violations that are detected on SCE&G property.  Any unauthorized clearing of the trees or underbrush will result in the immediate cancellation of an individual’s dock permit as well as action to require re-vegetation of the affected area.  Removal of merchantable timber will require reimbursement to SCE&G Company subject to valuation of the Land Department.  Additional, consequences for violations may include loss of consideration for future permits, fines, or legal action.

7.18 Miscellaneous


· Deeds, permits or other instruments affecting Project 516 lands and waters will contain all standard covenants customarily imposed upon project property and such other covenants as in the sole discretion of SCE&G may be desirable or appropriate.  The instrument may contain indemnity clauses and insurance provisions.

· Permitting fees do not constitute a charge for admission to Project lands.

· SCE&G retains the right to vary the amount of inspection fees.

· No vested right or rights enforceable by third parties are created by SCE&G’s Policies or Procedures.


Maps of Lake Murray showing public and commercial landings, parks, shoal markings and other information are available free of charge from SCE&G.  Inquiries concerning policies, procedures, applications or regulations as outlined in this booklet, or requests for maps or applications, should be directed to SCE&G:


South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

Lake Murray Management Department

Columbia, South Carolina 29218

Telephone (803) 217-9221



South Carolina Electric & Gas Company


Lake Murray Management Department


Mail Code 096

Columbia, South Carolina 29218
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�Change to twenty (20) per the meeting


�Change to twenty-one (21) and one hundred twenty – five (125)per  the meeting





�Change to twenty-six (126) per  the meeting





�Change to ¼ mile peninsulas are narrow, most under ¼ mile


�Change to 1 mile same as radius, what difference straight line or along curved contour


�This number should be allowed to be larger in special instances where marinas conform to all other guidelines 


�Delete the word “No”


�Add – on a case by case basis.


�What about these?







From: Alison Guth
To: Theresa Thom; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bud Badr; 

Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); 
Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; Jennifer Hand; Jim Glover; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mike Waddell; 
Milton Quattlebaum (mquattlebaum@scana.com); Prescott Brownell; 
Randy Mahan; Ron Ahle; Scott Harder; Shane Boring; Steve Summer; 
Brandon Kulik; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: IFIM Workshops
Date: Wednesday, December 05, 2007 11:31:18 AM

Hello all, 
Just a reminder that the IFIM workshop will be held next Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 
11, 12, and 13.  If you have not already RSVP'ed for all or some of the day's, please do so.  The 
meetings will be held at the Lake Murray Training Center.  Thanks! Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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From: GKing11363@aol.com
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Re: The Draft Application for New License
Date: Monday, December 17, 2007 11:08:08 AM

In a message dated 12/17/2007 9:30:12 A.M. Eastern Standard Time, Alison.
Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com writes:

As you can see there is still quite a bit of work to be had on this, 
and any target water levels will likely be included in the final 
application.  

Thanks Allison...As I'm sure you have observed from the "public meetings".....
most stakeholders, and I dare say all property owners, are most concerned 
with three issues.....water level commitments/objectives, water quality and 
development concerns....probably just water levels!
 
I've now read most on the Draft Application document and was disappointed that 
these "hot" issues were not addressed. Actually I found nothing to comment on 
other than what was missing. I also don't see how this doc can be called a "Draft 
Application for New license"...surely the FERC and all stakeholders want to see 
those same commitments /objectives on water quality,water level, development, 
etc.
 
Will they be available for "public comment" prior the final submission in late 2008?
 
George King, Shull Island    
 
 
 

See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.

mailto:GKing11363@aol.com
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Jim Cumberland"; 
Subject: RE: SMP comments
Date: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 8:43:44 AM

No biggie, I am still waiting for comments from some other folks as well.  Take 
care, Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Jim Cumberland [mailto:jimc@scccl.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 8:40 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: SMP comments 
 
Alison,
 
I have been out of town, and did not have a chance to finish my comments 
on the SMP (I am somewhere around page 75). I have to leave shortly for 
another tip, but should be able to email them to you tonight or first thing in 
the a.m. – is that OK?  I’m really sorry – I did not get a chance to work on 
them at the conference I was at this weekend.
Regards,
Jim
 
Jim Cumberland
Project Manager
Coastal Conservation League
2231 Devine Street, Suite 202
Columbia, SC  29205
803.771.7750 (telephone)
803.771.7580 (facsimile)
jimc@scccl.org
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Message

Sure.  they are attached below
 
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Dee Dee Simmons [mailto:dsimmons@thefittscompany.com]  
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2007 8:23 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meetings 
 
Alison, 
The agendas are not attached or I can not open them.  Could you please send me the agendas?
 
Thanks,  
Dee Dee
 

DEE DEE SIMMONS  |  THE FITTS COMPANY, INC  
DEPARTMENTS OF GRAPHICS AND MARKETING 
441 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE | LEXINGTON, SC 29072  
O: 803-356-5947  |  M: 803-730-8174  |  F: 803-356-5987 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2007 2:56 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; aharmon@lpagroup.
com; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill 
Brebner ; Bill East; BGreen@smeinc.com; Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; 
bseibels@yahoo.com; Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud 
Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris 
Page; ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; 
David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie; Don Tyler; Donald 
Eng; Ed Diebold; duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us; Edward Schnepel; aregaf@dnr.sc.gov; George 
Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; 
ipitts@scprt.com; J. Hamilton Hagood; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry 
Wise; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel 
Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; johned44@bellsouth.net; John Frick; Jon Leader; Joy 
Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim 
Westbury; Kristina Massey; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; 
Malcolm Leaphart; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; msummer@scana.com; 
Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Patricia Wendling; 
Patrick Moore; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; 
Rebekah Dobrasko; rbull@davisfloyd.com; Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; 
SKEENER@sc.rr.com; Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; 
Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri 
Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; 
Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; tbowles@scana.com; Tom 

http://owa.kleinschmidtusa.com/public/Jobs/455/...rly%20Public%20Meetings-756806993.EML?Cmd=open (1 of 2) [5/21/2008 9:19:27 AM]



Message

Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; tylehowe@nc-cherokee.com; Van 
Hoffman; balesw@dnr.sc.gov; Wenonah Haire 
Subject: Saluda Hydro Relicensing Quarterly Public Meetings 
 
When: Thursday, April 19, 2007 10:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 
Canada).  
Where: Saluda Shoals Park - Environmental Center 

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

Hello All, 

Just a reminder that we will be holding the Quarterly Public Meetings next Thursday, April 19th 
at 10AM and 7PM.  The meetings will be held at the Saluda Shoals Park Environmental Center 
(first building on your right as you enter the gate).  Agendas are attached below.  Thank you, 
Alison

<<QPM Agenda 4-19-07 AM.doc>> <<QPM Agenda 4-19-07 PM.doc>> 

http://owa.kleinschmidtusa.com/public/Jobs/455/...rly%20Public%20Meetings-756806993.EML?Cmd=open (2 of 2) [5/21/2008 9:19:27 AM]



From: Bill Mathias
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 16, 2008 10:15:46 AM

Alison,
 
Sorry that I will not be at the meeting tomorrow.  I have commitments every 
Thurs. AM and evening, so I'll be looking for anything posted on the website from 
the meeting.
 
Bill
 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2008 10:10 AM 
To: Alison Guth; Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan 
Stuart; aharmon@lpagroup.com; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy 
Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; BGreen@smeinc.com; 
Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; bseibels@yahoo.com; 
Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; 
Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie 
Rentz; Chris Page; ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us; Chuck Hightower ; Daniel 
Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; 
David Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; dchristie@comporium.net; Don Tyler; Donald 
Eng; Ed Diebold; duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us; Edward Schnepel; aregaf@dnr.
sc.gov; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; 
Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; ipitts@scprt.com; J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay 
Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim 
Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; 
Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; johned44@bellsouth.net; 
John Frick; Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken 
Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee 
Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; giffinma@dhec.sc.
gov; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; msummer@scana.
com; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin 
Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray 
Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; rbull@davisfloyd.com; Rhett Bickley; Richard 
Kidder; Richard Mikell; SKEENER@sc.rr.com; Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron 
Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; 
Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; 
sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia 
Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; tbowles@scana.com; 
Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; tylehowe@nc-

mailto:bill25@sc.rr.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth


cherokee.com; Van Hoffman; balesw@dnr.sc.gov; Wenonah Haire 
Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
Hello all,
 
Attached is the agenda for tomorrow's Quarterly Public Meetings.  Hope to see 
you all there.  
 
Alison
 
Kleinschmidt Associates
 
 
 

From: Alison Guth 
Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 12:32 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alex 
Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; 
Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green 
(BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; 
Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett 
Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; 
Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley 
(ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave 
Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; 
Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; Donald 
Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; 
Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American 
Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts 
(ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer 
O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim 
Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John 
and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; Jon 
Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken 
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); 
Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Giffin 
(giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; 
Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm 
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal 
Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull 
(rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert 
Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald 
Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; Sandra 



Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; Stan Jones 
(sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia 
Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles 
(tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony 
Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales 
(balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire 
Subject: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
Hello All, 

Just a reminder that there will be Quarterly Public Meetings Thursday, January 
17th, at 10 AM and 7 PM.  The meetings will be held at the Environmental Center 
(the first building on your right) at Saluda Shoals Park. An agenda will be 
forthcoming.  Feel free to email me if you have any questions.  Thanks, Alison

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

 



From: Alison Guth
To: Alison Guth; Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; 

Alan Stuart; Alex Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; 
Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; 
Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; 
Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); 
Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; 
Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; 
Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley (ccantley@scdah.
state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; 
Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; 
Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; 
Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); 
Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; 
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; 
Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; 
Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O"Rourke; Jennifer Price ; 
Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; 
Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; 
John and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; 
Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; 
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.
sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; 
Mike Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; 
Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; 
Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; 
Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; 
Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); 
Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; 
Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; Sandra Reinhardt; 
Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; 
Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; 
Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; 
Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; 
Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-
cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); 
Wenonah Haire; 

Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 16, 2008 10:09:55 AM
Attachments: Saluda Hydro Quarterly Public Meeting Agenda 11708.doc 

Hello all,
 
Attached is the agenda for tomorrow's Quarterly Public Meetings.  Hope to see 
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Saluda Hydro Quarterly Public Meeting

January 17, 2008

Saluda Shoals Park – Environmental Center

10:00 AM & 7:00 PM

Meeting Agenda


10:00 – 10:15/7:00 - 7:15

Welcome


10:15 – 11:30/7:15 – 8:30
Discussion and Presentation on Lake Murray Water Quality – Jim Ruane, Reservoir Environmental Mgt., Inc.

11:30 – 12:00/8:30 – 9:00 
Update on the Progress of the Saluda Relicensing and General Questions – Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates

Adjourn  




you all there.  
 
Alison
 
Kleinschmidt Associates
 
 
 

From: Alison Guth 
Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 12:32 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alex 
Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; 
Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green 
(BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; 
Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett 
Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; 
Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley 
(ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave 
Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; 
Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; Donald 
Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; 
Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American 
Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts 
(ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer 
O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim 
Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John 
and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; Jon 
Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken 
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); 
Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Giffin 
(giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; 
Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm 
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal 
Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull 
(rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert 
Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald 
Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; Sandra 
Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; Stan Jones 
(sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia 
Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles 
(tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony 
Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales 



(balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire 
Subject: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
Hello All, 

Just a reminder that there will be Quarterly Public Meetings Thursday, January 
17th, at 10 AM and 7 PM.  The meetings will be held at the Environmental Center 
(the first building on your right) at Saluda Shoals Park. An agenda will be 
forthcoming.  Feel free to email me if you have any questions.  Thanks, Alison

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

 



From: Alison Guth
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; 

Alex Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; 
Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; 
Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; 
Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); 
Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; 
Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; 
Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley (ccantley@scdah.
state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; 
Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; 
Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; 
Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); 
Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; 
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; 
Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; 
Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O"Rourke; Jennifer Price ; 
Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; 
Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; 
John and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; 
Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; 
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.
sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; 
Mike Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; 
Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; 
Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; 
Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; 
Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); 
Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; 
Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; Sandra Reinhardt; 
Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; 
Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; 
Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; 
Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; 
Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-
cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); 
Wenonah Haire; 

Subject: Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 09, 2008 12:32:31 PM

Hello All, 
Just a reminder that there will be Quarterly Public Meetings Thursday, January 17th, at 10 AM and 7 
PM.  The meetings will be held at the Environmental Center (the first building on your right) at Saluda 
Shoals Park. An agenda will be forthcoming.  Feel free to email me if you have any questions.  Thanks, 
Alison 
Alison Guth 
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Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 



From: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
To: Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; RMAHAN@scana.com; 
Subject: FW: Draft Application Comments of NOAA Fisheries Service
Date: Thursday, March 13, 2008 11:58:10 AM
Attachments: SALUDA_FERC516_DLA_CommentsFINAL.doc 

FYI 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Prescott Brownell [mailto:Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov]  
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2008 8:19 AM 
To: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R 
Cc: 'Pace Wilber' 
Subject: Draft Application Comments of NOAA Fisheries Service 
Good morning Bill 
Attached is a copy of our comment letter with recommendations for consideration in the final 
application.  I sent a copy to Allan also.   
A  paper copy was sent to Jim Landreth. 
If you have questions or would like to discuss any of the recommendations call at your convenience. 
Regards 
P. Brownell 
843-953-7204 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE


National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

national marine fisheries service










Mr. James M. Landreth, Vice President

Fossil and Hydro Operations

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

111 Research Drive

Columbia, South Carolina 29203


Re:
Saluda Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 516), Draft License Application


Comments of National Marine Fisheries Service

Dear Mr. Landreth:


NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) reviewed the referenced Draft License Application provided with your letter dated December 13, 2007.  The Saluda Hydroelectric Project (Project) is located on the Saluda River in Lexington, Newberry, Richland, and Saluda Counties, South Carolina.  The following comments are provided in partial fulfillment of our congressionally mandated responsibilities pursuant to the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, the Federal Power Act, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson-Stevens Act), and the Endangered Species Act.

General Comments


The draft license application is well prepared and provides adequate descriptions of Project operations, environmental settings, consultations, and licensing studies completed or in progress for this proceeding.  A number of environmental studies are in progress and will need to be completed prior to full evaluation of Project effects on water, fishery, and wildlife resources and prior to development of adequate measures for protection, mitigation, and enhancement of those resources.  The following specific comments, primarily in reference to the Environmental Report (Exhibit “E”), are intended to assist your staff in preparing the final license application.

Specific Comments


Section 2.6.  Water Quality Impacts.  As stated in the draft license application, this section will be completed for the final application after ongoing studies and consultations are finished.

NMFS recommendation:  This section should fully describe the continuing effects of the Project on water temperature, concentrations of dissolved oxygen, the suitability of spawning and maturation habitats, and the behavior of diadromous fish in the lower Saluda River and affected areas of the Congaree River.  Diadromous species potentially affected include shortnose sturgeon, blueback herring, American shad, striped bass, and American eel.  Any adversely affected habitats or habitats rendered unsuitable should be quantified in terms of location and area.  Practical and specific measures to mitigate continuing Project impacts on affected species should be developed in consultation with the natural resource agencies for inclusion in the final application.  Consultation in this regard is in progress through scheduled work group meetings.

Section 3.0.  Aquatic Resources.   This section of the draft application does not contain a subsection on Project effects or proposed measures for mitigation of continuing adverse project effects.


NMFS Recommendation:  This section should contain a subsection identifying continuing Project effects on aquatic resources revealed through studies and interagency consultation, including shortnose sturgeon, American shad, blueback herring, striped bass, and American eel.  Continuing Project effects to be addressed should include blockage of passage to and from historical spawning habitats and effects of Project operations on habitats within the lower Saluda River and upper Congaree River due to alterations of instream flows, dissolved oxygen concentrations, and water temperature.  Determination of Project effects on diadromous species should be made in consultation with the natural resource agencies responsible for management of fishery resources and other interested stakeholders.  Practical and specific recommended measures for mitigation of adverse Project effects should also be presented in this section.

Section 3.3. Diadromous Fish.  This section briefly describes historical and present occurrence of diadromous fish in the lower Saluda River.

NMFS Recommendation:  This section should be revised to describe the status of shortnose and Atlantic sturgeon in the Santee-Congaree River Basin, ongoing interagency recovery efforts, and the factors potentially affecting sturgeon recovery in the Saluda River and Congaree River.

Shortnose sturgeon are known to occur in the upper Congaree River, and this species is highly mobile with specific habitat use patterns and requirements.  The Atlantic sturgeon is not documented to occur upstream from the Santee-Cooper Dams since the 1970s.  Accessible spawning habitat for shortnose sturgeon is substantially reduced in the Santee River Basin by construction of dams during the 1800s and 1900s.  The upper Congaree, Broad, and lower Saluda Rivers contain the best available remaining habitat with physical habitat characteristics suitable for spawning.  NMFS considers those remaining river sections to be important for further recovery of shortnose sturgeon in the Santee River Basin.  However, based on existing information, it is probable that hypolimnetic water releases from the Saluda Dam, and consequent temperatures below seasonal ambient conditions, may adversely affect shortnose sturgeon behavior, movements, and use of available spawning habitat in the lower Saluda River and portions of the Congaree River below the Broad River confluence.  As noted in our comments on Section 3.0, practical and specific measures for mitigation of adverse Project effects should be developed in consultation with the natural resource agencies and included in the final application.

Section 3.7. Threatened and Endangered Species.  Refer to comments and recommendations in response to Section 3.0 and 3.3.

NMFS Recommendation:  Shortnose sturgeon move upstream past the abandoned Granby Lock and Dam into the upper Congaree River and the Columbia Shoals, based upon telemetry studies conducted in 2003 and 2006 by Clemson University and South Carolina Department of Natural Resources in cooperation with NMFS.  The navigation lock miter gates were removed long ago from the Granby Dam.  Based on NMFS inspection, the open navigation lock should allow upstream and downstream passage during higher flow events, and partially restricted passage should occur during low flows.  This section should be revised to reflect the known upstream distribution of shortnose sturgeon based upon recent study.


NMFS Recommendation:  Section 3.7 should be revised to reflect that blueback herring and alewife are formally designated by NMFS as Species of Concern under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) because of declines in abundance range wide.  Blueback herring are known to occur in the Santee River Basin; however presence of the alewife has not been confirmed.  Species of Concern are those species about which NMFS has some concerns regarding status and threats, but for which insufficient information is available to indicate a need to list the species under the ESA.

Section 3.9.  Diadromous Fish Sampling.

NMFS Comment:   Subsection 3.9.1 contains a statement that “Shortnose sturgeon and Atlantic sturgeon also occurred historically in the sub-basin; however these species have not been recently documented upstream of the old Granby Lock and Dam (Congaree River).”  As noted in response to Section 3.3, shortnose sturgeon is documented to pass the Granby Lock and Dam to the upper Congaree and Columbia Shoals.

NMFS Comment:  The gillnet sampling conducted during 2005 and 2006 for diadromous fish provides useful information within realistic constraints of cost, staff availability, onsite river conditions, and safety concerns with night sampling.  However, the limited individual net set time of approximately one hour during daylight, twice a week at each location, and with a 100-foot net is inadequate for determining the presence of sturgeon, shad, or herring and relative abundance of these species within a river of this size.  Sampling during night hours is generally more effective for sturgeon, shad, and herring although safety concerns in the sampling area shoals are significant at night.  Future monitoring of diadromous species, especially shortnose sturgeon, should be considered to assist in adequate monitoring, protection and recovery efforts.

Essential Fish Habitat Consultation Pursuant to the Magnuson-Stevens Act


Areas within the influence of the Project do not contain Essential Fish Habitat (EFH).  Accordingly, EFH Consultation pursuant to Section 305(B) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act and the EFH regulations (50 CFR 600.920) will not be required for this Project.  However it is recommended that a paragraph to this effect be included in the final application for clarification purposes.

Consultation Pursuant to the Endangered Species Act


Recovery of the endangered shortnose sturgeon and the Atlantic sturgeon, a candidate for listing, are important goals for NMFS in the Santee-Cooper River Basin.  The Saluda Project, in combination with other Commission licensed projects in the Basin, potentially affects important historical spawning or maturation habitats for diadromous fish including American shad, striped bass, American eel, and both sturgeon species.  It is anticipated that the ongoing interagency coordination during this licensing proceeding will identify appropriate protection, mitigation, and enhancement measures for diadromous species including the endangered shortnose sturgeon.  To assist the Commission in compliance with the ESA, and early identification of information needs and preparations for consultation we recommend you coordinate with Dr. Stephania Bolden of our Protected Resources Division at the letterhead address, by electronic mail at Stephania.Bolden@noaa.gov or at (727) 824-5312.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments.  Related correspondence should be directed to the attention of Mr. Prescott Brownell at our Atlantic Branch office, Habitat Conservation Division, 219 Fort Johnson Road, Charleston, South Carolina, 29412.  He may be reached by telephone at (843) 953-7204, or by e-mail: Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov.










Sincerely,











/ for


Miles M. Croom


Assistant Regional Administrator










Habitat Conservation Division


cc: (via electronic mail)


Service List


SCDNR, Columbia

SCDHEC, Columbia


USFWS, Charleston

USEPA, Atlanta


NPS, Congaree National Monument


SAFMC


ASMFC


FERC


F/SER 3


F/SER 4

Southeast Regional Office


263 13th Avenue South


St. Petersburg, Florida  33701-5511


(727) 824-5317; FAX (727) 824-5300


http://sero.nmfs.noaa.gov/
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From: Shane Boring
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Attachment 1 Dual Flow Analysis 
 
 


The graphs are contained within the attachment, if you wish to view each graph’s 
corresponding Dual Flow Matrix table please refer Attachment 1A, Dual Flow Tabular 
Results. 
 
 


1.   Brown Trout Adult 


Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Adult, Toenail 
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1.1. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Adult at Toenail Riffle 


Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Adult, Point Bar Run
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1.2. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Adult at Point Bar Run 
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Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Adult, Sandy Beach
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1.3. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Adult at Sandy Beach 


 
 


Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Adult, Oh Brother
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1.4. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Adult at Ocean Blvd/Oh Brothers Rapids  
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Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Adult, Shandon
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1.5. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Adult at Shandon 


 
 
 
 
2. Brown Trout Fry 
 


Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Fry, Toenail
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2.1. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Fry at Toenail Riffle 
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Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Fry, Oh Brother
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2.2. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Fry at Ocean Blvd/Oh Brother Rapids  


 
 
 


Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Fry, Shandon
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2.3. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Fry at Shandon 
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3. Brown Trout Juvenile 


Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Juveniles, Toenail
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3.1. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Juvenile at Toenail Riffle 


 
 
 
 


Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Juveniles, Point Bar Run
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3.2. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Juvenile at Point Bar Run 
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Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Juveniles, Oh Brother
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3.3. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Juvenile at Ocean Blvd/Oh Brother Rapids  


 
 
 
 
 
 


Dual Flow Analysis , Brown Trout Juveniles, Sandy Beach
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3.4. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Juvenile at Sandy Beach 
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Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Juvenile, Shandon
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3.5. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Juvenile at Shandon 


 
 
 
 
 
4. Brown Trout Spawning 
 


Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Spawning, Toenail
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4.1. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Spawning at Toenail Riffle 
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4.2. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Spawning at Oceans Blvd/Oh Brother Rapids  


 
 


Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Spawning at Ocean Blvd/Oh Brother Rapids
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Dual Flow Analysis, Brown Trout Spawning, Shandon
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4.3. Dual Flow Analysis Brown Trout Spawning at Shandon 
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5. Rainbow Trout Adult 
 


Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout, Adult, Toenail 
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5.1. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Adult at Toenail Riffle 


 
 
 


Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Adult at Point Bar Run
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5.2. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Adult at Point Bar Run 


 
Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Adult, Sandy Beach
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5.3. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Adult at Sandy Beach 


 
 
 


Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Adult, Oh Brother
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5.4. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Adult at Ocean Blvd/Oh Brother Rapids  
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Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Adult at Shandon
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5.5. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Adult at Shandon 


 
 
 
 
6. Rainbow Trout Fry 


Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Fry, Toenail
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6.1. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Fry at toenail Riffle 
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Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Fry, Oh Brother
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6.2. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Fry at Ocean Blvd/Oh Brother Rapids  


 
 
 
 


 
Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Fry, Shandon
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6.3. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Fry at Shandon 
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7. Rainbow Trout Juvenile 
 


Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Juveniles, Toenail
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7.1. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Juvenile at Toenail Riffle 


 
 
 


 
Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Juveniles, Point Bar Run
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7.2. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Juvenile at Point Bar Run 
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Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Juveniles, Sandy Beach
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7.3. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Juvenile at Sandy Beach 


 
 
 


 
Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Juveniles, Oh Brother
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7.4. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Juvenile at Ocean Blvd/Oh Brother Rapids  
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Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Juveniles, Shandon
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7.5. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Juvenile at Shandon 
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8. Rainbow Trout Spawning 


 
Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Spawning, Toenail
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8.1. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Spawning at Toenail Riffle 


 
Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Spawning, Oh Brother
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8.2. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Spawning at Ocean Blvd/Oh Brother Rapids  
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Dual Flow Analysis, Rainbow Trout Spawning, Shandon
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8.3. Dual Flow Analysis Rainbow Trout Spawning at Shandon 


 
9. Macroinvertebrates 


Dual Flow Analysis Macroinvertebrates at Toenail Riffle
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9.1. Macroinvertebrates at Toenail Riffle 
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Dual Flow Analysis Macroinvertebrates at Sandy Beach
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9.2. Macroinvertebrates at Sandy Beach 


Dual Flow Analysis Macroinvertebrates Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd Complex
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9.3. Macroinvertebrates at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd Complex 
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NEXT MEETING

Tentatively set for March 20, 2008

MEETING NOTES:

These notes serve as a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.

January 23, 2008


Shane Boring of Kleinschmidt Associates opened the meeting at approximately 9:30 am, and meeting attendees introduced themselves.  Shane briefly reviewed action items that were listed in the previous IFIM meeting.  Specifically, Shane asked Hal Beard of SCDNR if he had obtained information from Jason Bettinger regarding striped bass using the lower Saluda River (LSR) as a thermal refuge.  Hal noted that he had obtained the information from Jason regarding the status of striper using the LSR as a thermal refuge during summer months (see Attachment A).  Hal explained that this information focused on the receiver located at the Riverbanks Zoo.  Hal explained that stripers were tagged at Gervais Street Bridge during spawning; both small and large fish were tagged.  Temporal and diurnal data is not available at this time due to large data volume.


Kevin N. provided a brief explanation of the methodology used to develop the habitat duration analysis.  He explained that WUA was weighted across each reach.  Scott Harder noted that weighting factors for Toenail Rapids and Sandy Beach seemed to be out of proportion.  Scott explained that Sandy Beach is a larger area than Toenail, but Toenail received a weighting factor approximately twice that used for Sandy Beach.  Shane noted that he would check the reach lengths in GIS and adjust reach weighting accordingly.  

Brandon K. then led a review of Leonard and Orth (1988
), noting that the “blending” concept explained in the paper could potentially be applied as a logical framework for reducing and/or prioritizing the large amounts of data produced during Saluda IFIM modeling.  Brandon explained that as far as guilds are concerned, Leonard and Orth describe that for large rivers, focus should be on riffle, run and also stream margin, such as shallow slow, shallow fast and deep fast guild representatives.  Brandon also pointed out that pool (“deep slow”) guild members offer least decision information.  Brandon further explained that the Leonard and Orth paper also point out that there are basically four WUA curve patterns or classifications, classes I, II and III are the most informative; conversely WUA curves corresponding to type IV are the least informative.  Brandon proposed that the group consider these principals in guiding guild choices.  He added that the group should possibly consider eliminating various type IV and deep-slow curves, there may even be an opportunity to blend or eliminate a few species and lifestages with redundant curve shapes.  Brandon noted that if committee members are comfortable with developing blended curves for each guild, then we would be able to reduce the data.  Ron Ahle noted that he was concerned that if we blend species together then, we may loose sensitivity of each life stage.  For example, he noted that when a brown trout fry becomes a juvenile, the requirements may change.  After additional discussion, the group determined that the methodology was acceptable.  

The group decided that the best way to use the data was in an interactive table depicting flow and percent WUA for each month.  Agency staff noted that a similar tool had been developed during the Catawba-Wateree relicensing to develop minimum flows.  The group determined the following blended guilds and key species with lifestages were to be used in the interactive table developed for the following day’s meeting.

		Species/Guild

		Lifestage/Curve

		Priority



		Brown Trout

		Adult

		K



		

		Juvenile

		K



		

		Fry

		S



		

		Spawning

		S



		Rainbow Trout

		Adult

		K



		

		Juvenile

		K



		

		Fry

		S



		

		Spawn

		S



		Smallmouth Bass

		Adult

		K



		

		Juvenile

		K



		

		Fry

		S



		

		Spawning

		S



		Shortnose Sturgeon

		Spawning

		S



		

		YOY

		S



		Striped Bass

		Adult

		K1



		Deep-slow Guild

		Blended

		K



		Deep-fast

		Blended

		K



		Shallow-slow

		Blended

		K



		Shallow-fast

		Blended

		K






K=Key Species; S=Secondary

January 24, 2008


Shane Boring opened the meeting at approximately 9:30 am with a number of housekeeping items.  First, an updated version of the dual flow analysis was distributed to attendees; it was noted that the figures 4.2, 5.2, and 5.5 needed to be updated to reflect the ½ unit flow increments previously requested.  Kevin Nebiolo noted that these were not updated due to inconsistencies between the graphed and modeled results. Kevin added that he would rerun the regressions for these sites and update the tables ASAP.  An updated version of the dual flow analysis was also distributed to attendees.  


Scott Harder enquired as to whether the inconstancies pointed out during the previous day regarding reach weighting used in the habitat duration analyses had been addressed.  Specifically, Scott reminded the group that, based in his interpretation of proportions of various habitats from the mesohabitat assessment, it appeared that the weighting scheme used in the current analysis resulted in the Toenail Rapids areas being over-represented and the Sandy Beach areas under-represented.  Shane noted that he had re-calculated the reach lengths for these sites using ArcGIS and that Scott was correct; he added that the reach weighting and habitat duration analyses had been updated accordingly.  


Brandon Kulik recapped the previous day’s accomplishments, noting that the group had agreed on “key” and “secondary” species/lifestages.  He added that this was done in an effort to further reduce the large amounts of data produced thus far in the IFIM process and to begin honing in on those species/lifestages that will ultimately be “drivers” in the flow negotiations.  He added that the focus of today’s discussion would be to use the interactive spreadsheet developed by Kevin N. to examine various flow scenarios, adding that the most expeditious method would be to focus on the “key” species/lifestages and use the “secondary” species as a kind of  “sanity check.”


The group then engaged in an interaction session using the spreadsheet developed by Kevin N. (example included in Attachment B).  The group began discussions with a year-round flow of 700 cfs.  Dick Christie requested that a flow of approximately 1200 cfs be evaluated for the spring months to allow passage of striped bass that utilize the LSR for thermal refuge.  Alan S. enquired as to whether an earlier recommendation of using pulsing rather than continuous flows would be feasible for providing the passage flows needed for striped bass.  Hal B. noted that there is typically a very short, temperature dependant window during which the majority of striped bass migrate into the LSR, and as such, having very short, pulsed flows has a greater potential for missing the window for inmigrating fish.  Gerrit noted that a low flow protocol is likely needed and that a pulsed flow could be a possibility during these low flow years.  


Brandon Kulik recommended going month-by-month through the interactive spreadsheet to examine the proportion of optimal WUA provided at various flow for the key species/lifestages.  Dick C. added that looking at seasonality of the key and secondary species, as well as those identified as SCDNR management priority species, would be beneficial for this exercise.  As a result the group developed the following seasonality:


		Key Species/Month

		J

		F

		M

		A

		M

		J

		J

		A

		S

		O

		N

		D



		Adult trout

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Juvenile trout  

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		

		

		

		

		

		 



		Brown trout spawn/fry

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		 

		 

		



		Rainbow  trout spawn/fry

		 

		 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Striped bass passage

		

		

		

		 

		 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Striped bass thermal refuge

		

		

		

		

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		

		



		Smallmouth bass spawning

		

		

		

		

		 

		 

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Smallmouth bass juveniles

		

		

		

		

		

		

		 

		 

		

		

		

		



		Shallow-slow guild

		

		

		 

		 

		 

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Shallow-fast guild

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Deep-fast guild

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 





After considering a number of scenarios, the group agreed on the following proposed flow regime:

		Month

		Minimum Flow Recommendation (cfs)



		January 1 – March 31

		700



		April 1 – April 15

		1000



		April 15 – May 15

		1300



		May 15 – June 1

		1000



		June 1 – December 31

		700





Brandon K. noted that, according to the model, the flows being proposed should provide close to 100% of maximum WUA for most target species/lifestages (See spreadsheet result in Attachment B).  He reminded the group that, in previous TWC discussions, flows providing 80% of optimal WUA had been deemed acceptable.  After consulting the flow duration curves to ensure that sufficient water would likely be available, the group agreed to leave the recommended flows at the near 100% of optimum WUA levels.  It was agreed that this would allow room for adjustment should the operations modeling indicate potential conflicts with other water uses.  

In closing, the group agreed that the final day of workshop would focus on development of low and high inflow protocols to augment the flows recommended above for normal water years.  The session adjourned at approximately 3:45 pm.   

January 25, 2008


Shane Boring opened the session at approximately 9:30 am, noting that a set of preliminary flow recommendations had been developed the previous day.  He added that today’s session would focus on development of high and low inflow protocols. 


The group first discussed a low inflow protocol.  Noting that the group had previously agreed that 80% of maximum WUA was acceptable for most species, Shane enquired as to whether attendees had species target numbers in mind.  Alan S. noted that had consulted the SC State Water Plan, as promised during the previous day’s session, and confirmed his assertion of 475 cfs as the minimum navigation flow for the LSR.  Alan added that a flow of 400 – 500 cfs during low inflow years would provide at least 80% of maximum WUA for most species/guilds and recommended 400 cfs as a starting point for negotiations.  Dick C. recommended that a staged approach linked to the severity of the drought would be appropriate, adding that this was the approach taken for Catawba-Wateree.  Dick added that linking to the state’s official classification would allow the burden of usage restrictions to be shared with other water users in the state (i.e. municipalities, etc.).  

The group then discussed potential impacts of reduced flow during low flow years on water temperature.  Gerrit pointed that temperatures below 20 C are generally are preferred for optimal trout growth.  Hal Beard added that maintenance of suitable conditions for trout is among SCNDR’s management goals for the LSR and reiterated the need for temperatures less than 20 C.  The group then examine temperature data from the USGS data at Riverbanks Zoo and from SCE&G’s relicensing study.  Shane pointed out that during the period of May 1 – September 30, 2007, the maximum temperature observed during SCE&G’s study was 22 C, adding that this is below the thermal limits for trout.  Kevin noted that, based on the Riverbanks Zoo USGS data from 2006 and 2007, the highest temperature was 23.9 degrees C on August 23 2006 with a flow of 483 cfs.  Attendees acknowledged that it may be necessary under low flow conditions to pulse the project periodically to push temperatures back below 20 C.


Kevin then led an interactive session examining the % of maximum WUA provided for target species at the recommended 400 cfs low inflow protocol.  Alan noted that at 400 cfs 80% WUA was met or nearly met for all species, with adult smallmouth bass taking the biggest hit.  The Group agreed that 400 cfs appeared reasonable during most months.  Bill enquired as to whether higher flows would be needed for fish passage during low inflow years.  Gerrit and Ron recommended ratcheting down the passage flows depending on the severity of the drought.  It was noted that, during more severe droughts, some passage could be provided through pulses.  The group agreed that the SCDNR striped bass movement data and the rate-of-change study would likely need to be examined to estimate the magnitude, timing, and during needed for pulses to be effective.  After additional discussion, the group agreed on the following recommended low inflow protocol:        

		SC Drought Stage

		Normal

		I

		II

		III

		IV



		Jan 1 – March 30

		700

		700

		700

		400

		400



		April 1- 14

		1000

		700

		700

		400

		400



		April 15-May 14

		1300

		1300 pulse

		700 

		400 pulse

		400



		May 15 – May 31    

		1000

		700

		700

		400

		400



		  April 1 – Dec 31

		700

		700

		700

		400

		400





Shane then distributed and the group briefly discussed the updated dual flow analysis (Attachment C). It was noted that all analyses had been reformatted to ½ unit flow increments, as requested, and that macroinvertebrates had been added to the analyses.  Several group member asked to be reminded of the purposed of having the dual flow analysis considering the assumption that dual flow analyses are typically only applicable to peaking projects.  Shane noted that group members had voiced concern about the length of the proposed FERC license for the Project and had requested the dual flow in the event that the operating scenario is changes sometime during the license term.  The group agreed that the analysis seemed adequate.  Shane noted that the analysis would be attached to the meeting notes in order to make it part of the record.  

The group then worked towards developing a proposed high flow protocol.  Gerrit noted that he would like to see excess water during high flow periods used to enhance the habitat in the Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd area, adding that releases during high flows years could help offset lower flow years.  Gerrit added that releasing excess water during high flow years would also be more consistent with a natural hydrograph.  Brandon enquired as to what the flow limitations were for wade fishing in this area.  Alan and Mike Waddell noted that was generally agreed among fishermen to be around 1000 cfs.  After additional discussion, the group reached consensus on the following proposed high flow protocol:


· If reservoir is at full summer pool elevation of 354’ on March 1, begin releasing the 1000 cfs on March 1 rather than April 1.


It was noted that proposed low and high inflow protocols would be forwarded to the operations modeling group to evaluate potential conflicts with other water needs (i.e. lake level maintenance, downstream recreation flows, etc.).  The meeting closed at approximately 3:30 pm.  







� Leonard, Paul M. And Donald J. Orth. 1988.  Use of Habitat Guilds of Fishes to Determine Instream Flow Requirements. North American Journal of Fisheries Management 8:399-409. 
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From: Carlisle Harmon
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Incorrect email
Date: Friday, February 15, 2008 9:46:35 AM

I have just discovered why I have not received any correspondence from you.  
You have my email listed as nbke@lsp.com which is incorrect.  The correct email 
is nbk@isp.com.  Please update your records.
Thanks.
 
Carlisle Harmon
1107 Rish Drive 
Leesville, SC 29070
 
Home:  (803) 657-5589
Cell:  (803) 530-5309
Work: (803) 255-7333

mailto:nbk42@isp.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:nbke@lsp.com
mailto:nbk@isp.com


From: Gerrit Jobsis
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: DLA
Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2008 1:41:49 PM

Alison,
 
I did not receive a copy of the DLA.  Before resending, please check to make sure it 
is going to the  right address and suite number (below) since I’ve changed offices 
twice since the relicensing process began.
 
Gerrit
 
____________________________________________
Gerrit Jobsis, American Rivers
Southeast Regional Director
2231 Devine Street, Suite 202, Columbia, S.C. 29205
803.771.7114 (t)     803.771.7580 (f)
gjobsis@americanrivers.org

 
Stand up for healthy rivers: Join the eRiver Community to download music, 
wallpaper and more.  www.AmericanRivers.org/eRiver
 
 

mailto:gjobsis@americanrivers.org
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:gjobsis@americanrivers.org
http://www.americanrivers.org/eRiver


From: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
To: Alison Guth; Alan Stuart; 
Subject: FW: Comment on Filing submitted in FERC P-516-008 by INDIVIDUAL,et al.
Date: Tuesday, March 11, 2008 2:08:49 PM

Please add this to the draft application comments.  Click on link below to view and copy document.   
Thanks, Bill 
-----Original Message----- 
From: 'FERC eSubscription' [mailto:eSubscription@ferc.gov]  
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2008 10:45 AM 
Subject: Comment on Filing submitted in FERC P-516-008 by INDIVIDUAL,et al. 
On 3/7/2008, the following Filing was submitted to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), 
Washington D.C.: 
 
Filer:   INDIVIDUAL 
   Individual (No Detailed Affiliation Given) (as 
Agent) 
Docket(s):   P-516-008 
Filing Type:  Comment on Filing 
Description:  Comments of George King  regarding the draft application 
for the Saluda Hydroelectric Project, P-516-008. 
To view the document for this Filing, click here  
http://elibrary.FERC.gov/idmws/file_list.asp?accession_num=20080307-5093 
  
 
To modify your subscriptions, click here: https://ferconline.ferc.gov/eSubscription.aspx 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Please do not respond to this email. 
Online help is available here: http://www.ferc.gov/efiling-help.asp 
or for phone support, call 866-208-3676. 
Comments and Suggestions can be sent to this email address: mailto:FERCOnlineSupport@Ferc.gov  
 

mailto:BARGENTIERI@scana.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan Stuart


From: Elymay2@aol.com
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Comments
Date: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 5:49:52 AM

Alison
 
I am working on our comments but cannot get them complete until the middle of 
next week as I am going to a reunion leaving tomorrow and I have simply run out 
of time.  Will next week work for you.  I really want to be sure I have said what we 
need to say. 
 
Let me know
 
Thanks  Joy
 
 
 

Wondering what's for Dinner Tonight? Get new twists on family favorites at AOL 
Food.

mailto:Elymay2@aol.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
http://food.aol.com/dinner-tonight?NCID=aolfod00030000000001
http://food.aol.com/dinner-tonight?NCID=aolfod00030000000001


From: Don Hargrove
To: Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.

com; 
Subject: Problems with the Saluda Hydro Project Website
Date: Wednesday, March 05, 2008 1:27:24 PM
Attachments: Comments.jpeg 

<

mailto:HARGRODC@dhec.sc.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan Stuart
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BARGENTIERI@scana.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BARGENTIERI@scana.com
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Carl Bussells

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 2:30 PM
To: 'lee.emery@ferc.gov'
Subject: Project 516 Info...

Hello Mr. Emery,

To answer a few of your questions,

The intake rack spacing is 4 inches in between bars.  

The approximate lengths between the crest of the earthen dam and the backup dam will be a little more difficult to 
determine but the picture itself may answer your questions...This picture is from 2005, there is actually now two lanes 
running down between the two.  If you still need to know average distances, let me know and our engineer can get back 
to you on that.  As you can see from the picture, the toe of the backup dam is only about 20 feet or so from the 
powerhouse.    

dam overview.jpg 
(258 KB)

Alison Guth
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone 803-951-2077
Fax 803-951-2124
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Carl Bussells

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 3:17 PM
To: 'Lee Emery'
Subject: RE: Project 516 Info...

Yes, the picture definitely helps.  There are intake racks on all of the towers, they are a little bit different style on Unit 5 but 
the spacing is the same.  Brett is looking for the information on the distance for you.  I did talk to Alan, and he wanted to 
let you know that he apologizes for not getting back with you.  He noted that he had tried to call later but got your 
voicemail. 
 
For our information, is there any particular reason you need this information?  We want to make sure we include anything 
in the final application that may be lacking in the draft.
 
Thanks!  Alison

-----Original Message-----
From: Lee Emery [mailto:Lee.Emery@ferc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 2:47 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: RE: Project 516 Info...

Wow! Thanks that photo really helps me see what is going on. I would like an estimate of the distance between the 
crest of the old dam to the crest of the new dam at the point near the location of the powerhouse. In other words, a 
hypothetical string attached to the crest of the new dam above the powerhouse to a site perpendicular to the new 
dam on the old dam crest. Am I confusing you? I hope not. I can see that the distance varies between the two dam 
crests as you go in either direction.

 

So there are trashracks at all five intake towers?

 

Thanks for your help. 

Lee Emery 
Fishery Biologist 
Office of Energy Projects 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Phone (202) 502-8379 
FAX (202) 219-0205 

  _____  

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 2:30 PM
To: Lee Emery
Subject: Project 516 Info...
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Hello Mr. Emery, 

To answer a few of your questions, 

The intake rack spacing is 4 inches in between bars.  

The approximate lengths between the crest of the earthen dam and the backup dam will be a little more difficult to 
determine but the picture itself may answer your questions...This picture is from 2005, there is actually now two lanes 
running down between the two.  If you still need to know average distances, let me know and our engineer can get 
back to you on that.  As you can see from the picture, the toe of the backup dam is only about 20 feet or so from the 
powerhouse.    

<<dam overview.jpg>> 

Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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Carl Bussells

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2008 1:02 PM
To: 'Lee Emery'
Cc: BARGENTIERI@scana.com; Alan Stuart
Subject: RE: Project 516 Info...

Hello Mr. Emery,
 
To answer your question from yesterday, the distance from the crest of the earthen dam to the RCC dam (from directly 
behind the powerhouse) is 422 feet.  If you have any more questions on this issue or similar issues please contact Bill 
Argentieri at SCE&G (bargentieri@scana.com , 803-217-9162).  We are happy to provide you with this information, 
however as SCE&G is our client, typically requests such as this are directed toward the applicant.  Hope this information 
helps.  
 
Alison   

-----Original Message-----
From: Lee Emery [mailto:Lee.Emery@ferc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 3:28 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: RE: Project 516 Info...

I am preparing some in-house documents. This gives me an opportunity to look closer at the draft document. I may 
list some things that I see are missing, so they can be incorporated into the final filing. I have barely scratched the 
surface in my look at the draft document. I appreciate your help on getting the info to me.

Lee Emery 
Fishery Biologist 
Office of Energy Projects 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Phone (202) 502-8379 
FAX (202) 219-0205 

  _____  

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 3:17 PM
To: Lee Emery
Subject: RE: Project 516 Info...

 

Yes, the picture definitely helps.  There are intake racks on all of the towers, they are a little bit different style on Unit 
5 but the spacing is the same.  Brett is looking for the information on the distance for you.  I did talk to Alan, and he 
wanted to let you know that he apologizes for not getting back with you.  He noted that he had tried to call later but 
got your voicemail. 
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For our information, is there any particular reason you need this information?  We want to make sure we include 
anything in the final application that may be lacking in the draft.

 

Thanks!  Alison

-----Original Message-----
From: Lee Emery [mailto:Lee.Emery@ferc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 2:47 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: RE: Project 516 Info...

Wow! Thanks that photo really helps me see what is going on. I would like an estimate of the distance between 
the crest of the old dam to the crest of the new dam at the point near the location of the powerhouse. In other 
words, a hypothetical string attached to the crest of the new dam above the powerhouse to a site perpendicular to 
the new dam on the old dam crest. Am I confusing you? I hope not. I can see that the distance varies between the 
two dam crests as you go in either direction.

 

So there are trashracks at all five intake towers?

 

Thanks for your help. 

Lee Emery 
Fishery Biologist 
Office of Energy Projects 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Phone (202) 502-8379 
FAX (202) 219-0205 

  _____  

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 2:30 PM
To: Lee Emery
Subject: Project 516 Info...

 

Hello Mr. Emery, 

To answer a few of your questions, 

The intake rack spacing is 4 inches in between bars.  

The approximate lengths between the crest of the earthen dam and the backup dam will be a little more difficult to 
determine but the picture itself may answer your questions...This picture is from 2005, there is actually now two 
lanes running down between the two.  If you still need to know average distances, let me know and our engineer 
can get back to you on that.  As you can see from the picture, the toe of the backup dam is only about 20 feet or 
so from the powerhouse.    
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<<dam overview.jpg>> 

Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator 
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 

 



From: Shane Boring
To: Vivianne Vejdani ; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bud Badr; 

Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); 
Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; Jennifer Hand; Jim Glover; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mike Waddell; 
Milton Quattlebaum (mquattlebaum@scana.com); Prescott Brownell; 
Randy Mahan; Ron Ahle; Scott Harder; Shane Boring; Steve Summer; 
Theresa Thom; Brandon Kulik; Alan Stuart; 

cc: Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Alan Stuart; Bill East; Bill Hulslander; 
Bill Marshall; Bob Perry ; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); 
Charlene Coleman; Daniel Tufford; Ed Diebold; George Duke; Jeff Duncan; 
Jennifer O"Rourke; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Goller; Joe Logan; Joy Downs; 
Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Laura Boos (laura.mccary@gmail.
com); Mike Sloan; Norman Ferris; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); 
Robert Lavisky; Steve Bell (lakewatchman@yahoo.com); Steve Leach; 
Suzanne Rhodes; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); 

Subject: Saluda Relicense: Draft Lower Saluda Flow Demo Notes
Date: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 9:56:39 AM
Attachments: May 08 Slauda IFIM Flow Demo Notes (05142008;csb).doc 

All: 
Attached for your review are notes from the May 1 and 2 flow demonstrations on the lower Saluda 
River.  For those not in attendance, the purpose of the demos was to provide field verification for the 
habitat flow recommendations, which were developed by the TWC and are a culmination of the Instream 
Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) Study.  Many thanks to those who attended or otherwise provided 
input on the flows.  Please have comments back to me by May 28th. 
C. Shane Boring 
Environmental Scientist 
HYPERLINK "http://www.kleinschmidtusa.com/" Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane; Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone: (803)951-2077 
Fax: (803)951-2124 
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MEETING NOTES


SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY


SALUDA HYDRO PROJECT RELICENSING


Instream Flow/Aquatic Habitat Technical Working Committee


Lower Saluda River Flow Demonstration

May 1 & 2, 2008

Draft CSB 05052008 ________________________________________________________________________________________________



These notes serve as a summary of the major points presented during the meeting and are not intended to be a transcript or analysis of the meeting.

May 1, 2008


Attendees:

Ron Ahle, SCDNR



Dick Christie, SCDNR

Gerrit Jobsis, American Rivers

Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates



Shane Boring, Kleinschmidt Associates
Brandon Kulik, Kleinschmidt Associates


Jeni Hand, Kleinschmidt Associates

Mike Waddell, Trout Unlimited



Gerrit Jobsis, American Rivers

Amanda Hill, USFWS


Mark Giffin, SCDHEC


Bill Argentieri, SCE&G




Scott Harder, SCDNR



Milton Quattlebaum, SCANA Services

Mark Cantrell, USFWS


The group met at Saluda Shoals Park.  Shane Boring opened the session at 9:00 AM, noting that the purpose of the two-day flow demonstration was to allow Technical Working Committee (TWC) members to observe the recommended flows developed by the TWC as a result of the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) Study.  Brandon Kulik noted that the flow demonstration would also give the TWC an opportunity to field verify the Physical Habitat Simulation (PHABSIM) modeling results upon which the flow recommendations were based.  Brandon provided attendees with copies of the hydraulic modeling results for 700 and 1,000 cfs (depth and velocity), and applicable habitat suitability criteria  for selected transects to allow for comparison to actual field conditions.  


It was noted that today’s session would focus on the 700 cfs flow and tomorrow on the 1,000 cfs flow.  Bill Argentieri noted that a demonstration flow release of 733 cfs from the powerhouse had been initiated at approximately 2:00 AM and should be stable throughout the day.  The group then visited the Corley Island, Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd. complex, Millrace Rapids, and Shandon Rapids study sites; observations from each are summarized below.


Corley Island   

Brandon Kulik, Mark Cantrell, and Gerrit Jobsis collected depth and velocity measurements at multiple locations along Corley Island in both the Saluda main channel and in the side channel (vicinity of transects 10 -14).  Depth measurements were found to be highly consistent with depth predicted by the hydraulic model.  Velocity estimates from the model were also found to be close (generally within 0.2 – 0.3 feet/second of those observed in the field).  Attendees indicated that the 700 cfs flow appeared to be an adequate base flow for the Corley Island study site.

Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd.

The group observed the test flow and collected depth and velocity data at approximate transect locations on both the Oh Brother and Ocean Blvd sides of the river (vicinity of transects 4 – 9).  Similar to the Corley Island sites, depths were found to be close to the model results.  Modeled velocities were also simialr to field measurements (generally within 0.3 to 0.4 feet/second of modeled velocities).  Attendees generally agreed that 700 cfs looked very favorable as a base flow; 

The group observed anglers catching trout and successfully wading the area.

Shandon Rapids/Riverbanks Zoo

To close out the day’s session, the group observed the 700 cfs flow in the vicinity of Riverbanks Zoo and Shandon Rapids (Transects 1 and 2).  Attendees indicated that the flow looked very favorable as a base flow for achieving the habitat goals for this section of the river.  


Before adjourning for the day, the group quickly convened to recap their opinions regarding the 700 cfs flow.  Attendees noted that the hydraulic modeling results appeared to match field conditions quite well and that the 700 cfs flow appeared to provide a considerable improvement in terms of habitat quality over the 500 cfs typically provided and observed in the past.  Amanda Hill noted specifically that the flow appeared very promising in terms of providing additional wetted width.  Ron Ahle added that the flow in general looked good as a base flow, and was of the opinion that a bit more water in the Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd area would further improve wetted width and depth over the gravel at the lower reaches of the site and in the braided channels that bisect the island.   Brandon noted that, while increased flow could potentially increase coverage over the gravel bar, it would likely also result in increased velocities, adding that some of the velocities in the area were near 5.0 ft/sec in mid-channel areas were above or nearing suitability limits of most target species.  Therefore increased wetted area may be offset by declining velocity suitability at higher flows. Mike Waddell thought that 700 cfs was a good flow and wadable at all locations.   In closing, the group agreed that, pending results from the operations model regarding water availability, 700 cfs appeared to be an acceptable minimum flow.  

Noting the group’s satisfaction with the 700 cfs flow, Bill A. then enquired as to whether the 1,000 cfs flow demonstration (scheduled for the following day) was needed.  Ron Ahle, and others indicated that they would like to see the 1,000 cfs flow, particularly at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd.  After additional discussion, the group decided that it was only necessary to observe the 1,000 cfs flow at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd.  Attendees agreed to meet at 9:00 AM the following morning; the day’s session adjourned at approximately 4:30 PM.


May 2, 2008


Attendees:


Ron Ahle, SCDNR



Dick Christie, SCDNR


Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates

Mark Cantrell, USFWS


Shane Boring, Kleinschmidt Associates
Brandon Kulik, Kleinschmidt Associates


Mike Waddell, Trout Unlimited

Amanda Hill, USFWS


Mark Giffin, SCDHEC


Bill Argentieri, SCE&G





Scott Harder, SCDNR



Milton Quattlebaum, SCANA Services


__________, SCDHEC


The session convened at the Trout Unlimited access at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd at approximately 9:00 AM to observe the 1,000 cfs flow release.  Similarly to the 700 cfs flow, spot checks of depth and velocity at approximate transect locations were found to be consistent with the hydraulic modeling results. Depth had increased by about 0.2-0.3 ft and velocities were generally a little higher than the previous day.  Wading conditions in the lower reach of Oh Brother Rapids had become more challenging, and required use of a wading staff, but were considered to be manageable at least by experienced anglers. Mike Waddell added that 1000 cfs may be nearing the wadable limit for some older and/or less experienced fishermen.  Several attendees pointed out a slight increase in mid-channel gravel bar inundation at the lower end of Oh Brother (Transect 4), but added that it added only negligible additional habitat since depth over the newly wetted gravel was only 2 – 3 in.  


Following the field inspection, the group convened briefly to re-cap impressions of both days of demonstration flows.  Agency and NGO staff in attendance expressed their satisfaction with the flows and recommended moving forward with 700 cfs as the recommended base flow.  Alan Stuart noted that the feasibility of recommending 700 cfs as the minimum flow would depend on result of the operations model (i.e. water availability), but added that preliminary results suggest that 700 cfs will likely not be a problem during normal water years.  Alan added that there is considerable interest in the operations model results by a wide range of stakeholder groups, and as such, a meeting of all of the Resource Conservation Groups (RCGs) has been scheduled for May 22 at Saluda Shoals Park.     
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From: Carl Sundius
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Commercial Marina handbook
Date: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 1:24:59 PM
Attachments: PublicMarinaDockApplicationProcedureCalmChangesdoc 02-08.doc 

Alison
 
Attached is a draft of the handbook with our comments on it.  Let me know if it does 
not come through.
 
Thanks
 
Carl

mailto:CSundius@SC.RR.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
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PUBLIC MARINA DOCK APPLICATION PROCEDURE

LAKE MURRAY

FERC PROJECT No. 516



I.
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company owns and operates the Saluda Hydroelectric Project (referred to generally by area residents as Lake Murray) under a license issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) as Project No. 516.  FERC is a federal agency responsible for licensing and regulating the operation of many hydroelectric projects in the United States.  FERC requires that project development and operations do not conflict unreasonably with the scenic, recreational, and environmental values of the project resources.  Along with FERC, other federal as well as state agencies have regulatory jurisdiction or resource management responsibilities with regard to the waters and shoreline of Lake Murray.  Each agency referenced in this procedure may have some specific requirement(s) that must be satisfied as a prerequisite to permit issuance for whatever activity or facility is being considered. 

SCE&G’s grant of a permit for the development of new “for profit” docking facilities (Public Marinas) open to the general public will be negotiated on a case by case basis.  Existing marinas, may expand, remodel, and or rebuild within their existing footprint and are excluded from provisions contained herin.

NO local state federal agency or SCE&G may own construct operate or lease a facility in competion with services providede by the private sector.

Each permit request will be submitted for review and comment to a Lake Murray Public Marina Review Committee (MRC).  The MRC is made up of county, state, regional, and federal agency representatives in addition to SCE&G representatives.  In addition to the MRC, there shall be a marina advisory committee (MAC) with membership appropriate to represent fairly the residential, commercial, and other non-governmental interests.  The MAC will review each Public Marina request.  However, before any determination by the MRC is made, it shall submit to and receive input from the MAC.  Not less than 30 days shall be provided to the MAC to review and provide input to the MRC, but also must be reasonable in the circumstances of the application.  Initial Selection of MAC membership shall include one member from the following groups selected by the TWC: Home Owners, Marina, Boat Dealership, Realator, Private Enviromental, Fishing, .  Subsequent members shall be selected by MAC. No member shall serve more than one consecutive three year term.

II.
The following is a list of the regulatory and resource agencies and other entities involved in review and/or approval of Public Marina applications.  They and their approval process are listed in the general order in which the permitting processes most often will proceed. 


1. SCE&G:  Step one for most projects is an initial consultation with SCE&G's Lake Management Department.

2. County Zoning Administration:  SCE&G requires a letter from the County Zoning Administration certifying that neither the proposed public marina site location nor the activity proposed therefore, conflicts with existing zoning regulations with regard to a multi-use docking facility.

3. U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE)


69A Hagood Ave. 

Charleston, S.C. 29403-5107 (Navigable Waters Permit)


4. S. C. Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC)


2600 Bull Street 


Columbia, S.C.29201  (401 Clean Water Certificate) 


5.
S. C. Department of Natural Resources 

Rembert C. Dennis Building


1000 Assembly Street

Columbia, SC 29201 (Commenting Resource Agency in state and federal permitting processes)

6.
State Historic Preservation Office


South Carolina Department of Archives and History


P. O. Box 11669


Columbia, SC 29211 (Commenting Resource Agency in state and federal permitting processes)

7.
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service


217 Fort Johnson Road


P. O. Box 12559


Charleston, SC 29412 (Commenting Resource Agency in state and federal permitting processes)

8.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission


825 North Capitol Street, N.E. 


Washington, SC 20426 

(Upon application by SCE&G, reviews and approves/denies proposed Public Marina)

9.
SCE&G 

Lake Management Department 

Columbia, SC 29218 (Issues/Denies Permit)

10.
Such other governmental permits or authorizations as may be required in the particular circumstances.  A Public Marina applicant bears all responsibility to determine fully what governmental and other requirements beyond SCE&G’s permit are required, and to meet those requirements.  Opinions expressed or statements made by SCE&G personnel cannot create a waiver as to any governmental requirements.  

11.
Applicants are responsible for all legal and administrative costs associated with SCE&G’s preparation of the FERC filing.  

III.
Shoreline Management Guidelines for Public Marinas


Definition:  A Public Marina is a facility (providing service to the general public, providing  non-discriminatory access for the general public to services such as; boat launching facilities, multi-slip docks (i.e. wet storage), dry storage, food, gas, restrooms and/or other amenities, for a fee.

A Public marina must be independent from any off water development with no reserved docking rights designated for any particular development.

Public Marinas Accommodating Ten (10) or Fewer Watercraft

1. Except when involving a peninsula (see item 9 below), no Public Marina accommodating ten (10) or fewer watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than ¼ mile from (i.e. within a ¼ mile radius of) an existing facility. 

2. Public Marinas accommodating ten (10) or fewer watercraft at a time must have a minimum of 350 feet of shoreline and be located or constructed such that the docks and craft will not unduly restrict or limit navigation through the area or access to adjoining properties.

3. No Public Marina accommodating ten (10) or fewer docks, may encroach or extend more than one third of the distance across the cove area or waterway.  That distance will be measured from the 360 foot contour to 360 foot contour.  

4. No dock at a Public Marina accommodating ten (10) or fewer watercraft may extend more than 150 feet lake-ward from the 360 foot contour high water mark. 

5. Public Marinas accommodating ten (10) or fewer watercraft at a time, may not be located at a point in a cove or on another waterway area having a distance from shore to shore of less than 350 (as per previous handbook) feet measured from the 360 foot contour on one side to the 360 foot contour across the cove or waterway on the other side.


6. Public Marinas accommodating ten (10) or fewer watercraft, will not be required to provide a marine pump-out facility unless DHEC’s requirements are changed to require such. 

7. Multi-slip docks will not be permitted to have covers or roofs over the docks or slips. 

8. No multi-slip dock may encroach within 50 feet of a Natural Area or identified ESA from the closest dock edge. 

9. A Public Marina proposed to be located at a site within the ¼ or ½ mile radius of an existing facility, but separated by a peninsula from the existing facility on the opposite side of the peninsula, will be required to have a minimum linear shoreline distance along the 360 foot contour of 2 ( why should this be any longer than the radius from one marina to another?) miles between the existing and the proposed public marina. 


Public Marinas Accommodating Eleven to One-Hundred (11 - 100) Watercraft 


1. Except when involving a peninsula (see item 9 above), no Public Marina accommodating eleven to one hundred (11 - 100) watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than ¼ mile radius from an existing Public Marina. 


2. Public Marinas accommodating eleven to one hundred (11 - 100) watercraft at a time must have a minimum of 600 feet of shoreline and be located or constructed in such a way that the docks and watercraft will not unduly restrict or limit navigation in the area or encroach within 150 feet to adjoining properties. 

3. No dock at Public Marina accommodating eleven to one hundred (11 - 100) docks may encroach or extend more than one third the distance across any cove area or waterway measured from the 360 foot contour to 360 foot contour.  

4. No dock at a Public Marina accommodating eleven to one hundred (11 - 100) watercraft, may extend more than 300 feet lake-ward from the 360 foot contour high water mark. 


5. Public Marinas accommodating eleven to one hundred (11 - 100) watercraft at a time may not be located at a point in a cove or on another waterway area having a distance from shore to shore of less than 800500 ( as per the previous handbook) feet, measured from the 360 foot contour on one side to the 360 foot contour across the cove or waterway on the other side.

6. Public Marinas accommodating eleven to one hundred (11 - 100) watercraft will be required to provide a marine pump-out facility. 


7. No multi-slip docks will be permitted to have covers or roofs over the docks or slips. 


8. No multi-slip dock may encroach within 50 feet of a Natural Area or identified ESA from the closest dock edge. 


9. Any Public Marina facility proposed to be located within a ¼ or ½ mile radius of an existing Public Marina, but separated by a peninsula, and which will be located on the opposite side of the peninsula, will be required to have a minimum linear shoreline distance along the 360 foot contour of 2 ( why should this be any longer than the radius from one marina to another?)miles between the existing and the proposed public marina. 

10. Applicants will be required to submit for approval, a five (5) year Baseline Environmental Water Quality Monitoring Plan and to conduct such water quality sampling as required therein.

Public Marinas Accommodating One Hundred and one to Two Hundred Fifty (101 - 250) Watercraft 


1. No Public Marina facility accommodating one hundred and one to two hundred fifty (101 - 250) watercraft at a time will be permitted any closer than ½mile radius to an existing Public Marina facility. 


2. Public Marinas accommodating one hundred and one to two hundred fifty (101 - 250) watercraft at a time must have a minimum of 800 feet of shoreline and be located or constructed in such a way that the docks and watercraft will not unduly restrict or limit navigation in the area or encroach within 200 feet to adjoining properties. 


3. No dock at a Public Marina accommodating one hundred and one to two hundred fifty (101 - 250) docks, may encroach or extend more than one third the distance across any cove area or waterway measured from the 360 foot contour to 360 foot contour.  

4. No dock at a Public Marina accommodating one hundred and one to two hundred-fifty (101 - 250) watercraft, may extend more than 1/3 distance of the cove lake-ward from the 360 foot contour.

5. Public Marinas accommodating one hundred to two hundred fifty (101 - 250) watercraft at a time may not be located at a point in a cove or on another waterway area having a distance from shore to shore of less than 800 750( as per the previous handbook)  feet, measured from the 360 foot contour on one side to the 360 foot contour across the cove or waterway on the other side.

6. Public Marinas accommodating one hundred and one to two hundred fifty (101 - 250) watercraft will be required to provide a marine pump-out facility. 


7. No multi-slip docks will be permitted to have covers or roofs over the docks or slips. 


8. No multi-slip dock may encroach within 50 feet of a Natural Area or identified ESA from the closest dock edge. 


9. Any Public Marina facility proposed to be located within the ¼ or ½ mile radius of an existing facility, but separated by a peninsula, must be located on the opposite side of the peninsula, and must have a minimum linear shoreline distance along the 360 foot contour of 2( why should this be any longer than the radius from one marina to another?) miles between the existing and the proposed public marina. 

10.  Applicants will be required to submit for approval, a five (5) year Baseline Environmental Water Quality Monitoring Plan and to conduct such water quality sampling as required therein.

11. Public Marinas must be located in areas where water depths are adequate for the boating access and will not be permitted in coves less than 300 feet in width, measuring from the 360 foot contour to the 360 foot contour. 


12. Construction must commence within one year from the date of the SCE&G permit, and the build out period must conform to the COE DHEC permit conditions, and such additional constraints as may be contained in the FERC Order approving SCE&G’s issuance of a permit. 

�� After submittal of a joint application form by an applicant, the COE and DHEC will issue joint public notices in their coordinated permitting processes through which each makes its own permit decision.  
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From: Alison Guth
To: Vivianne Vejdani ; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Dave Anderson; 

David Hancock; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); George Duke; 
Jennifer Hand; Jim Cumberland ; Joy Downs; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; 
Van Hoffman; Alison Guth; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: 3-3 Presentation
Date: Thursday, March 06, 2008 11:49:20 AM

Hello Recreation Management TWC, 
We were able to squeeze Tommy's presentation from Monday down into 10 MB and it is now posted on 
the website at the following link: 
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/documents/2008ProposedRecInsidePBLRevised-3-3-08.pdf 
Take care and don't forget to get your comments on the Recreation Plan back to Dave by March 14th.   
Thanks,  
Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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From: Amanda Hill
To: Alison Guth; Alan Stuart; 
Subject: Email Problems
Date: Wednesday, February 13, 2008 9:58:29 AM

Hi Alison and Alan,
 
My email has been down all week and I am uncertain at this time when it 
will be repaired.  Until further notice please send email to Amanda.
Hill7375@gmail.com
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From: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
To: Alison Guth; Alan Stuart; LANDRETH, JAMES M; SUMMER, MICHAEL C; 

RMAHAN@scana.com; BOOZER, THOMAS C; HOFFMAN, VAN B; 
TRUMP, BETH W; 

Subject: Comments on Draft Saluda License Application
Date: Tuesday, January 22, 2008 7:55:15 AM
Attachments: Lake Murray.msg 

Fact about Lake Murray Ownership.msg 

To all,
 
Attached are two emails I recently received with general comments 
from the public.  There seems to be a pattern from those that already 
have their lake front property. 
 
Alison – Please see that they become part of the license application, 
thanks.
 
William R. Argentieri
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
111 Research Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
 
Phone - (803) 217-9162
Fax - (803) 933-7849
Cell - (803) 331-0179
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Lake Murray

		From

		Gwen Robinson

		To

		BARGENTIERI@scana.com

		Recipients

		BARGENTIERI@scana.com






Please note for the record the following suggestions:



Any reference to SCE&G as the owner of Lake Murray be deleted from the

license and the public acknowledged as the owner.



Make permanent the temporary FERC ban on the sale of Project Lands.



The retail value of Project Lands about to be conveyed to SCE&G could

finance the entire budget of South Carolina for over a year.



                                 Respectfully Submitted,

                                             Jim and Gwen Robinson














Fact about Lake Murray Ownership

		From

		Bill Connolly

		To

		BARGENTIERI@scana.com

		Recipients

		BARGENTIERI@scana.com







January 18, 2008




 




Request for Opposing Comments to the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission’s License Granting South Carolina Electric and Gas
Company Ownership of  Lake Murray
and Granting SCE&G the Right to Sell Lake Murray Project Lands




 




South Carolina Electric and Gas Company (SCE&G)
is in the process or renewing its license to operate Lake Murray (Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission Project 516) near Columbia South Carolina for the
next fifty years.  The draft
application of the license has been circulated for public comment.  The final application for a new license
will be filed on or before August 31, 2008.  Formal comments should be received before March 14,
2008.  Requests for license copies
and comments should be sent to Mr. James M. Landreth, Vice President, Fossil
& Hydro Operations, South Carolina Electric & Gas Company, 111 Research
Drive, Columbia SC  29203, or to
Mr. William R. Argentieri at bargentieri@scana.com.




 




The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (FERC)
license contains repeated representations that SCE&G is the “owner” of Lake
Murray.  The license designates the
majority of remaining Project Lands around the shoreline as being available for
“future development”.  The license
implies that SCE&G is the owner not only the lake but also all Project
Lands and has the right to sell any land designated for future
development.  SCE&G’s right to
control the use of the water from Lake Murray can also be implied from the
license.  Lake Murray is the source
of drinking water for the City of Columbia, Lexington and surrounding
areas.  Clean fresh water will be a
scarce resource before this SCE&G license expires.  A study included in the draft license
projects that the public use of Lake Murray will increase by over three hundred
percent during the license period. 
SCE&G should not be allowed claim ownership of Lake Murray.




 




In 1954, the case of Thompson v. South Carolina
Electric and Gas Co., 122 F.SUPP, 313, (D.C.S.C., 1954) held Lake Murray to be
a navigable water of the United States.   Navigable waters are owned by the public.  All references to SCE&G as the
owner of Lake Murray should be omitted form the FERC license.  All references to SCE&G as the
owner of the Project Lands should be deleted from the license.  The people of the United States should
be designated in the license as the owner of Lake Murray and the owner of all
Project Lands.  SCE&G should be
precluded from selling Project Lands. 
Proceeds from any sales of Project Lands should be placed in a public
trust for the preservation of Lake Murray and remaining Project Lands after any
new SCE&G license expires.




 




The vast majority of land acquired for the Lake
Murray project was privately owned prior to acquisition in the late
1920’s.  The majority of Lake
Murray land was acquired in fee using the power, or threat, of condemnation.  Flooding and related rights were
acquired for the remainder of the land within the basin.  Thousands of acres above the high water
mark were acquired.  This land is
referred to as “Project Lands”. 
This land has been available for public use since acquisition. 




 




South Carolina Electric and Gas Company has been the
licensee of Lake Murray since the 1950’s. 
During this time a significant portion of the lands previously open to
the public have been sold for private use.  The process for selling the public’s interest is as
follows:  SCE&G submits a
request for permission to sell land; 
FERC then issues a “change of rights”, foreclosing the rights of the
public.   The public, or
taxpayers, receive no part of the consideration.  Early in this re-licensing process, there was some
opposition to the sales of Project Lands and FERC represented that all requests
for land sales would be denied during the re-licensing period.  In December 2007, FERC noticed its
approval of the sale of an island. 
It appears that FERC has now rescinded its announced policy.




 




Project Lands have been transferred, or sold,
substantially below market value. 
Some of the parcels have been transferred, or sold, by SCE&G at the
1950’s appraised value.  The public
has lost rights without compensation. 
It is foreseeable that all developable Lake Murray lands will be
similarly transferred if the license is approved as written.  The public will be excluded for the benefit
of the privileged.




 




Over the current license period, SCE&G has
restructured transferring many other appreciated assets and valuable business
opportunities to related companies leaving SCE&G with associated
liabilities. Assets of taxpayers and ratepayers are placed at risk when
SCE&G’s assets are shielded from liability.  The transfer of Lake Murray and Project Lands to SCE&G
will result in public loss of the right to use these lands and the public loss
of valuable assets which, if sold, should be sold for public purposes.  If SCE&G continues to give away the
land to associated companies the Company’s ratepayers will continue to be
deprived of income from appreciated assets and other opportunities while
executives and stockholders are enriched. 
The wealthy and “politically connected” will occupy Project Lands to the
exclusion of the public.  
Lake Murray will be overdeveloped and water quality decreased.  Taxpayers will loose valuable assets
and be left with increased potential liability.  All t




 his has
the apparent blessings of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.  




 




I hope the credibility
of my argument will be evaluated as they relate to long-term public
interest.  This is a fight
primarily for people not yet born. 
The fight must be fought in the public forum for the people and by the
people. FERC has exercised the public’s right to delay sales of Project Lands
and to designate which lands can be sold and which lands cannot be sold.  FERC should deny all sales of Project
lands.  However, public officials
will not risk opposition to powerful private interest unless the public’s interest
is raised with a unified public voice. Your assistance is appreciated in
sounding the alarm.   




 




 




Bill Connolly











From: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
To: RMAHAN@scana.com; Alan Stuart; 

Alison Guth; 
cc: LANDRETH, JAMES M; SUMMER, MICHAEL C; 
Subject: Comments to Saluda DLA
Date: Friday, March 14, 2008 4:06:02 PM
Attachments: Midlands Striper Club.msg 

NPS Comments on Saluda DLA.msg 

See attached two documents with additional comments to the Saluda 
Hydro draft license application.
 
William R. Argentieri
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
111 Research Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
 
Phone - (803) 217-9162
Fax - (803) 933-7849
Cell - (803) 331-0179
 

mailto:BARGENTIERI@scana.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RMAHAN@scana.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan Stuart
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
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NPS Comments on Saluda DLA

		From

		Jeff_Duncan@nps.gov

		To

		LANDRETH, JAMES M; BARGENTIERI@scana.com

		Cc

		RMAHAN@scana.com; Alan Stuart; Tracy_Swartout@nps.gov; Bill_Hulslander@nps.gov

		Recipients

		JLANDRETH@scana.com; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; RMAHAN@scana.com; Alan.Stuart@KleinschmidtUSA.com; Tracy_Swartout@nps.gov; Bill_Hulslander@nps.gov








Gentlemen:



Please find attached our comments regarding the Draft License Application

for Saluda.  We look forward to our continued work together on this

endeavor.



Hope you have a good weekend,



Jeff Duncan(See attached file: DLA comments_final.pdf)



Jeffrey R. Duncan, Ph.D.

National Park Service--RTCA

175 Hamm Rd. Suite C, Chattanooga, TN 37405

Ph. (423) 266-1150  Fax. (423) 266-2558
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IN REPLY REFER TO:   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Electronically Submitted 
 
March 14, 2008 
 
Mr. James M. Landreth, Vice President 
Fossil and Hydro Operations 
South Carolina Electric and Gas Company 
111 Research Drive 
Columbia, South Carolina 29203 
 
Subject: Draft License Application for Saluda Dam (FERC Project #516) 
 
Dear Mr. Landreth: 
 
The National Park Service (NPS) submits the following comments regarding the Draft License 
Application (DLA) for the Saluda Hydroelectric Project (FERC #516).  We continue to ask that 
South Carolina Electric and Gas (SCE&G) and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) fully consider the effects of future dam operations on the nationally significant natural 
and recreational resources located downstream of the Saluda Dam.  Downstream interests of the 
NPS include Congaree National Park (CNP) as well as both the lower Saluda and Congaree 
rivers which are listed on the Nationwide Rivers Inventory (NRI).  The NRI is considered by 
FERC as a Comprehensive Basin Plan.       
 
NPS staff continues to collaborate with a group of stakeholders, including SCE&G, in the 
Ecologically Sustainable Water Management (ESWM) process.  This ESWM process was 
designed to create a favorable context in which scientists, park managers and other stakeholders 
work together to formulate river flow recommendations to improve the ecological integrity of the 
Saluda and Congaree river systems as well as the associated river floodplain protected by CNP.   
 
Background 
 
Regulations created pursuant to the Federal Power Act, as amended, require consultation with 
the NPS and other resource agencies (18 C.F.R. § 4.38(a) and 18 C.F.R. § 5.1(d)).  The NPS 
provides technical assistance about outdoor recreation and natural resource conservation 
pursuant to the Outdoor Recreation Act of 1963 (16 U.S.C. § 4601-1), the NPS Organic Act (16 
U.S.C. § 1 et seq.), the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-542), and the 
National Trails System Act of 1968 (16 U.S.C. § 1246(a)).  In addition, the NPS is required 
under the NPS Organic Act to preserve unimpaired the natural and cultural resources and values 
of the National Park System for the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of this generation and 
future generations. 



United States Department of the Interior 
 



NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
Congaree National Park 
100 National Park Road 



Hopkins, South Carolina 29061 
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Congaree National Park, originally designated Congaree Swamp National Monument, was 
authorized by Congress in 1976 (Public Law 94-545) to protect the largest remnant tract of old 
growth bottomland hardwood forest in the United States.  Located primarily along the northern 
bank of the Congaree River, CNP protects an intact floodplain ecosystem consisting of nearly 
26,000 acres in Richland County, SC.  According to the park’s General Management Plan, 
specific management objectives for CNP include the following:  
 



1. Protect and perpetuate the park’s natural resources, including the bottomland 
hardwood ecosystem, by protecting the complex hydrological and biological 
processes.   



2. Manage these resources in ways that enhance natural ecological and hydrological 
processes and mitigate the adverse effects of human activities. 



3. Manage the water resources of the park to ensure that the water regimen is not 
impaired and that the adverse effects on the natural resources are minimized.   



4. Cooperate with others to study the Congaree River and determine the best possible 
methods of river management. 



 
The Congaree River begins approximately 17 miles upstream of CNP at the confluence of the 
Saluda and Broad Rivers.  Since 1930, flows in the Congaree River have been regulated by the 
operation of the Saluda Dam located upstream on the Saluda River.  Water releases from the 
Saluda Dam are typically inconsistent with the natural hydrograph and result in altered flow 
conditions both within and adjacent to CNP.  These altered flow conditions and their associated 
effects on the complex ecological communities within the CNP floodplain remain a primary 
concern of the NPS.  While the ecological implications of this altered hydrologic regime on CNP 
resources have not been thoroughly studied, several targeted scientific studies have examined 
this relationship in order to provide useful information during the Saluda Dam relicensing 
process. 
 
In previous filings related to Saluda Dam (e.g., NPS comments on SCE&G’s Initial Consultation 
Document dated 8/11/05), we have cited Patterson et al (1985) which states that floods with 2-
year recurrence intervals before the dam had only a 4.5-year recurrence interval after the dam.  
Patterson et al. further claimed that a 5-year recurrence flood before the dam was only a 25-year 
recurrence flood after the dam.  More recent studies indicate that these conclusions may be more 
indicative of climate variation than dam operations (Conrads et al. 2007). 
 
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has recently completed a flood frequency analysis 
on the peak flows within the Broad, Saluda and Congaree rivers for various periods of the 
historic record for periods of pre- and post-impoundment of Lake Murray (Conrads et al. 2007). 
The analysis of daily gage heights indicated that the operation of the Saluda Dam has increased 
high gage heights that occur in the first six months of the year (December – May) and increased 
the low gage heights that occur in the last half of the year (June – November).  The operation of 
Saluda Dam has also had the effect of increasing the 1-, 3-, 7-, 30-, and 90-day minimum gage 
heights by up to 23.9% and decreasing the 1-, 3-, 7-, 30-, and 90-day maximum gage heights by 
up to 7.2%.  Overall, the operation of the Saluda Dam has affected monthly average gage heights 
by up to 18%.   
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Although we recognize that FERC considers existing conditions (i.e., post-impoundment) as 
being representative of the baseline condition with respect to evaluating effects of project 
operations, we believe that project operations may be resulting in cumulative impacts to the CNP 
floodplain and its ecosystem.  For example, preliminary field evidence indicates that recruitment 
of bald cypress (Taxodium distichum), the co-dominant canopy species within the park, may be 
profoundly inhibited as a result of artificially prolonged flooding during the growing season (B. 
Sharitz, pers. comm.).  In other words, by increasing water heights during low flow conditions, 
bald cypress seedlings experience prolonged inundation at a life stage that is highly intolerant to 
submersion. These changes in water level are further reflected in the surficial ground-water, 
which may have an effect on the root zone within the CNP floodplain and the associated 
vegetative community structure within the park. 
     
Specific Comments on the Draft License Application 
 
Within the Initial Statement, item #9 states that “There are no lands of the United States affected 
by the project.”  We respectfully disagree with this statement.  The Saluda Dam is located 
approximately 34 miles upstream from CNP.  The park is managed by the United States 
Department of the Interior as a unit of the NPS.  Several research studies have shown that the 
operation of the Saluda Dam has affected the resultant flows and water temperature as far 
downstream as CNP (e.g., Conrads et al, 2007; Plewa and Graf, 2005; Patterson et al. 1985).  
 
Page 2-25 of the Environmental Report (Exhibit E) discusses comments made by the NPS as 
well as our efforts to evaluate the relationship of project operations to the CNP floodplain using 
the “Ecologically Sustainable Water Management” (ESWM) process developed by The Nature 
Conservancy’s Freshwater Initiative.  The DLA states that it is the “request of the NPS to 
compare unregulated (Pre-project) hydrology to the current hydrologic record...”  The NPS has 
never made such a request.  This erroneous statement is likely due to a misperception of the 
nature and intent of the ESWM process.  As defined by Richter et al. (2006), ESWM is intended 
to be an “adaptive, inter-disciplinary, science-based process for developing flow 
recommendations.” It does not require a comparison to pre-project hydrology, nor has the 
Saluda-Congaree ESWM been carried out in a way that requires a comparison to pre-project 
conditions. Rather, ESWM requires an in depth investigation of the ecological and societal needs 
of the river and its hydrology. Despite this misperception, we applaud SCE&G’s continuing 
participation in the ESWM process and we are optimistic that their involvement will result in a 
positive outcome for all involved.     
 
Page 7-2 of the Environmental Report (Exhibit E) incorrectly refers to Congaree National 
Park as “Congaree Swamp National Park.”  Furthermore, the congressionally authorized 
boundary of the park was expanded in 2003 to include approximately 26,000 acres.  Within this 
context, the park is referred to as a Regional Recreational Resource that is outside the Project 
boundary.  While we agree that CNP is an important recreational resource for South Carolina, 
the park’s primary purpose is to protect the unique, complex and nationally significant floodplain 
forest ecosystem.  It should be noted that although not located within the current FERC project 
boundary, the park’s floodplain ecosystem is likely affected by project operations as previously 
stated.  We believe that the scientific investigations cited previously within this letter reflect 
strong evidence of a direct nexus between project operations and ongoing and cumulative 
impacts to the CNP floodplain ecosystem. Therefore, we request that the ecological impacts of 
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project operations to this nationally-significant resource be fully and completely evaluated 
within the final license application. 
 
In addition to CNP, the NPS has also been assisting in the development of the Congaree River 
Blue Trail.  This unique water trail designed primarily for canoes and kayaks extends in excess 
of 40 miles from the confluence of the Saluda and Broad rivers to the confluence of the Wateree 
River.  The Congaree River Blue Trail should be included as recreational resource downstream 
of Saluda Dam. 
 
The NPS values the active engagement and contributions that SCE&G has committed to the 
ESWM process thus far.  We look forward to continuing our relationship and working together 
to determine appropriate flows that will enhance the ecological integrity of the Saluda and 
Congaree River systems and the associated values of the floodplain protected by Congaree 
National Park.   
 
If you have any questions, please contact Dr. Jeff Duncan, Hydropower Assistance Program 
Manager at (423) 266-1150, or Bill Hulslander, CNP Resource Program Manager at (803) 776-
4396.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 /s/    
Tracy Swartout   
Superintendent 
 
cc: Bill Argentieri, SCE&G 
 Randy Mayhan, SCANA 
 Alan Stewart, Kleinschmidt 
 FERC Service List 
 
References: 
 
Conrads, P.A., Feaster, T.D. and Roehl, E.A., Jr. 2007. Separating anthropogenic  
influences on hydrology using data mining techniques – A case study of the Congaree  
National Park, South Carolina, Water Environment Federation Technical Exhibition Conference 
2007, San Diego, California, October 2007  
  
Patterson, G.G., G.K. Speiran, and B.H. Whetston. 1985. Hydrology and its effects on 
distribution of vegetation in Congaree Swamp National Monument, South Carolina. USGS, 
prepared in cooperation with the National Park Service. Water Resources Investigation Report 
85-4256.  
 
Plewa, T.M. and W.L. Graf. 2005. Hydrologic Variation of the Congaree River near Congaree 
National Park, South Carolina. A Report for the National Park Service. 
 
Richter, B.D., A.T. Warner, J.L. Meyer, and K. Lutz. 2006.  A collaborative and adaptive 
process for developing environmental flow recommendations.  River Res. Applic. 22: 297-318. 
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Sharitz, R.R. Personal Communication.  Dr. Sharitz is a research professor with the University of 
Georgia’s Savannah River Ecology Laboratory, a world renowned expert on bald cypress, and a 
participant in the ESWM process who has undertaken numerous research projects at CNP. 
 
 














From: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
To: Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; 
Subject: Comment from Stakeholder on Draft License Application
Date: Thursday, February 14, 2008 3:31:14 PM
Attachments: Fw LAKE MURRAY.msg 

Alan / Alison,
 
Please add this attachment to the list of comments we received from 
stakeholders on our draft license application.
 
Thanks,
 
William R. Argentieri
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
111 Research Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
 
Phone - (803) 217-9162
Fax - (803) 933-7849
Cell - (803) 331-0179
 

mailto:BARGENTIERI@scana.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan Stuart
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth



From: Harmon, Alex
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: CD-ROM
Date: Wednesday, March 05, 2008 1:56:47 PM

 
ALISON CAN YOU SEND ME A CD-ROM OF THE APPLICATION. MY WORK 
ADDRESS IS LISTED BELOW. I AM A HOME OWNER ON TWO BORD COVE 
(HARMON COVE).

THANKS  
ALEX 

 
ALEX HARMON  
WATER RESOURCES DESIGNER  
COLUMBIA HYDROLOGY  
THE LPA GROUP INCORPORATED  
700 HUGER STREET  
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201  
EMAIL: AHARMON@LPAGROUP.COM  
PHONE 803-231-3806 

 

Confidentiality Notice

This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it 
is addressed. This communication may contain information that is 
proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally exempt from 
disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If 
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately either by phone (800-572-1115) or reply to this e-mail and 
delete all copies of this message.

 

mailto:AHARMON@lpagroup.com
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From: Alison Guth
To: Vivianne Vejdani ; Bill Argentieri; Bill Marshall; Dave Anderson; 

David Hancock; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); George Duke; 
Jennifer Hand; Jim Cumberland ; Joy Downs; Lee Barber; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Randy Mahan; Steve Bell; Tim Vinson; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; 
Van Hoffman; Alison Guth; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: 3-3 Presentation
Date: Thursday, March 06, 2008 11:49:20 AM

Hello Recreation Management TWC, 
We were able to squeeze Tommy's presentation from Monday down into 10 MB and it is now posted on 
the website at the following link: 
http://www.saludahydrorelicense.com/documents/2008ProposedRecInsidePBLRevised-3-3-08.pdf 
Take care and don't forget to get your comments on the Recreation Plan back to Dave by March 14th.   
Thanks,  
Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
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mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu
mailto:rmahan@scana.com
mailto:bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
mailto:vinsont@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:tboozer@scana.com
mailto:tbebber@scprt.com
mailto:vhoffman@scana.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan Stuart


Alison Guth 

Hello All,  

Just a reminder that there will be Quarterly Public Meetings Thursday, April 3rd, at 10 AM and 7 PM.  The 
meetings will be held at the Environmental Center (the first building on your right) at Saluda Shoals Park. Gerrit 
Jobsis and Vicki Taylor will be giving a presentation on the Congaree National Park and its need for seasonal 
flooding.  Ron Ahle will also be sharing information with the group on parasitic copepods that can affect striped 
bass.  Feel free to email me if you have any questions.  Thanks, Alison 

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124  

 

From:  Alison Guth Sent: Fri 3/28/2008 1:30 PM

To:  Alison Guth; Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alex Harmon 
(aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill 
Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob 
Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; 
Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley 
(ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David 
Hancock; David Jones; David Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; 
Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega 
(aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank 
McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; 
Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; 
Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; Jon Leader; 
Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry 
Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Giffin 
(giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; Mike Summer 
(msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil 
Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull 
(rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); 
Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S 
padget; Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; Stan Jones 
(sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa 
Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony 
Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah 
Haire; VejdaniV@dnr.sc.gov

Cc:  

Subject:  Quarterly Public Meeting

Attachments: 

Page 1 of 1

5/19/2008http://owa.kleinschmidtusa.com/public/Jobs/455/455-029/post-draft%20emails/Quarterly%...



From: Amy Bennett
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Question
Date: Wednesday, April 16, 2008 1:34:14 PM

Alison, 
You may not be the right person to ask this, but I have your email.  I am no longer working on the 
FERC, but as the Water Quality Standards Coordinator for DHEC I should be receiving the notifications 
that SCE&G has sent to Gina Kirkland in the past (concerning high flows  or DO exceedences).  I asked 
at last year's Operations meeting to be added to the email list, but I am still not receiving these 
notifications.  Can you please forward this email appropriately or let me know who to contact to get 
added to the notification Email group. 
Thanks, 
 
Amy M. Bennett 
Water Quality Standards Coordinator 
SCDHEC - Bureau of Water 
803-898-4249 
803-898-4140 (fax) 
bennetam@dhec.sc.gov 

mailto:BENNETAM@dhec.sc.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth


From: Allan Creamer
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: Saluda Hydro DLA - hard copies
Date: Thursday, March 20, 2008 9:43:44 AM

Alison,
 
I did get the hard copy of the draft application that you sent.  Thank 
you!
 
Allan
 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2008 8:47 AM 
To: Allan Creamer 
Subject: Saluda Hydro DLA - hard copies
 

Hello Allan, 

I hope you are doing well.  I sent out the hard copies of the draft license application 
for Saluda Hydro on Tuesday to the address you emailed me.  So you should 
probably be getting them today or tomorrow.  Thanks!  Alison

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

 

mailto:Allan.Creamer@ferc.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth


From: Alison Guth
To: Alison Guth; Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; 

Alan Stuart; Alex Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; 
Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; 
Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green (BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; 
Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); 
Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; 
Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; 
Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley (ccantley@scdah.
state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; 
Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; 
Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; 
Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); 
Edward Schnepel; Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; 
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; 
Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts (ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; 
Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O"Rourke; Jennifer Price ; 
Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; 
Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; 
John and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; 
Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; 
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.
sc.gov); Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; 
Mike Sloan; Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; 
Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; 
Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; 
Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull (rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; 
Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); 
Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; 
Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; Sandra Reinhardt; 
Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; 
Stan Jones (sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; 
Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; 
Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles (tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; 
Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-
cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales (balesw@dnr.sc.gov); 
Wenonah Haire; 

Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 16, 2008 10:09:55 AM
Attachments: Saluda Hydro Quarterly Public Meeting Agenda 11708.doc 

Hello all,
 
Attached is the agenda for tomorrow's Quarterly Public Meetings.  Hope to see 
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Saluda Hydro Quarterly Public Meeting

January 17, 2008

Saluda Shoals Park – Environmental Center

10:00 AM & 7:00 PM

Meeting Agenda


10:00 – 10:15/7:00 - 7:15

Welcome


10:15 – 11:30/7:15 – 8:30
Discussion and Presentation on Lake Murray Water Quality – Jim Ruane, Reservoir Environmental Mgt., Inc.

11:30 – 12:00/8:30 – 9:00 
Update on the Progress of the Saluda Relicensing and General Questions – Alan Stuart, Kleinschmidt Associates

Adjourn  




you all there.  
 
Alison
 
Kleinschmidt Associates
 
 
 

From: Alison Guth 
Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 12:32 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alex 
Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; 
Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green 
(BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; 
Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett 
Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; 
Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley 
(ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave 
Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; 
Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; Donald 
Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; 
Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American 
Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts 
(ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer 
O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim 
Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John 
and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; Jon 
Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken 
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); 
Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Giffin 
(giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; 
Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm 
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal 
Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull 
(rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert 
Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald 
Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; Sandra 
Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; Stan Jones 
(sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia 
Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles 
(tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony 
Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales 



(balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire 
Subject: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
Hello All, 

Just a reminder that there will be Quarterly Public Meetings Thursday, January 
17th, at 10 AM and 7 PM.  The meetings will be held at the Environmental Center 
(the first building on your right) at Saluda Shoals Park. An agenda will be 
forthcoming.  Feel free to email me if you have any questions.  Thanks, Alison

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

 



From: Bud Badr
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: Hydrology Presentation
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 11:27:23 AM

Alison,
I will be glad to send you my presentation. I’m sorry I can’t make the 26th meetings.
 
Bud Badr
 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2006 8:46 AM 
To: Bud Badr 
Subject: Hydrology Presentation
 

Good Morning Bud, 

Thank you again for the great presentation last Thursday.  I heard quite a few 
positive responses to your presentation.  Alan noted that he discussed the Quarterly 
Public Meeting next Thursday with you and noted that you would let us know if your 
busy schedule allowed time for you to present it at those meetings.  

I am currently in the process of posting Mike's and SCE&G's presentations to our 
relicensing website and was wondering if it would be possible if we could post your 
PowerPoint as well.  If you don’t mind, if you could email it to me, it would be much 
appreciated!  Thanks again for the great presentation and I hope to hear it again at 
the Quarterly Public Meeting!  Thanks!  Alison

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
101 Trade Zone Drive  
Suite 21A  
West Columbia, SC 29170  
P: (803) 822-3177  
F: (803) 822-3183 
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From: Carlisle Harmon
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: Re: Incorrect email address
Date: Friday, February 15, 2008 10:37:38 AM

Thanks.

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Alison Guth 
To: Carlisle Harmon 
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 10:03
Subject: RE: Incorrect email address
 
Yes, it would be possible for you to attend via conference call.  Just call our 
offices (803-951-2077) and we can transfer you in to the conference phone.  
Thanks, Alison
 

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Carlisle Harmon [mailto:nbk42@isp.com]  
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 9:56 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Incorrect email address 
 
I have just discovered why I have not received any correspondence 
from your company. You have an incorrect email address.  My email 
should read:  nbk42@isp.com
Please update your records.  Thanks.
 
Carlisle Harmon
1107 Rish Drive
Leesville, SC 29070
 
Home: (803) 657-5589

mailto:nbk42@isp.com
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Work:  (803) 255-7333
 
Also, would it be possilbe to attend the Feb 22 meeting via conference 
call?



From: Alison Guth
To: "Don Hargrove"; 
Subject: RE: Problems with the Saluda Hydro Project Website
Date: Wednesday, March 05, 2008 1:31:19 PM

Mr. Hargrove,
 
Thank you for your comments and letting us know about the 
webpage.  We will work on resolving the website issues.
 
Alison Guth
 

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Don Hargrove [mailto:HARGRODC@dhec.sc.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2008 1:28 PM 
To: Alan Stuart; Alison Guth; BARGENTIERI@scana.com 
Subject: Problems with the Saluda Hydro Project Website 
 
I just tried to submit my comments on the re-licensing 
application, and have hit a snag.
 
When I click on "submit", I get the following message:

I tried to follow the link to submit my comments, but got a 
"message undeliverable" reply.  My comments are listed below, 
and attached: 
 I support Ruane's recommendation for the lake levels.  I think 
the outbreak of the Achtheres  copepod 
on Lake Murray needs to be studied as part of the application 
process, due to the potential effects on Striped Bass at low DO 
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levels and potential down stream impacts to Striped Bass. 
 
If you need additional information, please let me know.
 
Thanks,
 
Don.
 
Donald C. Hargrove, Hydrogeologist 
RCRA Hydrogeology Section I 
Division of Hydrogeology 
Bureau of Land and Waste Management 
(803) 896-4033 
hargrodc@dhec.sc.gov 



From: Alison Guth
To: Harmon, Alex; 
Subject: RE: 
Date: Monday, April 07, 2008 11:29:44 AM

I apologize it has taken me so long to get back with you.  After I returned from 
vacation it has taken me a while to sort through all of my emails.  
 
The Commission's Secretary maintains the service lists 
for relicensing proceedings and Service lists are restricted to intervenors in the 
process. Therefore, in order to be added to a service list, you must file a request 
to intervene. 
 
According to the Commission's website, Intervenors on the Service List will 
receive the applicant's filings, Commission documents related to the case, and 
materials filed by other interested parties. However, as an intervenor, you are 
also obligated to give copies of what you file to all the other parties on the 
Service List.  
 
The service list for the Saluda Project is available electronically through FERC 
Online's eService. ( http://www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/eservice.asp )
 
You can be added to the mailing list for the Project in order to receive documents 
from the FERC such as Environmental Impact statements by filing a letter with 
the Secretary at the following address: 
http://www.ferc.gov/help/other-guide/mailing-list.asp
 
You can also register to recieve emails regarding project issuances and 
filings through FERC online at http://ferconline.ferc.gov/Login.aspx
 
I hope this informaiton helps,
 
Alison
 
 
 

From: Harmon, Alex [mailto:AHARMON@lpagroup.com] 
Sent: Mon 3/10/2008 4:19 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject:  
 
HOW WOULD ONE GET ON THE SERVICE LIST FOR THE PROJECT 
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(RELICENSEING PROJECT)? 

ALEX 

ALEX HARMON  
WATER RESOURCES DESIGNER  
COLUMBIA HYDROLOGY  
THE LPA GROUP INCORPORATED  
700 HUGER STREET  
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201  
EMAIL: AHARMON@LPAGROUP.COM  
PHONE 803-231-3806 

 

Confidentiality Notice

This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it 
is addressed. This communication may contain information that is 
proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally exempt from 
disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If 
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately either by phone (800-572-1115) or reply to this e-mail and 
delete all copies of this message.

 



From: Alison Guth
To: "Clyde Ward"; 
cc: Alan Stuart; 
Subject: RE: Presentation Morning session Jan 17
Date: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 4:37:53 PM

Hello Mr. Ward,
 
I just wanted to let you know that we have not forgotten about your presentation 
request.  We are still working to schedule a Recreation TWC, so we will keep you 
posted.  
 
Thanks,
Alison  

-----Original Message----- 
From: Clyde Ward [mailto:clyderward@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2008 10:02 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Re: Presentation Morning session Jan 17 
 
I would be glad to present to the Recreation TWC members.  The 
recreation study that they have produced shows they have totally 
ignored the major concern of every lake property owner I have 
talked with.  I haven't seen any written information on the relicense 
(other than the one sentence stating waterfowl hunters say that 
water level was the single most important thing) that says that 
water level is even a concern.  I'm afraid that any mention of water 
level at the public meetings is being stifled, so that it can continue 
to be ignored by SCE&G in the relicense.  I'm afraid the lake 
property owners will have to wait until later and present a petition 
to the FERC to have any chance of better water levels for the next 
40-50 years. 
 
Please let me know when I can present to the TWC or any group in 
an attempt to have water level addressed before it goes to the 
FERC.
 
On Jan 10, 2008, at 5:33 PM, Alison Guth wrote:
 

Hello Mr. Ward, 
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Due to the presentations that we already have scheduled 
for the Quarterly Public Meetings, there will not be sufficient 
time or opportunity to effectively evaluate any relevant 
information you would like to present. As you may or may 
not be aware, lake level concerns have been expressly 
listed as a key interest by lake property owners (such as 
yourself) in most of the working groups and those issues 
are being discussed in great detail. I think your interests will 
be better served in a presentation to the technical working 
committee, particularly the Recreation technical working 
committee (TWC) . 

As we have discussed before, the Recreation TWC is a 
group of stakeholders (including lake property owners), 
state and federal resource agencies and SCE&G 
representatives that has been meeting on a regular basis 
for the past 3 years. Since you reference both lake levels 
and recreation, the Recreation TWC would be the best 
place for you to provide any data or relevant information for 
consideration as that group will be making 
recommendations on issues such as those you expressed . 
We are currently working on the scheduling Recreation 
TWC meeting in the February timeframe, and we will 
certainly keep you informed and work with you if necessary 
in the scheduling. We will alert the Recreation TWC 
members (and cc you) of your possible interest in providing 
data which may be beneficial in making lake level 
recommendations. We appreciate your interest and look 
forward to hearing from you.

Thanks, 

Alison 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Clyde Ward [mailto:clyderward@bellsouth.
net]  
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2008 3:25 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Re: Presentation Morning session Jan 17 
 
The presentation is on lake levels for the past 17 
years at Lake Murray and Lake Greenwood. ?The 
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presentation would be 10 - 15 minutes. 
 
I read the Recreation Study and was 
disappointed that only one sentence in over 90 
pages mentions lake level.??In that sentence 
waterfowl hunters say that ?higher water levels?..
single most important thing SCE&G could do? 
(Page 3-59). ?I believe that people who own 
property around the lake would agree with the 
waterfoul hunters. ?Yet, that concern and 
complaint is being completely ignored for the 
relicense.
 
I can talk now and/or talk to the FERC later. ?
Nobody that I have talked to wants the next 40-
50 years to be like the last 6.
 
Sorry I didn't attach the presentation title slide. ?
Here it is.
 

 



From: Alison Guth
To: Gerrit Jobsis; 
Subject: RE: DLA
Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2008 1:57:43 PM

That must have been it, I think it got sent to your old address.  I will send you a 
copy on Friday when I am back in the office.  Thanks!
 

From: Gerrit Jobsis [mailto:gjobsis@americanrivers.org] 
Sent: Tue 1/15/2008 1:41 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: DLA 
 
Alison,
 
I did not receive a copy of the DLA.  Before resending, please check to make sure it 
is going to the  right address and suite number (below) since I’ve changed offices 
twice since the relicensing process began.
 
Gerrit
 
____________________________________________
Gerrit Jobsis, American Rivers
Southeast Regional Director
2231 Devine Street, Suite 202, Columbia, S.C. 29205
803.771.7114 (t)     803.771.7580 (f)
gjobsis@americanrivers.org

 
Stand up for healthy rivers: Join the eRiver Community to download music, 
wallpaper and more.  www.AmericanRivers.org/eRiver
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From: bellsteve9339@bellsouth.net
To: Alison Guth; Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; 

Alan Stuart; aharmon@lpagroup.com; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; 
Amy Bennett; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; 
Bill Brebner ; Bill East; BGreen@smeinc.com; Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; 
Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; bseibels@yahoo.com; Brandon Stutts ; 
Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; 
Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; 
Chris Page; ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us; Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; 
Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; 
David Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; dchristie@comporium.net; Don Tyler; 
Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us; Edward Schnepel; 
aregaf@dnr.sc.gov; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); 
Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; ipitts@scprt.com; 
"J. H; 

Subject: Re: Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Thursday, January 10, 2008 9:00:43 AM

 

Alison- I would suggest that someone show the presentation on "water 
quality impacts from raising the min. lake level" and  an update on 
pemitting Commercial/ public marinas.  Thanks  Steve Bell 

-------------- Original message from "Alison Guth" <Alison.
Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com>: --------------  
 
Hello All, 

Just a reminder that there will be Quarterly Public Meetings Thursday, 
January 17th, at 10 AM and 7 PM.  The meetings will be held at the 
Environmental Center (the first building on your right) at Saluda Shoals 
Park. An agenda will be forthcoming.  Feel free to email me if you have 
any questions.  Thanks, Alison

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
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From: Prescott Brownell
To: Shane Boring; 
cc: Vivianne Vejdani; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; 

Bud Badr; dchristie@comporium.net; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); 
Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; Jennifer Hand; Jim Glover; Malcolm Leaphart; 
giffinma@dhec.sc.gov; Mike Waddell; mquattlebaum@scana.com; 
RMAHAN@scana.com; Ron Ahle; Scott Harder; Steve Summer; 
Theresa Thom; Brandon Kulik; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: Re: Saluda IFIM Flow Demonstration
Date: Wednesday, April 30, 2008 6:06:42 PM

Good afternoon Shane, 
I will be unable to attend the flow demonstration due to project  
deadlines. Have a good field day tomorrow and Friday. I'll look forward  
to hearing the outcomes of the demo, and hope to have an opportunity to  
get photos from key transects. 
Regards 
P. Brownell 
Shane Boring wrote: 
> 
> When: Thursday, May 01, 2008 9:00 AM to Friday, May 02, 2008 4:00 PM 
> (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
> Where: Saluda Shoals Park 
> 
> *~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 
> 
> Hello folks. This is a reminder of the flow demonstration scheduled 
> for May 1 & 2, 2008. As discussed on our conference call last week, we  
> will be demoing both the 700 cfs and 1000 cfs flows. I believe we had  
> previously discussed having one day for flow demonstrations and a  
> second day for a sit-down meeting. After talking with our engineers  
> and SCE&G staff regarding the time needed for each flow to stabilize,  
> as well as the time needed to visit each site, it now looks as if both  
> days will be taken up by the flow demonstrations. 
> 
> Our general plan is to allow folks to observe the flow and also poke 
> around in the river with velocity meters, wading rods, etc., so please  
> bring waders if you would like. We will be touring the river by car,  
> and lunch will be provided. 
> 
> An itinerary for the two days is included below. _ Please note that we 
> will meet both days at Saluda Shoals Park at 9:00 am. Let's plan to  
> meet in the parking lot of the Environmental Center_; this will  
> provide easy access to the Corley Island access road. 
> 
> Thanks and looking forward to seeing you all on May 1 & 2. 
> 
> C. Shane Boring 
> Environmental Scientist 
> _Kleinschmidt Associates_ <http://www.kleinschmidtusa.com/> 204  
> Caughman Farm Lane; Suite 301 Lexington, SC 29072 
> Phone: (803)951-2077 
> Fax: (803)951-2124 
> 
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> 
> _*Note:*_ This e-mail will disappear from your inbox when you click 
> "accept". To access the e-mail and itinerary after clicking "accept,"  
> click on the meeting date in your Outlook calendar. 
> 
> 
> *Date Approx.* 
> 
> *Time Kleinschmidt Activity SCE&G Activity 
> *May 1, 2008 0200 Establish 700 cfs 
> 0900 TWC attendees arrive at Saluda Shoals Park; Notify SCE&G dispatch 
> that personnel are on-site and will be entering river; observe flow at  
> Corley Island 
> 1100 TWC attendees arrive at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd Area 
> 1200 Lunch at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd 
> 1400 TWC attendees arrive at Riverbanks Zoo 
> 1600 Adjourn; Notify SCE&G dispatch that field work is complete  
> Curtail 700 cfs 
> 
> May 2, 2008 0200 Establish 1000 cfs 
> 0900 TWC attendees arrive at Saluda Shoals Park – observe flow at 
> Corley Island; Notify SCE&G dispatch that personnel are on-site and  
> will be entering river 
> 1100 TWC attendees arrive at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd Area 
> 1200 Lunch at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd 
> 1400 TWC attendees arrive at Riverbanks Zoo 
> 1600 Adjourn; Notify SCE&G dispatch that field work is complete  
> Curtail 1000 cfs 
> * * 
> 



From: Bill Mathias
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 16, 2008 10:15:46 AM

Alison,
 
Sorry that I will not be at the meeting tomorrow.  I have commitments every 
Thurs. AM and evening, so I'll be looking for anything posted on the website from 
the meeting.
 
Bill
 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2008 10:10 AM 
To: Alison Guth; Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan 
Stuart; aharmon@lpagroup.com; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; Andy 
Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; BGreen@smeinc.com; 
Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; bseibels@yahoo.com; 
Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; 
Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie 
Rentz; Chris Page; ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us; Chuck Hightower ; Daniel 
Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; 
David Price; Dee Dee Simmons ; dchristie@comporium.net; Don Tyler; Donald 
Eng; Ed Diebold; duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us; Edward Schnepel; aregaf@dnr.
sc.gov; George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; 
Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; ipitts@scprt.com; J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay 
Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim 
Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; 
Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John and Rob Altenberg; johned44@bellsouth.net; 
John Frick; Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken 
Styer ; Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee 
Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; giffinma@dhec.sc.
gov; Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; msummer@scana.
com; Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin 
Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray 
Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; rbull@davisfloyd.com; Rhett Bickley; Richard 
Kidder; Richard Mikell; SKEENER@sc.rr.com; Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron 
Ahle; Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; 
Sandra Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; 
sjones@imichotels.net; Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia 
Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; tbowles@scana.com; 
Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony Bebber; tylehowe@nc-
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cherokee.com; Van Hoffman; balesw@dnr.sc.gov; Wenonah Haire 
Subject: RE: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
Hello all,
 
Attached is the agenda for tomorrow's Quarterly Public Meetings.  Hope to see 
you all there.  
 
Alison
 
Kleinschmidt Associates
 
 
 

From: Alison Guth 
Sent: Wed 1/9/2008 12:32 PM 
To: Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; Alex 
Harmon (aharmon@lpagroup.com); Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Amy Bennett; 
Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Argentieri; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; Bill Green 
(BGreen@smeinc.com); Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; 
Bob Seibels (bseibels@yahoo.com); Brandon Stutts ; Bret Hoffman; Brett 
Bursey; btrump@scana.com; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; 
Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Page; Chuck Cantley 
(ccantley@scdah.state.sc.us); Chuck Hightower ; Daniel Tufford; Dave 
Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; David Hancock; David Jones; David Price; 
Dee Dee Simmons ; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Don Tyler; Donald 
Eng; Ed Diebold; Ed Duncan (duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us); Edward Schnepel; 
Feleke Arega (aregaf@dnr.sc.gov); George Duke; Gerrit Jobsis (American 
Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; Hank McKellar; Irvin Pitts 
(ipitts@scprt.com); J. Hamilton Hagood; Jay Schabacher ; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer 
O'Rourke; Jennifer Price ; Jerry Wise; Jim Cumberland ; Jim Devereaux; Jim 
Glover; Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; JoAnn Butler; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; John 
and Rob Altenberg; John Davis (johned44@bellsouth.net); John Frick; Jon 
Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; Ken 
Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kristina Massey; Larry Turner (turnerle@dhec.sc.gov); 
Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Linda Schneider ; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Giffin 
(giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; 
Mike Summer (msummer@scana.com); Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm 
Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; Randal 
Shealy; Randy Mahan; Ray Ammarell; Rebekah Dobrasko; Reed Bull 
(rbull@davisfloyd.com); Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; Richard Mikell; Robert 
Keener (SKEENER@sc.rr.com); Robert Lavisky; Roger Hovis ; Ron Ahle; Ronald 
Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; ryanity@scana.com; S padget; Sandra 



Reinhardt; Sean Norris; Shane Boring; Sheri Armstrong ; Skeet Mills ; Stan Jones 
(sjones@imichotels.net); Steve Bell; Steve Summer; Suzanne Rhodes; Synithia 
Williams; Theresa Powers; Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; Tom Bowles 
(tbowles@scana.com); Tom Ruple; Tom Stonecypher; Tommy Boozer; Tony 
Bebber; Tyler Howe (tylehowe@nc-cherokee.com); Van Hoffman; Wade Bales 
(balesw@dnr.sc.gov); Wenonah Haire 
Subject: Quarterly Public Meeting 
 
Hello All, 

Just a reminder that there will be Quarterly Public Meetings Thursday, January 
17th, at 10 AM and 7 PM.  The meetings will be held at the Environmental Center 
(the first building on your right) at Saluda Shoals Park. An agenda will be 
forthcoming.  Feel free to email me if you have any questions.  Thanks, Alison

Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 

 



From: Allan Creamer
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: Saluda Draft Application P-516
Date: Tuesday, February 26, 2008 10:18:57 AM

Hey Alison, 
The following is the address I include on my e-mails I send to folks. 
Allan E. Creamer 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Office of Energy Projects-Division of Hydropower Licensing 
888 First Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C.  20426 
Thanks! 
Allan 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2008 10:13 AM 
To: Allan Creamer 
Subject: RE: Saluda Draft Application P-516 
Hey Allan, 
Is this the correct mailing address for you?? 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, N.E. 
Washington, DC  20426 
Just let me know.  Thanks!  Alison  
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Allan Creamer [mailto:Allan.Creamer@ferc.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2007 9:43 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Saluda Draft Application P-516 
 
Good morning Alison, 
  
Please send us a couple hard copies and 6 CD-ROMs of the draft application...and please us FedEx or 
UPS, as the CDs will not survive processing through the U.S. Postal Service.  Thanks and Happy Holidays! 
  
Allan 
________________________________ 
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com] 
Sent: Tue 12/11/2007 3:07 PM 
To: Allan Creamer 
Subject: Saluda Draft Application P-516 
 
Hello Allan,  
I hope all is well.  South Carolina Electric & Gas is preparing to send out the Draft Application for New 
License on Thursday to the agencies and stakeholders, and I was wondering if the Commission would 
prefer one CD-ROM copy of the document, or if you would like 9 CD-ROM copies.  Just 
let me know.  Thanks and I will talk to you soon.   Alison Guth, 
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Kleinschmidt Associates   
Alison Guth  
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124  
 



From: Alison Guth
To: "pavhamby@earthlink.net"; 
cc: "paul.hamby@dendrite.com"; 
Subject: RE: Teleconference for today"s meeting
Date: Friday, February 22, 2008 9:35:21 AM

It will not be a problem to participate via conference, just call into our office at 3:00 and we will transfer 
you into the conference room.   Our number is (803) 951-2077. 
Thanks,  
Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: pavhamby@earthlink.net [mailto:pavhamby@earthlink.net]  
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2008 9:11 AM 
To: Alison Guth 
Cc: paul.hamby@dendrite.com 
Subject: Teleconference for today's meeting 
 
Alison: 
My brother, Paul, lives in the Atlanta area and won't be at the meeting today.  However, he would like to 
participate via teleconference as Carlisle will be. 
Would you please forward him the necessary info (paul.hamby@dendrite.com) and cc me? 
Thanks- 
Phil 
 
  
 
I will participate. Just give me call in info. Thanks.  
Paul Hamby, Director, Consulting and Validation Service 
Cegedim Dendrite 
(T) 678-474-8559 (C) 678-642-4557 
paul.hamby@dendrite.com 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: pavhamby@earthlink.net <pavhamby@earthlink.net> 
To: Hamby, Paul 
Sent: Thu Feb 21 09:18:09 2008 
Subject: Fw: TOMORROW - Fri. 22nd - 3pm 
Paul: 
Can you particpate via phone conference? 
Phil 
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From: Alison Guth
To: "Harmon, Alex"; 
Subject: RE: CD-ROM
Date: Wednesday, March 05, 2008 1:58:12 PM

Sure, I will get it into the mail tomorrow...

-----Original Message----- 
From: Harmon, Alex [mailto:AHARMON@lpagroup.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2008 1:57 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: CD-ROM 
 
 
ALISON CAN YOU SEND ME A CD-ROM OF THE APPLICATION. MY 
WORK ADDRESS IS LISTED BELOW. I AM A HOME OWNER ON TWO 
BORD COVE (HARMON COVE).

THANKS  
ALEX 

 
ALEX HARMON  
WATER RESOURCES DESIGNER  
COLUMBIA HYDROLOGY  
THE LPA GROUP INCORPORATED  
700 HUGER STREET  
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201  
EMAIL: AHARMON@LPAGROUP.COM  
PHONE 803-231-3806 

 

Confidentiality Notice

This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to 
which it is addressed. This communication may contain information 
that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally 
exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you 
are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this 
message or any part of it. If you have received this message in 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:AHARMON@lpagroup.com


error, please notify the sender immediately either by phone (800-
572-1115) or reply to this e-mail and delete all copies of this 
message.
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Carl Bussells

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 10:01 AM
To: 'Flach, Tim'
Subject: RE: question

Well, it is up to you.
 
They will be meeting to discuss the results of the operations model.  Many of the inputs have been identified for the 
Operations Model by the TWC (such as lake level, recreational flows, etc.). Jon Quebbeman is scheduled to join us in 
order to review and discuss the results of these constraints being placed into the model.  Such as, if we had this much 
inflow, could we do all of these rec flow and still have enough water in the lake to reach 358.  etc. etc.

-----Original Message-----
From: Flach, Tim [mailto:tflach@thestate.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2008 2:54 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: question

Divine Ms. A-- 

What is the agenda/purpose of the al- rcg meeting on 5/22? In other words, is it one I might want to cover? 

Tim Flach 
The State 



2

Carl Bussells

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2008 1:42 PM
To: 'Amy Bennett'
Cc: 'ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R'
Subject: RE: Question

Hello Amy,

Hmmm, I actually talked to Ray after the DO Settlement meeting last month and he verified 
that both you and Mark G. were on this list for the operations emails.  Bill Argentieri 
occasionally sends out emails concerning these issues as well, I will forward this email 
to Bill so that can add you to his distribution list as well.  Thanks and hope all is 
well.  Alison

-----Original Message-----
From: Amy Bennett [mailto:BENNETAM@dhec.sc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2008 1:34 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: Question

Alison,

You may not be the right person to ask this, but I have your email.  I am no longer 
working on the FERC, but as the Water Quality Standards Coordinator for DHEC I should be 
receiving the notifications that SCE&G has sent to Gina Kirkland in the past (concerning 
high flows  or DO exceedences).  I asked at last year's Operations meeting to be added to 
the email list, but I am still not receiving these notifications.  Can you please forward 
this email appropriately or let me know who to contact to get added to the notification 
Email group.

Thanks,

Amy M. Bennett
Water Quality Standards Coordinator
SCDHEC - Bureau of Water
803-898-4249
803-898-4140 (fax)
bennetam@dhec.sc.gov
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Carl Bussells

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 4:37 PM
To: 'Flach, Tim'
Subject: RE: question

Actually a meeting location has not been chosen yet due to the large amount of people attending.  I will let you know 
when we find a meeting space.  

-----Original Message-----
From: Flach, Tim [mailto:tflach@thestate.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 4:35 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: RE: question

Sounds like something I should listen to, so please alert the gendarmes to let me in.
 
Does it begin at 9 a.m. at the training center below the dam?

-----Original Message-----
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 10:01 AM
To: Flach, Tim
Subject: RE: question

Well, it is up to you.
 
They will be meeting to discuss the results of the operations model.  Many of the inputs have been identified for 
the Operations Model by the TWC (such as lake level, recreational flows, etc.). Jon Quebbeman is scheduled to 
join us in order to review and discuss the results of these constraints being placed into the model.  Such as, if we 
had this much inflow, could we do all of these rec flow and still have enough water in the lake to reach 358.  etc. 
etc.

-----Original Message-----
From: Flach, Tim [mailto:tflach@thestate.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2008 2:54 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: question

Divine Ms. A-- 

What is the agenda/purpose of the al- rcg meeting on 5/22? In other words, is it one I might want to cover? 

Tim Flach 
The State 



From: Alison Guth
To: "Allan Creamer"; 
Subject: Saluda Hydro DLA - hard copies
Date: Thursday, March 06, 2008 8:47:27 AM

Hello Allan, 
I hope you are doing well.  I sent out the hard copies of the draft license application for Saluda Hydro on 
Tuesday to the address you emailed me.  So you should probably be getting them today or tomorrow.  
Thanks!  Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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From: Alison Guth
To: Alison Guth; Alan Stuart; Brandon Kulik; Bret Hoffman; Dave Anderson; 

Jennifer Hand; Kelly Maloney; Marty Phillips; Shane Boring; Stacia Hoover; 
Bruce Harvey; 

Subject: Saluda odds and ends
Date: Wednesday, May 21, 2008 4:49:33 PM

Hey folks, 
Just a reminder, you do not need to worry about updating the Initial and Second Stage consultation for 
your sections.  That is something that I will be taking care of for you.  Email me if you have any 
questions…  Thanks!  Alison 
Alison Guth 
Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone 803-951-2077 
Fax 803-951-2124 
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From: ARGENTIERI, WILLIAM R
To: BLALOCK, JOHN TROY; LANDRETH, JAMES M; FITTS, MARY R; C Coleman; 

Skip Foley ; HANCOCK, DAVID E; Jessie Cook; Rick Dye; Woody Ford; 
Michael Frank ; Jim Gunter; Josh Mecca; Randy Mecca; Richard Mikell; 
Gary Price ; Jeannette Wells ; Shane Boring; Jennifer Hand; Bret Hoffman; 
Mike Mayo; Matthew Moskwik ; YANITY, ROBERT; Alison Guth; 
Winward point Yacht Club ; Aaron Small; Alan Axson; Alan Stuart; 
Amanda Hill; Andy Miller; Bertina Floyd; Bill Brebner ; Bill East; 
BGreen@smeinc.com; Bill Hulslander; Bill Marshall; Bill Mathias; Bob Olsen; 
bseibels@yahoo.com; STUTTS, BRANDON G; Bret Hoffman; Brett Bursey; 
TRUMP, BETH W; Bud Badr; Buddy Baker ; Charlene Coleman; 
Charles Floyd; Charlie Compton; Charlie Rentz; Chris Judge; Chris Page; 
Daniel Tufford; Dave Anderson; Dave Landis; David Allen; 
HANCOCK, DAVID E; David Jones; David Price; Dick Christie; Don Tyler; 
Donald Eng; Ed Diebold; duncane@mrd.dnr.state.sc.us; Ed Fetner; 
Edward Schnepel; aregaf@dnr.sc.gov; George Duke; 
Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Guy Jones; Hal Beard; 
Hank McKellar; ipitts@scprt.com; Jeff Duncan; Jennifer O"Rourke; 
Jennifer Price ; Jennifer Hand; Jerry Wise; DEVEREAUX, JAMES; Jim Glover; 
Jim Goller; Jim Ruane ; BUTLER, JO A; Joe Logan; Joel Huggins ; 
John and Rob Altenberg; johned44@bellsouth.net; jsfrick@mindspring.com; 
Jon Leader; Joy Downs; Karen Kustafik; Keith Ganz-Sarto; Ken Styer ; 
Ken Uschelbec; Kenneth Fox; Kim Westbury; Kristina Massey; 
turnerle@dhec.sc.gov; Lee Barber; Linda Lester ; Malcolm Leaphart; 
Mary Kelly; Michael Murrell; Mike Duffy; Mike Sloan; SUMMER, MICHAEL C; 
Mike Waddell; Miriam Atria; Norm Nicholson; Norman Ferris; Parkin Hunter; 
Patricia Wendling; Patrick Moore; Phil Hamby ; Prescott Brownell; 
Randal Shealy; RMAHAN@scana.com; AMMARELL, RAYMOND R; 
Rebekah Dobrasko; rbull@davisfloyd.com; Rhett Bickley; Richard Kidder; 
Richard Mikell; SKEENER@sc.rr.com; Robert Lavisky; Ron Ahle; 
Ronald Scott; Roy Parker; Russell Jernigan; YANITY, ROBERT; Sam Drake; 
Sandra Reinhardt; Shane Boring; Skeet Mills ; Stanley Yalicki; Steve Bell; 
SUMMER, STEPHEN E; Suzanne Rhodes; tpowers@newberrycounty.net; 
Theresa Thom; Tim Vinson; BOWLES, THOMAS M; Tom Stonecypher; 
BOOZER, THOMAS C; Tony Bebber; HOFFMAN, VAN B; balesw@dnr.sc.gov; 
Wenonah Haire; Mike Schimpff; Tom Rupple ; mzajac@icrc.net; 
QUATTLEBAUM, MILTON; Chuck Cantley; Vivianne Vejdani; 
DELK, HENRY E JR; GOEBEL, RONALD J; Steve Curry; Harry Tinsley; 
Mark Giffin; 

cc: RITTER, TIMOTHY W; ANDERSON, BETTY L; BUXTON, ANGELA G; 
BROWN, OSCIE O; HAMILTON, J. HAGOOD JR; DODD, GREG M; 
KRUGER, JEFF A; SHEARER, LESLIE J; 

Subject: Saluda Hydro Flow Release Notification System Activation
Date: Friday, April 04, 2008 11:33:26 AM

To all,
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In response to requests from our Safety Resource Conservation 
Group associated with the Saluda Hydro Relicensing Process, 
SCE&G has been working on a ring-down phone system that will 
provide notification of when Saluda Hydro starts to generate.  This 
program will be available to those that are registered to receive these 
phone calls.  Some of you were involved in a pilot test program over a 
year ago and we want to thank you for your participation and 
feedback in an effort to make this program meet your needs.  Since 
we discontinued the program last year we have been working to 
upgrade the ring-down system to accommodate the volume of 
potential users and provide some flexibility for the time of day when 
you might want to receive the phone call notifications.  Thank you for 
your patience on this matter.
 
I am very pleased to announce that SCE&G is ready to implement the 
Saluda Flow Release Notification system for public participation.  The 
Saluda Flow Release Notification system will provide notification, via 
a phone call and email, to all registrants that Saluda Hydro has 
started to generate.   I would like to inform you that starting today 
you can register for this program.  Since it could take up to 
seven days to add or remove a registrant from the notification 
system, the new ring-down system will be activated on Monday, 
April 14.  This will give us enough time to provide training to the 
system controllers that will activate this system.  If you wish to receive 
this notification, you must register at the SCE&G webpage link 
below.  
 
http://www.sceg.com/en/my-community/lower-saluda-river/
 
Once you are on the Current Operations page you will see a link to 
the telephone alert registration, click on the “Register Now” button, fill 
out the form and within a week you will be registered to receive 
notification of when Saluda Hydro starts to generate. This information 
can also be shared with your organization membership at this time.
 
NOTE – The existing temporary call out list will be discontinued as of 

http://www.sceg.com/en/my-community/lower-saluda-river/


Monday, April 14.  If you were on this existing temporary call out list 
you will need to re-apply through the website to be activated on the 
new permanent Saluda Flow Release Notification System.  This 
includes all CFD battalion shift commanders and dispatchers; and 
Saluda Shoals Park rangers and other personnel.
 
Since Saluda Hydro is used to help SCE&G meet our reserve 
capabilities, operations can and do happen at any time.  You should 
always keep in mind that the flow and temperament of the lower 
Saluda River could change anytime.
 
We plan to issue a news release to notify the general public several 
days after we have activated the system.  
 
 
William R. Argentieri
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
111 Research Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
 
Phone - (803) 217-9162
Fax - (803) 933-7849
Cell - (803) 331-0179
 



From: Dave Anderson
To: "Bill Marshall"; "C Coleman"; Alison Guth; "Tony Bebber"; 

BARGENTIERI@scana.com; "Guy Jones"; "J. Hamilton Hagood"; 
Jennifer Hand; "Jim Cumberland"; "Karen Kustafik"; Kelly Maloney; 
"Malcolm Leaphart"; "Mike Waddell"; 

Subject: Videos
Date: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 10:15:53 AM

Bill et al.,
 
Yes the videos are available.  I will make copies of the DVD and let everyone 
know when they are available (probably some time next week).
 
Dave
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From: Shane Boring
To: Vivianne Vejdani ; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bud Badr; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.

net); Gerrit Jobsis (American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; Jennifer Hand; Jim Glover; 
Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); Mike Waddell; 
Milton Quattlebaum (mquattlebaum@scana.com); Prescott Brownell; Randy Mahan; Ron Ahle; 
Scott Harder; Shane Boring; Steve Summer; Theresa Thom; Brandon Kulik; Alan Stuart; 

Subject: Saluda Hydro Relicense: Reminder of Flow Demo on May 1&2; Cancellation of April 25 IFIM Conference Call
Date: Thursday, April 17, 2008 5:16:47 PM

Hello folks: 
This is a reminder of the lower Saluda River flow demonstration scheduled for May 1 & 2, 2008.  As discussed in our recent conference 
call, the flow demo will allow folks to see both the 800 cfs and 1000 cfs flows.  Due to the time required for each flow to stabilize, this 
has been scheduled as a two day event.  Participants should meet in the parking lot of Saluda Shoals Park Environmental Center  at 9:00 
am on both days.  Please note that each day's session will begin at 9:00 am, rather than the usual 9:30, to allow adequate time to visit 
the selected study sites. A more detailed itinerary was included in the original meeting invitation, which is included below.   
We will have depth gages and flowmeters available for those interested in poking around in the river during the flow demos.  Please let 
us know if there is other gear that you would like for us to bring along.  We will be happy to accommodate your request, if possible.   
You may also remember from our March 10 conference call, that a conference call of the IFIM TWC was tentatively scheduled for April 
25th to discuss results of the operations model as they pertain to the instream flow recommendations.  This conference call was 
contingent upon results of the operations model being available and is hereby cancelled.  We have alternatively scheduled a meeting of 
all of the RCGs for May 22 to discuss the operations model results (See Alison Guth's email of earlier today).  We felt that a sit down 
meeting of all of the RCGs was a more appropriate and efficient means of communicating the model results.   
Thanks for your continued participation and commitment to the Saluda relicensing process, and please do not hesitate to call with 
questions. 
C. Shane Boring 
Environmental Scientist 
HYPERLINK "http://www.kleinschmidtusa.com/" Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane; Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone: (803)951-2077 
Fax: (803)951-2124 
 
 -----Original Appointment----- 
From:  Shane Boring   
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2008 10:46 AM 
To: Vivianne Vejdani ; Alison Guth; Amanda Hill; Bill Argentieri; Bud Badr; Dick Christie (dchristie@comporium.net); Gerrit Jobsis 
(American Rivers); Gina Kirkland; Hal Beard; Jennifer Summerlin; Jim Glover; Malcolm Leaphart; Mark Giffin (giffinma@dhec.sc.gov); 
Mike Waddell; Milton Quattlebaum (mquattlebaum@scana.com); Prescott Brownell; Randy Mahan; Ron Ahle; Scott Harder; Shane Boring; 
Steve Summer; Theresa Thom; Brandon Kulik; Alan Stuart 
Subject: Saluda IFIM Flow Demonstration 
When: Thursday, May 01, 2008 9:00 AM to Friday, May 02, 2008 4:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Saluda Shoals Park 
Hello folks.  This is a reminder of the flow demonstration scheduled for May 1 & 2, 2008.  As discussed on our conference call last week, 
we will be demoing both the 700 cfs and 1000 cfs flows.  I believe we had previously discussed having one day for flow demonstrations 
and a second day for a sit-down meeting.  After talking with our engineers and SCE&G staff regarding the time needed for each flow to 
stabilize, as well as the time needed to visit each site, it now looks as if both days will be taken up by the flow demonstrations. 
Our general plan is to allow folks to observe the flow and also poke around in the river with velocity meters, wading rods, etc., so please 
bring waders if you would like.  We will be touring the river by car, and lunch will be provided.   
An itinerary for the two days is included below.  Please note that we will meet both days at Saluda Shoals Park at 9:00 am.  Let's plan to 
meet in the parking lot of the Environmental Center; this will provide easy access to the Corley Island access road. 
Thanks and looking forward to seeing you all on May 1 & 2. 
 C. Shane Boring 
Environmental Scientist 
HYPERLINK "http://www.kleinschmidtusa.com/" Kleinschmidt Associates 
204 Caughman Farm Lane; Suite 301 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone: (803)951-2077 
Fax: (803)951-2124 
 
Note: This e-mail will disappear from your inbox when you click "accept".  To access the e-mail and itinerary after clicking "accept," click 
on the meeting date in your Outlook calendar.    
 
  
Date Approx. 
Time Kleinschmidt Activity SCE&G Activity     
May 1, 2008 0200  Establish 700 cfs     
 0900 TWC attendees arrive at Saluda Shoals Park; Notify SCE&G dispatch that personnel are on-site and will be entering river; observe 
flow at Corley Island       
 1100 TWC attendees arrive at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd Area      
 1200 Lunch at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd       
 1400 TWC attendees arrive at Riverbanks Zoo      
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 1600 Adjourn; Notify SCE&G dispatch that field work is complete Curtail 700 cfs     
        
May 2, 2008 0200  Establish 1000 cfs     
 0900 TWC attendees arrive at Saluda Shoals Park – observe flow at Corley Island; Notify SCE&G dispatch that personnel are on-site and 
will be entering river        
 1100 TWC attendees arrive at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd Area      
 1200 Lunch at Oh Brother/Ocean Blvd       
 1400 TWC attendees arrive at Riverbanks Zoo      
 1600 Adjourn; Notify SCE&G dispatch that field work is complete Curtail 1000 cfs     
      



From: Harmon, Alex
To: Alison Guth; 
Date: Monday, March 10, 2008 4:18:54 PM

HOW WOULD ONE GET ON THE SERVICE LIST FOR THE PROJECT 
(RELICENSEING PROJECT)? 

ALEX 

ALEX HARMON  
WATER RESOURCES DESIGNER  
COLUMBIA HYDROLOGY  
THE LPA GROUP INCORPORATED  
700 HUGER STREET  
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201  
EMAIL: AHARMON@LPAGROUP.COM  
PHONE 803-231-3806 

 

Confidentiality Notice

This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it 
is addressed. This communication may contain information that is 
proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally exempt from 
disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If 
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately either by phone (800-572-1115) or reply to this e-mail and 
delete all copies of this message.
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From: Alison Guth
To: Harmon, Alex; 
Subject: RE: 
Date: Monday, April 07, 2008 11:29:44 AM

I apologize it has taken me so long to get back with you.  After I returned from 
vacation it has taken me a while to sort through all of my emails.  
 
The Commission's Secretary maintains the service lists 
for relicensing proceedings and Service lists are restricted to intervenors in the 
process. Therefore, in order to be added to a service list, you must file a request 
to intervene. 
 
According to the Commission's website, Intervenors on the Service List will 
receive the applicant's filings, Commission documents related to the case, and 
materials filed by other interested parties. However, as an intervenor, you are 
also obligated to give copies of what you file to all the other parties on the 
Service List.  
 
The service list for the Saluda Project is available electronically through FERC 
Online's eService. ( http://www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/eservice.asp )
 
You can be added to the mailing list for the Project in order to receive documents 
from the FERC such as Environmental Impact statements by filing a letter with 
the Secretary at the following address: 
http://www.ferc.gov/help/other-guide/mailing-list.asp
 
You can also register to recieve emails regarding project issuances and 
filings through FERC online at http://ferconline.ferc.gov/Login.aspx
 
I hope this informaiton helps,
 
Alison
 
 
 

From: Harmon, Alex [mailto:AHARMON@lpagroup.com] 
Sent: Mon 3/10/2008 4:19 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject:  
 
HOW WOULD ONE GET ON THE SERVICE LIST FOR THE PROJECT 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:AHARMON@lpagroup.com
http://owa.kleinschmidtusa.com/docs-filing/eservice.asp
http://www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/eservice.asp
http://www.ferc.gov/help/other-guide/mailing-list.asp
http://ferconline.ferc.gov/Login.aspx


(RELICENSEING PROJECT)? 

ALEX 

ALEX HARMON  
WATER RESOURCES DESIGNER  
COLUMBIA HYDROLOGY  
THE LPA GROUP INCORPORATED  
700 HUGER STREET  
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201  
EMAIL: AHARMON@LPAGROUP.COM  
PHONE 803-231-3806 

 

Confidentiality Notice

This message is intended exclusively for the individual or entity to which it 
is addressed. This communication may contain information that is 
proprietary, privileged, confidential or otherwise legally exempt from 
disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to 
read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If 
you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately either by phone (800-572-1115) or reply to this e-mail and 
delete all copies of this message.

 



From: pavhamby@earthlink.net
To: Alison Guth; 
cc: paul.hamby@dendrite.com; 
Subject: RE: Teleconference for today"s meeting
Date: Friday, February 22, 2008 9:45:36 AM

<

mailto:pavhamby@earthlink.net
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:paul.hamby@dendrite.com


From: Jim Cumberland
To: Prescott Brownell; SCDNR Ron Ahle; bill_hulslander@nps.gov; 

AMRIVERS Gerrit Jobsis; Hal Beard; Jennifer Hand; Jim Glover; tufford@sc.
edu; Alan Stuart; Mark Giffin; SCDNR Dick Christie; Theresa Thom; 
Alison Guth; 

cc: Richard Roos-Collins; jgantenbein@n-h-i.org; rhilkene@n-h-i.org; 
Subject: RE: Saluda Draft License Application, comments of CCL/AR
Date: Friday, March 14, 2008 2:30:32 PM
Attachments: CCLARSaludaDLACommentsFINAL.pdf 

Attached is a copy of our comments on the DLA. 
Jim 
Jim Cumberland 
Project Manager 
Coastal Conservation League 
2231 Devine Street, Suite 202 
Columbia, SC  29205 
803.771.7750 (telephone) 
803.771.7580 (facsimile) 
jimc@scccl.org 
www.coastalconservationleague.org  
  

mailto:jimc@scccl.org
mailto:Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov
mailto:ahler@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:bill_hulslander@nps.gov
mailto:gjobsis@americanrivers.org
mailto:beardh@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jennifer.Summerlin
mailto:GloverJB@dhec.sc.gov
mailto:tufford@sc.edu
mailto:tufford@sc.edu
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan Stuart
mailto:GIFFINMA@dhec.sc.gov
mailto:dchristie@comporium.net
mailto:theresa_thom@nps.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:rrcollins@n-h-i.org
mailto:jgantenbein@n-h-i.org
mailto:rhilkene@n-h-i.org



AMERICAN RIVERS AND THE COASTAL CONSERVATION LEAGUE  
 


March 14, 2008  
 
 
 
The Honorable Kimberly D. Bose  
Secretary  
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  
888 First St. NE  
Washington, DC 20426  


 
 
Re: Comments on the Draft License Application for the South Carolina Electric and 


Gas Saluda Project (FERC Project P-516) 
 
 
 
Dear Secretary Bose, 
 
American Rivers and the Coastal Conservation League (collectively, the “Conservation Groups”) are 
pleased to submit comments on the Draft License Application for the South Carolina Electric and Gas 
Saluda Project (FERC Project No. P-516).  We have been active participants in the relicensing process 
since its inception, serving on a variety of technical working groups that seek to resolve outstanding 
issues regarding the Saluda Project’s operations, safety issues associated with the Project, lake and land 
management use issues, and recreational issues relating to Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda River. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 


   
 
________________________   ________________________ 
Gerrit Jöbsis       F. James Cumberland, Jr.  
American Rivers       Coastal Conservation League 
Director of Southeast Conservation    Project Manager 
2231 Devine Street, Suite 202    2231 Devine Street, Suite 202 
Columbia, SC 29205      Columbia, SC 29205  


 803-771-7114      803-771-7750 
gjobsis@americanrivers.org    jimc@scccl.org  
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AMERICAN RIVERS AND THE COASTAL CONSERVATION LEAGUE  
 


March 14, 2008  
 


IN GENERAL 
 
Pursuant to the Federal Power Act (FPA), 16 U.S.C. §§ 791a-825r (2000), the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) may issue a new license for an existing hydroelectric project 
only if to do so would be in the public interest.  16 U.S.C. § 803(a).  In making its public interest 
inquiry, FERC is required to provide “equal consideration” to a range of public purposes, 
including the protection of fish, wildlife, recreation, and environmental quality.  The FPA makes 
clear that relicensing is not a continuation of the status quo, but a reconsideration of the past 
commitment of the river resource based on present day values and “then existing laws and 
regulations.”  16 U.S.C. § 808(a). 
 
The Federal Power Act further requires that any new license contain conditions that adequately 
and equitably protect, mitigate, and enhance fish and wildlife resources.  16 U.S.C. § 803(j).  
Thus, FERC is required to assure that during any new license term fish and wildlife and their 
habitats are protected and restored, and that unavoidable, ongoing project impacts are mitigated.   
 
Independent of the FPA, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et 
seq., requires that FERC assess the past, present, and reasonably foreseeable environmental 
impacts of the hydroelectric project licensing and evaluate alternatives that would avoid these 
impacts.  This requirement applies to applications for new licenses for existing projects because 
relicensing constitutes a new, irreversible, and irretrievable commitment of a public resource.i
 
Today, the protection and restoration of the ecosystem integrity of our rivers and public 
recreation opportunities is widely recognized by citizens of South Carolina as one of the highest 
public priorities.  Accordingly, substantial emphasis should be placed on opportunities to further 
these priorities during the relicensing process.  Though we understand South Carolina Electric & 
Gas’s (SCE&G’s) interest in maintaining the Saluda Hydroelectric Project as a reserve capacity 
power producing operation, it is critical that the company develop a complete factual record on 
which the Commission can give equal consideration to power and non power values, including 
restoration and enhancement of the downstream river ecosystem and its recreational values.  
Also, there must be biologically and scientifically sound information upon which agencies can 
base their terms, conditions, and recommendations.  These requirements dictate that SCE&G 
evaluate a reasonable range of protection, mitigation, and enhancement (PM&E) measures and 
operational alternatives to current operations, including removal of parts of or all of the Project, 
and run-of-river operations.     
 
The Conservation Groups recognize that the Draft License Application (DLA) is not intended to 
be a complete and final document, and that it contains a number of placeholders pending 
completion of ongoing studies.  We also recognize that the applicant has noted these information 
gaps in the DLA, and that it has indicated that it plans to include the relevant information in the 
Final License Application, which it is due to submit by August 2008.  We respectfully remind 
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the Commission of its responsibility to ensure that it has a complete record on which to base its 
final licensing decision. 


 
PROJECT OPERATIONS  


 
In Section 7.3.1.1 of the Initial Consultation Document (ICD) (e-Library No. 20050502-


4003), the applicant discusses the “typical operations” of the Saluda Project, which it chooses to 
operate as a reserve capacity facility.  The applicant states that its responsibilities as a member of 
the Virginia-Carolinas Southeastern Electric Reliability Council sub-region (VACAR) bind it “in 
a reserve-sharing agreement by which each [member] has agreed to assist any other member in 
generation emergences. SCE&G must employ its reserves (Saluda Hydro) to meet its own 
generation emergences before calling on assistance from other VACAR members, but it also 
must be constantly ready to provide reserve generation to other VACAR members to meet 
SCE&G’s contractual reserve obligations” ICD, §7.3.1.1, at 17.  In the DLA, the applicant states 
that: 
   


Saluda Hydro will continue to operate primarily as a reserve generation facility in 
the SCE&G system. In the event of a loss of generation elsewhere in the 
Applicant’s system, the Project units can be started and brought to full load within 
10 to 15 minutes. This allows a rapid response to emergencies on SCE&G’s 
system, and also fulfills all or part of  SCE&G’s reserve share obligation as a 
member of VACAR. Providing rapid response to emergencies on SCE&G’s 
system and those to which SCE&G is interconnected helps to insure reliability of 
electrical service both locally and area-wide. The use of Saluda Hydro for reserve 
generation is more efficient and reliable than other reserve alternatives such as 
combustion turbines or diesel powered generators. 


 
DLA, Ex. H:  Miscellaneous Filing Material, at H-1.  See also DLA, Ex. H:  Miscellaneous 
Filing Material, at H-2-3; SCE&G, “Guidelines for Operation of the Saluda Project for Dissolved 
Oxygen Management in 2007,” e-Library No. 20070705-0208, at 2. 
 
Based on the evidence in the existing record, we are concerned that SCE&G’s proposed 
operations will not mitigate all of the Project’s existing and potential impacts to water 
quality.  We believe that it is extremely important that the Project be operated in 
such a manner as to comply fully with all federal and state water quality 
requirements during all modes of operation.  We note that, since it began operating the 
Project, the applicant several times has made changes to its plan of operations for the 
Project.  Thus, there is no assurance that, during the duration of the new license, the 
applicant will continue to operate the Project in the manner it describes in the DLA.  We 
strongly urge the Commission to bear this possibility in mind as it develops the new 
license for this project. 
 
With regards to an assessment of alternative sources of reserve capacity power, SCE&G states in 
the DLA that it will wait until the Final License Application to provide costs associated with 
using alternative sources of power, including (1) the costs of generating additional power at 
existing facilities; the purchase of power from other utilities; and the construction and operation 
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of a new power plant.  See Exhibit H:  Miscellaneous Filing Material, at H-4.  In the absence of 
the information noted above, it is difficult, if not impossible, for commenters to understand the 
reasoning behind SCE&G’s rationale for its operation plan for the Saluda Project.  From all 
appearances, SCE&G chooses to operate the Saluda Project as a reserve facility simply because 
it believes that this use of the project is the most convenient and efficient means of meeting its 
reserve capacity needs.  We request that the Commission require SCE&G to file a copy of the 
VACAR agreement with the Commission and explain the criteria it applies to its decisions 
regarding how and when to bring the Saluda Project online to meet its obligations under the 
agreement.  As discussed in several places below, we have strong concerns with the adverse 
effects that the applicant’s current and proposed operation of the Project as a reserve capacity 
facility can have.  The unscheduled releases of very large amounts of water in a very short time, 
with very little warning to the public, can have serious consequences for the recreational use of 
the Lower Saluda River, particularly with respect to the safety of users of this river.  We urge the 
Commission to study this issue carefully as it prepares the new license articles for this project. 
 
 


EXHIBIT E:  ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
 
Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda River (LSR) are parts of a hydrologically complex watershed 
that covers a large part of central South Carolina and encompasses a number of the East Coast’s 
major rivers and lakes.  See DLA, Ex. E, at 1-9.  Further, the 22,000 acre Congaree National 
Park, which is the largest tract of old-growth bottomland hardwood remaining in the United 
States (see South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism, “State Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan” (2002), at 47 (hereinafter “SCORP”), available at 
http://www.scprt.com/facts-figures/outdoorrecreationplan.aspx), adjoins the east bank of the 
Congaree River and receives from the river the inundations necessary to allow it to survive and 
thrive.  Approximately two-thirds of the water received by the Park enters the Congaree River 
from the Broad River; however, the Saluda Project has been shown to have impacts on the Park 
through its contributions to the flow that enters the Congaree River from the Saluda River.  As 
part of its designation in 2003 as the first National Park in South Carolina, the Park was 
expanded by more than 4,500 acres to include lands at the confluence of the Congaree and 
Wateree Rivers.  See SCORP, at 158.  In 2006, the Park acquired more than 2,394 additional 
acres at the confluence of the Congaree and Wateree Rivers.  See SCORP, at 158.  Also, the Park 
is an International Biosphere Reserve, a National Natural Landmark, and a Globally Important 
Bird Area. See id at 47.  These designations show the Park’s importance as a unique and valuable 
natural area worthy of the highest possible level of protection from environmental degradation. 
 
Section 2.0:  Water Use and Quality 
 
All water in Lake Murray, and its inflows and its outflows, are classified as “freshwaters” (FW). 
Section 61-68 of the South Carolina Code of Regulations defines freshwaters as “suitable for 
primary and secondary contact recreation and as a source for drinking water supply after 
conventional treatment in accordance with the requirements of the Department.  Suitable for 
fishing and the survival and propagation of a balanced indigenous aquatic community of fauna 
and flora.  Suitable also for industrial and agricultural uses. South Carolina Code of Regulations, 
§ 61-68-10.  Specific water quality standards are: 



http://www.scprt.com/facts-figures/outdoorrecreationplan.aspx
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SOUTH CAROLINA WATER QUALITY STANDARDS FOR FRESHWATERS  
 


ITEMS STANDARDS 
a. Garbage, cinders, ashes, oils, sludge, or 
other refuse. 


None allowed. 


b. Treated wastes, toxic wastes, deleterious 
substances, colored or other wastes except           
those given in (a) above.      
 


None alone or in combination with other 
substances or wastes in sufficient amounts to 
make the waters unsafe or unsuitable for 
primary contact recreation or to impair the 
waters for any other best usage as determined 
for the specific waters which are assigned to 
this class. 


c. Toxic pollutants listed in the appendix.    As prescribed in Section E of this regulation. 
d. Dissolved Oxygen. Daily average not less than 5.0 mg/l with a low 


of 4.0 mg/l. 
e. Fecal coliform. Not to exceed a geometric mean of 200/100 


ml, based on five consecutive samples during 
any 30 day period; nor shall more than 10% of 
the total samples during any 30 day period 
exceed 400/100 ml. 


f. pH.   Between 6.0 and 8.5. 
g. Temperature. As prescribed in E.12. of this                                


regulation. 
h. Turbidity*             Not to exceed 50 NTUs provided existing uses 


are maintained. 
* Lakes only        Not to exceed 25 NTUs provided existing uses 


are maintained. 
Adapted from:  South Carolina Code of Regulations 61-68-10. 
 
As described in the Lake Murray Water Quality Report (submitted by the applicant as part of the 
DLA), this classification includes waters “suitable for primary and secondary contact recreation 
and as a source for drinking water supply, after conventional treatment, in accordance with the 
requirements of the [South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control]. These 
waters are suitable for fishing, and the survival and propagation of a balanced indigenous aquatic 
community of fauna and flora. This class is also suitable for industrial and agricultural uses.”  
DLA, App. E-1, “Lake Murray Water Quality Report,” at 5.    
 
As part of the relicensing process the Project must receive a certification from SCDHEC 
pursuant to Section 401 of the federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. § 1341), and SCDHEC’s 
regulations, which appear at South Carolina Code of Regulations 61-101.  Thus, the final license 
application should contain adequate evidence to support not only FERC’s licensing decision, but 
also the State’s certification decision.  To obtain certification, the applicant must demonstrate to 
SCDHEC that “the project is consistent with the provisions of [R. 61-101]; the State Water 
Quality Standards, R. 61-68; and the Federal Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1341, and regulations 
promulgated thereunder by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  South Carolina Code of 
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Regulations 61-101(F)(2).  Among the factors that SCDHEC must consider when evaluating the 
application for a section 401 water quality certification are “all potential water quality impacts of 
the project, both direct and indirect, over the life of the project including: 
 


(1) impact on existing and classified water uses; 
 
(2) physical, chemical, and biological impacts, including cumulative impacts; 
 
(3) the effect on circulation patterns and water movement; 
 
(4) the cumulative impacts of the proposed activity and reasonably foreseeable 
similar activities of the applicant and others. 
 
South Carolina Code of Regulations 61-101(F)(3)(c). 
 


Finally, SCDHEC will deny certification if:  


(a) the proposed activity permanently alters the aquatic ecosystem in the vicinity 
of the project such that its functions and values are eliminated or impaired;  


(b) there is a feasible alternative to the activity, which reduces adverse 
consequences on water quality and classified uses;  


(c) the proposed activity adversely impacts waters containing State or Federally 
recognized rare, threatened, or endangered species;  


(d) the proposed activity adversely impacts special or unique habitats, such as 
National Wild and Scenic Rivers, National Estuarine Research Reserves, or 
National Ecological Preserves, or designated State Scenic Rivers;   


South Carolina Code of Regulations 61-101(F)(5).   
 
Also, SCDHEC will not issue a certification “unless [SCDHEC] is assured appropriate 
and practical steps including stormwater management will be taken to minimize adverse 
impacts on water quality and the aquatic ecosystem.” South Carolina Code of 
Regulations 61-101(F)(6). 
  


We are extremely concerned about the Project’s potentially enormous impacts on the waters of 
Lake Murray, the Lower Saluda River, and the Congaree River, and the importance of these 
waters both as natural resources and as elements of the area’s economy.  We urge the 
Commission to require the applicant to take measures pursuant to the new license to modify its 
operations to reduce these adverse impacts. 
 
 Section 2.2:  Water Quality 
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In our comments on the ICD, we requested that SCE&G conduct a series of studies related to the 
Project’s effects on water quality in Lake Murray and in the Lower Saluda River, including: 
 


1) studies to evaluate the effectiveness of newly implemented oxygenation measures at the 
Project; and 


 
2) “[s]tudies that objectively evaluate the effects of project operations (e.g., impoundment of 


the river and tributary streams, reservoir stratification, hypolimnetic discharges, project 
equipment and flow alterations, etc.) on water quality and how that affects habitat 
requirements of aquatic biota in the reservoir and river segments.  Project operations and 
enhancements that would result in water quality that fully supports all aquatic life uses in 
the reservoir and rive segments affected by the Project should be evaluated.” 


 
SCE&G describes study requests and comments it received on the ICD, and any progress made 
in addressing such comments.  We address each of our study requests and the progress reported 
by SCE&G below. 
 
In response to our request for “a study of the effects of project operations (e.g. impoundment of 
the river and tributary streams, reservoir stratification, hypolimnetic discharges, project 
equipment and flow alterations, etc.) on water quality  and how that affects habitat requirements 
of aquatic biota in the reservoir and river segments” (see ICD Comments, at 6.),” SCE&G states, 


 
Resource Conservation Groups are currently working to resolve agency and stakeholder 
concerns as they relate to the water quality of the Project area and surrounding areas. 
They have currently performed a number of water quality studies that directly address 
different aspects of lake and river water quality that include: temperature, DO, water 
allocation, nutrients and other pollutants.  
 


DLA, Ex. E, p. 2-21. 
 
We continue to work actively with SCE&G and other stakeholders on these issues, and remain 
hopeful that we can reach some agreement with the applicant on some if not all of the issues. 
Though the work of the Resource Conservation Groups and Technical Working Committees is 
ongoing, we are optimistic that at least some of the points of disagreement may be resolved 
through the committee process. 
 
We also requested that the applicant conduct the following studies related to water quality in 
waters at or directly affect by the Project:  


 
1) studies to assess the water quality in the Project’s forebay area to establish the 
cause of periodic fish kills in that area (see ICD Comments, at 7); 
  
2) studies to evaluate the effectiveness of newly implemented oxygenation 
measures at the Project (see id. at 7);  
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3) a study on the effects of sedimentation in the Lower Saluda River on the river’s 
water quality, focusing on sediment composition, bedload movement, gravel 
deposition, sediment storage behind the dam and bedload changes below the dam; 
and the Project’s effects on downstream geomorphology, sediment availability, 
and streambank erosion.  See id., at 7.  To date, the applicant has not conducted 
this study.  [see DLA, Ex. E, at 2-25] We request that the Commission require the 
applicant to conduct a peer-reviewed study on the effects of sedimentation in the 
Lower Saluda River on the river’s water quality, and that the Commission 
consider the results of such study in its review of the Final License Application.  
 
4) a study to evaluate the effects that alternative reservoir levels have on (1) 
recreational boating in reservoir headwaters and the main reservoir body, (2) near-
shore aquatic habitat within the reservoir, and (3) the ability to release 
downstream flows to meet [the] recreational and ecological needs of the Saluda 
and Congaree [R]ivers.  The Study should also evaluate how current operations 
with fall draw downs and spring filling affect recreational and ecological values in 
the Saluda and Congaree [R]ivers and the Congaree National Park.” (ICD 
Comments, at 8). 
 
5) A Low Inflow Protocol Study that specifically addresses public water supply, 


reservoir and river water quality, fish and wildlife habitat needs, power generation, 
etc. (see id., at 13). 


 
In the DLA, the applicant states that the Water Quality Technical Working Committee is still in 
the process of developing a water quality model “that directly addresses the striped bass habitat 
issues of the Lake.”  DLA, Exhibit E, at 2-23.  We urge the Commission not to act on the FLA 
until it receives the results of modeling conducted using this model. 
 
We note that, since the implementation in 2006 of new measures to improve the levels of 
dissolved oxygen in the Lower Saluda River, SCE&G has for the most part met its obligations 
pursuant to the settlement agreement with regards to maintenance of appropriate levels of 
dissolved oxygen in the waters released from the Project by Project operations. 
 
Section 3.0:  Aquatic Resources 
 
The Lower Saluda River is home to a coldwater stocked trout fishery (trout are not native to the 
LSR)  that the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) operates as a Put, 
Grow, and Take fishery.  See DLA, Exhibit E, Section 3.2, at 3-3.  The river also is host to a 
healthy resident warmwater fishery that includes approximately 50 different species.  See id., at 
3-3-4.  The close proximity of two such fisheries is extremely unusual, and makes the area a 
prime destination for anglers, who as discussed below provide numerous economic benefits to 
the local economy. 
 
Section 4.0: Wildlife Resources 
 
 Section 4.3.1 Initial Stage Consultation 
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In conjunction with other stakeholders, we requested in our comments on the ICD that the 
applicant conduct surveys of migratory birds and  studies to assess the condition of rare, 
threatened, and endangered (RT&E) species (specifically wood stork and bald eagle) in the 
Project area, as well as how Project operations may potentially affect these species.  We also 
requested that the applicant collect information regarding the use of Project operations to protect, 
restore, or enhance the populations of these RT&E species.  We requested that the applicant 
develop management plans for RT&E species that exist in the Project area or in areas upon 
which the Project has an influence.  In the DLA, the applicant states that “[c]consultation on 
RT&E species is currently being undertaken by the RT&E resources group in consultation with 
USFWS and other agencies.”  DLA, Ex. E, at 4-8.  We continue to be active participants in this 
process. 
 
Section 5.0: Botanical Resources 
 


Section 5.1.2.3: Impacts and Mitigative Measures 
 


In the DLA, the Applicant has inserted left a placeholder here, with the stated intent of including 
information on these topics in the FLA.   
 
  Section 5.1.7:  Shallow Coves 
 
In the DLA, the applicant notes that these areas “provide habitat for several wildlife species and 
are significant to the recreational fishery, representing most of the suitable spawning and nesting 
habitat for the resident centrarchids (i.e. bass and sunfish.”  DLA, Ex. E., at 5-10.  Given these 
areas’ importance to both the lake’s aquatic species and to its recreational value, we urge the 
Commission to include in the license articles that will maintain the existing protection of these 
areas, with a goal to leaving them undeveloped and in their natural states. 
 
  Section 5.1.8:  Buttonbush and Willow Flats 
 
In the DLA, the applicant notes the following with respect to these areas: 
 


The areas are jurisdictional wetlands that usually occur at or just below the 385.5-
foot elevation and are common along the upper margins of shallow coves and 
other shoreline areas [citation omitted].  They support buttonbush on the lake side, 
with black willow located behind the buttonbushes.  The stability provided by the 
root systems of the plants growing in this habitat reduces the effects erosion 
caused by wave action.  Because of this stability, spawning centrarchids use these 
areas extensively.  The structural complexity of these areas also provides a safe 
haven for larval and juvenile fishes.    
 
DLA, Ex. E, at 5-10. 
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Given these areas’ importance to both the lake’s aquatic species and to its recreational value, we 
urge the Commission to include in the license articles that will maintain the existing protection 
of these areas, with a goal to leaving them undeveloped and in their natural states. 


 
  Section 5.1.10:  Exposed Bar 
 
In the DLA, the applicant notes that some of these areas, which are remnants of the old river 
system (see id., at 5-11), may “offer favorable spawning locations for nest-building bass, crappie, 
and sunfishes.” Id.  Given these areas’ importance to both the lake’s aquatic species and to its 
recreational value, we urge the Commission to include in the license articles that will maintain 
the existing protection of these areas, with a goal to leaving them undeveloped and in their 
natural states. 
 
  Section 5.1.1:  Wet Flats 
 
The applicant describes these areas as jurisdictional wetlands that “provide important wildlife 
habitat for the lake ecosystem and, when submerged, are prime feeding areas for migratory 
waterfowl.”  Id.  Given these areas’ importance to both the lake’s resident and migratory species, 
and to its recreational value, we urge the Commission to include in the license articles that will 
maintain the existing protection of these areas, with a goal to leaving them undeveloped and in 
their natural states. 
 
Section 5.2:  Agency and Public Recommendations Concerning Botanical Resources 


 
Section 5.2:  Agency and Public Recommendations Concerning Botanical Resources 
 
Section 5.2.1:  Initial Stage Consultation 
 
In our comments on the ICD, we requested that the applicant conduct a floodplain flow 


evaluation to “assess stream flows needed for incremental levels of floodplain inundation for the 
Congaree River including the Congaree National Park.” ICD Comments, at 10.  We asked that 
the study “identify flow regimens and project operations that fully support the needs of 
floodplains, and their flora and fauna.”  Id.  At the time of filing of these comments, the Instream 
Flow TWC still is working to try to resolve issues relating to instream flows and their effects on 
the Park.  Also, a group of stakeholders and experts (including representatives of the 
Conservation Groups, the National Park Service, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and 
academia) is participating in a process designed to produce an Ecologically Sustainable 
Watershed Management (ESWM) plan for the Congaree River watershed (though the applicant 
has not formally signed on to the process, representatives of the applicant are actively 
participating as observers and are providing information to the group), as an attempt to ensure 
that the Congaree National Park receives appropriate flows at appropriate times of the year, and 
that the Project’s operations do not have adverse impacts on the Park’s ecosystem.  This process 
is ongoing.  The stakeholder group will provide recommendations developed during this process 
to the applicant at the appropriate time. 


 
Section 5.2.2:  Second Stage Consultation 
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On March 8, 2006, we asked that the applicant conduct a study of the Rocky Shoals 


Spider Lily to document the existing populations of this plant, and to examine the Project’s 
potential impacts on these populations.  See DLA, Ex. E, at 5-18 (citation omitted).  The 
applicant conducted a float study in May 2006 in which personnel from resource agencies, the 
applicant, and Kleinschmidt and Associates participated.  See infra at Section 5.3.1 for a 
discussion of the results of this survey and our comments thereon. 


 
Section 5.3:  Results of Recommended Studies 
 
 Section 5.3.1:  Rocky Shoals Spider Lily Survey 
 
The applicant’s May 2006 float survey found no suitable habitat for the Rocky Shoals 


Spider Lily within the Project area.  See DLA, Ex. E, at 5-18-19 (citation omitted).  The 
applicant does note, however, that the species “is known to inhabit the LSR.”  Id., at 5-19.  The 
May 2006 survey covered the entire length of the LSR from the base of the Saluda Dam to the 
Senate Street Landing on the Congaree River in Columbia.  At the Ocean Boulevard site the 
survey participants discovered two plans that they believe to be Rocky Shoals Spider Lilies; 
however, the plants “were stunted and lacking blooms and were determined not to represent a 
viable and sustainable population.”  Id., at 5-19.   The group discovered a “more vigorous group” 
of plants at the confluence of the Saluda and Congaree Rivers.  The City of Columbia is 
monitoring these plants as part of an enhancement plan developed as part of the relicensing of 
the Columbia Hydroelectric Project (FERC Project No. 1895).   See id. (citations omitted). 


 
Given this species’ status as a threatened species, we urge the Commission to monitor vigorously 
the enhancement plan included in the relicensing for FERC Project No. 1895, and to direct the 
applicant in the new license for the Saluda Project to conduct periodic studies on the Lower 
Saluda River to identify the presence of any populations of the Rocky Shoals Spider Lily along 
the river and, if found, to work with stakeholders to ensure that the Project’s operations are 
modified to provide the maximum possible protection for any plants found. 


 
 Section 5.3.2:  Mapping of Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs) 
 


Based on the results of a shoreline survey it conducted in 1994, the applicant chose to place 
emphasis on the protection of lands in the “buttonbush and willow flats” and “shallow coves” 
classifications See DLA, Ex. E, at 5-10.   In response to a FERC order (see South Carolina 
Electric & Gas Co., FERC ¶62,273 (2004), at paragraph D), the applicant submitted to the 
Commission an updated set of ESA maps.  In the DLA, the applicant states that the Lake and 
Land Management Technical Working Committee (LLM TWC) has further refined the shoreline 
classifications. See DLA, Ex. E, at 5-10.  To date, these classifications have not been finalized. 
We continue to work with the applicant, and with other interested stakeholders, to develop 
classifications for shoreline lands that will provide the highest level of protection for these lands, 
in the interest of protecting the lands themselves and the water quality ion Lake Murray and the 
Lower Saluda River, which can be impacted by the level of protection afforded to the lake’s 
shoreline. 
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Section 5.4:  USFWS Comments on Impacts on Endangered Species 
 
The applicant indicates in the DLA that it plans to discuss these comments in the FLA. 
 
Section 5.5:  Existing Measures to be Continued and New Measures Proposed by the 
Applicant 
 
The applicant indicates in the DLA that it plans to discuss these measures in the FLA.   
 
Section 5.6:  Anticipated Impacts 
 
The applicant indicates in the DLA that it plans to discuss these impacts in the FLA. 


 
Section 7.0: Recreational Resources 
 
 Section 7.1:  Regional Resources 
 
The applicant notes in the DLA that the region surrounding the Project includes the Saluda 
Shoals Park (managed by the Irmo-Chapin Recreation Commission), Sumter National Forest, 
Dreher Island State Park, Sesquicentennial State Park, Harbison State Park, and the Congaree 
National Park.  See DLA, Ex. E, at 7-2-3.  The Riverbanks Zoo and Botanical Garden are on 
lands adjacent to or within the Project:  SCE&G leases the land on which the Zoo and Botanical 
Gardens are located to the City of Columbia.  We believe that, though each of these resources is 
of significant benefit to the local area, the existence of these resources, and their proximity to the 
Project, will place additional strains on the natural resources at the Project, particularly as the 
population of the local area increases as expected over the term of the new license.  We urge the 
Commission to bear this concern in mind as it develops the new license articles. 
 
 Section 7.2:  Project Resources 


 
Section 7.2.2:  Saluda River 


   
Section 7.2.2.1:  Public Access Sites 


 
At present, there are only a limited number of public access sites on the Lower Saluda River:  
Saluda Shoals State Park, which is located on the north side of the river approximately 2 miles 
below the Dam; Metts Landing, which is located on the south side of the river approximately 2 
miles below the Dam; Gardendale, which is a  
 
We are concerned that the limited public access sites may impair recreational use of the river 
over the course of the new license.  As we have noted elsewhere, the lack of reasonable  access 
to the River currently is, a significant problem for river users of all types when the Project is 
operated as a reserve capacity facility.  We plan to continue to negotiate a resolution with 
SCE&G and other stakeholders which includes operational or facility modifications that mitigate 
these potential dangers to river users by installing additional ingress and egress points, on both 
banks, along the length of the LSR.   
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 Section 7.3:  Existing and Potential Recreation Use 
 
  Section 7.3.1:  Existing Recreation Use 
 
As the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources has noted, “[i]n the years since they 
have been constructed, South Carolina’s lakes have become nationally known for their boating, 
fishing, and recreational opportunities.  Recreational use of lakes has become an important 
economic asset, and this use needs to be given important consideration in any lake management 
program.” South Carolina Department of Natural Resources, South Carolina Water Plan, Second 
Edition, at 24.   
 
Both Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda River receive heavy recreation use and provide 
significant recreation opportunities and quality of life enhancements to residents of the South 
Carolina Midlands and the surrounding areas.  The lake and the river also provide significant 
sources of tourism revenue for local merchants and governments.  For purposes of crafting 
license articles regarding the Saluda Project’s operations, it is especially critical to note the 
relationship between the number of recreation-days that occur annually on these two water 
bodies.  Lake Murray, which has a surface area of approximately 50,000 acres at full pool 
(approximately 2,000,000 acre-feet of total storage), received in May through September of 2006  
approximately 316,000 recreation-days of use per year. See DLA, Ex. E-6, “Recreation 
Assessment Study Report (2007), at  3-30; see also DLA, Ex. E, at 7-19. This number is 
expected to grow to over 391,000 recreation days per year by 2030. See Ex. E-6, “Recreation 
Assessment Study Report (2007),” at  3-43.  The Lower Saluda River, which is approximately 
ten miles long from the base of the Saluda Dam to the river’s confluence with the Broad River 
near Columbia, receives approximately 232,000 recreation-days during the peak holiday season.  
See id., at 7-19.  Thus the Lower Saluda, which is miniscule compared to Lake Murray, receives 
over 25% of the use that occurs on the lake.  SCE&G estimates that use from “public access sites 
on Lake Murray and the lower Saluda River could total 604,520 recreation days in the year 2030 
-- an increase of approximately 115,500 recreation days (23 percent) over 2006 levels.” DLA, 
Ex. E-6, “Recreation Assessment Study Report (2007),” at 3-41.  Further, as the applicant notes:  
“A recent SCDNR creel census suggested that the fishery resources of the LSR generate 
approximately 1.8 million dollars annually to the South Carolina State economy, with the trout 
fishery being responsible for the majority of the revenues.”  DLA, Ex. E, at 3-5.  The tourism 
industry is the number one contributor to the state’s economy, with an annual total economic 
demand of nearly $17 billion and the generation of more than 10% of the state’s employment 
(South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism, “Economic Contribution of 
Tourism in South Carolina,” available at 
http://www.scprt.com/files/Research/SC%20Tourism%20Update%201-22-08.pdf.).  The 
applicant estimates that, by 2030, recreation days received by Lake Murray, the Mill Race sites, 
and the Lower Saluda River will exceed 604,000 days per year.  See DLA, Ex. E-6, “Recreation 
Assessment Study Report (2007),” at  3-42. 
 
The boaters, anglers, swimmers, and others who utilize the Lower Saluda River inject 
approximately into the Columbia area’s economy in the form of money spent on hotels, food, 
fuel, and other items.  Fishing is a popular activity in South Carolina. For example, during the 
years 2003 through 2006, there was an average of 27 permits granted annually for fishing 



http://www.scprt.com/files/Research/SC Tourism Update 1-22-08.pdf
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tournaments on Lake Murray.  See DLA, Ex. E, at 7-1.  Like Lake Murray, the Lower Saluda 
River supports an active recreational fishery.  See id., at 7-1.  Freshwater fishing alone 
contributes $802,726,539 to the South Carolina economy. See American Sportfishing 
Association, “Data & Statistics: Sales and Economic Trends: Economic Impact of Freshwater 
Fishing by State in 2006,” available at 
www.asafishing.org/asa/statistics/saleco_trends/2006ei_fresh_state.html.  This revenue is rippled 
or multiplied through the economy for a total contribution of well over a billion dollars annually. 
See American Sportfishing Association, www.asafishing.org. The LSR is unique for a number of 
reasons.  First, it is one of the southernmost trout fisheries in the Eastern U.S. Second, it is the 
closest trout fishery to population hubs on the South Carolina Coast.  Finally, it is partially 
located within a state capital’s city limits.  If state water quality standards are maintained and in-
stream flow requirements are met it is likely the fishery will improve by increasing the number 
of holdover trout, which possibly will result in trout spawning.  An improved fishery certainly 
will attract more anglers to the region.  Richland and Lexington Counties stand to benefit 
significantly from increased angler use of the LSR.  In South Carolina, the average daily annual 
expenditure per angler is $75.  After this money is multiplied through the economy, revenues 
increase to $115 a day, providing valuable revenue to the local economy See American 
Sportfishing Association, “Average Annual Expenditure Per Day of Freshwater Fishing by State, 
2006 (includes travel & equipment)”, available at 
http://www.asafishing.org/asa/statistics/saleco_trends/expend_perday_fresh.html.  
 
Lake Murray supports “substantial” boating activity, including annually hosting 6-8 sailing 
regattas, and by providing water for use by power boaters and flat water paddlers.  See DLA, Ex. 
E, at 7-1 (citation omitted).  Between 2003 and 2006, there was an average of 30 regatta permits 
granted annually.  See id., at 7-1 (citation omitted). 
 
Paddlesports, including whitewater boating, are some of the fast growing outdoor recreation 
activities nationwide (see www.americancanoeassociation.org).  This trend certainly includes 
South Carolina.   The LSR as been a whitewater destination for many years in part because it is 
the only class II-IV whitewater in the U.S. that is located within a major metropolitan area. The 
City of Columbia and local boating groups host a number of  events each year, including the 
Wildwater Junior World Championships in 2007. Participation in paddlesports, especially from 
out of town and out of state boaters, is growing. Whitewater recreation has tremendous economic 
impact for Richland and Lexington counties.  Four outfitters and two paddling groups with 
hundreds of members are based in part around the resource.  The relicensing has the potential to 
enhance recreational use on the LSR, further increasing economic output in the area and 
positively influencing regional employment levels.  Though expenditure profiles are somewhat 
more difficult to obtain for boating than for fishing, it is possible to assess them in much the 
same way; i.e., expenditures per day or per trip are multiplied by the change in activity and the 
overall impact on the regional economy estimated.  Although specific economic data relating to 
boating on the LSR is difficult to obtain, similar economic studies have been conducted on other 
whitewater rivers in the state.  For example, American Whitewater identified 39,000 user days a 
year on the Chattooga River with a total annual economic output of $4,350,000 (see 
www.americanwhitewater.org).  Though the LSR may not be in the same class as the Chattooga 
River, as noted above, it certainly receives heavy use that justifies its protection as a valuable 



http://www.asafishing.org/asa/statistics/saleco_trends/2006ei_fresh_state.html
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natural and economic resource.. With favorable flows dedicated to whitewater boating, user days 
will increase, resulting in further economic benefits to Richland and Lexington counties. 
 
The applicant acknowledges that projected population increases in the counties 
surrounding the Lake Murray and the Lower Saluda River are likely to place additional 
significant strains on these water bodies.  See DLA, Ex. E, at 3-42; see also DLA, Ex. E-
6, “Recreation Assessment Study Report (2007),” at 3-41 (citation omitted), 3-44.  In 
light of these additional pressures, we are concerned that existing safety issues for river 
users at the Project and in the LSR will be exacerbated by the applicant’s current plan, as 
expressed in the DLA, to continue to operate the Project as a reserve capacity facility.  
We request that the Commission, in the final license, require the applicant to fully explain 
and document the expected effects that its proposed operation of the Project will have on 
recreational safety on Lake Murray and in the Lower Saluda River for all typical river 
users.  
 
As we noted in our comments on the ICD, there have been numerous drownings on the 
Lower Saluda River associated with Project operations.  See ICD Comments, at 4.  The 
proximity of the Saluda Dam to heavily used recreation areas means that project releases 
quickly and drastically alter the river, bringing it to unsafe recreation levels in a 
dangerously short period of time.  Users of the Lower Saluda River are unable to safely 
and quickly react to these releases without an effective warning system in place.  The 
current warning lights and sirens have been noted as being ineffective in most reaches of 
the river.  See id.  The Conservation Groups note that one critical feature of the Lower 
Saluda River is that anglers, boaters, and other users often have severely limited options 
for exiting the river easily in the event of sudden rises in the river’s water level, such as 
those caused by some of the Saluda Project’s operations. The comments of several 
stakeholders have demonstrated that fishermen, boaters, and other river users repeatedly 
have been subject to sudden water level changes without warning.  These instances have 
threatened serious physical harm and caused loss of property.  SCE&G has stated that the 
warning system was in working order during these times.  This situation demonstrates 
that the current system is ineffective in at least some stretches of the Lower Saluda River.   
 
  Section 7.3.2:  Future Recreation Use 
 
The applicant states in the DLA that, “[b]ecause of the association of locality with recreation 
participation, population growth is typically a good indicator of future recreational use.”  DLA, 
Ex. E, at 7-22.  As we have commented elsewhere in this document, we are extremely concerned 
that the projected increase in population, and the resultant increases in recreation days that 
follow from the population increase, will place severe strain on the natural resources located 
within and near to the Project. 
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 Section 7.4:  Adequacy of Existing Recreation Sites to Accommodate Existing and 
Potential Future Recreational Use 
 
The applicant notes that “[p]ublic recreation sites at the project are generally well used with 
several sites reportedly being used at their design capacity.”  DLA, Ex. E, at 7-23.   At least two 
sites Larry Koon and Shull Island, “are used beyond their capacities, regardless of day type.”  
Id., at 7-23-24.  According to the Boat Density Study conducted by the applicant, boat use at 
Lake Murray seems to be within the lake’s capacity.  See generally  Ex. E-6, “Recreation:  Boat 
Density Report (2007).  Again, we urge the Commission to consider, as it crafts the new license 
articles, that the expected increases in local population will put additional pressures on the 
Lake’s natural resources and water quality. We urge the Commission to consider these facts 
carefully as it develops the new license articles.  
 
 Section 7.5:  Recreation Management 
 
The applicant maintains a system on the Lower Saluda River to warn river users of sudden 
changes in river levels.  See DLA, Ex. E, at 7-28.  The system consists of a number of warning 
lights and sirens that are activated by float switches, and a series of color-coded river markers.  
See id.  As noted above, the applicant also has established an electronic email and telephone 
calling system to warn selected persons of sudden changes in river levels.  See id.  The applicant 
also has expanded the information regarding current and planned operations that is available on 
its website. 
 
In our comments on the ICD, we recommended that SCE&G conduct the following studies on 
the LSR with a goal of improving safety for river users: 
 


1) studies “to assess and improve the rising water alert system and to implement other safety 
measures to account for hazardous conditions created by project operations.”  ICD 
Comments, at 4. 


 
2) studies “of how to develop a public information system to communicate river conditions 


and project operations to river users.  Potential media included signs and kiosks, the 
internet, and dedicated, toll-free telephone lines.  Information to be communicated should 
include required flow releases, weekly forecasts of project operations, real-time reporting  
of conditions and other information useful to” the river-using public. Id., at 5. 


 
We acknowledge that SCE&G has made some improvements to the warning system, 
including expanding somewhat the system of warning lights and sirens, adding 
information regarding current and planned operations to the company’s website, an 
electronic call system that alerts certain persons via telephone message and email, and 
color-coded river markers. See DLA, Ex. E, at 7-28.  We note with a great deal of 
concern, however, that the sirens and lights are triggered by float switches as the river 
rises, not by switches activated when the plant receives the call to commence operations, 
or when the Project actually commences operations. We believe that the current method 
of triggering the warning system is unacceptable because it reduces the time that persons 
in the river have available to exit before the water starts rising to dangerous levels.  We 
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will continue to work with the applicant and other stakeholders to resolve these concerns; 
however, in the event we are unable to reach a suitable resolution of these issues, we 
strongly urge the Commission to require the applicant to activate the light and siren 
warning system either when the plant receives the call to generate, or when it actually 
commences operation. 
 
 Section 7.6:  Agency and Public Recommendations Concerning Recreational 
Resources 
 
  Section 7.6.1:  Initial Stage Consultation 
 
In the DLA, the applicant notes that a number of stakeholders, including the Conservation 
Groups, requested that the applicant conduct a recreational uses and needs study on Lake 
Murray.  See DLA, Ex. E, at 7-29. The applicant states that it developed a recreation assessment 
in consultation with the resource agencies and through working with the Recreation RCG and 
TWC. See id., at 7-29-30. 
 
In our comments on the ICD, we requested that the applicant conduct a study on recreation and 
instream flows in the Lower Saluda River, with particular emphasis on the effects that the 
Project’s operations have on instream flows and on the recreation that occurs in the Lower 
Saluda River and at the confluence of the Saluda and Broad Rivers.  See ICD Comments, at 19-
20.   We recommended that the applicant: 
 


[determine] flow levels in the rivers required for: 1) enhancing recreational 
opportunities for anglers, paddlers, and swimmers; and 2) ensuring the safety of 
the public as they pursue these recreational opportunities.  These studies alas are 
needed to determine the flow levels/dam operations that will allow use of canoes 
and kayaks from the Saluda Dam, through the confluence and into the Congaree 
River.  An additional objective of recreation flow studies is to provide 
information to develop a system to timely inform the public of flow release 
schedules and a warning system to inform river users of changes n river flows and 
potentially hazardous conditions. 


 
Id., at 19.   
 
We noted in those comments that “[t]he areas listed are all used for public recreation, and 
would be more widely used if flow conditions made the rivers more accessible and safer 
for use . . . .” Id., at 20.  We also noted that “[o]peration of the Saluda Project controls 
virtually all of the flow of the [Lower] Saluda River and approximately one-third of the 
flow at the confluence [of the Saluda and Broad Rivers] and in the Congaree River.  Not 
only does the project control water volume, but it also controls the timing and duration of 
flows needed to meet recreational requirements.”  Id. 
 
In the DLA, the applicant states that it conducted this study during the early summer of 2007, 
and that “[r]esults of this assessment will be used to aid in flow discussions with any 
recommendations for recreational flows contained in the Final Application.” DLA, Ex. E, at 7-
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31.  Given the Project’s profound impact on the Lower Saluda River, and the importance of 
recreational flows for maintenance of the recreational resource in the Lower Saluda River, we 
urge the Commission not to act on the Final License Application until it receives the results of 
this assessment, and to consider the assessment’s results in its development of the new license. 
 
In their comments on the ICD, other stakeholders requested that the applicant conduct a study of 
staged releases, or ramping, for implementation during high recreation periods.  See id (citations 
omitted).  We believe that staged releases, or ramping of releases, from the Saluda Project, if 
combined with other measures, could have a significant impact on the safety concerns that exist 
regarding the recreational resource at the project and downstream from the  
Project.  In combination with adequate lights, sirens, increased numbers of access locations on 
the LSR, and other measures, staged releases or ramping could allow recreational users 
additional time to exist the river safely upon commencement of releases from the Project.  We 
strongly encourage the Commission to consider staged releases or ramping as license articles in 
the new license for this project.  The applicant notes in the DLA that both the Safety and 
Recreation RCG’s are considering the issue of ramping.  See id.  The Conservation Groups have 
been active participants in the ongoing discussions regarding recreation and safety issues at the 
Project, and the impacts that the Project’s operations have within and beyond the Project 
boundaries.  
 
The applicant notes in the DLA that several groups, including American Whitewater and the 
South  Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism, expressed support in their 
comments on the ICD for the upgrade and repair, and continued existence, of existing access 
points on the Lower Saluda River. See id.  We support these proposals and strongly recommend 
to the Commission that it include articles in the new license that require the applicant to upgrade 
and repair existing access locations, and expand the number of access locations, on the LSR. 
 
A large number of stakeholders, including the Conservation Groups, stated in their comments on 
the ICD that it is necessary to install additional water level rise safety warning systems along the 
LSR.  See id., at 7-33 (citations omitted).  The applicant states in the DLA that it has been 
working on an ongoing basis with these groups regarding the recreational safety issues, and 
describes some of the measures it has implemented to try to address some of the stakeholders’ 
concerns.  See id., at 34.  As stated above, the Conservation Groups acknowledge that SCE&G 
has made some improvements to the warning system, including expanding somewhat the system 
of warning lights and sirens, adding information regarding current and planned operations to the 
company’s website, an electronic call system that alerts certain persons via telephone message 
and email, and color-coded river markers. See id., at 7-28.  We note with a great deal of concern, 
however, that the sirens and lights are triggered by float switches as the river rises, not by 
switches activated when the plant receives the call to commence operations, or when the Project 
actually commences operations. We believe that the current method of triggering the warning 
system is unacceptable because it reduces the time that persons in the river have available to exit 
before the water starts rising to dangerous levels.  We remain concerned that the applicant’s 
efforts will not suffice to provide users of the LSR with an adequate measure of safety from the 
dangers associated with rapidly rising river levels caused by Project operations.  We will 
continue to work with the applicant and other stakeholders to resolve these concerns; however, in 
the event we are unable to reach a suitable resolution of these issues we strongly urge the 
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Commission to require the applicant to activate the light and siren warning system either when 
the plant receives the call to generate, or when it actually commences operation, rather than 
using the current system of float switches located at various points along the Lower Saluda 
River.. 
 
 Section 7.7:  Recreation Needs Identified in Management Plans 
 


Section 7.7.1:  South Carolina State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation 
Plan (2002) 


 
The current version of the State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP), which was 
completed in 2002, does not contain any recommendations specific to the Saluda Project. See 
generally South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism, “State Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (2002), available at http://www.scprt.com/facts-
figures/outdoorrecreationplan.aspx.  It does, however, contain several state-wide management 
priorities for recreation development  that have applicability to the Project.  See generally id.  
Beginning in 2008, a comprehensive revision of the SCORP began.  It is expected that this 
revision will be complete by the end of the year.  We expect to be providing comments to the 
state agency at appropriate points in the development of the revised SCORP, with an eye towards 
providing the maximum feasible protection for the natural resources in waters affected by the 
Project. 
 
Section 7.8:  Measures or Facilities Recommended by Agencies 
 


Section 7.9:  Existing Measures to be Continued and New Measures Proposed by the 
Applicant 


 
This section is a placeholder for language to be developed later in the licensing process.  We will 
be active participants in commenting on these measures at the appropriate times, and strongly 
urge the Commission to consider our comments, and those of other stakeholders, when it reviews 
this section of the FLA. 
 
 Section 7.10:  Designated Waters and Project Lands 
 
As the applicant notes in the DLA (see DLA, Ex. E, at 7-42), the Lower Saluda River, which is 
directly impacted by the Project’s operations, has been designated by the South Carolina General 
Assembly as the state’s first State Scenic River.  Further, the National Park Service has listed 
segments of the LSR and the Congaree River on the Nationwide Rivers Inventory. See U.S. 
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Center for Recreation and 
Conservation, “Nationwide Rivers Inventory,” available at 
http://www.nps.gov/ncrc/programs/rtca/nri/. These designations reveal the importance of the 
Lower Saluda River as an important environmental and recreational resource for the state of 
South Carolina and for the nation.  We are concerned that the applicant’s proposed plan of 
operations, as described in the DLA, will have negative impacts on the LSR’s aquatic and 
terrestrial resources, and urge the Commission, as it prepares the new license, to carefully 
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evaluate all of the available information regarding the Project’s effects on the Lower Saluda 
River in order to ensure that the resource is protected to the maximum extent possible. 
  
Section 8.0:  Land Management & Aesthetics 
 
In its order approving the most recently updated shoreline management plan, the Commission 
directed SCE&G to review lands within the Project boundary and potentially revise their 
classifications. See 107 FERC ¶ 62.273.  The applicant has been engaged, under the auspices of 
the Lake and Land Management Technical Working Committee, (LLM TWC) in an extended 
debate over how to follow through with FERC’s directive. We, along with a number of other 
interested parties, are, and will continue to be, active participants in that debate. 
 
In our comments on the ICD, we requested a study of the shoreline classifications at Lake 
Murray and along the Lower Saluda River.  See ICD Comments, at 20-21.  We believe that the 
Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) “should result in uses achieving maximum public benefit.” 
Id., at 20.  As the Federal Power Act states, that a FERC-approved project such as the Saluda 
Project must be “best adapted to a comprehensive plan for improving or developing a waterway 
or waterways for the use or benefit of interstate or foreign commerce, for the improvement and 
utilization of waterpower development, for the adequate protection, mitigation, and enhancement 
of fish and wildlife (included related spawning grounds and habitat), and for other beneficial 
public uses, including irrigation, flood control, water supply, and recreational and other purposes 
. . . .,” 16 U.S.C. § 803(a)(1), and that:  
 


In deciding whether to issue any license under this subchapter for any project, the 
Commission, in addition to the power and development purposes for which 
licenses are issued, shall give equal consideration to the purposes of energy 
conservation, the protection, mitigation of damage to, and enhancement of, fish 
and wildlife (including related spawning grounds and habitat), the protection of 
recreational opportunities, and the preservation of other aspects of environmental 
quality. 
 
16 U.S.C. § 797(e). 


 
Last fall, because of concerns regarding the lack of progress by the applicant in developing 
recommendations for rebalancing the shoreline to maximize passive recreational opportunities 
and provide optimal protection for shoreline tracts with high recreational values, an ad-hoc group 
of members of the recreation Management TWC met and developed a set of recommendations 
for reclassifying tracts of land along the shoreline to increase the amount of shoreline preserved 
for passive recreational activities.  This group consisted of representatives of non-governmental 
organizations (NGO’s), including the Coastal Conservation League, American Rivers, Trout 
Unlimited, the South Carolina Wildlife Federation, the League of Women Voters; the lake-based 
advocacy group Lake Murray Watch; businesses such as River Runner and Adventure Carolina; 
and interested private citizens.  Attending in an advisory status were representatives of the South 
Carolina Department of Natural Resources; the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation 
and Tourism; and the Lower Saluda Scenic River Advisory Council.  These groups have not 
formally endorsed the focus group’s proposal, but have provided technical assistance to the focus 
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group.  Not present at the meeting but supporting the proposal were the South Carolina Chapter 
of the Sierra Club, the Columbia Audubon Society, and the Lake Murray Homeowners Coalition.  
On February 20, 2008, at the focus group’s request, the Recreation Management TWC agreed to 
forward the focus group’s proposal to the Lake and Land Management TWC for its consideration 
in the development of its rebalancing proposal.  The RM TWC did not endorse the proposal’s 
substance:  it merely agreed to submit the proposal to the LLM TWC for that TWC to consider. 
 
Because of an agreement that various stakeholders entered into verbally with SCE&G at the start 
of the licensing process, we will not describe the focus group’s proposals in detail here, as they 
still are the subject of discussions among the stakeholders and with the applicant.  In brief, the 
focus group proposed a series of measures aimed at increasing the protection of lands in all 
categories, especially in the lower part of the lake, which is an area that has been subject to 
intense development.  The focus group’s proposal includes educating property owners regarding 
the public’s right to access lands along the shoreline, and on the values associated with shoreline 
vegetation and natural habitat; imposing more stringent restrictions on clearing vegetation; 
improved shoreline management; limits on new individual docks; consideration of restrictions on 
clearing below the 360’ contour; incentives to property owners to encourage them to develop 
buffer zones; increased emphasis on passive recreational use on lands set aside for future 
development; restriction on land sales in certain areas; and increased protection of applicant-
owned lands along the Lower Saluda River. 


 
Though a large number of the Recreation Management TWC members support this proposal, it 
does not have the support of the applicant, so has been forwarded to the Lake and Land 
Management TWC as a series of recommendations for that TWC to consider as it develops its 
shoreline rebalancing program.  The Conservation Groups plan to continue to work with the 
applicant and other stakeholders on issues relating to rebalancing shoreline uses, and urge the 
Commission to consider the efforts of these parties as it prepares the new license articles. 
 
 Section 8.1: Existing Development, Land Use and Aesthetics 
 
  Section 8.1.1:  Development and Land Use 
  
As noted in the discussion of Section 7.0, supra, the land surrounding the Project, including the 
land along and around the Lower Saluda River, is subject to increasing development pressures 
caused by the area’s expanding population.  We are extremely concerned that the natural 
resources at and surrounding the Project will suffer adverse effects because of the area’s 
expanding population, and urge the Commission, when it crafts the articles for the new license 
for this project, to act carefully to preserve and protect these natural resources to the maximum 
extent possible.  
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 Section 8.2:  Agency and Public Recommendations Concerning Land Use 
 
  Section 8.2.1:  Initial Stage Consultation 
 
We requested that the applicant review land classifications at the Project.  This review is 
ongoing. We are active participants in the process, and, as noted above in the discussion of 
Section 8.0, supra, with other stakeholders have made a land use rebalancing proposal to the 
applicant.  We urge the Commission not to act on the FLA until it receives all necessary 
information on land reclassification. 
 
  Section 8.3:  Applicant Proposed Mitigation 
 
The applicant has inserted a placeholder in the DLA and proposes to provide the Commission 
with potential mitigation measures at the time it files the FLA.  See DLA, Ex. E, at 8-14.  We are 
concerned that potential mitigation measures may not be adequate or may not have a sufficient 
nexus to the project for them to be valid mitigation measures.  We therefore strongly urge the 
Commission to 1) not proceed with evaluating the FLA until it receives all potential mitigation 
measures and 2) examine any such measures carefully to ensure that they are linked 
appropriately to the Project and comply with federal and state laws.  We of course will continue 
to work with the applicant and other stakeholders to try to resolve concerns regarding any 
proposed mitigation measures. 
 
 Section 8.4:  Applicant’s Policy Regarding Shoreline Development 
 
In the DLA, the applicant describes how during the term of the current license, it has required 
private property owners who since 1984 purchased land within the Project boundary to “maintain 
a 75-foot-wide vegetated setback located between the lake’s high water mark (358.5-foot contour 
interval) and back property development.” DLA, Ex. E, at 8-14.  According to the applicant, 
“these setback areas are maintained as vegetated areas intended to protect and enhance the 
Project’s scenic, recreational and environmental values in the area bordering the Lake Murray 
shoreline.” Id.  The applicant also describes its designation of certain areas within the Project 
Boundary as “Natural Areas,” in which there is to be no sale of lands, and no docks, excavation, 
or shoreline activity. See id.   We acknowledge the applicant’s efforts n these instances to 
provide additional protection to the natural land and water resources on and around the Lake 
Murray shoreline.  As described in several sections above, we are working, through the various 
RCGs and TWCs, with the applicant and other interested stakeholders, towards a goal of 
providing increased protection for the remaining undisturbed shoreline and waters of Lake 
Murray.  The provision of vegetated buffer zones is especially important because these areas 
serve as filters for surface runoff from developed areas close to, but not directly on, the 
shoreline.  These areas thus can provide significant opportunities for: 
 


1) the enhancement of water quality in Lake Murray and in the Lower Saluda River, and  
 
2) the protection of the high recreational and aesthetic values associated with having a 


shoreline that is left in a natural state, as opposed to one that is highly developed.  
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From: Earl Mcleod
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: FERC Presentation
Date: Friday, June 13, 2008 1:55:23 PM

 
Please send me a copy of the presentation from the meeting last Tuesday as well 
as the spread sheet of properties proposed to be reclassified.

Earl E. McLeod, Jr.  
Executive Director  
Home Builders Association of Greater Columbia  
P.O. Box 725, Columbia, SC  29202  
(803)256-6238 FAX (803)779-0635 

It's a great time to buy a home!  
Visit  www.BuyNowBuildNowColumbia.com today for more 
information.   

 
 
 
 

mailto:earl@columbiabuilders.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
file:///c|/www.BuyNowBuildNowColumbia.com


From: Dave Anderson
To: "Bill Marshall"; "C Coleman"; Alison Guth; "Tony Bebber"; 

BARGENTIERI@scana.com; "Guy Jones"; "J. Hamilton Hagood"; 
Jennifer Hand; "Jim Cumberland"; "Karen Kustafik"; Kelly Maloney; 
"Malcolm Leaphart"; "Mike Waddell"; 

Subject: Videos
Date: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 10:15:53 AM

Bill et al.,
 
Yes the videos are available.  I will make copies of the DVD and let everyone 
know when they are available (probably some time next week).
 
Dave

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DAVID.ANDERSON
mailto:MarshallB@dnr.sc.gov
mailto:cheetahtrk@yahoo.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:tbebber@scprt.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BARGENTIERI@scana.com
mailto:guyjones@sc.rr.com
mailto:jhamilton@scana.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jennifer.Summerlin
mailto:jimc@scccl.org
mailto:kakustafik@columbiasc.net
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kelly.O"Brien
mailto:malcolml@mailbox.sc.edu
mailto:mwaddell@esri.sc.edu


From: Prescott Brownell
To: Alison Guth; Shane Boring; 
cc: "Pace Wilber"; BARGENTIERI@scana.com; 

Alan Stuart; 
Subject: Saluda RCG Meeting
Date: Wednesday, May 21, 2008 3:16:44 PM

Good afternoon Alison and Shane and team, 
I must choose to miss the RCG meeting on Thursday due to some workload  
deadlines.  I will look forward to the meeting notes when you send them. 
Have a good meeting 
Regards 
Prescott 

mailto:Prescott.Brownell@noaa.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shane.Boring
mailto:Pace.Wilber@noaa.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BARGENTIERI@scana.com
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alan Stuart


From: Lee Emery
To: Alison Guth; 
Subject: RE: Project 516 Info...
Date: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 3:27:42 PM

I am preparing some in-house documents. This gives me an opportunity to look 
closer at the draft document. I may list some things that I see are missing, so they 
can be incorporated into the final filing. I have barely scratched the surface in my 
look at the draft document. I appreciate your help on getting the info to me.

Lee Emery  
Fishery Biologist  
Office of Energy Projects  
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  
Phone (202) 502-8379  
FAX (202) 219-0205 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 3:17 PM 
To: Lee Emery 
Subject: RE: Project 516 Info...
 
Yes, the picture definitely helps.  There are intake racks on all of the towers, they 
are a little bit different style on Unit 5 but the spacing is the same.  Brett is looking 
for the information on the distance for you.  I did talk to Alan, and he wanted to let 
you know that he apologizes for not getting back with you.  He noted that he had 
tried to call later but got your voicemail. 
 
For our information, is there any particular reason you need this information?  We 
want to make sure we include anything in the final application that may be lacking in 
the draft.
 
Thanks!  Alison

-----Original Message----- 
From: Lee Emery [mailto:Lee.Emery@ferc.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 2:47 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: RE: Project 516 Info...

Wow! Thanks that photo really helps me see what is going on. I would like 
an estimate of the distance between the crest of the old dam to the crest of 

mailto:Lee.Emery@ferc.gov
mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alison.Guth


the new dam at the point near the location of the powerhouse. In other 
words, a hypothetical string attached to the crest of the new dam above the 
powerhouse to a site perpendicular to the new dam on the old dam crest. 
Am I confusing you? I hope not. I can see that the distance varies between 
the two dam crests as you go in either direction.
 
So there are trashracks at all five intake towers?
 
Thanks for your help. 

Lee Emery  
Fishery Biologist  
Office of Energy Projects  
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  
Phone (202) 502-8379  
FAX (202) 219-0205 

From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 2:30 PM 
To: Lee Emery 
Subject: Project 516 Info...
 

Hello Mr. Emery, 

To answer a few of your questions, 

The intake rack spacing is 4 inches in between bars.  

The approximate lengths between the crest of the earthen dam and the 
backup dam will be a little more difficult to determine but the picture itself 
may answer your questions...This picture is from 2005, there is actually now 
two lanes running down between the two.  If you still need to know average 
distances, let me know and our engineer can get back to you on that.  As 
you can see from the picture, the toe of the backup dam is only about 20 
feet or so from the powerhouse.    

<<dam overview.jpg>> 

Alison Guth  



Licensing Coordinator  
Kleinschmidt Associates  
204 Caughman Farm Lane, Suite 301  
Lexington, SC 29072  
Phone 803-951-2077  
Fax 803-951-2124 
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Carl Bussells

From: Alison Guth
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008 3:48 PM
To: 'Flach, Tim'
Subject: RE: question

9:30, all day

-----Original Message-----
From: Flach, Tim [mailto:tflach@thestate.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008 3:42 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: RE: question

time and estimated length of session?

-----Original Message-----
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008 9:43 AM
To: Flach, Tim
Subject: RE: question

It will be at Saluda Shoals Park (the Rivers Conference Center)

-----Original Message-----
From: Flach, Tim [mailto:tflach@thestate.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 4:35 PM
To: Alison Guth
Subject: RE: question

Sounds like something I should listen to, so please alert the gendarmes to let me in.
 
Does it begin at 9 a.m. at the training center below the dam?

-----Original Message-----
From: Alison Guth [mailto:Alison.Guth@KleinschmidtUSA.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2008 10:01 AM
To: Flach, Tim
Subject: RE: question

Well, it is up to you.
 
They will be meeting to discuss the results of the operations model.  Many of the inputs have been 
identified for the Operations Model by the TWC (such as lake level, recreational flows, etc.). Jon 
Quebbeman is scheduled to join us in order to review and discuss the results of these constraints being 
placed into the model.  Such as, if we had this much inflow, could we do all of these rec flow and still 
have enough water in the lake to reach 358.  etc. etc.

-----Original Message-----
From: Flach, Tim [mailto:tflach@thestate.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2008 2:54 PM



From: Alison Guth
To: "Clyde Ward"; 
Subject: RE: Presentation Morning session Jan 17
Date: Thursday, January 10, 2008 5:33:38 PM

Hello Mr. Ward, 

Due to the presentations that we already have scheduled for the Quarterly Public 
Meetings, there will not be sufficient time or opportunity to effectively evaluate 
any relevant information you would like to present. As you may or may not be 
aware, lake level concerns have been expressly listed as a key interest by lake 
property owners (such as yourself) in most of the working groups and those 
issues are being discussed in great detail. I think your interests will be better 
served in a presentation to the technical working committee, particularly the 
Recreation technical working committee (TWC) . 

As we have discussed before, the Recreation TWC is a group of stakeholders 
(including lake property owners), state and federal resource agencies and 
SCE&G representatives that has been meeting on a regular basis for the past 3 
years. Since you reference both lake levels and recreation, the Recreation TWC 
would be the best place for you to provide any data or relevant information for 
consideration as that group will be making recommendations on issues such as 
those you expressed . We are currently working on the scheduling Recreation 
TWC meeting in the February timeframe, and we will certainly keep you informed 
and work with you if necessary in the scheduling. We will alert the Recreation 
TWC members (and cc you) of your possible interest in providing data which 
may be beneficial in making lake level recommendations. We appreciate your 
interest and look forward to hearing from you.

Thanks, 

Alison 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Clyde Ward [mailto:clyderward@bellsouth.net]  
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2008 3:25 PM 
To: Alison Guth 
Subject: Re: Presentation Morning session Jan 17 
 
The presentation is on lake levels for the past 17 years at Lake 
Murray and Lake Greenwood. ?The presentation would be 10 - 15 
minutes. 

mailto:/O=KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES/OU=PITTSFIELD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALISON.GUTH
mailto:clyderward@bellsouth.net
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I read the Recreation Study and was disappointed that only one 
sentence in over 90 pages mentions lake level.??In that sentence 
waterfowl hunters say that ?higher water levels?..single most 
important thing SCE&G could do? (Page 3-59). ?I believe that 
people who own property around the lake would agree with the 
waterfoul hunters. ?Yet, that concern and complaint is being 
completely ignored for the relicense.
 
I can talk now and/or talk to the FERC later. ?Nobody that I have 
talked to wants the next 40-50 years to be like the last 6.
 
Sorry I didn't attach the presentation title slide. ?Here it is.
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